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PREFACE
Dear Readers,
While the exam continues with the CORONA virus in the world, we
academics want to produce and share what we produce. The topics we dealt
with in our book “Academic Studies in Economics and Administrative
Sciences” have a wide range. Our work, which we have gathered under
thirteen sections, includes valuable works of many colleagues from Turkey
and abroad. Changing economic and financial conditions need to be
reinterpreted. This is possible with different methods and discourses.
Science that repeats itself cannot serve this purpose. When we look at this
aspect, different sounds and perspectives are needed. In fact, it should be
aimed to evaluate some issues in a multi-disciplinary manner with a multidimensional approach. We think that the diversity in our book is a step
towards this goal. We would like to thank everyone who contributed to this
resource work produced as a result of a meticulous process. It is our wish
that both its contribution to the literature and the evaluation of our readers
will carry us together by multiplying to other studies.
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THE ROAD TO 2007 -2008 GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS
AND
THE RISK-TAKING CHANNEL
Bilgin Bari & Zafer Adalı
Highlights: This study aims to define the properties of the 2008 Global
Financial Crisis and The Risk-Taking Channel. The roots of the 2008
Global Financial Crisis has been received considerable attention in the
literature, and many researchers and institutions tried to investigate the
determinants of the crisis to prevent the potential crisis like the 2008 crisis.
They emphasized that credit expansions, moral hazards, inadequate
regulatory and supervision, employing advanced financial engineering are
some counselled determinants inducing the outbreak of the crisis.
Gradually, the researchers noticed the new monetary transmission
mechanism, which can singly explain the common cause of the 2008
Global Financial Crisis. The new monetary transmission mechanism is
called as the risk-taking channel. Therefore, understanding the 2008 Global
Financial Crisis through the risk-taking channel will be essential to
implement the monetary policy and prevent a similar financial crisis.
Keywords: The 2008 Global Financial Crisis, The Risk-Taking Channel,
The Monetary Transmission Mechanism, The Mortgage System

1. The Road to 2007-2008 Financial Crises
Before the 2008 Global financial crisis, many essential events, laying
the foundation of the crisis, occurred. Thus, investigating the pre-crisis
conditions may be essential to examine and understand the 2008 global
financial crisis and the risk-taking channel.
The "Internet-dotcom" issue is one of the most critical pre-financial
crisis conditions. The innovation, internet technologies and information
had been the most attractive topics in the 1990s, and the world and the
economies have been followed this new wave. This structural changing
sharply increased the value of the firms' stocks related to the internet,
technology and innovations. The sharp increase in the firms' stocks is
called the dotcom bubble, and the rising continued until March 2000, and
finally, the burst of assets happened. Beginning in March 2000, the burst
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of the dotcom bubble had a detrimental impact on the advanced economies,
especially the US. When economic recession resulting from the burst of
assets was witnessed, The Federal Reserve (FED) implemented the
expansionary policy in order to mitigate the harmful effect of the bubble
crisis. At this time, the deflation and permanent unemployment like Japan
long-term experienced were one of the most fearful scenarios in the eyes
of FED administrations. This situation and Japanese bad experience
induced the FED to conduct the unusual and highly aggressive
expansionary monetary policies.
Furthermore, some political factors also led to the unusual
expansionary policies conducted by the US government and the FED. For
example, the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center and afterwards, the
Iraq and Afghanistan War may be considered as a milestone because these
events pushed the government to increase the government expenditure.
Besides, the Bush administration used excess liquidity to cover their bad
management. Political unrest resulting in two big war and the Bush
administration political maneuver were also the essential reasons for the
expansionary monetary policy. Therefore, the market was awash with easy
money, which resulted in the one per cent interest rate.
Another reason for the expansionary monetary policy conducted by
the US government is that the construction and real estate were considered
as the locomotive sectors and rescuer markets to ameliorate the economic
recession. The growth of the construction and the real estate sector were
positively associated with low-interest rates resulting from the
expansionary monetary policy. The expansionary monetary policy led to
low-interest rates which stimulated the people to buy the property. The
expansionary policy was implemented to mitigate the crisis and
reinvigorate the economy, but its long term effects were more devastating
than the dotcom crisis. The unusual expansionary policy led to the 2008
financial crisis, and the 2008 crisis is called the great recession in light of
its detrimental effects on both the US economy and all world economy. In
other words, the road to hell is paved with good intentions.
The 2008 Global financial crisis is associated with the expansionary
policy, but this policy is only not enough to understand the foundation of
the crisis. There are also some mechanisms, factors and the economic
agents' behavior patterns which play a crucial role in the outbreak of the
2008 financial crisis. The mechanism or factors can be classified as the
mortgage system, securitization, financial engineering resulting in
disguising the risks. Therefore, examining these factors will contribute to
understanding the primary element of the 2008 financial crisis.
The mortgage system is considered a dominant factor which
induced the crisis. In the beginning, the mortgage system seemed to be the
2

most secure financial field because the mortgage loans were benefited by
the only highly secure consumer whose credit history was considered
positive. However, financial engineering, financial innovation techniques
and the above mentioned prolonged expansionary monetary policy set the
mortgage system on its ear. First, we will examine the effects of the
expansionary policy on the mortgage system. After eliminating the
outbreak of the dot-com bubble, other mentioned reasons, The FED
governors such as Greenspan and Bernanke continued to conduct the
expansionary monetary policy resulting in the prolonged low-interest rate.
The results of the expansionary policy fostered mortgage demand, and
gradually the increase in real estate prices was also another factor
increasing the mortgage demand. All of the experiences led the mortgage
system to evolve the riskiest financial market because the mortgage loans
system was designed through an adjustable interest rate. The prolonged
low-interest-rate increased the loan repayment likelihoods for both secure
consumer and less secure consumers since the prolonged low-interest-rate
both boosted the value of the real estate and shrank default risk. Gradually,
some of the people, classified as NINJA (No income, No job or Asset),
started to engage in the mortgage loans denoted as the subprime mortgage
loans. Therefore, the quality of the mortgage loans was deteriorated by the
subprime mortgage loans (Narin & Ozer, 2010).
This loans mechanism was also accelerated and became uncontrollable
by some other factors. Securitization is the most important actors
accelerating the subprime loans. Briefly, securitization is a kind of
financial engineering process which obtain an illiquid asset such as the
mortgage loan and convert them into a liquid asset. In the mortgage system,
Mortgage-Backed Securities (MBS) is a popular securitization system
which provides liquidity and transfer risks in the system. In the MBS, all
individual mortgage loans are transferred into mortgage pools and loans
documented is issued by a third financial company. Thus, the customer can
obtain more credits based on profit from MBS. One of the main problems
in the system is that risk can be changed much time by using derivative
products and economic agents are willing to take more risk. The permanent
increase in housing prices, prolonged low-interest rate and the
securitization, pushed prime and subprime customer to buy second or third
mortgage loans and the mortgage market reached fever pitch. Some
financial institutions, rating agencies also support this situation because
they believed that the mortgage system is the most secured area (Roubini
& Mihn, 2012). On the other hand, these rating agencies had little
information about mortgage loans and could not detect risk because of the
highly advanced financial engineering. In other words, financial
innovation and complicated financial instruments may shelter risk, and
3

most of the credit agencies rank the mortgage loans as a secure (Ozsoylu
et al., 2010).
The year of 2006 is a turning point because the FED increased
interest rate in order to prevent inflation and sustain more robust economic
growth. The happiness resulting from the mortgage system reversed
because the sub-prime loans are based on the adjustable interest rate and
sharply increased in interest rate raise instalment payment. Sub-prime
mortgage loans became the default which led the outbreak of the risks
shadowed by financial engineering. To sum up, increasing interest rate in
2006 acted as a spark and all world witnessed the outbreak of the crisis
(Egilmez, 2011).
The mortgage system, financial engineering, little information on
financial derivative, avarice and the expansionary monetary policy are the
most critical factors used to examine the feature of the 2008 global
financial crisis. Besides, some researchers discovered one thing which
explains all mentioned reasons and connection in terms of the monetary
transmission mechanism named as the risk-taking channel. As following
the part, we will try to analyze the features of the risk-taking channel and
emphasize the importance of the transmission mechanism to build a robust
economy.
2. The Risk-Taking Channel and The Financial Crisis
The 2008 Global Financial Crisis has been received tremendous
attention, and the effects of the global financial on the real economy were
highly substantial devastating. Indeed, even the most developed countries
equipped with the knowledge of how to mitigate the crisis by implementing
the monetary and fiscal policies were not able to effectively respond to the
crisis. At first glance, a high level of credit expansion and the burst of assets
related to the mortgage markets seem to be the essential determinants
resulting in the recent crisis. However, various researchers and policymakers have focused on the determinants of the current global financial
crisis to prevent the potential crisis, which has similar characteristics as the
2008 financial crisis. The turmoil in the financial and real economy lead to
highly intense discussions in which policy-makers and researcher have
tried to determine the factors emerging in the 2008 global financial crisis.
Thus, a degree of consensus was established by the researchers, and they
identified that weak governance activity, bank competition, inadequate
regulatory and supervisory are considered as some essential determinants
inducing the crisis (Gambacorta, 2009).
Furthermore, some researchers also found a different inducing factor.
Within this perspective, the monetary policy implemented during the
2000s was evaluated by the researchers, and they suggested that the
prolonged interest rate arose from the accommodating monetary policy
4

may also be another essential factor inducing the crisis. This new argument
has generated massive attention in the literature, and the features and
effects of the monetary policy on the financial market have been
renegotiated. Admittedly, the classical view already mentioned that the
financial crisis is associated with excessive credit expansion and the burst
of assets caused by lower interest rates as a result of the expansionary
monetary condition. On the other hand, the recent new monetary policy
discussion underlined the further argument that the expansionary monetary
policy, promoting prolonged low-interest rate, and lax liquidity lead
financial institutions to undertake more risk. This new sight signed the
existence of the brand-new monetary transmission mechanism, which is
considered the primary determinants of the 2008 Global financial crisis.
The brand-new monetary policy transmission mechanism is coined as the
risk-taking channel (Taylor, 2009; Adrian & Shin, 2009; Borio &
Zhu,2008).
The risk-taking channel has reshaped the understanding of the
monetary policy because the central banks and other policy-maker
authorities thought that maintaining price stability is the best objective to
promote economic stability. Besides, the financial stability was
disregarded by the authorities since the financial innovation and credit
transfer techniques improved by financial engineering was considered as
sufficient means to bolster financial confidence (Duffie, 2008; Altunbaş et
al., 2010). However, the risk-taking channel pointed out that the monetary
policy is also important factors affecting the financial stability and the
misguided monetary policy may have a devastating impact on the financial
system, like the 2008 financial crisis (Taylor, 2009).
3. The Risk-Taking Channel
Before the 2008 global financial crisis, the connection between the
monetary policy and the risk-taking have been indicated by some wellknown researchers. For example, Keeley (1990) posed that the
expansionary monetary policy stimulates the bank level risk-taking. The
understanding of the new effects of the monetary policy increase studies
related to the risk-taking channel. Therefore, various authors from different
countries have tried to investigate whether there is the existence of the risktaking channel in their countries. Rajan (2006), Matsuyama (2007), Allen
and Gale (2000), Borio and Zhu (2008) emphasized that there is a
connection between the monetary policy and the risk-taking. According to
them, the expansionary policy monetary policy promoting interest rate
below the benchmark level induce the financial institutions to decrease
their risk aversion. Briefly, the risk-taking channel expresses that the
economic agents are willing to undertake more risk for higher returns when
5

the interest rate remains prolonged time because of the too ongoing
expansionary monetary policy (Paligorava & Sierra, 2012).
The risk-taking channel is associated with many motives. Initially, the
search for yield is one of the leading determinants explaining the risktaking channel. The prolonged low-interest-rate may stimulate the avarice
motives of financial institutions, and they could take on more risk to search
more yield. In this motive, banks managers accelerate their incentives to
invest in remunerative riskier assets because persistent low-interest-rate
causes the margin between the lending and deposit rates to decrease. This
mechanism is rigorously correlated to the link between the low-interest rate
and sticky target return. The mechanism is also associated with behavioral,
institutional and contractual reasons which induce the economic agents to
take on more risk. The behavioral and psychological reasons are based on
the money illusion where the economic agents are not interested in whether
nominal interest rates decline to recompense for lower inflation. In addition
to psychological reasons, institutional constraints also play a vital role in
the understanding of the financial institutions' risky behavior. Briefly, the
institutional constraint is related to guaranteed nominal rate returns. For
example, the financial institutions interested in the life insurance and
pension fund are to offer minimum returns for customers. Thus, prolonged
low-interest rates induce them to change their portfolio. At this time, they
invest in a higher-risk financial instrument yielding in higher return
because of their constraint assumptions. Furthermore, the financial fund
managers' motives are also related to the search for yield. The financial
managers are willing to invest risky-assets resulting in higher returns in
order to obtain a high commission fee. However, the performance of the
managers is measured by obtaining returns in the eyes of the customer.
Therefore, the managers have to invest in risky-instruments to prevent stop
flow of funds by the customers (Shleifer and Vishny, 1997; Brunnermeier
& Nagel, 2004).
The second way pointed out that valuations, income and cash flow are
associated with the monetary policy. In this view, the expansionary
monetary leading to low-interest-rate seem to be a financial accelerator
because an increase in collateral values arose from the expansionary
monetary policy shrinks borrowing constraint (Bernanke et al., 1996).
Adrian and Shin (2009) also argue that the low-interest rate has an impact
on the banks' estimation of default probabilities, loss given default and
volatilities owing to the increase in asset and collateral values resulting
from the monetary policy. Besides, the movement of the stock prices has
an impact on risk perception through the leverage effect. In this
perspective, a low-interest rate boosts the stock prices, harm corporate
leverage and hence alleviate the holding stock risks because the equity
6

relative to corporate rate's value is positively associated with higher stock
prices. Danielson et al. (2004) tried to examine the connection, as
mentioned earlier in terms of the impacts of the leverage effect on asset
price volatility. They implied that the expansionary monetary policy
improves the asset price volatility, which releases the financial firms' risk
budget, and thus banks and other financial institutions encourage to
undertake more risk. This view is also supported by Adrian and Shin
(2009). They assumed that the business cycle is linked to leverage and the
financial institutions' balance sheet.
Central bank communication policies and attitude on the futures also
play a vital role in the development of the risk-taking channel. The
financial institutions rely on central banks when adverse events occur in
the markets. Therefore, they could operate their financial functions in
freewheel. For example, Central banks credibility and predictable policies
generate an insurance effect which leads to a decrease in market
uncertainty and the probability of considerable downside risk. On the other
hand, at the same time, financial institutions undertake more risk under the
protection of the central bank (Diamond & Rajan, 2009). By reasons of this
wrong attitude, the monetary policy should be urged caution to balance the
willingness of the banks to undertake risk (Gambocarta, 2009).
Habit formation affected by the monetary policy is considered as
another factor inducing the crisis. The habit formation indicates that an
expansionary monetary policy boosts consumption and investment, which
generate the favorable economic condition. Higher-level economic
environment paints a promising picture which may decrease the degree of
investors and consumers risk aversion. It is the general and natural habit
formation of human being that people make the bolder decision and do not
consider negative consequences when the economic environment performs
well. During the 2000s, the prolonged low-interest-rate had been continued
by the central bank, and many scholars claimed that the not only advanced
monetary and fiscal policies but also financial engineering eliminates the
economic downturn (Ozsuca, 2012). Therefore, economic actors feel
confident because prolonged low-interest-rate stimulates asset price and
the economic performance quite a while (Longstaff and Schwartz, 1995;
Campell & Cochrane, 1999; Collin‐Dufresne and Goldstein, 2001 and
Altunbas et al., 2010). Besides, Yellen (2001) also pointed out that
economic agents do not appraise decreasing in assets prices when the
prices of their assets continually increase. Berger and Udell (2003) also
underlined that financial institutions do not implement the credit standards
in the appropriate economic environment because of short institutional
memories related to previous crises.
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4. Conclusion and Policy Recommendations
Many authors have researched the determinants of the 2008 Global
Financial Crisis, and they emphasized that inadequate regulation,
supervision, ambition to make money, the uncontrolled monetary policy vs
seem to be the most agreeable factors inducing the crisis. Then, some
researchers have tried to investigate the crisis and its determinants deeply,
and they found that there is a new monetary transmission mechanism
which can thoroughly explain the stage development of the 2008 financial
crisis. The new monetary transmission mechanism is named as the risktaking channel in which the expansionary monetary policy can induce the
economic agents to take on risk for obtaining profit. Undertaking more risk
arose from the expansionary monetary policy lead to an unstable and risky
financial market. Before the crisis, the monetary policy is only
implemented to control inflation and improve economic growth, and the
effects of the monetary policy on financial stability are ignored. Financial
innovation, financial engineering and liberal market mechanism are
thought to be enough tools to sustain financial stability in the eyes of the
government and market players. On the other hand, the 2008 global
financial crisis indicated that there is a new function of the monetary policy
related to financial stability. In the light of the examining the crisis and the
risk-taking channel, we recommended that the central banks and policymakers should also focus on the effects of the monetary policy on the
financial stability and economic agents risk attitude along with the former
duties such as inflation and the sustainable economic growth.
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THE LOCATION OF FINANCIAL TRANSFERS IN EU AND ITS
EFFECT CRITERIA IN THE COHESION PROCESS
Ahmet Niyazi Özker*
Introduction
In the European Union harmonization process, the importance of
financial transfers is as important as the social cohesion policies as well as
the basis of financial institutional compliance. The financial transfers
analyse aim at putting forth financial compliance targets through the
process of the harmonization of social policies as related to the financial
alterations. In this context, the use of funds created within the scope of the
European Union harmonization program is aimed at improving the
infrastructure of member countries, the utilization of human resources and
the improvement of structural production functions.
The harmonization of macroeconomic indicators constitutes also the
second important pillar of this process. Increasing public investment
expenditures and ensuring the harmonization of the physical production
structure constitute the primary purpose of financial transfers while
correcting the deviations in human resources compliance also require
financial transfer supports as an important integration problem. The
inclusion of the developed countries with high production levels and the
high public administration costs of these countries further increases the
importance of financial transfers directed to EU integration process. In this
respect, the impact of these financial transfers within the EU is a
phenomenon that should be considered together with its macro effects, and
this fact make the establishment of a common Union budget a current
subject.
Financial transfers directed to the EU countries are within the scope of
financial instruments that play an important role in ensuring economic
cohesion as well as the provision of social cohesion conditions. This socioeconomic adaptation aims at increasing the efficiency and joint sharing of
public investments within the EU, while expressing a large-scale and longterm structure. In this point, it is important to understand the impacts of
public expenditures as well as the objectives of increasing the efficiency of
resource utilization in the scope of the Union and the establishment of
common agricultural policies. In addition, the importance of the
classification of public revenues and expenditures in financial transfers has
*
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become even more important. The importance of the criteria for the
determination of the structural adjustment and limits of financial transfer
items for the EU also arises from this point.
The aims of financial transfers are differentiated in a process where
national financial approaches of EU Member States and different levels of
national wages, corporate tax practices, indirect taxation and employment
rates directly affect financial transfers. It can be said that the problem for
the EU has arisen from this point. It is seen that the early study on the
effects of financial transfers in the EU harmonization process and on the
effects of the scale along with important determinations, was realized from
the study of Blom-Hansen (2005). The study emphasized the importance
of directing financial transfers, especially in the process, and made
important determinations regarding the future of the EU in this study. The
study (2007) by Jan in 't Veld on behalf of the European Union
Commission on the status of financial transfers and the criteria for
harmonization for the EU harmonization process has revealed significant
determinations. The report prepared by the EU Commission in 2010 for
the achievement of social, economic and financial adjustment, as a
research report, is an important research report on the future of the EU.
In this report, it is possible to find the important priorities that is placed
on the position and impact of financial transfers directed to EU's future.
Again, as related to this subject it can be said that the study put forward by
the European Commission (2014a) has drawn an important strategic
framework. The different national economic problems of the Member
States are the appearance of a structure that changes the scale of impact of
financial transfers and expresses important problems in terms of structural
adjustment policies. In addition to all these, different impact scales with
the level of development of socially transferred financial transfers reveal
the process of financial transfers in which significant adjustment problems
arise. All this requires a clear understanding of the position of financial
transfers within the EU in terms of its purpose and effect, requiring a
comparative positional analysis of financial transfers and national growth
rates for each member country. However, financial transfers in the
European Union are also facing some important structural problems.
These problems can occur during the implementation process, but also
they may arise from the structural differences of the members (European
Union, 2012: 18). In addition, the differences in the national objectives of
the member countries have caused the financial transfers in the process to
take place with different problems in the adaptation process for long years.
Furthermore, the fact that some financial transfers are completely
unproductive in terms of source their funds and that they are politically
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purely out of the EU harmonization process is also a serious debate
(Behnke and Mueller, 2017: 519).
1. The Prospects from The Fiscal Transfers in EU and The Macro
Criteria in The Aimed Structural Location
In this process, where there are structural discrepancies related to the
financial applications, the purpose of financial transfers can be evaluated
on two different basis regarding aiming to cope with the common
harmonization problems. The first one is the probable loss of financial
value with possible deviations except for the purpose of the use of financial
transfers for purposes (Gaspar and Pereira, 1995: 54-55). The second is the
extent to which the funds related to financial transfers will be used for
consumption, or on how which directed to the scale real investments will
be used. These contradictions, which also highlight important management
and usage costs, have also changed certainly the usage and application
forms of funds which are the source of financial transfers in the EU
adaptation process (European Environment Agency, 2014: 19).
1.1. The Expected Objectives of Financial Transfers in EU
Harmonization Process
Although the position and distribution of financial transfers within the
European Union raises some important debates, it can be said that they aim
for four important objectives in general. What should be emphasized here
is that the adaptation problem, along with social goals, is more oriented
towards economic targets directed to the common regional values
(European Commission, 2014b: 15).
The aim is primarily to create a common process at production levels,
and to align physical and human resources values with a direct positive
effect related to evaluation the common capital formation. In this context,
it is possible to consider the general objectives of financial transfers related
to the common use of regional resources as follows:
 Ensuring the Participation of Financial Losses in the Process of
Financial Transfers: At this stage, which can be accepted as the
first stage of the financial transfers’ process, the negative impact of
financial losses that may arise as a result of deviations from the
objectives of financial transfers is almost inevitable. This process, in
which the common production process and regional capital
formation are directly adversely affected, is a process in which
financial losses are also shared (Arslan and Ergeç, 2010: 157). The
inclusion of these financial losses also related to the deviations from
the objectives is an indispensable priority of the distribution of the
effective financial values. This fact, which also means wasting of
transfers, also means that the effect of financial transfers on
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investments in target production is also ineffective and meaningless
as well as being evaluated as common environmental management
failures.
 The Probable Administrative Costs directed to the Best Using of
the Financial Transfers: In the contribution of financial transfers
to the adaptation process, it is important to pay attention to usage
savings in terms of administrative practices (Arslan and Ergeç,
2010: 160-161). This approach, which expresses the careful saving
of financial resources, includes selective credit policies, and the
fiscal transfers should be directed to the needed places that keep on
the official demand applications. This approach, in other words,
refers to directing financial transfers to increase the production level
for the development of the economy. Increasing the economic
capacity of the EU member states and avoiding the lost and
depreciation of financial transfers is important in terms of ensuring
the efficiency of transfers in the process. In this context,
programming and monitoring of the financial transfers process as a
management process is an important administrative obligation
(Stavarek, 2003: 7-8).
 Unearned Income Seeking in Financial Transfers and Its
Objectives for Economic Efficiency: Financial transfers provide
important resources for public and private investments. The aim is
to make ineffective investments efficient through financial transfers
and to make efficient use of inefficient resources through financial
supports. On the other hand, supporting sectoral competition in the
process of efficient resource use increase the sectoral rent after
financial transfers. Each sectoral support for economic growth goals
increases the efficiency of the sectoral use of inefficient resources
through the competition process at this stage, and this fact raises the
sectoral economic values of the search for earned seeking from
inefficient sources (Mandl et al, 2008: 15).
 The Financial Transfer Funds Directed to Consumption, and
The Consuming-Investment Relation of Transfers: To directed
to consumption behaviour the financial transfers have undoubtedly
a significant impact on private and public sector investments. Even
though the financial transfers have a positive effect on the
consumption limits, the investment expenditures may have a
negative effect on some the investments. Consumption
expenditures, which are over-supported by financial transfers in the
being talked of process, can turn into the beginning of a position
where investments are even more adversely affected. The
insufficient level of investment weakens the impact of financial
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transfers through increasing prices and may disrupt the balance of
consumption-investment (Faia, 2010: 30). This is a process in which
financial transfers should be controlled for purposes and aims to
change the implementation strategies of financial transfers in the
targeted consumption-smoothing process. In this process, the
purpose of financial transfers is to be the control of the flow
processes of financial transfers that support both financial positions
directed to the balance of investment and consumption (Faia, 2010:
30-31).
Undoubtedly, the structural features of financial transfers should be
taken into account as well as the structural goals of the adaptation process
directed to cohesion polices. Although the two primary objectives for the
EU harmonization process are to ensure the capital formation of financial
transfers, the priority of increasing human resources and efficiency is
important. In short, it is necessary to emphasize that the primary objectives
of financial transfers in the framework of EU harmonization policies are
"Infrastructure Investments", "Effective Human Resources Use" and
"Ensuring Sectoral Production Environment" (Sienkiewicz, 2018: 6).
On the other hand, it is seen that the use of financial transfers is shaped
according to the capital accumulation of countries and balance of payments
balance. In this point for the European Union, it is necessary to emphasize
these two important structural financial issues as subtitles. One of these is
financial transfers arising from goods and services; another is the position
and distribution of international investment positions for countries.
However, this process includes the financial reserves of the countries. In
terms of financial transfers, the European Union is a catalyst for the
creation of this balance and a secure financial transfer process. This process
means also a stock saving and optimal reversing directed to the end of
financial transfers period as depend on the other exchange values
(European Central Bank-ECB, 2009: 9).
1.2. Dynamics related to Macro Values in the European Union in
directing Financial Transfers
It should be especially emphasized that the primary purpose of financial
transfers in the EU is to support the formation of capital in the presence of
a process of harmonization. At this point, it is seen that financial transfers
in the EU show significant differences from traditional-classic financial
transfers for the purposes. These structural differences are shaped
according to the current balances of the countries which are subject to
financial transfers together with the obligations arising from the
international investment positions. The main objective of this approach is
to create an effective financial transfers process in which the balances of
current accounts and capital accounts are stabilized. In addition, another
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objective of the EU in the same process is the sustained realization of the
financial transfer process, as a sharing financial phenomenon based on the
macro values of the EU member countries (Saurugger, 2013: 19).
Obligations in handling financial transfers as a same-common value arise
from this point. It is possible to follow this process in figure 1 below:

Source: Alex Erskine and Fredrik Eriksson (2018), Improving Coherence in The Illicit
Financial Flows Agenda, https://www.u4.no/publications/improving-coherencein-the-illicit-financial-flows-agenda (Accessed 12.04.2019).

Figure1. Macro Equilibrium Process for Financial Transfers
directed to Capital Formation
As seen in figure 1, the structural position of international investments
on the selective use of financial transfers and its division-share among the
member countries are quite significant. At this point, the relationship
between financial transfers and international investment positions should
be emphasized in two aspects. The first is the external assets of the EU
member state and the financial liabilities per capita by the end of the year.
This approach also includes the stock change values of these assets and
liabilities at the beginning and end of the period (Eurostat, 2016: 32).
Moreover, the balance of payments and the international trade positions of
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the member states directly affect the financial transfers process in terms of
current external accounts. The sum of these macro-values of the member
state of interest also determines the limits of the country's financial
securities and the monetary movements of the country related to the
position affecting the financial transactions.
A result relationship with which all these balances are equated to "Zero"
reveals the "neutral" value in the financial transfers of the country
concerned in the EU. At this stage, it is important to emphasize that
financial transfers under the EU are affected primarily by the balance of
payment balances of the country. The considered financial transfers take
place in the process, and this financial phenomenon depends on these
process values. The differences between countries in terms of financial
transfers arise from the difference of these values equality to the balance
of current payments. This case can be considered with in the two different
approaches. The first is the impact of global capital flows on the current
external balances on the EU (European Union, 2012: 37).
All global differences have led to significant current account
differences on EU member countries. This situation directly affects the
financial transfer limits and the distribution between countries. The second
is the differences in the capital accumulation of EU member countries. This
phenomenon, which determines the external current balances as well as the
global dimension of the capital flow, also differentiates the financial
transfer limits in among EU countries. From this perspective, it can easily
be said that financial transfer applications for EU countries are a derivative
and result effect of international investment positions and the current
balances of each of the countries (Eurostat, 2019: 1-3).
In this respect, it is seen clearly that financial transfers in terms of EU
countries aim to provide external current balances and close current
account deficits, and the priority aim is to eliminate the negative values of
the countries' foreign exchange positions. It should be emphasized again,
as related to this financial phenomenon, the elimination of the monetized
national value losses caused by the use of the Euro is also an important
determinant of this priority financial transfer values. As it is seen in Figure
1, it is not enough to consider financial transfers as financial aids only in
order to analyses the structural effects of financial transfers. The financial
deficits arising from the possible depreciation of the foreign currency
deposits of the countries can be evaluated as financial transfers support.
In directed to the primary objective of the fiscal year the main objective
in this financial applications are to provide an end-of-year balance equal to
foreign assets and liabilities, but in the medium and long term, the balance
of payments equilibrium is targeted. In this respect, developed EU
countries aim primarily at a stable financial equilibrium-neutral of the
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balance positions for less developed member countries to avoid global
capital and commercial losses via financial transfers. In other words, the
periodical difference between the balance of current accounts and capital
accounts balance with the balance of payments sets the limits of financial
transfers to the relevant countries for the EU and determines the selective
distribution of transfers (Gauberti, 2016: 39-40).
2. Structural Distribution of Transfer Funds for EU Cohesion
Policy and The Framework of Financial Funds
The location of the transfer funds under the EU represents a significant
position with the distribution of funds to the member states directed to also
cohesion policies. In other words, since the primary objective of financial
transfers is to achieve a structural macro-compliance between the member
states, the relevant funds are evaluated an impact scale at the level of
contribution to GDP. On the other hand, the distribution of transfers
between the member countries was around 250 billion euro between 2000
and 2006. This amount represents about 37 percent of the EU budget.
Undoubtedly, these amounts have increased even after 2007 and the new
EU countries have played an active role in this regard. It is necessary to
emphasize that a budget of 308 billion Euros has been created for the
application of the programs in 2004 the year in which the fund programs
based on financial transfers were predominantly completed (Veld, 2007:
3).
2.1. Cohesion Funds Interventions and Its related to Distribution
Objectives
The use of transfers of funds for public purposes has been the subject
of significant financial implementations, especially between 2007 and
2013. Especially between these years and the EU budget up to 75 percent
of per capita GDP can be perceived as the years leading to significant
deviations. In other words, the share of EU member underdeveloped
countries from the EU budget is less than 77 percent, and then has
experienced more deviations in the following years. In terms of financial
transfers, it is also possible to consider this position for the regions covered
by the EU. As we mentioned, one of the most important objectives of
financial transfers is to reduce the regional unemployment rate and to pull
down the unemployment problem and the regional development gap for
the underdeveloped countries within the EU.
For this purpose, financial transfers also aim to support the regional
competitive environment. In 2013, we have seen funds allocated to
financial transfers in the amount of around € 48 billion to support the
competitive environment and the regional attractive. Again, in order to
ensure global cooperation in the EU budget for 2013, we have seen a
budget of around 7.8 billion directed to overcome the commercial and
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regional problems of the countries with common borders. Although this
approach to the development of environmental awareness for both
commercial and financial-macroeconomic purposes required an increasing
EU budget, it did not play an important role in overcoming cohesion
problems after 2013 (European Commission, 2018a: 1). However, as of
September 2018, 67% of the funds were allocated to these projects in the
harmonization based on projects in the scope of the EU. This phenomenon
of financial transfers means an increase of 66 billion euros in 2018 in the
budget of the financial transfer funds under the EU and EU budget that is
widened by financial transfers as directed towards the future. However, it
should be reiterated that the primary purpose of financial transfers and
funding policy within the EU is to ensure the cooperation of the crossborder member countries. In table 1 below, it is possible to monitor the
change effects of the funds related to financial transfers in the EU over the
last years:
Table 1. Changes in the Targets of Financial Funds on Cohesion
Policies in the EU and Structural Estimates

Source: European Commission (2018b), European Semester: The Autumn
Package explained, Brussels: European Commission, 21 November
2018, http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-18-6463_en.htm
(26.05.2019)

As it is seen on table 1, we see that significant financial transfers have
been made especially in the post-2014 EU in terms of job creation and the
fight against unemployment. As we mentioned, an approach where the
primary objective of financial transfers is human resources, then has
initiated the investment process. We see that there is a 6% increase in the
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EU budget after 2014 regarding the realization of compliance policies and
a common investment budget of 500 billion Euros. Another priority of
other tariff compliance policies is the It is possible to see a successful
process in the financial deficits decreasing. Because it is possible to say
that the financial deficits of the member states, which are 11 percent on
average, decreased down to 1 percent after 2014. On the other hand,
unemployment rates, the reduction of the public debts of countries (as a
proportion of GDP) and industrial production rates among the member
countries have entered an important stage after 2014.
At this point, it is possible to say that financial transfers have been an
important effect in overcoming the compliance problem. Actually, we see
that there is a 9.2 percent increase in industrial production limits with the
decreasing unemployment rates after the joint investments of the EU
member countries. In spite of all these, it can be said that the most
important adjustment problem within the EU is due to the increasing public
borrowing compared to GDP. It is possible to say that the public debts
should be between 6.5 and 7 percent of GDP in order to achieve a common
coherence between the member countries according to Maastricht criteria.
As present It is observed that the ratio of the average public debts for EU
member countries to 7.1 percent. Compared to the share of participation in
production, this is a process in which countries' current account deficits are
positively affected, which has been also via financial transfers.
2.2. The Other Global Objectives of Financial Transfers in AB and
The Possible Fiscal Measures
Financial transfers within the scope of the EU are also meaningful with
the other priorities that are related to the member countries own objectives.
On the other words, these objectives are beyond the overcoming of the
adaptation problem, as well as the objectives for the realization of other
national objectives. In this respect, other purposes of financial transfers are
seen as national objectives and expectations with the exception of common
goals for continental unity. Within the framework of these approaches, the
objectives of the transfers bring along also the specific economic and
financial objectives of the Member States together with some specific
measures specific to this country. Nevertheless, it is not possible to
separate these specific structural measures from the globalization process.
The national target of all countries, namely the aim of increasing
economic growth and the accumulation of national capital, sets out also the
framework for measures based on EU criteria. Among these, the
effectiveness of global resource efficiency and the share of common
environmental policies taken from financial transfers comes from. There
are even scientific approaches linking the effectiveness of the policies to
reduce non-unemployment rates within the EU directly to this effect of
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financial transfers. (Eurostat, 2016: 69). From this point of view, it is seen
that the funds expressing financial transfers between 2007 and 2013 show
significant differences compared to the countries. The fact that we
emphasize the distribution of financial funds between 2007 and 2013 is
mainly due to the fact that EU funds are subject directly to significant
structural change policies in these years. In figure 2, we can see the national
economic and financial distribution of financial funds according to the
structural changes as total contribution share as of May 2109.

Source: European Commission (2019), European Structural And Investment Funds:
Cohesion Fund,

https://cohesiondata.ec.europa.eu/funds/cf,(30.05.2109).

Figure 2. Distribution of Financial Funds for Cohesion Policies in
the EU and Total Contribution (EUR Billion)
The distribution of financial funds on the basis of the EU countries in
terms of Euro currency is very meaningful for countries with financial
deficits. In particular, it is important that new EU member states benefit
more from financial transfer funds. In figure 2, we see that Poland and
Romania have come to the forefront in the ranking of new members and
less developed countries. However, in the distribution of financial transfers
in figure 1 as of 2019, it appears that some elements within the scope of
compliance policies would be taken into consideration. At the beginning
of these elements, we see the employment levels of these countries
(European Commission, 2018c: 76). We see that the unemployment
problem in the EU is an important problem. The second important element
of employment is the structural position of the countries that are subject to
financial transfers in the technological infrastructure.
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The differences in the technological infrastructure of the EU's member
states are seen as an important adaptation problem in the presently days.
This formation process which also supports the global trade volume of
countries has a significant impact on the current account deficits for a long
time especially as directed to the cohesion policies. Countries whose
sectoral development is weak in this respect should be supported by
meaningful financial transfers. Indeed, it is very meaningful for the EU
that countries such as Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia and
Lithuania are subject to high financial transfers as a result of the dissolution
of the Soviet Union in overcoming the integration problem.
This approach also reveals the mutual financial obligations of the EU
countries and the necessity of supporting joint capital formation with a
common currency. At this stage, it is almost inevitable to support via the
orientation programs in the scope of financial transfers in the creation of
business areas. At this stage, the development of joint management
strategies and the determination of the common objectives of financial
institutions are undoubtedly an important stage of financial transfer
policies (European Central Bank-ECB, 2012: 71).
It is possible to say that Figure 2 was shaped according to this features
as considered their institutional evaluations. In addition, supporting the
entrepreneurship in the new EU member states and ensuring via the desired
flow of capital implies education, human health and common social work
areas, the sub-integration programs of compliance policies. This approach,
which also means the harmonization of structural internal dynamics,
emphasizes the support of global capital movements rather than national
policies in the scope of the short term programs that include financial
transfers. The demographic characteristics of the member countries,
ecological changes, differences in consumer preferences, and problems in
sectoral information sharing also cover the adaptation process of the subprograms dealt with within the scope of compliance policies (Kauppi and
Widgrén, 2004: 234-235). In this context, the problem in terms of financial
transfers is to create a prioritized framework of conditions for global
markets and to ensure that these macro market values are reconciled with
the exchange rate policies and economic stability elements. In this respect,
it is also very important to overcome the asymmetric information problem
in order to understand the formation of common market economies and the
position of financial transfers directly related to this phenomenon
(Kemmerling and Bodenstein, 2006: 377).
In other words, a meaningful competition for the member states
depends on the rational distribution of financial transfers and this
phenomenon, which should be supported by political balances, inevitably
necessitates the reconsideration of trade balances and tax practices in terms
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of compliance policies. In this respect, the need for financial transfers to
support internal factors directed to the cohesion process as well as external
factors is significant in terms of both the compliance policies and the
practical rationality of the common economic and fiscal policies. In other
words, the adaptation of socio-economic factors as an external factor and
the formation of a common political decision process can be expressed as
the first stage of the macro approach financial transfers process related to
a rational institutionalization process.
Conclusion
Financial transfers applications, as practicing among the considered
countries that need these financial values, have taken an important place
being directed in the harmonization process in EU for a long time. The
financial transfers within the EU appear to have two important functions
among the member states. The first is to overcome the cohesion problem
among the member states and the structural cohesion problems with the
dynamics of economic equilibrium. Indeed, EU countries are countries
with significant development differences among themselves, and this
economic phenomenon appears to be a major cause of fiscal adjustment
problems. It is clear that these differences are the reason why less
developed EU member states are subject to significant financial deviations.
It is necessary to deal with the adaptation process problems such as current
deficits experienced by these countries, effective human resources using,
passing environmental and health problems that may be subject to common
policies, and adaptation problems arising from other common defence
strategies. Financial transfers are involved in the process as an important
tool-practitioner to overcome these problems as play a key role in the
restructuring of the future of the EU.
The second importance of financial transfers in the financial
implementations process of the EU is to achieve common institutional
objectives among member states. Financial institutions among EU
countries and the differences in their application have turned the direction
of integration process in recent years. In this respect, the institutional
deficiencies among EU countries are an important issue of integration and
include the dynamics of priority change in itself. It has been observed that
targets such as an under common EU Central Bank practices and a common
currency cause significant problems as a result of institutional
incompetence and non-compliance with legal practices especially in the
monetary values alterations. In fact, it can be said that this is the primary
factor affecting the distribution of financial transfer limits among the
member states. As a result, effect of the process, regardless of the purpose
or the limit, undoubtedly that financial transfers reveal an effective express
of capital flow via transfers. In other words, it appears clearly that the
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process of financial transfers between EU countries is an expression of the
capital flow and formation process among the member countries.
Nevertheless, the financial transfers also provide important global
incentives to achieve financial equivalence in socio-political and economic
positioning with foreign countries outside continental Europe. Maintaining
the competitiveness environment among non-member countries as well as
among member countries and supporting via the transfer prices for global
marketing are important facts in this context that is under the financial
transfers. In particular, the need of transfer prices for financial transfer
supports seems inevitable in terms of global networking cooperation and
global capital-trading distribution in directed to the future expectations of
EU. We should also emphasize that financial transfers within the EU in
recent years show significant differences from the aims and objectives of
the EU in its foundation years. Approaches to the harmonization of the new
member states after the first fifteen member states have differentiated the
future limits and structural objectives of financial transfers. Therefore, the
future of financial transfers within the EU has entered into a more
meaningful process with the economic dynamics shaped according to the
common political future of the EU when compared to the past process for
EU. Undoubtedly, the structural content of financial transfers for structural
market balances and the strategic compliance in the implementation
process are among the primary objectives for a desired level of competition
in this process, and certainly this phenomenon is among realized should be
realized. The necessity of common capital accumulation and industrial
production in all circumstances is more meaningful than national debt is a
major problem to EU's future. In this respect, it can be said that the political
and economic future of financial transfers is not more in directed to support
national aims, but to provide more a digital platform for common defence
and industrial production.
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DETERMINANTS OF TURKISH ISLAMIC BANKS
PROFITABILITIES AND CAPITAL ADEQUACY RATIOS:
APPLICATION OF FINANCIAL RATIO ANALYSIS WITH
PANEL DATA
Hüseyin Çetin 
Introduction
In many Islamic economics and banking books written in the 1960s and
early 1970s, Islamic banks are translated as financial entities founded on
the concept of profit and loss sharing (PLS) with entrepreneurial partners
Nienhaus (1983). Some scholars argue that the Islamic banking system has
similarities with the conventional banking system. In other words, profit
shares are thought to be the same as the interest rate. Some scholars argue
that the Islamic banking system is based on the participation system. In the
Islamic banking system, there is no fixed return of deposits. Since
conventional banks offer a fixed return of deposits to customers, many
customers in the world prefer a traditional banking system. Yet, Islamic
banking operations have been increasing fast around the globe. In the
banking and finance literature, many studies focused on the influence of
banks’ internal determinants on the profitabilities of conventional banks.
Moreover, numerous studies analyze the impact of internal determinants
on the profitability of Islamic banks. Nevertheless, there are limited studies
about the financial ratio determinants that affect the profitabilities of
Turkish Islamic banks.
In that research, the main objective is to scrutinize the impact of
financial ratios on the profitabilities of Turkish Islamic banks for the period
between 2016 Q1-2018 Q3. In that research, panel data analysis and
Bayesian impulse response analysis will be used to find the relationship
between financial ratios and profitabilities of Turkish Islamic banks.
Literature Review
In the literature, some researches focused on the relationship between
Islamic banks internal financial factors and profitabilities.
Bashir (2001) evaluated the profitability of Islamic Banks
implementing a linear method relating outcomes to various metrics
spanning eight Middle Eastern countries from 1993 through 1998. The
research results found that loans from massive debt and large loans to asset
ratios led to higher profitability levels. The findings demonstrated the
significance of client and short-term funding, non-interest generated
reserves, and costs in advancing Islamic banks' profitability.
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Hassan and Bashir (2003) used bank-level data from 1994-2001 to
concentrate on the profitability determinants of Islamic banks worldwide.
The study concluded that the loan to the overall asset ratio had a significant
positive impact on the various profitability indicators employed, such as
net interest margin, return on assets, and return on equity, when interacting
with the gross domestic product (GDP) per person. The analysis also
showed that the ratio of total liabilities to total assets have a significant
beneficial influence on Islamic banks' profitability.
Naceur (2003) analyzed the factors of Tunisian banks' profitability for
the period between 1980-2000. The author argues that capital ratios, loans,
and stock market development have a positive effect on profitability, while
the bank's size has a negative impact.
Alkassim (2005) studied the causes of profitability in Islamic and
regular banking in GCC states from 1997 through 2004. The study shows
that overall assets had an adverse influence on regular bank profitability
but have a beneficial effect on the performance of Islamic banks. Total
equity is observed to have an adverse influence on traditional bank’
profitability while continuing to have a positive influence on the
profitability of Islamic banks.
Masood and Ashraf (2012) published research that analyzed the
profitability determinant of different countries' Islamic banks over the
period 2005-2010. They consider, in their study, that the size of the assets
and management efficiency contributes to a favorable and vital relationship
with banks' profitability.
Ahmad et al. (2004) have attempted to check the factors that influence
the credit risk of Islamic banks in Malaysia. It was concluded that the
quality of management, volatile assets ratio, and volume of Islamic banks'
assets have a statistically relevant impact on Islamic banks' credit risk.
Haron (1996) tried, in his research, to define some of the internal and
external profitability factors of Islamic banks. His study concluded that,
besides capital adequacy, liquidity, and overall expenditures, the three
forms of deposits (current, savings, and investment) had a statistically
meaningful effect on Islamic bank profitability.
Alrashdan (2002) focused on the factors of profitability for Jordanian
banks for the period between 1985-1999. The analyst observed that the
return on assets (ROA) linked favorably to equity and total assets, while
ROE linked negatively to financial debt and interest rates.
Haron et al. (2004) assess the influence of both the internal and
external profitability factors of Islamic banks in selected countries
implementing time series methodology and error-correction mechanisms.
The findings revealed that liquidity and consumer price index corresponds
favorably with the profitability metrics used.
Obeidat et al. (2013) explored the impact of internal determinants on
the profitability of Islamic banks in Jordan during the years between 1997-
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2006. For the study of estimating coefficients of independent variables,
multiple regression is used. Empirical findings verify the most important
determinants of profitability as internal indicators are deposit, cost of
deposit, Mudaraba loans, and limited investment deposits.
Akhtar et al. (2011) examined the factors influencing the performance
of Pakistani Islamic banks during the time between 2006M1-2009M12. As
Model 1 and Model 2, they implemented two separate multivariate
regressions. These equations include the Return on Assets (ROA) and
Return on Equity (ROE) as dependent variables, respectively. The
relationship of gearing ratio and capital adequacy ratios in two models have
an affirmative relationship according to the results.
Gorus, Ozgur (2016) estimated the effect of bank-specific factors on
the competitiveness of Turkey's Islamic banks. The ordinary least-squares
(OLS) approach is employed utilizing actual monthly data for the period
2006M1-2016M2. They identified Return on Asset (ROA) as the
dependent variable. Moreover, bank profitability determinants were also
stated to be equity to total assets (ETA), credit quality (LQ), loan to total
assets (LTA), net interest margin (NIM), operating expenditures to total
assets (OETA), market share (MS), and non-interest revenue to total assets
(NII). Empirical findings suggested a significant effect on bank
profitability of the ETA, NIM, and MS. The calculated NIM coefficient at
0.432 could be described as the most potent determinant affecting the
profitability of Turkish Islamic banks.
Masood et al. (2012) analyzed how bank-specific in various areas
affect the competitiveness of Islamic banks in certain selected countries. It
was unearthed that Islamic banks with productive management and a larger
scale of resources contribute to higher asset returns. It was revealed that
effective operational cost control performance significantly impacts the
profitability of the banks.
Yahya et al. (2017) revealed a negative and negligible association
between capital adequacy and profitability ratios, which are ROA and
ROE. Besides, the analysis shows that during 2010-2014 asset size, asset
management, liquidity, and deposits have a significant and favorable effect
on the profitability of Yemen's banks.
Methodology
Data
In that research, secondary data were used. Data were retrieved from
Turkey Participation Banks Association Database. Return on assets, return
on equity, liquid assets/total assets, received credits/total assets, total
credits and receivables/total assets, and personal loans/total credits and
receivables, capital adequacy ratios, total credits and receivables/total
funds collection were used as variables. All analysis will be conducted for
the same period, that is between 2016 Q1- 2018 Q3. Moreover, ideal lag
lengths will be chosen with AIC in all impulse response analysis.
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Econometric Applications
Before implementing the Panel EGLS method (Table 2), the Hausman
test was applied. Hausman test (Table 1) revealed that random effect would
be used to find the impact of LATA (liquid Assets/total assets) on ROA of
Turkish Islamic banks panel data set for the period between 2016 Q1- 2018
Q3.
Table1. Hausman Test
Correlated Random Effects -Hausman Test

Test Summary

Chi-Sq.
Statistic

Chi-Sq. d.f.

Prob.

Cross-section random

2.354440

2

0.3081

Moreover, the Panel EGLS method (Table 2) unearthed that LATA
(liquid assets/ total assets) had a positive and significant impact on the
change of return on assets (ROA) of Turkish Islamic banks panel data set
for the period between 2016 Q1-2018 Q3. In addition, liquid assets/total
assets and return on equity can describe the change of return on assets of
Turkish Islamic banks by %94.6981.
Table2. Panel EGLS Method with Random Effect
Dependent Variable: ROA
Method: Panel EGLS (Cross-section random effects)
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
ROE
LATA

-0.001110
0.078109
0.006354

0.000610
0.002564
0.001926

-1.819777
30.46259
3.298329

0.0746
0.0000
0.0018

S.D.

Rho

0.000613
0.000692

0.4396
0.5604

Effects Specification

Cross-section random
Idiosyncratic random
Weighted Statistics
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.946981
0.944942
0.000695
464.3938
0.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Sum squared resid
Durbin-Watson stat

Unweighted Statistics
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0.001742
0.002960
2.51E-05
1.274522

R-squared
Sum squared resid

0.917869
4.26E-05

Mean dependent var
Durbin-Watson stat

0.005405
0.751113

In addition to that, a robust least-squares method was also implemented
to find the liquid assets/ total assets impact on the change of Turkish
Islamic banks' return on assets (ROA) for the same period. Robust leastsquares method (Table 3) unearthed that liquid assets to total assets
(LATA) had a positive and significant impact on the change of Turkish
Islamic banks' return on assets. It can be indicated that the robust leastsquares method corresponds with Panel EGLS with random effect.
Table 3. Robust Least-Squares
Dependent Variable: ROA
Method: Robust Least-Squares
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

z-Statistic

Prob.

C
ROE
LATA

-0.000352
0.073620
0.004206

0.000546
0.002955
0.001953

-0.644648
24.91178
2.153151

0.5192
0.0000
0.0313

Robust Statistics
R-squared
Rw-squared
Akaike info criterion
Deviance
Rn-squared statistic

0.788054
0.940536
56.79832
3.35E-05
620.9260

Adjusted R-squared
Adjust Rw-squared
Schwarz criterion
Scale
Prob(Rn-squared stat.)

0.779902
0.940536
64.04758
0.000803
0.000000

Non-robust Statistics
Mean dependent var
S.E. of regression

0.005405
0.000880

S.D. dependent var
Sum squared resid

0.003098
4.02E-05

In addition to those analyses, vector autoregression based impulse
response analysis was implemented to reveal the one standard positive
innovation influence of liquid assets/total assets on Turkish Islamic banks
return on assets (ROA).
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Figure 1. AR Roots Polynomial Graph
Inverse Roots of AR Characteristic Polynomial
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Before implementing impulse response analysis, AR roots polynomial
graph analyzed. AR roots polynomial test revealed that there is no stability
problem in the model. Since there is no stability problem in the model, impulse
response analysis will be conducted.
Figure 2. Impulse Response Analysis
Accumulated Response of ROA to Cholesky
One S.D. Innovations
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Impulse response analysis unearthed that one standard deviation of the
positive shock of liquid assets to total assets (LATA) increased the return
on assets of Turkish Islamic banks for the same period.
Also, the impact of liquid assets/total assets on return on equity of
Turkish Islamic banks was measured for the same time. Hausman test
(Table 4) was implemented. According to the Hausman test result, fixed
effect will be used in the analysis.
Table 4. Hausman Test
Correlated Random Effects -Hausman Test

Test Summary

Chi-Sq.
Statistic

Chi-Sq. d.f.

Prob.

Cross-section random

38.354791

3

0.0000
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Table 5. Panel Least-Squares
Dependent Variable: ROE
Method: Panel Least-Squares
Variable

Coefficient Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
ROA
LATA

0.020884
12.06869
-0.092171

3.109736
30.31405
-3.809848

0.0031
0.0000
0.0004

0.006716
0.398122
0.024193

Effects Specification
Cross-section fixed (dummy variables)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.959404
0.954329
0.008570
0.003525
187.4767
189.0620
0.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

0.063087
0.040099
-6.562789
-6.307310
-6.463993
1.542651

Moreover, panel least-squares test with fixed effect was
implemented.Panel least-squares analysis (Table 5) revealed that the liquid
assets/total assets ratio had a significant adverse impact on the return on
equity of Turkish Islamic banks for the period between 2016 Q1- 2018 Q3.
In addition to that analysis, the robust least-squares method (Table 6)
was applied to the same data for the same period.
Table 6. Robust Least-Squares
Dependent Variable: ROE
Method: Robust Least-Squares
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

z-Statistic

Prob.

C
ROA
LATA

0.007964
12.59867
-0.049876

0.007251
0.511987
0.026144

1.098268
24.60739
-1.907754

0.2721
0.0000
0.0564

Robust Statistics
R-squared
Rw-squared
Akaike info criterion
Deviance
Rn-squared statistic

0.784838
0.939318
59.55141
0.005693
608.5867

Adjusted R-squared
Adjust Rw-squared
Schwarz criterion
Scale
Prob(Rn-squared stat.)

Non-robust Statistics
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0.776563
0.939318
66.37741
0.010234
0.000000

Mean dependent var
S.E. of regression

0.063087
0.011340

S.D. dependent var
Sum squared resid

0.040099
0.006687

It was found that liquid assets to total assets had a significant adverse
impact on the return on equity (ROE) of Turkish Islamic banks.
Besides, impulse response analysis was applied to find the one standard
deviation positive shock of liquid assets/total assets on the change of return
on equity of Turkish Islamic banks for the same period.
Figure 3. Impulse Response Analysis
Accumulated Response of ROE to Cholesky
One S.D. Innovations
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Impulse response analysis unearthed that liquid assets to total asset
(LATA) had negative innovation influence on ROE for a short period;
LATA had positive innovation influence on ROE for a long time.
Moreover, panel least-squares was also implemented to find the
determinants of capital adequacy ratios for the same period.
Table 7. Panel Least-Squares
Dependent Variable: CAR

Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C

0.337842

0.136455

2.475849

0.0170

AKTA

-0.583595

0.213849

-2.729003

0.0090

TKATA

-1.244191

0.215046

-5.785689

0.0000

TKTF

0.794631

0.018378

43.23868

0.0000

T_TKA

-0.493602

0.164208

-3.005962

0.0043

Effects Specification
Cross-section fixed (dummy variables)
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R-squared

0.983244

Mean dependent var

0.226671

Adjusted R-squared

0.980329

S.D. dependent var

0.374056

S.E. of regression

0.052462

Akaike info criterion

-2.908872

Sum squared resid

0.126604

Schwarz criterion

-2.580399

Log likelihood

88.99397

Hannan-Quinn criter.

-2.781849

F-statistic

337.4019

Durbin-Watson stat

2.590289

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000000

Hausman test was applied again. Fixed effect will be used in panel data
D
analysis.
d According

to the panel least-squares method, received credits /total
assets (AKTA), total credits and receivables/total assets (TKATA), and
personal loans/total credits and receivables (T_TKA) had a significant
negative effect on capital adequacy ratios (CAR) of Turkish Islamic banks.
Also, total credits and receivables/total funds collection (TKTF) has had a
noticeable positive impact on the CAR of Turkish Islamic banks. Robust
least-squares analysis was applied again. The research result of robust
least-squares analysis corresponds with panel least-square analysis.
Moreover, impulse response analysis was applied to find the innovation
influence of previous independent variables on the change of capital
adequacy ratios (CAR) of Turkish Islamic banks. Before implementing
impulse response analysis, AR roots polynomial analysis (Figure 4)
performed.
Figure 4. AR Roots Polynomial Graph
Inverse Roots of AR Characteristic Polynomial
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AR roots polynomial analysis unearthed that there is no stability
problem in the model. After determining no stability problem, vector
autoregressive based(VAR) impulse response analysis was implemented.
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Figure 5. Impulse Response Analysis
Accumulated Response of CAR to Cholesky
One S.D. Innovations
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According to impulse response analysis (Figure 5) results, total credits
and receivables/total funds collection (TKTF) has had a positive
innovation impact on the CAR of Turkish Islamic banks. Also, received
credits/total assets (AKTA) has had a negative innovation impact for a very
slight period. In general, received credits/total assets (AKTA) has had a
positive innovation influence on the CAR of Turkish Islamic banks.
Besides, total credits and receivables/total assets (TKATA) has had an
adverse innovation impact for all periods. That research result corresponds
with the panel least-squares method. Moreover, personal loans/total credits
and receivables (T_TKA) has had a negative short term influence on the
CAR of Turkish Islamic banks. Still, for the long term, personal loans/total
credits and receivables (T_TKA) has had a positive innovation influence
on the CAR of Turkish Islamic banks for the period between 2016 Q12018 Q3.
Conclusion
In that research, panel data analysis and Bayesian impulse response
analysis were used to identify the relationship of Turkish Islamic banks'
capital adequacy ratios, profitability, and financial ratios between 2016
Q1-2018 Q3. In panel data analysis, it was observed that the liquid
assets/total assets ratio of Turkish Islamic banks had a strong positive
influence on the ROA. Besides, the liquid assets/total assets ratio had a
significant adverse effect on Turkish Islamic banks' ROE. It was also
unearthed that received credits/total assets, total credits and
receivables/total assets, and personal loans/total credits and receivables
had a crucial negative impact on Turkish Islamic banks' capital adequacy
ratios (CAR). Besides, total credits and receivables/ total funds collection
had a notable positive impact on Turkish Islamic banks' CAR. The same
data had been used for robust least-squares analysis. The results of the
robust regression test correspond to the panel data analysis.
Also, the Bayesian impulse response analysis showed that liquid
assets/total assets had a positive innovation impact on Turkish Islamic
banks' ROA, and liquid assets/total assets had an adverse effect on ROE
over a limited period. In the long term, one standard deviation positive
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shock of innovation influence of liquid assets/total assets on Turkish
Islamic banks' ROE has been positive.
In addition, received loans/total assets, total credits and
receivables/total collection of funds had positive innovation influence on
Turkish Islamic banks' capital adequacy ratios. It can be said that when
Turkish Islamic banks are rapidly increasing their borrowings, they can
effectively manage the capital adequacy risk. In other words, Turkish
Islamic banks can use the accelerated borrowing mechanism efficiently to
raise the capital adequacy ratios.
A sudden growth in personal loans /total credits and receivables was
found to plummet Turkish Islamic banks' capital adequacy ratios in the
short term. Personal loans/total credits and receivables had a positive
innovation influence on Turkish Islamic banks' capital adequacy ratios in
a long time. Moreover, total credits and receivables/total assets are found
to have an adverse innovation impact on Turkish Islamic banks' CAR rates.
It can be argued that the increase in total assets shall exceed the rise of total
credits and receivables to have sustainable CAR rates of Turkish Islamic
banks.
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THE EFFECTS OF FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT ON FOREIGN
DIRECT INVESTMENT IN TURKEY: A DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
Pınar Karahan-Dursun
1. Introduction
Many countries actively seek to attract foreign direct investment (FDI)
because they believe that multinational enterprises will contribute to
economic growth by creating new job opportunities, increasing capital
accumulation, and raising total factor productivity (Desbordes and Wei,
2017: 1). The rationale for increased efforts to attract more FDI stems from
the belief that FDI has several positive effects which include productivity
gains, technology transfers, the introduction of new processes, managerial
skills, and know-how in the domestic market, employee training,
international production networks, and access to markets. These benefits,
in addition to the direct capital financing it generates, suggest that FDI can
play an important role in modernizing the national economy and promoting
growth (Alfaro et al, 2004: 90).
The role of foreign direct investment has been widely recognized as a
growth-enhancing factor in developing countries (Nasser and Gomez,
2009: 60-61). Empirical studies show that the effect of FDI on growth
depends on the absorptive capability of the host country and, the level of
financial development in the host country affects its ability to absorb the
benefits of FDI (Ang, 2010: 1596). Financial systems, which arise to
mitigate the effects of information asymmetries and transaction costs,
influence saving rates and investment decisions. Financial development
may increase foreign investments due to better access of firms to capital,
as well as domestic investment. Lowering informational asymmetry,
financial intermediaries provide information about local market risks,
providing more credibility to potential profit in the country. Therefore,
financial development stimulates the entry of new foreign investors in the
local market. Financial systems that are more effective at pooling the
savings of individuals and at lending these resources to project owners can
profoundly affect economic development. Besides the direct effect on
capital accumulation, financial system may play a crucial role in permitting
the adoption of better technologies by effectively mobilizing resources for
projects (Levine, 1997; Kinda, 2009).
The direct relationship between financial development and FDI is
ambiguous on theoretical grounds. There are two views on the relationship
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The direct relationship between financial development and FDI is
ambiguous on theoretical grounds. There are two views on the relationship
between FDI and financial development. This first view suggests negative
relationship between FDI and financial development. This view considers
that FDI tends to be larger in countries that are riskier, financially
underdeveloped, and institutionally weak. Under this view, FDI is a
substitute for financial development as FDI takes place to overcome the
difficulties of investing through capital markets (Claessens et al 2001: 3;
Nasser and Gomez, 2009: 63). The second view suggests that FDI and
financial development are complementary. Firms’ access to external
finance depends on financial development (Desbordes and Wei, 2014: 6)1.
With developed financial infrastructure, the foreign firms are able to judge
how much they can borrow for innovative activities and are able to make
ex-ante planning about their investments (Dutta and Roy, 2011: 305).
Accordingly, FDI is positively correlated with the development of the
financial market in the second view.
However, while several empirical studies have found that financial
development enhances the positive effects of FDI on economic growth
(Alfaro et al, 2004; Hermes and Lensing, 2003; Choong et al, 2004; Ang,
2010; Adjasi et al, 2012; Adeniyi et al, 2012, Kelly, 2016), a few studies
have investigated the direct link between financial development and FDI.
Financial development has been recently considered as one of the key
determinants of FDI inflows and a prerequisite for its utilization (Nasser
and Gomez, 2009; Angloyor et al, 2013; Kargoonkar, 2012; Desbordes and
Wei, 2014; Varnamkhaski and Mehregan, 2014; Shah, 2016; Fauzel, 2016;
Bayar and Gavriletea, 2018).
Although the existence of the studies suggesting financial development
has an important determinant of FDI, a quite little work have been done to
investigate the association between financial development and FDI in
Turkey. Most of these studies examine causality relationship between
financial development and FDI. This study differs from the existing studies
by employing Kalman filter technique to capture the dynamic effects of
financial development on FDI. Further, the study intends to fill the gap in

1

Global FDI flows were severely affected worldwide by the global financial crisis
(UNCTAD, 2009). After a 16 per cent decline in 2008, global FDI inflows fell a further 37
per cent to $1,114 billion in 2009 (UNCTAD, 2010). Desbordes and Wei (2016) point that
tight external financing conditions resulting from the global financial crisis have been partly
blamed for this fall, suggesting that access to external finance is an important determinant
of FDI.
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the related literature for Turkey by considering asset quality of the banking
sector as measures of financial development.
The study is organized as follows. The next section reviews the
empirical literature on the linkage between financial development and FDI.
Section 3 provides the data and methodology. Section 4 reveals the
empirical results. Section 5 concludes.
2. Literature Review
Though a great deal of empirical evidence has been devoted to FDIgrowth linkage, little work has been done to investigate the role of financial
development on the attractiveness of FDI inflows. Some of these studies
analyze the effect of FDI on economic growth considering the role of
financial development (Alfaro et al, 2004; Hermes and Lensing, 2003;
Choong et al, 2004; Adjasi et al, 2012; Adeniyi et al, 2012; Kelly, 2016;
Ang, 2010).
Alfaro et al (2004) use cross-country data for 71 countries over the
period 1975-1995 and conclude that the positive effect of FDI on economic
growth enhance when local financial markets is well-developed. Hermes
and Lensing (2003) find that FDI only has a positive effect on economic
growth in cases where the development of the financial system reach a
certain minimum level considering a panel of 67 countries that are mostly
in Latin America and Asia. Similarly, Choong et al (2004) find that FDI
creative economic growth only if the financial system has achieved the
certain minimum level for selected developed and East Asian countries.
Adjasi et al (2012) apply panel data method for 32 African countries from
1997 to 2008 and conclude that FDI only has a significant effect on
economic growth with better financial development level. Adeniyi et al
(2012) examine causal linkage between FDI and economic growth
considering the role of financial development in 5 Economic Community
of West African States (ECOWAS) over the period 1970-2005. Their
findings reveal that the benefits of FDI on economic growth in Ghana,
Gambia and Sierra Leone depend on the financial indicator used. Similarly,
Kelly (2016) document that FDI only has a positive impact on economic
growth when the financial system is more developed in six East African
countries. Ang (2010) finds that the financial development level of
Malaysia is important precondition to realize the positive effects of FDI on
economic growth covering the period 1965-2004.
While the role of financial development in enhancing effect of FDI on
economic growth is well established, there have been limited studies
examining the linkage between FDI and financial development. Zakaria
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(2007) test the causal relationship between FDI and financial development
in 37 developing countries for the period 1970-1999. The results of
causality test provide little support that the domestic banking sector causes
FDI. However, the study reveals that the direction of causality between
FDI and stock market development is bi-directional in the developing
countries. Similarly, Soumare and Tchana (2011) investigate the causal
relationship between FDI and financial development employing panel data
for 29 emerging countries. They document bi-directional causality between
FDI and stock market development indicators. The results also show that
banking sector development indicators have no significant effect on FDI,
and vice-versa. On the other hand, Nasser and Gomez (2009) apply GLS
(Generalized Least Square) for 15 Latin American countries from 1978 to
2003 and determine that both banking sector development and stock
market development are strong determinant of the FDI inflows.
Angloyor et al (2013) investigate the causality between financial
development and FDI in 42 African countries. They divide the countries in
two groups for the banking and stock market samples. The banking sample
consists of 42 countries for the period 1970-2007, while the stock market
sample consists of 16 countries from 1990-2007. Using 2SLS (Two Stage
Least Squares) panel approach, they suggest significant bi-directional
causality between financial development and FDI.
Fauzel (2016) investigate the linkage between financial development
and FDI in selected Small Island countries employing a panel vector
autoregressive model (PVAR) approach for the period 1990-2013 and find
bi-directional relationship between FDI and financial development. On the
other hand, Abzari et al (2011) investigate the causality between financial
development and FDI in 8 developing countries employing Vector
Autoregressive (VAR) model from 1976 to 2005 and determine existence
of causality relationship from FDI to financial development in 5
developing countries.
Desbordes and Wei (2014) analyse the effects of financial development
on FDI in developed and developing countries with 83 source countries
and 125 destination countries over the period 2003-2006 using panel
estimation method. The results indicate that well-functioning financial
system induce FDI in both source and destination countries.
Shah (2016) concludes that the financial development mostly has a
significant effect on FDI in 10 MENA countries using panel estimation
method from 1988 to 1990. Using panel causality approach, Bayar and
Gavriletea (2018) state that financial development has significant impact
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on FDI inflows in 11 Central and Eastern European Union countries for
the period 1996-2015.
Kargoonkar (2012) examines the effect of financial development on
FDI in 78 countries applying the data mining approach between 1980 and
2009. The study documents that the development of the financial system
of the house country is an important prerequisite for FDI inflow.
Varnamkhaski and Mehregan (2014) indicate that financial
development has positive and significant impact on FDI inflows in 33
developing countries during 1995-2010 employing Estimated Generalized
Least Squares (EGLS).
Nwosa and Emma-Ebere (2017) observe that there is a negative
relationship between financial development and FDI in the long run, while
the positive relationship exists in the short run in Nigeria, covering the
period from 1980 to 2015 using VECM model.
Using a panel of 97 countries over the period 1984-2003, Dutta and Roy
(2011) show that financial development leads to greater FDI inflows up to
a certain level of financial development. Beyond that, the effect of financial
development on FDI is negative. The study also reveals that the political
risk factors affect the relationship by altering the threshold level of
financial development.
The empirical evidence on the link between financial development and
FDI for Turkey is quite limited. Şahin and Ege (2015) analyse the causal
linkage between financial development and FDI employing panel causality
approach from 1996 to 2012 in Greece, Bulgaria, Macedonia and Turkey.
They confirm that FDI Granger cause financial development in Bulgaria,
Greece and Turkey. Besides, the study indicates that there is bi-directional
causality between financial development and FDI in Turkey. Bayar and
Öztürk (2016) analyse the causal relationship financial development and
FDI in Turkey employing bootstrap Granger causality test during the 19742015 period and find a unidirectional causality from financial development
to FDI. Using Bootstrap panel causality approach over the period 19932013, Şahin (2018) investigate the causal relationship between financial
development and FDI in BRICT-T countries, namely Brazil, Russia, India,
Chine, South Africa and Turkey. The findings of the study indicate that
FDI promote financial development in Brazil, China and Russia while
there is no causality between financial development and FDI in India,
South Africa and Turkey. Çelik (2019) examine the effect of financial
development on FDI in fragile five countries consisting of Brazil,
Indonesia, South Africa, India and Turkey using panel data method for the
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period 1981-2016. The results suggest that the increase in the level of
financial development promote FDI inflows.
3. Data and Methodology
This study investigates the effects of financial development on FDI
inflows to Turkey over the period 1990-2017. The financial development
indicators include both the banking sector (credit market) and stock market
(equity market), following the studies of Zakaria (2007), Soumare and
Tchana (2011), Nasser and Gomez (2009), Agbloyor et al (2013) and Shah
(2016).
The dependent variable is the net inflows of foreign direct investment
as a percent of GDP (hencefort, FDI). The first financial development
measure is the ratio of private credit by deposit money banks to GDP
(henceforth, CRD). It is the most widely used proxy of financial
development and captures one of the main activities of banks, namely,
channelizing savings to investors (Dutta and Roy, 2011: 307). This
variable isolates credit to private sector and indicates the level of funding
private sector investment. The second measure is the ratio of nonperforming loans to total loans (hencefort, NPLs). Non-performing loans
reflects key vulnerabilities of the banking sector. An increase in NPLs
implies deterioration in asset quality of banks’ balance sheet (Ghosh,
2015). In this regard, NPLs is widely associated with the banking crises
(Demirgüç-Kunt and Detragiache, 1997; Salas and Saurina, 2002; Khemraj
and Pasha, 2009; Reinhard and Rogoff, 2010; Nkusu, 2011; Louzis et al,
2012; Ghosh, 2015). Hence, NPLs is included as proxy for loan quality of
the asset side of banks’ balance sheet. The stock market development is
also considered to capture financial development. Accordingly, the third
measure is the ratio of stock market capitalization to GDP (henceforth,
SMCAP). This measure captures the overall size of the market and is
frequently used by the studies as an indicator of stock market development
(Boyd et al. 2001; Nasser and Gomez, 2009; Soumare and Tchana, 2011;
Korgaonkar, 2012; Şahin and Ege, 2015; Bayar et al, 2017; Nkoa, 2018;
Şahin, 2018). All variables are measure in natural logarithms. The sources
of CRD and SMCAP are World Bank’s global financial development
database while NPLs are obtained from Bank Association of Turkey
database.
In the empirical analysis, the study applies ADF (Augmented DickeyFuller), PP (Phillips-Perron) and Ng-Perron tests to detect the stationary
feature of the variables. After stationary analyzing, co-integration
relationship between FDI and financial development indicators is
investigated by Bound test developed by Pesaran et al. (2001). The bound
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test has better estimations than the two-step Engle-Granger method.
Furthermore, it is reliable for small sample sizes (Narayan and Narayan,
2005: 429). Equation 1 presents the Unrestricted Error Correction model
(UECM) specification formed for this study.
𝑚

𝑚

∆𝐿𝐹𝐷I𝑡 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑡+ ∑ 𝑎2𝑖 ∆𝐿𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑡−𝑖 + ∑ 𝑎3𝑖 ∆LFD𝑡−𝑖
𝑖=1

𝑖=0

+ 𝑎4 𝐿FDI𝑡−1 +𝑎5 LFD𝑡−1 + µ𝑡

(1)

where, ∆ denotes first difference operator, “m” denotes number of lags, “t”
represents the trend variables. LFDI is the log of FDI, LFD signify the log
of financial development indicators that are CRD, NPLs and SMCAP.
Lastly, Kalman filter approach is employed in order to investigate the
dynamic effects of financial development on FDI. The Kalman filter
recursively estimates the parameters by updating the estimation with every
additional observation (Atılgan et al, 2016: 4). Equation 2 and Equation 3
presents the Kalman filter model used in this study.
LFDIt = α0 + α1,t LFD + εt

(2)

αi,t = αi,t-1 + νi,t

(3)

where α1,t indicates the financial development elasticity of FDI that
implies percentage change in FDI in response to a one percentage change
in financial development.
4. Empirical Results
4.1. Unit Root Tests
It is employed ADF, PP and Ng-Perron test to examine stationary
properties of the series. The results of unit root test results are shown by
Table 1.
Table 1. Unit Root Test Results
ADF Test Results
LFDI
-2.73
LCRD
-1.82
LNPLs
-1.71
LSMCAP
-2.77
PP Test Results

ΔLFDI
ΔLCRD
ΔLNPLs
ΔLSMCAP
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-5.82
-3.51
-4.42
-6.79

LFDI
-2.73
ΔLFDI
-6.39
LCRD
-1.38
ΔLCRD
-3.48
LNPLs
-1.84
ΔLNPLs
-4.42
LSMCAP
-2.65
ΔLSMCAP
-7.97
ADF and PP Critical Values (Level): %5= -3.59
ADF and PP Critical Values (First Differenced): %5=-2.98
Ng-Perron Test Results
MZa
MZt
MSB
MPT
LFDI
-9.80
-2.18
0.22
9.45
LCRD
-4.73
-1.51
0.32
19.05
LNPLs
-5.08
-1.58
0.31
17.88
LSMCAP
-9.20
-2.05
0.22
10.26
Ng-Peron critical values at %5 significance for MZa, MZt, MSB and
MPT 17.30, -2.91, 0.17, 5.48respectively.
MZa
MZt
MSB
MPT
ΔLFDI
-12.58
-2.50
0.20
1.98
ΔLCRD
-11.69
-2.41
0.21
2.14
ΔLNPLs
-12.79
-2.52
0.20
1.93
ΔLSMCAP
-12.02
-2.45
0.20
2.04
Ng-Peron critical values at %5 significance for MZa, MZt, MSB and
MPT -8.10, -1.98, -0.23, 3.17 respectively.
Both ADF and PP test results show that the null hypothesis of the series
is not stationary cannot be rejected. The used all series are found to be
integrated of order I(1) for both ADF and PP test results. Ng-Perron test
results provide the findings of ADF and PP test. More specifically, the
calculated t statistics for LFDI, LCRD, LNPLs and LSMCAP are less than
the critical values for MZa and MZt tests and greater than the critical values
for MSB and MPT tests suggesting the all series are not stationary in their
level forms. For the first difference of the series, the estimated t statistic
for the all series are greater than the critical values according to MZa and
MZt tests and are less than the critical values according to MSB and MPT
tests. In sum, unit root test results indicate that the all series are stationary
after differencing.
4.2. Bound Test
After stationary analysis, the study investigates co-integration
relationship between FDI and financial development employing Bound test
Pesaran et al. (2001). Table 2 presents the Bound test results.
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Table 2: Bound Test Results
Critical Values at %5 Significance Level
K

F statistics

3

7.55

Bottom Bound
3.38

Upper Bound
4.23

K is the number of independent variable in equation (1).
Critical values are obtained from Table CI(iv) at Pesaran et al. (2001: 301).

For F test, the null hypothesis is that there is no co-integration
relationship between the series, and the null hypothesis cannot be rejected
in case the estimated F statistic is lower than the bottom bound of critical
values. Otherwise, the null hypothesis can be rejected if the estimated F
statistic is higher than the upper critical level (Karagöl et al., 2007: 76).
The Bound test results in Table 2 show that F test is higher than the upper
critical level suggesting the existence of co-integration relationship
between FDI and financial development indicators.
4.3. Dynamic Approach
Kalman filter approach is employed to capture time-varying
relationship between FDI and financial development indicators. The timevarying parameter (TVP) estimates for CRD, NPLs and SMCAP are
presented in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. TVP estimate
results for the all variables are also statistically significant.
Figure 1: Time-Varying Parameter (TVP) Estimates Result for CRD

The TVP results in Figure 1 suggest that the ratio of credit to private
sector to GDP has a positive impact on FDI inflows in Turkey for the
period of 1993-2017. The effect of CRD on FDI generally decreased until
the year of 2000 and increased between 2001 and 2008. The effects of CRD
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on FDI begins to decrease during the time of global financial crisis, and
this decreased effects occurred between 2008 and 2017. The estimated
Kalman filter technique reveals that the global financial crisis leads to
lower positive effects of CRD on FDI. However, the change in the size of
the TVP is 0.04 that indicates this decreasing effect is small.
Figure 2: Time-Varying Parameter (TVP) Estimates Result for NPLs

According to the TVP results in Figure 2, suggest a negative impact of
the ratio of non-performing loans to total loans (NPLs) on FDI inflows in
the analyzed period. This expected sign indicates that the deterioration of
the asset quality of the banking sector is negatively associated with FDI
inflows to Turkey over the period 1993-2017. The TVP results also suggest
that the effects of NPLs on FDI slowed down for the past decade. However,
the change in the magnitude of the TVP is found to be 0.7 times fewer for
the period of 2008-2017 than before the global financial crisis.
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Figure 3: Time-Varying Parameter (TVP) Estimates Result for
SMCAP

Figure 3 show that the stock market capitalization to GDP ratio
(SMCAP) has a strong positive effect on FDI inflows to Turkey in the
analyzed period. The effect of SMCAP on FDI decreased in the period of
1993-2000 and increased between 2000 and 2001. Following stable course
between 2001 and 2004, the effect of SMCAP on FDI increased until the
year of 2009. After the effect slightly decreased in the period of 2009-2010,
it continued to increase until this time.
5. Conclusion
This study explores the linkage between FDI inflows and foreign direct
investment over the period of 1990-2017 in Turkey. The financial
development is considered both the banking sector development and stock
market development in the empirical analysis. Regarding financial
development indicators, the ratio of private credit to GDP and the ratio of
non-performing loans (gross) to total loans are used as measure of banking
sector development, while the stock market capitalization to GDP is
employed to capture stock market development. This study is expected to
contribute to the related literature for Turkey by employing the timevarying parameter (TVP) estimated by Kalman filter technique. Besides,
the current study considers the asset quality of the banking sector as a
measure of banking sector development that may affects FDI inflows.
In the empirical analysis, Bound test developed by Peseran et al (2001)
is employed in order to investigate co-integration relationship between FDI
and financial development indicators. The Bound test results indicate the
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existence of the co-integration relationship between FDI and for all used
financial development indicators. After co-integration analysis, Kalman
filter approach is applied to determine the time-varying effects of financial
development on FDI. The time-varying parameter (TVP) results suggest
that the global financial crisis affects the dynamic relationship between
financial development and FDI. More specifically, the positive effects of
the credit ratio on FDI decrease the period of 2008-2017, while the positive
effects of the stock market capitalization ratio on FDI increase after the
global financial crisis. On the other hand, Kalman filter results suggest that
the non-performing loans ratio affects FDI inflows negatively, and this
negative effect becomes more stable after the global financial crisis. TVP
results indicate that FDI inflows are more responsive to the stock market
development and to the asset quality of the banking sector after the global
financial crisis.
This paper concludes that well-developed financial system ensures to
attract more FDI inflows in Turkey. The findings of this study reveal that
policymakers aimed at increasing FDI should consider the quality of the
loan portfolio of the banks’ balance sheet as well as the quantity of the
loans to private sector. Lowering non-performing loans will provide to
decrease ex-post credit risk and hence the fragility of the financial system.
In addition, stock market regulations should be arranged to increase of
attractiveness of FDI, such as implementations regulations to ensure both
domestic and foreign investors to be protected. Future studies may consider
by using more financial development indicators to examine the effects of
financial development on FDI inflows in Turkey. Besides, it may be
helpful to investigate the linkage between FDI inflows and economic
activity, such as economic growth, unemployment, etc., considering the
role of financial development.
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AN EMPIRICAL STUDY ON FOREIGN TRADE AND
EXCHANGE RATE ANALYSIS IN TURKEY: COINTEGRATION
AND CAUSALITY ANALYSES
Metin Sağlam & Sümeyye Uzun
Introduction
Countries have become more interdependent with the globalization
process due to the increase in their economic relations. Over time, the
interdependence of the countries started to deepen particularly in terms of
economy. Looking from an economic point of view, the interdependence
mentioned above could be observed in foreign trade operations. Hence, the
deterioration of the economy in one of the trade partners due to economic
or political crises could have a negative effect on the foreign trade of other
trade partners. On the other hand, the foreign exchange policies
implemented by countries also have a significant impact on foreign trade.
For example, with the collapse of the Bretton Woods System in the 1970s,
the abandonment of the fixed exchange rate regime and the transition to
the floating exchange rate regime led to instability in exchange rates. This
affected foreign volume and the status of foreign trade components in
many countries. In particular, the problem of foreign dependency on
production observed in developing countries increased the negative effects
of fluctuations in the exchange rate on economic growth through foreign
trade. During the periods in which the exchange rate declined in these
countries, the increasing costs in export products and decreasing costs of
import products led to the emerging of foreign trade deficits or the
deepening of the existing deficits.
The fact that the production is dependent on exported intermediate
goods and raw materials in Turkey, which is listed in the category of
developing countries, has been perceived as a significant structural
problem. Despite the export-based growth model adopted since the 1980s,
the national economy has faced chronic foreign trade deficits due to the
foreign dependency problem in production and accordingly in exportation.
This situation caused the economy to be affected by the fluctuations in the
exchange rate. During the periods when the exchange rate increased, the
increase in the prices of imported intermediate goods and raw material led
to an increase in production costs.
In the light of the explanations made above, the relationship between
the foreign trade and exchange rate will be examined in terms of the
economy of Turkey in this study. The first part of the study will present
some of the national and international studies on the relationship between
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foreign trade and exchange in terms of Turkey and other countries. In the
second part, the information will be provided on the data used within the
scope of the analysis performed in the study as well as its methodology. In
the third section, the findings obtained from the analysis will be evaluated.
The study will be finalized with the conclusion part.
1. Literature
Arize (1994) analyzed the relationship between the reel effective
exchange rate and foreign trade balance for nine Asian countries using the
data belonging to the 1973Q1-1991Q1 period. The study, in which
cointegration analyzes were conducted, revealed that in the long run, the
relationship between the variables was positive and statistically significant.
Zeng (1999) investigated the size of the relationship between the
exchange rate and foreign trade in the Chinese economy using the data
belonging to 1986:01-1997.01 period. In the study where the Johansen
cointegration test was used, it was concluded that there was a long-term
relationship between foreign trade and exchange rate.
Baharumshah (2001) analyzed the effects of the changes in the
exchange rate on the foreign trades of Tayland and Malaysia with Japan
and the United States using the data belonging to the 1980:01-1996:04
period. The author, who used the Johansen cointegration test in his study,
found that the real exchange rate had a significant effect on the foreign
trade balance.
Zengin (2001) examined the relationship between real exchange rate
and foreign trade prices in terms of Turkey using the data belonging to
1994:01-2000:2 period. Using the VAR model as the method, the author
identified a causality from the export and import price index towards the
real exchange rate. Moreover, the fact that the real exchange rate is
effective on the import price index was another finding of the study.
Acaravcı and Ozturk (2002) researched the effects of the changes in the
exchange rates on exports in the Turkish economy by using that data
belonging to 1989:01-2002:08 period. As a result of the study where the
Johansen cointegration test was used as a method, it was found that the
uncertainty in the exchange rate affected the exports demand negatively.
Liew et al. (2003) examined the effect of fluctuations in exchange rates
on foreign trade between ASEAN 5 countries and Japan. Using the data for
the period 1986-1999, the authors concluded that the fluctuations in the
exchange rate had a significant impact on the foreign trade balance.
In his study, Onafowora (2003) analyzed the relationship between the
real exchange rate and the foreign trade of Tayland, Malaysia and
Indonesia with the USA and Japan. Working with data belonging to the
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1980:01-2001:04 period, the author used VECM as the method. The results
of the analysis revealed that there was a long-term relationship between
real foreign trade and the real exchange rate in the countries that were
examined.
Hacker and Hatemi-J (2004) investigated the effect of the exchange rate
on the foreign trade of the Czech Republic, Poland and Hungary with
Germany. In the study where data from 1993:08-2002:07 period was used,
VECM was used as the method. The findings obtained showed that the
decrease in exchange rates had a negative effect on foreign trade in the
short term and a positive effect in the long term.
Saatçioğlu and Karaca (2004) examined the relationship between
exchange rate uncertainty and exports using quarterly data for the 19812001 period in terms of Turkey. The authors used the Johansen
cointegration test and error correction model as the method. The results of
the analysis indicated that the exchange rate uncertainty had a negative
effect on exports in the short and long term.
Karagöz and Dogan (2005), in their study on the relationship between
foreign trade and exchange rate in Turkey, performed regression analyses
on the data belonging to the 1995:01-2004:06 period. As a result of the
study, it was found that there was no long term relationship between
exports, imports and the real exchange rate.
Yaprakli (2006) examined the relationship between the reel exchange
rate and foreign trade prices in Turkey using the data belonging to the
1982:01: 2004:04 period. As a result of the study where the cointegration
and error correction models were used, it was found that there was a oneway and negative causality from imports to the real exchange rate in the
long run. In addition, the finding that there was a negative causality from
exports to real exchange rates in the long term was another result obtained
in the study.
Tarı and Yıldırım (2009) analyzed the effect of uncertainty in the
exchange rate on exports in terms of Turkey using the data belonging to
the 1989:Q1-2007:Q3 period. The results of the study, in which the
Johansen cointegration test and error correction models were used, showed
that the uncertainties in the exchange rate did not have any impact on
exports in the short term, but they affected exports negatively in the long
term.
Using the quarterly data for the 1989-2005 period, Vergil and Erdogan
(2009) investigated the relationship between the exchange rate and foreign
trade in Turkey. Using the ARDL bounds testing approach as the method,
the authors concluded that there was a long-term relationship between the
exchange rate and foreign trade.
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Aliyu (2010) examined the effects of the fluctuations in the exchange
rate on the exports in the Nigerian economy using the data of the 1986Q12006Q4 period. The findings obtained in the study where the VECM
method was used, confirmed the existence of a long-term stable
relationship between exports and exchange rates.
Alptekin and Uysal (2012) analyzed the relationship between the real
exchange rate and trade balance in the Turkish economy. Using the ARDL
method on the data belonging to 1992:01-2009:01 period, the authors
found that the real exchange rate had a significant effect on the foreign
trade balance.
In their study, Ho and Karim (2012) investigated the relationship
between exchange rates and foreign trade for 9 Asian countries. In the
study, regression analysis was performed on the data belonging to the
1980-2009 period. The results showed that the exchange rate was an
important factor in foreign trade.
Karaçor and Gerçeker (2012) analyzed the relationship between the
exchange rate and foreign trade in Turkey for the 2003:01-2010:12 period.
As a result of the study in which the VAR model was used, there was a
long-term relationship between the real exchange rate and foreign trade
volume. In addition, it was concluded that there was a bidirectional
causality between the real exchange rate and the foreign trade volume in
the short term, and there was a one-way causality from the real exchange
rate towards the foreign trade volume in the long term.
Yıldırım and Kesikoğlu (2012) analyzed the relationship between
exports, imports and the real exchange rate in Turkey using the data from
the 2003:01-2011:09 period. Having used the bootstrap and corrected the
causality test as the method, the authors did not find any relationship
between the exchange rate and exports or imports.
Using the quarterly data for the period 1987-2010, Altıntaş (2013)
examined the relationship between exports and the real exchange rate in
Turkey. As a result of the study where the ARDL bound testing approach
and Granger causality tests were used as the method, it was concluded that
the increase in the real exchange rate in the long term affected exports
negatively.
Kızıldere et al. (2013) investigated the effects of the changes in the
exchange rate on exports and imports in 18 developing countries with the
help of the ARDL model. Having used the data from the 1994-2010 period
in their studies, the authors found that the effect of the changes in the
exchange rate on exports was negative in the short term and positive in the
long term. They also concluded that the effect of the exchange rate on
imports was statistically insignificant in the countries analyzed.
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Tapsin and Karabulut (2013) investigated the causality relationship of
the real exchange rate, exports and imports in Turkey for the 1980-2011
period. The findings obtained from the study using the Toda-Yamamoto
causality test showed that there was a causality relationship from imports
to exports and from real exchange rate to imports.
Değer and Demir (2015) investigated the relationship between the
foreign trade volume and real effective exchange rate using the data of the
Turkish economy belonging to the 1997:01-2004:12 period. As a result of
the study in which cointegration and causality analyzes were used, the
cointegration relationship between the variables was confirmed and it was
concluded that the reel exchange rate was the Granger cause of the foreign
trade.
Kesgingöz (2015) analyzed the impact of fluctuations in exchange rates
on the foreign trade between Turkey and Kyrgyzstan. As a result of the
study, in which the VAR model was used on the monthly data for the
period of 1993-2014, the findings showed that fluctuations in the exchange
rate did not have a significant effect on the exports and imports of the two
countries.
In their study, Aftab et al. (2015) investigated the effect of fluctuations
in the exchange rate on foreign trade between the European Union and
Malaysia. The results obtained in the study where the ARDL bounds test
was used on the monthly data of 2000-2013, showed that the effects of
fluctuations in the exchange rate on foreign trade in the short term were
quite significant.
Ganiyev (2016) investigated the relationship between exchange rate
and foreign trade in the economies of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan using
the ARDL method. In the study, data of the 2002Q1-2014Q4 period were
used for the Kazakhstan economy and data of the 2000Q1-20014Q4 period
were used for the Kyrgyzstan economy. Findings obtained from the study
showed that imports affected exports in Kyrgyzstan. Moreover, the impact
of devaluations on imports in Kazakhstan was negative both in the short
and long terms.
Oncel and Inal (2016) used the data from the 2000:01-2015:12 period
to analyze the relationship between real exchange rate and the trade
balance in Turkey. The findings obtained in the study where the ARDL
bounds testing approach was used confirmed the cointegration relationship
between the variables and verified the real exchange rate as the cause of
the foreign trade balance.
Hunegnaw and Kim (2017) analyzed the effects of the exchange rate on
the foreign trade balance in 10 East African countries with data from the
1970-2013 period. As a result of the study where the ARDL bounds testing
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approach was used, it was proved that the real exchange rate had a positive
effect on the foreign trade balance of the four countries.
Meniago and Eita (2017) investigated the effect of exchange rate
volatility on foreign trade for 39 African countries. Using the panel data
analysis on the data for the 1995-2012 period, the authors reported that the
volatility in the exchange rate had a negative effect on exports. In addition,
findings indicating the existence of a relationship between exchange rate
volatility and imports were obtained.
Barak and Naimoğlu (2018) analyzed the relationship between foreign
trade and real exchange rates in the countries in the Fragile Five using the
data from the 2000-2014 period. Having used the panel data analysis in
their studies, the authors found that the relationship between real exchange
rate and foreign trade was statistically significant and negative in the short
and long term.
Barışık and Dursun (2018) examined the relationship between
exchange rates and international terms of trade in 21 developing countries.
In the study where annual data from the 2000-2016 period were used, the
relationship between the variables was investigated through the panel data
analysis. Findings obtained from the study showed that the international
terms of trade affected the real exchange rate both in the short and long
terms.
Bahmani-Oskooee and Gelan (2018) analyzed the effect of exchange
rate changes on foreign trade in terms of 12 African countries. In the study,
the bounds testing approach was used as the method. The results of the
analysis revealed that the exchange rate changes in most of the countries
analyzed were effective on foreign trade in the short term, and fluctuations
in the exchange rate affected the exports of five countries and imports of
one country in the long term.
Using the data from 1989:01-2018:06 period, Uslu (2018) explored the
impact of the exchange rate on the exports and imports in Turkey. As a
result of the study, where the Maki (2012) testing for panel cointegration
testing for multiple structural breaks and Granger causality test was used,
it was found that the effect of the increases in the exchange rate on exports
was positive and their effect on imports was negative in the long term.
Another finding obtained in the study was that the causal relationship
between exports and imports was bidirectional.
Jadoon and Guang (2019) examined the effect of changes in the
exchange rate on the foreign trade balance in terms of the Pakistani
economy. In the study, the relationships between variables were analyzed
using data from the 1971-2016 period and the ARDL bounds testing
approach. According to the results obtained from the study, the effect of
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the exchange rate on the foreign trade balance was positive and significant
in both the short and the long terms.
In his study, Gürtler (2019) analyzed the exchange rate and foreign
trade balance in the Czech Republic with quarterly data belonging to the
2000-2014 period. Having included the ARDL bounds testing approach in
the study as the method, the author reported that the real effective exchange
rate had a very strong and negative effect on foreign trade in the short term;
however, this effect turned into positive in the long term.
Ozer and Kutlu (2019) investigated the relationship between the
exchange rate and foreign trade balance in Turkey using the VAR method
in their study. As a result of the study in which the relationship between
the variables was analyzed with the data from the 2003:01-2019:01 period,
it was found that the real exchange rate was effective on the foreign trade
balance.
2. Data Set and Method
2.1. Data Set
In the study, monthly data belonging to the 2003:01-2019:11 were used
to analyze the relationship between exports, imports and real exchange
rates. Within the scope of the study, the export unit value index variable
was included in the analysis for representing exports, import unit value
index variable was included for representing imports and CPI-based real
effective exchange rate index was included as the indicator for the real
exchange rate. Information on variables was given in Table 1.
Table 1: Information About Variables
Variable

Description

Source

LEX_SA

Export Unit Value Index

TurkStat

LIM_SA

Import Unit Value Index

TurkStat

LRER_SA

Real Effective Exchange Rate

EDDS

Turkey Statistical Institute (TurkStat) data base publishes the export
unit index and import unit index data taking 2010 as the base year
(2010=100). However, real effective exchange rate data were obtained
from the Electronic Data Distribution System (EDDS) database taking
2003 as the base year (2003=100). To ensure that the base years of the
series were the same year, the data of the export unit value index and the
import unit value index were converted to the base year of 2003 and the
series taking 2003 as the base year were used in the analysis. Furthermore,
the fact that the series used in the analysis were monthly series led to the
problem of seasonality. For this reason, the seasonality of the series was
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treated using the moving average method and they were used in the study
in the treated form. In addition, to observe the changes in the series more
clearly, the analysis was made over the logarithmic values of the series.
2.2. Method
In the study, the relationship between variables was examined through
time series analysis. Within the scope of time series analyses, Augmented
Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit root test, Johansen cointegration test and
Granger causality test was used.
2.2.1. ADF Unit Root Test
One of the problems frequently encountered in studies using time series
analysis is that the series are not stationary. The results obtained in studies
with non-stationary series may be insignificant due to the false regression
problem or the significant results may be misleading. For this reason, in
studies where time-series analyzes are used, firstly stationarity tests should
be performed on the series (Gujarati, 2016: 320).
Stationarity in the time series means that the series follows a horizontal
course over time, that is, there is no continuous increase or decrease in the
series. In other words, the concept of stationarity describes the situation
that the series used in the analysis have a fixed variance and a fixed average
(Sevüktekin and Çınar, 2017: 239).
One of the methods frequently used within the scope of stationarity
testing of time series is unit root testing. In this context, critical values of t
statistics were determined as a result of Monte-Carlo simulation studies by
Dickey-Fuller (1979) and these values were tabulated. This test, which is
known in the literature as tau (τ) statistics or Dickey-Fuller test, is
performed around three models being pure random walk, random walk
with drift, and random walk with drift and deterministic trend (Gujarati and
Porter, 2018: 755).
Dickey and Fuller then added the lag values of the variable dependent
on the equations they used in the Dickey-Fuller unit root test, and
performed the stationarity analysis of the series according to this method
called the augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF). Concerning the analysis of the
ADF stationarity test, three models were used being the model without
drift, the model with drift, and the model with drift and deterministic trend
(Tarı, 2018: 390). The equations for these models are given below
(Sevüktekin and Çınar, 2017: 336):
n

∆Yt = α1 Yt−1 + ∑ αi ∆Yt−i + εt

(1)

i=1
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n

∆Yt = α0 + α1 Yt−1 + ∑ αi ∆Yt−i + εt

(2)

i=1

n

∆Yt = α0 + α1 Yt−1 + α2 trend + ∑ αi ∆Yt−i + εt

(3)

i=1

2.2.2. Johansen Cointegration Test
Cointegration is performed to determine the long-term relationship
between non-stationary variables. The first studies for cointegration tests
were carried out by Engle-Granger (1987) (Kutlar, 2017: 234).
The Engle-Granger cointegration test based on the least squares method
uses a single equation. This causes certain problems on selecting the
variable to use its equality. Due to these uncertainties regarding variables,
a new cointegration test was developed by Johansen (1988). In the
Johansen cointegration test, which is based on the most similarity method,
all cointegration relations that may arise between the variables are taken
into account (Tarı, 2018: 425-426).
The Johansen cointegration test is a test, which is based on the
stationarity of the series at the same level as well as the VAR analysis. For
this reason, tests are carried out to determine the stability and reliability of
the VAR model, which is built after the series are determined to be
stationary at the same level. Another feature of the Johansen cointegration
test is that the cointegration relationship does not change according to the
dependent variable. In other words, in the Johansen cointegration test,
when analyzing the cointegration relationship, it is not important which
variable is determined as the dependent variable since the cointegration
relationship between all series used in the analysis is considered
(Kocabıyık, 2016: 44).
2.2.3. Granger Causality Test
In the economy literature, the causality relationship between the
variables is very important as well as the direction of this causality. The
causality relationship between the variables is examined with the help of
causality tests. Although stationarity is an important factor in the causality
tests performed by Granger (1969), the state of being stationary at the same
level or different levels would differ according to the causality tests (Tarı,
2018: 436-437).
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In the Granger causality test developed by Granger (1979), variables
must be stationary at the same level. In addition, the number of lagged
terms included in the model affects the causality relationship significantly.
Various information criteria are used to determine the number of lagged
terms to be included in the model (Gujarati and Porter, 2018: 654).
The equations regarding the Granger causality test used in the study are
given below. Equations are derived on the basis of Granger (1969).
m

m

m

(4)

LEX_SAt = ∑ αi LEX_SAt−i + ∑ βi LIM_SAt−i + ∑ δi LRER_SAt−i + ε1t
i=1

i=1

i=1

m

m

m

LIM_SAt = ∑ θi LIM_SAt−i + ∑ λi LEX_SAt−i + ∑ σi LRER_SAt−i + ε2t
i=1

i=1

(5)

i=1

m

m

m

LRER_SAt−i = ∑ ϕi LRER − SAt−i + ∑ πi LEX_SAt−i + ∑ φi LIM_SAt−i + ε3t
i=1

i=1

(6)

i=1

3. Findings
3.1. ADF Unit Root Test Results
In the study, stationarity testing of variables was done with the help of
the ADF unit root test. ADF unit root test results are given in Table 2:
Table 2: ADF Test Results
The Model
with Drift
LEX-SA
LIM_SA
LRER_SA
D(LEX-SA)
D(LIM_SA)
D(LRER_SA)

t-ist.
-2.584886
-2.509096
-1.007558
-8.588892
-4.894195
-11.45480

Prob.*
0.0978
0.1148
0.7506
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000

The Model with
Drift and
Deterministic Trend
t-ist.
Prob.*
-2.187897
0.4933
-2.271090
0.4473
-2.799597
0.1992
-8.727212
0.0000
-5.013342
0.0003
-11.64136
0.0000

The Model without
Drift
t-ist.
0.545177
0.281643
-0.393545
-8.581952
-4.894181
-11.47419

Prob.*
0.8331
0.7666
0.5411
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

For a series to be stationary in the ADF unit root test, the t-statistic must
be negative and the probability value must be 1%, 5% or less than 10%
significance level. When Table 2 is examined; it is seen that all three
variables examined are not stationary in their level values for the model
with drift, the model with drift and deterministic trend and model without
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drift in terms of the 5% significance level. However, when the first
difference of the series belonging to the variables is considered, it is seen
that it becomes stationary in terms of all three models. In this case, it can
be said that the series are stationary in their first differences; that is they
are l(1).
3.2. Johansen Cointegration Test Results
Since the Johansen cointegration test is based on the VAR model, the
stability, reliability and stationarity of the VAR model that was built should
be determined initially.
AR polynomial characteristic roots are used to determine the
stationarity in the VAR model. Information on AR roots is given in Table
3. The fact that the built VAR model is non-stationary, that is, it contains
unit roots depends on the absolute value of AR roots to be greater than 1.
In this case, if the model contains the unit root, AR roots must be outside
the unit circle. However, when Table 3 is analyzed, it is seen that the AR
roots related to the VAR model are within the unit circle. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the VAR model is stationary and stable.
Table 3: AR Polynomial Characteristic Roots
Inverse Roots of AR Characteristic Polynomial
1.5

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5

-1.0

-1.5
-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

The reliability of the VAR model depends on the absence of
autocorrelation. This is because the autocorrelation problem causes the t,
F test statistics and R2 to be greater. In this case, the results obtained from
these tests could be misleading (Yavuz, 2009: 126). In line with these
explanations, it should be determined whether the VAR model contains
autocorrelation problems. In the study, the LM test was performed to
determine the problem of autocorrelation and the test results are given in
Table 4. When the test results were analyzed, it was determined that the
probability values were greater than 0.05 at 5% significance level in 6 lags.
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This shows that the model does not contain autocorrelation problems; that
is, it is reliable.
Table 4: Autocorrelation (LM) Test Results
Lag Length
1
2
3
4
5
6

LM Test Statistics
1.718565
0.943761
1.290678
0.624949
0.711905
0.666181

Probability Value
0.0825
0.4866
0.2395
0.7760
0.6981
0.7397

After the VAR model was identified to be stationary and reliable in the
study, Johansen cointegration analysis was performed. There are two test
statistics, namely trace and eigenvalue, in the Johansen cointegration test
and with the help of these statistics, it is decided whether the series are
cointegrated. The results of the Johansen cointegration test are given in
Table 5.
Table 5: Johansen Cointegration Test Results
Hypothesis

Trace
Statistics

r=0
r≤1
r≤2

21.85097
7.103497
0.319331

0.05
Critical
Value
29.79707
15.49471
3.841466

Hypothesis
r=0
r=1
r=2

Maximum
Eigenvalue
Statistics
14.74747
6.784166
0.319331

0.05
Critical
Value
21.13162
14.26460
3.841466

The fact that trace and eigenvalue test statistics are greater than 5%
critical value proves that there is a cointegration relationship between
variables. However, when Table 5 is examined, it is seen that the trace and
eigenvalue statistics are smaller than the 5% significance level. Therefore,
the results of the Johansen cointegration test show that there is no
cointegration relationship between LEX_SA, LIM_SA and LRER_SA
variables.
3.3. Granger Causality Test Results
To determine the relationship between export unit index, import unit
index and real effective exchange rate, the Granger causality test was
conducted. However, to perform the Granger causality test, a VAR model
must be built and the optimal lag lengths of the built model must be
determined. In this context, optimal lag lengths are given in Table 6. When
the information criteria given in Table 6 are examined, it is determined that
the optimal lag length is 3. Therefore, the 3rd lag was used as the delay
length in the VAR model built before the Granger causality test was
performed.
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Table 6: Optimal Lag Lengths
Lag
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

LogL
1385.484
1429.992
1446.237
1458.790
1463.782
1466.279
1474.771
1482.140
1485.388
1490.352
1496.238
1515.784
1531.640
1541.864
1552.510
1556.597
1561.084
1566.506
1572.997

LR
NA
87.08099
31.25386
23.74131
9.278128
4.559601
15.23047
12.97579
5.613658
8.417256
9.789380
31.86783
25.33498*
16.00367
16.31543
6.130985
6.583086
7.780376
9.101198

FPE
5.98e-11
4.06e-11
3.76e-11
3.61e-11*
3.78e-11
4.06e-11
4.08e-11
4.16e-11
4.44e-11
4.64e-11
4.82e-11
4.31e-11
4.01e-11
3.98e-11
3.93e-11
4.17e-11
4.41e-11
4.62e-11
4.79e-11

AIC
-15.02700
-15.41296
-15.49171
-15.53033*
-15.48676
-15.41607
-15.41055
-15.39282
-15.33030
-15.28643
-15.25259
-15.36722
-15.44174
-15.45505
-15.47293
-15.41954
-15.37047
-15.33159
-15.30432

SC
-14.97458
-15.20329*
-15.12479
-15.00615
-14.80533
-14.57739
-14.41462
-14.23964
-14.01987
-13.81875
-13.62765
-13.58502
-13.50229
-13.35835
-13.21899
-13.00833
-12.80202
-12.60588
-12.42136

HQ
-15.00576
-15.32798
-15.34299*
-15.31787
-15.21057
-15.07615
-15.00689
-14.92542
-14.79917
-14.69156
-14.59398
-14.64487
-14.65566
-14.60523
-14.55938
-14.44225
-14.32945
-14.22683
-14.13582

As the final phase within the scope of the analysis made in the study,
Granger causality analysis was performed. The results of the Granger
causality test are given in Table 7. Granger causality test results reveal that
the LIHR_SA and LIM_SA are not the Granger cause of the LRER_SA
variable. However, the LRER_SA variable is the Granger cause of both
LEX_SA and LIM_SA variables. Moreover, there is a one-way causality
from the LEX_SA variable towards the LIM_SA variable.
Table 7: Granger Causality Test Results
Chi-Square

Prob.

LRER_SA ⇒ LIM_SA

8.680345

0.0339

LEX_SA ⇒ LIM_SA

48.81249

0.0000

LIM_SA ⇒ LRER_SA

2.274467

(0.5174)

LEX_SA ⇒ LRER_SA

1.122526

0.7716

LIM_SA ⇒ LEX_SA

5.731419

0.1254

LRER_SA ⇒ LEX_SA

6.967435

0.0729

Result
H0 is rejected at the 0.10
significance level.
H0 is rejected at the 0.10
significance level.
H0 cannot be rejected at the 0.10
significance level.
H0 cannot be rejected at the 0.10
significance level.
H0 cannot be rejected at the 0.10
significance level.
H0 is rejected at the 0.10
significance level.

Conclusion
In this study, the relationship between foreign trade and the real
exchange rate in Turkey was examined using the monthly data of the
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2003:01-2019:11 period. In the study, the export unit index variable and
import unit index variable were used with the aim of representing the
foreign trade of Turkey. The real exchange rate was represented by the real
effective exchange rate variable taking 2003 as the base year.
In the analysis part of the study, the stationarity of the variables was
tested initially and it was observed that the variables were I(1). Next, a
VAR model was built in order to perform the Johansen cointegration
analysis. LM test was performed with the aim of testing the stability of the
built VAR model and AR characteristic root test was performed to test its
stationarity. The tests showed that the VAR model was stable; that is, it did
not contain autocorrelation problems and it was stationary. After the VAR
model was found to be reliable, the Johansen cointegration test was
applied. The test results revealed that the variables were not cointegrated.
This showed that there was no long-term relationship between the
variables.
In the study, in the third part of the analysis, the Granger causality test
was performed. Granger causality test results revealed that the real
exchange rate was the cause of the export unit index and the import unit
index. Another finding reached as a result of the Granger causality test was
that there was a one-way causality from the export unit index to the import
unit index.
When the findings obtained from the study were evaluated collectively;
the existence of the causality from the real exchange rate to exports and
imports revealed that the exchange rate policies implemented in the
country had a significant impact on foreign trade. In this context, it could
be stated that the exchange rate policies and foreign trade policies
implemented in Turkey could not be considered independent of each other.
On the other hand, the identification of causality from export to import
showed that export was an important determinant of import.
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AN APPLICATION ON HEAVY COMMERCIAL VEHICLE
SELECTION WITH AN INTEGRATED APPROACH OF CRITIC
– CODAS
Fulya Zaralı*

1.Introduction
Logistics was a military activity in the past, but today it is an integrated
process of modern production. Logistics helps to optimize the production
and distribution processes in order to increase efficiency and
competitiveness of enterprises and is a customer-oriented operation
management (Tseng et al., 2005, p.1658). Vehicle selection provides an
important sustainable competitive advantage for the enterprises engaging
in logistic activities within this period. Vehicle selection for logistics
enterprises is an important process which affects the performance of the
enterprises. Transportation cost is the most important and greatest item
among the logistics costs (Koban, Keser, 2007, p. 75). The competitiveness
of logistics enterprises is affected by high rate of vehicle related costs in
the logistics companies providing road transport services among total cost
of transport.This suggests the importance of vehicle selection problems for
logistics enterprises(Baykasoğlu et al., 2013, p.5).
Traditional
single
criterion
decision-making
problems
remaininsufficient to solve vehicle selection problems. Because vehicle
alternatives to be selected increase day by day. Vehicle trademarks and
vehicle properties in commercial vehicle market cannot solve this problem
with single criterion (for instance; price criterion).the abundance of
alternatives to be selected and criteria varying by firms have revealed the
importance of multi-criteria decision-making methods for vehicle selection
problems. In this study, heavy commercial vehicle selection problem of a
logistics company operating in Kayseri was modelled and solved by an
integrated approach combining CRITIC and CODAS methods. Criteria
and vehicle alternatives were determined with an expert team established
within the company. CRITIC method which is an objective method was
employed to determine the weights of criteria. The best heavy commercial
vehicle was selected by CODAS method among the alternatives. CRITIC
and CODAS integrated method features to be the first in literature for
heavy vehicle selection problems.
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CRITIC (Criteria Importance Through Inter-criteria Correlation)
method is employed to determine the weights of criteria for multi-criteria
decision-making methods. It is suggested by Diakoulaki et al.,. The
intensity of contrasts available in the structure of each criteria is measured
by CRITIC method and correlation analysis is used for this measurement
(Rostamzadeh, 2018, p. 657). When examining the studies carried out in
the literature using CRITIC method, it was seen that Kazan and Özdemir
(2014) employed CRITIC and TOPSIS method to evaluate the financial
performances of the companies traded in Istanbul Stock Exchange, Madic
and Radovanovic (2015) employed CRITIC and ROW methods for
machine selection, Adali and Işık (2017) employed CRITIC and Maut
methods for the selection of contract manufacturer, Ghorabaee et al. (2017)
employed CRITIC and WASPAS methods to select 3PL service
provider,and Rostamzadeh et al., (2018) employed fuzzy TOPSIS and
CRITIC methods to evaluate supply chain risk management.
CODAS (COmbinative Distance-based ASsessment) method is a
method employed to make the best selection among the alternatives. It was
developed by Ghorabaee et al., (2016). In this method, the selection of
alternatives is determined by Euclidean and Taxicab distances. General
performance of an alternative is measured with Euclidean and Taxicab
distances from negative ideal point. The first distance is Euclidean
distance. If the Euclidean distances of two alternatives are very close to
each other, the Taxicab distance is used to compare them. The alternative
which has greater distances from the negative ideal solution is preferred
(Ghorabaee p. 28-29). When the studies carried out using CODAS method
in the literature were examined, it was seen that Ghorabaee et al., (2017)
employed CODAS method to asses market segment; Pamucar et al., (2018)
employed CODAS method for the selection of energy generation
technology in Libya; Badi et al., (2018) and Boltürk (2018) employed
CODAS method for supplier selection; Boltürk and Karasan (2018)
employed CODAS method for the selection of renewable energy, and
Mathaw and Sahu (2018) employed CODAS method for the selection of
equipment.
There is a limited number of publications in the literature with regard
to heavy commercial vehicle selection. Among the studies conducted,
Baykasoğlu et al. (2013) employed fuzzy DEMATEL and fuzzy TOPSIS
method for heavy commercial vehicle selection, Kabak and Uyar (2013)
employed AAS and PROMETE method for heavy commercial vehicle
selection, and Doğan et al. (2017) employed Copras-G method for heavy
commercial vehicle selection.
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This study was conducted to show applicability of new techniques
developed for multi-criteria decision-making problems to the heavy
commercial vehicle selection problems, and to make contributions to the
literature because there is a limited number of studies in the literature on
the heavy commercial vehicle selection. For this purpose, an integrated
approach combining the integrated CRITIC and CODAS methods was
developed in this study and an evaluation on the heavy commercial vehicle
selection was presented.
2. Integrated CRITIC and CODAS Method
Flow chart in Figure 1 shows the steps of the integrated CRITIC and
CODAS method developed for the heavy commercial vehicle selection.
Figure 1. Flow chart of the integrated CRITIC and CODAS method
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2.1.CRITIC Method
In multi-criteria decision-making problems, the weighting of criteria is
generally determined by subjective perspective of decision-maker. The
weight value of the criteria varies by the decision-maker's experience,
knowledge and perception of the problem. These types of subjective
evaluations affect the reliability of the results. Therefore, objective
methods were developed for the weighting of the criteria. CRITIC method
is one of these methods. It was developed by Diakoulaki et al. (1995). In
this method, standard deviation of each criterion and correlation values
among the criteria are included in the weighting process of the criteria
(Kazan and Özdemir, 2014, p. 209).
The steps of CRITIC method are explained below (Madic and
Radovanovic, 2015, p. 8-9).
Step 1: The decision-making matrix is formed.
In CRITIC method, 𝑋 = [𝑋𝑖𝑗 ]
decision-making matrix is initially
𝑚𝑥𝑛
formed. Where, 𝑋𝑖𝑗 ; shows the performance value of alternative i. in terms
of Criteria j. In 𝑚𝑥𝑛; m is the number of alternatives and n is the number
of criteria.
Step 2: The decision-making matrix is normalized.
[𝑋𝑖𝑗 ]
decision- making matrix is normalized using Equation 1.
𝑚𝑥𝑛
𝑟
(1)
𝑋 −𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑖𝑗

𝑗

𝑖𝑗= 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑋
−𝑋
𝑗

𝑗

𝑋𝑗𝑚𝑎𝑥 = max(𝑋𝑗 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … … … . . 𝑚)
𝑋𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min(𝑋𝑗 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … … … . . 𝑚)
Step 3: The weight value of each criterion is calculated.
The weight value of j-th criterion j is calculated using Equations 2 and 3.
𝐶𝑗
𝑊𝐽 = ∑𝑛
(2)
𝑗=1 𝐶𝑗

𝐶𝑗 = 𝜎𝑗 ∑𝑛𝑗=1(1 − 𝑟𝑗𝑗 ′ )
(3)
𝐶𝑗 is the quantity of information contained in j-th criteria.𝜎𝑗 , is the standard
deviation of the j-th criterion and 𝑟𝑗𝑗 ′ is the correlation coefficient between
the j and j-th criteria.
2.2 CODAS Method
Two measures are used for the selection of alternatives in CODAS
(Combinative Distance-Based Assessment) method. The primary and main
measure is related to the Euclidean distance of the alternatives to the
negative ideal. The usage of this type of distance requires an abnormal
indifference area for the criteria. The secondary measure is the taxicab
distance. The taxicab distance is related to normal indifference area. The
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alternative which has greater distances than negative ideal solution is
preferred as the best alternative (Badi et al., 2018, p.4).
The steps of CODAS method are explained below (Badi et al., 2018
p.5).
Step 1: The decision matrix [𝑋𝑖𝑗 ]
is formed where𝑋𝑖𝑗 (𝑋𝑖𝑗 > 0) is the
𝑛𝑥𝑚

performance value of i-th alternative on j-th criterion . {𝑖 ∈
{1,2 … … . . 𝑛}𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑗 ∈ {1,2, … … . . 𝑚}}
Step 2:The decision matrix is normalized using Equation 4 for the cost and
benefit criteria.
𝑛𝑖𝑗 =

𝑋𝑖𝑗
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 𝑋𝑖𝑗

𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑏 → 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑛

(4)

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖 𝑋𝑖𝑗
𝑗 ∈ 𝑁𝑐 → 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑋𝑖𝑗
Step 3: The decision matrix normalized is weighted using Equation 5.
𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 𝑊𝐽 × 𝑛𝑖𝑗
(5)
𝑚
∑
𝑊𝐽 (0 < 𝑊𝐽 < 1) shows the weight of j-th criterion and 𝑗=1 𝑊𝐽 = 1.
𝑛𝑖𝑗 =

Step 4: The negative ideal solution point is calculated using Equation 6.
𝑛𝑠 = [𝑛𝑠𝑗 ]
(6)
1𝑥𝑚
𝑛𝑠𝑗 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑟𝑖𝑗
Step 5: The Euclidean distance of the alternatives from the negative ideal
solution is calculated using Equation 7, and the taxicab distance of the
alternatives from the negative ideal solution is calculated using Equation
8.
2
𝐸𝑖 = √∑𝑚
𝑗=1(𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑛𝑠𝑗 )

(7)

𝑇𝑖 = ∑𝑚
(8)
𝐽=1|𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑛𝑠𝑗 |
Step 6: The comparative assessment matrix is formed using Equation 9.
𝑅𝑎 = [ℎ𝑖𝑘 ]𝑛𝑥𝑛
(9)
ℎ𝑖𝑘 = (𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑘 ) + (𝜑(𝐸𝑖 − 𝐸𝑘 ) × (𝑇𝑖 − 𝑇𝑘 )
𝑘 ∈ {1,2, … … … 𝑚} and𝜑denote a threshold function to identify the
Euclidean distance of two alternatives.
|𝑋| ≥ 𝜏
1
𝜑𝑥 = {
|𝑋| < 𝜏
0
In this function, 𝜏 is a threshold parameter to be determined by the
decision-maker. It is suggested that this parameter has a value between
0.01 and 0.05. If the difference between Euclidean distance is less than 𝜏,
these two alternatives will be compared by the Taxicab distance (Badi et
al., 2015 p.5).
Step 7: The assessment score of each alternative is calculated using
Equation 10.
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𝐻𝑖 = ∑𝑚
(10)
𝑘=1 ℎ𝑖𝑘
Step 8: The assessment score is ranked in ascending sort. The alternative
with the highest value of H is the best choice.
3. Application
In this study, heavy commercial vehicle selection was made for a
logistics company operating in Kayseri. The logistics company plans to
expand its vehicle fleet by means of purchasing new vehicles. For this
purpose, an expert team including general manager, operation executive,
vehicle service and maintenance supervisor, and purchase specialist was
established. The vehicle alternatives were primarily determined with this
team. Six heavy commercial vehicles (Mercedes Actros 1845 LS, DAF XF
400 FT, ManTGX, Renault T 460, IvecoStralisXp and Ford 1848 T) were
selected. 8 criteria were determined to select these six alternative heavy
commercial vehicles by utilizing the literature (Baykasoğlu et al., (2013),
Kabak and Uyar (2013), Doğan et al., (2017)). These criteria and their
explanations were given in Table 1. The criteria for six heavy commercial
vehicles were determined with the expert team by benefiting from the
information available in the vehicle catalogues and expert team's
knowledge. Table 2 shows the criterion values determined and the
trademarks of heavy commercial vehicles to be selected. The three-level
decision model formed for this problem was shown in Figure 2.
Table1 Criteria and Explanation
Criteria
Explanation
It refers to the volume that the pistons swept
(Cr1) Engine volume
between the lower dead point and the upper
(liter)
dead point in the cylinder.
It refers to the power that the engine gets at
(Cr2) Engine power (hp) a certain time.
(Cr3) Cabin width
It refers to the large area required for safe,
(meter)
comfortable accommodation and driving.
(Cr4) Load bearing
It refers to the maximum load capacity that
capacity (tons)
a vehicle can carry.
(Cr5) Fuel consumption It refers to the amount of fuel the vehicle
(liter)
spends during operation
(Cr6) Price (x1000Euro) It refers to the price of the vehicle.
(Cr7) Capacity of fuel
It refers to the vehicle's fuel tank.
tank (liter)
(Cr8) Second-hand price It refers to the second-hand price.
(x1000TL)
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Table 2 Criterion values
(Al1)
Mercedes
Actros
1845 LS
(Cr1) Engine
volume (liter)
12,8
(Cr2) Engine
power (hp)
470
(Cr3) Cabin
width (meter)
2,5
(Cr4) Load
bearing
capacity (tons)
26
(Cr5) Fuel
consumption
(liter)
19,44
(Cr6) Price
(x1000Euro)
110
(Cr7) Capacity
of fuel tank
(liter)
1050
(Cr8) Secondhand price
(x1000TL)
390

(Al2)
(Al3)
DAFXF Man
450FT TGX

(Al5)
(Al4)
Iveco
Renault Stralis
T460
Xp

(Al6)
Ford
1848 T

12,9

12,4

12,8

12

13

449

430

460

460

480

2,49

2,4

2,36

2

2,5

27

26

27

25

26

20

21

21,5

19,5

20

93

95

85

99

100

1100

720

650

1000

1100

350

300

250

330

280
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Figure 2 A three-level decision problem with a hierarchical structure

The weights of criteria were initially determined by CRITIC method to
make a selection among the alternative heavy commercial
vehicles.[𝑋𝑖𝑗 ]
decision matrix was initially formed to determine the
𝑚𝑥𝑛
weights by CRITIC method and the decision matrix is given in Table 3.
Table3 Decision Matrix
Cr1
Cr2
Al1
12,8 470
Al2
12,9 449
Al3
12,4 430
Al4
12,8 460
Al5
12
460
Al6
13
480

Cr3
2,5
2,49
2,4
2,36
2
2,5

Cr4
26
27
26
27
25
26

Cr5
19,44
20
21
21,5
19,5
20

Cr6
110
93
95
85
99
100

Cr7
1050
1100
720
650
1000
1100

Cr8
390
350
300
250
330
280

The decision matrix was normalized using Equation 1 and the
normalized decision matrix is given in Table 3.
Table4 Normalized decision matrix
Cr1
Cr2
Cr3
Cr4
Cr5
Cr6
Cr7
Cr8
Al1 0,984 0,979
1
0,962
1
0,772 0,954 0,641
Al2 0,992 0,935 0,996
1
0,97 0,913
1
0,714
Al3 0,954 0,895 0,96 0,962 0,924 0,895 0,654 0,833
Al4 0,984 0,958 0,944
1
0,902
1
0,591
1
Al5 0,923 0,958
0,8
0,926 0,995 0,858 0,91 0,757
Al6
1
1
1
0,962 0,97
0,85
1
0,893
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Table 4 shows the mean and standard deviation values of each criterion,
and Table 5 shows the correlation values.
Table 5The mean and standard deviation values
Mean
Standard deviation
Cr1
0,973
0,026
Cr2
0,954
0,033
Cr3
0,950
0,070
Cr4
0,969
0,025
Cr5
0,960
0,035
Cr6
0,881
0,069
Cr7
0,851
0,166
Cr8
0,806
0,118

Table6 correlation values
Cr1
Cr2
Cr3
Cr1
1
0,403 0,896
Cr2 0,403
1
0,104
Cr3 0,896 0,104
1
Cr4 0,727 -0,141 0,641
Cr5 -0,142 0,463 -0,152
Cr6 0,697 -0,377 -0,091
Cr7 0,225 0,527 0,146
Cr8 0,152 0,326 -0,033

Cr4
0,727
-0,141
0,641
1
-0,563
0,617
-0,25
-0,31

Cr5
-0,142
0,463
-0,152
-0,563
1
-0,845
0,88
-0,81

Cr6
0,697
0,377
-0,091
0,617
-0,845
1
-0,67
0,751

Cr7
0,225
0,527
0,146
-0,25
0,88
-0,67
1
-0,645

Cr8
0,152
0,026
-0,033
0,31
-0,81
0,751
-0,645
1

The weight value of each criterion was calculated using Equations 3
and 4.Table 6 shows the values obtained. Accordingly, the most important
criterion was determined as the capacity of fuel tank (Cr7) according to
CRITIC method.
Table 7 Weight value
Cr1
𝑊𝐽

Cr2

Cr3

Cr4

Cr5

Cr6

Cr7

Cr8

0,047 0,078 0,165 0,045 0,053 0,097 0,290 0,224

After the weights were determined by CRITIC method, CODAS
method was used. The normalized matrix which was weighted using the
Equation 5 first was formed in CODAS method. The weights of criteria
obtained from CRITIC method were used for the weighting process and
these weights are given in Table 7.
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Table8 The normalized matrix
Cr1

Cr2

Cr3

Cr4

Cr5

Cr6

Cr7

Cr8

Al1

0,046

0,076 0,165

0,043 0,053

0,075 0,277 0,143

Al2

0,047

0,073 0,164

0,045 0,051

0,088 0,29

Al3

0,045

0,069 0,158

0,043 0,049

0,087 0,189 0,186

Al4

0,046

0,074 0,156

0,045 0,048

0,097 0,171 0,224

Al5

0,043

0,074 0,132

0,042 0,052

0,083 0,264 0,169

Al6

0,047

0,078 0,165

0,043 0,051

0,082 0,29

ns

0,043

0,069 0,132

0,042 0,048

0,075 0,171 0,143

0,16

0,2

The negative ideal solution points were determined for the criteria with
the help of the Equation (6) and these points were given in the same table.
According to the values obtained, the Euclidean and Taxicab distances of
the alternatives from the native ideal solution were also calculated. The
Equation (7-8) was used to calculate the value of the most distance of
optimal criteria to the negative ideal solution. Table 8 shows the values of
Euclidean (𝐸𝑖) distance and Taxicab (𝑇𝑖) distance.
Table 9 values of Euclidean (𝐸𝑖) distance and Taxicab (𝑇𝑖) distance.
E1
0,114
T1
0,155
E2
0,122
T2
0,195
E3
0,173
T3
0,103
E4
0,095
T4
0,138
E5
0,100
T5
0,136
E6
0,130
T6
0,233
Finally, the comparative assessment matrix was formed using the
Equation 9 and is given in Table 9. A threshold function (𝜑) was used to
identify the Euclidean distances of two alternatives. 𝜏 threshold parameter
determined by the decision maker was used in this function. As this value
is generally taken as 0.02 in the literature, the same value was also used for
this study (Ghorabaee et al., 2016; Badi et al., 2018b).
Table 10 the Comparative assessment matrix
Al1
Al2
Al3
Al4
Al5
Al6
Hİ
Al1
0
-0,008 -0,059 0,019 0,014 -0,016 -0,05
Al2
0,008
0
0,041 0,084 0,081 -0,008 0,206
Al3
0,059 -0,041
0
0,043
0,04
-0,087 0,014
Al4
-0,019 -0,084 -0,043
0
0,005
-0,13 -0,271
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Al5
Al6

-0,014
0,016

-0,081
0,008

-0,040
0,087

-0,005
0,13

0
0,127

-0,127
0

-0,267
0,368

The assessment score (Hi) of each alternative was calculated using the
Equation 10 and is given in Table 9. The alternative with the highest value
of Hi is accepted as the optimum alternative. Al6 was determined as the
best alternative according to the results obtained from the study. Ford
1848T ranked number one as the optimum alternative heavy commercial
vehicles for the logistics company. DAF XF 450 Ft. ranked number two
and Man TGX ranked number three. Renault T460 was the heavy
commercial vehicle with the lowest score. The expert team considered the
results as optimum and anticipated that CRITIC-CODAS method
suggested for this problem would also give good results for similar
problems.
4. Conclusion
In this study, heavy commercial vehicle selection was made for a
logistics company operating in Kayseri. Within this process, an integrated
approach combining CRITIC and CODAS methods which have been
started to be used as a new approach in the literature was presented to
evaluate the most suitable method. CRITIC- CODAS combined method
was preferred in this study because it is a new method in the literature, it
was not used for the heavy commercial vehicle selection before and it is
was anticipated that it would make contributions to the literature. CRITIC
method, an objective method, was employed to determine the weights of
the criteria. The best vehicle was selected among the alternatives by using
CODAS method. Within this context, an integrated modelling was
introduced to the literature through the present study and was helped
managers to make decisions.
To showed the applicability and effectiveness of the proposed model
the heavy commercial vehicle selection was made for a logistics company
operating in Kayseri. The alternatives and criteria were determined with
the expert team established within the company. Six different heavy
commercial vehicle (Mercedes Actros 1845 LS, DAF XF 400 FT,
ManTGX, Renault T 460, IvecoStralisXp and Ford 1848 T) alternatives
determined by the expert team were assessed according to the criteria
including engine volume, engine power, cabin width, load bearing
capacity, fuel consumption, price of vehicle, capacity of fuel tank and
second-hand price of the vehicle. The weights of the criteria were
determined by using CRITIC method and it was seen that the capacity of
fuel tank (Cr7) was the most important criterion. Six alternative heavy
commercial vehicles were ranked by using CODAS method.While Ford
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1848T ranked number one as the optimum alternative heavy commercial
vehicles for the logistics company, Renault T460 was the heavy
commercial vehicle with the lowest score.The expert team considered the
results obtained as optimum and anticipated that CRITIC-CODAS method
suggested for this problem would also give good results for similar
problems.
It was observed that the optimum results can be achieved with an
objective assessment by means of the current method suggested for the
heavy vehicle selection. However, these criteria were examined within the
scope of conditions, opportunities and basic capabilities of the current
logistics company. For future studies, it is considered that new studies
integrated with fuzzy logic method to be conducted by using different
criteria and alternatives for the heavy commercial vehicle selection would
make significant contributions to the literature.
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PRIVATE AND PUBLIC ACTION IN POST PURCHASE
DISSATISFACTION
Ayşe Ersoy Yıldırım *
Introduction
Businesses achieve their basic targets by maintaining and
improving customer satisfaction or by identifying the causes of
dissatisfaction to eliminate. In spite of their efforts, many businesses
face situations in which their customers are sometimes displeased and
sometimes react. Customers’ expressing their unfulfilled expectations
in written or verbal form has shown as the reaction for dissatisfaction.
In terms of the development of product or services, the effects of
customer responses due to dissatisfaction on business are of strategic
importance. Therefore, it is possible to manage customer satisfaction
by examining their reactions. If there is discordance between the
consumer's expectations from the product and the convenience of the
product for its intended use, a real problem or a problem perceived by
the consumer can be mentioned. This situation, which shows that the
consumer is not satisfied, concerns business closely. In spite of their all
bona fide efforts, all business experience situations in which their
consumers are not satisfied. It can be stated that independent from each
other, the positive or negative effects of the emotional response
occurring in the customer after the purchase, determine the result
related to satisfaction and dissatisfaction in the evaluation (Westbrook,
1987: 258-270). In the absence of satisfaction, consumer responses
emerge as an important issue (Hawkins et al., 2004: 676). To evaluate
the responses for the development of products or services is
strategically important for businesses.
1. Customer Behaviour in Post-Purchase Dissatisfaction
The most commonly emphasized issue in consumer behavior is the
factors affecting consumer behavior. The variables belonging to all
these factors are directed at affecting the purchasing decision process.
The final stage of the consumer decision process is the evaluation of the
performance of purchased products. The consumer encounters one of
three important situations in post-purchased evaluation. Satisfied; the
possibility of purchasing the same product/service/brand again is high.
Partially satisfied; the person is in a cognitive contradiction as a result
of their value judgments, attitudes, beliefs, falling into a mismatch.
Dissatisfied; the performance of the product is far below the
(Dr. Öğr. Üyesi); Malatya Turgut Özal Üniversitesi, İşletme ve Yönetim
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expectation; the customer shows response or remains unresponsive
(Hawkins et al., 2004: 676). Fundamentally, the consumer’s asses
products by comparing its actual performance with their expectations.
An increase is expected in satisfaction level if the performance is above
expectation and a decrease is expected if the performance is below
expectations. Oliver (1980) determined that confirmation affects
consumer satisfaction and confirmation is positively related to
consumer satisfaction. It is determined that positive confirmation
(perceived performance above of expectations) increases consumer
satisfaction and negative confirmation (perceived performance below
of expectations) decreases consumer satisfaction, therefore consumer
satisfaction is essentially assumed to be a confirmation function (Yi,
1993: 503). Customers judge the product, when it is exposed to one or
more of the situations such as any defect in the product bought, the
undesired / unexpected result from the support services, insufficient
performance of the goods / service, etc. (Fornell and Wernerfelt, 1988:
289-290). The type of error in goods/products or service, functional
(durability ease of use, maintainability, physical performance, etc.) and
symbolic (psychological effect, etc.) performance dimensions of a
goods/product or service are related to determining the realized product
performance. Failure to ensure and / or maintaining desired
performance after purchase is defined as product failure (functional and
/ or symbolic failure) (Kincade et al, 1998: 84) and phrases causal
references (Folkes, 1990: 144) to product failure. The main purpose of
consumers to use any product is to satisfy the relevant need. If the
product does not satisfy the need, there will be a negative evaluation.
Therefore, it is vital to know how the product performs during use
(Hawkins et al., 2004: 675). Consumer; in case of having problems
related to needs (price, time, quality, etc.) and if expectations are not
fully met (issues that are not declared but customer expectations), tend
to react. The responses of consumers to failures consist of a series of
behaviors that can continue from trying to explain dissatisfaction to
doing nothing (Sing, 1988: 94). According to the model developed by
Landon (1977), the consumer behaves in two ways when not satisfied.
One of ways is not showing response (inaction) and the other is showing
response (action) (Lyons, 1996: 39). The behavior of the consumer not
to show response when not satisfied in the post-purchase is to stay
inactive. Consumer; with the effect of variables such as personality
structure, culture, previous experiences, etc. may prefer not to show
response if dissatisfied (Lyons, 1996: 39). A number of consumers don't
know where and when to consult. Expressing dissatisfaction in terms of
time and effort (Odabaşı, 1999:188) is not carried out if the service/
product is cheap or if the importance of the problem is low or if to
change the brand is easy or if the buying experience is insignificant for
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the customer. Or if the cost of taking action, includes the emotional cost,
is perceived to be high, consumers would prefer not to take action. If
the consumer thinks that taking a psychological or social risk related to
taking action and thinks this situation will make them look bad, or in
part, if they hold themselves responsible for the situation, the consumer
shows inaction (no action) behavior. Apart from this, the consumer also
prefers to remain silent (inaction) because of the perception that taking
action does not change anything. If the customer’s feedback is not
supported by the business or if the management prone to ignore
dissatisfaction-related actions, the consumer will tend to inaction.
1.1. Customer Responses in Post-Purchase Dissatisfaction
Customer satisfaction expressed as the degree of fulfilling the
customer needs, wishes and expectations that affect the next demand
for goods or services and dependence on the goods or services
throughout the consumption of goods or services (Lingenfelder and
Schneider, 1991:109). Customer satisfaction fundamentally affects
product-related variables and a series of customer-related variables.
Customer satisfaction is mainly influenced by product-related variables
and a number of customer-related variables. (Nicosia and Mayer, 1976;
Day, 1984). The product-related variables affecting the customer
satisfaction decision include product type (Kincade et al, 1998), price
(Stephens and Gwinner, 1998), durability (Kincade et al, 1998),
importance of product for customer (Sheth et al, 1999: 550), type of
failure type regarding performance dimensions (Kincade et al, 1998)
and degree of problem (Richins,1987). Consumer-related variables that
affect the customer satisfaction decision are also significant. It is
defined that consumer-related variables are; demographic features
(Bearden and Oliver, 1985), personality (Sheth et al, 1999:551), attitude
(Halstead and Dröge, 1991), values (Liu and McClure, 2001), culture
(Day et al, 1981; Richins, 1987), knowledge and experience (Sing,
1990a; Broadbridge and Marshall, 1995).
In cases where dissatisfaction appears with the use of the product,
generally, the response also appears. Customers' response to
dissatisfaction after purchasing a product/good or service (Bell,
Mengüç and Stefani, 2004: 113) is described as “expressing unfulfilled
expectations of customers via written or verbal” in the customer
relations literature (Barlow and Moller, 1996: 39). Consumer
behaviors, which are in the decision to show response (take action), are
examined in two groups: public action and private action. (Day and
Landon, 1977: 432). Actions to refer the business to improve the good
/ product/service fault; actions for compensation such as correction,
product change, and refund are expressed as public action. In addition
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in Turkey, tending towards to business, private and public institutions
such as the ministry of trade and industry, professional chambers,
chambers of commerce and industry, provincial directorates of trade,
consumer associations are considered as public actions. Taking actions
to compensate for damages by resorting to judicial remedies (via
commercial or consumer courts) are also public actions. Customers
express negative experiences of the product or service directly to the
seller, intermediary, manufacturer or the person providing the service
(Barlow and Moller, 1996: 48). The behavior, also known as a direct
statement, expresses that it can directly transfer to service provider the
customers' dissatisfaction via the channels related to the production,
distribution, and sale of the product (Richins, 1982; 502). Customer;
turns to the person or organization that is the direct addressee of the
dissatisfactory behavior. In another form of public action, the customers
take the matter to the media or take to organization such as consumer
associations via official complaint or take to legal institutions. The
attitude is neither related to people who are found in the social network,
nor to the institutions or individuals causing dissatisfaction. There are
individuals and institutions that do not cause response behavior but play
an active role in forming opinion in society (Singh, 1988: 103).
Moreover, public action responses reveal themselves in the search for
compensation according to the intensity of dissatisfaction (Bearden and
Teel, 1983: 21). In Turkey, with justified reasons, consumers can take
action to compensate for damages in legal ways by resorting to
business, private, public institutions or the judiciary, trade or consumer
courts in accordance with the “consumer protection act” (see. old law
no. 4077; new law no. 6502).
Warning the relatives about the goods / services / companies /
brands / manufacturers / sellers on the grounds of dissatisfaction with
the good / product / service purchased and stopping to purchase the
same good / product / service, not buying again, boycotting the brand /
business are considered as private action. The unsatisfying experiences
or negativities of the complainant about the products or services are not
just for the related business, but to the familiar people in the social
network, and also is transferred to unfamiliar people who have not
experienced dissatisfaction from the product or services (Singh, 1988:
94; Halstead and Dröge, 1991: 210). The unsatisfied customers are
more willing than the satisfied customers, to share the reason for
dissatisfaction with the people around (Barlow and Moller, 1996: 41).
The difference of informal responses from formal responses is that
informal responses cannot be controlled by business. Blodgett et al.
(1997) claimed that customers, who are not satisfied, expect less
success from the solution of the problem and have less response
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behavior, are more likely to communicate negatively from word of
mouth. Businesses which fail to present a certain level of satisfaction to
their customers and have decreasing number of sales may often think
that this is due to a limited group of consumers who are not satisfied
and that there is no problem. According to this type of business, if the
response rates are low, there is no dissatisfaction. However, most of the
responses are forwarded to intermediary firms rather than
manufacturers and the manufacturer may not know about it (Richins
and Verhage, 1985: 29). People often prefer to tell other people about
this negativity instead of directly reaching the business / manufacturer
who is the addressee of the problem (Barlow and Moller, 1996: 41).
Considering the fact that customers with dissatisfaction share this
situation with an average of ten people (O’Neil et al., 2008: 355), and
the word of mouth communication is the most reliable and honest
resource based on sharing experiences that affect the buying behavior
of other customers (Marangoz, 2007: 39); the effect of informal
responses on potential customers can be noticed.
As the degree of dissatisfaction increases, the frequency of these
behaviors increases (Richins, 1982: 504), and if the severity of
dissatisfaction is high, all behaviors appear suddenly (Anderson and
Sullivan, 1993: 136). Whether public or private action takes place,
improvement strategies of which the main purpose is identified as
"change the negative perceptions of dissatisfied customers"(Grönross,
2007: 126), are considered as solutions.
2.

Methodology of The Study

This study aims to determine the responses of consumers in case of
a customer is dissatisfied with the goods /products they purchased or
the service they experienced in the post-purchase process and carried
out to demonstrate the behaviors related to these responses. Regarding
the participants; instead of customers who are not satisfied with a
particular product, brand or business, the customers of many businesses
were examined. The data of the research was obtained from the central
district of Adıyaman province living in five neighborhoods that
characterize the city center. 274 households from 667 households were
selected for the face-to-face survey. Using the random sampling
method, the data of the study were obtained through a face-to-face
survey. As a result of the reviews, 428 questionnaire forms were
determined to be suitable for analysis. As a data collection tool
"Customer behavior in post-purchase dissatisfaction survey form" was
used. The model of the study was adapted from the scale developed by
Oliver (1980). The model of the study was considered as the
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relationship between the demographic characteristics of the participants
and taking action behavior in response to dissatisfaction.
In line with the model of the research, the hypotheses evaluated in the
95% confidence interval and 5% significance levels are as follows:
H₁: Consumers participating in the research take action as the response
in the event of dissatisfaction.
H₂: Private action tendencies of the surveyed consumers are higher than
public actional tendencies.
H₃: Private actions, public actions, and taking action behaviors of
consumers participating in the research differ significantly according to
demographic factors.
The data obtained in the study were analyzed using “SPSS (statistical
package for social sciences) for Windows 22.0” program.
In the evaluation of the data, number, percentage, mean, standard
deviation, independent groups t-test, one-way ANOVA test (posthoc =
scheffe) were used. To calculate the reliability of 6 items in the scale
for determining post-purchase behaviors resulting in dissatisfaction, the
internal consistency coefficient "Cronbach Alpha" was calculated. The
overall reliability of the scale was determined high as Cronbach Alpha=
0.77. To establish the structure validity of the scale, the explanatory
factor analysis method was applied. As a result of the Bartlett test
(p=0.000<0.05), it was determined that there was a relationship
between the variables taken into Factor Analysis. As a result of the test
(KMO = 0.644> 0.60), it is determined that the sample size was found
to be sufficient for factor analysis. In the factor analysis application, the
varimax method was chosen, and the structure of the relationship
between the factors remained the same. As a result of the factor
analysis, the variables are classified under 2 factors which has a total
explained variance of 66.886%. According to the alpha and explained
variance value, it was understood that the scale for determining postpurchase behaviors that resulted in dissatisfaction related to its
reliability is a valid and reliable tool. The factor structure of the scale is
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Scale Factor Structure for Determining Post-Purchase
Behaviors Resulted in Dissatisfaction

Dimension Article
of
Private Action

Factor
Load

Explained Cronbach's
Variance Alpha

(Eigenvalue=2.431)
To tell the matter or situation
around.

0.817

To warn everyone about
dissatisfaction at every
opportunity.

0.803

Never will shop at the same
place again.

0.732

To consult to business,
authorities/ institutions or
consumer associations.

0.887

To contact with the place where
the product was purchased

39.831

0.773

0.731

Dimension Article
of

Factor
Load

Public Action

Explained Cronbach's
Variance Alpha

(Eigenvalue=1.582)
Go to legal remedies to determine
the compensation.

0.897

To consult to business,
authorities/ institutions or
consumer associations.

0.887

To contact with the place where
the product was purchased

27.055

0.753

0.731
Total Variance %66.886
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While calculating the scores of the factors in the scale, after the
values of the items in the factor were summed, the factor scores were
obtained by dividing the number of items (arithmetic mean).
3.

Findings of The Research

The findings obtained as a result of the analysis of the data which
were collected from the participants in this study aimed at determining
the responses regarding dissatisfaction post-purchase are presented
below. Explanations and comments were made based on the findings
obtained.
Table 2: Response Behavior in Post-Purchase Dissatisfaction
Tables

Customer
Response
in
Post-Purchase
Dissatisfaction

Groups

Frequency(n)

Percentage
(%)

Inaction
Behavior

78

18.2

Taking
Action
Behavior

350

81.8

Total

428

100.0

In this study, it was determined that 18.2% of the participants are
inactive (no action) as a response and 81.8% demonstrate taking action
behavior.
Table 3: Distribution of Response Behavior According to
Definitional Features in Post-Purchase Dissatisfaction
Inaction

Take Action

n

%

n

%

Male

50

%64.1

163

46.6%

X2=7.842

Female

28

%35.9

187

53.4%

p=0.004

Single

58

%74.4

273

78.0%

X2=0.482

Married

20

%25.6

77

22.0%

p=0.289

18-26

51

%65.4

260

74.3%

X2=3.269

27-35

13

%16.7

51

14.6%

p=0.195

p

Gender

Marital
Status

Age
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Educational
Level

Total
Household
Income Per
Month

35 +

14

%17.9

39

11.1%

Primary
School

7

%9.0

33

9.4%

High
School

16

%20.5

68

19.4%

Graduate
and Post
Graduate

55

%70.5

249

71.1%

Under
3500 TL

16

%20.5

107

30.6%

Between
35007500 TL

35

%44.9

180

51.4%

7501 TL
and more

27

%34.6

63

18.0%

X2=0.056
p=0.972

X2=11.166
p=0.004

Table 3. Accordingly, it is determined that the ratio of males
showing inaction behavior is higher than the rate of males showing
taking action behavior (64.1%), and the rate of women who take action
(53.4%) was higher than the rate of women showing inaction (X2 =
7.842; p = 0.004 <0.05). In the event that the products/goods or services
are dissatisfactory, it was determined that the singles who take action
(74.4%) and inactive (78.0%) showed a homogeneous distribution.
According to the marital status variable, it is determined that the
married people who take action (22%) and the inactive married people
(25.6%) showed homogeneous distribution (p> 0.05). The actioninaction behavior is distributed homogeneously according to the age
variable (X2 = 3.269; p = 0.1950.05). It is determined that there was a
homogeneous distribution of participants with the education level of
university and above, and who are taking action (71.1%) and who are
inactive (70.5%) due to dissatisfaction with products/goods or services.
(X2=0.056; p=0.972 >0.05). According to the variable of total
household income per month, it is determined that the participants who
are dissatisfied with the products/goods or services and who take action
(18.0%) with an income of 7501 and above, are lower than the
participants who inaction (34.6%) with an income of 7501 and above
(X2=11.166; p=0.004<0.05).
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Table 4. Average of After Dissatisfaction Action Behavior Scores
N

Mean

SD

Min.

Max.

Private Action

350

3.815

1.151

1.000

5.000

Public Action

350

3.093

1.050

1.000

5.000

Action
Behavior
After
Dissatisfaction

350

3.454

0.896

1.000

5.000

It is determined that participants' level of “private action” is high (3.815
± 1.151), “public action” level is medium (3.093 ± 1.1.050), “action
behavior after dissatisfaction” level is high (3.454 ± 0.896).

Table 5. Relationship of After Dissatisfaction Behaviors with
Demographic Features
Demograp
hic
Features

n

Gender

Private
Action

Public
Action

Action
Behavior

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Male

16
3

3.900±1.1.1
61

3.168±1.0
34

3.534±0.8
53

Female

18
7

3.742±1.14
0

3.029±1.0
62

3.385±0.9
28

t=

1.284

1.238

1.552

p=

0.200

0.216

0.122

Marital
Status

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Single

27
3

3.878±1.11
6

3.110±1.0
72

3.494±0.8
89

Married

77

3.593±1.24
9

3.035±0.9
70

3.314±0.9
12

t=

1.925

0.555

1.561

p=

0.055

0.579

0.120
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Age

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

18-26

26
0

3.873±1.11
3

3.137±1.0
53

3.505±0.8
90

27-35

51

3.680±1.21
3

2.771±1.1
03

3.226±0.8
81

35
and
higher

39

3.607±1.30
4

3.222±0.8
86

3.415±0.9
25

F=

1.323

2.955

2.134

p=

0.268

0.053

0.120

Educationa
l Level

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Primary
School

33

3.919±1.08
7

2.737±0.9
92

3.328±0.8
03

High
School

68

3.490±1.23
0

2.966±0.9
76

3.228±0.8
60

Graduate
and PostGraduate

24
9

3.890±1.12
6

3.175±1.0
67

3.533±0.9
08

F=

3.420

3.201

3.502

p=

0.034

0.042

0.031

PostHoc=

3>2
(p<0.05)

3>1
(p<0.05)

3>2
(p<0.05)

Total
Household
Income Per
Month

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Mean±SD

Under 3500
TL

10
7

3.717±1.27
5

3.037±1.1
40

3.377±0.9
31

Between
3500 – 7500
TL

18
0

3.830±1.12
6

3.076±1.0
13

3.453±0.9
00

7501
TL
and more

63

3.942±0.99
4

3.238±0.9
94

3.590±0.8
17

F=

0.787

0.775

1.122

p=

0.456

0.462

0.327
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Demographic factors are the most common and oldest determinants
used to explain post-purchase behavior (Fox, 2008: 25). The
relationship between post-purchase dissatisfaction and demographic
variables is given in Table 5.
It has been determined in several studies that when the relationship
between the post-purchase action and gender is examined, there is a
positive relationship between being a woman and expressing
dissatisfaction (Barış, 2008: 83-84). Although women communicate in
the same way as men in general, they express complaints to the business
and friends more often than men. (Fox, 2008: 27). The research
conducted by Akan and Kaynak discovered that male consumers tend
to be alienated less towards business than female consumers (Akan and
Kaynak, 2008: 17-18). But in this study, it is determined that the
participants' private action, public action, and action behavior after
dissatisfaction not showing significant difference according to gender
(p>0.05). According to certain studies between household income and
taking action, it is determined that expressing dissatisfaction decreased
as the household income increased (Barış, 2008: 86), and as the income
levels of the customers increased, their sensitivity increased (Akan and
Kaynak, 2008: 17-18).
However, in this study, it is stated that the participants' private
action, public action, and action behavior did not differ significantly
from the household's monthly income (p>0.05). As a result of in
previous studies, It has been determined that there is both negative
(Bookshop, 2008: 116) and positive (Oliver et al., 1981: 90)
relationship between the age of the customers and take action behavior.
This relationship originates from the fact that older customers show
more responses, sellers treat older customers more positively and
carefully (Oliver et al., 1981: 90). Nevertheless in this study, it is
determined that the participants' private action, public action, and take
action behavior does not differ significantly according to the age
variable (p>0.05). According to this study, it is revealed that the
participants' private action, public action, and take action behavior does
not differ significantly from the marital status variable (p>0.05). But in
some other studies, it is seen that there are findings that married
customers are less taking action than single customers according to the
marital status variable (Folkes, 1988: 556).
When the taking action is evaluated in terms of education level, it is
seen that educated people have high beliefs that the response is "a
behavior worth doing". Singh stating that education provides
“knowledge power”, mentions that which can be effective in response
behavior for some product categories (Singh, 1990: 67). According to
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this study, the participants' private action differentiate significantly with
respect to the educational status variable (f = 3.420; p = 0.034 <0.05).
This difference is that people with an education level of university or
higher tend to be more show private action than people with a high
school education level (p <0.05). The taking action behaviors of the
participants have differentiated significantly according to the
educational status variable (f = 3.201; p = 0.042 <0.05). It is determined
that participants with an education level of university or higher, take
action more than participants with an education level of primary school
(p <0.05). The behavior of the participants to taking action after
dissatisfaction differentiate according to the educational status variable
(f = 3.502; p = 0.031 <0.05). It is determined that participants with a
university or higher education level, take action more than participants
with a high school education level (p <0.05). Although there are
remarkable research findings regarding the profession variable, in this
study, the findings were not used since most of the participants were
self-employed. Singh's (1990) research findings in the banking sector
to explain customer dissatisfaction is revealed that customers from
different professions behave differently when they encounter faults.
The research demonstrates that young and professional employees
show more responses.
Table 6: The Reason of Customer Telling of the Situation to the
Environment in Post-Purchase Dissatisfaction

Reason of the
customers’ to
explain the
dissatisfied
situation to the
environment

Without a necessary and important
reason.

47

13.4

In order to prevent other people
from experiencing the same thing.

161

46.0

In order to relieve my anger.

60

17.1

In order to take revenge from the
brand and store.

82

23.4

Total

350

100.0

The reason for customers to tell the situation to their surroundings
in post-purchase dissatisfaction is given table 6. It is determined that
according to the variable of the reason of the customer who is
dissatisfied with the products/goods or services, telling the situation to
the environment, 23.4% of the participants wanted to "revenge from the
brand and store". Hirschman (1972) argued that when customers are
dissatisfied, two situations will arise: making a voice (taking action)
and leaving (inaction). Thereafter "retaliation behavior" is added to
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Hirshman's explanations, by Hunt (1991). Retaliation is defined as the
consumer's conscious behavior that will harm the business. At the root
of retaliation, the behavior is the physical harm to the business. The fact
that customers spread bad words about the business is based on
retaliation behavior (Kılıç, 2012:4189). Unless customer responses are
resolved by the business, it is determined that 75% of customers express
their dissatisfaction with the environment (Manickas and Shea, 1997:
68). The consumer who experiences negativity about the purchased
product/good/service, turns to irrational behaviors in order to reduce
their anger and to take revenge if their dissatisfaction is too high.
However, the consumer demonstrates rational behavior in order to
prevent other people to be harmed. According to the variable of the
customer who is dissatisfied with the products/goods or services; it is
determined that 46.0% of the participants told "to prevent other people
to experience the same thing" as the reason for explaining the situation
to the environment. The reason for negative word of mouth
communication is, as it is seen, to prevent other people from being
affected. The consumer who experiences the negativity may not want
the people around him or those with close personal relationships to
experience the same negativity. Probably this altruistic behavior can be
explained by the individualism or collectivism approach in the culture
in which it is experienced. Ringberg, Schröder and Christensen also
have taken into account the cultural structure of customers, in problem
solving to better understand the responses to customers' service failures.
Ringberg and the others, have referred to the cultural structure as a
mental creation or orientation of the customer problem, and have
defined two dominant cultural structures among customers. These are
relational cultural structures and oppositional cultural structures. In
relational cultural structure, customers think of other people at least as
much as themselves and are more involved in the solution of the
problem. In the opposing cultural structure, individuals express their
responses with the intention of taking revenge from the business, not in
order to prevent others from experiencing the same negativity (Ashley
and Varki, 2009: 24). In this study, it is determined that 17.1% of the
participants spread their dissatisfaction with “in order to relieve their
anger”. Anger is an element which triggers response behavior.
Customers show their anger to themselves because they made a wrong
purchase, or show their anger to the business that is made them fall into
this situation. It can be mentioned attitudes that "responding" is the right
of the consumer and it is relaxing of expressing to it when it gets angry;
it can also be said that "responding" is a behavior that can bring conflict,
shame, and discomfort (Barış, 2008: 88-91). Therefore, the presence of
psychological risk in response behavior is explicit. Response behavior
tends to decrease as the psychological risk increases. According to the
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“The reason for telling the situation to other people” variable of the
dissatisfied customer, it was determined that 13.4% of the participants
shared the situation to other people “Just because they wanted to
express the situation regardless of any necessary and significant
reason”. In addition to the factors arising from goods / products and
services that are the subject of dissatisfaction, there are also
psychological factors that affect the behavior of customers. The
perception characteristics, emotional characteristics, motivation levels
and personality structures of the customers are the factors that affect the
post-purchase behavior.
4. Conclusion
The responses of the customers, which subject to consumer
behavior, arise, as a result of not getting desired satisfaction from the
goods or services. There may be unexpected and undesirable failures in
good / product or service presentation, but the important thing is that
they are as few as possible and the negativity is eliminated. Therefore,
issues that explain consumer behavior in encountering responses are
considered as an important resource.
With this study, it is discovered that 81.8% of the consumers
participating in the study, instead of being passive, taking action as a
response if they were dissatisfied (H₁ accepted). It is determined that
the participants are more prone to private action such as communication
from word of mouth in expressing their responses than public actions
(such as turning to business, public institutions or legal ways) (H₂
accepted). It is determined that there is no significant difference
compared to other demographic variables, although the private action
of the consumers participating in the study regarding customer
dissatisfaction differ significantly according to the education level
variable (H₃ rejected). The public actions of consumers participating in
the study, showing a significant difference according to the level of
education, but it is discovered that there is no significant difference
compared to other demographic variables (H₃ rejected). Though the
after dissatisfaction behavior of the consumers participating in the
research, shows a significant difference according to the level of
education, it is not significant compared to the other demographic
variables (H₃ rejected).
Post-purchase behaviors are substantial data for increasing
customer satisfaction. Businesses should aim to direct their customers
to contact the relevant business before others in order to effectively
evaluate customer responses. According to Richins (1983), if the
responses are supported, the return of this incentive to the company will
be positive. Considering the responses are generally made by
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consumers who really use and care about the good / product or service;
as the customers tell the environment about how the process of
negativity was corrected, the negative impact on the good / product or
service leaves its place to the positive effect. When the customer
responses are examined together, the ideal issue is to address and solve
the problem within the business and is no need other behaviors. For this
reason, businesses should primarily deal with dissatisfaction and
intervene. Furthermore, it is important to take the necessary measures
to prevent similar problems from occurring again, after this
intervention. Customer expectations, encountering response process
and results play a role in eliminating dissatisfaction, as well as guiding
also the public works on consumer protection.
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THE IMPACT OF EXCHANGE RATE MOVEMENTS ON
FISHERIES TRADE OF TURKEY
Abdullah Açik & Resul Tepe & Burhan Kayiran

Introduction
The role of exchange rates in international trade is indisputable. Since
they form the relative prices between countries, they constitute the
mechanism, advantages and disadvantages of the trade of products. Some
products may not be manufactured in a country or may be relatively
cheaper in other countries. This may result in that country importing those
products from other countries to meet its needs. This relative superiority
may differ with the change in the value of the currency of that country over
time. The main factor determining this is exchange rates. As every sector
is affected, the fisheries sector is also affected by the exchange rate
changes.
Turkey’s export of fisheries in recent years has an increasing trend.
Exports of fisheries reached $ 455.811.925 in 2019 and generated an
important source of income and foreign exchange for Turkey. This
seemingly small contribution constitutes the average 0.29 % of Turkey's
total exports in last four years. In the same year, imports were only $
48.736.634, and the difference between exports and imports was brought
to our country as an important high added value. The effect of exchange
rate fluctuations on this important sector certainly realized in practical life.
However, an empirical study testing whether this effect is statistically
significant has not been found in the literature. In this context, it is thought
that this study provides an original contribution to the existing literature.
In addition, the variables are exposed to many shocks and breaks in today’s
global world, which transforms the structures of the variables and makes
them non-linear. In the study, examining the possible relationships with a
non-linear method is also thought to increase the originality of the study
by the testing of the nonlinearities in the variables. Findings obtained as a
result of the study showed that real exchange rate shocks have a significant
effect on the foreign trade of fisheries.
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The rest of the study is organized as follows: the literature related to the
study is reviewed in the first section; the data set and method used in the
study are introduced in the second section; the findings of the study are
presented in the third section; finally, the findings are evaluated in the last
section.
1. Literature Review
The exchange rate and the import-export relationship, which form the
basis of the study, rest on a simple theoretical basis. The depreciation of
the domestic currency against the exchange rate, when variables such as
quality, marketing and political balance are assumed constant, causes the
prices of the goods produced by the country to become cheaper and
increase the demand for the goods of that country. However, studies
examining the relationship between real exchange rates and exports differ
according to the studied country, the period covered and the method used
in the research (Yurtoglu, 2017). Therefore, there is no consensus in the
studies examining the relationship between the two variables (Saatcioglu
ve Karaca, 2004). Studies examining this relationship are numerous and it
is not possible to mention the results of all of them. Nevertheless, it is
thought that it may be beneficial for the theoretical background of the study
to mention some of the studies conducted in general. Since our study deals
with the trade for fisheries in particular Turkey, examining the related
literature by dividing it into two sections as international studies and
Turkish studies is thought to be useful.
First of the studies conducted in the international area, the relationship
between China’s exchange rate movements and its agricultural exports to
Japan was explored by Chen (2011). The results showed that nominal
exchange rates between the countries are important determinants of
agriculture exports of China and depreciation in the exchange rate of China
positively affects the exports, while appreciation negatively effects.
However, this relationship does not always result in this direction. In
another study conducted to developed and developing countries, Berman
and Berthou (2009) indicated that relationship between depreciation of
exchange rate and export levels may be nonlinear and response of countries
may be less positive or even negative if (i) firms borrow in foreign
currency, (ii) they are credit constrained, (iii) they are specialized in
industries that require more external capital and (iv) the magnitude of
depreciation or devaluation is large. This nonlinear relationship between
variables was also verified by Baum et al (2004). They investigated 13
country data-set of bilateral exports data and found nonlinear relationship
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depending on the economic activity volatility in importing country. Also
this nonlinear relationship was changed according to the considered
country pairs. On the other hand, impact of exchange rate volatility on
exports may be negative as mentioned by Khosa et al., (2015). They
investigated the nine emerging economies and found that exchange rate
volatilities had significant negative effects on exports levels.
In the domestic studies, a literature review made at impact of exchange
rate on trade balance summarizes the general situation in Turkey. Kutlu
(2013) conducted a literature review research and examined the studies in
terms of sampling period, econometric methods studied and modeled
variables. The result of the research demonstrated that there is no definitive
judgement on the impact of exchange rates on Turkey's foreign trade
balance. Studies supporting the theoretical framework of our study and
approaching the subject from different perspectives in the domestic area
examined the impact of exchange rate on trade balance, its effect on trade
volume, and its effect on product trade on a local basis. Kosekahyaoglu
and Karatasli (2018) examined the impact of changes in the real exchange
rate on Turkey-EU trade in the period between 1994 to 2016 and found that
there is a negative and significant impact of loss of real value in exchange
rate on long-term trade balance. In their 2003 dated study, Ata and Arslan
examined the relationship between exchange rate and trade volume by
using annual data. As a result of the research, it was found bi-directional
Granger causality relationship between the two variables. Vergil (2002)
analyzed the impact of real exchange rate volatility on the export flows of
Turkey to the United States and its three major trading partners in the
European Union for the period 1990-2000. The study concludes that the
real exchange rate volatility has a significant negative effect on real
exports. Erdem et al. (2010) explored the impact of exchange rate levels
and uncertainty on bilateral agricultural trade between Turkey and 20
major trading partners by using annual data covering the period 1980–
2005. The one of the findings of the study revealed that the exchange rate
level is less robustly linked to trade volumes than is exchange rate
uncertainty. In a study made in more locally in Turkey and examined the
impact of changes in exchange rates on the amount of exports in Denizli,
Güneş et al. (2018) applied causality analysis separately for each sectors.
They found causality relationships on exchange rate to export products
such as cereals, pulses, oilseeds and its products, textiles and its raw
materials, aquaculture, fisheries and forest products, electricity and
electronics and mining products. It is possible to find more studies that
identify significant relationships. However, as mentioned before, there are
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also studies that detect insignificant relationships and no consensus has
been achieved.
There are also studies examining the effect of exchange rates on trade
through sea transportation levels. One of the Turkey related studies
conducted by Açık et al. (2019), the effect of USD / TL and EURO / TL
exchange rates on container traffic in Turkish ports was examined.
According to the findings obtained with causality analysis varying from
time to time, they found that this interaction increased from time to time in
international trade especially in the period when Turkish lira depreciated.
The impact of exchange rate volatility on maritime export levels was
investigated by Chi and Cheng (2016) on the sample of Australia and its
trade partners in Asian countries. The authors found that exchange rate
volatility has significant effects on maritime export rates and this effect
changes according to the country pairs. The impact on maritime import
levels of South Korea was investigated by Kim (2017) and the authors
found that the exchange rate volatility has a significant negative effect on
the import levels. Kim (2016) investigated the effect of nominal exchange
rate on cargo throughputs of the South Korea ports in another study, and
found that increase in nominal exchange rate positively affect the cargo
traffic at ports. The maritime-based studies mentioned also provided
findings supporting the effect of exchange rate on international trade.
Another approach on the subject is about how to analyze the export
rates of product groups. Most of the studies we dealt with addressed the
issue with aggregate trade statistics. Bini-Smaghi (1991) revealed that
using aggregate trade data limits the flexibility of income, price and
exchange rate risks. Accordingly, McKenzie (1998) argue that while
aggregate trade data reveals limited and contradictory findings of a
relationship, an important relationship can be established when these data
are divided into various commodity subgroups. Considering these reasons
and the purpose of the study, the econometric relationship between
variables are tested by using a single product group in this study.
In this context, it is not baseless to aim to reveal a relationship between
exchange rate and fisheries trade of Turkey in this study. The increase in
the exchange rate and the resulting depreciation in the domestic currency
may affect fishery exports positively and increase the demand for fishery
goods in Turkey. Also, as mentioned in some studies in the literature, the
relationship between the variables may be nonlinear, and the method used
in our study takes into account this possibility by using asymmetric
causality test. The contribution of our study to the literature is that it
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examines the relationship of fisheries trade with the real exchange rate
through a nonlinear method by taking the study carried out by Güneş et al.
(2018) one step further.
2. Methodology
This section provides information about the method, dataset and nonlinearity. Since the method used is a nonlinear method, it is important to
determine the nonlinear structures in the series.
2.1. Asymmetric Causality Analysis
The method used in the study is developed by Hatemi-J (2012). It is a
nonlinear method and takes into account the potential asymmetries in the
variables. It presents causality relations in four different combinations by
separating the shocks that the variables contain as positive and negative;
(i) from positive shocks to positive shocks, (ii) from positive shocks to
negative shocks, (iii) from negative shocks to negative shocks, and (iv)
from negative shocks to positive shocks.
In the asymmetric causality test, the process suggested by Toda and
Yamamoto (1995) is followed. The method distinguishes the effect of
negative shocks from positive ones (Shahbaz et al., 2017), since the
cumulative sums of the positive and negative shocks contained in the
variables are used (Tugcu and Topcu, 2018). Hatemi-J (2012) uses the
bootstrap simulation technique, taking into account the effects of ARCH
(Tugcu et al, 2012). Achieving critical values with this simulation
technique provides reliable results as it provides leverage corrections
(Hatemi-J and Uddin, 2012). In addition, the variables do not have to
comply with the normal distribution in this way, and this feature is a great
advantage considering today's global world.
Since the method is a nonlinear one, the linearity of the series should
be tested before using this method. Accordingly, ARMA models are
estimated for each variable before analysis and ARCH LM (Engle, 1982),
BDS Independence (Brock et al., 1987) and Ljung-Box (1978) tests are
applied to their residues. Also, the series do not have to be stationary in
this method. However, since Toda and Yamamoto (1995) process is
followed in the analysis, it is necessary to determine the maximum degree
of integration (Umar and Dahalan, 2016). For this, unit root and
stationarity tests can be used, and if variables contain unit root, they are
added as a lag to the unrestricted VAR equations (Hatemi-J and Uddin,
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2012). GAUSS code written by Hatemi-J (2012) is used in the application
of the method.
2.2. Data
The dataset used in the study consists of 235 monthly observations and
covers the periods between January 2000 and July 2019. Import and export
statistics of water products are taken from website of TUIK (2019) and the
classification of the data is ISIC Rev3. The exchange rate is obtained from
website of Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey (2019) and refers to
CPI Based Real Effective Exchange Rate based on 2003=100.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis
Jarque-Bera
Probability
Observations

EXP
18331854
13137754
69137534
1161680.
13621943
0.767162
2.918709
23.11577
0.000010
235

IMP
3046319.
2929877.
16547829
12957.00
2571121.
1.459109
7.397066
272.6998
0.000000
235

REXC
103.6864
105.7800
127.7200
62.49000
13.26205
-0.708268
3.207207
20.06811
0.000044
235

Source: TUIK (2019); CBRT (2019).
The graphical representation of the raw data used in the study is
presented in Figure 1. As can be seen, the seasonality effect is noticeable
in real exchange rate, export and import variables. For this reason, the
series were seasonally adjusted using the TRAMO function in the Eviews
package software to purify the effect on the series.
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Figure 1. Graphical Display of the Variables
Source: TUIK (2019); CBRT (2019).
When the movements of variables in general are examined, it is seen
that the real exchange rate variable has decreased considerably in recent
times. This is probably due to exchange rate fluctuations formed by the
political situation in Turkey. On the other hand, fisheries export variable
follows an increasing trend and provide significant foreign exchange
inflow to the Turkish economy, and imports are relatively more stable.
2.3. Nonlinearity Test
Since the asymmetric causality test used as the method of the study is a
nonlinear method, it is necessary to determine the nonlinear structure in the
series. For this purpose, ARCH LM (Engle, 1982), BDS Independence
(Brock et al., 1987) and Ljung-Box (1978) test statistics were applied to
each series. First of all, the optimal ARMA models were estimated for each
variable and tests were carried out by separating the residuals frım the
estimated models.
3. Results of The Analysis
In this section, the linearity of the series is tested first in order to
evaluate the appropriateness of the asymmetric causality test. Unit root
tests are then performed to determine the maximum degree of integration
value in the analyses. After all these pre-tests, asymmetric causality test is
applied and findings are evaluated.
3.1. Nonlinearity Analysis
In this section, the non-linearity of each variable were tested with the
BDS Independence test and their results are presented in Table 2. As a
result of the analyses applied for export variable, ARMA (4,5) model was
determined as the most suitable model with 0.331 AIC value. It was later
found that the estimated model was significant and that AR and MA roots
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were less than 1. The squares of residuals were also found to be dependence
and contain a long-run memory, which is also a sign of not being linear.
According to the results of the BDS Independence test applied to residuals,
the null of linearity hypothesis in all dimensions was rejected for export
variable.
ARMA (8 ,7) model with 1.373 AIC value was the most suitable model
for import variable. It was later found that the estimated model based on
the determined lags was significant and the roots were less than 1. When
the correlogram of the squared residuals were checked, it was observed
that there was a dependency and a long-term memory in the residuals,
which could be a sign of nonlinearity. According to the BDS Independence
test statistics applied later, the null of linearity hypothesis was rejected in
all dimensions.
For the Exchange Rate variable, ARMA (4, 3) was found to be the best
model with -3.875 AIC value. The estimated model was found to be
significant and its roots were less than 1. As in the residuals of the export
and the import variables, dependency and long-run memory were
identified in the correlogram of the squared residuals. According to the
results of the BDS Independence test, which was applied to achieve a
definite result, the null of linearity hypothesis was rejected in all
dimensions.

Exchange

Import

Export

Table 2. BDS Independence Test Results
Dim.
2
3
4
5
6
2
3
4
5
6
2
3
4
5
6

BDS Statistic Std. Error
z-Statistic
0.012205
0.005899
2.069149
0.034311
0.009385
3.655934
0.048187
0.011189
4.306532
0.055750
0.011677
4.774224
0.055539
0.011276
4.925456
0.020403
0.005785
3.526799
0.046896
0.009207
5.093267
0.060859
0.010981
5.542195
0.065160
0.011463
5.684220
0.065112
0.011073
5.880492
0.034109
0.005917
5.764426
0.060240
0.009435
6.384586
0.074500
0.011274
6.607922
0.077506
0.011792
6.572746
0.078718
0.011412
6.897771
*
Null of linearity hypothesis is rejected.

Prob.
0.0385*
0.0003*
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0004*
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*
0.0000*

According to the results of the linearity test, the structures of all
variables were determined to be non-linear. This means that the parameters
and variance in the established models change over time. In other words,
linear analysis methods applied using these data can yield misleading
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results, and applying non-linear methods can provide more reliable results.
Within this framework, it has been determined that the asymmetric
causality test used in this study can be applied to existing series.
3.2. Unit Root Analysis
In order to apply the asymmetric causality test used in the study, it is
necessary to determine the maximum degree of integration. Therefore, unit
root tests were applied to the variables. Augmented Dickey Fuller (Dickey
and Fuller, 1979) and Phillips-Perron (Phillips and Perron, 1988) and
Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (Kwiatkowski et al., 1992) tests were
performed for each series and the results are presented in Table 3. While
the null hypothesis of the augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) and PhillipsPerron (PP) tests points to the unit root, the null hypothesis of the KPSS
test points to stationarity. According to the results obtained, the real
exchange rate variable was only indicated stationary by the KwiatkowskiPhillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) test at level. For the export variable, both
ADF and PP tests indicated stationarity at level. For the import variable,
only the PP test indicated stationarity at level. In this case, all variables can
be considered stationary at the level and the maximum degree of
integration can be considered as 0. However, breaks in the series structure
may cause unit root tests to give incorrect results. Therefore, the
application of unit root tests that take structural breaks into account may
contribute to the reliability of the results.
Table 3. Unit Root Tests
Level

LEVEL

FIRST
DIFF.

ADF
PP
KPSS
ADF
PP
KPSS

REX
-1.82
-1.88
0.57***
-11.1***
-10.5***
0.12***

Intercept
EXP
-1.44
-2.28
1.84
-14.0***
-44***
0.07***

IMP
-2.07
-2.08
1.53
-18.0***
-36***
0.12***

Trend & Intercept
REX
EXP
IMP
-2.15
-4.08***
-2.10
-2.23
-9.52***
-4.68***
0.40
0.28
0.40
-11.1***
-13.9***
-18.0***
-10.5***
-44***
-39***
0.03***
0.04***
0.09***

ADF and PP CVs at Intercept: -3.45 for ***1%, -2.87 for **5%, -2.57 for *10%. ADF and PP CVs at
Trend & Intercept: -3.99 for ***1%, -3.42 for **5%, -3.13 for *10%. KPSS CVs at Intercept: 0.74 for
***
1%, 0.46 for **5%, 0.34 for *10%. KPSS CVs at Trend & Intercept: 0.21 for ***1%, 0.14 for **5%,
0.12 for *10%.

Accordingly, one break ADF test developed by Zivot & Andrews
(1992), one break LM test developed Lee & Strazicich (2013), two break
ADF test developed by Narayan & Popp (2010), two break LM test
developed by Lee & Strazicich (2003) and two breaks KPSS test developed
by CiS & Sanso (2007) were applied to the series which take into account
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possible breaks in level and level and trend. According to the results
presented in Table 4, considering the structural breaks in the variables, all
variables are stationary at level.
Table 4. Unit Root Tests with Structural Breaks
Break in Level (Mod A)
Test
Items
ADF Stat
Break
Date
Fraction
Lag
LM Stat
Break
Date
Fraction
Lag
ADF Stat
Break
Date
Fraction
Lag
LM Stat
Break
Date
Fraction
Lag
KPSS
Test
Break
Date
Fraction

REX

EXP

IMP

Break in Level and Trend (Mod
C)
REX
EXP
IMP

One break ADF test (Zivot & Andrews, 1992)
-1.80
-3.77
-3.46
-3.61
-6.86***
36
25
48
118
69
0.15
12

-5.50**
57

0.10
0.20
0.50
0.29
11
10
12
11
One break LM test (Lee & Strazicich, 2013)
-2.19
-5.48***
-2.48
-4.24*
-6.38***
100
38
68
105
59

-4.02
59

0.42
5

0.25
10

0.16
0.28
0.44
0.25
10
10
6
10
Two break ADF test (Narayan & Popp, 2010)
-4.40**
-12.1***
-5.38***
-7.65***
-12.8***
56, 200
28, 117
29, 57
109, 204
25, 110
0.23,
0.85
12

0.46,
0.10,
0.86
0.46
11
10
12
11
Two break LM test (Lee & Strazicich, 2003)
-2.58
-6.33***
-2.87
-5.76**
-12.4***
31, 100
42, 118
68, 71
94, 201
28, 111
0.13,
0.42
5

0.11, 0.49

0.17, 0.50

0.12, 0.24

0.28, 0.30

0.40,
0.11,
0.85
0.47
10
10
6
10
Two breaks KPSS test (CiS & Sanso, 2007)
0.06*
0.11***
0.08*
0.06**
0.04*

0.24
10

-6.97***
57, 193
0.24,
0.82
10
-5.91**
59, 195
0.25,
0.83
10
0.13

60, 214

26, 118

34, 58

14, 105

70, 111

18, 68

0.25,
0.91

0.11, 0.50

0.14, 0.24

0.06,
0.44

0.29,
0.47

0.07,
0.28

ZA (1992) One Break in Level CVs: -5.34 for ***1%, -4.80 for **5%, -4.58 for *10%. ZA (1992) One
Break in Level and Trend CVs: -5.57 for ***1%, -5.08 for **5%, -4.82 for *10%. LS (2013) One
Break in Level CVs: -4.23 for ***1%, -3.56 for **5%, -3.21 for *10%. LS (2013) One Break in Level
and Trend CVs: -5.07 for ***1%, -4.47 for **5%, -4.20 for *10% when λ is 0.2, -5.15 for ***1%, 4.45 for **5%, -4.18 for *10% when λ is 0.3, -5.05 for ***1%, -4.50 for **5%, -4.18 for *10% when
λ is 0.4. NP (2010) Two Break in Level CVs: -4.95 for ***1%, -4.31 for **5%, -3.89 for *10%. NP
(2010) Two Break in Level and Trend CVs: -5.57 for ***1%, -4.93 for **5%, -4.59 for *10%. LS
(2003) Two Break in Level CVs: -4.54 for ***1%, -3.84 for **5%, -3.50 for *10%. LS (2003) Two
Break in Level and Trend CVs: -6.16 for ***1%, -5.59 for **5%, -5.27 for *10% when λ1 is 0.2 and
λ2 is 0.4, -6.33 for ***1%, -5.71 for **5%, -5.33 for *10% when λ1 is 0.2 and λ2 is 0.8, -6.42 for
***1%, -5.65 for **5%, -5.32 for *10% when λ1 is 0.4 and λ2 is 0.8. CS (2007) One Break in Level
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CVs: 0.12 for ***99%, 0.08 for **95%, 0.07 for *90% when λ 1 is 0.2 and λ2 is 0.9, 0.16 for ***99%,
0.10 for **95%, 0.08 for *90% when λ1 is 0.1 and λ2 is 0.5, 0.14 for ***99%, 0.09 for **95%, 0.08
for *90% when λ1 is 0.1 and λ2 is 0.2. CS (2007) One Break in Level and Trend CVs: 0.08 for
***99%, 0.06 for **95%, 0.04 for *90% when λ 1 is 0.1 and λ2 is 0.4, 0.07 for ***99%, 0.05 for
**95%, 0.04 for *90% when λ1 is 0.3 and λ2 is 0.5, 0.11 for ***99%, 0.08 for **95%, 0.05 for *90%
when λ1 is 0.1 and λ2 is 0.3.

The fact that the variables are stationary shows that the series do not
carry the shocks they receive over time and tend to return to the average.
The technical advantage of this result is that, since the asymmetric
causality test follows a Toda-Yamamoto (1995) process, the maximum
degree of integration should be known. In the unit root tests, the series were
found to be stationary at level and therefore the dmax value was determined
as 0.
3.3. Causality Analysis
The maximum number of lags for the variables was set to 12, the dmax
value to 0, and the bootstrap replication number to 1000, and analyses were
performed. For the number of lags to be 12, the frequency of the data was
considered to be monthly. The dmax value was determined to be 0 since
there are no unit root in the data and they are stationary at the level. The
results of the asymmetric causality test applied to the data were presented
in Table 5. According to the results, three significant causality relationship
was determined from the real exchange rate variable to both export and
import variables. The results revealed that positive shocks in the reel
exchange rate are the causes of positive shocks in the fisheries export, and
negative shocks in the reel exchange rate are the cause of positive shocks
in the fisheries export. In addition, positive shocks in the real exchange rate
are the cause of negative shocks in the fisheries import.
Table 5. Asymmetric Causality Test Results
Optimal Lag;VAR(p)
Additional Lags
Test Stat (MWALD)
Asym. chi-sq. p-value
Critical Val.
1%
5%
10%

R+E+
1
0
5.50
0.01**
12.0
7.94
6.64

R+E2
0
3.38
0.18
16.3
8.85
7.00

R-E2
0
0.80
0.66
10.4
6.87
5.06

R-E+
2
0
4.64
0.09*
11.4
6.59
5.11

R+I+
1
0
1.50
0.22
13.0
8.09
6.12

R+I2
0
4.63
0.09*
14.9
10.1
8.45

R-I3
0
0.66
0.88
15.4
9.70
7.91

R-I+
2
0
0.53
0.76
13.4
7.25
5.30

Significance levels ***1%, **5%, *10%. “R” refers to Real Exchange Rate, “E” refers to Export, and
“I” refers to Import

Conclusions
The findings of the study provide originality in two aspects. Firstly,
according to the analysis, both the real exchange rate variable and the
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fisheries export and import variables have nonlinear structures. This shows
that parameters change over time in structures modeled with these
variables. It can be said that macro-economic instability is the basis of the
factors that lead to this. In particular, the recent exchange rate attacks
exposed by Turkey may be the main causes of this non-linear structure.
The country's dependence on foreign sources in terms of energy resources
and high ratio of the imported intermediate goods in exported goods give
a permanent trade deficit and affect the stability of the exchange rate of the
country. Secondly, the relatively complex structure of the fisheries trade
may cause its relationship with the exchange rate to be asymmetrical. This
possibility was observed in the studies mentioned in the literature section
and was evaluated in the research with the method used and asymmetrical
relationships were determined in several directions. In the literature, the
study provides an original contribution in terms of examining the
relationship between these variables and using a nonlinear method in the
examination process.
In our study, we analyzed both import and export variables, but our
main focus is, of course, the impact on export values. In addition, the real
exchange rate variable was chosen, considering that it would be a better
indicator of changes in the exchange rates in Turkey. The increase in the
real exchange rate variable indicates that the Turkish lira's purchasing
power has increased, while its decrease indicates a decrease in the
purchasing power. Three significant causal relationship were determined
from real exchange rate to fisheries trade, and two of them were related to
fisheries export.
The first one is from positive shocks in the real exchange rate to positive
shocks in the fisheries export. The increase in the value of the Turkish lira
and the increase in export values were not an intended result, as when the
value of products in the country increased, exports would be expected to
decrease. This may have been caused by the fact that the gains in other
countries ' currencies were greater than the Turkish lira and the relative
price increase in Turkey was less. The second one is from negative shocks
in the real exchange rate to positive shocks in the fisheries export. This
result indicates that the shocks that decrease the value of the Turkish lira
are the cause of the increase shocks in fisheries exports. As mentioned in
general trade theories, assuming that the relative prices in other countries
are fixed, if the country's currency value decreases, the prices of its
products also decrease, and this increases the demand for the products of
that country. That is, the depreciation of the Turkish lira positively affected
the export of fisheries in the period under consideration. The third one is
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from positive shocks in the real exchange rate to negative shocks in the
fisheries import. The expected situation in the case of imports was that the
appreciation of the Turkish lira would increase imports or vice versa, but
this result could not be achieved. In general, depreciation in the Turkish
lira have a positive impact on fisheries exports. A negative effect from the
appreciation could not be determined econometrically. This may have been
caused by the structure of the fisheries market and financial relations.
Long-term or forward-dated agreements may protect export relations from
increase in value of the currency. The depreciation of the Turkish lira may
also open the door to new agreements or customers. However, other
significant econometric relationships identified (positive-positive export,
positive-negative import) need to be explained in future studies.
Further studies can also analyze the individual products under the title
of fisheries and which products are affected more by exchange rate
movements. In addition, more practical findings can be obtained by
evaluating the effect of exchange rate on fisheries foreign trade through
interviews with sector stakeholders.
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A PROBLEMATICAL APPROACH TO THE PRESENTATION
OF PUBLIC GOODS, AND PROBABLE DEVIATIONS IN THE
QUASI-MARKETS
Ahmet Niyazi Özker*
Introduction
The structural properties of public goods directly affect the scale of
presentation of these goods and the relations of presentation in the goods
markets. The fact that there is no competitive advantage in the introduction
of full public goods, and their indivisibility, creates different effects for the
markets in which they are offered. This problematical approach to the
presentation of full public goods can cause possible deviations in the quasimarkets where the quasi-public goods are offered, or in the internal
markets, as well as the effects of welfare distribution. In this respect, the
level of influence of possible political dynamics in the performance of full
public goods has to be addressed with possible levels of influence and
deviations to be created in the quasi-markets (Latif et al., 2011: 2).
Structural different characteristics of public goods differentiate the scales
of the benefit provided by the presentation of these goods and services, as
well as differentiate the presentation structure of public goods offered for
possible markets (Stiglitz, 2000: 14-15). It is worth remembering that the
primary element that creates deviations in the presentation of public goods
is related to the focus of the process of making decisions regarding the
production of these goods within the political approaches (Laudal, 2020:
7).
The political nature of the public decision-making process, in which the
production and presentation of full public goods is handled, can cause
inevitably significant deviations in the presentation of these goods
(Hjerppe, 1997: 44). In this context, the politicized attribution of public
decisions may reveal significant benefit distribution deviations in the
presentation of these goods, which are often far from market goods. The
fact that these public goods are subject to market prices on the basis of
quasi-markets, or internal markets, can be described as the second
important reason for deviation (World Health Organization, 2013: 13). At
this point, public goods, which are subject to production and presentation
in the markets, are able to cause micro-based production and presentation
problems for the sectors with possible structural deviations related to
public welfare efficiency. Considering that the primary purpose in the
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presentation of national and global full public goods is the optimal benefitwelfare distribution in return for optimal costs, public interventions to
ensure the delivery of benefits in the quasi-markets are also frequently
included in the process. In this framework, it is observed that public
responses for the public offering of public goods are aimed at eliminating
deviations in the effectiveness of the public, as well as preventing
deviations in the distribution of production factors aimed at securing
sectoral market balances (Bourdin and Vetschera, 2018: 331). However,
the explanation of these structural deviations in the presentation of public
goods through single-focus public intervention process reveals an
incomplete framework for analyzing the effects of the distribution of
benefits of the public goods that can also occur with market balances. In
this respect, the approach taken in a problematical framework for the
presentation of public goods necessitates a holistic structure, which is
addressed by equilibrium dynamics in the quasi-markets (UNIDO, 2008:
109).
1. The Public Choice Theory in The Presentation of Public Goods
and Its Problematical Framework
The problematical approach to the presentation of public goods reveals
an approach framework that mainly focuses on the presentation of national
public goods. Therefore, the differences of the dynamics of our
problematic approach to the presentation of global public goods due to
some of its own unique structural features with national public goods,
make strategies thought the public goods presentation analyses process
need closer to the national public choice theory (Malkiel, 2003: 5-7). The
reflection of public qualified social demands to the decision making
process in the presentation of public goods is in question with a structural
transfer process called the public selection theory (UNIDO, 2008: 33).
1.1. The Dynamics of public choice theory and Its Political
Decisions Structure
While the public choice theory approach affects the process of public
decisions with its sub-dynamics, it can also cause some possible deviations
in the production and presentation of public goods (Eryılmaz, 2015: 377).
These deviations related to the presentation of public goods related to the
public selection theory arise from the production factors distribution of
goods primarily intended to be produced and presented. In other ways, the
public decisions making process effecting on public financing policies for
public goods and services can manipulate existing taxes that are the most
important public financial source. Certainly, this structure of public
financing sources, which does not comply with the intended public
presentation process, has a negative effect on the demand preferences
conveyed by consumers through the voting mechanism.
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In another word, public decisions making process directly effecting on
public financing policies for public goods and services can manipulate
existing taxes that are the most important public financial source (Hjerppe,
1997: 2). This structure of public financing sources, which does not comply
with the intended public presentation process, has a negative effect on the
demand preferences conveyed by consumers through the voting
mechanism (Mueller, 2008: 36). This discrepancy between public
resources and public offering purposes is a valuable resource and
presentation deviation often seen in underdeveloped countries and is a
major also a meaningful cause of deviation for the distribution of public
goods for many public economists. Figure 1 shows the dynamics of public
choice theory and its structural relationship with the distribution process of
public goods.

Source: SlideServe (2020), Public Choice, https://image3.slideserve.com/
6206258/slide2- l.jpg (Accessed 01.05.2020).

Figure 1. Resource Allocations and Distribution Decision Dynamics
in Public Choice Theory
The relationship between the problematical in the presentation of public
goods and the process related to the public choice theory constitutes a
meaningful factorial distribution process with the effects of the decisions
taken on the factor distributions. But, as illustrated in Figure 1, it is not
enough to approach to put forth clarity through the presentation
problematic of the public goods of the factor distribution relationship only.
A strategy in which the structural dynamics of the current political system
and deviations in income distribution are not included in the analysis
process reveals a structure that also weakens the political effectiveness of
the public decision process (Butler, 2012: 12). Therefore, this situation
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regarding the presentation of public goods also provides a reason for a
public presentation process where the existence of possible public
interventions in the introduction of public goods is inevitable.
As followed in Figure 1 within the framework of the dynamics affecting
the public choice theory, a political interventionist approach in the
presentation of public goods results in a structure where public goals come
to the fore rather than social demands. In this context, the ideological
infrastructure of the approaches taken in an economic perspective, which
is in fact a higher structural institution, comes to the fore with an
interventionist structure in the process of decisions taken on common
public goods. In particular, the decisions taken regarding the presentation
of common public goods make the cost element of public goods more
meaningful in the process due to the ideological approaches in the public
decisions making process that present a different stoicism structure than
the public choice theory.
Certainly, this structural phenomenon means inevitably meaningful
deviations in the optimal welfare theory approach as related to public
goods presentations (Schnellenbach and Schubert, 2104: 19-20). However,
it should be emphasized that the basic deviations related to the optimal
welfare approach to public choice theory at each stage lies a structure
affected by a common reconciliation-decision process, where the
presentation of public goods and the pursuit of political balance meet. In
this respect, the production and presentation process of public goods in
which the public choice theory is manipulated is determined within the
frame of political balance dynamics, and this process also makes it
inevitable to emphasize a structure in which political balance dynamics are
determined.
1.2. Possible Deviations related to Political Balances in The
Presentation of Public Goods
As we have already mentioned, there is a need to identify and clarify
the political determinants that are aimed at reconciling social preferences
and political balances for purposes rather than optimal scales in the
presentation of public goods. From the point of view of the public choice
theory, the basis of this approach lies in the higher acceptance and approval
of possible presentation problems, rather than the recognition of political
decisions regarding public goods made in the process of public decisions
more than a small part of the society.
Undoubtedly, this approach means a process in which the cost-benefit
analysis, which also takes into account the possible externalities of political
decisions, is also discussed. This process of seeking a political balance
related to the problematic structure in the presentation of public goods is
based on the approach that possible negative externalities, as deviations in
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the cost-benefit analysis, will not be in question in the extent that the
preferences are reflected to the decision process (Block, 1983: 8). In this
context, it is possible to list the determinants of the political balances
regarding the presentation of basic public goods within the framework of
public choice approaches as follows below:


In the presence of public goods, determining the current valid rules
of the public choice approaches in the relevant period and the
social dynamics of each rule with social demands included in the
public decision-making processes. In brief, introducing the
structural rules of Public Choice Theory approaches and a political
balance mechanism as a standard set of rules in addressing possible
problematical evaluation phenomena in the presentation of public
goods and be included to this process (Buchanan, 2003: 2).



Determining the Average and Marginal Costs that directly affect
the political approaches in the presentation of public goods and
discussing the cost-benefit analysis in a framework in which the
social benefit criteria are primarily handled in the public decisionmaking process. Determining the operational infrastructure of the
process by explicitly addressing the public operational framework
for the analysis of the phenomenon of Natural Monopolies in the
presentation of public goods as a result of cost-benefit analysis
(Ward, 2019: 3).



To share information with voters who form the basic dynamics of
the theory of public preferences regarding possible Average and
Marginal Costs to create socio-political balances in the
presentation of public goods. Besides, to include the opinion of
voters informed in the decision-making process, which offers the
opportunity to compare the costs offered with the costs of possible
alternative public goods. To achieve socio-political balance in this
way, to ensure that average costs are compared with welfare targets
in terms of social sharing of social costs (Bruce, 1976: 23).



Informing taxpayers in the financing of the costs related to the
production and presentation of public goods is meaningful to the
optimal distribution of public goods. Because the most important
of the public funding sources, taxes are an important sociopolitical balance factor in ensuring political balances, certainly,
these costs are included in the process as tax prices in the
presentation of public goods. This fact that their approach to how
the tax burden perceives the distribution process in terms of
obliged parties necessitates being included in the public-decisions
process. In this respect, the fact that socio-political balances take
place in the process as balance dynamics within the framework of
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social preferences is meaningful in the terms of holistic political
balance dynamics as intended to the presentation of public goods
(Diamond and Mirrlees,1971: 13-14).


How to distribute benefit among voters in determining the political
balance dynamics makes the existence of a more politically fair
approach inevitable in the process. In addition to this, it is very
essential to ensure political balances in the production of public
goods offered, as well as to share the benefits created by the
produced goods among voters, as well as a fairer factorial
distribution between the private and public sectors. Voters aim to
achieve the highest gain with their utility maximization approach.
This approach offers a structure that expresses its political balance
with each of these internal dynamics as related to Public Choice
Theory (Holcombe, 2019: 19).

The infrastructure framework of political balances, addressed within the
public chooses for the presentation of public goods, is set out in Figure 2
below:

Source: SlideServe (2020), Public Choice, https://image3.slideserve.com
/6206258/ political-equilibrium2-l.jpg (Accessed 01.05.2020).

Figure 2. Political Equilibrium Approach for the Public Decisions in
the Public Choice
The effective political process, which may cause possible deviations in
the presentation of public goods, also brings some structural solutions to
the agenda within the scope of the search for political balance. As seen in
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Figure 2, it is the first threshold of this situation that alternative
presentations are also included through public goods containing alternative
costs within the scope of political campaigns. In addition to this, the
inclusion of social Public Choice theory dynamics in the control process
of social benefit-cost analysis constitutes the second stage of this situation.
On the other hand, this approach is also an important factor in the control
and analysis of the benefits and costs included in the process of
understanding collective choices and the level of influence of these
choices.
Because, as it is mentioned before, this approach is based on that the
smaller the cumulative response level in analysing the problematic
structure of public goods, the higher the probability of the issue being
approved. On the other hand, the political balance in the presentation of
public goods is concerned with the process of dealing with the level of
production of the public goods or goods offered with the need for financial
resources. This approach, which indirectly means sharing the social tax
burden, also means that the cost of each unit of goods produced and offered
by the public is equal to the price expressed as the tax price (Hoffman,
2019).
As public choice analytics, it can be said that the cumulative tax burden
in the presentation of public goods is equal to the average tax burden on
which all voters are burdened as a cost. It can be said that the deviations in
the presentation of public goods emerged within the framework of this
approach. Certainly, failure to measure the benefit values versus costs in
the presentation of public goods can cause significant deviations in the tax
burden-sharing as a result of possible changes in the price of the goods
expressed as tax prices. This fact, the limited ground of alternatives in the
presentation of public goods, often carries tax prices above the ongoing
cost provision values (Hoffman, 2019).
These operational deviations towards practices are seen in the process
as a major cause of political deviations or politicized decisions in the
presentation of public goods. However, the striking deviations in the
presentation of public goods are more in question in the production and
presentation of public goods, which are located in the quasi-markets, rather
than in full public goods. These markets, also called half markets, represent
markets where some public goods are also produced by the private sector
and reveal a structure that causes possible deviations in the presentation of
public goods (Buckley and Croson, 2006: 941-942).
2. The Position of Quasi-Market Dynamics, and Its related to the
Public Goods in Deviation Process
Whether the presentation of some public goods will be directly
presented via the public or in the markets, the presentation of public goods
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and services is a result of the search for effective directly related to the
presentation of these goods. This approach refers to a broader perspective
than questioning which goods will be produced by the public and which
goods by the private sector.
The fact that public goods produced by the public are produced by the
private sector of the same quality causes these goods to be perceived as
market goods in the presentations regarding the markets. Public goods and
services have ceased to be full public goods depending on the periodic
changes in the past, and have been the subject of cost transactions, which
also express market prices. Therefore, the phenomenon of the quasi-market
for public goods is also the markets that highlight public funding support
in increasing the effectiveness of private goods market offers (Uler, 2010:
291-292).
2.1. The Presentation of Public Goods in the Quasi-Markets and
Its Position in the Process
The presentation of public goods in the quasi-markets is directly related
to its position in markets where market prices form a balance process with
the private sector. Pricing models of public goods also change in the quasimarkets, where the characteristics of being full public goods differ, and
this phenomenon is a related to express of possible deviations in the
presentation of public goods. At this stage, the phenomenon of quasimarkets comes into play and the financing of market goods produced by
the private sector in the agenda by the public sector. Therefore, the market
mechanisms in which the financing of the consumption of public goods
produced in the market such as education and health is provided by the
public is emphasizing a process that expresses the market-financing
balance between the public sector and the private sector as quasi-markets.
In a more self-meaning, the quasi-markets are markets where the public
goods offered are private on the supply side but not depends on the income
limits of consumers the demand side due to be financed by the public sector
(Kirmanoğlu, 2014: 142).
The aim of the quasi-markets aims to increase the utility-scale of the
public good offered by the private sector in the market and to ensure a
socially effective benefit-presentation distribution. Within this scope, it is
a primary goal to achieve an effective level in the distribution and
presentation of public goods and to ensure a fair demand efficiency. In
cases where the distribution of social income is impaired, this positive
effect of public financing on demand is aimed at increasing the
presentation efficiency of public goods by creating a balance different from
the market operation. In addition to some important goods such as
education and health services offered in the quasi-markets, there are also
agricultural products produced by the private sector but whose purchasers
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or financiers are only the public sector. Supporting these products supplied
by the private sector through direct public financing creates a meaningful
the whole of relationships set of relationships for financing and
presentation of public goods through diversified structural strategies
between the public and the private sector (Mulder, 2004: 218). Structural,
strategic variations in the production and presentation of public character
goods between the private and public sector can be seen in Table 1 below,
which is in the context of financial resources and presentations (Grassi.and
Albert Ma, 2012: 5).
Table 1. Structural Strategies in the Presentation of Public Goods
in Quasi-Markets

Source: FAO (2020), Public Sector Agricultural Extension, http://www.fao.org/3/
Y5061E/ y5061e06.htm (Accessed 04.05.2020).

While the presentation of public goods in the quasi-markets is by the
private sector, public financing support can be said to operate in two
directions rather than unilaterally. As can be seen in Table 1, although the
production costs of the public goods produced by the private sector
partially cover the private sector, there is a situation where the presentation
costs are covered by public financial supports. Here, in terms of public
financing, the weight is the public financing support in public presentation
rather than the costs of manufactured goods. In this respect, the quasimarkets also express a market integrity that shares the financing costs of
publicly produced public goods for both sectors (Grassi.and Albert Ma,
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2012: 21). Therefore, it is observed that the presentation and distribution
costs of publically character goods continue on a different public support
scale in the quasi-markets where diversified strategies are involved in the
production and presentation of public goods. Therefore, while the
presentation of these goods is within the scope of the private sector, the
creation of the consumption margins of these publically character goods as
a result of the aim of social welfare and socio-economic developments is
supported directly by public financing policies. Again, within this
framework, financing and presentation of publically goods put forth also
effective activities related to local government practices (Local
Government Forum, 2008: 18). This position of quasi-markets frequently
brings up the phenomenon of fiscal federalism in this case, and the public
goods offered by the private sector regionally are evaluated outside of a
central public finance policy (Guimaraes and Chilenga, 2018: 16). It
should be noted that publicly financed financing in the quasi-markets is not
only related to the presentation and consumption of public goods but also
to support the private sector producing these goods through subsidies. A
process in which the private sector is financed in this way by public
financing also reveals an important public financing activity with its effect
on the costs associated with the presentation of these goods. Supporting
the private sector hiring and factor input costs in the quasi-markets through
public financing is a meaningful example of a two-way functional
financing policy in financing the presentation of characteristic public
goods.
2.2. Possible Deviations and Dynamics of Deviation in the
Presentation of Public Goods in The Quasi-Markets
The quasi-markets are influenced by different structural market
elements in the presentation of public goods with their unique market
dynamics. It is the differences in the different approaches and impact levels
in the presentation and financing of these goods, which most clearly reveal
the structural features of these markets as related to probably deviations.
Therefore, this approach makes it inevitable to consider the structural
differences between the quasi-markets and internal markets for analysis of
possible deviations in the presentation of public goods and dynamics
related to them. In addition, publically regulatory interventions in
organizing these markets and operational relations with other markets in
ensuring resource efficiency are closely related to the location of the
dynamics related to the structural deviations of the quasi-markets. The
transactional transparency of these markets to the public and the levels of
influences of public financial resources in the management of the markets
also have an important location and role in understanding the functioning
of the quasi-markets and deviations in the possible impact level.
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Even more, it must be required to attract attention that the production
of publically goods and services in the quasi-markets has a larger market
distribution scale than is expected (Lewis, 2017: 12-13). The weakly
insufficient relationship of public goods to public financial politics in the
quasi-markets is a significant reason-cause deviation in the presentation of
these goods in the quasi-markets. Therefore, the level of influence of the
goods produced and presented in the quasi-markets, regardless of their
level, is directly related to the financial limits in which these goods are
financed by the public and the existence of insufficient public financing
policies in a process where the quasi-internal organizations. And at this
point, the internal markets are incompatible, and probable deviations in the
presentation of public goods in these markets are inevitably, and this case
also reveals the context of structural contradictions.
Table 2. The Deviation Dynamics in the Quasi and
Internal
Markets during Public Goods Presentations.

Source: Sang-Woo NAM (2001), Family-Based Business Groups: Degeneration of
Quasi Internal Organizations and Internal Markets in Korea, ADB Institute
Research Paper No: 28, Tokyo: Asian Development Bank Institute, 2001.

Table 2 describes the structural dynamics that may affect and cause
deviations the presentation of public goods within the framework of the
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structural relations established by quasi-market organizations with internal
markets. As it is seen in Table 2, it is necessary to emphasize the role of
different actors in the process of structural relations with the quasi-markets
and internal markets in the presentation of public goods. In the market
organizations related to the quasi-markets, the main element that
predominantly directs the market formation process is the public executive
body. In addition, it is mentioned to take attention that the second important
the quasi-market actor where the presentation of the public goods produced
is provided by large-scale business groups, which complete this structural
process.
However, it is observed that the actors, which caused deviations in the
process with the decisions regarding the presentation of public goods in the
internal markets, are group subsidiaries and members of the executive
board. In this respect, the stubs in the presentation of public goods in the
quasi-markets arise from the fact that these markets have a different
internal market relationship with public financial policies (Saunders, 2015:
6). Competitive structural dynamics of internal markets reveal that publicly
funded the quasi-market goods are more susceptible to possible deviations
in a politicized process with public decisions. In this context, the structural
dynamics that may cause possible deviations in the presentation of public
goods in the quasi-markets and their relationship with internal markets
related to the presentation deviations can be considered in four main
categories.
 Deviations Related to The Decision Rationality in The
Presentation of Public Goods: As the process of decisions in the
presentation of public goods depends on private sector decisions in
terms of the limits and presentation of the goods to be produced,
public decisions for financial support may create deviations in
market presentation balances other than market profit targets. In this
case, the extent to which the public goods to be offered in these
markets will have an impact on the target market prices emerges as
an important uncertainty subject. This uncertainty causes the public
goods offered by the private sector to form a different non-rational
market balance as inevitably. The striking point for the quasimarkets here is that private sector presentations are directly affected
by the decisions taken during the public decision process and are
subject to political decisions in financing the goods offered that
means that being out of market rationality (Grand, 2011: 83-84).
 Deviations in The Source of Factorial Effectiveness in The
Presentation of Public Goods: Public property goods offered by
the private sector require that investment projects in the quasimarkets be handled in a harmonious process for a process that is
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optimal and compatible with public financing policies. The
importance of central information-sharing regarding the
presentation of public goods for these markets emerges from this
point. The efficiency of resources in the quasi-markets depends on
the rational distribution of this information sharing and the sectoral
distribution of information exchange in the quasi-markets. In each
process where resource efficiency cannot be ensured, and effective
information distribution does not occur, private sector units will be
reluctant to present public property goods in the presentation of
public goods. This process, in which performances related to private
sector presentations supported by public financing are also
monitored, and deviations in resource efficiency are also a process,
which means the public financial supports in the efficient
presentation of public property goods and support of the
consumption of these goods-services (Dan and Andrews, 2015: 34). Undoubtedly, this process in the quasi-markets that is considered
together with public and private sector means that is also far from
optimal intended to the presentations process public property goods
process.
 Deviations to Obstruct The Presentation Success of Public
Goods in The Presentations: The main reason for presentation
failures in public offering of public goods in the quasi-markets is the
inability of public policies to manage markets and the economy with
a strong impact. Public property goods in the quasi-markets cause a
loss of performance in the private sector's presentation of these
goods, unless the public financial decisions supported via a strong
incentive policy in financing public-property goods produced by the
quasi-markets. On the other hand, this process is a process in which
the performances of the companies producing these goods and
services in the markets are also monitored by public policies. At this
point, it should be emphasized that the performances of private
sector units producing public goods in the quasi-markets are also
determining-expanding the target scope of public financial support
policies. Public financing of the procurement and consumption of the
public goods offered, while strengthening the impact of public
financing policies, has also significant impact on the participation of
the markets. The uncontrolled nature of political favouritism and
bribery in the production and presentation of these public goods,
while reducing the presentation quality of public goods, would be
caused significant deviations in the number of participants in quasimarkets (Hjerppe, 1997: 15).
 Deviations connected with Market Organization Degenerations
in The Presentation of Public Goods: The devastating common life
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distributions in the country and deviations arising from the noncreative market organizations would cause significant deviations in
the presentation of public property goods produced by the private
sector. In addition, this phenomenon related to the presentation of
public goods can be the subject of an even more negative
presentation process, with non-creative market regulations as well as
non-transparent practices taking place in the process. However, the
produced goods by quasi-markets and publicly financed in the
markets would further increase market-oriented organizational
degeneration as a result of unstable politics during an unstable policy
process. In this framework, the differences in the practice regarding
the public legislation and the outdated structure of the scope of the
legislation emerge as a reason for a significant deviation in the
presentation of public goods as a result of the organizational
degenerations it has revealed. In addition to the fact that legislative
activities could not be provided effectively to all these possible
causes of deviation in Quasi-markets, this fact also expresses weak
cooperation with the private sector are an important reason for
degeneration in these markets.

Preventing deviations related to the presentation of public goods
and increasing the efficiency of the presentation would also require
the public financial compensations of firms that are financially
deadlocked. In this case, preventing possible deviations would gain
a positive meaning depending on the effectiveness of public finance
policies, which gradually increase their effectiveness on the markets.
Conclusion
The presentation of public goods is an important phenomenon
that is handled within the scope of public policies and often
encountered problems in its presentation. In addition to offering
public goods and services by the public sector, these public goods
are also offered in quasi-markets aimed to increase the effectiveness
of these goods, as publicly financed goods, and they also have
important effect as goods produced and offered by the private sector.
Undoubtedly, it should be emphasized that the socio-political plane
of the public choice theory structure in the presentation of public
goods is closely related to the subject produced and presented in
quasi-markets. In this context, it is observed that the actors in the
process of public preferences directly affect the public goods
presentation process in both public and quasi-markets.
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However, deviations in the presentation of public goods create
different impact scales on these markets where these goods or
services are financed by public policies. It is to be understood that
these deviations in the presentation of public goods in Quasi-markets
are not only due to market dynamics but also from the rational
decisions taken in public decision processes. Public decisions are
decisions that also include public financial policies, and public
supports offered to support the private sector in quasi-markets are
also policies to support the existence of a competitive quasi-markets.
For this purpose, the presentation of public goods in the markets has
to include structural policies regarding the reorganization of the
markets. Maintaining the competitive structure of the steerable
sectors in these markets is an important structural phenomenon in
terms of the presentation effectiveness of public goods offered in
quasi-markets. In this context, it is seen that the framework of public
policies in ensuring good market effectiveness depends on the
sectoral distribution of these public goods with effective financial
policies and their presentation efficiency.
Within the framework of this approach, it is seen that market
conditions are subject to non-rational public decisions, and
deviations in the presentation of public goods reveal two important
negative dynamics. The first of these are the negative effects of
sectoral performances in the production and presentation of public
goods, and the negative results arising from the missing position of
sectoral information sharing. The second one is the degenerations in
the market structure that cause the sectors to produce public goods
in quasi-markets to come out of the desired management scale.
Another public preferences approach that causes deviations related
to the presentation process of public goods is also that the possible
contradictions between political preferences and sectoral profit
targets. It is understood that these contradictions make public
financing policies inevitable to support these sectors in a process in
which the private sector is negatively affected as a possible cost
factor in the factor distribution of production in quasi-markets. In
this respect, it is inevitable that the dynamics that create possible
deviations in the presentation of public goods in the quasi-markets
should be carried out under a common balance policy both in market
conditions and in line with the financing targets of public decisions.
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DETERMİNANTS OF RİSK APPETİTE AND SECTORAL
EFFECTS OF RİSK APPETİTE: THE CASE OF TURKEY
Ali Özer*
1. Introduction
As investors began to evaluate their savings in the financial markets,
one of the most curious topics was the relationship between risk and return.
Markowitz (1952) touched on the concepts of modern portfolio and risk
and return, and emphasized that the historical risks of investment
instruments are important in decisions. The necessity of portfolio
diversification to control the risk, and then the concept of international
diversification for systematic risk has been brought to the agenda. With the
Effective Markets Hypothesis (EMH), Fama (1970) put forward the
concepts of rational individual, equal distribution of information and
instant reflection of information on prices, which are the basic assumptions
of traditional finance theories. According to this theory, it is not possible
to gain extraordinary earnings through the use of information. Based on the
studies of Markowitz (1952), Fama (1965) and Fama (1970), it has begun
to price financial assets with beta as a measure of systematic risk with the
Financial Asset Pricing Model developed by Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965)
and Mossin (1966). In this model, it is assumed that there is a linear
relationship between financial assets and systematic risk. With the
Arbitrage Pricing Model put forward by Ross (1976), it is revealed that
asset returns are affected by multiple factors. Various traditional finance
theories based on these models were introduced and these concepts focused
especially on the concept of risk, how to measure risk and its effects on
returns. In the light of these theories, many types of risks and for measuring
these risks, methods have been introduced.
However, in the 1980s, the fact that price movements in markets,
anomalies and existince of parts of crises that cannot be explained by
traditional finance theories, pushed the finance literature towards a new
search. With the study of Kahneman and Tversky (1979), a new concept
has entered the finance literature with the name of behavioral finance that
examines human behavior and psychology. With this new area, behavioral
approaches have begun to develop in addition to traditional approaches to
explain price movements. With this new field, concepts such as investor
psychology, investor sentiment and investor behavior have begun to
emerge and research. However, investment environment has become
important as much as financial instruments's risks. In this type of analysis,
it is as important as how investors react to the current risk, as well as
measuring the risk of the environment. In traditional finance theories,
*
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although human is considered rational, the inability to explain price
movements in the market has revealed behavioral models and the concept
of irrational individuals has emerged. At this point, it is thought that the
calculations, which also take into account investor behavior, are more
accurate to investigate the causes of market movements. While investors
examine how various investment instruments act in relation to each other,
along with the risks posed by investment instruments, they should also
consider the ways in which the investors in the market perceive the risk
and their reactions. As a result, concepts such as “investor sentiment”, “risk
perception”, “risk aversion” and “risk appetite” have emerged and studies
have been carried out to measure and report them. In this study,
determinants of Risk Appetite Index (RISE) which calculated by Central
Securities Depository of Turkey (CSD) and what are the sectoral impact of
RISE has investigated.
2. Risk Appetite Concept and Index
Although studies on behavioral finance were conducted in the 1980s,
risk-related behavior changes were not included in the modeling of the
price changes in the financial markets until the 1990s. Concepts such as
risk appetite have become popular, especially in the models related to
crises in the late 1990s and studies investigating the contagiousness of
crises. However, explaining the changes in asset prices with concepts such
as risk appetite continues to be controversial in the literature. Especially
after the 2008 crisis, the measurement of market, credit and volatility risks
in financial markets and the behavioral relationship between these
indicators have become increasingly the focus. These financial risk factors
relate to credit risks measured by credit default swaps, market risks
measured by value at risk, volatility risks and risk appetite. (Misina, 2003;
1). Investors should monitor risk and consider investors' attitudes towards
risk when determining their investment and portfolio strategies. When the
markets are analyzed and the crisis periods are analyzed, it is seen that
investors display different behaviors under stress. This is what the risk
appetite is trying to capture. The term risk appetite is understood to be
generally that investors are willing to take on financial risk with the
expectation of making a potential profit. Measuring the risk appetite at any
given time is crucial for financial stability, as sudden increases in risk
premiums, decreases in market liquidity and sharp asset price declines are
often associated with loss of risk appetite. (Maraval, 2017: 7)
Concepts such as “investor sentiment”, “investor trust”, “risk
perception”, “risk premium”, “risk aversion” and “risk appetite” that
appear when examining investors' investment environment and investor
movements, as stated in the study of Gai and Vausse (2004) it seems to be
used synonymously from time to time. However, these concepts are
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different, although there are connections between them. Although there are
some differences between the concepts other than risk appetite, in general,
they are an indicator of investors' individual attitudes under conditions of
uncertainty. In asset pricing models based on traditional finance theories,
individuals' behavior towards risk is considered constant. However, with
behavioral finance, it has been generally accepted that individuals are not
rational and exhibit in irrational behavior. Risk appetite, on the other hand,
tries to explain the unexplained part of asset pricing with the factors that
affect individuals' attitudes towards risk as well as the asset prices and the
perception created by these factors in individuals. It is difficult to identify
these factors directly in asset prices, only their combination can be
observed. In addition, risk premiums added to asset prices are affected by
the risk appetite. (Uhlenbrock. 2009; 221)
Studies such as Keynes (1937), Minsky (1977), Kindleberger (1978),
and Minsky (1986) examined the structure of increases and decreases in
the markets and revealed that risk appetite had a significant impact on
market fluctuations. Dungey et al. (2003) argued that unexpected sudden
fluctuations in the markets and changes in their attitudes towards risk, and
consequently, the balancing movements related to financial instruments in
investors' portfolios caused changes in international markets. Kumar and
Persaud (2002) showed that there is a serious connection between the
decrease in risk appetite and financial crises, and that the negative reaction
in investors' behavior increases. The exchange of Risk Appetite Index
calculated for Turkey is seen in Chart 1. When the chart is analyzed, it is
seen that the risk appetite decreased to the lowest level during the 2008
crisis period. Also, as seen from the chart appears to be an extremely
volatile nature of the risk appetite in Turkey.
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Chart 1: Risk Appetite Index (RISE) 2008-2019
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When the recent studies are examined, it is focused on measuring the
risk appetite and the effects of the risk appetite with a survey or different
methodologies. Indices that measure risk appetite sometimes take different
names, and sometimes have different measurement techniques under the
same name. These indices, which are usually created to answer the same
question, aim to clarify the risk appetite concepts and develop a summary
indicator by extracting common information provided by some of the
commonly followed measures. In the studies conducted in the literature,
the sample and questionnaire studies or risk appetite measurement results
created with different methodologies are shared. However, there was a
need for a more comprehensive calculation of the risk appetite for
investors, such as the problems with the reliability of such studies, the
narrow sample size, lack of data reflecting all investors, and impossibility
to put together and create indexes due to different samples. Therefore,
Turkey in 2011, Central Securities Depository of Turkey (CSD) and in
cooperation with Özyeğin University Financial Appetite Index (RISE) has
been calculated. It has been shared with the public since 2012. While
calculating this index, it is the weekly calculated index over investors with
a portfolio value of at least 5000 TL at any time since 2005.
Changes in investors' risk appetite not only affect individual risk and
risk premiums they are willing to, but also affect the reactions of the
markets. Thus, it can be seen how the good or bad news and unexpected
events occurring in the market have an impact on the market. Thus, the
information coming to the market affects risk appetite according to
investor attitudes. Risk appetite is also reflected in the market and affects
asset prices. Although controversial, risk appetite has been striking
recently in determining asset prices. Bad news in the market situation,
where investor risk appetite is already low, may cause much higher repricing of risky assets compared to periods of high risk. Several indicators
have been proposed in the literature, with the awareness of the importance
of risk appetite. While these indicators were introduced, various
approaches emerged. While some risk appetite indicators emerge through
methodological studies based on theoretical models, some indicators are
mostly improvised, formed by gathering market data that are considered to
be determinants of risk appetite in the market, without considering
theoretical models. However, the concept of risk appetite underlying these
indicators is not necessarily the same. Theoretically, investors' overall risk
appetite will affect all risky financial market segments. For this, one can
try to rely on certain modeling assumptions when developing indicators.
(Uhlenbrock.2009; 222)
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The first group of risk appetite indicators, referred to here as marketbased indicators, combines information from various financial markets
using statistical methods. These are typically based on the implied
volatility and spreads of different asset classes. This group of indicators
are; Westpac's Risk Appetite Index (WP), Merrill Lynch's Risk Avoidance
Indicator (MLRAI), JPMorgan Liquidity, Credit and Volatility Index
(LCVI), Dresdner Kleinwort's Total Risk Perception Index ( ARPI), UBS
Investor Sensitivity Index (UBS), CBOE's Volatility Index (VIX), Lehman
Brothers' Market Risk Sensitivity Index (MARS). Theory-based indices
originate from economic or financial models and typically focus on
specific markets. These are: Risk-Appetite Index developed by Tarashev
et al.(2003) for Bank for International Settlements (BIS); Risk Appetite
Index (FSI) developed by Gai and Vause (2004) for Bank of England;
Global Risk-Appetite Index (GRAI) developed by Kumar and Persaud
(2002) and used by JP Morgan and the IMF; Risk-Appetite Index (CSFB)
developed by Wilmot et al. (2004); Investor Confidence Index (ICI)
developed by Froot and O’Connell (2003) and Risk Avoidance Index (GS)
developed by Goldman Sachs. These indices are typically based on a
financial or economic model applied to a single financial market. There are
three main approaches to the formation of risk appetite indices. First, the
market-based model that examines the relationship between the return and
volatility of financial assets. Secondly, it is a method that takes into account
the implicit possibilities of prices, reveals the expectations of investors in
uncertainty and reveals the differences in individuals' risk attitudes.
Finally; approaches consisting of models with traditional structures. (Illing
and Aoron, 2005; 38-40)
3. Literature
In his study, Haugen (2006) investigated the relationship between risk
appetite and macroeconomic environment in Norway using the Bayesian
approach methodology. They have demonstrated that risk appetite depends
on deviation and trend growth and has a strong relationship with the
macroeconomic environment.
Shen and Hu (2007) investigated the risk appetite of the 7 major banks
in Taiwan between 1991 and 2006. As a result of the analysis, they could
not detect a significant relationship with risk appetite and exchange rate,
S&P 500 volatility and GDP. On the other hand, only two banks showed
that loan interest rates were effective on risk appetite. On the other hand,
they stated that there is a strong connection between risk appetite and stock
indices.
Sarwar (2012), in his study, the closing values of VIX Index and stock
market indices for the period 1993-2007 were used. Indices used: S&P 500
Index for USA, Bovespa Index for Brazil, AK&M Index for Russia,
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Bombay Sensex Index for India and Shangai SE Index for China.
According to the results of the correlation analysis; It showed a significant
negative simultaneous relationship between VIX and stock returns in the
USA, China and Brazil in the period 1993-2007. Regression analysis
revealed a strong negative simultaneous relationship between daily
changes in VIX and US stock index returns. Also, when the VIX index is
floating and at high levels, they have expressed that the negative
relationship between the US and Brazil stock returns becomes stronger.
Like the US market, the momentary negative relationship between
Brazilian stock returns and VIX changes was found. Also, this relationship
is stronger when VIX is both higher and more variable
In the study conducted by Altay and Akçalı (2012), using the data of
1994 and 2011, based on the methodology of Kumar and Persaud (2002),
the risk appetite index was created with the average and standard deviation
of past abnormal returns. Then, the probability of the index created to
predict crises was investigated. As a result of the study, it has been revealed
that the calculated index predicts the crisis days by 70%.
Hoffmann et al. (2013), in their studies, analyzed the monthly survey
data covering 1510 investors in the Netherlands in 2008-2009 period with
the purchase and sale records to measure the risk behavior of individual
investors in the 2008 global crisis period. As a result of the research, they
showed that while investor behavior fluctuates significantly in crisis
periods, the expectations of returns have become more volatile than risk
perception and risk tolerances. They showed that there was an increase in
risk perception in the worst times of the crisis and that the perception began
to improve towards the end of the crisis. They also stated that they saw the
crisis periods as a chance for individual investors to enter the stock market.
In the study, So and Lei (2015) made regression analysis when
investigating the relationship between VIX index and New York Stock
Exchange transaction volume between 1997 and 2010. The varibales used
in the study are, Short-term interest rates, GDP, unemployment rate,
consumer price index, and "days of the week and holidays" as a dummy
variable. As a result of the analysis, they claimed that the change in the
trading volume of the New York Stock Exchange was largely explained by
the change in the VIX index, but this relationship was only during periods
of high sensitivity. They also showed that there was a positive relationship
between trade volume volatility and VIX. As VIX increases, transaction
volume volatility also increases. They stated that the change in VIX
significantly explained the percentage change in trade volume, but this
effect only existed in the period of high sensitivity. They also found that
the correlation coefficients were positive, i.e. when VIX increased, the
transaction volume also increased, and volatility in the trading volume
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positively correlated with the VIX level. When the VIX level is higher in
successive trading days, the variability of the trading volume is higher in
the same period.
Saraç et al. (2015), between 2008 and 2013 in Turkey about the
predictability of the risk appetite of foreign and domestic investors, they
have been already conducted research the using unit root tests, Wald test
and TAR models. As a result of the research, they stated that the risk
appetite index calculated for domestic investors is linear and both its ups
and downs are predictable, while the risk appetite index calculated for
foreign investors does not have a linear structure, and that the periods of
decrease are predictable, but the periods of increase are unpredictable.
Çelik et al. (2017) study between 2008 and 2017, relationship between
risk appetite index which calculated in Turkey, and macro economic
variables, investigated by the method of regression. As a result of the study,
they have achieved meaningful relations with the exchange rate, interest
rate, money supply and central bank foreign exchange reserves. The
direction of their relations was negative with exchange rate and interest
rate, while it was positive with money supply and central bank reserves.
Sarıtaş and Nazlıoğlu (2019), study the effect of VIX index between
2009 and 2018, to exchange rate and stock markets in Turkey. They used
causality models and the effect-response modeling based on VAR model.
According to the causality analysis, there was no causality from exchange
rate and stock markets in Turkey to VIX index. On the other hand, they
found that there was a causality from VIX to both.
İskenderoğlu and Akdag (2019), the study calculated the risk appetite
index for Turkey in the years 2008-2015; Its relationship with exchange
rates, interest rates, gold and oil prices has been investigated to cover short,
medium and long periods. As a result of the study, it has been determined
that gold prices and interest rates have a short-term effect on risk appetite,
oil prices have a long-term effect, while exchange rate has a short, medium
and long-term effect.
4. Data Set and Method
In this study, between 2008 and 2019 in Turkey, relationship between
Risk Appetite Index (RISE) and macro economic variables were
investigated. Since the risk appetite variable were explained weekly, all
datasets were calculated weekly and included in the study. Firstly, the
relationship between risk appetite and macroeconomic variables was
investigated with Granger causality analysis and VAR model. Then, short,
medium and long-term effects of RISE on selected stock market indices
has investigated. The data set used in the study was obtained from the CSD
of Turkey website, the electronic data distribution system (EVDS) on the
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CBRT website, and the www.investing.com website. The data set and
explanations used in the study are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Variables Used in the Study
Variables

Description

Symbols

Risk
Appetite

Risk Appetite Index

RISE

Gold

Gold Prices

Gold

Oil

Brent Oil Price

Oil

Exchange
Rate

Dolar Exchange Rate

Dolar

Global
Index

Chicago Option Exchange
Volatility Index

VIX

(Fear Index)
Virtual
Money

Bitcoin

BTC

Stock
Markets

SP500 Index

SP500

BIST100 Index

B100

10-Year US Bond Interest

10YUS

10-Year Chinese Bond Interest

10YCHN

TL Deposit Interest Rate

TLDEP

BISTFINANCIALS

BFIN

BISTSERVICES

BSRV

BISTTECHONOLGY

BTEC

BISTINDUSTRIALS

BINS

BISTTOURISM

BTRSM

Interest
Rate

Stock
Market
Sector
Indices

Yule (1926) is the first study that brings the subject of stationarity
to the agenda in the analyzes to be made. Nelson and Plosser (1982),
MacKinnon (1991) stated that the data set used for obtaining healthy
relations in time series analysis should not contain unit root and all
series should be stationary. They emphasized in the analyzes made
without stationary that there may be results based on fake
relationships. For this reason, the series was made stationary through
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the Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) unit root test, which was first
developed by Dickey Fuller (1981). After making the series
stationary, the relationship between risk appetite and
macroeconomic variables, causality analysis developed by Granger
(1969) were investigated. This test reveals the short-term
relationship between the variables X and Y. After determining the
factors that determine the risk appetite, Granger causality analysis,
Todo-Yomato causality analysis and Breitung and Candelon (2006)
frequency causality analysis, to determine the short, medium and
long-term effect of risk appetite on sectoral indices, were performed.
Although Breitung and Candelon (2006) frequency causality
analysis use the same delays as, Granger (1969) causality analysis,
there are some differences. Geweke (1982) and Hosoya (1991) laid
the foundation for the decomposition of spectral density functions
based on the VAR model, and Breitung and Candelon (2006)
developed the frequency causality analysis inspired by these studies.
Although the causality analysis developed by Todo-Yamamato
(1995) is based on the VAR model, it can be performed without the
need for pretests such as stationarity and cointegration of the series.
As with the Granger causality analysis, the appropriate lag length is
determined by the VAR model (p). Then, the maximum integration
degree of the series is determined and modeling is done by taking
the sum of the two. It is stated that it will give healthier results since
the series can be modeled in a stationary state.
4. Results
In the study, basic statistics about the raw states of the variables
and transformed into logarithmic series are shown in Table 2 before
the econometric analysis is started. In the analysis applied in the
study, logarithmic series were used. The states before logarithms are
calculated are presented for information purposes. In the study, the
series were obtained daily, however, since the risk appetite index
was announced weekly, daily series averages were converted to
weekly series. Therefore, the statistics that appear in the table consist
of weekly values.
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Variables
Mean

Maks.

Min.

Std .Dev.

Jar.Bera

Gold

1328.07

1777.30

1060.340

165.8590

90.62678*

B100

104929

166307

59394.77

25572.55

18.31725*

BTC

419.299

2781.04

4.340000

465.5653

1391.918*

Dolar

3.1355

6.64

1.75

1.298709

59.10519*

BSRV

47274.3

57857

34120.49

6329.013

7.860787**

BFIN

90721.8

99863.6

68842.64

7022.003

9.674681*

10YCHN

3.55055

4.67600

2.696800

0.430109

10.48223*

10YUS

2.25400

3.07360

1.386400

0.413107

15.07326*

Oil

76.4772

125.252

29.14000

26.35057

38.95147*

Rise

46.6364

67.8300

22.30000

11.15911

17.10365*

BINS

62770.4

80982.4

47382.45

9287.825

8.825627**

SP500

2154.28

3229.70

1278.786

502.9651

16.87034*

BTEC

32825.0

61307.9

19585.95

12575.08

18.36807*

BTRSM

5666.20

7288.09

4553.560

625.2811

5.950652***

TLDep

11.4726

24.9900

5.590000

4.372151

194.0385*

VIX

15.2250

31.8460

9.438000

3.600069

163.7284*

LGold

7.18422

7.48283

6.966336

0.118214

56.65186*

LB100

11.5495

12.2364

10.99196

0.259719

11.35174

LBTC

5.14926

7.92966

1.467703

1.733386

55.62167*

LDolar

1.08986

1.89311

0.559616

0.401354

29.79100*

LBSRV

10.7544

10.9657

10.43765

0.138057

8.074636*

LBFIN

11.4124

11.5115

11.13958

0.080360

17.93946*

L10YCHN

1.25982

1.54239

0.992058

0.120415

21.231348*

L10YUS

0.79521

1.12283

0.326500

0.188464

17.44436*

LOil

4.27578

4.83029

3.371836

0.353563

21.99532*

LRise

3.81144

4.21700

3.104587

0.254949

22.73657*

LBINS

11.0366

11.3019

10.76601

0.145359

7.674283**

LSP500

7.64696

8.08014

7.153666

0.240783

16.83323*

LBTEC

10.3364

11.0236

9.882568

0.341931

13.84211*
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LBTRSM

8.63641

8.89399

8.423665

0.108116

3.521428*

LTLDep

2.38134

3.21847

1.720979

0.327497

53.40219*

LVIX

2.69768

3.46091

2.244744

0.220866

18.15521*

After the statistics about the data used in the study were shared, the
series were made stationary in order to avoid the fake relationship problem
in the analyzes to be made as stated in the method section. For stationarity,
ADF unit root test was used and presented in Table3.

Table 3. ADF Unit Root Tests
Level
Intercept
Test
Sta.

Prop.

Difference
Trend and
Intercept

Intercept

Test
Sta.

Pro
p.

Test
Sta.

Prop.

Trend and
Intercept
Test
Sta.

Prop.

LGold

-2,053

0,26

-1,567

0,80

-14,149

0,00

-14,26

0,00

LB100

-0,147

0,94

-1,809

0,69

-19,159

0,00

-19,14

0,00

LBTC

-1,012

0,75

-1,521

0,82

-11,169

0,00

-11,15

0,00

LDolar

0,2605

0,97

-3,170

0,09

-16,793

0,00

-16,81

0,00

LBSer

-1,969

0,30

-3,133

0,10

-20,031

0,00

-20,01

0,00

LBFin

-3,215

0,02

-3,783

0,02

L10YChn

-1,525

0,51

-1,739

0,73

-17,041

0,00

-17,03

0,00

L10YUS

-1,838

0,36

-2,070

0,56

-14,715

0,00

-14,69

0,00

LOil

-1,620

0,47

-1,487

0,83

-15,080

0,00

-15,08

0,00

LRise

-4,045

0,00

-4,074

0,00

LBIns

-1,677

0,44

-3,420

0,05

-17,733

0,00

-17,70

0,00

LSP500

-0,982

0,76

-3,324

0,06

-16,878

0,00

-16,86

0,00

LBTec

-0,546

0,87

-1,139

0,91

-18,345

0,00

-18,30

0,00

LBTrsm

-1,244

0,65

-2,455

0,35

-15,665

0,00

-15,68

0,00

LTLDep

-1,730

0,41

-2,358

0,40

-5,3906

0,00

-5,394

0,00

LVIX

-5,882

0,00

-5,909

0,00

MacKinnon Critical Values
%1

-3,4458

-3,9803

-3,4458

-3,9803

%5

-2,8682

-3,4206

-2,8682

-3,4206

%10

-2,5704

-3,1330

-2,5704

-3,1330
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When the ADF unit root test results in Table 3 are examined, it is seen
that logarithmic series are generally not stationary at level value and when
the difference values are taken, all series are stationary. It was determined
that BIST-Financial Index, Risk Appetite Index (RISE) and VIX (Fear)
Index are stable at level values, BIST-Financial Index is at 5% significance
level and other variables are significant at 1%. These variables are included
in the study with level values. All other series were taken from the
differences and all of them were found to be significant in 1%. These
variables are included in the study with difference values. After the
stability of the series has been achieved, the basic VAR model has been
established to determine the appropriate lag length to be used in the
analyzes and is presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Determination of Lag Length
LogL

LR

FPE

AIC

SC

HQ

0

2186.60

NA

4.07e-19

-11.1283

-11.0167

-11.0841

1

8863.98

12944.9

1.11e-33

-44.6648

-43.3250

-44.1338

2

9184.45

603.234

4.01e34*

-45.685*

-44.1171*

-44.667*

3

9295.28

202.380

4.23e-34

-45.6331

-41.8369

-44.1284

4

9373.40

138.269

5.31e-34

-45.4138

-40.3895

-43.4223

5

9439.61

113.444

7.10e-34

-45.1335

-38.8810

-42.6552

6

9533.90

156.264*

8.26e-34

-44.9969

-37.5162

-42.0318

7

9608.51

119.452

1.07e-33

-44.7596

-36.0508

-41.3077

8

9701.16

143.136

1.28e-33

-44.6146

-34.6776

-40.6759

9

9800.37

147.673

1.48e-33

-44.5032

-33.3380

-40.0777

10

9883.94

119.685

1.88e-33

-44.3117

-31.9184

-39.3994

11

9971.26

120.152

2.38e-33

-44.1394

-30.5179

-38.7403

12

10060.7

118.035

3.01e-33

-43.9780

-29.1283

-38.0921

When the criteria made for the appropriate lag length in Table 4 are
examined, it was seen that 4 criteria indicated 2 lag lengths, while only 1
criterion suggested 6 lag lengths. In the Granger causality analysis, the
common optimal degree of integration is considered, therefore the
appropriate lag length is considered to be 2. Causality analysis according
to 2 lag lengths are presented in Table 5.
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Table 5. Granger Causality Test
Relationships

F Statistics

Prop.

LRISE-LGold

0,5311

0,7129

LGold - LRISE

2,5767

0,0371

LRISE-LB100

1,15113

0,3320

LB100-LRISE

111,136

8.E-64

LRISE-LBTC

0,49926

0,7363

LBTC-LRISE

0,34415

0,8481

LRISE-LDolar

0.45701

0.7673

LDolar-LRISE

4.09753

0.0029

RISE-L10YCHN

0.44630

0.7751

L10YCHN -RISE

1.44669

0.2178

LRISE-L10YUS

1.25458

0.2873

L10YUS -LRISE

0.42175

0.7930

LRISE-LOil

0.09398

0.9843

LOil -LRISE

0.53729

0.7084

LRISE-LSP500

1.51806

0.1961

LSP500 -LRISE

1.27607

0.2788

LRISE-LTLDEP

0.41437

0.7983

LTLDEP -LRISE

1.35055

0.2505

LRISE-LVIX

1.14316

0.3358

LVIX -LRISE

2.57409

0.0374

According to the results of Granger causality analysis, a causality
relationship could not be determined from the risk appetite index to the
selected macro economic variables. RISE is not the cause of any variable.
On the other hand, from the macroeconomic variables to the risk appetite
index, a causal relationship was found between gold prices, BIST100
Index, Dolar exchange rate and VIX Index. While gold prices and VIX
Index were significant at 5%, BIST100 and Dollar exchange rate were
significant at 1%. In summary, gold prices, BIST100 Index, Dollar rate and
VIX Index, were determined to be the cause of the risk appetite index
(RISE). The best degree of significance was found to be with BIST100.
Since the causality relationship has been determined, since there is a
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weekly data set, variance decomposition analysis based on VAR model has
been made up to 12 delays and presented in Table 6.

Table 6. Variance Decomposition Table
Rise

Gold

B100

BTC

Dolr

10YUS

10Ch

1

100

0,00

0,00

0,00

2

44,6

0,05

54,0

0,21

3

40,8

0,54

56,0

4

38,7

1,07

5

37,6

6

Oil

Sp50

TDp

VIX

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,65

0,20

0,01

0,10

0,00

0,04

0,00

0,15

0,80

0,94

0,07

0,13

0,14

0,16

0,08

55,9

0,12

0,93

1,81

0,18

0,27

0,53

0,21

0,11

1,64

54,2

0,12

1,06

2,81

0,35

0,53

1,22

0,25

0,14

36,6

2,20

52,0

0,12

1,18

3,87

0,53

0,86

2,11

0,27

0,16

7

35,7

2,73

49,5

0,14

1,28

4,96

0,71

1,24

3,11

0,28

0,18

8

34,9

3,23

47,1

0,15

1,37

6,04

0,87

1,63

4,14

0,30

0,20

9

34,0

3,68

44,8

0,17

1,44

7,07

1,02

2,02

5,15

0,31

0,22

10

33,2

4,09

42,7

0,18

1,50

8,05

1,15

2,37

6,07

0,33

0,23

11

32,5

4,46

40,8

0,19

1,53

8,96

1,25

2,69

6,91

0,35

0,25

12

31,8

4,78

39,1

0,20

1,56

9,81

1,34

2,98

7,63

0,37

0,26

When the results of variance decomposition analysis are analyzed, it is
seen that while RISE is 100% affected by its own shocks in 1 delay, this
effect decreases to 44.6% in 2 delays and the effect of BIST100 is 54%.
This interaction coincides with the result of the Granger causality. There
was no significant effect of other variables in 2 delays. As the number of
delays increases, the impact of RISE's own shocks decreases and with this
decrease, the effect of BIST100 decreases. However, interest on 10-year
US bonds, gold prices, and the impact of the SP500 Index are increasing.
Looking at the 12 delays, RISE was found to be affected by 31.8% own
shocks, 39.1% BIST100 index, 9.8% US bond rates, 7.6% SP500 Index
and 4.7% gold prices. It can be said that RISE was most affected by the
change in the stock market and own shocks. After examining the factors
affecting the risk appetite index, to see the sectoral effect, the effect of this
index on the sector indices was investigated. Selected indices; BIST100,
BIST Industrial, BIST Services, BIST Technology, BIST Financial and
BIST Tourism. The selected indices represent the important sectors of the
stock market and the majority of the stock market in terms of number of
companies. A new VAR model has been established for this analysis and
appropriate lag lengths are presented in Table 7.
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Table 7. Determination of Lag Length
LogL

LR

FPE

AIC

SC

HQ

0

2197.70

NA

3.21e-14

-11.2056

-11.13459

-11.17748

1

6157.17

7756.92

6.59e-23

-31.2080

-30.63966

-30.98277

2

6642.52

933.457

7.08e-24*

-33.4400*

-32.37426*

-33.01759*

3

6675.18

61.6369

7.70e-24

-33.3564

-31.79330

-32.73685

4

6706.21

57.4610

8.45e-24

-33.2645

-31.20403

-32.44781

5

6746.21

72.628*

8.86e-24

-33.2184

-30.66063

-32.20462

6

6778.72

57.8696

9.67e-24

-33.1341

-30.07892

-31.92314

7

6810.59

55.5957

1.06e-23

-33.0465

-29.49396

-31.63840

8

6841.17

52.2446

1.17e-23

-32.9523

-28.90239

-31.34705

9

6869.29

47.0378

1.31e-23

-32.8455

-28.29824

-31.04312

10

6896.02

43.7446

1.48e-23

-32.7315

-27.68694

-30.73205

11

6926.66

49.0640

1.64e-23

-32.6376

-27.09570

-30.44103

12

6967.94

64.6066

1.73e-23

-32.5981

-26.55884

-30.20439

When the criteria made for the appropriate lag length in Table 7 are
examined, it was seen that 4 criteria indicate 2 lag lengths and only 1
criterion suggested 5 lag lengths. In the Granger causality analysis, the
common optimal degree of integration is considered, therefore the
appropriate lag length is considered to be 2. Causality analysis according
to 2 delay lengths are presented in Table 8.
Tablo 8. Granger Causality Test
Relationships

F Statistics

Prop.

LRISE-LB100

0.14226

0.8674

LB100-LRISE

335.832

4.E-87

LRISE-LBSER

0.85468

0.4262

LBSER –LRISE

502.912

5E-111

LRISE-LBFIN

0.60630

0.5459

LBFIN -LRISE

1029.49

1E-160

LRISE-LBINS

0.47545

0.6219

LBINS -LRISE

681.331

4E-131
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LRISE-LBTEC

0.46897

0.6260

LBTEC -LRISE

118.890

2.E-41

LRISE-LBTRSM

1.28338

0.2782

LBTRSM -LRISE

2.90671

0.0558

According to the results of Table 8 Granger Causality analysis, no
causality relationship could be determined from the risk appetite index to
the sectoral stock market indices. On the other hand, causality relationship
was determined from all stock market indices towards the risk appetite
index. As a result, risk appetite has no causal relationship towards any
sector. After the Granger test, Todo-Yomamoto Causality analysis, which
can reveal the long-term relationship between the variables and does not
need the stationary, which is the basic assumption of the Granger test, was
performed. In this analysis, the appropriate lag length is determined by the
VAR model (p). Then, the maximum integration degree of the series is
determined and modeling is done by taking the sum of the two. Not the
common smallest lag length of 2, but the maximum lag length of 5
compared to the LR as the appropriate lag length. Thus, it became 6 with
1 degree of integration. However, in order to obtain a healthier result, 5
delays were made while the VAR model was established, and the 6th delay
of the variables for the 6th delay was added to the model as the external
variable. The results thus obtained are presented in Table 9.
Tablo 9. Todo-Yomamoto Causality Test
Relationships

Chi-Square Statistics

Prop.

LRISE-LB100

2,37028

0,7959

LB100-LRISE

318,735653

0,0000

LRISE-LBSER

7,550985

0,1828

LBSER –LRISE

63,96724

0,0000

LRISE-LBFIN

4,093508

0,5360

LBFIN -LRISE

258,6330

0,0000

LRISE-LBINS

7,666509

0,1756

LBINS -LRISE

109,8356

0,0000

LRISE-LBTEC

0,958167

0,9659

LBTEC -LRISE

8,960576

0,1106

LRISE-LBTRSM

4.538341

0.4748
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5.697299

LBTRSM -LRISE

0.3368

Looking at the results of Todo-Yomamoto Causality Test in Table 9, as
in the Granger causality test, no relationship from risk appetite to sectoral
indices has been detected in the long term. On the other hand, it has been
observed that there is a long term relationship from stock market indices to
risk appetite. However, the relationship between BIST-Technology and
BIST-Tourism in the short term has disappeared in the long term. Thus, it
can be said that BIST-100, BIST-Service, BIST-Financial and BISTIndustrial have an impact on RISE both in the short term and in the long
term. Since RISE's sectoral impact could not be detected in two analyzes;
Breitung and Candelon (2006) Causality Analysis, which can reveal short,
medium and long term relationships in a single analysis, was performed
and presented in Table 10.
Table 10. Breitung ve Candelon (2006) Frequency Domain Causality
Test
Long Term

Mid Term

Short Term

w=0,01

w=0,05

w=1,00

w=1,50

w=2,0

w=2,5

RİSEB100

2,892

3,024

1,892

1,024

1,389

0,781

RİSEBSer

2,771

2,845

1,356

1,853

1,987

1,125

RISEBFin

1,339

1,993

1,201

1,458

1,743

0,861

RİSEBIns

2,964

2,681

0,653

1,479

0,512

1,710

RİSEBTec

1,834

1,906

0,442

0,098

0,243

1,421

RİSEBTrsm

1,268

1,349

0,609

1,325

1,057

0,854

Note: Lag lengths are determined according to AIC. (2.T-2p) degree
of freedom and F table value is approximately 3.497. * It shows
significance at 5%.

In Table 10, in the Breitung and Candelon test, only the relationship
from risk appetite index to sectoral stock market indexes was investigated
in order to observe the sectoral effect of the risk appetite index. The
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purpose of this test is to give more precise and detailed results temporarily.
However, according to the test results, no relationship was detected in the
short, medium and long term, similar to the results in the Granger causality
and Todo-Yomamoto causality test. In the causality analysis, although the
risk appetite has no significant effect on the sectoral stock market indices,
the analysis of variance decomposition up to 24 delays has been made and
presented in Table 11.
Table 11. Sectoral Variance Decomposition Table
B100

BSer

BFin

BIns

BTec

BTrsm

1

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

6

0,06

0,20

0,37

0,01

0,08

0,33

12

0,20

0,51

1,06

0,02

0,08

0,26

18

0,36

0,85

2,77

0,02

0,06

0,21

24

0,50

1,09

3,89

0,02

0,05

0,25

While performing variance decomposition in Table 11, a separate
VAR model was established for each stock market index, and the effect of
the risk appetite index on stock market indexes was investigated by adding
to the established VAR model in macroeconomic variables in previous
models. For example; For the VAR model established for the BIST100
index, the effect of RISE was measured up to 24 lags by adding it to other
macroeconomic variables along with the risk appetite index. Thus, for 24
delays, 6 different VAR models were established, appropriate lag lengths
were determined and the results are presented in the table. As a result of
the analysis, it has been observed that the effect of RISE on sectoral stock
indexes is very low. The biggest effect was found to be on the BISTFINANCIAL Index with 3.89%. While there is 1.89% impact on BISTService, other indices are below 1%. Consistent with previous analysis
results, RISE's impact on sectoral stock indexes is insignificant and very
small.
5. Conclusion
Along with traditional finance theories, investors' attitudes towards risk
have been considered constant in asset pricing and risk-return modeling.
The concept of irrational individuals, which entered the financial literature
with behavioral finance, has led to the investigation of investors' attitudes
and behaviors towards risk. After that, market environment has become as
important as the risk in investment decisions. However, various methods
and concepts have been developed to measure individuals' attitudes
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towards risk. However, until the infectious crisis studies in the late 1990s
were carried out, they could not achieve the desired popularity. In addition,
the fact that there were unexplained parts in the price movements in
financial markets in these years caused an examination of individual
attitudes and behaviors. Especially after the 2008 crisis, the risk appetite
concept and its measuring indices began to attract attention. The risk
appetite tries to explain the unexplained part of asset pricing with the
factors that affect both the attitudes of individuals towards risk and the
asset prices and the factors these individuals create. Recently, it has
become increasingly common to assume that changes in risk appetite are
an important determinant of asset prices, although controversial. In this
study, determinants of Risk Appetite Index in Turkey, and the impact on
sectoral stock indices were investigated.
When relationship between risk appetite index and macroeconomic
variables are analyzed; In the Granger causality analysis, a causality
relationship from the risk appetite index to the selected macro economic
variables could not be determined. Causality was determined from gold
prices, BIST100 Index, Dollar exchange rate and VIX Index to risk
appetite. When the variance decomposition analysis results are examined,
it is determined that 70% of the change in RISE is caused by own shocks
and BIST-100 index. It was also determined that it was affected by 9.8%
US bond rates, 7.6% SP500 Index and 4.7% gold prices.
Granger causality, Todo-Yomamoto causality and Breitung and
Candelon causality analyzes were performed to determine the impact of
RISE on sectoral stock indexes. As a result of the analyzes, RISE had no
effect on stock indexes in either the short term or the long term. It was
observed that all stock market indices were effective on RISE in the short
term, but the effects of tourism and technology indices disappear in the
long term. In addition, in the variance decomposition results based on VAR
analysis performed with macroeconomic variables for each index, the
greatest effect of RISE was found to be on the BIST-FINANCIAL Index
with 3.89%. While there is 1.89% impact on BIST-Service, other indices
are below 1%. In summary, the impact of RISE on sectoral stock indexes
is insignificant and very small.
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ESTIMATING THE EXPORT POTENTIAL OF TURKEY TO
EMERGING MARKETS: EVIDENCE FROM PANEL GRAVITY
MODEL
Ayberk Şeker*
Introduction
Nowadays, international trade is seen as the driving force of economic
development. Accordingly, countries aim to accelerate economic
development processes by increasing their trade volumes. It is seen that
especially the developing and less developed countries have a tendency to
establish economic cooperation between each other in order to increase
their international trade volumes.
Associated with the globalization process, the free movements of labor,
capital, goods and services among countries have increased and this
situation has shown an effect that increases the international trade volume.
The export volumes of the countries integrated into the global economy
increase more and the economic growth levels of the countries increment
more rapidly due to the positive effects that occur in the national economy
depending on the exports (Dollar, 1992). In addition to this, due to their
positive effects of technology transfer of investments etc., it is seen that
they make important contributions to the economic development of
countries with the integration of underdeveloped and developing countries
into the international economic structure (Borensztein et al., 1998).
Along with inception of globalization of the world economy and
markets, the tendency of the countries towards regional economic unions
has increased in the related process and important economic integrations
have been realized. Although the liberalization of international trade seems
to act in line with the principles of the World Trade Organization (WTO)
in today, the idea of creating economic integrations has emerged as the
main strategy for the expansion of international trade both developed
countries and developing countries. Almost all of the economic
integrations created include countries with many similarities that are
cultural formations, geographical and mutual common interests, besides
their socio-economic and political structures.
When evaluating international trade between Turkey and emerging
markets, It is substantial to target countries that have international trade
potential in terms of creating new markets in global trade and international
competition. In this context, it should be determined potential emerging
*
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markets in terms of exports and constitute to trade policies on increment of
trade volume with these countries.
In this study, it is aimed to determine the emerging markets that have
the potential export market for Turkey by comparing the potential export
levels and real exports. In order to establish the export model between
Turkey and emerging markets, Turkey's exports to emerging markets,
gross domestic product of the countries, distance between Turkey and
emerging markets, average tariff rates of countries, exchange rates of
Turkey and trade openness of Turkey and emerging markets will be used
as variables.
1. Literature Review
Estimating the export potential of countries has an important place in
determining target export markets. Although there are important studies on
the export potential of countries in the literature, there are few studies that
investigate the potential of Turkey's exports to emerging markets. Recent
studies about export potential of Turkey are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Recent Studies in Literature
Author

Period/Sample

Method

Findings

Atabay
Baytar (2012)

2001-2010
/
Turkey
and
BRIC
Countries

Panel Regression

Import and export variables
have a significant effect and
increase the trade volume. In
addition, although Trade
Dependency
Index
has
positive effect on trade
volume, Import Penetration
Index and Export Propensity
Index have negative impacts.

Alakbarov et
al. (2017)

2001-2013
/
World, Middle
East, Africa,
Developing
Countries
APEC
Countries and
Developped
Countries

Engel –Granger
Co-integration
Tests

According to the results, it is
seen that Turkey's potential
export market is developed
countries.

Demir
and
Bilik (2018)

2003-2014
Thirty-One
Countries

Stochastic
Frontier Gravity
Model

The average efficiency rate of
60% in Turkey and countryspecific
efficiency
rate
between 96% and 11% have
been determined in terms of
international trade.

/
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Demir et al.
(2019)

2006–2016
/
Turkey
and
European
Union-25
Countries

Stochastic
Frontier Gravity
Model

Turkey’s
average
trade
efficiency score is 56,3% and
it ranged from 0,01% to 92,5%
for all countries.

Konak and
Demir (2019)

1995-2017
/
Turkey
and
BRICS
Countries

Panel
Model

Gravity

Exports increased as GDP and
trade freedom index increased,
trade decreased as distance
between countries increased,
the increase in the population
of the importing country
reduced trade.

Savaş
and
Işın (2019)

1997-2017
Twenty
Countries

/

Panel
Model

Gravity

1 percent increase in importers
GDP per capita results in
0.83% increase in raisins
import value from Turkey

Şeker (2019)

1996-2016
/
Turkey and D-8
Countries

Panel
Model

Gravity

According to the results, there
is unexploited export potential
from Turkey to Nigeria and
Indonesia. In addition to this,
it is determined that there is
export volume above export
potential from Turkey to
Pakistan,
Bangladesh,
Malaysia and Egypt.

Uzel
Gürlük
(2019)

2001-2030 / 16
Selected
Countries

Panel
Model

Gravity

GDP and population of the
countries that Turkey export to
are related to the agricultural
exports positively while the
distance variable is negatively.
In addition, it has been
determined that Turkey needs
to follow increasing domestic
consumption
trends
and
emerging markets.

and

As a result of the literature research, it is seen that there are not enough
researchs on determination of Turkey's potential trade with emerging
markets and it is aimed to contribute to the literature at this point. In this
context, it is aimed to analyze the export potential of Turkey to emerging
markets economies with this study.
2. Methodology
The aim of this paper is to determine the potential emerging markets
export market for Turkey by comparing the potential export level with the
actual export from Turkey to emerging markets. In order to create the
research model of Turkish exports to emerging markets in the study, data
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on exports of Turkey to emerging markets, gross domestic product,
distance between Turkey and emerging markets, tariff rates of emerging
markets, exchange rates of Turkey, trade openness of Turkey and emerging
markets are used. Emerging markets included in the analysis are given in
appendix (Table 7).
Data on countries’ gross domestic product, tariff rates of emerging
markets, exchange rates of Turkey and emerging markets, trade openness
of Turkey and emerging markets are gained from the database of the World
Bank. In addition, data on countries’ distance between Turkey and
emerging markets are obtained from database of Research and Expertise
on The World Economy (CEPII). Series used in the study are annual
between 1996 and 2018. The information about the variables used in the
study is as follows;
ln(exptur)

: Exports of Turkey

ln(gdptur)

: Gross Domestic Product of Turkey

ln(gdpemc)

: Gross Domestic Product of emerging markets countries

ln(lndist)

: Distance between Turkey and emerging markets
countries

ln(tariffemc) : Average tariff rate of emerging markets countries
ln(exrtur)

: Exchange rates of Turkey

ln(opennesstur): Trade openness of Turkey
ln(opennessemc): Trade openness of emerging markets countries
Depending on these informations, the panel gravity model has been
created for Turkey and emerging market countries to determine the
potential export of Turkey and emerging market countries (1);
𝑙𝑛(𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟 )𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑙𝑛(𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟 )𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑙𝑛(𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑒𝑚𝑐 )𝑗𝑡 +
𝛽3 𝑙𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽4 𝑙𝑛(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑐 )𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽5 𝑙𝑛(𝑒𝑥𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟 )𝑖𝑡 +
𝛽6 𝑙𝑛(openness𝑡𝑢𝑟 )𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽7 𝑙𝑛(openness𝑒𝑚𝑐 )𝑗𝑡 + 𝜀𝑡 (1)
The gravity model has started to be applied in the international trade
literature in the early 1960s. Tinbergen (1962), Pöyhönen (1963) and
Linneman (1966) carried out gravity model as the first applications in the
international trade literature. While international trade volumes between
countries are realized in direct proportion with their economic size and
populations, it is stated that the distance between countries will increase
commercial costs and will be inversely proportional to distance (Baltagi,
2015: 608). Traditional panel gravity model is created as follows (2);
𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼0 𝑌𝑖𝛼1 𝑌𝑖𝛼2 𝐷𝑖𝑗𝛼3

(2)
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3. Empirical Findings
Before panel data analysis, the stationarity of the variables should be
tested by the unit root test. In the presence of non-stationary series,
spurious regression problem can be occurred and the analysis results
cannot be properly reflected the relationship between the variables. Hence,
the stationarity of the series will be examined with panel unit root tests at
first and then, model estimates regarding the export from Turkey to
emerging markets will be made.
Table 2. Panel Unit Root Test Results
Levin, Lin & Chu
Level

Variables
𝑙𝑛(𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟 )
𝑙𝑛(𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟 )
𝑙𝑛(𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑒𝑚𝑐 )
𝑙𝑛(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑚𝑐 )
𝑙𝑛(𝑒𝑥𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟 )
𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑟
𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑐

C
-2.133**
-6.863***
-6.242***
-3.745***
-1.938**
-4.798***
-2.061**

C+T
-2.699***
-5.948***
-8.915***
-9.637***
-3.917***
-30.463***
-3.112***

Note: "C" stands for constant term, "C + T" represents constant and trend. ***, **, and *
indicate significance at 1 %, 5 % and 10 % respectively.

The results of the unit root tests are given in Table 2. According to the
results, it has been determined that all series are stationary at their levels,
in other words, they do not contain unit roots. Accordingly, it is necessary
to start the stage of determining the appropriate estimation model for panel
data analysis.
Accordingly, several tests have been carried out on the model within
the scope of the study and estimation method is determined, which has
effective results. In this direction, F Test, Breusch-Pagan Lagrange
Multiplier (LM) Test, Score Test, Likelihood Ratio (LR) Test and
Hausman Test have been fulfilled on the model.
F Test, Breusch-Pagan (1980) LM Test, LR Test and Score Test
examine pooled model is examined against random effects model. The
pooled model gives more effective results than the random effects model
according to H0 hypothesis. The alternative hypothesis reveals that the
random effects model gives more effective results than pooled model.
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Prob>Chibar2

Prob>Chi2

Chi2(7)

Prob>Chi2

123.19
F Test
1619.13
LM Test
345.11
LR Test
8920.24
Score Test
Hausman
Test

Prob>F

Chi2(1)

Chibar2(01)

Tests

F Score

Table 3. F Test, Breusch-Pagan LM Test, LR Test, Score Test and
Hausman Test Results

0.00
-

0.00
0.00
-

0.00

-

-

-

-

-

4.12

0.66

In the pooled model, the assumption is that both constant and slope
parameters are fixed according to units and time, in other words, all
observations are homogeneous. The pooled model makes estimates under
the assumptions that there are no cross-section or time effects, and constant
and slope parameters are fixed in the model.
The statistical values and results of the tests performed against the
random model of the pooled model are given in Table 3. Evaluating the
obtained findings, H0 hypothesis, which states that the standard errors of
unit effects are equal to zero in the research model, can be rejected and the
pooled estimation model is not appropriate model for the analyses.
Following determination that the pooled model is not appreciated, it is
tested whether the appropriate estimator is fixed effects or random effects
via Hausman Test. As regards the result, testing the research model by
using a random effects estimator gives more effective results than other
estimators.
The error term of the models used in panel data analysis is accepted to
be homoscedastic (constant variance) within and between units. In addition
to this, it is assumed that there are no periodic and spatial correlations in
the error terms of the models (Tatoğlu, 2013: 197). It is substantial to test
these assumptions in the random effects model in the subject matter
models.
Table 4. Assumption Tests Results
Tests
W0
W50

Heteroscedasticity Test
Results
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Test
Prob.
Statistics
5.511
0.000
4.647
0.000

Autocorrelation Test
Results
Cross-Sectional
Correlation

W10
Modified Bhargava et al.
Durbin-Watson
Baltagi-Wu LBI
LM(lambda=0)
LM(Var(u)=0,lambda=0)
Pesaran's Test
Friedman's Test

5.189

0.000

0.858

*<2

0.992
430.77
86.55
0.453
28.807

*<2
0.000
0.000
0.651
0.371

Heteroscedasticity, autocorrelation and cross-sectional correlation
problems can be observed in the random effects model. The results of panel
data analysis assumption tests are given in Table 4. In this direction, tests
developed by Levene (1960) and Brown and Forsythe (1974) tests analyze
the presence of heteroscedasticity in the random effects model. While
Bhargava, Modified Bhargava et al. and Baltagi-Wu LBI tests examine the
presence of autocorrelation in the model, Pesaran and Friedman tests have
been used to analyze the cross-sectional correlation.
Evaluating the findings in Table 4, the H0 hypothesis, which states that
there is a constant variance, is rejected. For this reason, it has been
confirmed that the estimates made with the random effects model are
heteroskedastic. In addition, the H0 hypothesis, which demonstrate that
there is no first-order autocorrelation for the random effects model, has
been rejected according to Bhargava et al. (1982) and Baltagi and Wu
(1999) tests. Thereby, it has been proved that the model estimated by the
random effects model had first-degree autocorrelation. On the other hand,
the H0 hypothesis that there were no correlation between cross-section has
not been rejected as a result of Pesaran (2004) and Friedman (1937) tests,
and it has been showed that there is no cross-sectional correlation in the
model.
In accordance with the results of the assumptions tests, it has been stated
that it is more effective to continue with the panel data analysis with the
random effects model and there are heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation
in the random effects model. Therefore, consistent results are acquired by
using the Arellano (1987), Froot (1989) and Rogers (1993) estimator in the
random effects model.
Table 5. Arellano (1987), Froot (1989) and Rogers (1993)
Estimator Results
Dependent Variable: 𝒍𝒏(𝒆𝒙𝒑𝒕𝒖𝒓 )
Independent
Coefficients
Standard Error
Variables
0.666
0.109
𝒍𝒏(𝒈𝒅𝒑𝒕𝒖𝒓 )
0.769
0.086
𝒍𝒏(𝒈𝒅𝒑𝒆𝒎𝒄 )
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Probability
0.000
0.000

l𝒏𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒕
𝒍𝒏(𝒕𝒂𝒓𝒊𝒇𝒇𝒆𝒎𝒄 )
𝒍𝒏(𝒆𝒙𝒓𝒕𝒖𝒓 )

𝒐𝒑𝒆𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒕𝒖𝒓
𝒐𝒑𝒆𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒆𝒎𝒄
constant

-1.096
-0.185
0.019
2.513
0.434
-11.047

0.119
0.154
0.037
0.308
0.168
2.325

0.000
0.230
0.604
0.000
0.010
0.000

R2
Wald chi2(9)
Prob > chi2

In Table 5, the results of Arellano (1987), Froot (1989) and Rogers
(1993) estimator are given. It was targeted to create a model that measures
export potential of Turkey to emerging markets and analyze factors that
affect the exports of Turkey to emerging markets via gravity model. In
regard to the results, gross domestic product of countries, distance between
Turkey and emerging markets and trade openness of countries is found
statistically significant.
4. Turkey’s Export Potential to Emerging Markets
The export potential is calculated by comparing it with the actual export
in order to determine whether there is an export potential not used in
international trade. In the context of the study, the model which is created
to determine the potential exports of Turkey with emerging markets is
examined and actual and potential export have been calculated. The
estimated export potential is compared with the actual export to reveal if
there is a gap between actual and potential trade.
Export potential is estimated with statistically significant variables in
the result of the panel gravity model. Model results are as below (3);
ln(𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟 )𝑖𝑗𝑡 = −11.046 + 0.665 ∗ ln(𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟 )𝑖𝑡 + 0.769 ∗
ln(𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑒𝑚𝑐 )𝑗𝑡 − 1.095 ∗ 𝑙𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑗 + 2.513 ∗
ln(openness𝑡𝑢𝑟 )𝑗𝑡 + 0.434 ∗ ln(openness𝑒𝑚𝑐 )𝑗𝑡

(3)

The export potential is acquire by proportioning the theoretical value of
Turkey exports to emerging markets based on the trade equation of Turkey,
to the observed export value of Turkey to emerging markets. The value
gained from the analysis represents the potential export level of Turkey to
emerging markets.
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Table 6. Turkish Export Potential to Emerging Countries
in last 9 years
Country
Egypt
Nigeria
S. Africa
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
Mexico
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela
China
S. Korea
India
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand
Bahrain
Oman
S. Arabia
Croatia
Czechia
Hungary
Poland
Romania
Russia

2010
0,48
1,52
0,57
0,78
0,91
1,12
2,24
1,19
2,34
0,42
0,79
4,06
0,93
2,01
2,08
1,22
1,09
1,80
1,38
0,75
1,33
0,53
1,95
1,74
3,21
1,37
1,18
0,73

2011
0,52
1,37
0,57
0,97
0,89
0,98
1,52
1,17
3,23
0,33
1,19
2,28
1,27
1,64
2,31
1,43
1,87
1,70
3,41
1,38
1,16
0,65
2,64
1,90
3,81
1,61
1,48
0,87

2012
0,44
1,32
0,75
0,67
0,77
0,77
1,23
1,25
2,37
0,43
0,85
1,45
1,24
1,70
2,25
1,88
2,13
1,30
2,60
1,21
1,01
0,53
3,04
2,12
3,53
1,51
1,65
0,84

2013
0,52
1,46
0,44
0,68
0,84
0,63
1,54
0,86
2,14
0,39
0,95
3,01
1,06
2,01
3,08
1,99
1,31
1,46
2,11
1,36
0,77
0,62
3,14
2,20
2,92
1,43
1,73
0,83

2014
0,53
1,50
0,49
1,48
1,01
0,67
1,06
0,93
1,71
0,37
0,85
5,68
1,44
2,04
3,28
2,01
1,16
1,51
2,21
1,28
0,58
0,66
2,26
2,14
2,93
1,30
1,60
0,92

2015
0,54
1,59
0,45
1,68
1,24
0,59
0,77
1,61
1,31
0,47
0,77
13,59
1,56
1,42
2,63
1,87
0,81
1,85
2,31
0,90
0,67
0,45
2,11
1,91
2,34
1,09
1,41
1,01

2016
0,56
1,70
0,48
1,42
1,58
0,48
0,71
1,43
0,91
1,03
0,87
13,57
1,52
1,45
2,61
1,51
0,83
1,77
2,31
0,95
0,75
0,44
1,85
1,74
1,90
0,91
1,46
1,85

2017
0,59
1,39
0,53
1,45
1,72
0,51
0,87
1,75
1,08
1,03
0,87
7,76
1,48
5,64
2,83
1,99
1,17
1,68
2,74
1,01
1,10
0,62
2,08
1,72
1,69
1,01
1,54
1,56

2018
0,54
1,51
0,54
1,19
1,41
0,39
0,78
1,32
0,91
0,74
0,89
2,52
1,74
4,24
2,17
1,93
1,08
1,47
1,97
0,88
0,69
0,77
1,91
1,85
1,83
1,11
1,49
1,41

Table 6 demonstrates the potential export rate of Turkey to emerging
markets. As a result of the analyze, Turkey has a high export potential to
emerging markets such as China, South Korea, India, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines and Thailan in the Asia continent; Crotia, Czechia, Hungary,
Poland, Romania and Russia in the Europe continent; Argentina, Brazil,
Ecuador and Venezuela in the America continent; Nigeria in the Africa
continent. These findings show that Asian and European continents have
the most important emerging markets which have export potential for
Turkey.
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5. Conclusion
Increasing the export volume is important to ensure the economic
development and development levels of the countries. Growing the export
volumes is an important issue for Turkey, which has an important
economic and trade potential in its economic geography among Europe,
Asia and Middle East, in order to increase the economic welfare. For this
reason, the exports of Turkey to emerging markets have been estimated by
the panel gravity model in this paper. The paper analyzes the export
potential of Turkey to emerging markets in terms of potential export
markets. In this direction, the paper contributes to theoretical and empirical
literature of international trade by detecting the export potential of Turkey
to emerging markets and discovering trade opportunities in terms of
countries.
Panel data analysis has applied in order to demonstrate the export
potential of Turkey to emerging markets in the context of analyses. The
results of the estimates show that gross domestic products of countries,
distance between Turkey and emerging markets and trade openness of
countries have statistically significant effects on exports of Turkey to
emerging markets.
When the potential exports are compared with the actual exports, it has
been seen that Turkey has important export potential to China, South
Korea, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailan in the Asia
continent; Crotia, Czechia, Hungary, Poland, Romania and Russia in the
Europe continent; Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador and Venezuela in the
America continent; Nigeria in the Africa continent. These results
demonstrate that emerging markets in Asia and Europe should have been
priority export targets. In addition to this, it is concluded that new export
incentives and providing the diversification in exports are considerable in
order to enhance the export volume in America and Africa.
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Appendix
Table 7. Country List
Egypt
Brazil
Mexico
China
Malaysia
Oman

Nigeria
Chile
Peru
South Korea
Philippines
Saudi Arabia

South Africa
Colombia
Uruguay
India
Thailand
Croatia

Hungary

Poland

Romania
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Argentina
Ecuador
Venezuela
Indonesia
Bahrain
Czechia
Russian
Federation

COMPARISON OF SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING (SEM)
PERFORMANCES OF
E-COMMERCE BUSINESSES
Aziz Öztürk & Ramazan Göral
1. INTRODUCTION
The marketing field witnesses new techniques and approaches each day
as the global competition becomes a factor making it difficult for
businesses and brands to be effective against their competitors. One of the
competitive marketing approaches today is Search Engine Marketing
(SEM).
Search Engine Marketing (SEM) is the marketing style comprised of
the tasks which assist search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, Bing, to find
and list websites. In other words, everything which could be done for
ensuring that a website appears in the search engine results while internet
users research businesses, goods, and services, is considered within the
scope of SEM (Keptify.com, 2018).
Search engine marketing is one of the most important marketing
channels for generating web traffic. SEM is generally used as an umbrella
term concerning Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and Paid Advertising
on Search Engines (Kritzinger, 2017).
According to the SEM statistics in 2019, an average person conducts
between 3 to 4 searches each day. The average hit rate (HR) for the first
spot on a Google search is 19,3%. A paid search network ad on Google
gets clicked on by 63% of users. Around 93% of all web traffic is generated
by search engines, and the businesses that can integrate Search Engine
Optimisation (SEO) and Pay Per Click (PPC) ads hold a 25% higher hit
rate and gain 27% more profit (99firms.com, 2019).
A business which overlooks SEO or PPC as a part of SEM strategy can
lose numerous potential customers. This is because a business website can
be reached on a search engine through either the PPC list or the organic list
generated by SEO (Neethling, 2008).
The topic of this research is evaluating the SEM performances of
businesses, and while conducting this evaluation, it is to define the factors
which amount to the SEM performances of businesses while conducting
this evaluation. In this context, the sample of our study comprises of the 7
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e-commerce businesses in Turkey which, according to various studies, are
the most preferred by customers (Shiftdelete, 2020; blog.kmk, 2020). The
aim of this study is to define the SEO and PPC factors which reveal the
SEM performances of e-commerce businesses, to calculate the weights of
these factors in the business performance rankings and to compare ecommerce businesses’ SEM performances according to the weights of
these factors.
In this context, the considered factors in the SEM performances of ecommerce businesses have been determined within the scope of literature.
These factors have been featured under the title of conceptual framework.
Afterwards, data relating to e-commerce businesses’ SEO and PPC factors
have been gathered by utilizing various free software online. In the
weighting of the factors, the entropy method has been applied. The
TOPSIS method has been used for the SEM performance comparisons of
e-commerce businesses. The literature regarding entropyand TOPSIS are
discussed under the Methodology section. Thus, with the combined use of
entropy weighting and TOPSIS ranking methods, a model for the
evaluation of SEM performances of businesses has been proposed.
The data regarding the SEO and PPC factors of e-commerce businesses
can frequently change. Moreover, depending on the software used for data
collection, the data can exhibit minor differences. These can be seen as the
limitations of this study.
2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
New strategies are being developed in order to gain market share online
with the increased use of the internet as a marketing tool. One amongst
these strategies is Search Engine Marketing (SEM). SEM is a strategy
utilizing the power of search engines for potentially drawing millions of
views daily to websites (Berman & Katona, 2013).
Search Engine Marketing consists of various activities such as
implementation of Search Engine Optimisation (SEO), managing Pay Per
Click (PPC) advertising lists, submitting websites to indexes, and
developing online marketing strategies for businesses and individuals
(Kritzinger, 2017).
According to Dou, et al. (2010), two kinds of marketing activity (SEM)
can be conducted on e-commerce environment through search engines.
Firstly, businesses can pay for links directing to their websites on the
sponsored sections of search engine result pages. This is called PPC.
PPC, standing for pay per click, is an online advertisement model where
clients are costed as a result of the hits on the ads they publish on various
channels. PPC ads are not solely limited to Google ads. Ads published on
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social media or other platforms can also be regarded under this title
(Yılmaz, 2020).
PPC is the strategy where marketers give offers for keyword clusters,
develop ads which will appear upon search queries, and pay the search
engines each time a user clicks on an ad (Clarke & Clarke, 2014).
The second one is the application of certain techniques for increasing
the ranking of the businesses’ websites on search engines’ organic results
through the marketing activity entitled SEO. In this case, the search
engines do not receive payment. In other words, the process of increasing
the visibility of the website is called SEO. This consists of designing and
altering websites for improving the search engine result page (SERP)
rankings. Moreover, SEO can also be defined as the process in which the
website’s traffic volume and quality are improved through natural
(organic) search results for the aimed keywords (Kritzinger, 2017). In
order to appear on the top of the search engine result page lists, a website
owner can invest in either one or both SEM strategies (Neethling, 2008).
According to Neethling (2008), both SEO and PPC have advantages as
well as disadvantages. PPC can procure that a website is immediately
accessible through a published ad. However, PPC does not always
guarantee appearing on the first page of the search engine result pages.
Therefore, search engine users can easily overlook them. Another
disadvantage regarding PPC is that with the increased competition, PPC
can be costly. On the other hand, SEO, while not guaranteeing being high
on search engine lists, requires lesser financial expense over the long run
compared to PPC.
One study conducted on website visibility and access to them through
search engines is the model developed by Weideman (2009) which
involves the components of SEO. This model encapsulates the factors
which ensure websites ranking high on SERP (Weideman, 2009).
Weideman’s model defines both the positive and negative visibility
components, moreover, ranks them based on their contributions to
visibility. Accordingly, the positive elements contributing most to
webpage visibility are ordered as follows: Inlinks, Body Keywords and
AnchorText. The inlink quantity and quality are also important elements
in generating webpage traffic (Weideman 2013).
One other model that has been developed regarding webpage visibility
pertains to Busche (2017). This model comprises of three main categories
and 15 related subcategories. According to this model, a SEO analysis
depends on 15 ranking factors grouped in three main categories as
Reputation, Relevance and Readability (Table 1) (Busche, 2017).
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Table 1. SEO Analysis Factors
Categories

Scope

Related Factors

Factors relating to the
authority
level
assigned
to
webpages’ domain
names by search
engines

Inbound
Links;
Outbound or External
links; InternalLinking;
Domain
reputation;
Visitor Engagement
and Traffic; Social
Metrics

Relevance

Factors relating to
connections assigned
by the search engine
between the search
queries
and
the
webpage content in
order to address the
user’s needs

In-page keyword and
semantic keyword use;
Heading use; Heading
and “meta description”
optimisation;
URL
structure;
Content
update; Image and
media optimisation

Readability

Factors relating to the
user’s
experience
after accessing a
certain
piece
of
content
in
the
webpage

PageSpeed; Content
quality and length;
Design
and
user
experience

Reputation

Source: (Busche, 2017)
Businesses, if they wish their website to rank high on the search engine
listings, should build websites that are appropriate to the categories of
being reputable; relevant to the customer’s needs; readable and offering a
quality experience (Busche, 2017).

2.1. Reputation
Reputation represents the level of authority assigned to a website’s
sphere of influence by search engines. These factors are the inbound links
(links directing visitors to the website), outbound links (links directing the
visitor away from the website) and internal linking (links directing the
visitor from your website to another page of your website). Inbound links
assist in ranking higher in the search engine result pages. Additionally, a
websites reputation benefits from domain authority (search engine ranking
point), and visitors’ participation and traffic (Iddris, 2018).
SEO performance can be assessed based on time spend in a website and
the number of reviewed pages (Ward, 2017). Furthermore, the number of
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backlinks (inbound links) pertaining to a website can be good indicators
which assist in the search engine ranking and strengthen the domain name
reputation, popularity or importance (Busche, 2017).

2.2. Relevance
Relevance is connected to how search engines relate the user’s requests
to the website’s content. Main factors for the Relevance category are noted
by Busche (2017) as in-page keyword and semantic keyword use; heading
use; heading and “meta description” optimisation; URL structure; content
up-to-dateness; image and media optimisation.
Keywords of quality should be used in the content of the website and
should contain words appropriate and distinctive for the page. The heading
tags should match the topic of the page, each page should have an
appropriate heading and their URLs should be short and meaningful, using
ordinary keywords. The best way for SEO is optimizing the keywords
within the website. Therefore, businesses should place words appropriate
to the website content or in different tags of the website (Iddris, 2018).

2.3. Readability
Readability relates to the experience of a user after they have clicked
on a specific page on a website and have entered the page. This category
is mainly about the page speed, content quality and length, appropriate
design and user experience (Busche, 2017). According to Busche(2017),
visitor participation such as staying on the website longer, low rates of
leaving immediately and high page views have positive influence on the
search engine ranking placements.
Kumar et al. (2017) have proposed a model for measuring the webpage
traffic values of online shopping centers in a study they have conducted.
According to this model, by taking into consideration the Traffic Ranking,
Inbound Links, Competition, Speed and Keyword Statistics, the webpage
performance of businesses can be quantitatively measured. Furthermore, it
is important to include the consumers’ individual (subjective) views in the
measurement of web page performances. Hence, the method applied by
Kumar et al. (2017) suggests combining both the objective and subjective
data.

2.4. Factors (Criteria) Relating to This Study
The analysis factors applied in this study are based on the
abovementioned literature. Within this context, the assessments have been
conducted with seven SEO and one PPC analysis factors, in total eight, for
which the quantitative data for could be accessed.
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The first amongst the SEO factors is the Webpage Speed. This factor
influences the satisfaction of a user’s experience upon reaching a specific
piece of content on the website. According to Kissmetrics, 40% of the
visitors leave a website if the page takes longer than 3 seconds to load.
Therefore, the webpage speed is crucial due to the below mentioned
reasons (Hostinger, 2020):
1. Affects the SERP – Search engines have limited time for gathering
results. If a page does not load in that short span of time, the
webpage can end up ranking low on the search engine result pages.
2. Impacts the website traffic – Slow loading pages can risk missing
40% of potential visitors (and even worse, buyers)
3. Affects the SEO – Bad page loading speeds might affect the user
experience of search engines and harm the reputation of the search
engines.
Consequently, all e-commerce businesses should maintain an optimum
level of website speed performance in order to provide the best possible
user experience.
The second factor is Traffic Ranking. The Traffic Ranking is
concerned with average of certain user count and page view counts per user
over time. Based on these counts, global and national rankings for any time
period (Kumar, Dash, &Seharawat, 2017).
The web traffic is considered to be an important economic indicator for
the firm value, since without traffic and a significant crowd of visitors, it
is impossible to form customer relations which can be transformed into
sales revenues in the future (Rajgopal, Kotha, & Venkatachalam, 2000).
The third factor is the Visitor Count, which indicates the number of
individuals visiting the webpage. Upon establishing a website, the most
important thing is following the visitor count and investigating how these
numbers can be increased.
The fourth factor is the Visitors’ Average Span of Staying on the Page.
This span being high indicates that the website contains interesting content
for the visitors (Beşirli, 2014).
The fifth factor is the Inbound Links. The inbound links and backlinks
are also called hyperlinks. These are the links on other webpages which
direct customers and search engines to the business’ webpage. A website
containing more inbound links falls into a better category and is considered
more valuable (Kumar, Dash, &Seharawat, 2017).
The sixth factor is the Keyword Density. The use of keywords is highly
important in SEO. The webpage ranking can be directly impacted by the
numerous or few uses of a keyword.
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The seventh factor is the webpage’s SEO Ranking. The SEO Rank is
conceptually the same as the PageRank. PageRank is a score assigned to a
website by Google, on a scale of 0 to 10. This score signifies the value of
the webpage. Factors such as the content, links, the linking webpages, and
many others can have impact on this score. SEO Rank is, like PageRank,
a score which indicates the value of a website based on the quality of
content, links, and their quality on a webpage. SEO rank signifies how
valuable and of quality a website is (Moradan.com, 2018).
The eight factor is the PPC Rank, which indicates the success of an ecommerce business in the scope of the Pay Per Click advertising. The
higher ranking score demonstrates that the business’ performance in pay
per click is as high.
The free SEO and PPC analysis versions of softwares such as
tools.pingdom.com,
similarweb.com,
ahrefs.com,
ihs.com.tr,
searchmetrics.com have been utilized for the collection of the data
relating to these factors. The data and related software is demonstrated in
Table 3.
3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Criteria and Methods Applied in the Research (ENTROPY and
TOPSIS)
As has been mentioned above, 8 SEM performance criteria has been
determined in the scope of literature and the calculations have taken place
based on these criteria. The aim of this study, the criteria definitions
towards such aim, and criteria labels are represented in Table 2.
Table 2. Criteria Applied in Research
Aim

Criteria Definition

The span it takes for the
webpage
to
load
(seconds)
Traffic
ranking
Evaluating
the
according to the visitor
SEM performances
count to webpages
of
businesses
The visitor count of the
conducting
ewebpage in the last
commerce
month
The average span of
visitors’ stay on the
webpage
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Criteria
Labels
LT

TR

VC

ST

The ranking based on
inbound links to the
webpage
The webpage keyword
density ranking
The
search
engine
optimization ranking of
the webpage
The pay per click
ranking of the webpage

IBR
KDR
SEOR
PPCR

3.2. Entropy
A key point is finding the appropriate weight for each criterion, since it
cannot be assumed that these criteria with varying meanings carry the same
weights. Bearing in mind the assorted methods for determining the
weights, it is possible to distinguish them in two as subjective and objective
weighting. It is possible to utilize subjective methods such as the Delphi
method, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), etc., for the weighting of the
criteria. Human factors can cause deviations in the criteria weights while
using subjective methods. Objective weighting methods utilizes available
data without factoring in the emotional human aspect. Epistemologically,
Shannon’s entropy can be applied as an objective weighting method, which
has been done in this study (Li, et al., 2011; Lotfi&Fallahnejad, 2010). The
calculating process has been undertaken as below explained.
1.

The Normalisation of Data

Initially, it is necessary to normalise the data since the data regarding
different criterion are not the same and therefore cannot be computed. The
normalisation process has been conducted with the below equation;
(1)
This process renders the different scales and units among the criteria
into mutually measurable units for the sake of comparison of the criteria
(Lotfi&Fallahnejad, 2010).
2.

The Calculation of Entropy Value

Entropy, generally speaking, is the measure of uncertainty on a receiver,
caused by a message sent by a transmitter. In the entropy method, a
criterion with virtually similar values will have a higher entropy and a
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lower weight compared to a criterion with highly varying values (Göral,
2016, p. 77). The below equation demonstrates the calculation of entropy.
(2)
Here, the amount of information derived from each criterion is
represented with the ej entropy value. The ln in the equation represents the
natural logarithm; the k is the entropy coefficient which fulfils the
condition of 0 ≤ ej≤ 1 and is calculated by k = 1/lnm (alternative number).
3. The Calculation of dj, the Degree of Deviation of the
Inner Average Information Contained by Each Criterion
(3)
4.

The Calculation of the Criteria Weights
(4)

Epistemologically, the entropy weights represent the useful information
regarding the criteria. Therefore, the higher the entropy weight is for a
criterion, the higher its useful information (Li, et al., 2011).

3.3. TOPSIS
TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal
Solution) is a method developed by Hwang and Yoon (1981) for the
evaluation of alternative performances with similarity to ideal solution.
The best alternative, according to this technique, would be the one closest
to the positive-ideal solution and furthest from the negative-ideal solution.
The positive-ideal solution is the one maximising the benefit criteria and
minimising the cost criteria. Negative-ideal, on the other hand, maximises
the cost criteria and minimizes the benefit criteria. As a result, the positive
ideal comprises of all the best values reaching the criteria; while the
negative ideal comprises of the worst values reaching the criteria
(Krohling& Pacheco, 2015).
The TOPSIS evaluation follows the below explained steps;
1.

Building the Decision Matrix

The lines on the decision matrix contains the alternatives, while the
columns contain the criteria. For instance, the A decision matrix can be
demonstrated as follows:
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Acquiring the Normalised Matrix

The data for the decision matrix Aij are obtained from different sources,
therefore in order to transform the matrix into a non-dimensional matrix
which allows for the comparison of various criteria, it is necessary to
normalise it. This process is conducted through the following formula.

rij 

aij
m

a
k 1

2
kj

(5)

The normalised decision matrix R represents the relative ranking of the
alternatives (Krohling& Pacheco, 2015). Following the normalisation,
calculations are conducted for the weighted normalised decision matrix Vij.
3.

Building the Weighted Normalised Matrix

The Vij matrix is built through multiplying the criteria values on each
column with the criteria weights on the R matrix. The values on the V ij
matrix are calculated as follows:
Vij= wi*rji=1, …,m ve j=1, …,n

4.

(6)

Forming the Ideal ( A* ) and Negative Ideal ( A  ) Solutions

In order to form the ideal solution set, the highest values on the column
on the V matrix are selected (in case the related assessment factor is
minimisation directed, then the lowest are selected). The below equation
demonstrates how to achieve the ideal solution set:

A*  
vij j  J ' 
(max vij j  J ), (min

i
 i
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(7)

On the other hand, the negative ideal solution set is formed by selecting
the lowest values on the weighted columns of the V matrix (in case the
related assessment factor is maximisation directed, then the highest are
selected) (Özdemir, 2014). The below equation demonstrates how to
achieve the negative ideal solution set:

A  
vij j  J ' 
(min vij j  J ), (max

i
 i


5.

(8)

Calculating the Distance Values to Ideal and Negative Ideal Points

The deviation values in relation to the decision points obtained in the
previous step are called Ideal Point ( S i* ) and Negative Ideal Point ( S i )
values. The calculation of the ideal point ( S i* ) value and negative ideal
point ( S i ) value are conducted with the below equation (Li, et al., 2011).

S i* 

n

 (vij  v *j ) 2

S i 

j 1

n

 (v
j 1

ij

 v j ) 2
(9)

The calculated S i* and S i values here will naturally amount to the
decision point value.
6.

Calculating the Relative Proximity to the Ideal Solution

For the calculation of the relative proximity of each decision point to
the ideal solution ( C i* ), the ideal and negative ideal point measures are
utilized. The standard here is the share of the distinction value of the
negative ideal within the sum of the distinction values. The calculation of
the relative proximity value to the ideal solution is demonstrated with the
below formula (Özdemir, 2014).

C i* 

S i
S i  S i*

(10)

The C i* is valued in the scale of 0  C i*  1 here. The best alternative
is the one with the highest C i* value since it is closer to the positive ideal
solution (Krohling& Pacheco, 2015).
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3.4. Analysis
There are numerous software for the calculation of the performance
scores of websites based on SEM criteria. In this study, the data for each
e-commerce business has been acquired through these software between
the dates of March 2-6, 2020 (below Table 3, the software used for
acquiring the criteria is disclosed). The decision matrix, Aij, which has
been built through the obtained data is illustrated in Table 3.
Table 3. Decision Matrix for the Entropy and TOPSIS
Criteria
LT
E-commerce
businesses
Hepsiburada.com.t
r
4,86
Amazon.com.tr

0,90

Mediamarkt.com.tr 0,81

T
R
20
23
7
24
0

Gittigidiyor.com.tr 2,18
27
23743,
N11.com.tr
00
16
Trendyol.com.tr

0,81

Teknosa.com.tr

1,46

14
18
0

VC

ST

233131
000
198115
00
197490
00
137909
900
245229
500
283659
500
262231
00

6,1
0
2,5
3
3,1
0
4,1
6
5,4
8
6,5
1
3,0
0

IB KD SEO PPC
R R
R
R
81

123
8
12

9

77

323 335

28

71

52

71

81

39

84

625 25
129
0
30

74

443 46

1

67

531 225

48

322

55

LT: tools.pingdom.com, TR, VC, ST: similarweb.com, IBR: ahrefs.com,
KDR: ibs.com.tr, SEOR, PPCR: searchmetrics.com

In the analysis stage, the weighting of the criteria used for the
calculation of the SEM performance of e-commerce businesses has been
conducted initially. Through the application of the equations (1), (2), (3),
(4) on the decision matrix mentioned in the entropy weighting process
above, the weighted criteria in Table 4 has been obtained. Accordingly,
LT: 0,104, TR: 0,232, VC: 0,170, ST: 0,027, IBR: 0,001, KDR: 0,112,
SEOR: 0,228, PPCR: 0,125 have been observed to be the weights of the
criteria.
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Table 4. The Entropy Weights of the Criteria (Wj)
CRITERI
A
LT
WEIGHTS
Ej
dj=1-ej
Wj

TR

0,74
0,886 7
0,25
0,114 3
0,23
0,104 2

VC

ST

IBR

KDR

0,81
5
0,18
5
0,17
0

0,97
0
0,03
0
0,02
7

0,99
9
0,00
1
0,00
1

0,87
8
0,12
2
0,11
2

SEO
R

PPC
R

0,751

0,864

0,249

0,136

0,228

0,125

As can be seen on Table 4, the criterion with the highest weight is
Traffic Ranking, compiled from the total of visitor count of the webpage
(within Turkey). The lowest weight, on the other hand, is the Inbound Link
criteria which is compiled from the links leading to the webpages.
The second stage of the analysis consists of calculations regarding the
SEM performances of the e-commerce businesses. Accordingly, through
the application of the equations (5) and (6) on the Aij (Decision Matrix),
the Vij (Weighted Normalised Matrix) has been obtained (Table 5).
Table 5. Weighted Normalised Matrix (Vij)
WEIGHTED
NORMALISE
D MATRIX
Hepsiburada.co
m.tr

LT

TR

VC

ST

0,08
5
0,01
Amazon.com.tr 6
Mediamarkt.co 0,01
m.tr
4
Gittigidiyor.com 0,03
.tr
8
0,02
N11.com.tr
9
0,01
Trendyol.com.tr 4
0,02
Teknosa.com.tr 6

0,01
2
0,14
3
0,14
5
0,01
6
0,01
0
0,00
8
0,10
9

0,08 0,01
5
4
0,00 0,00
7
6
0,00 0,00
7
7
0,05 0,00
0
9
0,09 0,01
0
2
0,10 0,01
4
4
0,01 0,00
0
7
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IBR

KD
R

0,0005
2
0,0004
9
0,0004
6
0,0005
2
0,0005
4
0,0004
8
0,0004
3

0,06
8
0,01
8
0,00
3
0,03
4
0,07
1
0,02
4
0,02
9

SEO PPC
R
R
0,005 0,010
0,147 0,031
0,142 0,078
0,011 0,043
0,013 0,061
0,020 0,001
0,099 0,053

Afterwards, the Ideal ( A* ) and Negative Ideal ( A  ) solutions have
been obtained through applying equations (7) and (8) (Table 6).
Table 6. Ideal and Negative Ideal Solution Points
DISTANCE TO
IDEAL
LT TR VC
POINTS
Hepsiburada.com 0,00 0,00 0,00
.tr
5
0
0
0,00 0,01 0,00
Amazon.com.tr 0
8
9
Mediamarkt.com 0,00 0,01 0,00
.tr
0
9
9
Gittigidiyor.com. 0,00 0,00 0,00
tr
1
0
3
0,00 0,00 0,00
N11.com.tr
0
0
0
0,00 0,00 0,00
Trendyol.com.tr 0
0
0
0,00 0,01 0,00
Teknosa.com.tr 0
0
9
DISTANCE TO
NEGATIVE
LT TR VC
IDEAL
POINTS
Hepsiburada.com 0,00 0,01 0,00
.tr
0
8
6
0,00 0,00 0,00
Amazon.com.tr 5
0
0
Mediamarkt.com 0,00 0,00 0,00
.tr
5
0
0
Gittigidiyor.com. 0,00 0,01 0,00
tr
2
7
2
0,00 0,01 0,00
N11.com.tr
3
8
7
0,00 0,01 0,00
Trendyol.com.tr 5
9
9
0,00 0,00 0,00
Teknosa.com.tr 4
1
0
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ST

IBR

KD
R

0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0

0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0

0,00
0
0,00
3
0,00
5
0,00
1
0,00
0
0,00
2
0,00
2

ST

IBR

KD
R

0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0

0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
0

0,00
4
0,00
0
0,00
0
0,00
1
0,00
5
0,00
0
0,00
1

SEO
R

PPC
R

0,000 0,000
0,020 0,001
0,019 0,006
0,000 0,002
0,000 0,004
0,000 0,000
0,009 0,003
SEO
R

PPC
R

0,020 0,005
0,000 0,002
0,000 0,000
0,019 0,001
0,018 0,000
0,016 0,006
0,002 0,001

In the last stage of the analysis, the distance to the Ideal and Negative
Ideal Points (Si*and Si-) in Table 7 have been calculated by applying
equation (9), and each decision point’s relative proximity to the ideal
solution ( C i* ) have been calculated by applying equation (10).
Table 7. The SEM Performance Rankings of E-Commerce
Businesses

Hepsiburada.com.tr
Amazon.com.tr
Mediamarkt.com.tr
Gittigidiyor.com.tr
N11.com.tr
Trendyol.com.tr
Teknosa.com.tr

Si*

Si-

Ci*

0,074
0,227
0,239
0,081
0,064
0,049
0,180

0,230
0,085
0,071
0,204
0,226
0,236
0,092

0,756
0,274
0,230
0,714
0,781
0,828
0,340

Performance
Ranking
3
6
7
4
2
1
5

The entropy weighting and TOPSIS methods, with their strong
processes and simple calculation steps, are appropriate methods for
objectively evaluating the performances of the e-commerce businesses (Li,
et al., 2011). As can be seen on Table 7, the SEM performance evaluation
rankings of the e-commerce businesses are in descending order Trendyol,
N11, Hepsiburada, Gittigidiyor, Teknosa, Amazon, Mediamarkt. The
businesses with relatively lower SEM performances according to the
evaluation results can observe which SEM strategy application they
experience problems with and accordingly take precautions.
4. CONCLUSION
Websites are created with varying reasons. One of these is the conduct
of commercial activities online representatively and through the websites.
Even though a website is not seen as the only representative form of an ecommerce business, it is a valuable commercial asset for the e-commerce
business to reach their customers and market their products. This online
representation is crucial in determining how existing and potential
customers perceive the businesses and how the customers are interacting
with them. Therefore, e-commerce businesses should actively market their
webpages in order to increase visibility.
For the marketing of their webpages, e-commerce businesses should
systematically utilize the Search Engine Marketing strategies Search
Engine Optimisation and Pay Per Click Advertising in a carefully balanced
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and long-term manner. Through this, they can achieve higher rankings on
search engine lists and higher counts of potential customers visiting their
webpages (Kritzinger, 2017)
In this study, a performance ranking has been formed through the
combined utilization of indicators crucial in the evaluation of e-commerce
businesses’ effective application of search engine optimisation and pay per
click advertising strategies. This is because, when taken separately, the
SEO and PPC indicators can result in different rankings of the businesses.
In this context, this study is valuable for the model it offers for the
combined evaluation of the SEM performance indicators. Moreover, the
weighting and performance ranking methods utilized for determining the
importance of the indicators in the model are conducted through the
application of mathematical methods that are widely used in scientific
research and therefore well accepted, which increases the importance of
the study.
Another significant aspect of the study is that it demonstrates the weak
and strong features of their SEM strategies to the managers of e-commerce
businesses. Thus, the businesses can focus on developing the weak features
of their search engine marketing applications using the analysis results.
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THE IMPACT OF ONLINE ADVERTISING PERCEPTIONS
AND PERSONALITY TRAITS ON PURCHASE INTENTION
Bora Açan* & Duygu Talih Akkaya**
Introduction
Corresponding to developments in technology and the rapid spread of
the internet, making it an important part of our daily lives, consumers no
longer acquire knowledge of products and services solely through
advertisements from different types of media tools such as newspapers,
magazines, radio and television and similarly they do not purchase
products or services only from physical sales locations and stores. They
spend a major part of their time in online environments and carry out the
majority of their purchases online.
The use of the internet by a wide public has together with developments
in technology expanded opportunities to target an increasing number of
consumers thereby also increasing the purchase effectiveness of
advertisements. A large number of people may gather at popular websites,
popular social media as well as websites with news and comments on
shopping. While especially small- and medium-sized businesses could
advertise by putting up with significant advertising costs and taking risks
with regard to the return of advertising and marketing costs only two
decades ago, they now have the ability to target online advertising
followers based on demographics, location, psychographics and behavior
regardless of the size, power and budget of the businesses (Interactive
Advertising Bureau [IAB], 2018: 5).
The number of internet users worldwide has reached 4.54 billion people
as of January 2020. This indicates that nearly 60% of the total global
population is internet users. The number of internet users has increased by
7% in one year based on a comparison with January 2019 data (We Are
Social, 2020). It seems inevitable that the number of internet users will
continue to increase in the coming years.
Internet advertising has brought in more revenue in 2017 in the United
States of America compared with each of the advertising media such as
radio, television, newspapers, magazines, etc. (IAB, 2018: 19). The total
internet advertising revenue in USA was about 58 billion dollars for the
half year of 2019. Accordingly, there was an increase of 16.9% in online
advertising revenue in comparison with the half year of 2018 (IAB, 2019:
3). It can be predicted that online advertising expenses will increase in
*
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favor of web advertisements at a higher rate than those of traditional media
advertisement expenses.
According to the 2020 global digital report, it has been determined that
an average internet user spends about 7 hours online a day using online
supported devices and services (We Are Social, 2020). A sophisticated
communication experience is now possible thanks to the internet which is
one of the most widely used means of communication in our day.
Individuals can instantaneously reach all kinds of information online; they
continue to spend more time online every day and establish online
communication.
It has been reported in a study that personality traits are consistent and
that a time interval is negatively related with the consistency of personality
traits (Roberts & DelVecchio, 2000: 3). Accordingly, personality traits
preserve their consistency despite the amount of time that has passed.
Therefore, personality can be used in consumer behavior analysis if a
strong relationship is determined between specific personality traits and
the product or brand preferences (Kotler, 2000: 170). The fact that internet
usage has increased to reach important levels thereby becoming an
important medium makes it an obligation for businesses to develop
advertising content by understanding the personality traits of consumers as
well as the factors that play a role in attitude and behaviors.
It was determined in studies carried out that online advertising
perceptions are effective on attitude and purchase intention (Bright &
Daugherty 2012; Cho et al., 2001; Ducoffe, 1996; Wang et al., 2009; Yang
et al., 2017) and personality traits are effective on the purchase intention
(Bosnjak et al., 2007; Temeloğlu, 2015; Tsao & Chang, 2010) and attitude
towards online advertising (Souiden et al., 2017). Despite these findings
and the rapid increase of online advertising in recent years, the number of
studies on identifiers in online shopping environments is very low (Hasan,
2016: 224). Hence, the present study emphasizes the current impacts of the
online advertising perceptions of consumers and the personality traits on
purchase intention thereby making a significant contribution to the related
literature. Developing an understanding of the impact of personality traits
and online advertising content on the purchase intention of consumers will
also influence online advertising strategies which will be perceived more
positively by consumers.
1. Online Advertising
The rapid popularization of the internet in daily life has resulted in the
differentiation of many routine behaviors and the changing of consumption
habits, the communication tools used, the message content as well as
communication media. On the other hand, it has also enabled businesses to
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contact consumers online and to convey their advertising messages to the
consumers online.
Banners, buttons, sponsorship, keywords, links, web sites, search
engines, social media, email, electronic billboards, video advertisements,
viral advertising, mobile advertising, and online advertising are considered
among advertisements carried out in online media (Tayfur & Yılmaz,
2018: 205-210). In addition to being a classical tool for advertisements, the
World Wide Web has become a medium which includes interactive
advertisements such as search advertisements, video advertisements, social
advertisements, user content, blogs, sponsorship, applications and widgets
starting from its emergence during the 1990s (Li, 2011: 13).
Online advertisements may increase the purchasing probabilities of
consumers by reminding them of the brand, encouraging brand relations
and affecting and changing the attitudes of consumers towards the brand.
Thus, the marketing power of the online environment as well as the
communication advantages of advertising have transformed the internet
into a new and strong advertising tool with a potential to create brands
(Briggs & Hollis, 1997: 44).
Ducoffe (1996: 21) assumed that the internet environment potentially
enables an increase in the value of advertisements, that it provides
important opportunities for understanding how online advertising may
support the process of meeting consumer demands since it is a newer
medium in comparison with the other more traditional media and that it is
possible for advertisers to receive positive responses that they expect. It
has been concluded in another study that advertisements and compensation
disclosures have different impacts on the perceptions of internet users with
different sensitivity to social impacts (Pelt et al., 2014: 9).
It is indicated that the best way for measuring the responses of
consumers to online advertising is the click rate since it is an easily
observable behavioral response and it shows interest in the advertised
brand. Moreover, there are also various other factors which may have an
impact on this response. The clicking of an online advertisement by a
consumer is similar to an indication of how many consumers visit a store
that sells a product advertised on television. That is why; online
advertisements should create awareness and form an image in order to
result in a behavioral reaction in consumers towards them (Briggs &
Hollis, 1997: 33-34). The ability of an advertisement to create awareness
and an image is related with the positive perceptions of the consumer
towards the advertisement content. Ducoffe (1996: 22) categorized the
perceptive predictors of consumers towards online advertisements as
informativeness, entertainment, irritation and advertising value.
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1.1. Informativeness
Advertisements provide sufficient knowledge to consumers on the
product and its characteristics. Consumers who acquire information on
products from advertisements and have no other sources of information
strive to purchase the product that will best meet their needs based on the
information provided in advertisements. Thus, advertisements enable the
pairing of products and consumers while also increasing the flexibility
towards the product (Grossman & Shapiro, 1984: 63).
Consumers are of the opinion that advertisements which inform
consumers on making highly satisfactory purchases are generally effective
(Ducoffe, 1996: 22). Since informative advertisements have positive
impacts on the pairing of consumers with products while also minimizing
product differentiation, it is desired that advertisements have an
informative content (Meurer & Stahl, 1994: 2).
1.2. Entertainment
“…Uses and gratifications research has demonstrated that the value of
entertainment lies in its ability to fulfill audience needs for escapism,
diversion, aesthetic enjoyment, or emotional release” (McQuail, 1983
cited by Ducoffe, 1996: 23). Entertainment, which is one of the precursors
of advertisement value, is the perception of an advertisement as nice or
pretty. Advertisements that are considered entertaining have a positive
impact on consumer behaviors (Martins et al., 2019: 379). Entertainment
services may increase customer loyalty by providing an added value.
Therefore, consumers perceive the message in a more positive manner
when it is entertaining which in turn affects their perceptions towards
advertisement value (Liu et al., 2012: 24).
1.3. Irritation
Consumers may find an advertisement irritating when there are
elements of insult or when excessively manipulative methods and
techniques have been used (Ducoffe, 1996: 23). Advertisement
effectiveness will decrease due to an increase in the level of irritation
(Aaker & Bruzzone, 1985: 47). Consumers will be disturbed if the
advertisement content is irritating and so it will not be possible for the
advertisement to convince the consumer (Shareef et al., 2019: 61).
1.4. Advertising Value
Advertisement value which has a narrower scope than advertisement
attitudes can be expressed as whether or not it meets the needs of the
consumers, or in other words a cognitive evaluation on whether or not the
advertisement gives consumers what they expect. From the perspective of
the advertiser, advertisement value is based on the impact of that
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advertisement on sales, while from the perspective of consumers it is based
on a satisfying suggestion for change which is accepted as meeting or
exceeding their expectations. Hence, advertisement value is indicated as a
personal and general evaluation of the advertisement from the consumer
perspective (Ducoffe, 1996: 22-24).
See-To and Ho (2014) carried out a study on creating value in social
network web sites in which it was indicated that the created value has an
impact on purchase intention. Purchase intention arising from the value
and benefit perceptions of consumers plays an important role for predicting
purchasing behavior (Chi et al., 2011: 3).
2. Personality Traits
Personality is defined as, “the durable characteristics of the individual,
for example, traits, values, attitudes, beliefs, needs, and dispositions”
(Gelso & Fassinger, 1992: 276). Personality is a mixture of long-term
motives, behaviors, emotions and thoughts that represent a reaction and
adaptation to people and events (Plotnik, 2009: 433). Personality is also
defined as frequently repeated behaviors specific to the individual which
set that individual apart from others (İslamoğlu & Altunışık, 2017: 154).
Trait theory and social cognitive theory focus on different aspects with
regard to personality. While social cognitive theory shapes the
development of personality by affecting the interpretation, organization
and application of knowledge under learning, cognitive-personal factors
and the interaction of behavior; trait theory carries out an analysis of
personality by way of measuring, defining and classifying personality
traits, differences and similarities (Plotnik, 2009: 457-462). Personality is
classified into superego, ego and id by psychodynamic theorists, whereas
trait psychologists classify it as extroversion, Machiavellianism and the
like (Mayer, 1998: 126).
Personality traits are real and important. Discussions indicating that
personality traits are relative, social structures and have minor relations
with behavior are now a thing of the past (Funder, 2009: 121). The fivefactor model of personality has especially become the primary model for
explaining and predicting behaviors in our day (McCreery et al., 2012:
977). The five-factor model (the Big Five) which is obtained consistently
from the acquired dataset puts forth the five traits of personality. These are
conscientiousness-carelessness,
neuroticism-emotional
stability,
openness-closedness, extraversion-introversion, and agreeablenessdisagreeableness (Mayer, 1998: 121). Interest in the five-factor model
especially increased from the 1980s with many studies putting forth the
strength of the five-factor model as a result of which it was observed that
the five factors received general approval (Digman, 1990: 421-422).
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Today, many psychologists have reached a consensus that the general
personality structure is comprised of the Big Five personality traits
(Shimotsukasa et al., 2019: 81). The universality of the personality traits
included in the five-factor personality model has been examined and it has
been observed that these personality traits are common to all groups of
individuals from different cultures save for some exceptions (McCrae &
Terracciano, 2005: 547). The personality dimensions included in the fivefactor model are expressed by the word OCEAN comprised of the initial
letters of each personality trait (Burger, 2016: 253; McCreery et al., 2012:
977).
2.1. Openness to Experience
The characteristics of this personality trait also known as intellect are a
strong imagination, curiosity and a tendency for research. The opposite
trait of being closed to experience is being tough and having a tendency for
tradition (McCrea & Costa, 2013: 16). Openness to experience is related
with the components of aesthetic engagement and intellectual stimulation.
While the aesthetic component directs individuals towards sensory and
artistic experiences, reason may have various impacts on creativity (Batey
& Hughes, 2017: 196). Hence, the tendency and skill for seeking,
understanding and using emotional and abstract knowledge are expressed
as openness to experience (Rustichini et al., 2016: 123). Those who are
open to experience enjoy new ideas. They want to see new places, taste
new food and reevaluate already existing values while staying away from
tradition with rich emotions and flexible behaviors (McCrae & Costa,
1997: 832).
2.2. Conscientiousness
This trait is also known as reliability, constraint or the desire to succeed.
Conscientious individuals are disciplined and have a goal. Laid back and
irresolute individuals with no ambition fall into the opposite category
(McCrea & Costa, 2013: 16). The ability and tendency to control behaviors
and urges for reaching goals and obeying rules reflect the
conscientiousness trait (Rustichini et al., 2016: 123). Therefore,
conscientiousness is related to controlling urges. Urges are not naturally
bad and it may even be necessary to act on urges under time limitations or
when it is required to make sudden decisions.Highly conscientious
individuals are very successful and they are considered to be reliable, smart
individuals while staying away from distress. However, they may tend to
be compulsive perfectionists and workaholic individuals. Moreover,
highly conscientious individuals may be considered boring, while on the
contrary, those who are not conscientious are criticized for their
unreliability and the fact that they do not obey the rules (Williamson, 2018:
136-137).
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2.3. Extraversion
Extraversion which encompasses liveliness, social self-esteem,
socialization and social courage can be considered as the tendency to carry
out social activities. As lively individuals are joyful when in public,
socialized individuals tend to make many friends and socially courageous
individuals tend to direct others around them (Ashton, 2013: 165-166).
That is why, extraversion indicates award sensitivity. When it is considered
that humane awards such as social belonging and status are factors with a
social content, extraversion is generally expressed within the social context
(Rustichini et al., 2016: 123). In short, extraverts are warm, social and
joyful individuals. Introvert individuals are just the opposite and tend to be
withdrawn, alone and somber (McCrea & Costa, 2013: 16).
2.4. Agreeableness
Agreeableness is identified as significant individual differences during
daily activities carried out in interaction. This trait includes being
thoughtful, sympathetic, polite and helpful (Graziano & Eisenberg, 1997:
815). Agreeableness shows the tendency for cooperation and altruism
which is expressed as a disinterested and selfless concern for the wellbeing of others (Rustichini et al., 2016: 123). Agreeableness indicates a
positive social and communal orientation towards others while it contains
compassion on the one end and hostility on the opposite end (Ng, 2015:
743). Thus, agreeable individuals are generous, honest and modest.
Contrary to this, those who are disagreeable tend to be arrogant, selfish and
aggressive (McCrea & Costa, 2013: 16).
2.5. Neuroticism
The neuroticism trait is a scale for adaptation to emotional instability.
This trait puts forth the tendency for psychological disorders, imaginary
thoughts, excessive urges, excessive desires and incompatibilities when
coping with negativities (Ng, 2015: 743). Characteristics such as sad and
scared which express the high end of the neuroticism trait of personality
are observed in patients diagnosed with neurosis. Whereas characteristics
such as calm and decisive define the opposite end of this trait (McCrea &
Costa, 2013: 16). Those with a high neuroticism trait level, experience
more negative emotions such as anxiety, depression, shame, guilt, anger,
etc., in comparison with those who are at lower levels. These individuals
perceive the world negatively and experience high levels of stress while
individuals at the opposite end with low levels of neuroticism are satisfied
and experience lower levels of stress (Watson, 2001: 10609).
It is suggested that personality and socioeconomic variables such as
income can be used for explaining the differences related to the preference
of a certain product and for predicting consumer selections (Boyce et al.,
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2019: 83). Bosnjak et al. (2007: 602-603) carried out a study for examining
the impacts of the personality traits of internet users on their online
purchases as a result of which it was concluded that the openness to
experiences trait has a positive impact on online purchase intention, while
the neuroticism and agreeableness traits have a negative impact. Tsao and
Chang (2010: 1808) carried out a study for evaluating the level at which
personality traits affect online purchasing behavior during which they
observed that the participant consumers have a tendency to be motivated
toward online shopping when they display high levels of neuroticism,
agreeableness or openness to experience traits. Temeloğlu (2015: 172-173)
carried out a study for examining whether there is a relationship between
the personality traits of consumers purchasing touristic products in which
a statistically significant relationship was observed between the personality
traits of domestic tourists staying at four and five star hotels and their
attitudes towards hotels in addition to observing a statistically significant
relationship between attitude and the intention to repurchase a holiday
from the same hotel. Souiden et al. (2017: 207) investigated how attitudes
toward advertising affect attitudes towards online advertising and the
mediating role of introversion and extraversion, which are among the
personality traits, and revealed that attitudes towards advertising have a
positive and significant effect on attitudes towards online advertising in
general. Moreover, it was also indicated that the introversion trait does not
have a moderate impact on the relationship between the two attitudes and
that extraversion controls this relationship. Whereas Odabaşı and Barış
(2019: 189) reported that personality is effective on whether an
advertisement is liked or not. In accordance with the related literature, the
following hypotheses were developed with regard to personality traits
while forming the framework of the present study:
H1: Personality traits have a statistically significant impact on purchase
intention.
H2: Personality traits have a statistically significant impact on
perceptions towards online advertisements.
3. Purchase Intention
Purchase intention can be defined as “the possibility that consumers
will plan or be willing to purchase a certain product or service in the
future” (Wu et al., 2011: 32). Purchase intention is one of the important
indicators which has an impact on the purchasing decision-making process.
Purchase intention, actually an online purchasing segmentation variable
used for expressing the possibility that consumers will purchase a product
while shopping, is a useful psychographic element (Isaksson & Xavier,
2009: 23-24).
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Purchasing probability increases when there is an increase in the
purchase intention of consumers. Positive brand participation will support
and encourage the purchasing behaviors of consumers in the case that
consumers already have a positive purchase intention (Martins et al., 2019:
379). That is why, purchase intention can be used as a criterion by
researchers for predicting consumer behavior (Wu et al., 2011: 32).
Cho et al. (2001: 45) carried out studies for examining the impacts of
being subject to banner advertisements in responses to online
advertisement such as advertisement perception, the click rate of
advertisements, attitude towards the advertisement, attitude towards the
brand and purchase intention. It was observed that being subject to high
levels of forced banner advertisements provides a positive attitude towards
the brand and high levels of purchase intention. Briggs and Hollis (1997:
44) put forth in their studies that online banner advertisements have a
positive impact on consumer perceptions while increasing consumer
loyalty in addition to being effective on generating a brand related
advertisement consciousness. On the other hand, Bright and Daugherty
(2012: 19) observed, based on the desire of consumers to control an
advertisement type, that online advertisement stimulants have an impact
on the consumer’s attitude towards advertisement content, the interaction
of consumers with online advertisements and the behavioral intention of
consumers. Schlosser et al. (1999: 34) carried out a study as a result of
which it was put forth that the attitudes of consumers towards internet
advertising are affected by the informativeness and benefit of
advertisements resulting in behavioral decisions to make a purchase. Wang
et al. (2009: 63) carried out a study as a result of which it was concluded
that the factors of informativeness and economy among perceptions
towards online advertisements have a positive impact on attitudes, while it
was also concluded that the value corruption factor has a negative impact.
Moreover, a statistically significant relationship was determined between
attitude and purchase intention. Wolin et al. (2002: 87) examined the
attitudes and behaviors towards online advertisements as a result of which
it was reported that the informativeness factor has a positive impact on
attitude and behavior, while the value corruption factor has a negative
impact. Also, while it was observed that the economy factor has no impact
on attitude and behavior, a positive relationship was observed between
attitude and behavior. Yang et al. (2017: 840) carried out a study examining
the factors that have an impact on the attitudes of consumers towards
advertisements as a result of which it was put forth that reliability, irritation
and entertainment have an impact on purchase intention and purchasing
behavior. Ünal et al. (2011: 361) carried out a study with an objective of
examining the attitudes of adult and young consumers towards mobile
advertisements as a result of which it was concluded that there is a positive
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relationship between the factors of informativeness, entertainment, and
reliability and the attitude towards mobile advertisements. The following
hypothesis was developed in the light of the literature findings summarized
above.
H3: Perceptions towards online advertisements have a statistically
significant impact on purchase intention.
4. Methodology
A consecutive three stage methodologic process was applied during the
implementation of the study. The details of the study were first determined
during the preparation stage; the questionnaire was prepared using the
already existing literature after which the population and sample group of
the study were determined. The questionnaire was applied during the
application stage of the study and the primary data were acquired. The
acquired data were analyzed and the findings and conclusions were put
forth during the final stage of the process.
4.1. Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to examine the impact of consumer’
online advertising perceptions on purchase intention as well as the impact
of personality traits on purchase intention and online advertising
perceptions. For this purpose, the present study will act as a guide for
businesses with regard to the factors that should be taken into consideration
when developing their online marketing strategies.
4.2. Study Model
The study is based on the causal research model. A theoretical model
was developed in the study based on the assumption that the online
advertising perceptions of consumers have an impact on their purchase
intention and that their personality traits have an impact on their purchase
intention and online advertising perceptions (Figure 1).
Personality Traits
Purchase Intention
Online Advertising
Perceptions

Figure 1. The model of the study
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4.3. Population and Sample Group
The population of the study was comprised of one state university staff
members. This state university is one of the newer universities in the
Marmara Region, which is the most developed region of Turkey.
According to the results of the 2018 “Household Information Technology
Use Report” by TUIK (Turkish Statistical Institute), internet access at
businesses (residences: 83.8%–businesses: 95.3%) and especially the rate
of computer use (residences: 59.6%–businesses: 97%) are quite high in
comparison with those of residences. In addition, members of a
professional occupation and technicians along with office workers are
ranked in the top three with an internet usage rate of 98.2% and a computer
use rate of 95.4% (TUIK, 2018). Hence, it was assumed that the university
academics and administrative staff may represent internet users.
The total number of staff at the state university where the research was
conducted is 868 people with 555 academics and 313 administrative staff
(Yalova Üniversitesi, n.d.). According to Sekeran (1992: 253), the
acceptable sample group size is 269 for a population of 900. Approval for
research and data acquisition was obtained from the university ethics
board. The data were acquired via the convenience sampling method with
the use of face-to-face questionnaires. A total of 278 questionnaires were
included in the analysis after eliminating the erroneous and incomplete
questionnaires from a total of 315 forms.
4.4. Data Acquisition Method and Scale
The questionnaire method was used for data acquisition. The
questionnaire was comprised of four sections. The first section has 21
expressions for measuring personality traits, the second section has 20
expressions for measuring perceptions towards online advertisements and
the third section has 9 expressions for measuring purchase intention. The
final section of the questionnaire has questions on the demographic
characteristics and internet usage of the participants.
In accordance with the purpose of the study, the questionnaire was
developed using scales, the validities and reliabilities of which have been
proven via scientific studies. The “Big Five” five-factor personality model
scale developed by Rammstedt and John (2005) was included in the first
section of the questionnaire so as to cover all variables of the study model
for measuring personality traits; the scale developed by Ducoffe (1996)
was utilized in the second section for measuring perceptions towards
online advertisements; and the scale developed by Duffett (2015) was used
in the third section for measuring purchase intention which is the
dependent variable of the study. The purchase intention scale prepared for
Facebook advertising was adapted to online advertising. All expressions in
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each of the scales were prepared as 5-point Likert type questions with
responses varying between “I do not agree at all = 1” and “I agree
completely = 5”.
5. Results
5.1. Descriptive Statistics
Of the participants included in the study sample group, 63.7% were
male and 36.3% were female with 56.5% being academic staff and 43.5%
administrative staff. 55.7% of the participants were aged between 30 and
39, 20.9% were between 40 and 49, 13.7% between 20 and 29 and 8.3%
between 50 and 59 with 1.4% aged 60 and above. Of the participants,
69.8% were married and 30.2% were single.
The daily internet usage times of the participants are provided in Table
1. As can be seen from the table, about one-third of the participants (29.1%)
use the internet 2 hours daily. This group is followed by those who use the
internet 4 hours a day on average with a ratio of 21.2%, 3 hours with a ratio
of 19.1% and 5 hours with a ratio of 17.6%, while the ratio of those who
use the internet for 1 hour or less per day was 13%.
Table 1. Daily Averages Usage Time of the Internet
Usage Time
1 hour and less
2 hours
3 hours
4 hours
5 hours and more
Total

Frequency
36
81
53
59
49
278

Percent (%)
13
29.1
19.1
21.2
17.6
100.0

Cumulative
Percentage (%)
13
42.1
61.2
82.4
100.0

More than half of the participants (57.6%) stated that they shopped
during the previous year after being influenced by online advertisements
(Table 2).
Table 2. Purchase Situations as Affected by Online Advertisements Per
Years
Purchase Situations
Never
1 year and less ago
2 years ago
3 years ago
4 years ago
5 years and before

Frequency
107
160
7
1
2
1

Percent (%)
38.4
57.6
2.5
.4
.7
.4
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Cumulative
Percentage (%)
38.4
96
98.5
98.9
99.6
100.0

Total

278

100.0

In addition, the participants were asked how many times they purchased
products or services based on online advertisements. It can be observed in
Table 3 that 29.4% of the participants who stated that they made a purchase
after being influenced by online advertisements shopped twice during the
previous year, 28.1% shopped once, 21.2% shopped five times or more,
17.5% shopped three times and 3.8% shopped four times.
Table 3. Purchase Situations of Products or Services Affected by Online
Advertisements in the Last One Year
In the Recent Year
Once
Twice
Thrice
Four time
Five times & more
Total

Frequency
45
47
28
6
34
160

Percent (%)
28.1
29.4
17.5
3.8
21.2
100.0

Cumulative
Percentage (%)
28.1
75.5
85.6
87.8
100.0

5.2. Scale Reliability
The questionnaire applied on the population was comprised of scale
expressions with previously developed and proven reliability and validity.
The reliabilities of the expressions in the scale were measured using the
Cronbach Alpha internal consistency coefficient. The scale is highly
reliable if the Cronbach Alpha coefficient is between 0.80 and 1 (Karagöz,
2016: 941). According to the research model, each scale was examined as
a single variable. All of the phrase items in the personality traits scale were
evaluated together and the phrase items that contain negative meaning
were reverse coded. Three negative phrase items in the purchase intention
scale were reverse coded. Internal consistency reliability tests for each of
the variables in the scale were determined via the Cronbach Alpha internal
consistency coefficient. The internal consistency reliabilities for each of
the variables in the scale are observed to be high with a Cronbach Alpha
coefficient of 0.838 for online advertising perceptions, 0.815 for
personality traits and 0.889 for purchase intention (Table 4). Therefore, it
can be indicated that the scale variables have a high level of reliability in
general.
Table 4.The Reliability of Scales Belonging to Study Model Variables
Variable No

Study Variables

1
2

Online Advertising Perceptions
Personality Traits
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Reliability Coefficient
(Cronbach’s Alpha)
0.838
0.815

3

Purchase Intention

0.889

Table 5 shows the averages for the online advertising perceptions,
personality traits and purchase intention variables developed within the
scope of the scale prepared in accordance with the study model along with
the mean and standard deviations of the expressions included in these
variables. As can be seen from the averages, the expression with the highest
average in the personality traits variable for the participants was “I see
myself as someone who is generally trusting” with (0.4821 ± 0.8584). The
expression, “Online advertisements make product information
immediately accessible” has the highest average (3.885 ± 1.0779) in the
online advertising perceptions variable. Whereas the expression with the
highest average (3.342 ± 1.0347) in the purchase intention which is the
dependent variable of the study was, “I am likely to buy some of the
products that are promoted with online advertisements” (Table 5).
Table 5. Mean and Standard Deviations of Phrase Items in the Study
Model
Online Advertising Perceptions
Online Advertising…
…is a good source of product information
…supplies relevant product information
…provides timely information
…is a good source of up-to-date product information
…makes product information immediately accessible
…is a convenient source of product information
…supplies complete product information
…is useful
…is valuable
…is important
…is entertaining
…is enjoyable
…is pleasing
…is fun to use
…is exciting
…insults people’s intelligence
…is annoying
...is irritating
…is deceptive
…is confusing
Personality Traits
I see myself as someone who...
...is outgoing, sociable
...generates a lot of enthusiasm
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Mean
3.001

Std. Dev.
1.0928

2.914
2.917
2.910
3.270
3.385
3.050
2.525
3.245
3.097
3.266
3.029
2.950
2.935
2.827
2.608
2.629
3.076
3.090
3.162
3.126
3.763

1.2016
1.0999
1.1693
1.1026
1.0779
1.1165
1.0430
1.0431
1.0203
1.0412
1.1010
1.0736
1.1027
1.1042
1.0515
1.1027
1.1199
1.1124
1.0743
1.0991
0.9814

3.824
3.349

1.0448
1.0599

...tends to be quiet *
...is reserved *
...is generally trusting
...tends to find fault with others *
...can be cold and aloof *
...is sometimes rude to others *
...does things efficiently
...does a thorough job
...makes plans and follows through with them
...tends to be lazy *
...gets nervous easily *
...worries a lot *
...is depressed, blue *
...is relaxed, handles stress well
...values artistic, aesthetic experiences
...is curious about many different things
...has an active imagination
...is ingenious, a deep thinker
...has few artistic interests *
Purchase Intention
I will buy products advertised as online in the near future
I desire to buy products that are promoted with online
advertisements
The online advertisements do not increase the purchase
intent of featured brands *
Online advertisements have a positive influence on my
purchase decisions
I would buy the products that are advertised online if I had
the money
I do not intend to acquire products that are promoted with
online advertisements *
I am likely to buy some of the products that are promoted
with online advertisements
I plan to purchase the products that are advertised online
Online advertisements have a negative influence on buying
decisions *

2.892
3.655
4.281
3.838
4.115
3.755
4.104
3.986
3.885
3.845
3.245
3.371
3.827
3.536
3.853
4.022
3.989
3.968
3.691
3.034
2.770
2.878

1.1755
1.1508
0.8584
1.0402
0.8630
1.0534
0.7058
0.8706
0.8376
0.9879
1.1947
1.1158
1.0642
1.0110
0.9518
0.8494
0.8560
0.8297
1.0905
1.1156
1.1670
1.1044

3.007

1.1432

3.129

1.1198

2.806

1.1705

3.115

1.1468

3.342

1.0347

2.921
3.338

1.0819
1.0718

* Reverse-score

5.3. Testing of the Hypotheses
The hypotheses created to examine the relationships between variables
in the study model were tested by regression analysis. Homoscedasticity
was not observed in the scatter plot, and the points in the residual plot graph
were observed to be dispersed normally and independently.
It is assumed in the study model that personality traits have a statistically
significant impact on purchase intention. Therefore, a univariate linear
regression analysis was carried out for examining the impacts of personality
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traits on purchase intention. According to the results of the regression
analysis, the regression model is statistically significant since the F-value is
4.473 in the Anova table and the p-value (significance level) is 0.035. Thus,
the H0 hypothesis was rejected. Accordingly, the H1: “Personality traits
have a statistically significant impact on purchase intention” hypothesis was
accepted since predicting purchase intention based on personality traits
variable was statistically significant. The t statistics results can be seen in
Table 6. It can be observed that personality traits explain purchase intention
at a low level (1.6%). In other words, it has low impact on purchase intention
(β = 0.126).
Table 6. The Relation Between Personality Traits and Purchase Intention
Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention
Independent Variables
Beta (β)
Personality Traits
0.126
R
R²
0.126
0.016

t
2.115
F
4.473

p (sig.)
0.035
p (sig.)
p≤ 0.035

It is assumed in the model that personality traits have a statistically
significant impact on perceptions towards online advertisements.
Univariate linear regression analysis was carried out for examining the
impacts of personality traits on perceptions towards online advertisements.
It was concluded as a result of the analysis that the regression model is not
statistically significant since the F-value was determined as 1.979 in the
Anova table and the p-value was determined as 0.161. In other words, the
H0 hypothesis was accepted. Accordingly, the H2 hypothesis was rejected
since no statistically significant relationship could be determined between
personality traits variable and online advertising perceptions variable.
It is assumed in the study that perceptions towards online
advertisements have a statistically significant impact on purchase
intention. For this purpose, univariate linear regression analysis was
carried out for examining the impacts of the perceptions towards online
advertisements on purchase intention. The regression model was observed
to be statistically significant as a result of the regression analysis since the
F-value was 181.185 in the Anova table and the p-value was 0.000.
Accordingly, the H0 hypothesis was rejected. Therefore, the H3:
“Perceptions towards online advertisements have a statistically significant
impact on purchase intention” hypothesis was accepted since there was a
statistically significant relationship between online advertising perceptions
variable and predicting purchase intention. The t statistics results are
presented in Table 7. It can be observed that online advertising perceptions
variable explains purchase intention (39.6%). The online advertising
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perceptions variable has the important impact (β = 0.630) on purchase
intention.
Table 7. The Relation Between Online Advertising Perceptions and
Purchase Intention
Dependent Variable: Purchase Intention
Independent Variables
Beta (β)
Online Advertising Perceptions
0.630
R
R²
0.630
0.396

t
13.461
F
181.185

p (sig.)
0.000
p (sig.)
p≤ 0.000

6. Conclusion
The study was carried out to examine the impacts of online advertising
perceptions on purchase intention and the impacts of personality traits on
purchase intention and online advertising perceptions; in addition an
evaluation was carried out with regard to the purchase decision-making
process of the consumer. As a result of the study, it was determined that
consumers are online for an average of several hours during the day and
that they shop online. When this result was evaluated, it was observed in
general that the importance of online advertisements has increased and
continues to increase for businesses that want to convey their messages to
consumers when it is taken into consideration that consumers who use the
internet every day as an indispensable part of their lives are faced with
online advertisements continuously.
It can be put forth as a result of the study that the relationship between
purchase intention and online advertising perceptions variable is
statistically significant; which in other words means that the perceptions
towards online advertisements can be used for predicting the purchase
intention. This result of this study indicating that online advertising
perceptions have a statistically significant impact on purchase intention is
consistent with the findings of studies by Bright and Daugherty (2012),
Cho et al. (2001), Ducoffe (1996), Wang et al. (2009) and Yang et al.
(2017).
Based on this result, businesses should take into consideration the
informativeness, entertainment and advertisement value criteria for online
advertisements while generating the advertisement content, evaluate the
needs and expectations of the target consumer population and thereby
develop strategies, policies and tactics for improving and enhancing the
content, attractiveness and effectiveness of their advertisements. They
should also refrain from messages that may be considered as irritating and
increase the effectiveness of their advertisements.
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Moreover, the relationship between perceptions towards online
advertisements and personality traits which can have an impact on
purchase intention resulting in purchasing behavior was also examined in
this study. Even though it was understood as a result of the study, that
personality traits do not have a statistically significant contribution to the
model for predicting online advertising perceptions variable, it can be
indicated that there is a statistically significant low relationship between
the purchase intention and personality traits or in other words that the
personality traits variable has a statistically significant, low impact on the
purchase intention. This result of the study indicating that personality traits
have a statistically significant impact on purchase intention is consistent
with the findings of studies by Bosnjak et al. (2007), Temeloğlu (2015) and
Tsao ve Chang (2010). Accordingly, businesses can reach consumers with
different personality traits that make up their target population by
developing marketing communications mix based on the personality
differences of consumers.
In conclusion, businesses should take into consideration the important
impact of online advertisements on purchase intention and provide online
advertisements that will meet the expectations of consumers with different
personality traits by carrying out online behavior analyses thereby ensuring
that consumers with different personality traits develop more positive
purchase intentions.
6.1. Limitations of the Study
Even though findings on the impacts of perceptions towards online
advertisement on purchase intention and the impacts of personality traits
on purchase intention have been acquired as a result of the study, it is a
limitation of the study that different factors which may have an impact on
purchase intention have not been examined. In addition, another limitation
of the study is that it encompasses only academic and administrative staff
and that it has been carried out in a single university. Thus, new studies
should be carried out in order to generalize the results.
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IS ORGANIZATIONAL CITIZENSHIP BEHAVIOR AFFECTED
BY POLITICAL SKILL?
A QUANTITATIVE STUDY IN PUBLIC BANKS
Erdal Alga
INTRODUCTION
Organizations are structures created by people to achieve certain
common goals (Akdur, 2003: 2; Karakoç, 1991: 12; Aydın, 1986: 5; Aydın,
1984: 14). People have common goals corresponding to organizational goals
in organizations, as well as individual goals. These individual goals can
sometimes conflict with organizational goals and individual goals of
others. In the event that individual goals and organizational goals
contradict, goals must be harmonized without deviating from
organizational goals and without ignoring individual goals of people. In
case individual goals differ and contradict on the basis of individuals,
ensuring that each individual meets individual goals of other individuals
and reconciles with minimum commons, without deviating from
organizational goals. In addition, organization must provide equal
opportunities to each individual by opening up space for them to achieve
individual goals related to organization. It is people, especially managers,
carrying out activities within organization to eliminate these contradictions
regarding goals and harmonize them. The Instrument that managers and
employees in organization will need in this process is communication in
the most general sense, social skill when specialized to some extent, and
political skill when determined within the framework of organization.
When goals of organizations are analyzed in general, efficiency,
effectiveness, profitability, growth and quality are organizational goals
coming to mind first. As long as employees can contribute to these goals
of organization, their presence in the organization becomes meaningful and
permanent. An employee ignoring organizational goals and concentrating
only on his or her individual goals can’t be expected to promote and even
can’t continue to work in organization. Therefore, even employees
focusing a lot on their individual goals should show that they seem to care
and contribute to organizational goals at least. Thus, even if he/she is not
sincere in the real sense, the effort to appear sincere, one dimension of
political skill, has somehow been brought to the agenda.
It is imperative for employees to cooperate in order to achieve
organizational goals. One, and perhaps the most important one of individual goals
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of employees expected to cooperate is career progression. While employees
who want to progress in their careers have to cooperate for organizational
purposes, they have to compete with each other for scarce upper positions
in organizations. Competitive and conflicting individual interests
inevitably turn organizations into a field of struggle, and hence
organizations spontaneously become a political area. In order to exist in
political area and to win struggle, perhaps at least not to be loser of struggle,
employees must exhibit political behavior and have political skill. Zaleznik
(1971: 52) stated that every organization is a political structure, while Oruç
and Özen Kutanis (2015: 37) pointed out that organizations gained a
political structure identity as complexity and uncertainties increased.
Mintzberg (1985: 133) stated that in this political area, political skill
together with conflict are important factors transforming organizations into
political arena. Another important concept turning organizations into a
political arena or structure is power relations taking place within
organizations. Employees of organizations sometimes try to obtain and use
power to achieve organizational goals, individual goals and different
combinations of both, and to be closer to power when they do not have the
ability to obtain it. The skill that employees use to gain or be close to power
are political skill. Networking ability, interpersonal influence, social
astuteness and apparent sincerity, dimensions of Political Skill Inventory,
are used by employees in organizations.
In addition to written rules and duties of organization, organizational
citizenship behavior is to exhibit an extra set of behaviors helping
organization achieve its goals. There is a general acceptance that these
behaviors should be displayed on voluntary basis. These behaviors,
whether voluntary or involuntary, are those indirectly contributing to
organization's efficiency, effectiveness, profitability, growth and
achievement of its quality goals. There are studies Herawati and Sulastri
(2019), Chelagat and Korir (2017), Khodabandeh and Ardabili (2015), Li
and Kong (2015) showing that organizational citizenship behaviors are
related to political skill, which is competency to affect others within
organization. However, these studies have been carried out abroad and are
limited in number. Limited number of studies abroad examining
relationship between organizational citizenship behavior and political skill
with their absence in Turkish organizational literature indicate that there is
a clear gap in organizational literature. Primary purpose of this study is to
respond to this gap. Another aim of the study is to reveal relationships
between political skill and its dimensions, and organizational citizenship
behavior and its dimensions. In order to achieve these goals, banking sector
having intense human relations and high working tempo, has been
determined as study field. The reason why state banks are chosen as study
field is the expectation that political skill and organizational citizenship
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behavior can be exhibited in this field due to the concept of dignity that
may be attributed by public employees.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Political Skill
Foundations of political skill concept started to be laid by studies of
researchers such as Mayes and Allen (1977), Pfeffer (1981) and Mintzberg
(1985), who talked about existence of political space in organizations
(Özdemir & Gören, 2016: 334). These researchers focused on definition of
political behavior, political intention and political skill and their relations
with each other. Mintzberg (1983), focusing on political intention and
political behavior, stated that in order for individuals to be effective and
successful in the organization, they should have political intentions and
political behaviors in line with this political intentions (Akçakanat &
Uzunbacak, 2017: 790). Treadway and his colleagues introduced the first
model in 2000s that included political intentions, political skill and
political behaviors (Atay, 2009: 893).
Political behavior is the activities of employees not depending on their
organizational roles in which they try to influence distribution of
advantages and disadvantages within organizations (Farrell and Petersen,
1982: 405). In organizations, individuals or groups display political
behaviors to achieve resources and personal interests (Vigoda, 2000: 327).
Political behavior generally occurs when goals are inconsistent, resources
are scarce, and goals, decision processes, performance criteria and rewards
are uncertain (Evans & Qureshi, 2013: 36). Mintzberg (1983) defined
political skill as introducing necessary energy for political purposes (Atay,
2010: 66). Political skill is defined as “the ability of an employee to
influence other employees by using their knowledge about them to act for
his/her own and organization's goals” (Ferris et al., 2005: 127). Political skill is
one of two premises of political behavior along with political intention
(Atay, 2009: 892-893).
Political skill is not explicit behavior, but rather unnoticed behavior
(Ferris et al., 2005: 127). People with political skill have a high ability to
persuade, manipulate, negotiate and seem sincere. People with a high
political skill have the ability to analyze both themselves and other people
in organization well (Cingöz, 2013: 155). Another characteristic of people
with high political skill is that they can be flexible in different situations
and against different people (Akçanakat & Uzunbacak, 2017: 791). These
characteristics include wide range of relationship networks of these people,
and this may cause them to get reward such as promotion and wage
increases more easily (Cingöz, 2013: 173).
It is stated that political skill can be acquired through education and
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socialization (Perrewe & Nelson, 2004: 374) and developed with counseling
and couching although it is a congenital feature of individuals (Atay, 2010:
68). However, study of Hartley and his colleagues (2007: 8) shows that
political skill mostly develops as a result of lessons learned from mistakes
and crises experienced at work.
Although political skill is one of social skills, it differs from other social
skills in terms of its emergence in the field of organization (Ferris et al.,
2000: 31). Political skill plays an important role in organization's efficiency
and effectiveness, and employees' success and career goals. The fact that
concepts such as changing environment, flexible organizational structures
and teamwork’s gaining weight in today's world of organizations has made
political skill even more important.
Political skill is a type of skill that interpersonal communication is
central. Communication does not have to be face-to-face communication.
The intensive use of communication technologies in doing business in
organizations has increased necessity and importance of political skill on
telephone or online communication. (Ferris et al., 2000: 31)
Political skill consists of four basic dimensions: social astuteness,
interpersonal influence, networking ability and apparent sincerity
(Özdemir & Gören, 2016: 335). Employees with high social astuteness are
also capable of observing others and adapting to social environments.
These people assess social environments and interpersonal relations very
well. Their reasoning skills and personal awareness are high (Atay, 2010:
67). People with social astuteness are sensitive to others and intelligent in
their relations with them (Ferris et al., 2007: 292). Employees with high
interpersonal influence are competent to direct others and their behavior in
a certain direction. People with network ability can easily make new
friends and establish internal coalitions for these purposes. Apparent
sincerity is of great importance in mobilizing others in a certain direction.
People suspected of intimacy lose power to influence others.
Organizational Citizenship Behavior
Organizational citizenship behavior is the behavior providing
psychological and social contributions to working environment of
organization other than technical efforts directly related to work (Blakey et
al., 2005: 259). Organizational citizenship behavior is “the behavior that will
support social and psychological environment ensuring task performance”
(Organ, 1997: 95). Unlike many definitions of organizational citizenship
behavior made before, this definition of Organ has placed limits of
organizational citizenship behavior in a more specific framework by not
including expressions such as “voluntary and excluded from official reward
system” (Podsakoff et al., 2009: 122).
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Organizational citizenship behavior has also been denominated as
overproductive behaviors, social organizational behavior, organizational
spontaneity behavior, civil organizational behavior, prosocial behavior and
contextual performance in different studies (Oplatka, 2011: 224; Mayfield
& Taber, 2010: 742; Wagner & Rush, 2000; Somech & Drach-Zahavy,
2004; Finkelstein & Penner, 2004; Goodman & Svyantek, 1999 cited by
Sezgin, 2005: 318).
While personal desire, voluntary effort and sincere behavior are
determining factors in organizational citizenship behavior; job and job
descriptions, determined roles, official job performance and external
reward expectation are non-explanatory elements in expressing
organizational citizenship behavior (Sezgin, 2005: 318-320). In order to
talk about existence of organizational citizenship behavior, job and job
descriptions, determined roles and formal task performance must be
fulfilled and an extra voluntary and sincere contribution must be made to
organization. In other words, it is not possible to call an employee behavior
that does not fulfill requirements of job and job descriptions, determined
roles and formal job performance as organizational citizenship behavior
due to not being sincere. It is not also considered as organizational
citizenship behavior that employees do the works overtime hours that they
have to do during normal working hours. Therefore, although the behaviors
required by job and job descriptions, determined role and formal task
performance are not organizational citizenship behavior, they are
prerequisite for organizational citizenship behavior. In the event that such
behaviors are exhibited, if there are extra contributions to organization,
existence of organizational citizenship behavior can be mentioned; If there
is no extra contribution to organization, it is not possible to talk about
existence of organizational citizenship behavior. In absence of such
behavior, existence of extra behavior does not mean that of organizational
citizenship behavior.
Organizational citizenship behavior has nothing to do with the
expectation of external reward, and sanctions are not applied when not
done. Because organizational citizenship behavior is not a part of official
reward system (Karaaslan et al., 2009: 138-139; Gürbüz, 2007: 7; Sezgin,
2005: 320; Organ, 1990: 46). However, managers of organization can
reward organizational citizenship behavior with various rewards such as
supplement or promotion. Sometimes, these rewards can be giving more
financial resources than the rewards in official reward system, since
voluntary performance of employees within the framework of
organizational citizenship behavior is considered as more valuable by
managers (MacKenzie et al., 1991; Padsakoff & MacKenzie, 1994 quoted
Gürbüz et al., 2014: 5). This rewarding does not harm feature of its being
organizational citizenship behavior. As a matter of fact, this reward is not
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a mandatory one defined in official reward system.
It is possible to classify organizational citizenship behavior under two
main titles as organizational citizenship behavior towards individual and
organizational citizenship behavior towards organization (Williams &
Anderson, 1991: 601-602). While helping others lies at the core of
organizational citizenship behaviors towards individual, presenting
possible ideas to contribute to the development and progress of
organization lie at the core of organizational citizenship behaviors towards
organization (Finkelstein, 2006: 604).
It is stated in organizational literature that there are over thirty types of
organizational citizenship behavior (Podsakoff et al., 2000: 516).
Classification generally accepted in terms of organizational citizenship
behavior is five-dimensional one made by Organ (Güçel, 2013: 176).
According to this classification, dimensions of organizational citizenship
behavior are courtesy, sportsmanship, altruism, conscientiousness and
civic virtue. Courtesy is the behavior of informing other people who are
likely to be affected by the activity carried out in organization (Schaneke &
Dumler, 1993: 352-353). Sportsmanship means not to complain and be
tolerant when faced with troubling events and situations (Çınar Altıntaş, 2006:
85). Altruism means that employees of an organization help other in it to do
their duties and solve their problems without waiting nothing from them
(Podsakoff et al., 2000: 517; Bolino, 1999: 83; Deluga, 1994: 316).
Conscientiousness includes sensitivity in subjects such as voluntary work
exceeding official working time (Organ, 1988: 4), attendance to work,
regular work, punctuality and apt use of rest times. Civic virtue is to
participate actively in management of organization and to monitor
opportunities and threats around organization (Bitmiş et al., 2014: 6).
PURPOSE OF STUDY
Having examined relevant literature, studies investigating relationship
between political skill and organizational citizenship behavior were limited
in number abroad and there are no such studies in Turkey. Although these
limited number of studies abroad reveal relationship between the two
variables, they didn’t examine relationships between dimensions of these
two variables. For this reason, in this study based on opinions of
employees, relationship between political skill and its dimensions, and
organizational citizenship behavior and its dimensions were examined. In
this context, answers to following questions were sought in the study.
1) What are opinions of participants regarding their political skill and
its dimensions, and organizational citizenship behavior and its
dimensions?
2) Are there significant relationship between political skill and its
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dimensions, and organizational citizenship behavior and its
dimensions?
3) Do political skill and its dimensions affect organizational
citizenship behavior and its dimensions? If so, to what extent do
they affect?
HYPOTHESES OF STUDY
Within the scope of the study, following hypotheses were determined
and it was aimed to examine relationships between political skill and its
dimensions, and organizational citizenship behavior and its dimensions.
For this purpose, following hypotheses have been developed:
H1: There is a positive relationship between employees' political skill
and their organizational citizenship behavior.
H2: There is a positive relationship between employees' networking
ability and their organizational citizenship behavior.
H3: There is a positive relationship between employees' interpersonal
influence and their organizational citizenship behavior.
H4: There is a positive relationship between employees' social
astuteness and their organizational citizenship behavior.
H5: There is a positive relationship between employees' apparent
sincerity and their organizational citizenship behavior.
H6: There is a positive relationship between employees' political skill
and their courtesy.
H7: There is a positive relationship between employees' networking
ability and their courtesy.
H8: There is a positive relationship between employees' interpersonal
influence and their courtesy.
H9: There is a positive relationship between employees' social
astuteness and their courtesy.
H10: There is a positive relationship between employees' apparent
sincerity and their courtesy.
H11: There is a positive relationship between employees’ political skill
and their sportsmanship.
H12: There is a positive correlation between employees' networking
ability and their sportsmanship.
H13: There is a positive correlation between employees' interpersonal
influence and their sportsmanship.
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H14: There is a positive relationship between employees' social
astuteness and their sportsmanship.
H15: There is a positive relationship between employees' apparent
sincerity and their sportsmanship.
H16: There is a positive relationship between employees' political skill
and their altruism.
H17: There is a positive relationship between employees' networking
ability and their altruism.
H18: There is a positive correlation between employees' interpersonal
influence and their altruism.
H19: There is a positive correlation between employees' social
astuteness and their altruism.
H20: There is a positive relationship between employees' apparent
sincerity and their altruism.
H21: There is a positive relationship between employees' political skill
and their conscientiousness.
H22: There is a positive relationship between employees' networking
ability and their conscientiousness.
H23: There is a positive relationship between employees' interpersonal
influence and their conscientiousness.
H24: There is a positive relationship between employees' social
astuteness and their conscientiousness.
H25: There is a positive relationship between employees' apparent
sincerity and their conscientiousness.
H26: There is a positive relationship between employees' political skill
and their civic virtue.
H27: There is a positive relationship between employees' networking
ability and their civic virtue.
H28: There is a positive relationship between employees' interpersonal
influence and their civic virtue.
H29: There is a positive relationship between employees’ social
astuteness of and their civic virtue.
H30: There is a positive relationship between employees' apparent
sincerity and their civic virtue.
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METHOD
This study is designed according to screening model, which aims to
explain whether employees’ political skill affects their organizational
citizenship behavior, and if so, to what extent it affects. In this context,
study data was analyzed with quantitative approach using SPSS and
AMOS package programs.
Working Group
This study was conducted with voluntary participation of 732
employees working in public bank branches in Aydin, Ankara, Denizli,
Diyarbakir, Elazig, İstanbul, Izmir and Istanbul provinces in January 2018,
January, February, March, April and May 2018.
Table 1. Demographic Features of the Participants
Gender
Marital Status
Age

Education
Status
Work
Experience

n
307
425
489
243
31
190
226
124
161
96
585
51
176
271
137
148

Female
Male
Married
Single
26 and below
27-31
32-36
37-41
42 and above
High School and
below
Associate
and
License
Postgraduate
1-5 Year
6-10 Year
11-15 Year
16 Year and above

%
41.94
58.06
66.80
33.20
4.24
25.96
30.87
16.94
21.99
13.11
79.92
6.97
24.04
37.02
18.72
20.22

The participants are between ages of 18-61, and mean of their age is
35.46. As seen in Table 1, 307 (41.94%) of participants are female and 425
(58.06%) are male. 489 (66.80%) of the participants are married, 243
(33.20%) of them are single. 96 (13.11%) of the participants are graduated
from high school and below degrees, 585 (79.92%) of them are graduated
from associate degree and undergraduate and 51 (6.97%) of them are
postgraduates. 176 (24.04%) of the participants own 1-5 years, 271
(37.02%) own 6-10 years, 137(18.72%) own 11-15 years and 148
(20.22%) own 16 years and over work experience.
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Data Collection Tools
Political Skill Inventory
Political Skill Inventory (PSI) developed by Ferris and his colleagues
(2005) was used to determine the political skill levels of participants. PSI,
a seven-point Likert scale, consists of four different dimensions, namely
networking ability (6 items), interpersonal influence (4 items), social
astuteness (5 items), apparent sincerity (3 items) and 18 items. The
adaptation of the PSI to Turkish was done by Özdemir and Gören (2016)
based on the opinions of 325 participants. Getting high scores from the
scale indicates high level of political skill; low scores indicate low level of
political skill. In the original work of PSI, Cronbach alpha values were
calculated as .90 for political skill, .87 for networking ability, .78 for
interpersonal influence, .79 for social astuteness and .81 for apparent
sincerity. In the study of Özdemir and Gören (2016), LISREL was
compatible with the original version of the scale's four-factor structure and
items with confirmatory factor analysis with 8.8 version [X2=447.97;
SD=126; X2/Sd=3.5; AGFI=.82; GFI=.87; NFI=96; CFI=.97; IFI=.97;
RMR=.18; RMSEA=.08] and PBI's Cronbach alpha value was found to be
0.94. With the confirmatory factor analysis, the 4-dimensional and 18-item
structure of the scale was confirmed.
In this study, Cronbach alpha values of PSI were found to be .91, .83,
.75, .74 and .75 respectively, of networking ability, interpersonal influence,
social astuteness and apparent sincerity. KMO and Bartlett Test were
applied to the data to determine the suitability of PSI for factor analysis.
The KMO value was 0.866, and the sample size was sufficient for factor
analysis, and the Bartlett Test value (947,525, p <0.001) was found to be
significant. The variance rate announced by PSI is 64.83%. The variances
explained by PSI's networking ability, interpersonal influence, social
astuteness and apparent sincerity are 17.43%, 14.92%, 19.18% and 13.30%
respectively. According to dimensions of the scale, factor loads are .69-.87
for networking ability, .71-.82 for interpersonal influence, .76-.84 for
social astuteness and .63-0.79 for apparent sincerity. Confirmatory factor
analysis performed after explanatory factor analysis showed that fit index
of the model (χ2/df=3.284, GFI=.846, CFI=.872, NFI=.833,
RMSEA=.079) were found to meet compliance criteria. Confirmatory
factor analysis revealed parallel results with Özdemir and Gören's study
(2016) in terms of dimensions and items of the scale.
Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale
For the measurement of the level of organizational citizenship behavior,
Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale, which was developed by
Podsakoff et al. (1990) based on five dimensions of Organ (1988), and
adapted to Turkish by Bitmiş and his colleagues (2014), was used.
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Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale (OCBS), a five-point Likert
scale, consists of 21 items and 5 dimensions-courtesy (5 items), sportsmanship
(5 items), altruism (4 items), conscientiousness (4 items) and civic virtue
(3 items). Getting high scores from the scale indicates high level of
organizational citizenship behavior; low scores indicate low level of
organizational citizenship behavior. The overall reliability coefficient of
the scale is 0.88 Cronbach alpha; Cronbach Alpha value of the dimensions
of Organizational Citizenship Behavior Scale is .82, .82, 85, .76 and .75
for courtesy, sportsmanship, altruism, conscientiousness and civic virtue
respectively. Based on the five-factor structure of the scale based on
calculated and standardized estimation results of the scale, based on the
confirmatory factor analysis conducted in the study of Bitmiş and his
colleagues (2014), fit indices of the model (χ2/df = 2.319, GFI=.92, CFI=.93,
RMSEA= .05, AIC= 519.72) were found to meet the compliance criteria
(Bitmiş et al., 2014: 11). With the confirmatory factor analysis,
5-dimensional and 21-item structure of the scale was confirmed.
In this study, Cronbach alpha values of OCBS were found to be .90,
.76, .79, .72, .70 and .77, respectively. KMO and Bartlett Tests were
applied to the data in order to determine suitability of OCBS for factor
analysis. KMO value was 0.823, and sample size was sufficient for factor
analysis and Bartlett Test value (1102.038, p <0.001) was found to be
significant. The variance rate announced by OCBS is 61.46%. The
variances explained by the courtesy, altruism, sportsmanship,
conscientiousness and civic virtue dimensions of the OCBS are 14.29%,
13.65%, 11.57%, 12.01% and 9.94% respectively. According to the
dimensions of the scale, it was determined that factor loads were .77-.85,
.73-.82, .70-.88, .67-.77, .74-.89 for courtesy, altruism, sportsmanship,
conscientiousness and civic virtue respectively. Confirmatory factor
analysis performed after explanatory factor analysis calculated fit index of
model determined to be statistically significant according to calculated and
standardized estimation results (χ2/df=2.831, GFI=.892, CFI=.916,
NFI=.869, RMSEA=.066) have been found to meet fit criteria (Balkan
Akan and Oran, 2017: 81). Confirmatory factor analysis made showed results
in parallel with the study of Bitmiş and his colleagues (2014) in terms of
dimensions and items of the scale.
Data Analysis and Transactions
Filling of data collection tools by employees is provided online or in
paper. The study data were collected in 2018 and in January, February,
March, April and May. Employees voluntarily participated in the study.
The data collection tool took approximately 10 minutes to complete. In the
research, the data collected from the participants were analyzed with linear
regression and hierarchical multiple regression techniques as well as
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descriptive statistics such as mean, standard deviation and percentage
value. Before the analysis of the data, extreme value and lost data analyzes
were made and the problems found were resolved. In order to determine the
suitability of the data for multivariate analysis, normality and coexistence
analyzes were also performed. In scatter diagram, it was determined that
the research variables showed an ellipse-like distribution. Based on this
data, it was seen that the data set showed normal distribution and had
linearity features. In order to examine covariance, variance-covariance
matrices were used. In the tests performed, the result of the Box M test was
not significant (p>.025). This result was interpreted as the variancecovariance matrices are not homogeneous. In this context, it was observed
that the study data were suitable for multivariate analysis.
FINDINGS
Descriptive Statistics of Variables
Means and standard deviations of the political skill and organizational
citizenship behavior of the participants are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Political Skill and OCB
Mean
1-Political Skill
2-OCB
3-Networking Ability
4-Interpersonal Influence
5-Social Astuteness
6-Apparent Sincerity
7-Courtesy
8-Sportsmanship
9-Altruism
10-Conscientiousness
11-Civic Virtue

5.12
3.83
5.02
5.16
5.20
5.11
3.87
3.84
3.72
3.84
3.91

Standart Deviation
0.73
0.63
0.87
0.93
0.81
0.96
0.76
0.73
0.89
0.75
0.97

As can be seen in Table 2, the participants’ mean of political skill is 5.12
(SD=.73) and that of organizational citizenship behavior is 3.83 (SD=.63).
Mean of dimensions of political skill and organizational citizenship
behavior are as follows: network ability 5.02 (SD =.87), interpersonal
influence 5.16 (SD=.93), social astuteness 5.20 (SD=.81), apparent
sincerity 5.11 (SD=.96), courtesy 3.87 (SD=.76), altruism 3.72 (SD=.89),
sportsmanship 3.84 (SD=.73), conscientiousness 3.84 (SD=.75) and civic
virtue 3.91 (SD=.97). Accordingly, level of political skill and
organizational citizenship behavior of participants and dimensions of both
variables are quite high.
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Power of Political Skill to Predict Organizational Citizenship
Behavior and Its Dimensions
The relationship between dependent variables-organizational
citizenship behavior, courtesy, altruism, sportsmanship, conscientiousness
and civic virtue- and independent variable-political skill- was tested by
linear regression analysis (Table 3). The models that political skill
predicted organizational citizenship behavior (Model 1), courtesy (Model
2), sportsmanship (Model 3), altruism (Model 4), conscientiousness
(Model 5) and civic virtue (Model 6) were found statistically significant.
According to analysis, determination coefficient of Model 1 is R²=.395 and
39.5% of organizational citizenship behavior; determination coefficient of
Model 2 is R²=.288 and 28.8% of courtesy; determination coefficient of
Model 3 is R²=.292 and 29.2% of sportsmanship; determination coefficient
of Model 4 is R²=.184, and 18.4% of altruism; determination coefficient of
Model 5 is R²=.277 and 27.7% of conscientiousness; determination
coefficient of Model 6 is R²=.173 and 17.3% of civic virtue is explained by
political skill, independent variable in the models. According to results of
the regression analysis, a one-unit increase in political skill results in an
increase of .63 unit in organizational citizenship behavior; .54 unit in
courtesy; .54 unit in sportsmanship; .43 unit in altruism; .53 unit in
conscientiousness and .52 unit in civic virtue. According to this; H1, H6,
H11, H16, H21 and H26 hypotheses were accepted.
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Table 3. Results on Power of Political Skill to Predict OCB and Its Dimensions
Model
Model 1

Variables

B

Sd

(OCB)

2.584

0.308

Political Skill

0.543

0.060

(Courtesy)

2.583

0.400

β

t

0.555

0.078

(Sportsmanship)

2.592

0.388

Model 3
Political Skill

0.543

0.075

(Altruism)

2.540

0.172

Model 4
Political Skill

0.521

0.044

(Conscientious.)

2.592

0.401

Model 5

Model 6

Political Skill

0.542

0.078

(Civic Virtue)

2.642

0.555

Political Skill

0.554

0.107

R2

F

8.384
0.628

9.099

0.536

7.160

0.628

0.395

82.790

0.536

0.288

51.261

0.540

0.292

52.277

7.230

0.429

0.184

28.715

5.359

0.527

0.277

48.773

6.984

0.416

0.173

26.622

-2.379
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0.000
0.000

18.883
0.416

0.000
0.000

6.459
0.527

0.000
0.000

5.054
0.429

0.000
0.000

6.686
0.540

p
0.000

6.449

Model 2
Political Skill

R

0.000
0.000
0.000

Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict Organizational
Citizenship Behavior
Hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to determine to
what extent employees' political skill explain their organizational
citizenship behavior. In the first, second, third and fourth steps of the
model, four dimensions of political skill (interpersonal influence,
networking ability, social astuteness and apparent sincerity) were entered
sequentially as the main predictor. The results are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Results on Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict OCB
Organizational Citizenship Behavior (OCB)
Predictive
Varaibles

Model 7

Model 8

Model 9

Model 10

β

t

β

t

β

t

β

t

.578

7.980*

.389

4.169*

.273

2.528**

.261

2.390**

.286

3.066*

.241

2.552**

.229

2.371**

.208

2.078**

.197

1.943*

.055

.666

Model 7
Networking
Ability
Model 8
Interpersonal
Influence
Model 9
Social
Astuteness
Model 10
Apparent
Sincerity
R2
R2
F

Change

.334

.380

.401

.403

.334

.046

.021

.002

63.683*

38.646*

27.881*

20.929*

*p<.01, ** p<0.05

As can be seen in Table 4, interpersonal influence is a significant
predictor of organizational citizenship behavior and explains 33.4% of
variability in organizational citizenship behavior alone (R²=.334,
F=63,683, p<.01). Standardized regression coefficient of the model also
supports this result (β=.578, p<.01). In Model 8, in which networking
ability and interpersonal influence variables are tested together whether
they are significant predictors of organizational citizenship behavior, 38%
of variability in organizational citizenship behavior is explained by these
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two variables (R2=.380, F=38.646, p<.01). Therefore, it was observed that
networking ability in Model 8 contributed 4.6% to explanation of
organizational citizenship behavior. When standardized regression
coefficient value of Model 8 is examined, it is seen that both variables are
significant predictors of organizational citizenship behavior (β=.29, p<.01).
When the results of Model 9, in which social astuteness was added to
networking ability and interpersonal influence variables, were analyzed, it
was observed that 40% of variability in organizational citizenship behavior
was significantly predicted by these three variables (R2=.401, F=27.881,
p<.01). Therefore, it was determined that social astuteness contributed
2.1% to explanation of variability in organizational citizenship behavior. It
is seen that standardized regression coefficient of Model 9 is also
significant (β=.21, p<.01). In Model 10, relative contribution of apparent
sincerity to explanation of organizational citizenship behavior was
questioned. Results of the analysis show that adding apparent sincerity to
the model does not make a significant contribution (R2=.403, F=20.929,
p>.05). Standardized regression coefficient of Model 10 also supported this
result (β=.06, p>.05). Therefore, apparent sincerity is not a significant
predictor of organizational citizenship behavior. According to this; H2, H3
and H4 hypotheses were accepted; H5 hypothesis was rejected.
Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict Organizational
Citizenship Behavior’s Dimensions
Hierarchical multiple regression analysis was used to determine to
which extent political skill’s dimensions of employees explain their
dimensions
of
organizational
citizenship
behavior-courtesy,
sportsmanship, altruism, conscientiousness and civic virtue. In the first,
second, third and fourth steps of the models, four dimensions of political
skill-interpersonal influence, networking ability, social astuteness and
apparent sincerity- were entered sequentially as the main predictor. The
results are presented in Tabled 5-9.
Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict Courtesy
As a result of analysis, two statistically significant models (Model 11
and Model 12), in which political skill’s dimensions predict courtesy, were
determined. As can be seen in Table 5, interpersonal influence is a
significant predictor of courtesy and explains 25.5% of variability in
courtesy alone (R2=.255, F=43.494, p<.01). Standardized regression
coefficient of Model 11 supports this result (β=.505, p<.01). In Model 12,
in which networking ability and interpersonal influence are tested together
whether or not they are significant predictors of courtesy, it is seen that
30.1% of variability in courtesy is explained by these two variables
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(R2=.301, F=27.067, p<.01). Therefore, it was observed that networking
ability in Model 12 contributed 4.5% to sportsmanship. When standardized
regression coefficient of Model 12 is examined, it is seen that both variables
are significant predictors of courtesy (β=.284, p<.01). Social astuteness and
apparent sincerity did not contribute to formation of a statistically
significant model to explain courtesy. Therefore, social astuteness and
apparent sincerity are not significant predictors of courtesy. According to
this; H7 and H8 hypotheses were accepted; H9 and H10 hypotheses were
rejected.
Table 5. Results on Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict Courtesy
Courtesy
Predictive
Variables

Model 11

Model 12

β

t

β

t

.505

6.595*

.318

3.207*

.284

2.860*

Model 11
Interpersonal Influence
Model 12
Networking Ability
R2

.255

.301

R2 Change

.255

.045

43.494*

27.067*

F
*p<.01, ** p<0.05

Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict Sportsmanship
As a result of analysis, two statistically significant models (Model 13
and Model 14), in which political skill’s dimensions predict
sportsmanship, were determined. As can be seen in Table 6, interpersonal
influence is a significant predictor of sportsmanship and explains 27.4% of
variability in sportsmanship alone (R2=.274, F=47.820, p<.01).
Standardized regression coefficient of Model 13 supports this result
(β=.523, p<.01). In Model 14, in which social astuteness and interpersonal
influence variables are tested together, whether they are significant
predictors of sportsmanship, it is seen that 30.6% of variability in
sportsmanship is explained by these two variables (R2=.306, F=27.766,
p<.01). Therefore, it was observed that social astuteness in Model 14
contributed 3.2% to explanation of sportsmanship. When standardized
regression coefficient of Model 14 is examined, it is seen that both variables
are significant predictors of sportsmanship (β=.253, p<.05). Networking
ability and apparent sincerity did not contribute to formation of a
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statistically significant model to explain sportsmanship. Therefore,
networking ability and apparent sincerity are not significant predictors of
sportsmanship. According to this; H13 and H14 hypotheses were accepted;
H12 and H15 hypotheses were rejected.
Table 6. Results on Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict
Sportsmanship
Sportsmanship
Predictive
Varaibles
Model 13
Interpersonal Influence

Model 13
t

β

t

.523

6.915*

.345

3.308*

.253

2.424**

Model 14
Social Astuteness
R2
R2 Change
F

Model 14

β

.274
.274

.306
.032

47.820*

27.766*

*p<.01, ** p<0.05

Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict Altruism
As a result of analysis, three statistically significant models (Model 15,
Model 16 and Model 17) in which political skill’s dimension predict
altruism, were determined. As can be seen from Table 7, interpersonal
influence is a significant predictor of altruism and explains 8.7% of
variability in altruism alone (R2=.087, F=12.088, p<.01). Standardized
regression coefficient of Model 15 supports this result (β=.295, p<.01). In
Model 16, in which networking ability and interpersonal influence variables
are tested together whether they are significant predictors of altruism, 19%
of variability in altruism is explained by these two variables (R2=.190,
F=14.819, p<.01). Therefore, it was observed that networking ability in
Model 16 contributed 10.4% to explanation of altruism. When
standardized regression coefficient of Model 16 is examined, it is seen that
both variables are significant predictors of altruism (β=.428, p<.01). When
the results of Model 17, to which apparent sincerity was added, it was
observed that 21.9% of variability in altruism was explained by these three
variables (R2=.219, F=11.688, p<.01). Therefore, it was found that
apparent sincerity contributed 2.9% to explanation of variability in
altruism. While standardized regression coefficient of networking ability
(β=.375, p<.01) and apparent sincerity (β=.199, p<.05) in Model 17 are
significant, that of interpersonal influence (β=.050, p>.05) are not. Social
astuteness did not contribute to formation of a statistically significant model
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to explain altruism. Therefore, interpersonal influence and social astuteness
variables are not significant predictors of altruism separately. According to
this; H17 and H20 hypotheses were accepted; H18 and H19 hypotheses
were rejected.
Table 7. Results on Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict Altruism
Predictive
Varaibles

Model 15
β
t

Altruism
Model 16
β
t

Model 17
β
t

Model 15
Interpersonal
Influence

.295

3.477*

.012

.115

-.050

-.455

.428

4.114*

.375

3.473*

.199

2.141**

Model 16
Network Ability

Model 17
Apparent
Sincerity

R2
R2 Change
F

.087
.087
12.088*

.190
.104
14.819*

.219
.029
11.688*

*p<.01, ** p<0.05

Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict Conscientiousness
As a result of analysis, three statistically significant models (Model
18, Model 19 and Model 20) in which political skill’s dimensions predict
conscientiousness, were determined. As can be seen in Table 8, interpersonal
influence is a significant predictor of conscientiousness and explains
26.3% of variability in conscientiousness alone (R2=.263, F = 45.301,
p<.01). Standardized regression coefficient of Model 18 also supports this
result (β=.513, p<.01). In Model 19, in which social astuteness and
interpersonal influence variables are tested together, whether they are
significant predictors of conscientiousness, 31.3% of variability in
conscientiousness is explained by these two variables (R2=.313, F = 9.159,
p<.01). Therefore, it was observed that social astuteness in Model 19
contributed 5% to explanation of conscientiousness. When standardized
regression coefficient of Model 19 is examined, it is seen that both variables
are significant predictors of conscientiousness (β=.314, p<.01). When the
results of Model 20 to which apparent sincerity was added was observed
that 31.9% of variability in conscientiousness was explained by these three
variables (R2=.319, F=1.219, p<.01). Therefore, although apparent
sincerity makes 0.7% small contribution to explanation of
conscientiousness, standardized regression coefficient (β=-.095, p>.05) of
Model 20 does not make sense, indicating that apparent sincerity is not a
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significant predictor of conscientiousness. Networking ability did not
contribute to formation of a statistically significant model to explain
conscientiousness. Therefore, networking ability is not a meaningful
predictor of conscientiousness. According to this; H23 and H24 hypotheses
were accepted; H22 and H25 hypotheses were rejected.
Table 8. Results on Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict
Conscientiousness
Conscientiousness
Predictive
Varaibles

Model 18
β
t

β

Model 19
t

β

Model 20
t

Model 18
Interpersonal
Influence

.513

Model 19

Social Astuteness

6.731*

.292

2.811*

.322

3.001*

.314

3.026*

.338

3.189*

-.095

-1.104

Model 20
Apparent
Sincerity

R2
R2 Change
F

.263
.263
45.301*

.313
.050
9.159*

.319
.007
1.219*

*p<.01, ** p<0.05

Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict Civic Virtue
As a result of analysis, two statistically significant models (Model 21
and Model 22), in which political skill’s dimensions predict civic virtue,
were determined. As can be seen in Table 9, interpersonal influence is a
significant predictor of civic virtue and explains 17.1% of variability in
civic virtue alone (R2=.171, F=26.194, p<.01). Standardized regression
coefficient of Model 21 also supports this result (β=.414, p<.01). In Model
22, in which apparent sincerity and interpersonal influence are tested
whether they are significant predictors of civic virtue, 20.2% of variability
in civic virtue is explained by these two variables (R2=.202, F=5.195,
p<.01). Therefore, it was observed that apparent sincerity in Model 22
contributed 3.1% to explanation of civic virtue. When standardized
regression coefficient of Model 22 is examined, it is seen that both
variables are significant predictors of civic virtue (β=.202, p<.01).
Networking ability and social astuteness did not contribute to formation of
statistically significant models to explain civic virtue. Therefore,
networking ability and social astuteness are not significant predictors of
civic virtue. According to this; H28 and H30 hypotheses were accepted;
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H27 and H29 hypotheses were rejected.

Table 9. Results on Power of Political Skill’s Dimensions to Predict Civic Virtue
Civic Virtue
Predictive

Model 21

Varaibles
Model 21
Interpersonal
Influence

Model 22

β

t

β

t

.414

5.118*

.315

3.463*

.202

2.214*

Model 22
Apparent
Sincerity
R2
R2 Change
F

.171
.171
26.194*

.202
.031
15.195*

*p<.01, ** p<0.05

CONCLUSION
In this study based on opinions of 732 employees working in public bank
branches in Aydın, Ankara, Denizli, Diyarbakir, Elazig, Istanbul and Izmir
relationships between political skill and its dimensions, and organizational
citizenship behavior and its dimensions were examined. In the study, first
of all, the answer to the question of level of political skill and
organizational citizenship behavior was sought.
The findings show that mean of participants' political skill and its four
dimensions were between 5.02-5.20 on seven-point Likert scale. Dimension
with the highest mean is social astuteness, while dimension with the lowest
mean is networking ability. Mean of political skill is 5.12. Accordingly, it
can be said that the participants’ political skill and its dimensions are quite
high. Results of the study regarding level of political skill didn’t overlap
with research results of Yıldız (2018), Yıldıztaşı (2017), Özdemir and Gören
(2016), Braddy and Campbell (2014), and Brouer (2007) due to moderate mean;
overlap with research results of apparent sincerity of Yıldız (2018),
Yıldıztaşı (2017) Braddy and Campbell (2014), and research results of
Koçmar and his colleagues (2019: 183) and Alga and Özdemir (2018) due
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to high mean.
The findings show that mean of the participants' organizational
citizenship behavior and its dimensions is between 3.72-3.91 in the 5-point
Likert scale. Dimension with the highest mean is civic virtue, while
dimension with the lowest mean is altruism. Mean of organizational
citizenship behavior is 3.83. Accordingly, it can be said that the participants’
organizational citizenship behavior and its dimensions are quite high.
Mean results of organizational citizenship behavior and its dimensions of
the study supported the research results of Bitmiş and his colleagues (2014)
(although means are higher), Muthuraman and Al-Haziazi (2017: 418)
(except for moderate courtesy level), Lian and Tui (2012: 71) (only in the
context of the mean of organizational citizenship behavior) and Brouer
(2007) (due to its moderate level);
In the study, it was stated that there is a statistically significant moderate
positive relationship between political skill and organizational citizenship
behavior; statistically significant low positive relationship between
courtesy, sportsmanship, altruism, conscientiousness and civic virtue. This
finding can be considered as an indication that political skill of the
participants and organizational citizenship behavior and its dimensions are
in a significant relationship. In other words, as employees' political skills
tend to increase, their organizational citizenship behavior and dimensions
increase. The finding of the study on the positive relationship between
political skill and organizational citizenship behavior is supported that of
Herawati and Sulastri (2019: 533), Chelagat and Korir (2017: 39),
Khodabandeh and Ardabili (2015: 56), and Li and Kong (2015).
In addition, in this study, it was found that there are significant
relationships between dimensions of political skill and dimensions of
organizational citizenship behavior to some extent. There is a statistically
significant positive and moderate relationship between interpersonal
influence, and courtesy, sportsmanship, conscientiousness and civic virtue;
positive and low relationship between networking ability and courtesy;
positive and moderate relationship between social astuteness and
conscientiousness; positive and low relationship between social astuteness
and sportsmanship; positive and low level relationship between apparent
sincerity, and altruism and civic virtue.
According to this, it is seen that interpersonal influence comes to the
fore because it explains all dimensions of organizational citizenship
behavior moderately compared to other dimensions of political skill.
Finally, in this study, the analysis of the level of political skill and its
dimensions, interpersonal influence, networking ability, social astuteness
and apparent sincerity predict organizational citizenship behavior and its
dimensions of employees’ sportsmanship, conscientiousness and civic
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virtue. Accordingly, interpersonal influence (25.5%) with networking
ability (4.5%) explain 30.1% of courtesy; interpersonal influence (27.4%)
with social astuteness (3.2%) explain 30.6% of sportsmanship;
interpersonal influence (8.7%) with networking ability (10.4%) and
apparent sincerity (2.9%) explain 21.9% of altruism; interpersonal
influence (26.3%) with social astuteness(5%) and apparent sincerity (0.7%)
explain 31.9% of conscientiousness; interpersonal influence (17,1%) with
apparent sincerity (3,1%) explain 20.2% of civic virtue. From these results,
it can be said that interpersonal influence is the political skill that highly
explains five dimensions of organizational citizenship behavior.
LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study is limited to the views of 732 participants working in public
banks. Studies that reveal the relationship between political skill and
organizational citizenship behavior are not available in the country and
limited abroad. For these reasons, it is considered that studying relationship
between political skill and organizational citizenship behavior in different
samples and sectors can contribute more to the literature. In addition,
studying relationship between these two variables with intermediary
variables can help clarify the nature of them. In addition, according to the
results of the study, it was seen that political skill of the employees was
effective on organizational citizenship behavior. It will be a good approach
to raise political skill levels of employees in order to provide extra
contribution to organization by exhibiting organizational citizenship
behavior. For this, it would be beneficial for managers to provide training
to improve political skill of employees, especially interpersonal influence.
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SMART UNIVERSITY, INDUSTRIAL TRANSFORMATIONS
AND NEW HUMAN RESOURCE COMPETENCIES
Ezgi Yıldırım & Osman Yıldırım
Introduction
Industrial transformations create devices that can change human life in
many ways. The biggest changes occur in undisputed forms of production
and means of production, and therefore, the job capacities of the employees
also change. To put it from another perspective, industrial transformations
raise the necessity of changing the competencies of the employees. In other
words, workforce competencies are transforming in parallel with industrial
transformations. The Industry 4.0 transformation has changed the
production processes and launched unmanned factories that have defined
definitions such as "Smart Factory" or "Light Out Manufacturing" for
some. Applications offered by Industry 4.0 components accelerated digital
transformation and brought, for example, "Smart University", "Light Out
Education" or "Virtual University" structures to our agenda in higher
education. For this reason, human resource administrations that make up
the labor force will have to handle 21st century competencies carefully.
Industrial transformations took place in the form of opening the steam
power to the industry (Industry 1.0), the use of electricity in the industry
(Industry 2.0), the use of automation systems in the industry (Industry 3.0),
and finally the application of the internet and smart systems to the industry
(Industry 4.0) (Lasi et al. 2014). These transformations eventually emerged
from unmanned working environments (unmanned factories). Digital
infrastructure facilities directed the human resources to gain digital
competencies. Human resources managers tend to make the “Training and
Development” functions more functional in order to respond to their work
capacity in changing industrial activities (Yildirim, 2006).
Human resources managers provide behavioral or technical trainings in
the areas needed to ensure the development of the workforce in order to
realize the training and development function. For example, human
resources managers can increase their efficiency by organizing stress
training for their employees when the stress perceived by their employees
reaches high levels, or they can increase their performance by organizing
emotional intelligence trainings when the sales performance of the sales
department decreases (Yildirim, 2007). Human resources managers will
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revise their training and development activities in line with the
requirements of Industry 4.0 transformations according to new workforce
competencies, especially digital competence.
There have been developments in the technologies used in industry and
developments and changes throughout the history of humanity. Of course,
these developments have had a major impact on society and the economy.
It is accepted that the fourth of the industrial revolutions that started with
the use of steam technology for energy production in the 18th century
started with the inclusion of internet and information technologies in the
production processes. Each industrial revolution has been the result of
different technological and sociocultural developments, and it does not
only have great contributions but also has adverse effects especially in
manufacturing. In order to better understand the fourth industrial
revolution that prevails today, we need to examine the three industrial
revolution that took place in previous periods.
I. Industrial Revolutions
First Industrial Revolution: In the past, manpower was among the most
important components of production. However, in England, the inventor
named James Watt developed the steam engine in 1763 and caused changes
in labor supply (Hobsbawn, 2013: 280). This machine, developed by Watt,
is the first machine that enables smooth circular movement and allows a
certain number of rotations per minute with a constant power (Türkcan,
2009: 127). There are many different reasons such as the rapid population
growth that provides infrastructure for the industrial revolution, the ready
labor force created by immigration to cities, the increase in the demand for
fast-moving consumer goods, and the middle class starting to prosper
(Eğilmez, 2018). With the first industrial revolution, the production
systems that have been developed and the reduced production costs have
reached / caused an unprecedented increase in prices and a decrease in
prices.
Second Industrial Revolution: Until the end of the 19th century in
production, the steam power used for energy production was replaced by
electricity in time and the production processes changed to a different
dimension. With the introduction of machines powered by electricity, there
has been a growth and expansion in production scale and a decrease in
costs. Although this new production line, powered by electricity, was first
used in slaughterhouses in the USA (Eğilmez, 2018), its first use was made
with serial production lines established in Ford engine plants owned by
Henry Ford. For this reason, Industry 2.0 transformation is also called
Fordism. Germany's success in automobile production is based on the
transformations it has made in the second industrial revolution (Özdoğan,
2017).
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Third Industrial Revolution: The First Industrial Revolution, which
started with the production of energy from steam power in manufacturing,
was followed by the Second Industrial Revolution, which used
mechanization in electrical energy production. In the last quarter of the
20th century, the development of microprocessor-based programmable
logic circuits (PLCs), which enable the transfer of information to machines
in line with the needs, has enabled the establishment of automation systems
and thus the tracking of production needs in an easy way. The Third
Industrial Revolution took place with the use of software and automation
systems in production systems.
During the Third Industrial Revolution process, the trend towards
different production techniques such as “Just in Time Production”, “Lean
Production” and “Six Sigma” increased in order to ensure optimum
production in the financial crisis environment caused by the decreasing
demands resulting from the Second World War (Öztuna, 2017). One of the
important issues that came up with Industry 3.0 was renewable energy
sources. During the industrial revolutions that took place in the past, the
search for a new energy source has begun with the increase in destruction
in the ecological balance as a result of an unconscious consumption of
natural resources. For this reason, the use of renewable energy sources is
also considered as one of the main components of Industry 3.0 to ensure a
sustainable environment.
Fourth Industrial Revolution:The common point of the industrial
revolutions developing in the history is that the new technologies
developed have been designed to make their production systems faster,
more efficient and less manpowered. The foundations of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution were laid with the use of production elements, which
are much more advanced than the first three industrial revolutions, in
communication with each other, in the production systems. Conceptually,
the use of this term took place for the first time at the Hannover fair in
Germany in 2011. Theoretically, Industry 4.0 was laid for / first introduced
with the first time with their work in 2011 with Kagerman et al (Kagerman,
et al., 2011).
With the Third Industrial Revolution, the production systems that
started to become digital have become “smart” with the use of information
technologies and the Internet in manufacturing. Intelligent machines and
intelligent robots produced with artificial intelligence algorithms, whose
ability to understand, learn and make decisions rapidly increase. With the
help of these systems, big data analysis, cloud computing systems, Internet
of Things (IoT) technology, cyber-physical systems, smart (light out)
factories independent of human power have been established. All these
developments, which form the basis of Industry 4.0, require digital
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transformation in manufacturing and aim to achieve zero error and increase
in productivity thanks to the machines that are self-managing and able to
take decisions where necessary.
Artificial intelligence: Technologies that have the ability to learn,
understand and deduce meaning from what they understand, and that can
imitate the human brain are defined as artificial intelligence. This concept
emerged for the first time in the USA and the decision scenarios occurring
in all areas of the industry have evolved to the present day (Dagmac and
Ekmen, 2019). It is the most critical technology element of digital
transformation in the manufacturing industry with its capabilities such as
deep learning, machine learning, artificial intelligence algorithms that can
be developed thanks to artificial neural networks, natural language
processing and autonomous planning. With the increasing use of artificial
intelligence algorithms in manufacturing, it is possible to develop fast and
effective problem solutions. In addition, the need for the workforce
decreased and possible errors could be predicted. As a result, security has
increased in the processes.
Internet of Things: The concept of Internet of Things is that the
components in the sensor, exciter and machine network communicate with
each other via the internet or a similar network. This concept was first
mentioned in 1999 by Kevin Ashton in the presentation where the benefits
of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification - RFID) technology were defined
(Aktaş, Çeken, Erdemli, 2016). Industry 4.0 transformation necessitates
intensive use of the Internet (Kagermann, Wahlster and Helbig, 2013).
Big Data: With the increasing use of the Internet today, there has been
a huge increase in the amount and speed of data produced and collected.
New and improved big data analysis algorithms are needed to analyze all
these data sets and to obtain outputs that can support decision making
mechanisms. Big data analysis serves many areas such as finding the main
cause of errors in production systems, analyzing the purchasing tendencies
of consumers accurately and effectively, calculating the risk of investments
to be made, and preventing errors before they affect the whole process
(Witkowski, 2017: 767).
Cloud Communication Systems: Due to the large amount and much
faster data production compared to previous periods, storing and protecting
this data has become a critical issue. Data storage costs, which increase
with the increase in the amount of data, pose an important problem. Cloud
computing systems, which can be defined as digital storage areas and
enable users to access all kinds of information and data from any location
via the Internet, provide a solution to this problem. The increase and
widespread use of the cloud servers enabled the use of big data analysis in
the industry. Cloud Computing serves businesses as a source of
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information technologies such as server, storage, network, software in
response to manufacturing industry demands (Zhang, Luo, Tao, & Liu,
2012, 174; Mell & Grance, 2011).
Cyber-physical systems: Systems that connect the real (real) world to
the virtual (cyber) world through sensors and accumulators are called
cyber-physical systems. The network of objects and systems connected to
each other through the internet, and cyber-physical systems created with
the help of simulating behaviors with objects in the real world, are one of
the most important components of Industry 4.0, which opens the way to
eliminate the boundaries between the virtual and the real world. CyberPhysical Systems can be expressed as systems that are in close contact with
the physical world and use data access and data processing services on the
Internet (Monostori et al., 2016, 621).
Smart factories: One of the biggest effects of the fourth industrial
revolution in manufacturing is the production systems consisting of smart
machines that are digitally connected to each other through various
networks and in instant communication. In this way, the tracking and
control of physical and organizational processes becomes easier, and
thanks to the real-time tracking structure, adaptation to environmental
changes can be achieved quickly and easily. These smart factories, which
have the ability to continuously optimize their performance, have become
the areas where a number of decisions are made by automation systems
(Avcı, 2019). The production processes are almost unmanned at Siemens
Amberg Factory, which is one of the world's first digital factories
established in Germany in 1989. The term smart factory started with
industry 4.0. During the production, manufacturing and supply chain
stages, a new unmanned automation system, which has been created with
the help of the Internet of Things, Internet use, and network-based
information technologies, has been created. Therefore, the factory with this
new automation system has been named the smart factory (Davis, Edgar,
Porter, Bernaden and Sarli, 2012, 145; Kagermann, Wahlster and Helbig,
2013). Light out factory, also known as Smart Factory, is a new unmanned
factory model controlled by the Internet of Things and a series of smart
software (Noël, Manbir and Lamond, 2007, 162; Shirley, Petersen and
Hoells, 1995, 2).
Intelligent (Autonomous) Robots: With the development of artificial
intelligence and information technologies, there have been great
improvements in the effectiveness of robots. Until the end of the 20th
century, the robots used in production were called industrial robots. At the
Industry 4.0 transformation, industrial robots started to be able to
communicate with operators with the help of the internet, and they could
evaluate the decision making scenarios created with the help of embedded
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software. For this reason, industrial robots have been named smart robots
of the new age (Banger, 2018).
Augmented reality: Moving the environments in the real world to the
virtual environment through computer technologies is expressed as
augmented reality technology. Today, it is predicted that this technology,
which feeds on emotional inputs and enables virtual reality to be felt more
vividly and dynamically, will take place in our lives much more in the
future. The steps to be taken in order to increase the awareness needed to
expand and develop the manufacturing processes compatible with Industry
4.0 processes, which are still valid today, have also begun to take place
rapidly in state policies.
Fifth Industrial Revolution: If we consider the developments brought
by the technological age we are in, digital transformation that will take
place with Industry 4.0 will cause more and more smart societies to be
formed (Büyükuslu, 2018). The concept of Community 5.0, which is based
on the fact that societies learn to live with and benefit from this technology
instead of looking at this developing technology with prejudice and seeing
it as a threat, was mentioned for the first time at CEBIT Information Fair
in Germany. The expression of Community 5.0, which can also be
considered as the transition phase from Industry 4.0 to Industry 5.0, stems
from the necessity of providing a social life integrated with technology.
II. Digital Transformation in Turkey
Digital conversion has become the most important agenda of Turkey as
well as all over the world. The boundaries of what we can do with the
spread of the Internet in our social life and manufacturing are expanding
day by day. The existence of unmanned digital technologies and their
added value in manufacturing will have positive reflections on the
country's economy and society.
In 2018, Science, Industry and Technology Ministry, to develop
technologies that are used in the manufacturing industry and to ensure
compliance with the industrial transformation has released Digital Turkey
Road Map. Roadmap to ensure that Turkey's digital transformation aims to
create a country with a high-quality public and private sectors. Digital
Turkey Road Map, is expressed by the six main components inside digital
conversion. These components are listed below (T.R.Ministry of Science,
Industry and Technology, 2018):
Infrastructure: Infrastructure component is related
communication capacity and storage capacity of big data.

to

data

Suppliers: Another variable of the digital transformation program is the
development of the supply capacity in accordance with the technology and
innovation capacity of the country.
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Users: The dimension of users, who expressed that digital
transformation efforts and formations should be supported, was expressed
as another stage of the digitalization program.
Governance: Another dimension included in the country digitalization
program is the governance dimension. In this regard, strengthening
corporate governance seems to be an important step.
III. Competence and Pioneering Studies
The concept of competence was first used in human resources with the
research of White (1959). The concept of competence started to become
widespread with McClelland's (1973) work in the field of human resources.
After the McCleland studies, Boyatzis (1982) 's research used the concept
of competence and its connection with personality was revealed through
models. The competence models of Boyatzis (1982) are based on (a)
Impulse and property level, (b) self level, (c) social roles and skill level.
The components of competence models made by Carroll and McCrackin
(1998) are (1) core competencies, (2) teamwork competence, (3) leadership
competencies, and (4) job-specific competencies.
Competency, the sum of knowledge, skills, experience, judgment,
attitude, and character traits (Klifman, 2009: 8) can be defined as the
performance or knowledge displayed by the individual in the area of
responsibility, characteristics created by career experience, skills and
personal attribute components (Dresselhaus, 2010: 19). Lucia and
Lepsinger (1999: 7) regulated the concept of competence in the form of a
pyramid. In the bottom step of the pramid, he included talents and
personality traits, while in the second step he included skills and
knowledge. According to this definition, behaviors took place at the peak
of the pramid. In their study, Spencer and Spencer (1993: 11) have
suggested the observable competencies as the top of the iceberg
(knowledge, skill) by comparing the competencies to the iceberg, while
suggesting the hidden components of the competencies (motives, personal
characteristics, self-view) as the invisible part of the iceberg.
In Vicere (1987) 's competency model, he emphasized the process of
selecting subordinates for the job and the development of aces, while
Lawson and Limbrick (1996) developed the competence model by working
with the American human resources management association. Ulrich et al.
(1995), in a striking study, the relationship of employees' competencies
with performance was examined. Associating employee competencies
with job performance has been an important task for human resources
managers. The human resources manager associates the skills that should
be in the workforce with the organization's strategy (Gangani, McLean and
Braden, 2006: 127), or diverts the workforce competencies at hand to
competence development training in accordance with the organization's
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strategy (Rodriguez et al., 2002: 313). Competency-based assessment is
taken into account in the remuneration of employees.
IV. Smart University and 21st Century Competencies
The Industry 4.0 transformation has led human resources management
to review not only hiring processes but also retention and backup
strategies. The features defined with 4C for learning and innovation skills
are (1) Creativity and Innovation, (2) Critical Thinking and Problem
Solving, (3) Communication and (4) Collaboration (OECD, 2005).
According to OECD (2005) report, in 4C definition;









An individual's ability to use technology interactively,
An individual's ability to manage and resolve conflicts,
Individual's ability to use information and information
interactively,
Close to collaboration and having the ability to work with the team,
Have the ability to do independent work,
The individual respects and values the values and beliefs of others,
The ability of the individual to exercise his rights,
Features such as understanding existing solutions and offering
alternative solutions are presented.

Care et al. (2018) made the following conclusions in his research on
21st century competencies;






Transition to twenty-first century skills in educational systems has
taken place;
There has been a need for teacher training and review of strategies;
In addition to the opportunities provided by technology, it has also
brought difficulties;
The need for new measurement and evaluation methods has arisen;
The transformation that came with 21st century competencies has
started to move into a classroom environment.

It has twenty-first century skills and competence defined in many areas
with the participation of many countries on a global scale. Industry needs,
technological skills and future workforce skills were explored to reveal
these competencies (Kozma, 2011; Griffin et al. 2012; Griffin and Care
2015). Hesse et al. (2015) research examined the collabration in terms of
task analysis cognitive skills. Care and Kim (2018) highlighted the major
challenges of measuring 21st century skills in the field of education.
Regarding Critical Thinking and Problem Solving, Krkovic et al. (2018)
discussed the online problem solving assessment.
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Hesse et al. (2015) examined the 21.century competency in the sense of
collaboration. Care and Kim (2018) measured 21st century skills in the
higher education. In his study on Critical Thinking and Problem Solving,
Krkovic et al. (2018) discussed the online problem solving assessment.
Searching 21. century skills is not a new topic. Trilling and Fadel (2009)
studied 21st Century skills by dividing into three group such as (1) learning
and innovations skills, (2) digital literacy skills and (3) life and career
skills.
(Learning and innovation skills, digital literacy skills, and skills defined
as life and career skills did not go beyond enabling learning and teaching
processes to become effective. However, the industry 4.0 transformation
has turned 21st century competencies into key competencies in many areas.
Devices created with the Industry 4.0 transformation, for example, have
led to the emergence of a smart university structure in higher education.)
Graesser et al. (2018) revealed the differences between problem
solving and collaborative problem solving. Tan et al. (2018) examined the
relationship between creativity and collaborative problem solving.
Comfort and Timms (2018) suggested that the twenty-first century
competencies would not bring success in higher education. On the other
hand, Scoular and Care (2018) have put forward that systems' twenty-first
century skills will make teaching effective.
In his study, Wagner (2008) proposed seven skills named 7C. These
skills are; (1) critical thinking and problem solving, (2) leadership through
networking and influence, (3) agility and adaptability, (4) activity and
entrepreneurship, (5) effective oral and written communication, (6) access
to information and analysis and (7) curiosity and imagination.
Results
When the development times of the industrial revolutions are analyzed,
it took quite long to reach Industry 1.0 and transition to Industry 2.0.
However, transition times to Industry 3.0 and Industry 4.0 have been
gradually shortened. In other words, the period of realization of industrial
transformations is getting shorter. As in all fields, the old structure in
higher education will change in accordance with industrial transformations
and continue its activities, especially education.
Today, applications brought by the rapid development in Industry 4.0
transformations and unmanned smart systems (especially Smart Factory,
Smart University, cyber-physical structure that will serve the society, etc.)
will take place in many stages of our life. Therefore, it can be argued that
those who have reached the competence of using smart and technological
structures can be hired by human resources.
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The top management of the organizations and the human resources
managers, who switch from staff to command, will develop a strategy and
go for the provision of manpower suitable for smart systems. For example,
a digital university structured as a smart university will continue its life
with faculty members who can use digital media effectively. In fact, the
digital university will carry out its activities on the camp unmannedly
(Light Out Education) through digital channels.
With the help of artificial intelligence and similar algorithms, the
digital university will be able to acquire the ability to plan lessons suitable
for the personality traits. Human resources managers will be able to
employ teaching staff with new competencies defined by 4C or 7C in
higher education.
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PACKAGING PHENOMENON IN MARKETING; SILENT
SELLER
Filiz Aslan Çetin*
Introduction
Human being has been trying for many years to create various practices
and add new ones to influence other people, specific groups, and whole
societies. The aim in creating these practices is to meet human needs and
demands. The fact of meeting these needs has taking place rapidly,
particularly since the Industrial Revolution, serving to the differences
occurring in the consumer behaviors.
Improvements in technology, information and communication have
rendered it difficult for today's marketers to have a place in the minds of
the consumers. In this sense, marketers use all the tools carefully and in an
original way, to reach more consumers and become permanent.
Today’s consumption culture has enabled the packaging to be used as
an effective marketing tool for persuading customers. The packaging of a
product waiting to be preferred among many brands on retail shelves serves
for protecting, promoting, drawing attention, informing, encouraging, and
persuading to purchase. Therefore, if due diligence is exercised on certain
properties such as the material, design, and color of the packaging that
performs all these important functions, the packaging of the product can
bring the highest market share.
In this context, packaging, which is the subject of this study, is one of
the promotion tools that requires an expertise and brings the product to the
forefront in a significant way. Related to a wide range of disciplines from
industrial design to computer technologies, the packaging is a subject that
needs to be studied interdisciplinary. In addition, since it is an important
sales development tool, it is particularly handled by marketers.
In the study, it was initially examined how the concept of packaging
emerged together with its development stages, then the importance of the
concept of packaging in terms of marketing was addressed. Subsequently,
the relationship between purchasing and packaging was examined. Finally,
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the concept of packaging was detailed in terms of marketing
communication.
DEVELOPMENT OF PACKAGING CONCEPT
Businesses, which want to keep their products in the market through the
continuous expansion of product ranges or the introduction of different
versions of the same product, understand the importance of packaging day
by day. Each product in the market needs a packaging that will explain the
product in a short time, distinguish it from the competitors and enable the
product to be purchased. Therefore, packaging successfully performs these
tasks if it attracts the attention of the consumer and creates a desire to buy
(Yayan and Ceylan, 2018: 874).
Packaging is a marketing element that is largely ignored. Packaging is
not only a means of communication but also contributes to the perceived
total understanding of the business. Many business trends point that
packaging, as a tool, plays a role in the growth of the businesses. These are
the trends pointing that packaging increases the decisions for purchasing
products on store shelves, decreases in advertising expenditures, and
increments the capacity of differentiating and establishing business
identity (Underwood, 2003: 62).
Additionally, packaging itself is also seen as the most important
promotional tool of products as well as an element that has become an
expertise in the packaging of products. Packaging is an overall term
including plastic glass, metal carriers, cardboard boxes and large cardboard
boxes that contain the product. In today's packaging approach, it is claimed
to be an industrial and marketing technique that defines agricultural,
industrial, and final consumer products, also facilitating sales and
distribution. Because packaging is a communication and advertising tool
that contains all the information about the product and the manufacturer
(Düz, 2012: 20-21).
In a general framework, packaging is covering, wrapping, and
combining with a material that protects the product, facilitating the
transportation, storage and sale of the product that can then be partially or
completely disposed of or recycled. In other words, packaging is an
element that distinguishes the product from others, raises the consumer's
awareness with the information on it and protects the product, providing
standardization of size, weight and quality (Alagöz and Ekici, 2009: 8586).
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Consumers tend to buy the packaged product not only for its functional
properties but also because it contains symbolic meanings. Because the
packaging bears the name of both the business and the brand for the
consumer. Therefore, business managers recognize the importance of
packaging and the difference it brings to the business, creating a business
identity (Ceylan and Eliri, 2014: 411).
Packaging in this context has become a powerful marketing tool. A
well-designed packaging creates convenience and promotional value.
Certain factors have been influential in the increasingly important use of
packaging as a marketing tool (Kotler, 2000: 418);
* Self-service: Many of the increasing number of products are sold
according to the self-service procedure. Considering that 53% of purchases
are impulse buying, it is possible for an effective packaging to perform its
task of selling.
* Consumer welfare level: The increase in consumer welfare level
triggers a desire to pay a little more for better-made packaging.
* Company and brand image: Packaging contributes to the recognition
of a company or brand.
* Innovation opportunity: Innovative packaging provides great benefits
to consumers and great profits to manufacturers.
In summary, packaging is now an important complement for
businesses, which greatly affects the cost and sales of the product. Today,
the term product is used as an “integrated product” including packaging
and package itself. Therefore, packaging has become a necessity in modern
economies because packaging is a means of obtaining and managing
demand (Tek and Özgül, 2007: 329).
INCREASING SIGNIFICANCE OF PACKAGING
Businesses around the world consider the concept of packaging as a part
of their product policy. This policy is of great importance in terms of
bringing the consumer into the company. Before being ready to impress
the consumer, packaging is undergoing many arrangements such as
robustness, shape, size, weight, color, and graphic design. In this context,
packaging has an aspect that facilitates marketing operations.
Started to draw attention particularly after 1980, packaging has made
significant progress today. Certain fallacies such as “packaging increases
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costs” or “packaging is actually a waste of money” have changed. The
diligence shown in the packaging points the quality understanding and
production experience of the manufacturer company. Packaging is not a
waste of money, instead, it is a waste of money for the company if the
product is kept under insufficient protection and storage conditions,
without the ease of use and without complying with the hygiene rules due
to a problematic packaging (Örücü and Tavşancı, 2001).
The marketing value of packaging should not be underestimated. Other
than the manufacturer, many other parties in the market are interested in
packaging with different expectations. Wholesalers and retailers expect the
product to be easy to carry, stow and line up on the shelves, while the
manufacturer draws attention to the cost element. On the other hand, the
consumer expects the product to be recognized, transported, stored, and
used. The society expects packaging to be environmentally sensitive and
less polluting, and to be used as a precaution against extravagance (Alagöz
and Ekici, 2009: 86).
Retailing of our day, however, is an environment where competition is
fiercely experienced. Consumers face thousands of items and packages on
each visit to retailers. According to studies, nine out of every ten customers
often make purchases on impulse and show unscheduled buying behavior.
This situation emphasizes that the competitive environment is challenging,
along with the persuasion opportunities of the sales points. It is important
to present the right product and brand to the consumer through the
packaging (Nancarrow et al., 1998: 110).
Packaging of a product is the final stage that the business can use to
impress the customer. Packaging is now seen as a marketing tool that can
be used as effectively as television ads or social media (Clow and Baack,
2016: 45). Therefore, packaging has now become an industry. Considering
its large role in the purchasing process, it can be said that packaging design
has become almost a science (Taekwar, 2017: 148).
RELATIONSHIP
PURCHASING

BETWEEN

PACKAGING

AND

Packaging is a means of protecting the product as well as selling it. It
simply shouldered the responsibility of a silent marketer for the product. It
is the duty of packaging to attract the attention of the consumers and
convince them to buy the product. A well-planned packaging strategy
doubles the profitability of the business. The important point at this stage
is that there is a harmony between the expectations of the consumers and
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what they find in the product. If this can be achieved, packaging can be
used to create a positive determination in the consumer and have a direct
effect on sales (Yayan and Ceylan, 2018: 874).
In fact, packaging makes the product sell more by attracting the
attention of the consumer and making the product useful. In this sense,
three important features of packaging come to the fore. These features are
listed as the information on the packaging, the shape and the color of the
packaging, or the technology used during the production of the packaging.
Some studies have shown that packaging helps the consumer keep the
brand and product in mind. As a result, packaging motivates consumers to
buy (Gökalp, 2007: 82).
As a “salesperson on the shelf”, packaging accounts for almost half of
the turnover from retail products in impulse buying at sale points (Tek and
Özel, 2007: 329).
Packaging also plays a major role in distinguishing products that are
like each other. If packaging arrangements are made according to the
specific needs and wishes of the consumers, the sale of the product can be
increased further. For example, easy-to-open lids or suitable packages for
consumers who want to purchase small amounts increase the demand
(Erbas, 2014: 180).
In this context, each product needs packaging that will increase its sales
and make it noticeable in seconds. As can be seen, the packaging shoulders
the task of selling. Just like the information presented by a sales
representative, the packaging on the shelves informs the consumer (Ceylan
and Eliri, 2014: 411).
Therefore, the packaging is called silent salesperson. Purchasing occurs
for the purpose of arousing interest in the product or even for using the
packaging in other products. It is said that the effect of packaging is
intense, especially during the trial phase when the product is introduced to
the market for the first time (Gökalp, 2007: 84).
PACKAGING
AS
COMMUNICATION

A

MEANS

OF

MARKETING

Daily life requires constant communication. The knowledge created by
human beings since ancient times has led to a boom in technology and
communication today, diversifying the phenomenon of communication.
The purpose of communication is to deliver the message to the receiver in
a clear, economical, and aesthetic way. At the same time, the use of visual
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elements that combine function and aesthetics in communication has
become especially important (Düz, 2012: 20).
In this sense, packaging is also one of the important elements of
marketing, which demonstrate the product, business and brand image in
the best way when planned and designed well. The purpose of the
communication, which is implemented particularly through packaging, is
to raise interest in the product of the business or to increase the existing
interest. This situation once again reveals the importance of packaging.
Additionally, the items on the packaging such as color, writing,
graphics constitute important communication tools. The goal here is to best
address consumer perceptions and emotions. In fact, it is necessary to
examine economic, sociological, or psychological factors related to
consumers using marketing research (Alagöz and Ekici, 2009: 86).
As mentioned, packaging assumes the role of communicating with the
consumer and performs the functions of modern advertising, such as
surprising, persuading and informing. It also creates positive emotions in
the consumer by meeting the consumer's aesthetic needs (Ceylan and
Ceylan, 2015: 130).
One of the most important functions of packaging is that it can give
almost all the information about the image of the product. Consumers tend
to be willing to pay more for products with packaging that they perceive
better in terms of appearance and reputation (Taekwar, 2017: 150).
Unfortunately, when the rich studies examining the role of advertising
in communication are examined, it is seen that limited attention is paid to
packaging in terms of marketing literature. Even advocating that packaging
is a means of communication is a source of competition among scientists.
Some scientists describe packaging as a feature of the product, while others
describe packaging as an external element of the product. In another view,
packaging is a feature other than the five brand elements comprising the
brand identity.
To the contrary, packaging today is positioned as a product-related
feature, an aspect that is often critical to the creation and communication
of the product's brand identity. Based on the current situation, it is seen that
consumers are getting functional, experiential, and symbolic brand
advantages directly from product packaging, both mediated and through
experience with the product. As a result, packaging also plays a key role in
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the creation and development of the consumer-brand relationship
(Underwood, 2003: 63-64).
Conclusion
Businesses operating today tend to use packaging as an effective
marketing tool in terms of their products and brands. As mentioned in the
study, packaging is the visible side of the business and is the silent
salesperson.
Especially in domestic and foreign markets, the importance of
packaging is increasing and with the realization of this concept, great
developments are taking place in terms of “contemporary packaging”. In
fact, with the rapid development in production technologies and as the
consumption outruns production, supply has faced the problem of not
being demanded. Applying different means to find a solution to this
problem, marketing sees packaging as a starting point.
Since all products and brands perform almost the same functions and
are not different in terms of shape or quality, consumers need to distinguish
and like the product or brand in some way. Thus, the consumer feels more
special.
As a result, when well designed and presented, the packaging, called
silent seller, is thought to play an important role in both buying and being
distinguished.
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THE LINK BETWEEN EFFECTIVE TAX RATES AND FOREIGN
DIRECT INVESTMENT FOR TURKEY
Filiz Giray
Introduction
With the accelerating globalization, increased factor mobility among
countries and the removal of non-tax barriers, the importance of tax
differences for FDI inflows has increased. Countries have gone on a quest
to take advantage of the growing FDI flow globally. What motivates
foreign investors to invest in a country? The question gained more
prominence after the 1990s. Taxes are important determinants on FDI
when other factors (The quality of the workforce, infrastructure and the
legal environment, political stability, labor cost, economic indicator etc.)
determining FDI are fixed as ceteris paribus. Investment would react on
taxes goes back to the neoclassical investment theory. Corporate tax is a
tax that has the most impact on FDI. This is because it is the tax paid by
foreign investors that determines the amount of earnings to be distributed.
The statutory tax rate is a necessary element for determining the amount
of tax. However, in taxation theory, the statutory corporate tax rate alone
is not sufficient to determine the amount of tax payable. The tax burden
depends on both the tax rate (statutory tax rate) and the tax base. Therefore,
the investors mislead to invest the fact that the investors only take into
account statutory corporation tax to decide the investment. The statutory
tax rate will not provide details of the complex tax system affecting FDI.
For this reason, it would be more accurate for the studies to receive
effective tax rates (Mooij, Ederveen, 2001):7). Effective tax rates are also
able to provide comparative information about the competitiveness of the
tax system (OECD, 2019:18). The main indicator of tax burden in a country
is effective tax rates. Effective tax rates were comprehensively analyzed
by Devereux and Griffith (2003). The effective tax rate is a parameter
including tax incentives (Tax exemptions and exceptions, tax holidays,
accelerated depreciation etc.), statutory tax rate and inflation that takes into
account tax (Devereux, 2004:73-74). Thus, the investor takes into account
the effective tax rate. For example, DeAngelo and Masulis (1980) in their
work, point out that there are no empirical studies on how lower statutory
corporate tax rates can make companies use their capital without
borrowing. They base this view on the grounds that corporate tax rates do
not change very often. However, they argue that non-debt tax incentives
can reduce the taxable income of companies to zero in the model they are
developing. Governments also use effective tax rates to establish tax
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policies and assess the fairness of the tax system (Cao, Cui, 2017:1001). In
addition, effective tax rates are used to research some topics such as
measurement of long-term corporate tax avoidance (Dyreng and Hanlon,
2008) and predictions of future earnings (Bauman and Shaw, 2005). Cao
Cui (2017) in their work added the preferred tax rate, investment gains,
non-operating expenses, and provisions for impaired assets among the
effective tax rate new setters.
Effective tax rates can be divided into two groups: The effective average
tax rate (EATR) and the effective marginal tax rate. EATR are more
suitable to measure tax burden. Also, EMART is more sensitive to tax
laws. In most studies, EMART is used. For this reason EMART is based
on in this paper.
Corporate tax is a tax that has the most impact on FDI. This is because it
is the tax paid by foreign investors that determines the amount of earnings
to be distributed. For this reason, the studies in this area are generally
focused on corporate tax. This study will also be based on corporate tax.
This paper is aimed to examine the relationship between FDI and EATR
comparing EU members for Turkey after 2000’s. In the study, there are
two main reasons why EU countries should be taken. The first is that some
of the EU member states are approximately, the same as Turkey
economically, while some of them are more developed countries. Thus, it
will be possible to compare with countries of different levels of
development. The second is that they form the group of countries that
ranked first in FDI inflows to Turkey as described below. Studies in the
literature to examine the relationships between FDI and tax are generally
based on corporate statutory tax rate and tax revenue. There are no studies
on Turkey showing the relationship between FDI and EATR. This will
increase the contribution of the study to the relevant field. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows: Section 1 presents theoretical framework the
related to effective tax rates and FDI, Section 2 includes some literature
review, Section 3 the analysis of the effective tax rates and FDI in turkey
compare with EU countries, Section 4 concludes.
I. Theoretical Background the Relationship between Effective Tax
Rates and FDI
Today, the neoclassic approach in international trade has changed.
International trade in the neoclassical framework focuses on goods, not
other factors. Factor mobility has increased with liberalization in
international trade. With the shift from closed economy to open economies,
the change in the nature of international trade has caused both tax policies
and the importance of FDI to change. FDI don’t not only increase
investments but also create opportunities for advanced technology to come
to the country and to develop foreign trade. Foreign investments are
divided into foreign portfolio investment and FID. FDI is directly related
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to economic development. Foreign direct investments are especially
crucial for developing countries, because these countries need more capital
and new technologies that are not sufficient for them. Export platform FDI
is more important for economies. According to the technology diffusion
model, the growth rate of less developed countries increases with the
application and internalization of technology in developed countries
(Ergül, Soylu, Okur, 2016:41).
FDI can be divided into three groups according to their subjects in
theoretical framework: The first was FDI, which went from country where
capital was plentiful to country where capital was scarce in order to seek
more revenue. The second is that in order to get the ability to export its
products, the FDI has shifted from regions where the currency is strong to
regions where it is weak. Third is FDI, which wants to integrate into
locational factors such as transportation costs, the size of the host country
with ownership the advantages (Esiyok, 2011:9).
With the globalization process, the mobility of capital has increased.
When production factors especially capital are mobile, the sensitivity of
factors increase to the tax burden. Tax competition has increased between
countries to attract FDI. The tax burden is a crucial item for FDI. There are
two elements of the tax, the tax rate and the tax base. When thinking about
the tax that affects foreign investor earnings, not only does it look at the
tax rates in the country, but it also looks at the tax incentives that affect the
tax base. Effective tax rate is a measure of tax incentives to investment
provided by tax law (Slemrod, 1987:127). Tax is one of the factors that
determine the earnings of entrepreneurs as a result of their investments.
The governments are expected to behave strategically towards FDI while
they set their taxes. There are many studies the impacts of taxes on FID
flows. For example Multinationals in particular are shifting from high-tax
to low-tax countries (Botman, Klemmb and Baqir, 2010; Zhang, 2012;
Dharmapala and Riedel, 2013). It has reached a significant and positive
relationship between preferential tax incentives and FDI. While it was
reached a significant and positive relationship between preferential tax
incentives such as tax holiday, tax exemption, accelerated depreciation,
allowances and deductions and FDI.
Therefore, foreign direct investments are closely related to the tax system
of their destination country. As in some countries, if the tax incentives
given for FDI are the same as those given to the domestic investors, this
will not be preferential tax incentives for FDI (Zhang, 2012:24)
In order to attract FDI, governments have offered various tax incentives.
Developing countries use tax incentives as a means of creating an
appropriate investment climate for FDI. The main reasons for effective
application of tax incentives in attracting FDI can be listed as follows
(Yelpaala, 2007:5; Alfaro, Chen, 2010:1):
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- Tax incentives, relatively infrastructure investments, qualified labor can
be put into practice more easily than factors such as.
- Tax incentives do not include real expenditures such as funds and
subsidies, which are direct types of incentives. Tax incentives do not
include real expenditures such as funds and subsidies, which are direct
types of incentives. With this feature, the short term may not be a direct
burden on the state budget.
- With tax incentives, they will help to reduce investment costs and create
funds to be provided in investment financing.
- The use of tax incentives as a means to attract multinational companies
which are more advantageous to the country in the face of economic crises.
Tax incentives also have a cost to governments in the short term. FDI
inwards are expected to cover these costs. It is worth noting that the success
of tax incentives in attracting FDI depends on exceeds of their cost benefits
(Tuomi, 2011:138).
The effective tax rate indicates the tax incentives that taxpayers benefit
from. The effective tax rate incidences the cost of capital (Fullerton,
1986:291). Effective tax rates can be useful to measure the effects of taxes
and incentives that are implemented by countries. Effective tax rates are
also a tool used to determine firm size. There are empirical studies on this
subject as well (Wu et al, 2012). Effective tax rates are lower than statutory
tax rate because of tax incentives which reduce the tax burden of tax
payers. While the statutory tax rate is the same for all industries, effective
tax rate can be different between industries.
The effective tax rate refers to the ratio of the difference between the pretax and post-tax income ratios to the pre-tax income ratio (Musgrave and
Musgrave, 1985: 424). According to another definition, Effective tax rates
are defined as the amount of tax paid as a percentage of income (Spooner,
1986:293).
Effective tax rates can generally be classified into two types: EATR and
effective marginal tax rate. In studies, the EATR is preferred over marginal
effective marginal tax rate due to some advantages they have. Examples of
these advantages are: simplicity, measuring capital distribution distortions
(Lammersen, Schwager, 2010:16; Fullerton, 1984:25). Although effective
marginal tax rates depend on future indicators such as income from
investment, anticipated inflation and the size of firm, EATR is related to
actual income and inflation. In additıonal, EATR is more suitable to
measure the distribution of tax burden (Fullerton, 1984:25; Spooner,
1986:293; Egger, Loretz, Pfaffermayr, 2009:825; Lammersen, Schwager,
2010:16). For this reason, EATR is usually used in many studies.
The EATR is deﬁned as follows (Botman, Klemmb and Baqir,
2010:176):
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EATR = R* - R
p/(1+r)
R* is the present discounted value of the economic rent earned without
taxation, R is the same in the presence of taxation, p is the pretax net proﬁt
and r is the real interest rate.
Devereux and Griffith (1998, 2003) were the first to conduct extensive
research on effective tax rates. A government that wants to improve
welfare from a macro-economic standpoint wants to increase FDI by
making the average effective tax rates as high as possible (Egger, Raff,
2015:779).
II. Literature Review
Although there are many studies on the economic effects of FDI for both
Turkey and other countries, the studies taking into account the impact of
taxes are fairly limited. The studies conducted are also often aimed at
measuring the relationship between the tax rate and income and the FDI.
In addition, some of the empirical studies are at the firm level based on
microdata. There are no studies on Turkey indicating the relationship
between FDI and EATR at the level of macroeconomic. This will increase
the contribution of the study to the relevant field. This study will thus be
able to close the gap in the relevant area, unlike others. Table 1 presents
the previous Table 1 presents the past literature on this subject in the
literature.
Table 1: Literature Review
Author
Davis (1987)

Sample
Canada

Devereux,
Lockwood,
Redoano (2004)
Wijeweera
&
Clark (2006)

OECD

Wijeweera,
Dollery, Clark
(2007)
A. Yavuz, S.
Çiçek (2009)

Subject and Methodology
Effectives tax rates as determinants
of Canadian capital structure with
cross-sectional evidence.
Competition over corporate tax
among countries.

America

To investigate long run and short
run relationships between the
corporate income tax rate and
foreign direct investment inflows
using time series.
To investigate the impact of
corporate tax rate and tax incentives
on FDI using panel data.
Foreign direct investments and tax
correlation.

America

Some Europe
countries and
Turkey
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Botman,
Klemmb
and
Baqir, (2010)
Şişman, Öztürk,
(2010)
Esiyok, 2011
Klemm,
(2012)

Parys

N. Koşar, M.H.
Van (2012)

Philippines

Investment Incentives and Effective
Tax Rates in the Philippines

Turkey and Some
Country Group

The relationship between corporate
statutory tax rate and
foreign direct investment.

Turkey

Determinants of FDI in Turkey
by panel data analysis

Latin American,
Caribbean and
African countries
Turkey

Empirical evidence on the effects of
tax incentives: Panel data analysis.

Zhang (2012)

112 Countries

Abbas
and
Klemm (2013)

Emerging and
developing
countries
Amerika

Dyreng, Hanlon,
Maydew,
Thornock (2014)
Dornean
and
Oanea (2014)
E. Öğrül, M.
Eryiğit (2015)
Egger and Raff
(2015)
N. Abdioğlu, M.
Biniş, M. Arslan
(2016)
B.
T.
Yücememiş,
K.Okan
Erol
(2017)

EU Countries
Turkey

OECD countries
OECD countries

Turkey

The
relationship
between
international tax competition and
foreign
direct
investments:
Regression analysis.
Property Rights, Tax Incentives and
Bogus Foreign Direct Investment
Corporate Tax Developments in
Emerging
and
Developing
Economies
Changes in Corporate Effective Tax
Rates Over the Past Twenty-Five
Years
Impact of Fiscal Policy on FDI
using panel data analysis.
The Factors on Foreign Direct
Investment In Turkey with Using
Regression Analysis.
Tax rate and tax base competition
for foreign direct investment
The Effect of Corporate Tax Rate on
Foreign Direct Investment: A Panel
Study For OECD Countries
The correlation between economic
integration and tax revenues from
point of a fiscal federalism
perspective in Turkey

Davis (1987) tested DeAngelo and Masulis’s hypothesis that effective tax
rates were more effective and found results that supported this hypothesis.
In their empirical studies, Devereux, Lockwood, Redoano (2004)
concluded that there is an inverse relationship between foreign capital in a
country and openness and corporate tax rates.
Wijeweera & Clark (2006) examined corporate tax rates and FDI flow
with the help of short-and long-term time series. They concluded that tax
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rates have a meaning negative effect on FDI for the US. According results,
a 1% decrease in the corporate tax rate would increase 2.4% in FDI.
Wijeweera, Dollery, Clark (2007) searched the impacts of corporate tax
rate and tax exemption and tax credit for the US using a panel of nine
capital exporting countries (Australia, Belgium, Canada, France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom) over the period
1982–2000. Their finding showed that a 1% increase in the US corporate
income tax rate would decrease FDI inflows by 1%.
The study of Yavuz and Çiçek (2009) was not based on empirical
research. The study was to evaluate Turkey's tax policies, which are
important among the investment incentive measures implemented by some
of the former Central and eastern European countries, which may be
considered a rival for attracting direct investments. It was stated in the
study that Poland, Czech Republic, Romania have been relatively
successful in attracting direct investments. It has been suggested that
Turkey should develop tax incentives as well as other elements such as tax
awareness.
Botman, et al. (2010) as a result of their work, state that the tax incentive
in the form of tax breaks is a more effective type of incentive for FDI and
new investments. Şişman, Öztürk, (2010), concluded that the decrease in
corporate tax rates had an effect on the increase in their FDI in their studies
using 1985-2009 data for Turkey and the four country groups. Esiyok
(2011) examined the determinants of FDI in Turkey with panel data
analysis. Since he could not find effective tax rate data for Turkey in his
study, he used statutory corporate tax rates in his analysis. He did not find
any significant effect of the reduction in corporate tax on FDI in Turkey.
Klemm, Parys (2012) tried to prove by empirical analysis the effects of
tax incentives on FDI in the period 1985-2004 for 40 countries using panel
data. They found that lower corporate tax rates and longer tax holidays as
tax incentives are effective in attracting FDI in Latin America and the
Caribbean but not in Africa. Koşar, Van (2012), They analyzed the
relationship between tax competition and FDI based on variables such as
the number of FDI arrivals to Turkey, its share in tax revenues and
corporate tax reductions. As a result, they found a negative correlation
between in FDI and corporate tax rate for Turkey. Since the study is based
on monthly data, it appears that corporate tax revenue is taken instead of
the corporate tax rate. Zhang (2012) examined the relationship between
FDI and political stability, preferential tax incentives, and property rights
protections for 112 countries from Europe, America, Asia and Africa in his
work. As a result of the study, the difference in FDI reports between the
host and the source country is positively correlated with the host country's
preferential tax incentives, and negatively associated with property rights
protection and political stability.
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Abbas and Klemm (2013) reached that the effective marginal tax rate
does not significantly affect FDI, but reductions in average effective tax
rate positively affect inward FDI for 50 emerging and developing countries
during 1996-2007. Dyreng et al. (2014) have tried to explain the reductions
in effective tax rates. According to the study findings, foreign statutory tax
rates and changes in the nature of the firm had little effect in explaining the
effective tax rate decrease. Dornean and Oanea (2014) examined the
effects of public spending and tax revenues on FDI, which are fiscal policy
instruments, using data from the Eastern and Central European countries
of the EU Member States from 1995-2012 by panel data analysis.
According to result, public spending and tax revenues have been seen to
have a significant impact on FDI.
Öğrül, Eryiğit (2015), in their empirical studies, analyzed the factors
affecting FDI in Turkey with sectoral comparison and regression analysis
with 1995-2012 period data. The study included corporate tax as a variable.
According to finding of study, Tax had a significant but negative effect on
FDI in Turkey. Egger and Raff (2015) in their work which includes 43
OECD countries over the period 1982-2005 was to determine whether
governments are behaving strategically in attracting FDI when setting tax
policies. As a result, it was been proven that governments behave like this.
Abdioğlu M. Biniş, M. Arslan (2016) searched the effects of only corporate
tax rate on FDI in the OECD countries by using panel regression and GMM
method. Their finding gives us a negative relation between tax rate and
FDI level. Yücememiş ve Erol (2017) calculated the effective average tax
rates on Labor and capital in their studies. They concluded that while the
labor force average increased due to global economic integration, the
capital average could change in line with the business cycle. It is also stated
that there is no evidence of the height of the tax burden of capital.
As seen above, previous studies largely agree on a negative relationship
between FDI and corporate tax rates. There are studies specifying that FDI
is not affected by taxes, although there is a limited number.
III. The Analysis of Effective Average Tax Rates and Foreign Direct
Investment inflows in Turkey and EU Countries
Some data is used to find the relationship between FDI and EATR. These
data include statutory corporate tax rates, EATR, FDI and their share in
gross domestic product (GDP) during the 2000s. Statutory corporate tax
rates and EATR data are obtained from Eurostat and OECD statistics. FDI
inflows indicators are taken by UNCTAD Investment Report 2019.
III.1. The Analysis of Statutory Tax rates and Effective Average Tax
Rates in Turkey with Comparison EU Countries
After the second half of the 1990s, it is seen that statutory corporate tax
rates have been reduced in EU countries. Corporate income tax rate in the
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EU was 38% in 1990. It dropped to 33% in early 2000s. The EU average
has also fallen from 25.2% in 2005 to 21.7% in 2019 (Table 1).
Governments have cut corporate tax rates due to increasing competitive
pressures. But there is still no harmonization in corporate tax rates between
EU countries. Similarly, corporate tax rate in Turkey has fallen in this
period. However, Turkey raised its corporate tax rate to 22% in 2018,
above the EB-28 average (21.7%).
In Latvia, Portugal and Turkey, statutory corporate tax rates increased
from 2017 to 2018. The largest decreases in the statutory corporate tax rate
between 2017 and 2018 were France with 10 %.
Table 2 indicates the trend of EATR for Turkey and EU countries in the
period 2005-2018. Although, with global progress, tax competition has
increases across countries, EATR has fallen in most EU countries during
this time. As the data in Table 1 shows, countries reduced their statutory
corporate tax rates. Due to keep their tax revenue level, they have reduced
tax incentives so that this does not reflect on tax revenues. This means that
the tax base has been widened mostly. The reflection of these
developments is the decrease in EATR (Egger, Raff, 2015:777).
EU countries such as France, Germany, Belgium, Italy and Netherlands
with a high EATR generally appear to be more developed countries. As
shown in Table 1, the statutory corporate tax rate is comparatively lower
in less developed EU countries. These countries show that they do not give
other tax incentives much place within the tax system.
The EATR of EU countries has decreased as of the period 2005-2018.
This development also applies to Turkey. While the EATR for Turkey was
26.8% in 2005, this rate decreased to 19.2% in 2018. However, in Turkey,
EATR is below the EU average. That is, tax incentives in Turkey are less
than in the EU. As a result of this situation, in Turkey, the tax burden on
potential investors is high as compared to the EU-28 averages except 2005,
2018 (Table 2).
The country rankings where the EATR had the most differences between
the periods 2005-2018 are as follows: United Kingdom (-8,7), Italy (-8,1),
Malta (-7,8), Turkey (-7,6) and Germany (-6,9). Turkey is ranked fourth in
this ranking.
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Table 1: The Statutory Corporate Tax Rate in AB Countries and Turkey (2000-2019)
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Avustria

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

Belgium

34,0

34,0

34,0

34,0

34,0

34,0

34,0

34,0

34,0

34,0

34,0

34,0

34,0

29,6

29,6

Bulgaria

15,0

15,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

Czech Rep.

26,0

24,0

24,0

21,0

20,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

Croatia

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

18,0

18,0

18,0

Cyprus

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

10,0

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

Denmark

28,0

28,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

24,5

23,5

22,0

22,0

22,0

22,0

Germany

38,4

38,4

38,4

29,4

29,4

29,5

29,6

29,6

29,6

29,7

29,8

29,8

29,9

29,9

29,9

Estonia

24,0

23,0

22,0

21,0

21,0

21,0

21,0

21,0

21,0

21,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

Finland

26,0

26,0

26,0

26,0

26,0

26,0

26,0

24,5

24,5

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

France

35,0

34,4

34,4

34,4

34,4

34,4

36,1

36,1

38,0

38,0

38,0

34,4

44,4

34,4

32,0

Greece

32,0

29,0

25,0

35,0

35,0

24,0

20,0

20,0

26,0

26,0

29,0

29,0

29,0

29,0

28,0

Hungary

17,5

17,5

21,3

21,3

21,3

20,6

20,6

20,6

20,6

20,6

20,6

20,6

10,8

10,8

10,8

Ireland

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

12,5

Italy

37,3

37,3

37,3

31,4

31,4

31,4

31,4

31,3

31,3

31,3

31,3

31,3

27,8

27,8

27,8

Latvia

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

20,0

20,0
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Lithuania

15,0

19,0

18,0

15,0

20,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

15,0

Luxembourg

30,4

29,6

29,6

29,6

28,6

28,6

28,8

28,8

29,2

29,2

29,2

29,2

27,1

26,0

24,9

Malta

35,0

35,0

35,0

35,0

35,0

35,0

35,0

35,0

35,0

35,0

35,0

35,0

35,0

35,0

35,0

Netherlands

31,5

29,6

25,5

25,5

25,5

25,5

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

Poland

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

Portugal

27,5

27,5

26,5

26,5

26,5

29,0

29,0

31,5

31,5

31,5

29,5

29,5

29,5

31,5

31,5

Romania

16,0

16,0

16,0

16,0

16,0

16,0

16,0

16,0

16,0

16,0

16,0

16,0

16,0

16,0

16,0

Slovakia

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

23,0

22,0

22,0

22,0

21,0

21,0

21,0

Slovenia

25,0

25,0

23,0

22,0

21,0

20,0

20,0

18,0

17,0

17,0

17,0

17,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

Spain

35,0

35,0

32,5

30,0

30,0

30,0

30,0

30,0

30,0

30,0

28,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

25,0

Sweden

28,0

28,0

28,0

28,0

26,3

26,3

26,3

26,3

22,0

22,0

22,0

22,0

22,0

22,0

21,4

United King.

30,0

30,0

30,0

28,0

28,0

28,0

26,0

24,0

23,0

21,0

20,0

20,0

19,0

19,0

19,0

Turkey

30,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

20,0

22,0

22,0

EU-28

25,2

25,1

24,4

23,7

23,7

23,2

23,0

22,9

23,2

22,9

22,8

22,5

22,2

21,9

21,7

Source: EuroStat, Data on Taxation, 2020 and OECD Database 2020.
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Table 2: Average Effective Tax rates in EU Countries and Turkey (2000-2018)
2005

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2005to
2018

Avustria

23,0

23,0

23,0

22,7

22,7

23,0

23,0

23,0

23,0

23,0

23,1

23,1

23,1

0,1

Belgium

29,5

25,4

24,9

24,7

25,3

25,9

26,3

26,5

26,7

27,8

28,3

29,3

24,8

-4,7

Bulgaria

13,2

8,8

8,9

8,8

8,8

9,0

9,0

9,0

9,0

9,0

9,0

9,0

9,0

-4,2

Czech Rep.

22,7

21,0

18,4

17,5

16,7

16,7

16,7

16,7

16,7

16,7

16,7

16,7

16,7

-6,0

Croatia

16,5

16,5

16,5

16,5

16,5

16,5

16,5

16,5

16,5

16,5

16,5

14,8

14,8

-1,7

Cyprus

10,6

10,6

10,6

10,6

11,6

11,6

11,9

15,2

15,2

12,7

13,1

12,5

13,0

2,4

Denmark

25,1

22,5

22,6

22,6

22,6

22,6

22,0

22,0

22,2

21,3

20,0

20,0

19,8

-5,3

Germany

35,8

35,5

28,2

28,0

28,0

28,2

28,2

28,2

28,2

28,2

28,2

28,8

28,9

-6,9

Estonia

24,0

17,3

16,5

16,5

16,5

16,5

16,5

16,5

16,5

15,7

15,7

15,7

15,7

-3,1

Finland

24,5

24,5

24,5

23,6

23,9

24,7

23,3

22,6

18,6

18,9

19,1

19,5

19,6

-4,9

France

35

34,6

34,6

34,7

32,8

32,8

34,2

34,7

38,3

38,3

38,4

33,4

33,4

-1,4

Greece

27,8

21,7

21,8

30,5

21,0

17,5

17,5

24,1

24,5

27,5

27,6

27,6

27,6

-0,2

Hungary

16,6

19,5

19,5

19,5

19,1

19,3

19,3

19,3

19,3

19,3

19,3

11,1

11,1

-5,5

Ireland

14,3

14,4

14,4

14,4

14,4

14,4

14,4

14,4

14,4

14,1

14,1

14,1

14,1

-0,2
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Italy

31,8

31,8

27,3

27,5

27,5

24,9

25,1

25,1

24,2

23,8

23,6

23,7

23,7

-8,1

Latvia

15,0

14,3

13,8

13,8

11,8

12,2

12,4

12,1

14,3

14,3

14,3

14,3

16,7

2,4

Lithuania

15,0

15,2

12,7

16,8

12,7

12,7

12,7

13,6

13,6

13,6

13,6

13,6

13,6

1,1

Luxembourg

26,5

25,9

25,9

25,0

25,0

24,9

24,9

25,5

25,5

25,5

25,5

23,7

22,8

-3,7

Malta

32,2

32,2

32,2

32,2

32,2

32,2

32,2

32,2

32,2

32,2

32,2

24,3

24,4

-7,8

Netherlands

28,4

23,1

23,1

22,2

22,2

21,8

22,6

21,6

22,6

22,5

22,5

22,5

22,5

-5,9

Poland

17,1

17,4

17,4

17,5

17,5

17,5

17,5

17,5

17,5

17,5

17,5

17,5

17,5

-0,4

Portugal

27,5

23,7

23,7

23,7

26,2

26,2

28,4

28,4

28,4

26,6

26,6

20,0

21,4

-3,2

Romania

14,7

14,8

14,8

14,8

14,8

14,8

14,8

14,8

14,8

14,8

14,7

14,7

14,7

0,0

Slovakia

16,8

16,8

16,8

16,8

16,8

16,8

16,8

20,3

19,4

19,6

19,6

18,7

18,7

1,9

Slovenia

22,1

20,9

20,0

19,1

18,2

18,2

16,4

15,5

15,5

15,5

15,5

17,3

17,3

-4,8

Spain

36,5

34,5

32,8

32,8

32,8

31,9

32,4

32,9

32,6

32,7

30,1

30,1

30,1

-6,4

Sweden

24,6

24,6

24,6

23,2

23,2

23,2

23,2

19,4

19,4

19,4

19,4

19,4

19,4

-5,2

United King.

29,3

29,3

28,0

28,3

28,4

26,9

25,2

24,3

22,4

21,5

21,5

20,5

20,6

-8,7

Turkey

26,8

18,0

18,0

18,0

17,1

15,6

14,6

15,5

18,6

14,0

14,3

13,2

19,2

-7,6

EU-28

23,0

22,1

21,3

21,6

21,0

20,8

20,8

21,1

21,1

21,0

20,9

19,9

19,8

-3,2

Source: EuroStat, Data on Taxation, 2020.
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Figure 1 shows the development trend of EATR in the 2000s by
comparing Turkey and the EU. In the EU, EART is on a more stable
course. From the point of view of Turkey, EART fell in Turkey until 2012.
The second most significant decline in this rate was in 2015 and then fell
again and rose again in 2018.
Figure 1: Average Effective Tax rates in EU Countries and Turkey
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For Turkey and EU countries, EATR are lower than the statutory tax rates
over all years. The EATR as EU average (19.8%) is 2.1 percentage points
lower than the average statutory tax rate (21.9%) in 2018. The change in
Turkey is similar to the EU average. The EATR Turkey average (19.2%)
is 2.8 percentage points lower than the average statutory tax rate (22%) in
2018.
It is seen that the corporate statutory tax rates of countries with high
EATR rate are also high. For example, the ranking of countries with high
corporate tax in 2018 is Malta, France, Germany, Belgium and Greece. The
ranking of countries with EATR in 2018 is France, Spain, Germany,
Greece and Belgium. This means that countries with a high legal tax rate
tend towards tax incentives.
III.2. The Analysis of FDI in Turkey with Comparison EU Countries
FDI flows consist of inflows and outflows stocks. Especially important
for developing countries is the flow of FDI into the country. Because these
countries have problems such as insufficient capital, unemployment,
declining productivity due to lack of technology as stated above. FDI is
used to solve these problems. Like other developing countries, FDI is of
great importance in Turkey.
In order to evaluate the development of FDI in Turkey, it will be
compared with the EU countries. As seeing to Table 3 below, the countries
with the highest share of FDI inflows to Turkey are the Union countries.
This is the main reason why EU countries are taken when FDI analysis is
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made. Table 3 shows that 64,8 % of total FDI of Turkey in 2018 and 58,9
% in 2019 came from EU countries.
Table 3 Distribution of the Foreign Direct Investment Inflows in Turkey
by Country Groups (Million Dollars, %)
Bölge
2018
2018 (%)
2019
2019 (%)
Avrupa

4.240

64,8

3.305

58,9

-AB Ülkeleri

3.869

59,2

2.986

53,2

-Diğer Ülkeler

371

5,6

319

5,7

Amerika

484

7,4

464

8,3

Asya

1.750

26,8

1.808

32,2

Diğer

66

1,0

34

0,6

Source: Ministry of Industry and Technology, Investment Statistics, 2020.

Table 4 indicates FDI inflows for Turkey and EU countries. With the
effect of globalization and liberalization, the flow of FDI has increased
throughout the world. In real terms, FDI increases in Turkey started after
the 2000s. EU countries have taken part in the first FDI coming from
Turkey (Table 3). The crises have adversely affected FDI's flows for
countries. In Turkey, due to 2001 national crisis, 2001 the FDI inflows was
3.352 million dollars in 2001, it was fallen 1.082 million dollars in 2002.
In 2007, FDI reached its highest level in both Turkey and the majority of
EU countries. This is also seen in the share of FDI in GDP (Table 4 and 5).
However, the 2008 economic financial crisis broke out as a global crisis.
The 2008 crisis is an important one that affects the whole world in a
negative way. Like many economic parameters, it has created severe
contraction on FDI in worldwide. FDI inflows fell in both Turkey and EU
countries during the 2008 global crisis. It is impossible to say that there is
a stable course in all countries. The 2008 crisis with a global scale caused
FDI to react on a larger scale than national crises. The nearly 40% fall in
World trade has also affected the flow of FDI (Poulsen and Hufbauer,
2011:1).
Poulsen and Hufbauer (2011) have argued that three main factors were
effective in the negative effects of the 2008 economic financial crisis on
the introduction of FDI:
- The global crisis limited the liquidity of multinationals, significantly
weakening investment capacity and negatively affecting FDI flow.
- The decline in the economic growth rates of countries has broken the
investment willingness of multinationals.
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Table 4: The Foreign Direct Investment inflows in Turkey and AB Countries (Million Dollars)
2002

2003

2005

2007

2008

2010

2012

2015

2016

2017

2018

Avustria

138

6.195

10 784

2 130

1 598

7 226

2 575

5 719

4 577

1 487

-8 170

Belgium

16 250

33 476

34 370

93 430

-13 857

43 230

6 515

23 533

50 986

-5 762

4 872

Bulgaria

922

2 088

3 920

12 388

9 855

1 549

1 697

2 660

1 109

2 607

2 058

Croatia

957

1 791

1 786

4 632

5 317

1 155

1 509

269

1 807

2 036

1 159

Cyprus

1 038

891

1 169

2 226

1 934

17 268

47 199

7 465

7 714

6 949

3 285

Czech Rep.

8 482

2 102

11 653

10 443

6 451

6 140

7 984

465

9 814

9 521

9 478

Denmark

6 637

2 610

7 533

6 638

-742

-8 977

776

3 616

38

3 447

1 789

Germany

53 522

32 376

47 449

80 212

8 127

65 643

28 181

41 443

23 500

36 931

25 706

Estonia

288

928

2 799

2 311

1 829

1 508

1 564

35

1 095

1 712

1 309

Finland

8 046

3 319

4 750

12 451

-1 144

7 358

4 154

1 483

9 249

-609

1 225

France

21 514

7 855

33 228

63 499

37 593

13 890

16 062

45 346

23 061

29 802

37 293

Greece

39

1 275

623

2 111

4 498

329

1 739

1 267

2 763

3 610

4 256
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Hungary

2 993

2 137

7 709

3 950

6 327

2 192

14 409

-14 797

-5 752

3 260

6 389

Ireland

29 323

22 781

-31 689

24 707

-16 452

42 804

48 883

217 781

39 388

-1 249

-66 346

Italy

17 054

19 424

23 291

43 849

-10 835

9 178

92

19 628

28 449

21 968

24 275

Latvia

209

279

706

2 324

1 264

378

1 108

707

173

732

879

Lithuania

725

180

685

1 984

1 964

799

700

870

263

652

905

Luxembourg

4 243

4 291

4 644

-29 679

7 117

39 128

25 497

12 494

31 878

-6 798

-5 615

Malta

-418

959

25 083

39 620

12 688

5 409

14 183

5 067

4 245

3 566

4 061

Netherlands

25 038

32 899

39 047

114 161

-6 776

-7 184

25 013

178 784

64 329

58 189

69 658

Poland

4 030

3 982

8 203

19 836

12 283

12 796

12 423

15 270

15 690

9 178

11 476

Portugal

1 636

7 983

3 463

2 875

3 548

2 424

8 858

6 926

6 309

6 945

4 894

Romania

1 140

2 196

6 152

9 732

13 491

2 997

3 198

3 838

4 997

5 406

5 887

Slovakia

5 864

2 975

3 109

4 017

4 868

1 769

2 981

106

805

2 276

475

Slovenia

1 569

271

561

757

1 218

105

339

1 674

1 245

782

1 418

Spain

39 222

25 819

25 020

64 264

76 992

39 872

25 696

11 911

27 658

20 918

43 591
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Sweden

12 273

5 280

19 683

16 590

Turkey

1 082

1 702

EU-28

282 428

242
960

United King.

11 516

28 592

36 946

97

6 256

7 313

17 335

12 164

11 148

176 838

92 158

58 200

55 446

39 185

196 131

101
238

64 486

10 031

22 047

19 851

9 086

13 745

18 989

13 705

11 478

12 944

287
573

546 291

823
662

303
893

386
750

434 755

376 462

345
034

265
618

-

Source:Unctad,World Investment Report, 2019. https://unctad.org/en/Pages/DIAE/World%20Investment%20Report/AnnexTables.aspx

- The crisis has fostered entrepreneurs to be more cautious. This has led to a shift away from high-risk projects to safer ones.
Turkey has attracted an important amount of FDI after 2005. The main reason of this case has occurred increased the privatization
activities.
A country's success in attracting FDI is measured by the ratio of FDI inflows within the country's GDP. Table 5 shows the FDI
inflows as percentage of GDP for EU countries and Turkey with the effect of liberalization. Turkey would increase FDI inflows
especially in the 2000s. However, FDI's share in GDP is not sufficient. The share of FDI in GDP in Turkey remained below the
EU average as shown in Figure 3. This difference appears to have fallen in 2018(0,2%) compared to 2007 (1,6 %).
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Table 5: The Foreign Direct Investment Inflows as a Percentage of GDP
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Avustria

8,3

1,7

2,3

0,7

2,5

1,0

1,4

1,1

0,3

-2,1

3,6

0,5

Belgium

20,3

38,2

13,0

27,4

45,9

-5,3

13,1

-7,8

15,5

12,6

1,0

3,2

Czech Rep.

5,8

2,9

1,4

3,0

1,0

3,9

1,7

2,6

0,2

5,0

4,4

3,9

Denmark

3,8

0,5

0,4

-2,9

3,3

0,2

0,3

1,3

1,2

0,1

1,1

0,7

Germany

2,4

0,2

0,7

1,9

1,8

0,8

0,3

-0,1

0,0

0,4

0,9

0,3

Estonia

12,4

7,2

9,4

7,7

4,3

6,8

3,1

2,6

0,2

4,4

7,2

4,9

Finland

5,1

-

0,3

3,0

0,9

1,6

0,0

6,8

0,9

3,6

1,1

-1,5

France

3,7

2,3

1,1

0,5

1,1

0,6

1,2

0,1

1,9

0,9

1,2

1,3

Greece

0,7

1,3

0,7

0,1

0,4

0,1

1,2

1,1

0,6

1,4

1,7

1,8

Hungary

4,0

4,1

1,7

1,8

4,7

11,4

2,7

5,7

11,8

-4,3

2,6

5,4

Ireland

9,0

-

10,9

19,3

9,9

21,7

21,2

18,6

74,7

13,1

15,7

-7,3

Italy

1,9

-

0,9

0,4

1,5

0,0

1,1

1,1

1,1

1,5

1,2

1,6

Latvia

-

-

-0,1

1,8

5,2

4,0

3,0

2,8

2,7

0,9

2,2

2,9

Lithuania

-

-

-1,2

2,7

4,1

1,9

1,1

-0,4

2,5

1,0

2,2

2,1
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Luxembourg

-

19,4

40,2

67,0

22,2

35,3

31,3

37,3

56,7

40,2

11,0

28,3

Netherlands

15,3

0,5

4,5

-0,8

2,7

2,4

5,8

51,

23,4

3,9

7,2

12,5

Poland

5,5

2,8

2,7

2,7

3,5

1,4

0,5

3,2

2,5

3,7

1,8

2,7

Portugal

1,3

1,8

0,6

0,6

2,4

3,8

3,6

2,0

4,6

2,8

2,9

2,5

Slovenia

3,2

3,6

-0,9

0,2

2,1

0,7

-0,3

2,1

3,9

2,8

1,8

2,5

Spain

4,5

4,8

0,9

2,8

2,2

1,9

2,1

1,6

0,7

2,6

3,0

3,2

Sweden

6,0

7,6

2,3

0,0

2,3

3,0

0,7

0,7

1,7

3,7

2,6

0,6

United King.

7,1

3,4

3,7

2,4

1,6

2,1

1,9

0,8

1,4

9,7

3,8

2,3

Turkey

3,4

2,7

1,3

1,2

1,9

1,6

1,4

1,4

2,2

1,6

1,3

1,7

EU-27-28

5,0

3,0

2,6

2,8

3,6

2,0

1,5

1,5

3,5

3,5

2,6

1,9

Source: OECD, OECD International Direct Investment Statistics 2012, 2020
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Figure 3 represents the FDI inflows between EU-28 and Turkey from
2007 to 2018. In terms of FDI inflows share in GDP, both the EU and
Turkey are on a similar trend. The share of FDI in GDP fell below the 2007
level. There is significant decline due to the global crisis of 2007.
Figure 3: The Foreign Direct Investment Inflows as a Percentage of
GDP for Turkey and EU-28
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In light of the evaluations made above, it is seen that there is a
relationship between EATR and FDI inflows. It is seen that countries that
are more developed within the EU have higher rates. The countries with
the highest EART in 2005 is as follows: Spain (36,5), Germany (35,8),
France (35), Malta (32,2), Italy (31,8) and United Kingdom (29,3). The
same situation is valid in 2018: France (33,4), Spain (30,1), Germany
(28,9), Greece (27,6) and Belgium (24,8).
EU countries with FDI inflows in 2005 can be listed as follows: Germany
(53.522), Spain (39.222), Ireland (29.323), Netherlands (25.030) and
France (21.514). The country that attracted the most FDI in 2018 is as
follows: Netherlands (69.658), United Kingdom (64.486), Spain (43.591),
France (37.293) and Germany (25.706).
As can be seen, despite of the fact that the country rankings vary, the
countries with high EART, which are more developed countries, can attract
more FDI. This result shows that tax incentives are more important than
statutory tax rates in attracting FDI to the country. Less developed EU
countries have fewer FDI inflows despite relatively lower corporate taxes.
When evaluated within Turkey, it has a low EART and does not attract
enough FDI.
The covid-19 outbreak has become a health problem in essence, affecting
the whole world. The outbreak of Covid-19 again showed signs of
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economic recession in the world and the possibility of it turning into a crisis
appeared. It is possible to see this both in the statements made by
economists about countries and in the analyses of international institutions
and organizations. For example, the OECD has announced that a sharp
2.4% decline in the world economy. The US economy is projected to fall
3.3% by 2020, and 2% in GDP in Austria, for example, even in countries
where the epidemic is less frequent within the EU (Sauer, 2020:1). The
economic recession seen in the world especially in EU countries will be
reflected in Turkey. Italy, which has Europe's third-largest economy, has
an estimated loss of 3-5% of GDP for the first two quarters of the year
(Biehl, 2020). Considering the efforts that the economic crises have also
had negative effects on FDI, the tax measures that must be taken to attract
FDI to the country are becoming more important.
Conclusion
FDI which are especially important for developing countries with capital
shortages became much more important with the globalization process that
began in the 1990s. It is also an important tool for advanced technology,
which is essential for economic efficiency today. This case of FDI has
caused it to become the subject of many academic studies. However, the
majority of studies focus on the economic parameters that effect on FDI in
general. Tax is an important factor affecting FDI. Tax is the most important
source of public income for governments, but it is a profit-reducing factor
for investors. When deciding to invest in a country, the foreign investors
account their tax burden. Considering at the past literature to investigate
the relationship between tax and FDI, in the studies between taxes and FDI
as a fiscal policy tool, the statutory tax rate and tax revenues were taken as
variable. There are two factors that determine the tax an investor will pay:
The statutory tax rate and tax base. Therefore, only analysis of statutory
tax rates is not to be sufficient to know the actual tax burden. It is also
necessary to take into account the factors affecting the tax base. Foreign
investors emphasize the preferential tax incentives afforded to their in host
country as well as the corporate tax rate. Effective tax rates are used in the
literature to measure the actual tax burden. The effective tax rate is a
parameter including tax incentives (Tax exemptions and exemptions,
accelerated depreciation etc.), statutory tax rate and inflation that takes into
account tax. According to theoretical and empirical studies, corporate tax
is the type of tax that has most impact on FDI relatively. Corporate tax was
also used in this study. This paper examines the relationship between FDI
and EATR comparing EU members for Turkey after 2000’s. Because
EATR is a preferred type of effective tax rate in academic studies due to
its advantages, this rate was used in the analysis. Since the 1990s, statutory
corporate tax rates have been reduced in both EU countries and Turkey.
But, current statutory corporate tax rate (22%) still rises than EU average
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(21.7%). Similarly, the level of EART fell in the period 2005 to 2018 for
both EU countries and Turkey. However, in Turkey, EATR is below the
EU average. That is, tax incentives in Turkey are less than in the EU. As a
result of this situation, in Turkey, the tax burden on potential investors is
high as compared to the EU-28 except some years. EU countries France,
Germany, Belgium and Italy with a high EATR generally appear to be
more developed countries.
Although more economically developed EU countries such as Germany,
France, Belgium and Italy have lower statutory corporate tax rates, they
have higher EATR rates. These countries show that tax incentives are
included in more their corporate tax legislations. The analysis shows that
there is a positive correlation between EATR and FDI inflows. EU
countries with high EART, which are more developed countries, can attract
more FDI. This result shows that tax incentives are more important than
statutory tax rates in attracting FDI to the country. Less developed EU
countries have fewer FDI inflows despite relatively lower corporate taxes.
Turkey would increase FDI inflows especially in the 2000s. However,
FDI's share in GDP is not sufficient. The share of FDI in GDP in Turkey
remained below the EU average during 2000’s. The countries with the
highest share of FDI inflows to Turkey are the Union countries. In
additional, Increased FDI inflows offer new opportunities for countries to
exit from the crisis. Expanding the scope of preferential tax incentives for
FDI in our country will help us exit the economic recession following the
Covid-19 outbreak. In Turkey, in particular, the tax incentives for FDI,
which will promote advanced technology, specific sectors and regional
development, should be revised again.
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INTERNATINAL INFORMATION EXCHANGE AND OECD
MODEL AGREEMENT: EVALUATIONS OF TURKEY AND
USA IN THE FRAMEWORK OF GLOBAL FORUM
WORKS*
Gökçe Maraş & Merve Dilara Boyner
INTRODUCTION
International information exchange agreements are the tax-related
agreements between the tax authorities of the countries for the solution of
problems related to tax crimes between countries and the prevention of
international double taxation. These agreements contain on how and under
which conditions the information exchange will be made for countries.
By setting standards on information exchange, the goal of ensuring
effective and transparent information exchange between tax
administrations emerges. However, it is not only in exchange of
information on demand; in order to provide faster information exchange
between tax administrations, developments in automatic information
exchange are still continuing. The most important source for international
information exchange in terms of the subject discussed is the OECD model
agreement. Accordingly, the OECD model agreement, which is the largest
resource, is being examined, since it contains common provisions on
information exchange. In spite of the fact that the information exchange is
out of order in the provisions of the OECD model agreement, the legal
basis and application infrastructure for automatic information exchange are
tried to be established with the Global Forum studies by not being
considered sufficient with globalization.
Accordingly, the study primarily deals with the theoretical framework
of the international information exchange whitin the scope of its
conceptual dimension, historical process and legal basis. Later on, OECD
model is discussed in detail due to the effort to create a model for
information exchange. In this context, Global Forum’s work with other
organizations are examined in the framework of a comparison of the USA
and Turkey.
1. INFORMATION EXCHANGE IN GENERAL
Information exchange agreements, include information subject to
change among tax authorities. However, although the exchange of
This study is derived from thesis “Within the Framework of International Exchange of
Information and Double Tax Agreement Turkey USA Comparison” .
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information is not a very new phenomenon, it seems that it takes time for
countries to adopt it. In this context, firstly conceptual explanations are
given in this part of the study. Then, legal basis and historical process of
international information exchange are specified.
1.1. Conceptual Information Exchange between International Tax
Administrations
With the capital mobility and globalization process, countries make tax
agreements in order to prevent problems arisinng from taxation and the
number of such tax agreements is rapidly increasing. In this context, as the
most important common points of tax agreements; it appears as the
prevention of international double taxation and subsequent cooperation
between tax administrations. At the same time, these common points
constitute the aims of tax agreements (Keen & Ligthart, 2006:81). The
desire to attract foreign investors, which is one of the main objectives of
globalization, causes competition among countries. Therefore, the
competition process increases in direct proportion with the rate of foreign
investors drawn. In this context, taxpayers who want to benefit from the
competition between countries tend to pay less or no tax. Another reason
for such negative situations in terms of tax administrations is the lack of
assistance between tax administrations (Öner, 2010:25).
In this context, it is possible to show globalization and increasing
capital mobility among the reasons for the emergence of international
information exchange agreements. The informaion exchange article, which
is handled within the scope of international double tax prevention
agreements, which is increasing rapidly, and which is kept within the scope
of evaluation in all most agreements, is also considered within this
framework. Thus, a solution can be resolved with the exchange of
information between the tax administrations of the negative situations that
arise with the increased tax competition. In addition, with the exchange of
information, accessing information about taxpayers at an international
level can facilitate the solution of taxation problems for countries.
In this framework, the exchange of information between tax
administration is considered as an important factor in order to establish an
effective international tax system. The reason for this is that it is possible
to consider the problems that are encountered in the solution of tax evasion
and tax avoidance problems that arise due to the countries’ difficulties in
following up international investments. Although there are various forms
of cooperation agreement for exchange of information, in practice,
countries often add information exchange between tax administrations as
an additional article or just an explanation to international double
agreements. Information exchange added to the international double tax
prevetion agreements as an article or clause is deemed to be accepted by
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the states parties to the agreement. Since this method is included in the
OECD model agreement, the agreements in question show that they adhere
to the OECD model agreement (Bacchetta & Espinoza, 2000:275).
Information exchange is organized within the provisions of the OECD
model agreement. In this regard, countries have taken the first step towards
information exchange with the international double tax prevention
agreements they have prepared under the OECD model agreement. The
objectives and targets of the exchange of information are specified under
the said article. Considering the main purpose of the OECD model
agreement, the most important reason for the exchange of information
article in the model agreement provisions is that a model can be created for
countries.
In this context, information exchange in the OECD model agreement is
defined in 26. article. The article in question includes the sharing of all
kinds of information regarding taxes and tax descriptions in order to ensure
that the competent authorities of the contracting states, the provisions of
the contract or the domestic law provisions of the contracting states are
properly applied. Again, according to the same article, the reasons for
adding the subject of information exchange to double taxation agreements
are explained in two ways. The first of these, in the case that the contracting
states need administrative assistance, such assistance can be provided.
Another reason arises as the inevitable necessity of mutual sharing of
information on domestic law provisions, even if assistance is not required
for the states parties (OECD, 2017a:491). Based on these statements,
information exchange is defined as cross-boder transfer of tax authorities
with information about tax payers. The said transfer of information can
only be made on tax-related issues. In this context, information exchange
refers to the sharing of taxpayers’ information tax-related issues among
international tax authorities.
1.2. Legal Basis and Historical Proccess of International
Information Exchange
There are many documents that will form a legal basis for the
international exchange of informations, between the two states or through
transnational institutions. The first of these UN and OECD model
agreements that underpin the information exchange model. Although the
main purpose of these agreements is to prevent international double
taxation, it is aimed to regulate the exchange of information between tax
administrations (Öner, 2010:27). In particular, 26. article of the OECD
model agreement is the model for the exchange of information. In the first
paragraph of the article in question, the reasons for the introduction of
information exchange articles are explained. In this context, firstly,
administrative aids are specified for the implementation of the information
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exchange model agreement provisions. In the event that no assistance is
required on how to apply the model agreement provisions, the states
partied to the agreement can exchange information about the
implementation of the domestic law provisions in taxation (OECD,
2017a:491). For these reasons, information exchange is organized within
the model agreement.
In addition to the UN and OECD model agreements, “2002 Model
Agreement on Information Exchange on Tax Issues”, “Council of
Europe/OECD Convention”, “Scandivania Aid Convention”, “CIAT
(Centre of Inter-American Tax Administration) Model Agreement” and
“Mutual Cooperation and Solidatary in Russian Federation” can form the
basis for information exchange agreements. In addition, the “European
Community Directive on Mutual Assistance” and “International Legal
Assistance Agreements” that provide administrative assistance in tax
crimes constitute the legal basis of the information exchange agreements.
However, the exchange of information can also be provided by the
regulations made in the domestic law rules of the countries. Some countries
may become a party to an exchange of information agreement with other
countries, provided that they are mutula in domestic law or that tax privacy
is protected (Öner, 2010:27).
When the international information exchange agreements are analyzed
in the historical process, it is seen that it is included in the international
double tax prevention agreements. In this context, it is included in the
provisions of international double tax prevention agreements between
Belgium and France in 1843 and between Belgium and Netherlands in
1845. The agreement between Belgium and France appears to be the oldest
tax agreement. According to the provisions of the mentioned agreement,
information exchange is obligatory in real estate and registration taxes. At
the same time, it is seen that mutual exchange of information is obligatory
in the provisions of the prevention of double taxation between Belgium
and the Netherlands in 1845 (Richelle & Traversa, 2013:57). Although
information exchange is tried to be provided with the provisions put in
place in bilateral tax agreements, a model agreement covering all countries
needs to be established. The most important reason underlying this is; is
the effort of creating ideas for other countries by spreading the exchange
of information in global area. For this reason, transnational institutions
have accelerated their studies and modelling studies that cover both
developed and developing countries have been reflected in the historical
process.
In order to base the exchange of information on stronger foundations,
the Leauge of Nations first undertook the mission of organizing the
exchange of information through bilateral tax agreements. In 1927, the
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committee’s technical staff specializing in tax evasion and double taxation
proposed four different models. Finally, in 1928, the committee and its
experts introduced the international double tax prevention model
agreement through bilateral agreements. Following these developments, it
can be stated that the structure of the international tax regime isbased on
the work of the OECD. Although the four models created by the League of
Nations are very d,fferent from each other, it can be observed that the
attitude towards preventing taxation is basicly quite clear. There are two
model tax agreements put forward by the League of Nations, one of which
is the Mexican Draft of 1943and the other of the London Draft of 1946. It
can be seen that the necessary combination can be achieved with a single
agreement model with these two drafts (Oberson, 2015:4-5). In this
framework, the exchange of information that came to the fore with the
international double tax prevention agreements between Belgium and
France and then between Belgium and Netherlands , was later emphasized
in the model agreements created bu the League of Nations and OECD. The
two dafts created by the League of Nations are not only for tax agreements;
it is also important in terms of organizing mutual administrative aid among
tax administrations. Also, it can be said that the information exchange
organized in the League Nations model is an information exchange on
demand.
However, the information exchange provisions in the modern tax
agreements are based on the 1963 OECD model agreement provisions and
the informantion exchange is regulated in 26. article of the model
agreement issued in 1963 (Jogarajan, 2015:263). It is evident that the role
of the OECD is important in the historical process of the exchange of
information in order to regulate the exchange of information specifically.
OEEC published its recommendations on the prevention international
double taxation for the first time on 25 February 1955. In 1963, after OEEC
got the name OECD; “A Draft Double Taxation Convention on Income
and Capital” has been prepared. The model agreement published in 1963is
important in that it is the first model agreement published by the OECD.
At the same time, it can be stated that the 26. article of the draft prepared
by the OECD constitutes the framework of the international exchange of
information on additional tax in the following periods. The main feature
of the information exchange in the OECD model is that it predicts the
exchange of information on demand. The said information exchange; it is
carried out yo fulfill the terms of the contract or to aplly the contract terms
according to the domestic law rulesof the requesting state (Urinov,
2015:73).
In this context, while the exchange of the information obtained by
requesting information about the fulfillment of the contract provisions is
defined as the exchange of information in a narrow sense; the exchange of
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information obtained by requesting information about the contractual
state’s ability to apply contractual clauses in accordance with the rules of
domestic law is defined as the exchange of information in a broad sense
(Oberson, 2015:5). In other words, when it comes to exchange of
information on demand, sharing the information requested only by one of
the parties to the agreement within the scope of international double tax
prevention agreements is defined as narrow change; extensive definition of
change can be made for the information shared on demand regarding the
application of the agreement articles. It is observed that some countries are
not willing to share extensive information, considering that taxpayers will
have more advantages in tax reduction. In this context, it is observed that
these countries share only the specific information requested about
taxpayers by preffering narrow information exchange regarding
information exchange.
OECD published another model agreement in 1977. Although this
model agreement shows similarities with the 1963 model agreement on
information exchange, it also contains some important differences. The
first of these differences; for the exchange of information in 26. article
defined in the 1977 model agreement, it is also possible to exchange
infornation about third country taxpayers or taxpayers who are not subject
tofull or partial taxation defined in the articles of the agreement. However,
the exchange of information for these taxpayers can only be regarding the
taxes defined under the agreement. Again, in the 1963 model agreement
information exchange includes taxation and tax collection. On the other
hand, in the 1977 model agreement, it is possible to exchange information
on tax appeal and prosecution. In this context, according to the 1977 model
agreement, there is a provision that the information obtained by exchange
of information can be shared with public courts and can be announced by
judicial decisions. In 1980, a model agreement was published by the UN
to cover developed and developing countries. The UN model agreement is
similar to the OECD model agreement on information exchange. Further
revisions of the OECD and UN model agreements also contain important
similarities in information exchange. Thus, similar provisions on
information exchange can be applied regardless of whether international
double tax avoidance agreements are based on the UN or OECD basis
(Lennard, 2009:10). With the acceleration of liberalization in capital
mobility in the 1990s, the taxation authority of the source subject to tax
became complicated due to the difficulty in direct taxation of the mobility
in question, and therefore OECD started to work in 1998 to prevent
harmful tax competition. Accordingly, information exchange is the focus
of OECD’s work on tax havens and harmful tax competition in 1998
(Oberson, 2015:6). In 2000, significant revisions were made for the 26.
article regulating the exchange of information with the OECD model
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agreement. In this context, the exchange of information has been applied
to the local authority and political subdivisions of the states parties to the
agreement. Subsequently, the UN model agreement was published in 2001
to cover the same revisions (Urinov, 2015:77).
However, in 2000, OECD published a report titled “Improving Access
to Banks’ Information for Taxation”. According to the report in a question,
in order to exchange information about tax irregularities, this irregularity
must be defined in the laws of the parties to the agreement. In addition, it
can be said that some support is provided by the OECD on the exchange
of information on demand. After these works, in 2000, “Exchange of
Information and Transparency Global Forum” was formed and then OECD
published “Tax Information Exchange Agreement (TIEA)” in 2002. In
addition to being a bilateral and multilateral model, TIEA provides the
opportunity to exchange information demand without being subject to
objections againts the bank privacy rules of the requested state, and the
request for information exchange also meets certain requirements
according to the rules of the requesting state. In this context TIEA,
represents a major global development in the exchange of information on
demand (Oberson, 2015:7). The principles of transparency and effective
information exchange in exchange of information on tax issues on demand
were originally set out in the 2002 OECD model agreement. Some
standards are introduced for information exchange with subsequent
revisions. Accordingly, for the exchange of information on demand,
predictable information should be found on the implementation of the
domestic law rules for the tax administrations of the parties to the
agreement. In addition,the demand for information exchange cannot be
rejected on grounds of information exchange on demand, such as bank
confidentiality of tax obligations under domestic law. In addition to these
reasons, if a state has signed 12 tax agreements, it can be said that the
internationally accepted tax standard is applied (Berget, 2016:8).
2. INFORMATION EXCHANGE WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK
OF THE OECD MODEL AGREEMENT
Firstly, states can exchange information depending on the application
of the articles in the international double tax prevention agreement texts,
which are signed within the framework of the OECD or UN model.
However, they can also add information exchange articles to international
double tax prevention agreement texts outside the OECD and UN model
framework. In addition, iformation exchange agreements can be made
regardless of a particular model. Accordingly, states generally apply
OECD and UN model agreement provisions regarding information
exchange. In addition, information exchange agreements can also be made
with countries, which are considered as tax havens, in order to prevent tax
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competition and perevent the emergence of taxable earnings. In addition,
although OECD and UN model agreements have not been adopted,
bilateral tax agreements are aimed to exchange information in addition to
additional articles.
When the information exchangeis considered in terms of the OECD
model agreement, it is seen that the information exchange provisions on
taxes on income and wealth are included in 26. article. In the first
paragraph of 26. article, the reasons for the regulation of the exchange of
information to which the parties to the agreement are parties to avoide
international double taxation are explained. These reasons; the need to
exchange information regarding the problems to be faced in the
implementation of the terms of the agreement and the ability of the states
to request information while applying the national tax provisions within
the framework of golabalizing economic relations. However, the model
agreement not only deals with the exchange of information for tax
purposes; it also adrdesses the issue of administrative assistance on tax
collection in 27. article (OECD, 2017a:489). In this respect, The OECD
model agreement covers the exchange of informationon taxes on incame
and capital, and it also constitutes the source of information exchange
among tax administrations regarding tax collection. Information exchange
can be made within the scope of the implementation of the model
agreement on the exchange of information on income and on capital taxes
and the implementation of tax provisions in domestic law. In addition, in
order to prevent problems that may arise while coleecting taxes in the
international context, information exchange can also be made thtough
cooperation between tax administrations.
In 2002, the OECD Financial Affairs Committee made re-examinations
in order to become aware of the fact that 26. article covers the current
country practices. While conducting these reviews, the OECD Global
Forum Working Group’s efforts to increase efficiency in information
exchange and compliance standards for accessing bank information
defined in the “Bank Information Access Improvement Report” for tax
purposes were also taken into account (OECD, 2017a:489). In the revisions
made to date, OECD has made arrangements in 26. article, including the
work of the Global Forum. In this context, the most important development
is to include the exchange of informationowned by banks and financial
institutions in the subject of information exchange. From this point of view,
it can be said that OECD supports Global Forum studies and tries to
increase its international applicability through model agreements.
Accordingly, in this part of the study, the scope and methods of information
exchange according to the OECD model agreement are explained.
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2.1. Scope of Information Exchange According to OECD Model
Agreement
26. article of the OECD model agreement includes provisions for
information exchange, and therefore the scope of information exchange is
examined in accordance with the provisions of 26. article. According to
the first paragraphof 26. article, the competent authorities of the states
parties to the agreement can share information about any tax and tarriffs in
connection with the tax laws in the domestic law of the states parties to the
agreement, for the purpose of applying the provisions of the agreement in
a predictable manner. The foreseeable relationship standard is designed to
provide the widest possible exchange of information on tax issues and at
the same time to clarify that states parties do not have the liberty to
investigate, or that the requested information is not related to a particuar
taxpayer’s tax transactions (OECD, 2017a:492). In this context, if the
exchange of information has a predictable relationship for the reasons
specified in the terms of the agreement, exchange of information can be
made. With the predictable relationship of the information requested , it is
aimed to impose certain restrictions on the freedom of states to exchange
information. However, it is limited to the fact that the exchange of
information, which is described as a random investigation, is prevented
from the exchange of information and that the requested information is
related only to the relevant taxpayer.
Within the scope of the exchange of information requested, the
information must have a predictable relationship when the request is made;
in other words, the information requestedshould be related to the subject.
When the requested information is provided, the predictable relationship
can be meaningless. However, when the requested for information is
requested on the grounds of ongoing investigation into the final assessment
of a situation, the requested information can not be rejected (OECD,
2017a:492). At the same time, the information requested within the
framework of the predictable relationship should be related to the subject
of request. Therefore, the predictable relationship has to be associated
before information is requested. In addition, if the requested imformationis
important for the contuniation of an audit or investigation, the request for
information can not be rejected by the requested state by other party to the
agreement.
Unauthorized information exchanges may cause the information
request to fail. In this context, any actions and processes in the information
exchange process must be made in accordance with the law and procedure.
As a matter of fact, any irregularity or unlawfulness experienced in this
process may affect the validity of the exchange of information (Öner,
2010:74).
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The types of taxes to be included inthe scope of information exchange
differ according to the information exchange agreements. While the OECD
model covers taxes income and wealth only; in the first paragraph of the
model, there is a provision that alternative formulas can be applied, as long
as necessary and relevant, with a predictable relationship that is compatible
with the treaty states of the parties to the treaty. In addition, information
exchange may cover all tax issues, without prejudice to the general rules
and legal provisions governing the rights of the accusedand witnesses. The
exchange of information on tax penalties is based on bilateral or
multilateral agreements that include mutual legal asisistance. In order to
ensure exchange of information within the framework of the OECD model
agreement, in cases where the information is not contrary to the contract,
only the countries’ domestic tax laws are not contrary to the model
agreement provisions (OECD, 2017a:494). According to this paragraph,
although the OECD model agreement was prepared to form a model for
taxes on income and wealth, information exchange is also permitted for
other taxes, provided that it is not in violation of the terms of the agreement
and that is not againts the rules of the states. In addition, legal aid on tax
issues can be provided through bilateral or multilateral agreements.
In the model agreement, it is emphasized that the exchange of
information can not be limited to the application of the terms of the
agreement or any tax and tariff related to the domestic tax laws. In this
context, the authorities can request information on these issues or exchange
information to increase tax compliance in other matters involving tax
administrations. These issues are; risk anaysis techniques or tax evasion
and tax avoidance (OECD, 2017a:493). In addition, within the scope of 26.
article of the model agreement, information regarding the application or
administration of the domestic law provisionsin relation to all taxes
collected on behalf of the political subunits of the parties to the agreement
or local governments of the exchange of information is subject to change
(GİB, 2014:36). In this context, the competent authorities of the parties to
the agreement can exchange information regarding the implementation of
the terms of the agreement or the rules of the domestic law, provided that
such taes are not in violation of the agreement.
2.2. Information Exchange Methods According to OECD Model
Agreement
Within the scope of the OECD model agreement, information exchange
is done in three different ways. In this respect, requested information
exchange, automatic information exchange and spontaneous information
exchange emerge as information exchange methods defined in the OECD
model agreement. These methods can be summarized as follows:
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- Requested Information Exchange: Most of 26. article and bilateral tax
agreements are based on this method. The most important reason for this
is that the requested information exchange is more compatible with
international standards and can be be applied more effectively. This
method refers to the exchange of information on a specific subject between
the competent authorities of countries. The information requested should
have predictable relationship and not be covered by general information.
Therefore the requested information must have a predictable relationship
with the relevant taxpayer or related subject. In the case of an information
request that does not have a predictable relationship, the requested
information can be rejected. Given a special case for the requested
information exchange, it is necessary to reach agreement are based on valid
domestic tax procedures before the information is requested from the other
state (OECD, 2017a:498). Therefore, the information requested is in
accordance with the terms of the agreement and the domestic law rules of
the parties to the agreement, but must be available within the scope of
national information sources. Before the information parties rquest the
information, the parties to the agreement must have communicated to the
other state that they will use all available national resources to access such
information and a consensus has to be reached on this issue. In addition,
it is essential that the request is in writing, but it can be requested verbally
in exceptional cases. If the requested information can not be obtained
despite all possibilities, the situation should be communicated to the party
requesting the information as soon as possible. The limited determined as
the duration of these change is 90 days. Information must be provided
within 90 days of the day on which the request for information is
submitted; in case it can not be provided, the situation requesting the
information must be informed to the party requesting the reason (Öner,
2010:74).
- Automatic Information Exchange: This method is defined as the
systematic transfer of this type if information on the income classification
obtained in one of the states parties to the agreement was received by the
other country. In other words, it refers to thr regular transfer of information
about taxpayers from the country of origin to the country of residence
(Feinsreiber & Kent, 2013:27). In this context, automatic information
exchange is based on systematic information exchange between the states.
Within the scope of this method, there is no separete institution for
information exchange; within the scope of the agreement, there is a certain
period of time that competent authorities change the information on the
matters concerning the parties to the agreement. The purpose of this
method is to check whether the taxpayers who submit declarations in
foreign countries are correctly transmitted. The information obtained by
the country of origin is controlled by the country of residence. With this
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method, international cooperation betweentax administrations has been
around for a long time, but it is tried to be standardized by including it in
model agreements. In this way, preventing tax evasion through offshore
transactions is among the main targets of OECD (Ateş, 2015:668).
- Spontaneous Information Exchange: According to the OECD model
agreement, this method is defined as the sharing of information that is
considered relevant for the other country as a result of the audit conducted
in one country (OECD, 2017a:498). In other words, during the audits, it is
the other state party’s sharing the information, which obtains the
information related to a state party to the agreement (GİB, 2014:365). This
method is similar to automatic information exchange. In this context, the
method involves the transfer of information to a country when the
information obtained in a country, especially in tax administrations, during
the regular business process and potentially relevant to the other party is
obtained. Therefore, in oreder for this transfer to be made, it is not required
for states to sign a separete agreement. The method requires the active
participation of tax offcers in both countries. In this way, the information
provided can be binding as tax officers are depent on the competent
authority of the country concerned (Öner, 2010:80).
3. GLOBAL FORUM WORKS: TURKEY AND USA
The implementation of the terms of the agreement and the correct
application of the domestic laws of the parties to the agreement are
guaranteed by the exchange of information for taxes under the agreement.
In this context, the information can not be controlled through information
exchange can be used as the most important tax evasionweapon. At this
point, unsystematic exchange of information can not be done frequently
and informaion exchange can be a burden for governments, but it can be
time consuming. The fact that the country, which will apply its onwn
legislation and make legal arrangements under the pressure of time for the
situation where the information is requested, causes the information
request to be mad efor general purposes. The negative effects of the
requested information exchange required the development of the OECD
model agreement. Thus it will be possible to exchange information more
effectively and attain international standards.
The OECD information exchange agreements were based on “Mutual
Administrative Asisstance on Tax Issues Multilateral Model Agreement”
and 26. article in the model agreements (Berget, 2016:9). At the same time
OECD worked on all methods of information exchange for many years.
Especially since 2009, progress has been made towards increasing
transparency and improving requested information exchange with the
contributions of OECD, EU and The Global Forum on Transparency and
Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes (OECD, 2017b:9). The Global
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Forum is characterized as a continuation of a forum created to work on
adressing tax compliance risks due ton on-cooperating countries with the
OECD. The main members of Global Forum are OECD countriesthat
accept the exchange information on transparency and tax issues and the
jurisdictions of those countries. Based on this, the Global Forum was
restructured in September 2009 on the callmade by the G20 countries in
order to strenghten the implementation of these standards and ensure their
continuity. The Global Forum at the moment, there are 150 members it is
well located Turkey. The purpose of the Global Forum is to ensure the
implementation of internationally accepted transparency tax exchange
standards and to establish a certain level for non-member states (OECD,
2018a:1). In this context, Global Forum classifies its activities on requested
information exchange and automatic information exchange.
3.1. Requested Information Exchange from Global Forum
Perspective (EOIR)
The requested information exchange can be described as the most
important and practical toolfor tax administrations and judicial bodies inthe
fight againts international tax crimes in situations related to a particular
taxpayer or certain taxpayer group. While examining the cooperation of
countries with tax administrations in the another country, the Global Forum
evaluates the countries on the basis of equivalent countries, considering the
access to the information requested according to the agreed international
standards, obtaining the information for the bodyrequested by the tax
administrations, and the exchange of such information in accordance with
the agreement. In concluding the reviews in the first round, the Global
Forum is implementing a faster and easier expedited procedurein oreder to
make further progress in implementing the requested information
exchange. This evaluation, called quick examination, allows temporary
scoring before proceeding with the second round of evaluation (OECD,
2018b:1).
However, the Global Forum aims to set specific standards for the
requested information exchange. The standards of the requested
information exchange, ensure that the administartion has a predictable
relationship or that domestic tax law rules are applied for the requested
group. Requesting and exchanging general purpose information is not
accepted. In addition, all reliable information is shared, including all bank
information with predictable relationship requirements. While making the
information exchange, it is not checked whether there are domestic law
rules or tax standards within the scope of the related subject. With the 2012
revision made to 26. article of the OECD model agreement, a predictable
relationship standard is also inroduced for information exchange requests
made especially for groups. In this regard, in addition to the main source
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of standards, a series of documents were prepared on how to apply the
standards, especially on transparency. These documents provide guidance
on account transparency where relaible accounting information can be
found. Also secondary resources; “OECD and Global Forum Information
Exchange Handbook” published between 2006 and 2013, “2004 Guidance
Notes” published by the Harmful Tax Practices Forum, “2012 Financial
Action Task Powerty Comments” and “Transparency and Useful Property
Handbook” (OECD, 2016a:16-17).
Thelegal basis for the work of the Global Forum is again the 26. article
of the OECD model agreements. Also, secondary sources published can be
shown as legal basis. However, the Global Forum evaulates countries in
terms of requested information exchange, according to specified criteria.
The exchange of information for tax purposes can be effective when it
comes to reliable information, which has the legal mechanisms that the
provide the needs of the requesting authority in accordance with the
prescribed time, the acquisition and exchange of information. In this
context, the factors that transparency and exchange of information are
evaulated; access to information, ensuring Access to information and
presence of information exchange mechanisms (OECD, 2016a:17).
In other words, information should be available, tax authorities should
be able to access the information and a basis for information exchange
should be established. If any of these issues are missing, information
exchange is not effective. In this context, countries are compared with
similar countries and countries can be graded through rapid inspection and
rating tours. Within the scope of the determined standards , the Global
Forum has made the requested information exchange (EOIR) rating round
twice upon. These are called as “EOIR rating round 1” and “EOIR rating
round 2”. Global Forum was completed 2010 by the rating results in the
first round, Turkey to set standards “partially compliant” as has been
described. The second round of ratings which began in July 2016 and the
first half of 2020has been identified for Turkey. On the other hand, for the
USA, it was rated as “largely compliant” as a result of the first and second
round ratings (CYC, 2018:1).
The Global Forum examines the ratings of countries under three main
topics. The first of these topics is the accessibility of information, the
second is the acquisition of information and the third is the exchange of
information. For Turkey, the stage of possessing the information that
constitutes the A1 article, which is evaluated under the topic of
accessibility of information, does not provide the necessary conditions.
Turkey provides the conditions needed to A2 article (financial
accountability stage) and A3 article (Access to the bank information stage).
In the topic acquisition of information, B1 article, which has the title of
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accessing information powerty has been partially complated; however, the
nessary conditions for the B2 article titled rights and guarantees are
provided. The necessary conditions re largely provided for the C1 article
named tools used, thhat is under the topic of the the iinformation exchange.
C2 article is related to establishment of the network of contracts neccessary
for the exchange of information and Turkey required to necessary
condition. C3 article contains the privacy requirement and Turkey required
to necessary condition. Turkey is largely completed the C4 article which
constituting the condition of rights and guarantees. For the C5 article which
covers the instant information exchange, the grade not avaluated has been
deducted. In contrast, while the USA is largely compatible with A1 and A2
articles, it is considered tobe fully compatible for all other articles (OECD,
2016b:23-24).
Although Turkey largely completed these conditions, the reason for the
‘partially compatible” grade in the general evaluation is the detection of at
least one of article deficiency that has a significant effect (OECD,
2016a:83). This defficiency results from any of the deficiencies in the
legal, regulatory structure or practice, and the actual and potential impact
on the request information exchange needs to be examined. A deficiency
arising from these issues affects the request information exchange
negatively in practice. This situation for Turkey is due to lack of legal
regulation in ce article and the stages of having information in A1 article.
On the other hand, accessibility to information power and exchange of
information provied completely for the USA.
3.2. Automatic Information Exchange from Global Forum
Perspective (AEOI)
In the requested information exchange, countries need to define exactly
what information they they will request in order to depend on the request
to information. In this respecti there is a possibility that the taxpayer or
financial institution who has missed taxes may leak information. The
reasons for not having the request in the relevant institution or restricting
access to bank information may prevent access to information. Therefore,
automatic information exchange has features superior to the requested
information exchange. Therefore in April 2013, Finance Ministers and
Central Bank Governors of G20 countries approved automatic information
exchange. Following the decision of the G20 countries, the Model 1
Intergovernmental Agreement (Model 1 IGA) was developed between
France, Germany, Italy, UK and USA in order to increase international tax
compliance and implement The Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act
(FATCA). A Step Change in Tax Transparency Report by the OECD
General Secretariat was published by G8 leaders in June 2013, which
demonstrattes the concrete steps that need to be taken to implement the
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global information exchangemodel globally. Accordingly, G8 leaders
have committed in September 2013 that they will fully support the
automatic information exchange and the OECD works as the new global
standard, together with the G20 countries. In February 2014, Finance
Ministers and Central Bank Governors of G20 countries, accepted
“Common Reporting Standards for Automatic Information Exchange on
Tax Issues (CRS)” in the document “Standard for Automatic Exchange of
Financial Account Information”. Finally, in May 2014, it was decided to
quickly implement a common reporting standard (OECD, 2017b:12).
The global information exchange model is a model related to financial
account informatio and it can exchange information with the exchange
partners of many countries that are or are not members of OECD or
regionally different income categories. However, it can automatically
exchange a lot of information such as change of residence, purchase or
disposal of real estate, value aded tax refunds. CRS is parallel with FATCA
application in order to maximize efficiancy and reduce costs for financial
institutions. The differences between CRS and FATCA are due to the fact
that FATCA has special aspects, is not based on citizenship and adopts a
comprehensive witholding procedure (OECD, 2017b:14).
Turkey has signed “Mutual Administrative Assistance Convention”
that is the most important legal basis for the automatic inforfation exchange
by the Global Forum. Also in this direction, Turkey has signed
“Multilateral Competent Authority Agreement (MCAA)”. When evaulated
in terms of automatic information exchange, USA has signed “Mutual
Administrative Assistance Convention” but not the MCAA. The reason for
this is that, since 2015, USA realized automatic information exchange
through FATCA application and intergovernmental agreements. Through
the intergovernmental agreements created by USA, it is aimed to provide
mutual automatic information exchange with the USA equivalent
authorities. In this context, the aim is to adopt regulations for automatic
information exchange commitments and to establish relevant legislation to
achieve the level of automatic information exchange with equivalent
institutions (CYC, 2018:1).
In this direction Turkey efforts to create the automatic information
exchange through OECD and to implement it. On the other hand USA aims
to expand the FATCA application through intergovernmental agreements
and provide automatic information exchange. In this context, it has not
signed the MCAA created by OECD and Global Forum; but made
commitments. However, there is no specified commitment date. In this
respect, USA is considered as the only country that has no commitment
date and does not sign MCAA. However, while USA government has
access to the information exchange network; Turkey does not have access
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to automatic information exchange network for the exchange of
information has not yet begun.
3.2.1. Model Component Authority Agreement (Model CAA)
The automatic information exchange network tried to be created by
OECD has a CRS title. In this context, “Multilateral Component Authority
Agreement (MCAA)” must be made. “Model Component Authority
Agreement (Model CAA)” was created by OECD in order to create a
model for MCAA. Therefore, the first issue developed by OECD in terms
of establishing a legal basis dor automatic information exchange is Model
CAA. The mentioned model is explained with comments and tables and
published in the form of a user manuel. The Model CAA aims to improve
international tax compliance by automatic exchange of financial account
information between competent authorities.
The Model CAA consist s of seven sections, with provisions
containning the exchange exchange methods necessary to ensure that the
appropriate flow of information takes place. These provisions are related
to internal reporting and diligence rules that support the exchange of
information as required by the competent authority agreement. However,
the provisions; it represents the establishment of the necessary
infrastructure for the relationsip of confidentiality, assurances and effective
information exchange. From the seven sections mentioned; the first
includes definitions, the content required in the second for information to
be subject to change, the third is the section change time and the limits of
information exchange, the fourth is coopeeration and implementation in
collaboration and the fifth is the privacy and protection of information for
the information in question. However, in the sixth section, the
admendments and suspensios to be made within the scope of the agreement
and the conditions of the agreement are discussed in the seventh section.
In the definitions part that is the first section of the Model CAA; according
to the terms of the agreement, there are definitions about the countries,
definitions for the citizens of the countries, definitions of competent
authority and reportable accounts (OECD, 2017b:19-23).
Information mentioned in the second section of the agreement; the
taxpayer’s name, adress, date of birth, place of residence, account number,
identification number, account balance and values as of the and of the
relevant calendar year or other reporting period (OECD, 2017b:25).
According to the third part of agreement, the amount and qualifications
of the payments made for the account subject to the exchange of
information must be determined in accordance with the domestic law rules
and jurisdiction laws of the country that exchanges the information. The
relevant amount for each shared information is defined in currency. In
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addition, the information must be changed within nine months from the
and of the calender year to which it is associated, to be changed in the
coming years. In terms of the scope and reporting of the exchange of
information, it is necessary to share it without any time limit in case a
matter requiring reporting is detected in the relevant calender year (OECD,
2017b:29).
The important point in the fourth section is that when a false or
incomplete notification of the information is caused by an error arising
from the competent authority, or if a reporting reason is found that the
reporting institution’s reporting requirements are not complied with, the
other competent authority should be notified. In this context, the competent
authority notified is to obligated to take all measures to eliminate such
errors or noncompliance (OECD, 2017b:30).
According to the fifth section, whit the provision that restricts the use
of all information subject to change, the confidentiality rules and other
safeguards envisaged in the vehicles used with the agreement are protected
in order to ensure the protection of personel data in addition to the
protection measures determined by the competent authority in the domestic
law rules. Both competent authorities are obligated to promptly inform
sactions and remedial actions in case of any violation of privacy or
protection measues (OECD, 2017b:30).
For any difficulties in implementing or interpreting the agreement
under the sixth section, the competent authorities may negotiate the
development of appropriate measures to ensure that the agreement has
beenfulfilled. In addition, the agreement can be changed with the written
agreement of the competent authorities. Unlees otherwise agreed, such a
change takes effect on the first business day following the completion of
the one week period after the written agreement is signed, or on the day
after the notification of the amendment of the objectives of the written
agreement (OECD, 2017b:31).
In the last section of the agreement, it is stated that the notifications
provied by the competent authorities can enter into force on the date later
than specified in the agreement. One of the competent authorities may
suspend the exchange of information within the scope of the agreement by
notifying in writing that the order competent authority does not
substantially comply with the agreement or that there are noncompliances.
In this context, the suspension process is relaized by the decision of
suspension. In addition, the competent authority may terminate the
agreement by giving wriiten notice of termination to the other competent
authority. The agreement is terminated on the first business day of the
month following the 12 month period of notice of termination. However,
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the information shared during the agreement must remain confidental
(OECD, 2017b:31).
3.2.2. Common Reporting Standard (CRS)
Another issue stated in the report created by OECD to establish a legal
basis for automatic information exchange is the “Common Reporting
Standard (CRS)”. It iis aimed to enable the exchange of financial account
information by creating CRS and qualified rules. In this context, CRS
frequently mentioned in Model CAA, includes reporting and due diligence
standards that form the basis of the automatic exchange of financial
account information. Financial institutions in the coutry implementing the
CRS are responsible for reporting information in accordance with the
specified rules and implementing due dilligence procedures consistent with
the specified procedures (OECD, 2017b:19).
Financial institutions within the scope of CRS; sustody institutions,
deposit instutions, investment instutions and certain insurance companies.
Financial information on reportable accounts; interestand dividens,
account and value balances, income from certain insurance products, sales
income of financial assets, assets held in the account and other account
income. Reportable accounts include accounts held by individuals and
organizations. According to the standards, passive institutions should be
checked in order to report on the administrators. If the financial institution
is passive, then the residence of the administrators must be checked
(OECD, 2017b:19). Whether financial institutions are active or passive is
specifed in the legislation of the countries. Non financial institutions can
also be defined for passive institutions (OECD, 2018d:8). According to
CRS, the residence of the person who manages the passive financial
institution is important for reporting passive institutions. Reportable
information for active institutions; account of information of individuals
and organizations.
At the same time, ın order to determine reportable accounts within the
scope of CRS, due diligence procedures to be performed by reporting
financial institutions are examşned. In this context, financial institutions
evaulate existing an new accounts separately. Financial institutions should
also consider that it is more difficult and costly to obtain the information
of the current account holders in the process of requesting information after
the account is opened. However, the rules and administrative procedures
should be in the authority of implementation are specified to ensure the
effective implementation and compliance of the standards (OECD,
2017b:21).
In this context, within the scope of CRS, the sections are explained in
detail and supported by annotations. In addition, the problems that may
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occur with the help of technical information and tables are discussed in
detail and solutions are specified. Due to the fact that it contains a lot of
technical information and details in CRS, some definitions are missing. In
this context, OECD tries to complete the missing definitions with a text
titled frequently asked questions about CRS. Therefore, Turkey tle legal
basis and procedures for implementation of automatic information
exchange agreements signed by the CRS and MCAA adopted.
3.2.3. Multilateral Competent Authority Agreement (MCAA)
Signed by Council of Europe member states and OECD member
countries, MCAA appears as an independent multilateral agreement
designed to promote international cooperation between tax authorities
while respecting the fundamental rights of taxpayers. MCAA in order to
combat tax evasion; provides all administrative cooperation between the
parties in the evaluation and collection of taxes such as requested
information exchange, automatic information exchange and spontaneous
information exchange. The agreement was replaced by a protocol that
entered into force on 1 June 2011 and 117 countries have signed the
agreement so far (OECD, 2018c:1).
Although USA signed the MCAA in 1989, it has not improved in terms
of implementation of the agreement and enforcement of the regulated
agreement. Accordingly, the protocol of the agreement was signed in 27
May 2010, but the agreement did not enter into force as the acceptance and
compliance stages were not completed. This shows that USA is only a
symbolin this list and does not want to provide mutual administrative
assistance.
Turkey, the MCAA process of mutual administrative assistance for the
creation of a moment ago, began remitting it to deal with the procedures
and agreement signed in 3 November 2011. Following its aapproval by the
Turkish Grand National Assembly, “Mutual Administrative Assistance
Agreement on Tax Issues” numbered 7018 was approved by the Council
of Ministers on 3 May 2017 and published in the Oficial Gazette on 20
May 2017. Then, the deposit tools to be used for mutual administrative
assistance were approved on 26 March 2018 and the effective date of the
Council of Ministers was determined as 1 July 2018. Turkey signed the
MCAA’s main objective; providing administrative assistance on tax issues,
including simultaneous tax rewievs and exchange of information for
participation in foreign tax ivestigations, collective assistance including
protection measures and tax notification. Therefore, simultaneous tax
inspection can be made with the competent authorities of other countries
that are parties to the agreement. Since the simultaneous tax inspection and
crossborder inspection are counted among the information exchange
methods, the exchange of information gains legal basis with this
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agreement. In addition, it is aimed to ensure cooperation between tax
administrations in terms of tax collection.
There is a right not to provide assistance for taxes that are not included
in domestic taxation Powers listed under the agreement. The right not to
provide assistance is limited to tax receivables and administrative fines.
However, there is a right not to provide assistance regarding the
reservations specified under the agreement. In this context, Turkey has and
income and corporate tax and value added tax in relation to the
administrative assistance agreed to “Appendix A” also has declared; and
stated their reservations for other tax types whwn signing the agreement.
In addition, provided that is notified to the general Secretary of the Council
of Europe or the OECD General Secretary, persons subject to exchange of
information can be informed that their information will be exchaned.
According to the agreement, the states can share information without
requesting information.
The state party to the agreement, which applied for information
exchange, is obliged to convey the necessary information in order to ensure
the effective exchange of information. In this context, the information
exchange method is specified, along with the taxpayer and tax information
about the institution and the person requesting the information. However,
in order to exchange information within the scope of the agreement, it is
necessary to state thet the legislation and administrative practice are
appropriate.
Within the scope of the agreement, it is seen that the domestic law rules
and administrative practices have priority in terms of the state parties to
both agreements. In addition, it is not possible to share information that
would violate public order or make professional secrets public. Shared
information may not contradict international double taxation agreements,
but information that may cause discrimination among citizens of the states
parties can not be shared. At the same time, within the scope of information
exchange, it is not possible tos hare information that is more than its cost
benefit. Therefore, it can be said that provisions compelling states were
avoided under the agreement.
CONCLUSION
The information exchange is defined as the transfer of information
between tax authorities, which can be done in various ways between
countries countries and on tax-determined issues. Accordingly, the
information exchange can be made reuested, automaticaly and
spontaneously. İn order to exchange information requested, the requesting
state must make a written request to the other state. The other state should
also share the information if it considers it appropriate by evaluating the
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request for information. In this context, the request for information
exchange is made again in terms of each new information. The spontaneous
information exchange takes place when a state’s tax administration
encounters information that alongs the another state and may be of interest
to that state during the usual workflow, and transmits this information to
the tax administration of that state. Although spontaneous information
exchange is not continuous, in order to exchange information, the state
needs to reach information about the other state and be willing to sahare it.
Automatic information exchange is based on periodic information
exchange between countries. Therefore, information exchange can be
made easier and and more effective with this method. Although, the
requested information exchange is based on meeting the request within the
specified period, the bureaucratic process it is seen as an obstacle to the
exchange of information. In this context, the fact that the information
exchange defined in the international double taxation agreements is on
request causes the need to make different agreements. In addition, the
globaliziation of economies makes it difficult to track resource transfer and
problems such as tax evasion may arise through offshore accounts. In this
direction, automatic information exchange network needs to be
implemented effectively and transparently.
OECD and Global Forum are working to increase the effectiveness of
information exchange. In this context, the Global Forum evaulates
countries in terms of requested information exchange certain criteria.
Turkey is partially compliant grade ratings made on tour. The reason is that
Turkey is the lack of available information and are having problems with
instant information on the stage. In this context, in 2020 Turkey will be
subject to assessment under the qualification rounds again. USA is defined
as largely compatible. In this context, information can be accessed and
information exchange mechanisms exit. On the other hand, the difficulties
experienced in accessing information constitute an obstacle for the USA to
be considered as completely compatible. Within this framework, USA
should increase tha accessibility of information exchange with revisions
covering financial institutions.
In terms of automatic information exchange, OECD created the CRS
based on the USA FATCA agreement. Automatic information exchange
can be made between the tax administrations of the countries that comply
with CRS and in tersms of CRS, all countries shoul regulate their legal
regulations within the scope of automatic information exchange.
Accordingly, OECD published the Model CAA. With the Model CAA, it
is aimed to create a model in order to provite information exchange
effectively by accessing financial account information within the scope of
countries’ automatic information exchange. This agreement is made
multilaterally, not between the two countries. Turkey in terms of the CRS,
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“Mutual Administrative Assistance Convention” signed by a party that is
committed to the multilateral automatic information exchange. However,
Turkey has yet to exchange information under the CRS. Turkey is under
the automatic information exchange in order to fullfil the commitments it
has made, it is necessary to begin to maket he necessary domestic
legislation to exchange information. On the other hand, USA signed the
agreement in 2010, but does not specify the effective date. Therefore,
criticisms are made for USA that it is symbolic in terms of mutal
administrative assistance. On the other hand, it is possible that the USA
does not need a mutual administrative cooperation agreement with FATCA
since it creates its own information exchange network. However, although
effective information exchange is possible with FATCA, it is important
that it cooperates with OECD as an example for other countries.
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INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL TRUST AND ORGANIZATIONAL
AMBIDEXTERITY RELATIONSHIP: RESEARCH ON MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY
Hale Alan
1. Introduction
It has become increasingly clear that inter-organizational trust is an
important factor affecting the actions and performance of organizations.
Issues associated with organizational trust have generated a great deal of
broad scholarly interest in the field, as evidenced by the dozens of articles
and special issues of the leading journals that have been devoted to the
theme of trust. Scholars and Researchers from many disciplines -from
strategic management and organization theory to economics and marketing
-have conceptually and empirically addressed the role that interorganizational trust, as well as trust in general, plays in firm behavior and
performance. In this chapter, it was looked broadly at the scholarship in
the area of inter-organizational trust, with special attention to the
organizational ambidexterity on firms in the medical sector.
As a requirement of competitive business conditions lately, a single
focus is no longer sufficient for businesses. “Organizational
ambidexterity” is being handled with an increasing interest in the
organization literature as a result of the overwhelming competition under
global economic conditions. Organizational ambidexterity is an
organizational feature that every organization wants to have today and it
needs to make a lot of effort for it (Zhao, 2013). It is especially closely
related to the continuation of the organizations and their continuous
growth. Trust is an increasingly interesting concept in the literature and
considered a prerequisite for inter-organizational relations. Trust increases
the exploration and recent knowledge acquisition to gain new competence
(O’Reilly, Chatman, and Caldwell, 1991).
It is stated that organizations set up cooperation and partnerships with
other organizations to be ambidextrous, and trust in these relations supports
organizational ambidexterity by focusing on the primary activities of
organizations, innovation, and efficiency (Kauppila, 2011). Low levels of
trust and a top level of insecurity negatively affect any relationship
between organizations (Vlaar, Van den Bosch and Volberda, 2007).
Although the organizational ambidexterity literature is increasing day by
day, there are still gaps in the literature (Lavie, Stettner & Tushman, 2010;
Raisch & Birkinshaw, 2008). One of these gaps emerges from the lack of
studies investigating the relationships between organizational
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ambidexterity and inter-organizational trust, which represent the relational
dimension of social capital. In this study, the relationship between
ambidexterity and inter-organizational trust was examined. Research
questions of the study are as follows;
• RQ1: Is there a relationship between inter-organizational trust and
organizational ambidexterity (contextual)? ”
• RQ2: Which type of trust between organizations affects contextual
ambidexterity?
• RQ3: Which type of trust among organizations is more effective in
which type of ambidexterity?
2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1. The Concept of Trust and Inter-Organizational Trust
Trust is a meso concept that is frequently studied in both organizational
theory and organizational behavior. I use the relational dimension of social
capital concerning the structure of personal relationships developed
between people and express the personal relationships people develop with
each other through interaction (De Carolis and Saparito, 2006: 44). Trust
is defined as the key dimension of social capital by Coleman, Putnam, and
Bourdieu (Field, 2006: 91-92). Concepts such as risk, uncertainty, belief,
and ability are characteristics that define trust. Ring and Van De Ven
(1994) defined trust as the belief in the integrity of others in their studies,
where they examined the development process of cooperative
organizations. Referring to the importance of mutual interactions in the
formation of trust, Ring and Van De Ven (1994) suggested that trust is the
key source of social capital. When the social capital of organizations is
analyzed from an internal and external perspective, internal social capital
originates from the organization's relationship with its employees; external
social capital is resources that organization gets from its relations with its
competitors, customers, and suppliers, and it integrates the internal social
capital approach with the concept of trust (Adler and Kwon, 2002).
Cohen and Prusak (2001) stated that social capital is based on trust. To
create social capital in the organization, it is necessary to establish and
maintain trusting relationships. The positive role of trust comes to the fore
in establishing cooperation in organizations (La Porta, Lopez-De-Silanes,
Shleifer, and Vinsky, 1997). In the most important definition of trust, we
see that the concepts such as cooperation, expectation, and legitimacy
among the business partners or actors are mostly emphasized. Although
intra-organizational trust is frequently mentioned in the literature (Cook &
Wall, 1980; Lewicki & Bunker, 1996; Tan & Tan, 2000; Huff & Kelley,
2003), there are few studies related to inter-organizational trust (Adobor,
2005). Relations between organizations based on trust are very important
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in the formation of social capital. Trust is seen as a concept that reinforces
the inter-organizational network identity (Biggiero, 1999). Organizations
are affected by many factors arising from uncertainty and variability in
their environment. The trust form the relations, cooperation, and mutual
obligations that shape social capital. There is a need for trust among
organizations to share organizational skills (Uzzi & Lancaster, 2003).
Inter-organizational trust can be defined as the fact that one organization
has a positive expectation for another organization, arising from the
relations of organizations with each other.
Within this study, trust between organizations is based on benevolence
and competency based. Benevolence-based trust encourages organizations
to share their resources by shaping their interaction patterns. It is the trust
that makes organizations willing to research, make discoveries, and share.
To achieve mutual benefits among organizations, collaborative work and
inter-organizational coordination should replace the tendency to gain
pressure and power (Sözen, 2007: 53). Organizations benefit from each
other by sharing their basic skills because they trust each other with
competence-based trust. Inter-organizational trust reflects the relationships
of establishment and loyalty that enable new searches and inventions
(Kale, Singh, & Perlmutter, 2000; Uzzi, 1997: 14). Because of the provider
of competencies comprising resources and knowledge is trusted, it
develops in the relations between them (Das and Teng, 1998; Mcevily &
Marcus, 2005).
Trust makes an organization more understandable (Dore, 1983; Ouchi,
1979). In literature, trust organizations such as buyer-supplier relations,
collaborations, and business partnerships are frequently emphasized
(Boersma, Buckley, Ghauri, 2003; Bönte, 2008).
2.2. Organizational Ambidexterity
Organizational ambidexterity by researchers has emerged as a metaphor
concept for the first time in the ability of people to use both hands at the
same time. These organizations are ambidextrous. Ambidexterity is the
ability of organizations to use existing skills at the same time and to search
unfamiliar tasks, seeking unknown talent, efficiency and effectiveness,
alignment and adaptation, incremental and radical innovations at the same
time (McDonough and Leifer, 1983; Gibson and Birkinshaw, 2004; He and
Wong, 2004).
The beginning of ambidexterity studies is based on March’s (1991)
study (Lavie, Stettner & Tushman, 2010). In his study, March (1991),
investigated that the survival and development of the organization depend
on balancing both activities and the effect of ambidexterity on
organizational learning processes. Later, Tushman and O’Reilly (1996)
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conducted the first study that led to the development of the concept of
ambidextrous organization.
While organizations continue their activities with their knowledge and
experience, they are looking for ways to adapt to the rapid changes in
environmental conditions and to manage these changes well. The way for
organizations to survive and achieve sustainable success is through this
ambidextrous perspective. In this way, organizations both benefit from
their current experience (exploitation) and gain new competencies
(exploration) and gain an advantageous position against their competitors.
Current skills are the primary characteristics that distinguish organizations
from other organizations. Organizations are making incremental
innovations with their existing skills, and acquiring new knowledge and
skills, making radical innovations (Smith & Tushman, 2005).
For the organization to survive, it is necessary to balance the two
activities that make ambidextrous organizations (March, 1991). According
to this concept, organizations should be able to gain unknown talents while
using their existing talents by integrating them with their experiences.
Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004) divided ambidexterity into structural
and contextual dimensions. The structural dimension concerns the internal
characteristics of the organization, while the contextual dimension includes
factors such as size, technology, environment, organizational goals,
strategy, mission, and organizational culture. Structural ambidexterity
focuses on reducing the clashes between the alignment and compatibility
of processes and systems that combine contextual ambidexterity discipline,
trust, and support while emphasizing the importance of structural elements
(Gibson & Birkinshaw, 2004; Tushman & O’Reilly, 1996). Organizational
context is systems, processes, and beliefs that shape behavioral reactions
in the organization (Gibson and Birkinshaw, 2004: 212). Organizations can
combine their competencies and organizational contexts to become
ambidextrous at the same time by balancing their activities. Organizations
create contextual features that will provide ambidexterity (Ghoshal &
Bartlett, 1994).
According to literature, to maintain organizational ambidexterity
related to their performance in balancing both activities including
structural and contextual mechanisms, organizations balance conflicting
demands and actions (He & Wong, 2004). It is seen that studies focus on
the contextual dimension of organizational ambidexterity (Gibson &
Birkinshaw, 2004; Smith & Tushman, 2005; Gupta, Smith & Shalley,
2006; Jansen, van den Bosch & Volberda, 2006), creating contextual
ambidexterity also increases individuals' behavioral capacities. Contextual
ambidexterity provides support created by influencing the culture that
covers the entire organization (Smith, Binns, et al., 2010).
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2.3. The Relationship between Inter-Organizational Trust and
Organizational Ambidexterity
It is known that organizations are constantly looking for ways to
develop trust to develop processes that continuously add value. Adler et al.
(1999) emphasized the importance of trust to be ambidextrous.
Overcoming the difficulty of being an ambidexterity organization is based
on establishing relations between organizations on solid foundations.
(Tushman and O’Reilly, 2004). Ghosal and Bartlet (1997) argued that
socializing organizations with other organizations influenced their
ambidexterity. Having strong ties between organizations leads to
ambidexterity. When organizations are ambidextrous, they affect their
success and performance and other organizations. Organizations being
selective in their relations with other organizations can affect their funding
performance. Integrating of information from inside and outside of the
organization plays a significant role in external intermediaries. It is stated
that the most trusted organization plays a broker role in the network during
the inter-organizational information sharing process (Hargadon & Fanelli,
2002). According to Mom et al. (2007), contextual ambidexterity between
organizations can be created with reliable ties. Since trust arises from the
contextual characteristics of the organization, the individuals in the
organization have a great contribution in the formation of trust for the
organization to be an ambidextrous organization (Gibson & Birkinshaw,
2004).
According to Raisch et al. (2009), contextual ambidexterity focuses on
cultural features rather than structural features. In the literature, it is seen
that trust adds value to the organization (Zhao, 2013). The number of
studies that have found that trust affects organizational ambidexterity
activities positively (Dyer & Chu, 2003). Balancing both activities
(exploitation and exploration) is easier for organizations with a high level
of trust to become ambidextrous. In his doctoral thesis, Tempelaar (2010)
examined trust as an independent variable and investigated its effect on
organizational ambidexterity. Im and Rai (2008) found that sharing
information for activities to test existing skills and seek new competencies
positively influences long-term inter-organizational relationships. Gibson
and Birkinshaw (2004) got a very important place in the literature by
making the first study, which states that there is a positive relationship
between trust and contextual ambidexterity.
According to the literature, trust affects contextual ambidexterity
positively, which increases the organization's success. In Ghosal and
Bartlett’s (1994) and Gibson and Birkinshaw’s (2004) study, trust is
considered as one of the factors affecting contextual ambidexterity.
Contextual ambidexterity affects organizational structures such as size,
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technology, environment, organizational goals, strategy, mission, and
organizational culture. The level of trust between organizations has a direct
impact on the contextual factors of organizations to gain ambidextrous
characteristics. Accordingly, the first proposition of the study is:
Proposition 1: A direct relationship between organizational trust and
contextual ambidexterity is expected.
The fact that organizations have ambidexterity traits, having interorganizational trust, has a significant effect to decrease transaction costs
(Kamphuis, 2007). According to Adobor (2005), the trust ensures
successful relations between organizations and is more effective than
contracts in forming alliances between organizations. In interorganizational environments where there is a high level of trust,
cooperation takes place much faster, more effectively, and easily. If the
organizations don’t have enough level of trust, and the mechanism of trust
that provided ambidexterity functionality, they experience the low rules of
trust would include formal rules, legal regulations, and large monitoring
and control costs.
According to Uzzi and Lancaster (2003), the effects and results of trust
differ according to trust types. While social trust is more about evaluating
available opportunities, competency-based trust is important for gaining
new competencies. Competence-based trust shows the individual's belief
that another person is knowledgeable in a particular subject area. That an
organization has a positive expectation for another organization brings
forward competence-based trust. Exploration and exploitation require
distinct types of trust. According to Kamphuis (2007), it is likely that the
level of trust and the role of trust is different for these two activities, and
the organizational structure, systems and processes are different.
According to Bin (2008), trust has an important effect on both activities.
The competency-based trust at the inter-organizational level is more
meaningful. There must be competence-based trust among organizations
to share organizational skills (Uzzi & Lancaster, 2003). The key to
competency-based trust is to build relationships with more knowledgeable
and superior people in the needed field. With competency-based trust in
relations between organizations, the organization prefers choices that will
provide the highest benefit for itself. The competence-based trust provides
more opportunities for the organization to gain ambidexterity than
benevolence-based trust. In line with these explanations, the second
proposition of the study is:
Proposition 2: Competence-based trust has a more positive impact on
contextual ambidexterity.
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Competence-based trust is closely related to the search for new
competence. According to the knowledge-based approach, organizations
acquire their new competence through inter-organizational relations. In
their study, Levin and Cross (2004) emphasized that competency-based
trust speeds up the information flow required for the source of searching
for new skills. Trust reduces uncertainty, increases risk-taking, and enables
new skills to be acquired (Dirks & Ferin, 2001). Since new skills-seeking
activities are based on recent information (March, 1991), a high level of
competence-based trust among organizations is required for the
effectiveness of these activities. Klein (2007) and Renzl (2008) stated that
trust facilitates information sharing. Trust allows for new competence
seeking activities that involve recent inventions and searches rather than
using existing talents (Marzec, 2013). According to Easterby-Smith et al.
(2008), trust positively affects the new skill-seeking activity, which is
perilous by reducing risk and creating a reliable environment. Strong tiesbased trust plays an active role in transferring of new inter-organizational
competencies (Marzec, 2013). According to Adler and Kwon (2002), trust
improves the repetition of change between actors. In his doctoral thesis,
Blarr (2011) emphasizes that exploration activity is more important than
the evaluation of the existing competencies, because it gives organizations
new relationships based on trust. In line with these explanations above, the
last proposition of the study is:
Proposition 3: Competency-based trust is expected to be more
effective in the process of exploration.
3. Research Model
In this study, because of the literature review, it is seen that contextual
ambidexterity, competency-based inter-organizational trust, and
exploration activities are emphasized. In the study, inter-organizational
trust (competency-based) expresses the independent variable, and
ambidexterity (contextual) refers to the dependent variable. The model of
the research, which was compiled from the literature and based on previous
research results, is as follows:
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Figure 1: Research Model

4. Research Method
The fundamental purpose of this research is to determine the
relationship between organizational ambidexterity and inter-organizational
trust. In the research, semi-structured interviews were held with 11
company officials operating in the medical cluster, which is one of the 7
clusters in Organized Industrial Zone in Ankara. However, there are
clusters under 7 different headings in Ankara Organized Industrial Zone to
provide specialization in defense and aviation, rail systems, medical,
business and construction machinery, communication technologies,
energy, and rubber technologies. Clusters, which have become a focus of
knowledge and experience within the industry in which they operate,
provide the most efficient communication and interaction environment for
the development of innovative products and projects. I have decided to
conduct research on the medical cluster as it is a sector that conducts
current researches to reveal organizational ambidexterity and interorganizational trust and is also a sector that is strategically important and
suitable for keeping its current competence or products in balance.
Face-to-face interviews was conducted between May and September
2019. An e-mail template and interview protocol have been prepared in
order to facilitate communication and this protocol includes information
about the interviewer and the date, place, and duration of the interview.
Before the interviews, I asked entrepreneurs for permission to record
the interview for scientific and accuracy purposes. It provides reliability to
the interviewees by declaring that their personal data will not be made
available to any third party or made public. At the end of the meeting, the
participants were asked whether they would like to add comments and
forecasts that they thought were appropriate for the topic and the topic.
Whenever possible, it was attempted to meet the owner or founders, and
sometimes, meetings were held with one of the senior management. I asked
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the participants about the importance and use of organizational
ambidexterity and inter-organizational trust in their relationships.
Interviews usually lasted between one and a half to three hours.
It generated research questions and propositions based on scientific
literature analysis to explicitly investigate the phenomenon of research and
understand how participants define organizational ambidexterity and trust
relationships in their work environment through their real-life experiences.
For this reason, in this study, a semi-structured interview method and an
inductive coding method were examined. As the inductive approach adopts
an interpretive perspective, it is aimed to more clearly understand the
relationship between the participants' ambidexterity and interorganizational trust. The fundamental purpose of an interpretative
approach is not to discover the truth, but to emphasize the meaning and
concepts used by social actors in real-life environments (Rynes & Gephart,
2004). Interpretive research is to find, define, and interpret the meanings
that people produce and use in proper environments instead of producing
quantitative facts to evaluate hypotheses. In the first stage, I made scientific
explanations from an interpretive research perspective. In this context, the
interpretative approach focuses on personal experiences, culture, and
interactions between individuals (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2016).
5. Research Findings
Before the extensive amount of data from the interviews was analyzed,
the notes kept in the interview process were arranged in order. Later, titles
of themes were created. I got these themes from the interview but were
consistent with the literature. For this reason, I observed it that there was a
continuous harmony between theory and literature throughout the analysis
process. This continuous comparative approach to analysis (Silverman,
2005) involves a repeated review of data with emerging categories and
concepts. The analysis started with the identification information. On the
tables, code names are used to represent the participants. I kept the actual
names of the participants confidential. Table 1 summarizes an overview of
the participants' information and activities.
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Table 1. The respondents in the study
No

Name

Position

Age

Working
Experience

Year

1

Ali

Founder

35

10

2009

2

Eren

Owner

42

12

2010

3

Murat

CEO

58

8

2012

4

Azime

Founder

46

20

2011

5

Yasin

Partner

41

17

2007

6

Selim

Owner

51

25

2002

7

Nesim

Manager

34

12

2000

8

Ufuk

R&D
Manager

53

26

1999

9

Ayhan

Founder

61

35

2006

10

Selçuk

Owner

50

24

2014

11

Mustafa

Owner

31

8

2003

Entrepreneurial field
Manufactures
Wireless
Mobile Ultrasound Device.
Mobile phone application
for health services at home.
Rehabilitation
robot
technologies and artificial
intelligence technologies
Magnetic and polymer
nanoparticles;
micelles;
nanogels; diagnosis and
treatment applications
Titanium and subperiostal
implant production
Medical clothing production
(Varicose socks, support
socks, varimed travel socks,
anti embolism socks.)
Medical
Imaging
and
Microwave
Breast
Tomography
Medical and Aesthetic
Device Production
Design, production, Smart
Correction technology of
orthopedic solutions
Production of Biological
Safety and Clean Air
Cabinets
Sterilization container and
accessory production

Table 1 shows the information of the participants interviewed. The
average age of the participants is 45, and the average experience is
determined as 28 years, and this has enabled the selected participants to be
experienced to be beneficial for the study. I have collected the information
from the owners or founders of the companies operating actively in the
medical sector. Table 2 below shows the themes formed under four
headings.
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Table 2. Coding themes and scheme

Inter-organizational Trust

Organizational Ambidexterity

Competence-Based
Trust
-Competency or
Ability
-Risk factor

Benevolence-Based
Trust

-Reciprocity

-Sharing

-Cooperation
-Equity

-Working together
-Reduce conﬂict
-Opportunistic
behavior

-Solidarity

-Ambiguity
-Beliefs

Contextual
Ambidexterity
-Ambidextrous
Culture
-Trust
- Recent product
innovation
-Support
-Experience

-Limited flexibility
-Autonomous structural
units
-Sequential
-Structural separation

-Complementary

- Defined roles

-Communication and
information sharing
-Reliability
-Efficient choices
-Reducing
transaction costs

-Productivity
-Performance

-Creativity

-Improving
Processes

Structural
Ambidexterity
-Hierarchy

-Integrative

-Systems

-Quick to
opportunities
-Experience
-Facilitating
improvement
-Solve problems

-Balance
-Continuity
-Shared ambition
-Interaction
-Alignment and
adaptability
- Flexible roles

As a result of 11 interviews mentioned in Table 2, the key themes were
determined. These themes were created by sorting and organizing the data
from each interview. Table 2 shows how the respondents ranked the key
themes about inter-organizational trust and organizational ambidexterity
they were presented within the interviews. Table 2 was created from the
responses of the participants during the interview. It is seen that the most
important results are grouped under competence-based trust and contextual
ambidexterity. In Table 2, it is seen that themes got from the interviews
have increased the features of producing more beneficial results such as
competitive advantage, cooperation, high performance, and efficiency. It
can also be said that these results are compatible with the literature. Based
on the themes mentioned above, the interviewees' comments on
competence-based trust and contextual ambidexterity, which are the focus
of the research, are presented in tables 3 and 4 as illustrative evidence.
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Table 3 shows the competence-based trust description according to
participants’ comments.
Table 3. Participants’ comments on Competence-based Trust
No

Name

Position

1

Ali

Founder

2

Eren

Owner

3

Murat

CEO

4

Azime

Founder

5

Yasin

Partner

6

Selim

Owner

7

Nesim

Manager

8

Ufuk

R&D
Manager

9

Ayhan

Founder

Reasons for Competence-Based Trust
(illustrative evidence)
The competence-based trust may be task-specific,
benevolence-based trust deals with more stable
relationships.
Inter-organizational trust is that employees trust
other company employees. Goodwill is the
foundation of trust in beneficial relationships. As a
condition of trust, it is the belief that the approaches
of other companies to their work are
professionalism and dedication.
Showing alignment and adaptability in all business
units simultaneously increases the behavioral
capacity.
Employees who trust the organization they work
with provide strong inter-organizational trust to
other employees and supervisors.
People rely on the behavior of others to determine
how much to trust a change, then those seeking
information with more work experience in a
particular department rely more on these perceived
behaviors. Competence-based trust is the
expectations of partners to have the technical skills,
experience, and reliability required to fulfill their
obligations.
Trust, which affects performance expectations,
builds up. A sign of the competence failure we have
is we obtain information about the competence of
other companies if the level of trust is high.
Competence-based trust increases the trust that a
partner will perform tasks in a particular area
correctly. Competence-based trust increases with
the knowledge and experience of other companies
in performing certain tasks.
Higher levels of competency-based trust are related
to partners' desire for more innovation.
Competence-based trust is technical and rational, so
there may be a wide variety of technical details,
information, or problems.
Competence-based trust makes our job easier,
enabling us to be informed about the capabilities of
other companies, and knowing about competence-
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10

Selçuk

Owner

11

Mustafa

Owner

based trust people and processes in advance.
Therefore, partners with a high level of
competence-based trust can spend a lot of time and
effort on these benefits.
Stakeholders with a high level of competence-based
trust can protect them from dependence on
resources that encourage more value creation
through collaboration and creative problemsolving.
Competence-based trust is a confidence that other
companies have with the competencies, technical
skills, and experience.
Competence-based trust comes about with "reliable
performance", which occurs.

According to the definitions (table 3), they emphasized positive results
about competency-based trust. Among the results, I have claimed it that
companies increase their activities and improve performance. At below,
table 4 shows the participants' views and opinions on contextual
ambidexterity.
Table 4. Participants’ comments on contextual ambidexterity (illustrative
evidence)
No

1

Name

Ali

Position

Reasons for Contextual Ambidexterity
(illustrative evidence)

Founder

Inter-organizational
and
intra-organizational
approaches to ambidexterity are complements rather
than substitutes.

2

Eren

Owner

3

Murat

CEO

4

Azime

Founder

5

Yasin

Partner

Contextual ambidexterity allows individuals in the
firm to make a dynamic and flexible decision about
how time should be distinguished between their
valuable activities, such as making recent inventions
or developing existing products.
Contextual conditions require acting as an
intermediary who always wants to make
connections.
The interaction of trust and ability to balance
exploration and exploitation requires an
organizational context, and it provides a supportive
organizational context that encourages individuals
to make their own decisions about how best to
divide their time among conflicting demands.
Contextual ambidexterity is a function of an
organizational culture that promotes flexibility and
control at all units.
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6

Selim

Owner

7

Nesim

Manager

8

Ufuk

R&D
Manager

9

Ayhan

Founder

10

Selçuk

Owner

11

Mustafa

Owner

Contextual ambidexterity gains value based on
organizational culture and provides long-term
benefits to the firm.
Contextual power has a direct positive impact on
both financial and non-financial performance.
I aim it to reveal the synergies between the
alignment and adaptation of the inter-firm
contextual talent management system, goals,
resources and activities, and to create an appropriate
context for cooperation, value creation among
companies.
Contextual ambidexterity emerges for industry and
intercultural differences and as an element of
heterogeneous resources and capabilities at the
business unit level.
Contextual ambidexterity is effective in the
emergence of both incremental and radical
innovations in inter-firm information exchange. The
competitiveness of the company is positively
influenced by cooperation with other companies.
Contextual ambidexterity provides an opportunity
to pursue radical innovation. It requires individual
managers to recognize and understand the
information presented by their colleagues in the
company. Contextual factors can be effective in
performance.

It shows conceptual explanations about contextual ambidexterity in
table 4. They frequently mentioned the importance and benefit of
contextual factors in their statements.
Interpretation and Summative Synthesis
According to the description and definition mentioned above in table 3
and 4, we can claim that there is an expected direct relationship between
inter-organizational trust and contextual ambidexterity. Competence-based
trust has a positive impact on contextual ambidexterity. In addition,
competency-based trust is expected to be more effective in the process of
exploration.
In this study, competency-based aspects stand out, showing that distinct
types of trust have different effects on the relationship between increased
activity and improved performance. The trust is formed at an interorganizational level depending on other contextual factors that concern the
organization. It has shown that trust based on competence turns into a
multi-dimensional structure. We should not neglect the importance of
contextual conditions. It has emerged that medical technology production
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firms establish collaborations and relationships by giving importance to
others’ competencies. I found answers. The propositions are compatible
with both the literature and the research findings. I can say that
competencies and contextual conditions give direction and shape to the
relations between organizations. I carried this study out in the sector is on
the agenda like the medical sector and which has to develop continuously,
has provided significant results. The appropriateness of the chosen industry
affects the verification of the research proposals. Firms selected for the
research made it easier to find answers to research questions and
propositions.
Conclusion
The concept of organizational ambidexterity is becoming increasingly
important. As strengthening inter-organizational relations, I have
attempted trust to explain by different theoretical perspectives. The aim of
this study is to reveal the relations between organizational ambidexterity
and inter-organizational trust comprehensively. The content of the study is
limited by the effects of inter-organizational trust on organizational
ambidexterity in reinforcing and sustaining the ambidextrous process.
According to study findings, I observe that trust has an effective role in
ambidexterity in inter-organizational relations and contextual
ambidexterity, competence-base trust, exploration activities are stood out.
This study aims to be the first comprehensive study in this area in native
literature, in addition, it presented a comprehensive evaluation of
organizational ambidexterity and inter-organizational trust.
There are also indications in this study that regional and cultural
differences affect the effects and results of inter-organizational trust.
Contextual ambidexterity is of great importance for recent product
innovation and corporate success, especially in medical companies
operating in a dynamic and variable environment. Contextual
ambidexterity (i.e. simultaneous discovery and exploitation within a
business unit) is not only possible but also a requirement for long-term
success in high-tech firms that have no choice but to exploit existing
qualifications and simultaneously explore new qualifications for shortterm commercial benefits. As stated in Gibson and Birkinshaw (2004),
contextual ambidexterity is associated with the acquisition of new
competencies. The positive effect of trust was emphasized in acquiring
new competencies.
Organizations should not structurally separate their exploration and
exploitation activities, but create a context that allows employees to
discover and exploit simultaneously within the same unit. These results are
consistent with the literature (see Birkinshaw and Gibson 2004;
Birkinshaw and Gupta 2013; Gibson and Birkinshaw 2004). Contextual
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ambidexterity enables firms to benefit from the expertise and knowledge
of the entire workforce. Therefore, we see that our example companies
shift their focus towards contextual ambidexterity whenever the perceived
(potential) number of opportunities and uncertainty around them is high.
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RETURN AND VOLATILITY SPILLOVERS BETWEEN THE
BALTIC STATES: AN APPLICATION WITH MGARCH AND DY
MODEL
Ihsan Erdem Kayral* & Nisa Sansel Tandogan**
Introduction
Globalization plays an important role in the world trade thanks to its
integrative effect on economics, politics and cultures. However, it does not
have only advantages but disadvantages as well. It is clear that the financial
crisis spreads suddenly all around the world due to globalization (Davulis,
2012). While markets have interrelations and depend on each other, the
risk and uncertainty stemming from the integration increase (Kropas,
2007). 2008 Global Financial Crisis and the European Debt Crisis are a
good example of that.
In the years of 2000, mortgages provided for low-income families to
buy a house to be valued. However, when the housing prices fell into
decline, the credit market called subprime mortgages collapsed in 2008.
This collapse also affected the banks holding many subprime mortgages
and bankrupted important banks such as Lehman Brothers. The crisis was
not restricted with the USA, it spread to European countries and created a
huge effect on the countries. The bankruptcy of three major banks in
Iceland within a night is just one of them (Dimitriou and Metaxas, 2017).
Following the Federal Reserve System of USA, the Bank of Great Britain
and the European Central Bank reduced the basic interest rate in an attempt
to prevent the growth of the market interest rate (Davulis, 2012).
While the destructive impact of the 2008 Global Financial Crisis
continues on the financial markets and the countries, another crisis that will
reach the large masses arose in late 2009. After Greek Prime Minister
George Papandreou announced the incompatibility of Greece’s debt with
the reported ones, some countries which have similar debts to Greece such
as Portugal, Spain and Italy started to be worried about their debt (Beker,
2014). Frieden and Walter (2017) claim that the crisis in 2009, called as
European Debt Crisis or Eurozone Crisis, stems from the political economy
of European monetary integration and the problem is uncertainty about the
management of common currency under the unresolved conflicts.
Esposito (2014) explains that the common Euro paved the way for free
trade and while this integrity increases wealth for the capital-based nations,
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it also caused speculative bubbles and overspending in the Southern
nations. The reason for the crisis is shown by Purfield and Rosenberg
(2010) as bank lending and the rise in domestic demand. Expectations for
high income and provided very low real borrowing rates on eurodenominated loans stimulated the credit demand. At the end of the process,
the member states of the European Union could not discharge their debt on
their own and be in need of the European Central Bank and International
Monetary Fund.
The impact of the crisis has differed from country to country because
of many reasons such as differences in the country size, power of the
national bank, economic structure, labor markets, etc. (Friedrich and
Reiljan, 2015). In this sense, there are many studies that show the crisis
impact on the countries mostly focusing on Greece, Portugal, Spain and
Italy (Kayral, 2020; Beker, 2014; Leahy, Healy and Murphy, 2012;
Trabelsi, 2012). However, the studies discussing that effect on the Baltic
States are limited.
In this sense, our study aims to show the spillover effect in the 2008
Global Financial Crisis and European Debt Crisis on the Baltic States
(Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) by taking years between 2004 and 2018.
For this purpose, we use both MGARCH models (CCC-GARCH) and
Diebold-Yilmaz (DY) model. Therefore, we present the presence of the
spillover effect between the Baltic States returns and volatilities and check
the robustness of our analysis.
This paper consists of four sections. In the second section, the literature
review is conducted. The third section explains the data and methodology.
The fourth section provides the results obtained from the empirical study.
The fifth section concludes our study.
2. Literature Review
Although there are several studies on the impact of the 2008 Global
Financial Crisis and European Debt Crisis, these analyses mostly focus on
Greece, Portugal, Spain, Italy and Ireland (Kayral, 2020; Beker, 2014;
Leahy et al. 2012; Trabelsi, 2012). Kayral (2020) shows that Greece has
some problems in its stock market in the 10 th year of the 2008 Global
Financial Crisis. Caporale et al. (2015) examine the effects of the macro
news on stock returns in eight EU countries by using a VAR-GARCH-inmean model.
However, according to Macys (2012), Baltic states were affected deeply
by the crises. It is stated that Latvia experienced the largest 17.7% decline
in the economy in 2009. Moreover, the inflation rate reached the critical
levels as 14.1% in Latvia, 9.6% in Estonia and 8.1% in Lithuania (Koyama,
2010).
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Even though some studies support that these three states have similar
characteristics and problems, the reaction of each state to the crises is
different. Depending on that, the sphere of influence and outcome of crises
varied from state to state. Macys (2012) stated that Lithuania is the worst
affected state by the crisis because its policy led to fall in the internal
consumer market by giving real estate credits to young working families
and standing off these people to decrease the expenditure of the companies.
The fall in consumption created a huge negative effect on GDP in 2009
and unprecedented public debt occurred.
The Lithuanian economy affected also by the fall in consumption of
other countries was in trouble for export and this was another factor that
triggers the economic depression (Davulis, 2012). Purfield and Rosenberg
(2010) assert that the slow policy implementation of the authorities
overheated mostly Latvia which experienced a 25% decline in cumulative
output in 2008-2009. From this perspective, Lithuania and Latvia have
similar characteristics in terms of taking anti-crisis measures because the
policy of both is based on fiscal policy and saving (Davulis, 2012).
Dissimilarly, Estonia overcame the crisis by giving fewer losses (Macys,
2012).
Friedrich and Reiljan (2015) indicate that while the interrupted financial
markets, tightened credit standard and less accessible stock markets
stemming from the crisis affected the Estonian economy negatively, a
budget surplus policy which is carried out instead of cutting tax showed
the difference of this policy with standard anti-cyclical policy. Moreover,
the success of this policy paved the way for assistance from the European
Union and the electoral support of the government.
To understand the effect of crises and financial market risk better,
forecasting the volatility and analysing it is important. In this sense, Aktan
et al. (2010), in the study on the Baltic stock markets, demonstrates that
increasing the returns of the rise in the risk is not absolute by using
GARCH-family models. Also, it is found that while negative returns
increase the volatility for Lithuania and Latvia, volatility is increased by
positive returns in Estonia.
We see that various studies in the literature examine the presence of the
spillover effect with univariate and multivariate GARCH models (Huo and
Ahmed, 2017; Efimova and Serletis, 2014; Mensi et al., 2014; Ewing and
Malik, 2013; Min and Hwang; 2012). Some studies show that the
multivariate GARCH (MGARCH) models can estimate the volatilities
with better performance than univariate GARCH models (Kayral and
Tandogan, 2019; Almedia et al., 2018; Su and Huang, 2010). In addition
to traditional and conditional correlation approaches, after 2008 Global
Financial Crises, the spillover index methodology of Diebold and Yılmaz
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(2009, 2012) is used in different studies to evaluate market spillovers
(Zhang et al.,2012; Yarovaya et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016).
3. Data and Methodology
3.1. Data Collection
We use daily closing data of the OMXTGI Index (Estonia), OMXRGI
Index (Latvia) and OMXVGI Index (Lithuania) for the period of
01/01/2004 - 12/31/2018 including both 2008 Global Financial Crisis and
the European Debt Crisis. This period is analysed for the whole data but it
is examined in four sub-periods as pre-crisis period (2004-2007), doubleacting crisis period including both 2008 Global Financial Crisis and
European Debt Crisis (2008-2010), crisis period including only European
Debt Crisis (2011-2015) and the post-crisis period (2016-2018) to compare
spillover effects in crises. Related data is obtained from the Thomson
Reuters Eikon database.
3.2. Unit Root Tests
In this study, Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP)
unit root tests are used to determine the existence of unit root in the time
series. ADF unit root test checks the stationarity of a series (Dickey and
Fuller, 1981).
∆𝑦𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑡 + 𝛾𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝛿1 ∆𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝛿2 ∆𝑦𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝛿𝑝 ∆𝑦𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜀𝑡

(1)

This equation includes the variables which consist of time series to be
tested, 𝑦𝑡 , a constant term, 𝛼, the coefficient on a time trend, 𝛽, the
coefficient of interest, 𝛾, the parameter of the augmented lagged first
difference of 𝑦𝑡 , 𝛿𝑖 , the lag order of the autoregressive process, p, and the
white noise error term, 𝜀𝑡 . The hypotheses are in that H0: the series contain
a unit root, Ha: the series is stationary. The null hypothesis is rejected when
the ADF unit root test statistics are larger than the critical values in absolute
value.
To prevent the problem of serial correlation and heteroskedasticity in
the errors in ADF unit root tests, we also applied the Phillips-Perron (PP)
unit root test. It is formulated in two ways, Zt and Zα.
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(3)

This test is hypothesized in that H0: unit root against, Ha: stationary
about deterministic trend (Phillips and Perron, 1988).
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3.3. ARCH Effect
We analyse the ARCH effect after applying unit root tests. ARCH-LM
test is applied to eliminate the alternative models and analyse the fit of the
model (Engle, 1979). It is formulated as;
𝑞

2
𝑒𝑡2 = 𝛽0 + (∑𝑠=1 𝛽𝑠 𝑒𝑡−𝑠
) + 𝑣𝑡

(4)

where et represents the residuals and consists of squared residuals from
auxiliary regression, the constant squared residuals, lagged squared
residuals in the qth degree. Multiplying the number of observations
obtained in the analysis by R2 gives the value of LM. It is hypothesized in
that H0: There is no ARCH effect, Ha: There is ARCH effect. The result of
the hypothesis test shows the existence of the heteroscedasticity problem.
The ARCH effect is required to apply the GARCH model.
3.4. Mean Equations and Return Spillovers
We constitute three (VAR based) different mean equations to check the
presence of the return spillovers. These equations are used in our GARCH
analysis to obtain volatilities of stock markets. It is formulated as;
𝑟𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛿𝑖,0 + (∑3𝑗=1 𝛿𝑖,𝑗 𝑟𝑗,𝑡−1 ) + 𝑣𝑖,𝑡

i,j = 1,2,3

(5)

where ri,t represents stock returns and 𝛿𝑖,0 shows constant term of the
mean equation.
3.5. Variance Equation and CCC-GARCH Model
After Engle (1982) introduced autoregressive conditional
heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model which provides information for the
forecast of one-period through the recent past, Bollerslev (1986)
introduced a new model including more flexible lag structure, which is
called as generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity
(GARCH) model. It is represented as in follows;
𝜀𝑡 |𝛹𝑡−1 ~ 𝑁(0, ℎ𝑡 )
(6)
2
ℎ𝑡 = 𝜔 + 𝛼𝜀𝑡−1 + 𝛽ℎ𝑡−1 , 𝜔 > 0,
𝛼 ≥ 0,
𝛽 ≥ 0
(7)
This equation consists of variables including the shocks in the related
variable in the previous period on the volatility in the current period, α, the
effect of volatility in the previous period on the volatility in the current
period, β, and constant term in the variance equation, 𝜔. For the good
estimation of the model, the sum of 𝛼 and β should be less than 1 which
means the wide-sense stationarity.
Instead of the traditional GARCH model, we analyse our data with the
CCC-GARCH model to find both volatilities and volatility spillovers of
the Baltic States’ Stock Markets. Bollerslev (1990) proposed this model
that predicts the conditional correlation matrix to obtain a conditional
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covariance matrix. It is assumed that the conditional correlation matrix is
constant in the CCC-GARCH model. This model is showed (one lagged in
our study) as in follows;
2
ℎ𝑖,𝑡 = 𝜔 + ∑3𝑗=1 𝐴𝑗 𝜀𝑡−1
+ ∑3𝑗=1 𝐵𝑗 ℎ𝑡−1

(8)

𝜔 shows Nx1 dimension vector, 𝐴𝑗 and 𝐵𝑗 represent NxN dimension
diagonal matrices. In this model conditional covariance matrix is defined
as follows;
1/2

1/2

𝐻𝑡 = 𝐷𝑡 𝑃𝐷𝑡 where 𝐷𝑡 = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(ℎ1,𝑡 , . . . . ℎ𝑁,𝑡 ) and 𝑃 = |𝜌𝑖,𝑗 | i,j=1,2,3 (9)
3.6. Diebold and Yilmaz (DY) Spillover Index
In addition to GARCH models, we also obtain spillover indices and
examine return and volatility spillovers between the Baltic States. Diebold
and Yilmaz (2009 and 2012) propose the generalized forecast error
variance decomposition (GFEVD) framework to obtain the volatility
spillover index. The DY model measures the spillovers with the VAR
framework using Cholesky factor orthogonalization.
𝐴𝑖= 𝜔1𝐴𝑖−1+𝜔2𝐴𝑖−2+⋯+ 𝜔𝑝𝐴𝑖−𝑝 with 𝐴𝑖−𝑝 = 0 for 𝑖 < 0.

(10)

Where 𝐴𝑖 is an 𝑁×𝑁 matrix of a recursive pattern, The DY model
calculates the H-step-ahead GFEVD as follows;
𝑔
𝜃𝑖𝑗 (𝐻)

=

−1 𝐻−1
∑ℎ=0 ((𝑒𝑖𝚤 𝐴ℎ ∑ 𝑒𝑗 ))
𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝚤
𝚤
∑𝐻−1
ℎ=0 ((𝑒𝑖 𝐴ℎ ∑ 𝐴ℎ 𝑒𝑖 ))

2

2

(11)

Then, spillover index calculates using GFEVD, as follows;
𝑔
∑𝑖,𝑗=1 𝜃̃
𝚤,𝑗 (𝐻)

𝑆 𝑔 (𝐻) =

𝑖≠𝐽

* 100

𝑁

(12)

We use this calculation in our analysis and we also use the net spillovers
to all markets j from i is shown in Equation (13):
𝑔

𝑔

𝑔

𝑆𝑖 (𝐻) = 𝑆𝑖𝑗 (𝐻) − 𝑆𝑗𝑖 (𝐻)

(13)

𝑔

𝑆𝑖𝑗 (𝐻) is the directional spillover to market 𝑖 from all other markets 𝑗
𝑔
and 𝑆𝑗𝑖 (𝐻) is the directional spillover to all other markets 𝑗 from market 𝑖.
The difference between the two values will give us the net spillovers.
4. Results
4.1. Descriptive Analysis
In our study, we use the daily closing prices and obtained stock returns.
It is calculated as shown below;
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𝑆𝑃𝑅𝑡 = 𝑙𝑛𝑆𝑃𝑡 − ln𝑆𝑃𝑡−1

(14)

SPRt in the 14th equation shows the return on the day of the related
stock exchange and SPt shows the closing value on the day t of the stock
exchange. The returns related to the stock indices within the scope of the
study from the 14th equation are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Stock Market Returns
Source: Authors’ calculations.
When Figure 1 is analyzed, it is seen that stock market returns show a
similar structure especially between the years of 2008 and 2012. On the
other hand, OMXRGI returns show excessive fluctuations in the period
between 2015 and 2018. These excessive fluctuations are also observed in
OMXTGI for the years of 2004 and 2007.
Table 1. Stock Market Returns Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness

OMXTGI
0.000385
0.000482
0.120945
-0.070459
0.010563
0.2277
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OMXRGI
0.000322
0.000250
0.115963
-0.081048
0.012326
0.4745

OMXVGI
0.000352
0.000387
0.110015
-0.119378
0.010391
-0.3536

Kurtosis
Jarque-Bera
Number of Observations

15.6114
24107.29***
3633

13.1509
25.0336
15734.09*** 73564.93***
3633
3633

***statistical significance at the 1% level.
Source: Authors’ calculations.
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of the stock market returns.
According to the results, for the period of 2004 and 2018, the mean of the
stock market returns are ranked as OMXTGI, OMXVGI and OMXRGI
from the highest to the lowest.
The results of the probability distribution deviation (skewness) indicate
that OMXTGI and OMXRGI returns are left-skewed but OMXVGI return
is right-skewed. When the results of kurtosis are analyzed, it is shown that
there is excessive kurtosis in all these stock indices. These results
demonstrate that the returns of OMXTGI, OMXRGI and OMXVGI returns
are similar to financial time series.
The value of Jarque–Bera indicates that these stock market returns are
not normally distributed. Conditional heteroscedasticity model structure is
proven strongly by descriptive statistics.
4.2. Unit Root Tests
For the stationarity, Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and PhillipsPerron (PP) unit root tests are used by analysing the returns of the stock
indices. The results of these tests are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Stock Market Returns Stationarity

ADF
PP

Tests
Intercept
Trend and Intercept
Intercept
Trend and Intercept

OMXTGI
-53.4055***
-53.4101***
-56.6136***
-56.6004***

OMXRGI
-64.2558***
-64.2477***
-64.5510***
-64.5430***

OMXVGI
-51.9354***
-51.9430***
-56.5489***
-56.5322***

***statistical significance at the 1% level.
Source: Authors’ calculations.
In these two unit root tests, the closing prices of the stock indices at the
level [I(0)] are considered. The results indicate that all of the values is
significant. The hypotheses are rejected, which means not to contain unit
roots and to be provided stationarity condition.
4.3. Mean Equations and ARCH Effects
After obtaining the stationarity of the return series, we use the leastsquares method to get the most suitable conditional mean equation. Akaike
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Information Criterion (AIC) and Schwarz Criterion (SIC) are approached
to determine the mean equation taking part in the CCC-GARCH. As shown
in Table 3, we determine the one-lagged model for each stock exchange is
shown in equation 5 as the best model. The values in Table 3 show that the
coefficients for all indices are found as significant at the 1% level.
Table 3. OLS Model and ARCH-LM Test Results
Parameters and Statistics
𝛿
r1,t−1
r2,t−1
r3,t−1
ARCH (5) - F-statistic
ARCH (5) - Obs*R2

OMXTGI OMXRGI OMXVGI
0.0003*
0.0003
0.0003
0.0861*** 0.0837***
0.0781***
0.0122
-0.1156***
0.0006
0.0596*** 0.1221***
0.1072***
71.0708*** 70.8427*** 190.5876***
324.1333
323.1856
758.9601

***statistical significance at the 1% level. *statistical significance at the 10%
level, Note: r1 , r2 and r3 show OMXTGI, OMXRGI and OMXVGI, respectively.

Source: Authors’ calculations.
The results of the ARCH LM test, which is also shown in Table 3,
indicate that the ARCH effect has been tested and the hypothesis has been
rejected which means the absence of ARCH effect at the 1% level. The
ARCH effect has been found on the model of all stock indices.
4.4. CCC-GARCH Results, Return and Volatility Spillovers
Autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) models are
generally used in to model volatility because these models solve the
heteroscedasticity and ineffectiveness problems. Thus, these models play
an important role in the analysis of the relationship between the uncertainty
and the return in the financial data including stock exchange returns. In this
sense, our study which is analysed whole data used the CCC-GARCH
model to estimate the volatilities and found the return and volatility
spillovers.
Table 4 shows the results of CCC-GARCH model. The results show
that all coefficients (both mean equation and variance equation) are
significant at 1% and 5% level. According to mean equation results, we
find that all stock markets’ returns in Baltic States are affected by other
stock markets’ lagged values in our analysis period.
According to the results of the variance equation part in Table 4, the
ranking of A values from the highest to the lowest is as follows that
OMXRGI, OMXTGI and OMXVGI with 0.107204, 0.096022 and
0.092146 respectively. The most powerful shocks are seen in OMXRGI.
However, the lowest B value is also found in OMXRGI. The most powerful
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effect of volatility in the previous period on the volatility in the current
period is seen in OMXVGI that has the highest B value (0.905639).
Table 4. CCC-GARCH Model Results
Variable
𝛿1,0
𝛿1,1
𝛿1,2
𝛿1,3
𝛿2,0
𝛿2,1
𝛿2,2
𝛿2,3
𝛿3,0
𝛿3,1
𝛿3,2
𝛿3,3
ω1
A1
B1
ω2
A2
B2
ω3
A3
B3
𝜌1,2
𝜌1,3
𝜌2,3

Mean Equation
Coefficient
0.000241
0.069828
0.040253
0.033302
0.000564
0.103749
-0.135375
0.052673
0.000332
0.066849
0.029885
0.082079
Variance Equation
1.16E-06
0.096022
0.896711
5.16E-06
0.107204
0.860982
1.02E-06
0.092146
0.905639
0.197179
0.353236
0.213530

Prob.
0.0280
0.0000
0.0001
0.0133
0.0004
0.0000
0.0000
0.0044
0.0040
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Source: Authors’ calculations.
In CCC-GARCH models, rho (𝜌) gives the information about
covariances of the stock markets. Also, this coefficient shows the volatility
spillovers and their signs. All rho coefficients are found significant and
positive signs. We find that positive volatility spreads between stock
markets and its direction will be from OMXTGI to OMXRGI and
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OMXVGI, also from OMXRGI to OMXVGI. The conditional covariances
that obtain with the CCC-GARCH model are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. CCC-GARCH Conditional Covariances
Source: Authors’ calculations.
When Figure 2 is analyzed, it is seen that stock market covariances
show a similar structure, especially for the crises periods. We show that
the highest volatilities are seen in double-acting crisis period including
both the 2008 Global Financial Crisis and European Debt Crisis (20082010). European Debt Crisis (2011-2015) follows this period. In other subperiods (pre-crisis and post-crisis), volatilities and volatility spillover
effect diminish.
4.5. DY Model, Return and Volatility Spillover Indices
We show that the return and volatility spillovers between the Baltic
States with the CCC-GARCH model. We also estimate the spillover
indices for returns and volatilities of stock markets with a DY framework.
We measure the return and volatility spillover using a forecast horizon five
days with a VAR lag structure of five. A 200-day rolling window is used
in our analysis as some other studies (Elsayed and Yarovaya, 2019; Zhang
& Broadstock, 2018). The spillover connectedness table for returns is
shown in Table 5.
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Table 5 shows the results of the average spillover analysis for the Baltic
States returns. We obtain the net contribution to each stock market’s return
taking the difference between “Contribution to others” and “From Others”.
Table 5. The Spillover Connectedness for Returns
OMXTGI
OMXRGI
OMXVGI
Contribution to others
Net Contribution (To –
From)
Contribution including
own

OMXTGI OMXRGI OMXVGI From Oth.
99.1
0.1
0.8
0.9
7.3
91.8
0.9
8.2
26.9
3.1
69.9
30.1
39.2
34.3
3.3
1.6
33.4

-4.9

-28.5

133.4

95.0

71.5

13.1%

Source: Authors’ calculations.
Regarding Table 5, the average spillover index is found as 13.1%. The
average spillovers index for the whole sample (2004-2018) shows that
13.1% of the total variance of the forecast errors is explained by the
connectedness of shocks across Baltic States markets, while the remaining
85.9% is explained by idiosyncratic and external shocks. Regarding net
contribution results, OMXTGI is the only positive net contributor in
returns analysis. These results make the OMCXTGI as the highest
contributor to other stock markets. OMXRGI and OMXVGI are net
receivers for the whole period. The spillover connectedness table for
volatilities is shown in Table 6.
Table 6. The Spillover Connectedness for Volatilities
OMXTGI
OMXRGI
OMXVGI
Contribution to others
Net Contribution (To –
From)
Contribution including
own

OMXTGI OMXRGI OMXVGI From Oth.
94.6
3.5
1.9
5.4
6.6
89.7
3.8
10.3
28.0
10.2
61.8
38.2
34.6
53.9
13.7
5.6
29.2
3.4
-32.6

129.2

103.4

67.4

18.0%

Source: Authors’ calculations.
Table 6 shows the results of the average spillover analysis for the Baltic
States volatilities. We use the same methodology to obtain the net
contribution with returns analysis. The average spillover index is found as
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18%. The average spillover index shows that 18% of the total variance of
the forecast errors is explained by the connectedness of shocks across
Baltic States markets, while the remaining 82% is explained by other
shocks. Whereas two different stock markets (OMXTGI and OMXRGI)
have positive net contributions scores, the OMCXTGI is still the highest
contributor to other stock markets. OMXVGI is a net receiver for the whole
period.
The results of return and volatility total spillover indices’ calculations
are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Total Spillover Index with DY Framework
Source: Authors’ calculations.
When Figure 3 is analyzed, most of the highest values of return TSI are
seen double-acting crisis period (including both 2008 Global Financial
Crisis and European Debt Crisis (2008-2010)) and only European Debt
Crisis (2011-2015) period. We find the highest value as 41 on 10/24/2008.
Then, it decreases but we see the different local peaks in 11/15/2011,
05/14/2012 and 05/20/2010 and 10/30/2014 with 32, 28, 26 and 24
respectively. Regarding Figure 3, most of the highest values of volatilities
TSI are also found in crises periods. We measure that the highest value as
62 in 08/25/2015. We see more local peaks in volatilities than returns
analysis. We also show the summary of the total spillover indices in Table
7.
Table 7. Summary Table for TSI
Period
2004-2007
2008-2010
2011-2015
2016-2018

Return
mean max
10.50 23.35
23.17 41.38
15.38 31.74
6.92 13.23

min
3.17
14.40
6.99
3.41

Period
2004-2007
2008-2010
2011-2015
2016-2018

Source: Authors’ calculations.
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Volatility
mean max min
13.59 35.92 14.63
32.60 52.74 9.26
17.72 62.00 1.99
8.76 43.68 2.06

In addition to the highest values, Table 7 shows that the returns of total
stress spillovers fluctuate at a level of more than 23% in the double-acting
crisis period. The second highest value is seen in the European Debt Crisis
period. When we examine the volatility of total stress spillovers, the
highest level of fluctuations with more than 32% are also seen in the 20082010 period. We estimate the second-highest value with approximately
18% in the European Debt Crisis period.
Considering all indices, the highest return and volatility spillovers are
seen in the double-acting crisis period. In the post-crisis period, all
spillover effects fall even less than the pre-crisis period.
Conclusion
This study aims to indicate the spillover effect of the 2008 Global
Financial Crisis and European Debt Crisis on the Baltic States (Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania) by taking years between 2004 and 2018. Although
we apply our analysis for the whole period, the period is evaluated under
four periods as pre-crisis period (2004-2007), double-acting crisis period
including both 2008 Global Financial Crisis and European Debt Crisis
(2008-2010), crisis period including only European Debt Crisis (20112015) and the post-crisis period (2016-2018).
In this study using the CCC-GARCH model, daily closing data of
OMXTGI Index (Estonia), OMXRGI Index (Latvia) and OMXVGI Index
(Lithuania) is analysed to obtain volatilities. According to the results of the
CCC-GARCH model, we find that all stock markets’ returns in the Baltic
States are affected by other stock markets’ lagged values in our analysis
period. Also, we find that the most powerful shocks are seen in OMXRGI
and the most powerful effect of volatility in the previous period on the
volatility in the current period is seen in OMXVGI. Regarding the CCCGARCH model, positive volatility spreads between stock markets and its
direction will be from OMXTGI to OMXRGI and OMXVGI. OMXTGI is
the net sender, whereas OMXVGI is the net receiver.
In our analysis, we also use the DY model to calculate the total spillover
index and net spillovers between stock markets’ returns and volatilities.
The return and volatility average spillover indices are found as 13.1% and
18% respectively. In all calculations, OMXTGI is found as the highest
contributor to other stock markets. These results support our CCCGARCH model results, as well.
When we interpret the return and volatility of total stress spillovers, we
find that total spillovers fluctuate at a level of more than 23% and 32% in
double-acting crisis period for returns and volatilities. The second highest
values are seen in the European Debt Crisis period. The further studies
need to approach different countries and models by focusing on other
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analysis periods to obtain results about stock market returns and volatilities
spillover effects.
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THINKING PARIAH, POLITICAL ACTION AND CIVIL
DISOBEDIENCE IN THE 21th CENTURY’S REFUGEE CRISES
Güneş Koç
1. Introduction
We are in the midst of the biggest refugee crisis since the Second World
War. According to the UNHCR’s refugee statistics, 70.8 million people
have been displaced worldwide because of “persecution, conflict, violence,
or human rights violations” (UNHCR, 2018), and “1 in every 113 people
around the world is either an asylum-seeker, internally displaced or a
refugee” (UNHCR, 2016). The numbers indicate the highest sum of
refugees since 1945 (Adelman, 2016). In this paper, the author analyzes
Arendt’s concepts of political action, civil disobedience and the pariah in
relation to the recent refugee crises. The purpose of this study is to examine
Arendt’s analysis of political action and the possibilities it opens for
political participation and dissidence in 21st-century refugee crises.
Questions about subjects and political action will be addressed in two
ways. First, the concept of political action will be discussed in regard to
Arendt’s concepts of public space and the role of narrative and speech.
Secondly, Arendt’s concept of the pariah and its potential for political
action will be discussed in relation to refugees and stateless people in the
21st century. The question will be raised whether the situation of our era’s
refugees and sans papiers can be explored with the concept of the pariah,
and whether potential exists, in Arendtian terms, for potential action in the
public sphere by and on behalf of pariahs. I will discuss Sea Watch
3 Captain Carola Rackete‘s rescue of 40 refugees in June 2019 on the
Italian island of Lampedusa as an example of Arendtian political action
and civil disobedience.
2. Political action and the public realm by Hannah Arendt
In her book Human Conditions, Arendt explores the ancient world’s
division of vita activa and vita contemplativa into labor, work and action
(Arendt, 1998: 7-21). The distinction between public and private requires
a distinctive perception of both “fields” (Betz, 1992: 382). The private
sphere is, for Arendt, an antipolitical sphere where emotions are displayed
and activities of production and consumption take place, while the public
sphere is political and is constituted of freedom, action, speech, and
memory (Elkin, 1990: 7-8). Action is a prerequisite for entry into the
political sphere, and political space is constituted via action. Politics takes
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place among free people and requires deeds, speech, and mutual
recognition—seeing and being seen by each other (Betz, 1992: 379-418).
Arendt’s concept of the public sphere borrows from the notion of freedom
found in works of ancient Greek thinkers such as Aristotle. Freedom is
intertwined with the concept of the political and political space. Through
common action and speech, humans establish a space in which they reveal
their identities and nurture remembrance (Arendt, 1998: 207-208). Speech
is a key element of this process: “Action involves the attempt at persuasion,
the interaction of debate, the challenge of negotiation, the tentativeness of
concession, the exhilaration of cooperation and joint operation” (Betz,
1992: 384).
Arendt’s analysis of the political distinguishes itself from the nineteenth
century’s dominant political concept of “abstract, mechanistic, teleological
political ideologies” (Curthoys, 2002: 350). Her depiction of politics
includes “vital ethos, intellectual biography, and its episodic and anecdotal
forms of reportage” (Curthoy, 2002: 350). Action and speech take place
only in the presence of others. The polis, the Ancient Greek political realm,
is in the Arendtian view a rhetoricized place where the interaction of orator
and spectator takes place as spectacle in an open theatre (Curthoy, 2002:
353). Memory and history are displayed to the common gaze of spectator
and actor. Political action takes place on the public stage; individuals
“come out into the bright light of the public realm to engage in political
action,” and in so doing reveal what they really are (Canovan, 1985: 623).
In her essay on revolution, Arendt underlines the actors’ and the spectators’
relation to each other and defines revolution as a theatrical political action
in which the full realization of political action takes place (Arendt, 1990:
21-59, 106-108, 196).
3. The role of narrative and speech
Arendt’s political thought is realized in narrative (Kristeva, 2001: 27)
and “weaves together life and thought as a fertile unity” (Curthoys, 2002:
350). In her description, political activities are framed by speech and by
specific contexts of agency and desire (Arendt, 1998: 22-79, 175-248).
Arendt’s conception of action includes speech surrounded by “the web of
the acts and words of other men” (Arendt, 1998: 188). In the Arendtian
view, narrative is “the dimension of a bios—and not of a zoe—a political
life and/or an action recounted to others” (Kristeva, 2001: 27). It is stories
rather than abstract constructs that constitute the political space (Barnouw,
1990: 29)
It is through speech and action that humans distinguish themselves from
one another; they become the authors of “words and deeds” (Benhabib,
2003: 109). Through words and deeds, humans “appear” to or reveal
themselves to one another (Benhabib, 2003: 109). Political action is
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characterized in part by the “telling of a story” and “the weaving of a web
of narratives” (Benhabib, 2003: 126) For Arendt, politics, language, and
freedom are directly linked, making politics a cooperative activity rather
than assertion of domination (Botstein, 1983a: 73).
Arendt’s belief in the centrality of language is influenced by the
philosophy of Wittgenstein, Nietzsche, Heidegger, Aristotle, and Plato. For
Arendt, language is not just a means to action but also a form of political
praxis that constitutes political action. Language is also “the symbol of
political identity”: in Arendt’s case, her German identity, in disjuncture
with the realities of her life (Botstein, 1983a: 73). Narrative—storytelling,
to use Arendt’s term—is, then, a fundamental human activity (Benhabib,
2003: 92). Arendt’s account of speech and action requires human plurality
and equality, the ability to live “among men and among those who are my
equals” (Arendt, 1987: 39).
4. Plurality and public space
Action is activity that takes place between humans, and it “corresponds
to the human condition of plurality” (Arendt, 1998: 7). Plurality entails
both equality and distinction between people (Arendt, 1998: 175).
“Plurality is the only means to define us in our singularity” (as cited in
Nordmann, 2007: 788). Plurality in the fabric of human relationships
means letting the other be in his otherness, without abandoning
demarcation of borders, with an affirmation of his otherness (Nordmann,
2007: 791-792). A person’s action is a manifestation of that otherness. “In
acting and speaking, men show who they are, reveal actively their unique
personal identities and thus make their appearance in the human world’
(Arendt, 1998: 179). Action does not only reveal who a person is inside,
but shapes that identity. Plurality is closely associated with what Arendt
calls natality, the principle of beginning, “a second and public birth”
(Arendt, 1991: 434).
To act, in its most general sense, means to take an initiative, to begin
(as the Greek word archein, ‘to begin’, ‘to lead’, and eventually ‘to rule’,
indicates), to set something into motion (which is the original meaning of
the Latin agere)’’ (Arendt, 1998: 177). Human plurality within the public
sphere is key for creating “tangible political freedom” in which “action and
speech are intimately related” (Bernstein, 2010: 41).
5. The pariah, the possibilities of action and becoming worldly
In Arendtian terms, the Jewish diaspora in Europe lacked “the human
telos of the vita activa: working and speaking freely in the public realm of
a differentiated community” (Botstein, 1983a: 84). Their lack of home and
equal political membership in the public arena made their speech unheard.
In her work between 1941 and 1975, Arendt explored the Jewish pariah’s
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search for freedom from powerlessness and exclusion in speaking and
acting as an equal citizen within the public realm (Arendt, 1979: 54-88;
Arendt, 1994: 57-66; Arendt, 2007: 264-298; Botstein, 1983b: 51, 76). To
be stateless is to be excluded, even exterminated (Betz, 1992: 410). In
Arendt’s concept, a pariah is a person who is marginal, does not fully
“belong” anywhere and lives with the “lack of a place in the World,”
unrecognized by other people (Curthoys, 2002: 349). He or she is a
political outcast without a home or political stake, excluded and
estranged—worldless. The collective identity of Jews has historically been
one of homelessness, and a “collective sense of dislocation, displacement,
and disconnection remain a part of the identity of the Jew as pariah” (Elkin,
1990: 73). This pariahdom has persisted for centuries, resulting in
worldlessness, which is a form of barbarism (Arendt, 1968: 13). Those thus
estranged from the world cannot be truly free. Arendt connects freedom
and action—one is the conjunction of the other one. The condition of
freedom is political action. “Political action can take place only where there
is worldliness, a common commitment to the reality, beauty, and
sufficiency of the culture or way of life that sustains political action” (ref.
to Kateb, 1983: 2 in Elkin, 1990: 76).
In her book Human Conditions, Arendt seeks to provide a theoretical
grounding for action and asks whether there is a possibility for the pariah
to engage in action (Elkin, 1990: 2). She questions how it is possible that
the pariah, as an individual and as collective identity, can be an actor
(Elkin, 1990: 3). In the Arendtian view, to be an actor, the individual must
participate within the public realm. How can one maintain the pariah
identity and take up a position within the public realm? (Elkin, 1990: 3).
The pariah’s outsider status is in contradiction with Arendt’s concept of
being worldly, participating in the public space and acting politically out
of caring and amor mundi (Elkin, 1990: 4). Nonetheless, Arendt offers her
own antidote “to the problem of the pariah in her belief that no individual
can live and achieve a truly human identity without belonging to some
political community” (Elkin, 1990: 4).
Arendt’s theory of political action can thus be considered in terms of
the pariah. In the concept of pariah speech, language itself is included, so
in this way there is an entrance for the pariah into political action. Amor
mundi, worldly love, “to care more for the world... than for ourselves, for
our immediate interests and for life” (ref. to Arendt, 1963, in Moore, 1987:
143), requires action on behalf of the world. “Love for the world, finally,
is an assertion of its existence… a public commitment on behalf of the
world’s actors that their actions will advance the reality of the world for
generations to come” (Moore, 1987: 143). The question of how this
entrance is possible is addressed in Arendt’s discussion of the conscious
pariah and the parvenu, concepts she identified following the French
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journalist Bernard Lazare (Benhabib, 2003: 37). In “The Jew as Pariah: A
Hidden Tradition” (Arendt, 2007: 275-298) she analyses different types of
pariah identities and how they translate to action in the public sphere.
6. Parvenu, conscious pariah and the creation of alternative public
spaces
Conscious pariahs, according to Arendt, are those who know their
marginal status within Jewish society and their outcast status within
European society. Conscious pariahs who are speakers, writers,
storytellers, and rebels are often not accepted neither by their community
nor by the majority society; their voices are often unheard or repressed
(Elkin, 1990: 70). The conscious pariah has a critical outlook that makes
him or her a dissident and “a rebel against his own people and the rest of
society” (Elkin, 1990: 66). Conscious pariahs desire with their awakening
consciousness to “establish and claim political and legal identities in order
to share a stake in the world” (Elkin, 1990: 7). Arendt distinguishes
conscious pariahs from parvenus. Parvenus are pariahs who have been
assimilated. Their entrance into the public space is possible due to
assimilation and cosmetic changes through which they seek to overcome
their outsider status, adapting the majority culture’s values and behavior
(Elkin, 1990: 6; Benhabib, 2003: 37). Arendt (2002: 20-50) makes a
distinction between the political and social realm, which is reflected in her
perception of the parvenu. The parvenu cannot enter the political realm,
only the social realm, while the pariah enters the political realm by
participating in alternative public spaces. The parvenu gains entrance into
bourgeois social life, while the conscious pariah remains an outsider
(Arendt, 2007: 275-298). “The self-conscious pariah requires visibility,
requires to be seen as ‘other’ and as ‘different,’ even if only by a very small
group, by a community of like-minded friends” (Benhabib, 2003: 29).
In Arendt’s view, salons provided to conscious pariahs an alternative
public space for “visibility, being seen and recognised as ‘other’ and as
‘different’, even if only by a very small group, by a community of likeminded friends” (Benhabib, 2003: 29). Salons in France and in Germany
were a public realm where people exchanged their thoughts and ideas
(Benhabib, 2003: 14-22). Arendt gives the example of the Rahel salon as
an alternative public space of dialogue, debate, and political thought
(Arendt, 1979: 59, 60, 66; Arendt, 1994: 57-66; Arendt, 2007: 278). During
the rise of modernity, salons functioned as a social site for the rising upper
middle class, a place for “a new ideal of humanity, the joy of conversation,
the search for friendship, and the cultivation of intimacy,” while “the
working and laboring classes of Europe in this period shared a different
mode of sociability of their own” (Benhabib, 2003: 18).
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Since pariahs were excluded from public space, their political action
was displayed in the alternative public spaces they were creating among
their peers and diverse equals. Arendt discusses in several essays the
concept of conscious pariah figures such as Bernard Lazare, Heinrich
Heine, Franz Kafka, Rosa Luxemburg, Rahel Varnhagen, and Isak
Dinesen. Their common characteristics are that they are literary, cultured,
intellectual, and politically engaged figures. Women pariahs such as
Luxemburg and Varnhagen in particular represent a more marginal status
as female intellectuals. The male pariah’s process of gaining recognition
and status is difficult, but it is even more so for women (Elkin, 1990: 6).
Rosa Luxemburg was a female conscious pariah figure in Arendtian term
who entered public space through participation in political resistance. In
Rosa Luxemburg’s case, the political alterity created an alternative public
space through which public appearance was possible (Arendt, 1968: 3357). In salons as well as in realms of political alterity, amor mundi and care
for the world were possible for conscious pariahs who entered the political
realm.
Language and dialogue constitute the link through which a relationship
between the pariah and political action can be consummated (Elkin, 1990:
86). Arendt tries to transcend the contradiction in which pariahs both fail
to belong totally to a place, and yet, with their worldliness and outsider
status, can become situated in the world rather than being estranged from
it. Alternative public spaces provide the potential for Arendtian political
action and worldliness, which contribute to the plurality of public space
and provide possibilities for “authentic political action” (Elkin, 1990: 12).
7. Refugees as new pariahs and their entrance into public space
In Arendt’s political thought, the pariah question focuses on the
possibilities of becoming worldly and plurality of the political, with a
search for a “recovery of the public world in the twentieth century”
(Benhabib, 2003: 46). Arendt uncovers the sources of the “modern feeling
of homelessness in the world” (Benhabib, 2003: 49). “Arendt’s theory of
the political was an extension, in Kantian fashion, of Jewish pariah
experience into a universal norm for the future” (Botstein, 1983a: 96).
Kant’s categorical imperative makes a generalization of activity possible:
Speaking and thinking in the political realm are activities which treat
man as an end in himself, as the telos of human life… Speech and thought
become public and political. The redefinition of politics makes the
preservation of the ‘special character of the Jew while permitting him to
leave behind his pariah status and participate as an equal with other free
citizens in a pluralistic society. (Botstein, 1983a: 96). Arendt transformed
“the Heideggerian concept of the ‘world,’ restored ‘being-in-the-worldwith,’ or the condition of human plurality, to the center of our experience
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of worldliness” (Benhabib, 2003: 50). The discovery of human plurality
allowed Arendt “to undertake fundamental revisions in the concepts of
human action and identity and finally in the category of the ‘world’ itself”
(Benhabib, 2003: 51). In “We Refugees” (2007), Arendt states that Jewish
pariahs in the diaspora have developed the “capacity for speaking,
thinking, and story-telling” (Elkin, 1990: 78). “Stories, satires,
conversations, and dialogues that attempt to reconcile, and understand the
world from the outsider’s point of view emerge from the pariah’s critical
distance” (Elkin, 1990: 80). The marginalized state of pariahs and their
estrangement from the world makes them speak “a discourse of the heart
and mind and [maintains] a critical perspective and distance” (ref. to Coser,
1984: 10, in Elkin, 1990: 78). The distance the pariah has from
conventional social groupings and power relations grants him or her a
unique gaze and independence, ultimately resulting in a form of freedom
(Elkin, 1990: 79). Conscious pariahs are able to use their group identity to
participate in resistance.
In the 21st century, millions of stateless people such as refugees, sans
papiers, and unwanted minorities share the common characteristics of
being outsiders, homeless, and worldless. Are they today’s pariahs? If so,
how is possible in Arendtian terms that they are participating in the world,
in public space? Arendt’s analysis of Jewish pariahs can be extended to
today’s outsiders, refugees, stateless people, and sans papiers. She views
conscious pariahs as an avant garde: “refugees driven from country to
country represent the vanguard of their peoples—if they keep their
identity” (ref. to Arendt and Blumenfeld, 1995: 6, in Heuer, 2007: 1169).
The identity of 21th centuries pariahs and their interest in the world they
share with others have the potential to create alternative public spaces. The
concept of avant garde is not explained by Arendt in a great detail, but
suggests the notion of an ideological cutting edge: “independent pariahs”
are “those who think for themselves” (Heuer, 2007: 1170). As people
estranged from the public realm, they have an authentic gaze. This gaze
and stance is carried out in Arendtian term within peer groups: meeting in
alternative public spaces, speaking, telling stories, talking critically, and
discussing their situation (Elkin, 1990: 80-81). Pariah subcultures make
possible an alternative public space. In this way, pariahs gain access to a
site of action and worldlessness gives way to worldliness. Arendt’s concept
of public space is extended from the category “worldless” to a worldly
place through the creation of alternative public spaces in which refugees,
stateless people, and distinctive “others” get access into and have a place
for action.
The term “pariah” as extended to refugees and stateless people in the
21th century requires a definition of politics that challenges borders and
questions the administration of refugee management and biopolitics. The
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Arendtian account of politics provides the potential for the opening of
public space by the action of conscious pariahs and citizens in solidarity
with them, as in demonstrations carried out by undocumented immigrants
and NGOs, migration organizations, and civil activists in solidarity with
outsider groups. These actions suggest the potential for people to act
together as conscious pariahs and as citizens. They give perspective on
constituting the common world.
The sans papier movement has been a key site for such political action.
This movement started with 300 migrants in 1996 in Paris, and has
continued in different forms, providing an example of creating alternative
public spaces in Arendtian terms. In 1996, 300 migrants occupied the
church of St. Ambroise in Paris, an action which ended on August 23rd
with a massive police operation. Etienne Balibar gave the speech “What
We Owe to the Sans-Papiers” at a Paris event in March 1997 organized by
the French Filmmakers’ Union. In his speech, Balibar (1996) underlined
the universality of the rights of stateless people and their search for justice
and human rights. The sans papiers protests sparked political struggle by
migrants and asylum-seekers elsewhere in Europe. The No Border
network, demonstrations against “Fortress Europe” during EU summits,
and refugee protests in Vienna, Helsinki, and Berlin are some examples
(Korvensyrjä, 2018). These acts of dissidence by refugees were, in the
Arendtian view, forms of political action and civil disobedience. The
protests received media attention and inspired solidarity. The protesters
received sympathy from the spectators and made their voices heard. The
protests were collective and done in the name of group identity. In
Arendtian terms, they contributed to the public plurality.
8. Civil disobedience and political action
In her essay “Civil Disobedience,” Arendt discuss the role of civil
disobedience in creating plurality in public spaces, its difference from
revolution, and its conflict with law in seeking and demanding justice. The
description of civil disobedience, according to Arendt, includes three
criteria: (1) Civil disobedience must take place in the light of day, publicly
rather than secretly (which distinguishes it from criminal lawbreaking); (2)
Civil disobedience calls for a group rather than individual endeavor (which
distinguishes it from conscientious objection); and (3) Civil disobedience
aims at overturning a specific aspect of public life rather than the political
system itself (which distinguishes it from revolution). (Ring, 1991: 449)
The concept of political action Arendt discussed in “On Revolution”
and “Civil Disobedience” includes pariahs: outsiders and members of their
political communities “becoming involved in the life of the community,
rather than regarded as lawbreakers” (Ring, 1991: 449). Civil disobedience
is for Arendt a theatrical metaphor, casting politics as actor- and spectator363

centered. Action needs a gaze. “The world without spectator would be a
‘desert’” (Koyama, 2012: 76). Action has a dualistic dimension in which
the spectator’s judgement is included (Koyama, 2012: 75). Arendt
considers this dualism in her writing about student movements in 1960s
America, the Hungarian Revolution in 1956, and Gandhi’s nonviolent civil
disobedience (Arendt, 1972: 49-103). In each example, spectators were
watching with sympathy as participants demanded justice. All were
theatrical in Arendtian term because the political action was “sensitive to
the gaze of an enlightened observer or public opinion” (Koyama, 2012:
74).
9. Captain Rackete’s action as “amor mundi” and civil
disobedience
Sea Watch 3 Captain Carola Rackete‘s recent action provides an
arresting example of civil disobedience in Arendtian term. Rackete had
captained the ship Sea-Watch 3 since 2018 and had worked for the migrant
rescue organization Sea Watch for four years. Sea Watch provides aid to
migrants from Libya and other war-torn areas on the northern African coast
who become stranded trying to cross the Mediterranean Sea to Europe.
Rackete had rescued 40 migrants who were adrift at sea and took them to
shelter on the Italian island of Lampedusa, despite having been forbidden
to do so. Rackete knew the illegal and controversial nature of her action
when she decided to sail the Sea-Watch 3 rescue ship into Italian waters.
She said “I have decided to enter the port of Lampedusa. I know what I’m
risking, but the 42 rescued people are exhausted. I’m taking them to safety
now” (Kaschel, 2019). Sea-Watch 3 had been on the Mediterranean Sea
with the asylum-seekers on board for over two weeks, leading to
increasingly poor conditions on board and despair among the migrants.
Rackete then made the decision to dock illegally, one that could land her
with a fine of up to €50,000 ($56,000) as well as criminal charges under a
new law prohibiting aiding and abetting illegal immigration (Kaschel,
2019). She was taken into custody by Italian authorities, the ship was
impounded, and the 40 remaining asylum-seekers on the boat were
allowed to disembark (Kaschel, 2019).
Soon after, Italian Interior Minister Matteo Salvini from the far-right
League party tweeted “Mission accomplished,” adding “Criminal captain
arrested, the pirate ship seized, the maximum sentence for a foreign
nongovernmental organization” (Kaschel, 2019). Rackete stated her
reason for defying Italian and EU law was that there were no other options
left, her efforts to find a political solution with the European Union and
Italian officials having failed (Kaschel, 2019). Rackete declared her act not
one of random violence or lawlessness but of disobedience (“Captain
defends her decision to force rescue boat into Italian port”’ 2019 June 30).
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After the arrest of Rackete, two online campaigns were initiated. Two
prominent German TV stars, comedian Jan Böhmermann and TV presenter
Klaas Heufer-Umlauf, appealed to the public for funds and raised more
than €350,000 (£314,000). The campaign stated in a YouTube video that
“We are convinced that someone who saves lives is not a criminal. Anyone
who thinks otherwise is simply wrong” (“Captain defends her decision to
force rescue boat into Italian port,” 2019 June 30). The second campaign,
started by an Italian anti-fascist group on Facebook, raised a further
€433,990. Her action was recognized by the left wing in Italy as a challenge
to the policies of the far-right interior minister Matteo Salvini and made
her into a left-wing hero (‘Captain defends her decision to force rescue boat
into Italian port,’ 2019 June 30).
Pia Klemp, a captain of a search-and-rescue ship, is another practitioner
of civil disobedience in solidarity with migrants. Klemp, who saved 6,000
migrants from drowning, faces up to 20 years in jail. She accused the EU
of letting people die, and the Italian authorities of “criminalising solidarity”
(Captain defends her decision, 2019). She and Rackete are not the only
examples of such civil disobedience; “more than 250 people have been
investigated, arrested or charged in the EU for their work with migrants
and refugees over the past five years, according to research by open
Democracy, a UK-based website that focuses on social and political
issues” (Crellin, 2019). But they are among the most high-profile. Klem
and Rackete’s civil disobedience are examples of political action in
Arendtian terms, demonstrating political solidarity of free citizens with the
unrecognized outsiders of society.
Their acts of disobedience have raised questions about law and justice,
the limits of national and EU law, and the rights of refugees to enter public
space, and ensured that those questions remained public. Their acts have
brought them into the public gaze as human rights defenders and made
them heroized. Paris awarded Pia Klemp and her compatriot Carola
Rackete the Grand Vermeil Medal in July for their repeated bravery in
bringing migrants to shore despite Italian efforts to stop them (Crellin,
2019). Pia Klemp rejected the award, underlining the hypocrisy of other
nations and the EU for praising her actions when they themselves oppress
migrants. In a public Facebook post, she wrote “We do not need authorities
deciding who is a ‘hero’ and who is ‘illegal’” (Crellin, 2019).
The two women are examples of civil disobedience not just because
they broke the law in solidarity with migrants, but also because of care of
the world, for amor mundi. Criminal law as well as Italian and EU political
stances are challenged by their acts. Rackete was ultimately released by an
Italian judge; she described the result as “a big win for solidarity with all
people on the move—including refugees migrants and asylum seekers—
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and against the criminalisation of helpers in many countries across Europe”
(Italian judge orders release of ship captain, 2019).
10.Conclusion
In Arendtian terms, action is spontaneous, contingent, tentative, and
precarious. One never knows which way things might go, and “the
alternative to action, is a bleak, stasized mass society” (Elkin, 1990: 10)
Freedom is possible only in a world in which “the possibilities for political
action are cultivated and preserved” (Elkin, 1990: 11). Arendt’s view of
spontaneous action asserts a not-foretold political action (Arendt, 1998:
191). Captain Rackete’s choice to disregard the authorities and save the
refugee boat was spontaneous and driven by amor mundi—an authentic
political action. It became public through media presence. In the
spectators’ gaze, the action gained sympathy and admiration, even if it was
discussed as criminal in the view of the right wing and the law. The dispute
about whether Rackete and Klemp are heroes or criminals raises questions
about what rights migrants have and what political actions are legitimate.
The public solidarity with both captains’ civil disobedience challenged the
law and legitimized the choice to break it.
Sans papier resistance is an example of political participation by 21stcentury pariahs, and of the resulting transformation of the political realm
and public space. Public action by both refugees and their native-born
supporters contributes to the plurality of the public space. The sans papier
movement and political action by citizens in solidarity with refugees,
stateless, and sans papiers, in “Arendt’s (and Kant’s) notion of
representative thinking… appeals to the ‘absent’ authority of justice and
the law to validate itself” (Koyama, 2012: 74).
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THEORETICAL EVOLUTION OF COMPERATIVE
ADVANTAGES AND SOME EVIDENCES
M.Büşra Engin Öztürk*
Introduction
Throughout the history, cross boarder trade has led to emerge of
international economics and caused international trade to be the basis of
international economics. Many theories have been developed explaining
reasons and consequences of trading over two centuries. Firstly, D. Hume
who expressed the changes in quantity of money could cause changes in
production, criticized Mercantilist thought of balance of payment
(Haberler, 1961: 6,7). In 1776, Adam Smith also criticized the
Mercantilism and he suggested liberal economic order in which public
intervention should be at minimum level. He defended the idea of both
countries can gain form free trade by specification and work sharing in
contrast to Mercantilism. “Absolute Advantage Theory” of Smith
suggested that a country should produce the commodity has low cost by
specializing (absolute advantage) and export them while it should not
produce high cost commodity and import them. Therefore the production
factors can be used for more productive sectors. Although this theory was
a pioneer for international trade theory, it was unable to explain why a
country, which has absolute advantage in both commodities should trade.
A few decades later, another classical economist, David Ricardo could try
to find an answer to this question and he provided “Comparative
Advantage Theory” to the literature.
In this chapter because of the importance in economic theory,
international trade theories were summarized and empirical evidences
were presented. Firstly, the comparative advantage theory was examined
and then, all renowned theories contributing and evaluating this theory
were explained and proved by various empirical studies in the literature.
1.The Theory of Comparative Advantage
In 1818, D. Ricardo developed a theory, which explores the reasons of
foreign trade. The theory basically relies on the assumptions that there are
two countries, two commodities and two factors and also these countries
have different technologies in production. However countries utilize
similar technologies in production and thus the patterns of trade of an
economy are driven purely by international differences in relative factor
abundance.
* Assistant Professor at Istanbul University, Vocational School of Social Sciences,
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The assumption of the theory was very unique. He assumed that factors
were perfectly mobile within countries and perfectly immobile between
countries while the products were perfectly mobile within and between the
countries (Chipman, 1965: 479).
This theory both suggests a country should produce and export the
commodity which has lower cost and can explain why the country should
trade if it has advantages for both commodities. The reason is country can
gain from trading by abandoning the commodity which has relatively
lower productivity and importing it. The theory was based on labor value
theory as Smith’s theory. In another words, the value of commodity is
determined by the amount of labor used in production.
The term “specification” means when the technology and land are
constant, a movement on static production possibility curve of a trading
country. However, the term of “productivity” has dynamic means, which
implies an increase of labor by work sharing. In addition, in the reality,
monetary costs determine that value instead of real costs (Karluk, 227).
Also, the theory neglects the income distribution effect on international
trade.
Y

Country I

Y*

L/αL2

Country II

L*/ α*L2

PPF I

0

PPF 2

X
L/αL1

X*

0

L*/α*L

Figure 1 and 2 : Ricardo’s Compertaive Advantage Theory

In the light of the assumptions of there are two countries producing two
products X and Y we can observe the figures below. For country I, αL1 and
αL2 are the unit labor requirements in X and Y. L is total labor supply. The
slope of PPF1 is dY/dX= -αL1/αL2 and the slope of PPF2 is dY*/dX*= α*L1/α*L2. As can be seen the figures, production possibility curve (PPF)
of country II is steeper than of country I. This indicates that X is relatively
more expensive in country II than that it country I and Y is relatively
cheaper in country II than that it country I. Ricardo suggests that country
II should specialize in producing Y and export it to country I while country
I should specialize in producing X and export it to country II.
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As a classical economist, J.S.Mill evaluated increasing productivity as
indirect gain in Smith’s theory when he evaluated it as direct gain in
Ricardo’s theory (Mynit, 1958, 318,319). Mill’s contribution to the
international trade theory is applying mutual demand law. Knowing the
severity of the demand of one country for another’s commodity enables the
determination of the terms of trade among two countries.
Some Evidences
Because of the assumptions of the theory examining theory should use
some parameters as a given factor and this makes this more difficult.
Davis (1997) indicated that technology plays an important role to
resolve the problem of trade volumes. His study examined for North-North
trade and according to him this trade involves much of it in products of
similar factor intensity can provide no evidence to prefer an account of
trade based on increasing returns rather than comparative advantage.
Vidodo (2009) tested this theory on five Asian countries, Singapore,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Philippines and he found a positive
correlation between comparative advantage and trade balance. This means
a country is more likely to become a net exporter due to higher comparative
advantage of a specific product.
Castinot and Donaldson (2012) used the data of 17 agricultural crops
and 55 major agriculture-producing countries in 1989 and demonstrated
that Ricardo’s theory is not just mathematically correct and also has
explanatory power in the data.
2.The Evolution of Comparative Advantages Theory
Below, there are several theories contributing and developing
comparative advantages theory. Some of them are the parts of neo-classical
theories and others are new international trade theories. Among the neoclassical theories, the most famous theory is Hecksher-Ohlin theory, which
is an interpretation of comparative advantage theory. Therefore, it can be
said that most of studies reshape Hecksher-Ohlin theory mainly.
2.1. Neoclassical Theories
Singer H. demonstrated that specification on production of commodity
which country has comparative advantage does not contribute the
developing countries.
Viner J. stated that this theory only valid under these assumptions: (i)
the efficiency of production can be change in times, (ii) the prices of
commodity and factors can be different from real opportunity costs. (iii)
Occurring external savings in economy. Neglecting opportunity cost in
theory makes marginal productivity of factors not equal, and thus factor
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prices cannot be determined correctly. Besides, the theory was explanatory
for developed countries. Since perfect competition conditions are less valid
for developing countries the low level of mobility of production factors
obstructs the optimal distribution (Karluk, 233). And finally, the high level
of unemployment rate in developing countries restrains labor factor to be
used at full capacity.
G.Haberler, contributes to theory by explaining opportunity cost which
compromise not only labor factor and also land, capital and entrepreneur
factors.
Below, the initial version of the Hecksher and Ohlin’s theories and then
Samulson’s contributions were explained. The other theories such as
revealed comparative advantage, Rybczynski theorem were presented here
as they are the parts of neo-classical theory.
2.1.1.Hecksher-Ohlin Theory
In the comparative advantage theory, the difference in international
labor costs cause domestic production costs and this explains why the
countries have an advantage on the production of the commodity by the
theory of labor-value. However, there was no study investigated the reason
of the difference in labor productivity until the beginning of 1900’s.
The most famous neoclassical international trade theory is HecksherOhlin theory. They were separately developed a theory contributing to
comparative advantage theory and they tended to explain the reason of the
difference in labor productivity.
Theory assuming two countries, two commodities and two factors,
expresses that a country has an advantage on the commodities in which the
factors that country has used intensely.
In Hecksher-Ohlin theory, labor and capital factors were not
considered superficially, quality differences of these factors also taken into
account (Karluk, 1973: 224). According to Ohlin, there is no equity of
factor prices. Equitation of international factor prices can be occurred by
free trade instead of factor movements.
Countries through free trade, based on international specialization, will
increase their production in areas where the abundant factors they have
intense. Hence, the prices of abundant factors will increase and the prices
of scarce factors will decrease due to demand.
Ohlin defines the factor abundance as follow: (Jones, 1956: 2).
(Pc/PL)

1

<

(Pc/PL) 2

According to this, Country 1 is relatively capital abundant because
capital is cheaper in this country.
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In the existence of two countries (America and Europe), two
commodities (clothing and food) and two factors (land and labor) it was
assumed that America has comparative advantage in land and Europe has
comparative advantage in labor where technology is constant. In the case
that America specializes in food products due to the more abundant factor,
the demand of land will increase and the price of land (rent) will rise.
Similarly, in the case that Europe specializes in clothing products due to
the more abundant factor, the demand of labor will increase and the price
of labor (wage) will rise. Eventually, the difference of factor prices
between two countries will partially decrease as a result of specialization
and free trade according to comparative advantages.
Theory also provides an information about a country whether is net
exporter/importer or not. If the country poorly endowed the commodity
relative to other one, then it would be a net importer, whereas the country
of relatively abundant endowed then it would be a net exporter of that
product.

Figure 3 and Figure 4: Hecksher-Ohlin Model

Above, Figure 3 and 4, represent Hecksher-Ohlin model. Because of
the homogeneity of tastes, indifference curve I represents the same level of
utility. Production capacity curve shows the maximum possible production
level of one goods for any given production level of the other. In the figure
3, point Aı, shows the equilibrium level of country I whereas point A shows
the equilibrium level of country II as the difference curves touch the
production capacity curve at these points. As can be seen from figure 3,
P<Pı and this means country 1 has a comparative advantage producing
good 1, and the country II has a comparative advantage producing good 2.
After the international trade (figure 4), because of the specialization, the
production level of country 1 shifted from A to B, and of the country 2
shifted from Aı to Bı and this specialization will maintain until the countries
reach the world price level Pw. Because of the free trade, as the import
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increases production and consumption levels, new indifference curve (II)
and new equilibrium levels represent higher well being level for both
countries.
2.1.2. Hecksher-Ohlin Samuelson (HOS) Theory
In 1948, P. Samuelson claimed that factor price equity is not impossible
(Samuelson, 1948: 169,170). Because the countries provides partial
specialization by producing something of both commodities and this makes
factor prices equal through foreign trade. Unless factor endowments are
too unequal, mobility of commodities will be e perfect substitute for factor
mobility (Samuelson, 1948: 169,170). Samuelson stated that countries can
benefit from comparative advantage theory and he contributed to
Hecksher-Ohlin theory. He also criticized classic international trade
theory, which stated free trade is for the benefit for both countries and
protectionism is at the detriment of all countries. He argued that factor
densities and foreign trade policies of countries would have an impact on
income distribution and the countries well-beings. According to this, while
free trade benefits those who have abundant factors, protectionism benefits
those who have scarce factors.
In 1953, Samuelson developed a model for Hecksher-Ohlin theory.
HOS theory basically admit capital factor as primary factor of production
and no factor intensity reversal (Kurose&Yoshihara, 2018). The main
reason of trading is differences in factor endowments, which cause to
different factor prices and hence different product prices across the
countries.
Some Evidences and Leontief Paradox
Leontief was the first in empirically testing the Hecksher-Ohlin theory
and his findings were opposite to theory. According to Hecksher-Ohlin
Theory, United States should export capital-intensive commodities and
import labor intensive commodities because of the factor endowment.
However Leontief’ s quantitative test results were reverse. He used inputoutput data for 1947 and tried to analyze the structural basis of the US trade
with rest of the world. He stated, “America’s participation in the
international division of labor is based on its specialization on labor
intensive rather than capital intensive” (Leontief, 1953: 344). United States
protects its capital when trading because of relatively poorness in capital.
In other words, US export labor intensive commodities. This is against to
Hecksher Ohlin theory and Leontief explained this dilemma by saying that
American labor is more skilled and even equals three foreign workers.
However, his theory couldn’t explain the reason of this. As a consequence,
American economy has abundant of labor and it exports high tech
products, which needs skilled labor. Despite of critiques, it has been
admitted that Hecksher-Ohlin theory can explain foreign trade between
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country with lower endowment of skilled labor and country with higher
endowment of capital.
Although Hecksher-Ohlin-Samuelson theory can only explain interindustry trade and not intra-industry trade, Grubel and Lloyd (1975)
expressed the significance of intra-industry trade its proportion of total
world trade (Berkum&Meijil, 1998: 42). Bowen et al (1987) tested the
theory for 27 countries and found that for two-thirds of the factors of
production, trade occurred toward the predicted direction less than 70
percent of the time. By this study Leontief paradox was confirmed as
global scale.
2.1.3. Stolper-Samuelson Theorem
Stolper-Samuelson revealed that domestic prices for tradable sectors
are determined by international prices while factor costs for non-tradable
sectors are determined as a residual. Stolper-Samuelson Theorem also
known as “Income Distribution Theorem”. According to this theory
international trade shifts the income from the relatively scarce factor to the
relatively abundant factor. In other words, international trade causes real
interests and the real income of capital to fall in labor abundant and capital
scarce countries (developing countries). On the contrary, international
trade causes real wages and the real income of labor to fall in capital
abundant and labor scarce developed countries. Hence, because of the
specialization, demand for skilled labor and its relative wages increase for
skill intensive products in developed countries (Almeida, Afanso, 2010:
1497).
Stolper–Samuelson Theorem also predicts if the country is abundant in
unskilled labor, it should be expected a decrease in their skill premiums as
they opened-up to trade with more advanced economies (Harrison and
Hanson, 1999).
Some Evidences
One study investigating the presence of this theory examined
Colombia. Although Stolper-Samuelson theorem suggests that trade
liberalization in developing countries decreases relative wages of
especially more educated labor, in Colombia the opposite appeared
(Robbins, 2003: 29).
Another study examined Mexico (Chiquiar, 2008). After the first stage
of Mexico's trade liberalization, skilled premium of workers increased
inconsistently with the Stolper–Samuelson Theorem. Especially in the
larger regions, which are connected to international markets (closer to US),
it was observed relative increase in wage levels and a decrease in the skill
premium. Therefore, it can be said that second stage of Mexico’ s trade
liberalization was consistent with Stolper–Samuelson Theorem.
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Another study (Almeida, Afanso, 2010) measured wage premium
across 25 OECD countries and their empirical analysis showed IT is the
most relevant factor and negative, in line with the Stolper–Samuelson
predictions and the observed wage-premium decline for developing
countries.
2.1.4.Revealed Preferences Theory
Liesner (1953) was the first to attempt using an index for quantify
comparative advantage (Benedictis and Tamberi, 2001: 267). He used the
index for relative export performance as proxies for comparative costs in
European countries.
Balassa (1965), after realizing that developed countries exported and
imported products in the same product categories developed an index to
search the trade comprehensively. He used the term “revealed comparative
advantage” and he developed an index which cardinally shows the
country’s sectorial relative export share of world export. Revealed
comparison advantage depends on how the Balassa index has been
measured. That is why; revealed comparative advantage theory generally
is represented by Balassa index. According to Balassa (1965), the revealed
comparative advantage of the country “j” in “t” time for “k” product can
be formulized as
RCAjkt =

𝑋𝑘𝑡𝑗/𝑋𝑡𝑗
𝑋𝑘𝑡𝑤/𝑋𝑡𝑤

In this equation, Xktj/xtj represents the share of the export of product k
in total export for country j and xktw/xtw represents the share of the export
of product k in total export for world. Balassa index coefficient shows
information below (Erkan, 2012: 199)
If the index coefficient is greater than 1, country has revealed
comparative advantage for k product and have specialized.
If the index coefficient is less than 1, country has revealed comparative
disadvantage for k product and have not specialized.
If the index coefficient equals 1, country has same level of
specialization as world.
Due to Balassa Index can be changed over time, Porter developed this
theory and he explained two comparative advantage concepts as: -ability
of changing higher prices arising from higher costs and,-ability of
producing with lower costs than rivals.
If the country has at least one of these advantages, than it can be counted
as it has revealed comparative advantage. (Porter, 1991:95-117)
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Although the revealed comparative advantage theory only takes into
account export in a country’s superiority in foreign trade, it enables to be
seen the advantage by observing post trade data.
Some Evidences
Fertö and Hubbard studied which products that Hungry has revealed
comparative advantage using Balassa index for the time period of 19921998. Four indices explained that Hungary has revealed comparative
advantages for live animals; meat; cereals; vegetables and fruit; sugar;
beverages; oilseeds; cork and wood; and animal and vegetable materials,
oils and fats (Fertö and Hubbard, 2003).
Utkulu and Seymen (2004) analyzed of the competitiveness of Turkey
for the period 1990 to 2003 with European Union based on seven indices
of revealed comparative advantage and they proved Turkey has revealed
comparative advantages for clothing and clothing accessories; vegetables
and fruit; sugar, sugar preparations, honey; tobacco; oil seeds and
oleaginous fruits; rubber manufactures; textile yarn, fabrics and related
products. Using Balassa index and Lafay index, six Asian countries were
examined for revealed comparative advantages for 2007-2011. According
to results, Indoneisa and Malaysia have an advantage in animal, vegetables
while Brunei has the greatest advantage in oil. The Philippines has an
advantage in electrical and electronic equipment, Thailand has an
advantage in vehicles while Singapore has an advantage in organic
chemicals (Reyes, 2014).
2.1.5.Rybczynski Theorem:
The main idea of this theorem states that an increase in endowment of
one factor of production compared to another factor of production will
increase the output of the product relatively intensive in that factor.
According to Rybczynski if the quantity of one factor increases, relative
price of the commodity and terms of trade would worsen. Although the
Marginal Propensity to Consume affects the degree of deterioration, it can
never reverse its direction (Rybczynski, 1955: 340). In other words, if a
supply of a factor increases, the production of the commodity using that
factor abundantly will also increase but the production of other commodity
using another factor abundantly will decrease. This theorem also
contributes to theory of the relationship between growth and foreign trade.
Some Evidences
Chang and Mayer (1973) analyzed the Rybczynski effects on gross
outputs. They proved that for fixed intermediate input coefficients net and
gross output changes are always qualitatively the same, and that net
changes must be proportionately and absolutely greater than gross changes
(Flam, 1979: 662).
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Another study examining United States, during the 1980’s because of
the substantial shifts in relative labor supplies across U.S., output growth
tended to be high in sectors that are intensive in expanding factors
(Hanson&Slaughter, 1999: 28). According to Rybczynski theorem,
increasing domestic factor supply has a negative effect on relative wages.
For Colombia this effect was observed (Robbins, 2003: 29).
A theory testing this theorem, (Jurcic et al, 2013) found the opposite
results to the Rybczynski theorem for European countries except Poland.
They explained why this theorem is not valid for these countries by some
factors such as differences in technology levels, product diversification,
unemployment, marginal costs. More recent theory (Swan, 2015)
investigated the results of a few million Russian Jews immigrating to
Israel, after collapse of Soviet Russsia. That means a significant increase
in the relative supply of skilled labor in Israel. Although the Rybczynski
theorem suggested that an increasing factor of production cause to increase
of the product using this factor, he found that changes in sectoral output
mix played no role in Israel's adjustment to Russian immigration.
2.2. New International Trade Theories
As a main critique of Hecksher-Ohlin Theory, Leontief contributed the
international trade theory and this theory was also examined and criticised.
The consensus of studies after Leontief was Hecksher-Ohlin theory was
successful in explaining intra-industry trade, which is the trade between
unskilled labor abundant under developed country and capital abundant
developed country. However, rising amount of inter-industry (trade
between capital abundant developed countries) required the emergence of
new theories as explained below.
2.2.1.Monopolistic Competitiveness Theory
This theory was based on arising of imperfect competition conditions
in microeconomics. In 1933, Chamberlin and then Robinson applied this
theory to international trade theory. This theory has two parts:
Chamberlin's initial model and it’s revisions. The contribution of
Chamberlin was in recognizing adequately the possible economic
implications, with respect to price, Chamberlin's Monopolistic
Competition output, product, and cost, of the governing institutional
framework and of market structures, and in suggesting the necessity of an
analysis employing several variables.
Basic idea of this theory is volume of trade will be larger as trading
countries are more similar in the size of the economy (Kamata, 2010: 30).
The monopolistic competition theory was based on economies of scale and
this term provides an alternative explanation of differences in technology
or factor endowments. After contributions of Dixit and Stiglitz, Krugman
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(1979), explained the reason of trade between the industrial countries by
indicating the trade as a way of exploitation of scale economies. According
to Krugman (1979), with increasing returns to scale assumption, trade may
not caused by factor endowments or differences in technologies.
Some Evidences
Studies investigating the empirical tests of this theory, generally use an
index of intra industry trade and interpret that. For some knowledge this is
not possible and knowledge can be only transferred within a firm. This
results in the existence of multinational enterprises (MNE) (Helpman,
1985). Debeare (2005) used bilateral trade volumes to test monopolistic
competition. He distinguished the country size as relative and absolute.
Then, he analyzed the relative country size for the OECD and non-OECD
countries and found that increased similarity in country size was more
important for the determination of bilateral trade within the OECD group
than among non-OECD countries.
However in contrary to Debeare , Kamata (2010) found positive relation
between the volume of trade and the size similarity between countries is
important for both aggregate and differentiated sectors, regardless of
whether the trade is among the OECD or non-OECD countries.
2.2.2.Technological Gap Theory:
In 1961, Posner examined why classical or neo-classical international
trade theories cannot answer to the issue as a whole. According to Ohlin
model, all factors of production exist in equal proportions in all countries.
Relying on this assumption, he allowed the existence of various types of
machine and different process made by labor in countries A and B. The
main idea of this theory was constructed on country B has higher
technology than country A and A follow B by learning over time (Posner,
1961: 324). Technological progress, accumulated experiences of countries
and development of new products and methods decrease unit costs (Fonfria
et al, 2002: 2). If country B innovated a new product or method, it became
the first exporter of this product. However, after a while country A obtains
this new technology by learning or imitating and produce it at lower cost
because of the advantage of cheaper labor or land (Seyidoğlu, 2017: 108).
Thus, eventually country B becomes the importer.
Another conclusion of the theory is trade flows in any particular product
group will be affected by the amount of R&D expenditure in each country
in different rates. Relatively larger R&D expenditures may cause
"technology gap" and this provides the country an advantage in producing
and exporting its product (Lundberg, 1988: 177).
Some Evidences
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England was the pioneer of the export of textile products. However,
under developed countries with abundant labor begun to produce this
product and that is why England diminished the textile production and
became the importer of this product. Soete (1981) investigated technologic
impact by patent as a measurement, for OECD countries and obtained
strongly support the technologic gap theory. According to this, technology
can explain the inter-country variations in export performance in a large
number of industries.
Lundberg (1988) analyzed Sweden international trade for 1969-1984
time periods and he found international specialization changes due to
changes in comparative advantage. According to study, trade shifted from
unskilled labor intensive products to capital intensive product. In
conformity with technology gap theory, high level of R&D expenditures
in Sweden improved the Swedish market position.
(Fonfria et al 2002) analysed that 20 manufacturing sectors in four
countries France, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom from 1987 to 1996.
According to results of competitiveness matrix, demand for high
technology sectors and developed markets play very important role in the
configuration of competitiveness, contrary to the case of less developed
markets.
2.2.3. Linder Hypothesis
While Ricardian international trade theory was based on supply side of
the economy, Linder approached to the issue from the demand side after
Leontief paradox. Linder hypothesis indicates that if two countries have
more similar preferences and demand structures, then they would have
more intensive and potential trade between each other. (Linder, 1961).
Thus, Linder highlighted that countries should take to account similar
preferences instead of production costs when they are deciding to trade.
The bilateral version of Linder's hypothesis is that trade between two
countries will be conversely related to the difference in their per capita
incomes (Thusrby and Thursby, 1987: 488).
Some Evidences
After World War II, the tendency of free trade and globalization
strengthen the Linder hypothesis. Because during the time, it has seen that
economically, socially closed countries were more successful among
regional economic integrations. Bukhari et al. (2005) tested this effect and
they found an evidence for Bangladesh, India and Pakistan. These
countries trade more intensively with countries of similar per capita
income levels.
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Hooper and Kohlhagen (1978), Abrams (1980), Cushman (1983), and
Thursby and Thursby (1985) have found support for the hypothesis that
exchange rate variability influences the pattern of bilateral trade (Thusrby
and Thursby, 1987: 488). However, Josie and Basic (2019) and Josic
(2019) rejected the Linder hypothesis for the large developed countries.
Empirical studies of Linder hypothesis investigated trade between
countries, which have similar levels of per capita income generally,
rejected this hypothesis. Linder effect is stronger for trade between lowincome countries than for high-income countries (Josic, 2019: 72).
2.2.4.Product Cycle Hypothesis
In 1966 Vernon developed a theory about product cycle. According to
him with technological progress, skilled labor and R&D expenditures,
developed countries (because industrialized countries spend more on
product development than less developed countries) can create new
products. As the development in production techniques, production can be
more standardized and may shifts to less-developed from developed
countries owing to lower costs of labor (Segerstrom et al, 1990: 1077).
These older products are then exported back to developed countries and
these products become more expensive to produce for developed countries.
The comparative advantage shifts between countries.
According to Vernon, there are differences in knowledge and
application techniques in different countries and entrepreneurs would have
both risks and opportunities while presenting their new products.
Entrepreneurs have high rate of expenditure on product development in
US, since American consumers have higher income than that of other
countries. Hence, US producers are likely to be first to obtain an
opportunity for high-income new products (Vernon, 1966: 194).
Figure 5 shows the product life cycle. After introduction of product to
the market, sales increases with time (t1-t2) in growth phase. After time t2,
with the maturity of product, sales volume begins to decline.
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Figure 5: Product Life Cycle
Source: Hirsch, Bijaoui, 1985: 241.

Products go through a cycle, which could be described in four stages
(Wells, 1969: 153): “(1) The United States is initially an exporter with a
monopoly position, (2) Foreign production begins to displace American
exports in some markets, (3) Foreign commodities become competitive in
third markets, further reducing American exports and (4) Finally foreign
commodities are competitive in the United States.”
After contributions of Hirsch and Kuznets on theory especially by
defining “new product”, Krugman developed the theory. He claimed that
scale of economies could lower the product costs through free trade.
(Yüksel and Sandoğan, 2011). Krugman’s theory in 1979 was based on the
reality of new product eventually becomes an old product. The main idea
of this theory is less developed region learns in each period to produce
some of the commodity formerly produced only in the developed countries
(Dollar, 1986: 177). The reason of reducing developed country’s welfare
is the shifting technology from developed country to less developed one.
The monopolistic power of developed country decreases by technological
borrowing (Marjit, 1989:6). The availability of new and old products
depends on both innovation and technology transfer (Krugman, 1979:
259). Innovations usually rely on a firm-specific learning process which
coactions with both the creation of new scientific and technological
knowledge and the growth of demand.
Some Evidences
Empirical tests of the theory generally analysed the relationship trade
performance and product cycle phases. Keesing (1967) found a robust
relation between export performance and the intensity of R&D activity for
United States. Kessing (1967) supported the life cycle hypothesis by
claiming R&D intensity is associated with the early stages of the life cycle.
Another study (Gruber et al.1967) revealed that foreign direct
investment is associated with R&D intensity.
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Wells (1969) examined American export performance of consumer
durables for the period 1952-63 and the results were consistent with the
theory. The factors affecting American export of consumer durables are:
transportation costs, income elasticity of products, economies of scale. It
can also be said that product cycle theory is consistent with Kessing’ s
and Leontief’s theories.
Audretsch (1987) directly measured life-cycle stages with amount of
real sale and he found that R&D, skill and capital intensity changes over
the life cycle. Another finding of the study was industries in the growth
stage become more R&D, skill and labor intensive rather than declining
phase of the life cycle.
2.2.5. Skilled Labor Theory
According to definition of Worldbank, labor skills can be distinguished
by three categories (www.worldbank.org). These are cognitive skills,
socio-emotional skills, and technical skills.
Kessing D. published his paper in 1966 and he stressed the importance
of skilled labor as a neo-factor of production. This explanation could fill
the gap of the Leontief’s theory. In this theory, he assumed that there are
variations in productivity, factor prices and proportions. When factor
endowments change in the trading countries, the pattern of trade also
changes (Lundberg, 1988,176).
He pointed out the existence of labor skills determines patterns of
international trade for manufactured products, which are not rely on natural
resources. Education and industrial experience can booth skilled labor
force and that is why, skill intensity of sectors plays important role
(Keesing, 1965: 287). For example machinery is more skill intensive than
textiles in the United States.
Countries with abundant unskilled labor have advantage on producing
commodities using unskilled labor and countries with abundant skilled
labor have advantage on producing commodities using skilled labor.
Because of the similarity between skilled labor and Hecksher-Ohlin
theories, this theory commonly called as “neo-factor endowment theory”.
Some Evidence
Lowinger (1971) tested of the neo-factor proportions explanation of
Brazil’ s trade and the results supported the theory. According to this study,
the comparative disadvantage of Brazil is most observed in the
manufactured products requiring a great proportion of skilled labor.
Van Dijk (2002) determined the factors influencing export
performance for Indonesian manufacturing firms as age, relative size,
foreign ownership while skilled labor differs according to the industry
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which the firm belongs (Caparas, 2006: 4). The effect of training on
clothing and food processing firms, together with the share of skilled
workers across all sectors, is not conclusive for Philippines (Caparas,
2006).
Concluding Remarks
Since Ricardo, it has been over two hundred years and so many changes
have occurred in the international trade. After him, neo-classical theories
explained the reason of trade by assuming difference factor endowments
representing by the famous theory Hecksher-Ohlin model. However as a
result of technological progress, new products, new production methods
and process, factor endowments and costs have affected and changed.
Besides, as intra-industry trade has become more important, traditional
international trade theories could not explain the reasons of the trade.
Especially after Leontief test, many studies emerged and Hecksher-Ohlin
theory has been analyzed empirically. New trade theories aimed to explain
the trade between countries especially developed countries. Intra-industry
trade became most significant rather than inter-industry trade.
Monopolistic competition theory explains the reason of trade by the
similarity of size of economies while Technological Gap theory explains it
by imitation the technology. Linder, emphasized the importance of the
similarity of preferences and demand structures while Vernon emphasized
product life cycle and Kessing emphasized to skilled labor. These theories
were a new interpretation of Hecksher- Ohlin theory and they have been
empirically testing by several studies.
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A FIELD RESEARCH ON THE MEDICAL AROMATIC PLANT
SELLING ENTERPRISES (AKTAR / ATTAR) IN ŞANLIURFA
Mehmet Cançelik
JEL Codes: D12, M31, S13
INTRODUCTION
Human beings provide a significant portion of the nutrients that they
need to survive from plants. Plants are a very important source of nutrients
such as carbohydrates, protein, fat, minerals, and vitamins (Toker,
Gölükcü, & Tokgöz, 2015: 54). Plants are used not only in nutrition but
also for many purposes in human life. People from the past to the present
have used herbs to help feed, shelter, warm-up, heal their wounds, and treat
their illnesses (Göktaş & Gıdık, 2019: 136). The link between man and
plant goes back centuries. According to the archaeological findings from
the early ages, humans first used plants to obtain nutrients and troubleshoot
health problems. Since the day of its existence, humanity has always seen
nature as a natural pharmacy and its medicinal and aromatic plants grown
in nature have been used for various purposes such as finding food, spices,
medicines, and healing (Faydaoğlu & Sürücüoğlu, 2011: 53; Gül & Di̇nler,
2016: 146).
Plants that are used in the treatment of diseases either internally or
externally are called medicinal plants (Göktaş & Gıdık, 2019: 137).
Although more than 40% of the drugs listed at the beginning of the 20th
century are of herbal origin, this rate has fallen to less than 5% in the mid1970s. However, especially after the 1990s, new usage areas of medicinal
and aromatic plants, increasing demand for natural products; increase the
usage volume of these plants day by day (Bayram vd., 2010: 1). Despite
outstanding developments in the modern medicine, pharmaceutical, and
chemical industries, alternative treatment methods and treatment with
medicinal plants are still up to date. Even in recent years, interest in
medical aromatic plants has been increasing in developed countries. More
than 150 million people in Europe benefit from alternative treatment
methods in health (Arslan vd., 2015: 484). Due to the increase in the
consumption of medicinal and aromatic plants, the market volume also
shows rapid development. With the increasing demand for these plants,
which were collected from nature in the past, the studies for the cultivation
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of these plants, especially cultivars, have been accelerated (Toker vd.,
2015: 54).
It is difficult to give precise information about the international trade
values of medicinal and aromatic plants. In addition to the use of these
plants for different purposes, the fact that trade from less developed
countries is not recorded is also one of the most important reasons for this.
Besides, the fact that plants are classified differently by country, for
example, because a plant that is evaluated for medical purposes in one
country is evaluated in food status in the other country, and receives
different customs codes is also one of the reasons for not obtaining accurate
data (Gölükcü, Tokgöz, Çelikyurt, & Ay, 2012: 5). Today, the medicinal
plants market is estimated to have an annual figure of approximately $ 60
billion (Faydaoğlu & Sürücüoğlu, 2011: 53).
Turkey covers three major Phytogeographic regions which are EuropeSiberia, Iran-Turan, and the Mediterranean. Turkey, climatic, and soil
characteristics, in terms of agricultural potential and a rich variety of plants
with different geographical regions is one of the world's most important
gene centers (Gül & Dı̇ nler, 2016: 147). According to a study of medicinal
and aromatic plants with internal and external trade in Turkey, the number
of plant species including subspecies are total 347 and 139 of them are
exported. Despite being one of Turkey's most important countries in the
world in terms of medical and aromatic plants, medicinal and aromatic
plants export is not yet at the desired level. Turkey, approximately 600
million dollars in the export of medicinal and aromatic plants around the
world cannot receive a share of the commercial denominator enough
(Çapoğlu, 2017: 3).
Turkey's exports of the medical and aromatic plants in 2008 were
composed of 47.4% thyme, 22.1% is the bay leaf, 10.3% is anise, 7.5% is
cumin and 4.2% is fennel. These 5 plant species have taken a share value
of 91.5% in Turkey's export medicinal and aromatic plants among 16
plants in 2008 (Karı̇ k & Öztürk, 2009: 23-24). Turkey's most important
plants in the export of medicinal and aromatic plants were thyme, poppy
seeds, bay, tea, anise, cumin, sage, mahleb, red pepper and herbal teas in
2018. Turkey is the world's most important exporter of thyme, the bay and
the poppy seeds. Thyme ranks first in exports with a 25% share (Omrak,
2018). On the other hand, Turkey's exports of medicinal plants consist of
a large part of the raw product, creating low added value in terms of the
national economy (Bayraktar, Öztürk, & Arslan, 2017: 228).
In this research, enterprises operating in Şanlıurfa and marketing
medicinal aromatic plants were investigated. The scope of the research is
both the qualitative structure of these enterprises and the current structure
of the medical aromatic plant market.
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MATERIAL and METHOD
Şanlıurfa province, which has the most important agricultural potential
of the Southeastern Anatolia Project (GAP) (Aydogdu, 2019: 5), was
chosen as the research area. The GAP is the most important integrated
sustainable regional development project in the history of the Republic,
aiming to increase the sustainable income and welfare of the people of the
region (Aydogdu, 2017: 3). The project aims to activate the agricultural
potential of the region based on water and soil resources. Şanlıurfa is the
most important agricultural city of the GAP Region and the Harran Plain
is the most important plain of the project (Doğan, Aydoğdu, Sevinç, &
Cançelik, 2020: 3). Şanlıurfa is included in the GAP, which had a
population of 2.035 million in 2018 as well as 1.2 million ha of agricultural
land. Şanlıurfa is important for the realization of the GAP project targets
due to its potential in the agriculture sector in Turkey (Sevinç, Aydoğdu,
Cançelik, & Sevinç, 2019: 4).
The main material of this study is the primary data obtained from the
enterprises marketing medicinal and aromatic plants in the city center of
Şanlıurfa. Primary data is that the researcher collects information about the
subject of the research himself. Methods such as questionnaires, focus
group interviews, interviews, and observation are applied in collecting
primary data (Lorcu, 2015: 22). In this research, the survey method and
focus group interviews were applied. The questionnaire method is the
method of collecting data about some features of the units through a
questionnaire (questionnaire form). Units are asked to answer the questions
in the questionnaire form to collect data on the number of variables, or the
interviewer asks these questions to the units and records their answers in
this form (Özdamar, 2013: 83). Focus group interviews are a qualitative
method that aims to get information about the psychological and sociocultural characteristics and practices of groups and subgroups, to learn their
behavior and the reasons behind these behaviors. Focus group discussions
generally show a special structure in terms of purpose, composition, and
procedure followed among group discussions. The main difference
between focus group meetings and a face-to-face meeting is to observe the
interaction between individuals during the discussion in the focus group.
Researchers can observe the participants' interactions, experiences, and
shares about their attitudes during the group discussion (Şahsuvaroğlu &
Ekşı̇ , 2013: 128).
Within the scope of the research, the presence of 123 enterprises in
Şanlıurfa province was determined. It is planned to apply a questionnaire
to all enterprises with full count method. However, 6 of the enterprises
avoided survey applications for various reasons, and a total of 117
enterprises were surveyed. In focus group interviews, 6 group interviews
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were held in groups of 4. Both descriptive and relationship, meaningseeking analysis methods were used in the analysis of the data obtained
through survey and focus group interview methods.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Demographic Findings
Demographic information about the individuals participating in the
research is given in Table 1. All enterprise owners participating in the
research are men. The lowest age of individuals is 19 and the highest age
is 76. The average age is 39.80. 29.9% of the participants are primary
school graduates, 17.9% are secondary schools, 29.1% are high school
graduates and 23.1% are university graduates. 46.3% of the individuals
participating in the research have 1-14 years, 43.6% of them have 15-39
years and 10.3% of them have 40 years of experience.
Table 1. Demographic Features of Enterprises Owners

Variable

Age

Education
Level
Experience
(Year)
Average
Monthly
Income (TL)

19-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 and more
Primary school
Secondary School
High school
University
1-14
15-39
40 and more
1000 and less
1001-2000
2001-3500
3501 and more

Number of People
37
23
28
14
15
35
21
34
27
54
51
12
9
58
39
11

%
31.6
19.7
23.9
12.0
12.8
29.9
17.9
29.1
23.1
46.3
43.6
10.3
7.7
49.6
33.3
9.4

49.6% of the individuals participating in the research earn between
1001-2000 TL monthly from the sale of medicinal aromatic plants.
Enterprises and Activity Findings
Enterprises owners were asked about the reasons for doing this work
and the answers in Table 2 were received. 51.2% of the enterprises' owners
defined this activity as a family profession and stated that it was passed
down from generation to generation.
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Table 2. Reasons for Enterprises Owners to Do This Profession

Reasons to Do This Profession
Family profession
Because I like this job
Since I couldn't find another job
Because his earnings are a good
Total

Number of People
60
29
25
3
117

%
51.2
24.8
21.4
2.6
100.0

The establishments that sell medicinal and aromatic plants are known
as “attars” in Şanlıurfa with the popular term. The word, which is said to
be mostly “aktar” in Turkish, comes from the Arabic “itr” meaning “nice
smell”. However, “attar” would sell not only fragrances but also all kinds
of medicinal plants and their medicines (akkār, plural akākīr). As a matter
of fact, this word is used in Arabic synonymous with saydalî or saydalânî
(pharmacist). (Sarı, 1991: 94). The local people still apply to the “attars”
in many treatment methods and seek healing. Attar should be considered
not only as a business but also as a continuation of cultural accumulation.
Therefore, this is the reason why enterprises have been transferred between
generations to date and 51.2% of enterprises owners continue their
activities as a family profession. In a study conducted in Aydın, it was
determined that the owners of the enterprises bought the business from the
previous generation (Çelik, Şentürk, & Aslantürk, 2019). The proportion
of people who do this profession because their earnings are good was 2.6%.
The monthly income of 57.3% of the enterprise's owners is 2000 TL and
below (Table 1). The main reason for the owners to continue their activities
despite the low income arises from the intergenerational transfer as
mentioned earlier.
The question was asked from where they obtained the products sold to
the enterprises' owners. The answers given are shown in Table 3. 41% of
the majority of enterprise owners stated that they obtained the products
sold from the producers (farmers who produce medicinal aromatic plants
or those who gather from nature). The proportion of enterprises that buy
from wholesalers was 31.6%. And 27.4% of the enterprises' owners stated
that they collected and prepared the products they sold.
Table 3. Supply Place of the Products Sold

Product Supply Location
I buy from manufacturers
I buy from a wholesaler
We collect and produce by ourselves
Total
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Number of People
48
37
32
117

%
41.0
31.6
27.4
100.0

Enterprises often supply cosmetic and processed herbal products
(thyme, sesame, black seed oils, various herbal creams, and packaged
herbal teas) from wholesalers. Besides, they provide dried plants and dried
traditional food products (isot-dried hot red pepper, tarhana, snacks, dried
vegetables, etc.) from the producers. Enterprises sell the products they
collect themselves in dried or processed form. Enterprise owners were
asked about the products they sold most, and the products sold were
categorized under five headings. The answers given are shown in Table 4.
The most popular product of businesses is the spice variety.
In recent years, the interest of people in many countries of the world
has been turning towards medicinal and spice plants, namely natural
products. For example, in a study between 1043 people in New Zealand, it
was determined that one out of every three people used some of these
plants and believed in their benefits. Again in the same study, it was found
that women tend to be more prone to these plants than men. In a similar
study, the increasing interest in alternative and supportive treatment in
Turkey, where it was determined that the ratio varies between 30-70% of
patients using alternative resources (Tulukcu & Sağdıç, 2011). In the
medical aromatic plant consumption research conducted in the central
districts of Erzurum, it was determined that the products most consumed
by the consumers were red pepper, mint, garlic, thyme, basil, and linden,
respectively. (Yüzbaşıoğlu & Kızıloğlu, 2019: 124).
Table 4. Top Selling Products in Attar of Şanlıurfa

Products

Number of People
53
21
16
14
13
117

Spices
Natural Snacks
Supportive herbal products
Dried natural foods
Natural cosmetics products
Total

%
45.3
17.9
13.7
12.0
11.1
100.0

The sales ratio of supportive herbal products among the products sold
by the enterprises in the research area is 13.7%. Consumers mostly provide
spices and natural snacks from products sold in attars. There are industrial
products sold under different brands in the spice and snack market.
However, consumers meet their needs from attars due to reasons such as
the fact that they do not trust the processed products due to the addition of
chemicals or preservatives, the contents of the packaged products in such
products, and their taste. The question was asked to the enterprise owners
whether they sold the product as packaged or unpackaged and the answers
in Table 5 were obtained.
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Table 5. Package Preference of Products Sold

Product Packaging Format
Open (unpackaged)
Packed
Both of them
Total

Number of People
59.0
7.7
33.3
117

%
59.0
7.7
33.3
100.0

Enterprise owners stated that they sell their products mostly without
packages. The rate of products sold without packages is 59%. The most
unpackaged products are spices, snacks, dried herbs, and vegetables.
Products such as cosmetic and medical vegetable oils are sold in packages.
The enterprise owners stated that the products obtained by customers,
especially unpackaged, non-industrial, local or traditional production
methods, are preferred. Enterprise owners were asked the question of
which segment their customers came from spatially and the data in Table
6 were obtained. According to the enterprise owners, the vast majority of
their customers are residents in the city center by 71.0% and stated that
they also have customers in rural areas by 29.0%.
Table 6. Where Customers Come From

Where Customers Come From
City Center
Rural Areas
Total

Number of People
83
34
117

%
71.0
29.0
100.0

Rural consumers either supply the medicinal aromatic plants they need
from nature or grow them themselves. This also applies to local and
traditional food products consumed. In a study conducted in the city center
of Burdur, 63.3% of consumers stated that they collected the medicinal and
aromatic plants themselves from nature. The products that consumers
provide in this way are; sage, linden, chamomile, thyme, mint, and
rosemary (Korkmaz & Dündar, 2019: 215).
Enterprise owners were asked the question of what age group the
consumers are from, and the information in Table 7 was obtained.
According to the enterprise owners, the most customer group is the
customers in the middle age group. The proportion of customers in this
group was 38.5%.
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Table 7. The Consumers Age Group

The Consumers Age Group
Young ones
Middle-aged
Older ones
All age groups
Total

Number of People
14
45
34
24
117

%
12.0
38.5
29.1
20.5
100.0

In a study carried out for the consumption of vegetable forest products
in İzmir province, the average age of consumers was found to be 42.52
years (Arslan, Engı̇ ndenı̇ z, & Çınar, 2016: 254 ). In a study conducted in
Burdur province, 85.7% of herbal forest products consumers were found
in the middle age group (Korkmaz & Dündar, 2019: 215). Considering that
consumption is aimed at health and nutrition, it is considered normal for
consumers of this age group to use of more medicinal and aromatic plants.
Enterprise owners were asked questions about why the consumers
prefer to use of medicinal and aromatic plants, according to their meetings
with their customers. The answers received are in Table 8. According to
the enterprise owners, 60.6% of the consumers buy medicinal and aromatic
plants from themselves because the consumers think they are healthier and
more natural. In recent years, news in the written and oral media that
medicinal and aromatic plants have been used as a supplement for some
diseases and strengthened the immune system has caused an increase in
demand. For this reason, the proportion of enterprise owners who think that
the demand of consumers has occurred was 27.4%.
Table 8. The Consumers’ Demand Reasons

Consumers’ Demand Reasons
Because they are healthy
Under the influence of media programs
With the advice of relatives and friends
Total

Number of People
71
32
14
117

%
60.6
27.4
12.0
100.0

The main factor that all the reasons stated in Table 8 combine is health.
This is the result of the attars being considered as a folk doctor. Folk
medicine; These are all the methods and procedures used by the public to
diagnose and supply their illnesses when they do not have the opportunity
or cannot go to the doctor for other reasons. With the broader definition,
their views and beliefs about the causes, symptoms, and duration of the
diseases, all of the traditional, local drugs, magical and traditional
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procedures and practices they use are folk medicine and pharmacy (Avcı,
2018: 172).
CONCLUSION and SUGGESTIONS
In recent years, the demand for food supplements has increased with
alternative medicine. This created a $ 60 billion medicinal aromatic plant
market in the world trade volume. Turkey, however, that despite the
favorable climatic conditions and the variety of flora have not got enough
share from the export volume in this trade with the $ 600 million. In
Turkey, in recent years the medical aromatic plants collected from nature
obtained under normal circumstances, there has been an increase in the
production of culture, too. The support given by the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry for the production of medicinal and aromatic
plants affects this process positively. Increasing product variety and
production volume with Turkey, the denominator of the world medicinal
aromatic plant trade volume will increase in Turkey.
The survival of medical aromatic plant establishments by generation
transfer is important for the continuity of cultural heritage and folk
medicine tradition. However, the fact that the products in question are
related to human health and nutrition necessitates sensitivity in the sector.
Marketing of medicinal and aromatic plants that concern human health
must be regularly monitored by expert controllers. Enterprise owners claim
information that is passed down from generation to generation. However,
with the professional certification system for the sale of medicinal aromatic
plants, securing the knowledge and its control should be ensured. This
process is a very important issue for human health and nutrition. As a
result, although these businesses are seen as businesses that market certain
products and bring them together with the end consumer, the products they
are marketing are products that should be taken into consideration in terms
of their content. The inspection and certification system will minimize the
misuse of medicinal aromatic plants and prevent unwanted health
problems. This will also give the “attar” institution its professional
reputation.
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THE ASYMMETRIC EFFECTS OF INCOME INEQUALITY
ON ECONOMIC GROWTH IN TURKEY
Oğuzhan Sungur* & Ali Altıner
INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of humanity, every human has had to produce
and to gain any financial or material revenue after the production
process in order to sustain his/her life. Until 16th century, when the
economic events started gaining importance, the income has been
considered only as a means of living in many societies as a result of
religious beliefs. Because the trade after that period and the
industrialization in 18th century gained a global character, the income
has started to be considered as a component of wealth and enrichment.
The income arising from a production process is gained in exchange
for the value. Distribution of the income, which has been received as a
result of a production process in a specific economic period, is
considered as sharing the value and this subject has been discussed
within the scopes of the labor theory of value and the theory of
distribution in economic history. The distribution of income between
individuals, sectors, regions, and countries is defined as the income
distribution and the management of economic systems in parallel with
the socioeconomic objective from the political economy is very
important for the success of the economic policy. Until the industrial
revolution period, the main source of production for the people has been
agriculture. Although the society has been divided into segments during
the feudal period, it has not been considered necessary to discuss the
equality in income distribution in that period, in which economic
growth has not been seen as an important point. This subject has also
been in the sociologists' and philosophers’ world of thought. Together
with the industrial revolution, countries started competing in terms of
economic growth and development and any factor that might affect the
growth in that new world order has become a new area of research for
economics.
Since the school of classical economics, many politic economists
addressing the relationship between state and economy have submitted
their opinions about how the income gained as a result of the production
process should be distributed. In the schools of economic thought, there
*
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are different approaches regarding how the income should be
distributed and it has paved the way for the rise of two different
economic systems as capitalist and socialist ones. After the discussions
in economic philosophy have grown to a specific maturity, the
theoretical models about the relationship between income inequality
and economic growth have been developed. One of the most widely
cited studies on this subject in the literature is Kuznets’ work
“Economic Growth and Income Inequality” (1955). In his work,
Kuznets has stated that the income obtained from agricultural
production was lower than the income obtained from industrial
production. This opinion of Kuznets has been considered as an
important explanation for the question “What is the source of income
inequality between the countries” which has been investigated in that
period. Kuznets has emphasized that the fact that individuals working
in agricultural production had lower income when compared to those
working in industrial production in the same country is the reason for
income inequality between the individuals. In the study, in which
Kuznets has continued his explanations about the income inequality, it
has been stated that income inequality would arise together with the
income inequality in the countries, which have entered an
industrialization period, first but the income equality would be regained
as the economic growth continues. This opinion of Kuznets has been
termed “Kuznets’ Inverted U Curve” in the literature and is an
important source of theoretical knowledge for the economic studies
investigating the effect of economic growth on income inequality.
The first industrialization attack in the Turkish economy has been
made in 1934 with the First Five-Year Industrial Development Plan.
However, because of World War II, the industrialization policy couldn’t
be consistently implemented. In the following periods, the most
important policies on industrialization have been introduced in the
‘Development Plans’ put into action in the year 1963. Although the
development plans are “macro” plans giving importance to the
development of all the sectors, the fact that industrial growth objectives
have been set to be higher than agricultural growth objectives showed
that the development plans have been prioritized. Although the growth
objectives of the industrial sector couldn’t be achieved, the actual
growth rates in the production industry have been much higher than in
agriculture industry and it has made Turkey to be seen as an industrial
country rather than an agricultural one.
Until 24th January 1980, when a structural change in the Turkish
economy has started, the increasing share of production industry in the
gross domestic product also brought the income distribution inequality,
in parallel with Kuznets’ Inverted U Curve. Nevertheless, the income
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inequality in the Turkish economy cannot be explained only with the
development of production industry. The main reasons for the decrease
in real incomes of people earning their livings from agricultural
production include not keeping up with modern technology in
agricultural production, decrease in productivity, agricultural product
prices below that of industrial products, and decrease in subsidies and
incentives granted to the agricultural production. Besides that, also the
devaluations and high inflation rates until 1980 have also decreased the
real income of society receiving wage and salary and increased the
income inequality.
Together with the implementation of 24th January 1980 decisions,
the production philosophy has turned from import substitution to export
promotion approach. The supports granted to the industrials in order to
overcome the problem of capital insufficiency, suspending the union
activities for a period, high growth rate targets announced by sacrificing
inflation, and especially the heterodox policies implemented after 1994
Crisis were important politic activities. Despite the policies followed in
order to achieve the economic growth, the period between 1994 and
2001 has been a period, in which a series of economic and financial
crises have occurred and the economic growth has weaved. After the
year 2005, in addition to the minimum wage increases higher than the
inflation rates, the inflation rates at lower levels, interest rates following
a low trend, relatively more stable growth rates, and no significant
geopolitical crisis in the country until the year 2015 contributed to a
recovery in income distribution. In the light of these advancements, in
the functional income distribution, the share of wage and salary from
the total income increased from 44.5% in the year 2006 to 52.5% in the
year 2015. Among the other production factors, the share of rant in the
total income increased from 3.1% to 3.3% in the same period, that of
profit decreased from 24.2% to 18.8%, and that of interest income
decreased from 6.1% to 2.6% (Eğilmez, 2020: 120).
After the period, in which the structural changes started in the
Turkish economy, improvements and deteriorations have occurred in
the Gini coefficient, which is the indicator of fairness in income
distribution, due to various reasons. Although various economic and
financial crises have occurred in the same period, the Turkish economy
has managed to follow a growth trend not falling away from the
potential economic growth rate of Turkey. Although there are many
studies in the economic literature investigating the effect of economic
growth on the income inequality in Turkish economy in order to test the
validity of Kuznets’ inverted U curve (Tokatlıoğlu & Atan 2007;
Dişbudak & Süslü, 2009; Ak & Altıntaş, 2016; Akalin, Özbek & Çifçi,
2018; Takım, Ersungur, Dikmen, & Aksu, 2020), the number of studies
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investigating the effect of income inequality on the economic growth is
limited and the present study was carried out for this purpose.
The present study aiming to test the effect of income inequality on
economic growth in the Turkish economy by making use of the
NARDL method for the period between 1980 and 2015 consists of 4
sections. After the introduction section, the intellectual and theoretical
background of the relationship between income inequality and
economic growth will be provided in the first section, whereas the
empirical literature about different country groups and the Turkish
economy will be summarized in the second section. In the third section,
the dataset and econometric method used in the study are introduced
and then the analysis estimation results are provided. In the conclusion
section, a general discussion about the study subject and results will be
made and the study is finished with a policy suggestion. The present
study aims to enrich the literature on the Turkish economy and to
contribute to the literature in terms of the econometric method used
here.
1. THEORETICAL AND INTELLECTUAL BACKGROUND
OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INCOME INEQUALITY
AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
This section consists of two main subheadings. The first subheading
includes the movements of thought addressing the relationship between
income inequality and economic growth over the labor theory of value,
whereas the second subheading provides information about the
interaction canals of income inequality influencing the economic
growth.
1.1. Intellectual Background of the Relationship between
Income Inequality and Economic Growth
One of the first products of economic thought falling away from the
philosophy and shaped focusing on science is the labor theory of value.
The idea that between which production factors the value, which arises
as a result of a production process, should be distributed and which
production factor should achieve a higher share from the value for a
faster and continuous economic growth has paved the way for the
emergence of two main approaches.
1.1.1. Classical Approach: The classical approach claims that
inequality in income distribution would positively affect the economic
growth. This theoretical thought is based on the labor theory of value
and ‘Iron Law of Wages’ that have a significant place in classical
economic thought. According to the labor theory of value developed by
Adam Smith (2017: 48), the factors determining the value in liberal
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societies, in which there are capital stock and private ownership, are
labor, capital, and land.* Thus, the income to be achieved as a result of
a production process will be distributed between labor, capital, and land
as wage, profit, and rant. Because all production factors gather in order
to have their own interests, Smith has defined this interest-based union
as “harmony of interests”. David Ricardo (1817: 117-119) has not
shared the same idea with Smith regarding if the income could be
distributed between the labor, capital, and land in harmony. In the
distribution of income between labor, capital, and land factors, these
three production factors compete with each other and, according to
Ricardo, this relationship should be explained with the principle of
“disharmony of interests”.
Iron Law of Wages has been developed upon the idea that the wage
to be paid from the income to be achieved as a result of a production
process will be determined according to the minimum subsistence level.
Significantly influenced by the opinions of Robert Malthus on the
population, Ricardo (1817: 90-92) claimed that the market wage
emerging as a result of labor supply and labor demand in the labor
market shall not be persistently above the natural wage rate that is the
subsistence level. In societies having an established economic life, the
market wage higher than the natural wage would cause a population
growth in the medium-term and it will balance the market wage to the
natural wage in the course of time. Similarly, in case that the market
wage falls below the natural wage, an invisible hand will regulate the
socio-economic life; the market wage will rise and then equal to the
natural wage again. In conclusion, the idea that ‘Iron Law of Wages’
aims to explain is that the market wage would equal to the natural wage,
and the income that the labor deserves is the subsistence level of wage.
Ricardo (1817: 62) has thought that, because a larger agricultural
land was cultivated while wealth and population grew, the rant to be
paid to land would increase in real. Since the labor factor would be
needed more in this production process, the wage of labor would also
increase. However, that increase would be a nominal increase and the
labor factor would incur real wage losses. This is because the increase
in the prices of commodities in the market would be higher than the
increase in the wages of labor. Thus, according to the Smith’s Labor
Theory of Value advocated by Ricardo, a higher share achieved by the
land, which is a production factor, from the income to be obtained from
The term “entrepreneur” has been added to the economic analyses by Jean
Baptiste Say. While explaining his opinions on the factors determining the
value of produced commodities, Smith accepts the labor, capital, and land as
production factors.
*
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a production process would cause a decrease in the profit rate of capital,
which is another production factor. The decrease in the profitability rate
would not zero the level of profit. In case that capital owner invests
more capital, the profit will increase in amount although it will decrease
in ratio. However, the continuing decrease in profitability rate
representing the capital owner’s income from investments would
discourage the capital owners from making investments and, at that
point, the economic growth will stop and a recession will arise (Ricardo,
1817: 143-145).
The labor factor can get a higher share from the income to be
achieved from a production process only if the capital and land factors
get lower shares. Similarly, the capital or land factors could get higher
shares only when the labor gets a lower share. Regarding the
distribution of income, Smith believes that the capital owners should
get the highest share because, according to the thoughts of Smith, the
labor force/workers are voluptuous. In case that labor receives a market
wage higher than the natural wage, which is enough for living, the
population of the working-class will increase. This idea has also been
supported in Malthus’ work on population “An Essay on the Principle
of Population” (1798) and Ricardo’s work on the competition between
production factors “The Principle of Political Economy and Taxation”
(1817). Malthus argued that, in case of a market wage higher than the
natural wage that equals to the subsistence level, the population of
societies would increase and it would decrease the market wages in the
labor market in the medium term. Supporting the Malthus’ ideas on
population, Ricardo advocated that the state should not protect the lowincome class of society by enacting poor laws because it would cause
an economic recession. He has expressed his idea by stating that “the
tendency of poor laws is not to amend the condition of poor people but
to deteriorate the conditions of both poor and rich people” (Ricardo,
1817: 112). Ricardo has recommended that the state should create job
opportunities for poor people by supporting investment and production
rather than protecting the poor people.
Regarding the increase in production and the economic growth
arising from this increase, the classical approach advocates that the
capital owners should have a higher share from the income to be
achieved from the production process. The reason for advocating this
distribution, which will cause inequality in income distribution, is that
the capital owners’ propensity to save for making investment is higher
when compared to the other production factors. Thus, the inequality in
income distribution would positively affect the economic growth
because the income controlled by capital owners has a higher marginal
propensity to save.
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1.1.2. Socialist Approach: Although there are many types of
socialist thought, scientific socialism developed based on the ideas of
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels has the highest scientific validity.
Although the scientific socialism has no direct explanation for the
relationship between income inequality and economic growth,
especially the opinions expressed by Marx about the process of crisis
suggest that the inequality in income distribution would cause crises
and, consequently, negatively affect the economic growth. These
opinions were concluded by analyzing the theories of Marx on laborvalue, surplus value, exploitation, and crisis theories.
The scientific socialism, which has arisen as a criticism against
Smith’s labor theory of value in liberal societies where there are capital
stock and private ownership, advocates that the only production factor
that determines the value and creates surplus value in production is the
labor (Marx, 2011: 87). Although exploitation and surplus value are
high in the labor-intensive productions, companies prefer capitalintensive production over the labor-intensive production. The reason
for this preference is the lower production costs in capital- intensive
production. Under the free market conditions, the companies producing
at lower costs using capital-intensive production methods gain an
advantage over the companies producing at higher costs using laborintensive production methods due to the capital insufficiencies. The
companies, which aim to overcome the capital insufficiency problem
by merging, would establish trust companies and cartels and lead the
market from perfect competition to imperfect competition conditions.
The companies that continue the production with labor-intensive
production methods fall apart from the competition and are involved in
working-class as auxiliary production force (Marx & Engels, 2013: 50).
This process causes further exploitation of labor factor and decrease in
wage and the competition in capital-intensive production approach
causes the accumulation of capital in specific hands (Marx, 2010: 171).
Marx has advocated that the accumulation of capital in specific
hands and the decrease in wages of the working-class would cause lack
of demand and the capitalist system would create its own crisis because
the commodities and services produced would not be sold. Since the
accumulation of capital in specific hands and the decrease in wages of
the working-class would cause an inequality in income distribution, the
socialist approach suggests that the inequality of income distribution
would negatively affect the economic growth.
In the socialist approach, Marx addressed the lack of demand as the
most important reason for economic crises. However, this opinion
doesn’t belong only to Marx and scientific socialism. Before Marx,
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Malthus has also adopted the same opinion even though he has been a
classical economist. Observing the Napoleon Wars in the early 19th
century, Malthus criticized Say’s Law by asserting that not every supply
of non-food commodities could create its own demand. For the nonfood commodities, the decreases in specific classes of society and the
possible changes in consumer preferences and appreciation might affect
the economic growth negatively as a result of lack of demand. Malthus
recommends that, as a solution to this possible problem, the state should
make expenses and investments in the way increasing the income of
society (Bocutoğlu, 2012: 89). These policies preventing the
unemployment and increasing the income of specific social segments
would contribute to the economic growth by ensuring the equality of
income distribution. It can be asserted that this political perspective of
Malthus shed light on Marx’s lack of demand opinion and John
Maynard Keynes’ expansionary fiscal policy idea.
1.2. Income Inequality’s Interaction Pathways on Economic
Growth
In the studies examining the effect of income inequality on
economic growth, the approaches clearly revealing this relationship
include the savings ratio approach, faulty credit market and limited
human capital investment approach, socio-political unrest approach,
and politic economy approach. In this subheading, these approaches are
introduced.
1.2.1. Savings Ratio Approach
Robert Barro (2000: 8) stated that some of the economists influenced
by Keynes’ The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money
(1936) work believe that the personal propensity to save is related with
the income levels of those individuals. If this approach is valid, then the
redistribution of sources from rich to poor would weaken the propensity
to save in the economic systems. As a result of this process, the equality
of income distribution would reduce the investments and the decrease
in investments would reduce the rate of economic growth.
The savings ratio approach advocating that income inequality would
positively affect the economic growth is obviously a new idea
developed based on Smith’s labor theory of value and theory of
distribution. Smith advocates that the capital owners should have a
higher share in income achieved from a production process in order for
the investments to increase because he considers the capital owners as
the class having the highest propensity to save. Thus, larger amounts of
savings by capital owners seen as the driving force of economic growth
and capitalist system by gaining a higher share from the income will
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accelerate the investments first and then increase the rate of economic
growth.
1.2.2. Faulty Credit Market and Limited Human Capital
Investment Approach
In countries, in which the economic growth couldn’t be achieved
especially because of capital insufficiency, the credit markets play an
important role in transferring the necessary capital to the investors.
However, especially in cases of high interest rates, the fact that
individuals applying for credits that they couldn’t pay as a result of
moral corruption is because of several faults of credit markets. The
leading one among these faults is the asymmetric information problem
arising from the fact that the creditor corporations have insufficient
information about the credit users, as well as the deficiencies in legal
regulations. The corporations in credit markets giving credit to the
problematic individuals, who actually have low credit scores, because
of the asymmetric information will face the problem of inability of
collecting the debts and, because the laws generally protect the
properties of credit users, this problem might lead the banks into
bankruptcy (Galor & Zeira 1993: 36; Barro, 2000: 6). The unjust
enrichment of a specific segment of society by achieving undeserved
earnings increases their wealth, whereas the other members of society
have losses from their wealth, even in their incomes too.
Aghion & Bolton (1997: 153) consider that income and wealth are
an important factor creating heterogeneity between the individuals in a
society. According to their opinion, the factor differentiating the
individuals born with certain skills is the financial opportunities they
have. The individuals having financial capability make investment
more easily in their human capital, whereas the individuals having
financial incapability cannot make investment in their own or make this
investment at a small level. As a result of approach, the collection of
the wealth transferred to them in certain classes within the society with
the birth of individuals will limit the investments to be made in the
human capital of that society. This inequality in the distribution of
wealth will adversely affect economic growth in the long run.
The socialist approach explaining the effect of income inequality on
the economic growth is against the discrimination and formation of
classes within the society. Especially in the differentiation between
bourgeoisie and proletariat, the children and grandchildren of
bourgeoisie, which is the richest segment of the society, would have
advantages over the children and grandchildren of proletariat in terms
of improving their skills and capabilities (Marx & Engels, 2013:54).
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This differentiation would inevitably have a negative effect on
economic growth in the long term.
1.2.3. Socio-Politic Unrest Approach
The size of inequality in income distribution might be tolerated to a
certain extent by the members of society. When the level of inequality
increase and this inequality divides the society into minimum of 2
segments, the poor class having difficulties in living might incline to
disturbing actions such as violence, riot, protest, and even uprising
(Perotti, 1996: 151; Barro, 2000: 7). The number of individuals
inclining to such actions might make political measures, which the state
can take, impossible. Even if the state suppresses the revolt by using its
opportunities, the costs of measures taken would inevitably have an
effect on the public economy. According to the animal instinct
explanation of Keynes, any uncertainty in the real markets would cause
disruptions in market activities, imbalances in labor market, and
reversal of efficiency in the production and, consequently the delay of
planned and existing investments (Tornell & Lane: 1994, 20). The
investments, which have been continued despite of all the difficulties,
would face productivity losses.
Given the uprisings of Paris Commune in 1871 and October
Revolution in 1917, it can be seen that bourgeoisie-proletariat and even
proletariat-stat conflicts arising especially from the income inequality
have negatively affected all the elements of economic system and also
negative results have been achieved in the economic growth rates. For
this reason, the states fulfilling their responsibilities with liberal
economic system, especially in the last century, tend to implement the
social policies suppressing the possible uprisings in advance for the
survival of economic order with the social state perspective, which
reveals the convergence of economic systems. Even though it has been
significantly criticized by Malthus and Ricardo in the classical
approach, the poor laws enacted in England in 18th and 19th centuries
have been social policies implemented in order to ensure the ultimate
social peace.
1.2.4. Politic Economy Approach
One of the most important objectives of an economic system in any
country (regardless if it is a capitalist, socialist or communist system) is
the economic growth. The factors leading the countries into an
economic recession and departing them from the full employment
might differentiate between developed, developing, and
underdeveloped countries. Since the economies in developed countries
operate more perfectly than in developing and underdeveloped
countries, the most important factors decelerating the economic growth
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of developed countries are the decrease in export and lack of demand
and investment. In developing and underdeveloped countries, however,
the reasons for not achieving the targeted economic growth are the more
important
economic
problems
such
as
technological
underdevelopment, capital insufficiency, and external dependence
(Savaş, 2016: 40). In many countries classified as developed countries
by IMF (Germany, Austria, United Kingdom, Denmark, South Korea,
Holland, Spain, Sweden, and Italy), the state intervenes in the economy
at a minimum level when compared to the classical approach thanks to
more equal distribution of income. Despite that, the states in many
developed, developing and underdeveloped countries consider the
income inequality as a reason for slow economic growth and tend to
solve this problem through interventions.
Among the fiscal policy instruments, the instruments that the state
uses at most in solving the problem of income inequality are public
expenses, transfer payments, and especially tax rates. The state can play
an active role in the redistribution of sources from rich to poor through
public expenses, transfer payments, and increasing the taxes on the
sources such as land, wealth, and income. Some of the implementations
include the state’s intermediary role between unions and employers
during minimum wage negotiations, as well as the strategy of
announcing higher minimum wages taking sides with unions especially
in election periods. According to the politic economy approach, since
the interrupted operation of economy is more common in developing
and underdeveloped countries when compared to the developed
countries, the state’s intervention in the economy is more necessary. In
parallel with this necessity, the results of general elections in developed
and underdeveloped countries are significantly affected by the economy
policies. For this reason, the intervention of state in economy in
developing and underdeveloped countries would either cause the
government party to gain or lose the votes. In counties with high level
income inequality, if the vast majority of voters are below the middle
income level, then the state plays active role in redistribution of sources
in order to win the elections and ensure the equality in income
distribution (Persson & Tabelini 1994: 607; Partridge, 1997: 1022).
However, increasing the income tax rate has a negative effect on the
investments; thus, this policy implemented in order to ensure the
income equality would cause a negative effect on the economic growth
(Barro, 2000: 6).
Nowadays, the most important income item of countries is taxes. In
order to ensure the fairness in income distribution within the economic
system, the states apply the graduated income tax policy. In accordance
with the principle of minimum intervention, the classical approach is
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against the high tax rates and the production by the state. The state
should collect income tax at a minimum level and not prevent the
investments within the free market mechanism. In the classical
economic approach, the one most strongly criticizing the state’s tax
policy was John Stuart Mill. Although Mill (2017: 160) has criticized
the graduated income tax policy, he has also been against the fixed-rate
income tax policy. According to Mill, since all the members of society
equally benefit from the public services provided by the state, the tax
should be fixed-amount. According to the opinion of Mill, the
application of fixed-rate and graduated tax by the state would not serve
for any purpose but penalizing the investors producing more.
2. LITERATURE
Although the income inequality has been discussed even before 15th
century, the opinions have generally been shaped within the frame of
religion or sociology. The income inequality that has increased after the
industrial revolution in the global economy has become one of the
research subjects of economics as an important problem and a reason
for important economic problems. The competition between the
countries in terms of level of economic development has made the
question “how can the income inequality affect the economic growth”
a new research question. Until almost end of 20th century, no reliable
dataset on the income inequality could be established and it complicates
the empirical studies in this field. However, nowadays, the researchers
have the opportunity of testing the effect of income inequality on
economic growth by using more reliable datasets and modern
econometric methods.
One of the first studies empirically testing the effect of income
inequality on economic growth in the economic literature is the study
carried out by Alesina and Rodrik (1994). As a result of investigating
the effect of income inequality on economic growth by using Gini
coefficient and national statistics in a sample consisting of 70 countries
for the period between 1960 and 1985, it has been determined that
income inequality had a negative effect on economic growth.
Advocating that, for the countries in the sample, the inequality in
distribution of income and land factor negatively affected the economic
growth, Alesina and Rodrik also asserted that, as a result of an internal
interaction, the economic growth also negatively affected the fairness
of income distribution. As a solution to this problem, the necessity of
policies re-arranging the income distribution for the access to
production factors by the vast majority of societies is discussed.
Another empirical study testing the negative effect of income
inequality on economic growth is the study of Persson and Tabellini
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(1994). In their study, whether income inequality is beneficial or
harmful for the economic growth was investigated for the periods of
1830-1850 and 1960-1985. The analyses for 1830-1850 have been
performed on the sample of 9 countries (Austria, Denmark, Finland,
Germany, Holland, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom, and United
Nations), whereas the analyses for 1960-1985 have been performed on
a sample consisting of 56 countries. As a result of analysis, it has been
found that the income inequality had a negative effect on the economic
growth. As a reason for this situation, they alleged that the income
inequality operationally weakened the proprietary right in the economic
systems. As a solution to this problem, it is alleged that the states should
play active role in economic systems and apply tax policies ensuring
the income equality and encouraging the economic growth.
In his study designed on the same research question, Partridge
(1997) accepted the study of Persson and Tabellini (1994) statistically
valid but stated that the scientific generalizability of results is
controversial because the countries in the sample (i.e., Chad and USA)
are not at the same level of development. For this reason, he believes
that the results achieved by Persson and Tabellini should be tested in
different sample groups by using different periods and different
methods. Partridge has retested the effects of income inequality on
economic growth by using the Least Squares Method on the sample
consisting of 48 neighboring countries and for the period between 1960
and 1990. The data used in the analysis have been obtained from the US
Department of Statistics, as well as the Gini coefficient calculated by
different individuals. The results achieved in the study of Partridge
suggested the positive relationship between income inequality, Gini
coefficient measuring the income inequality, and economic growth.
Then, Perotti (1996) has repeated the same economic research on 65
developed and developing countries for the period of 1960-1985 in
order to test the results of study, which has examined the effects of
income inequality on economic growth, in a new study. The results
obtained in that study of Perotti showed that the investments in
education are at a higher level in the societies having lower level of
income inequality and this effect positively affects the economic
growth. Moreover, in the societies having a higher level of income
inequality, both of politic and social lives were more problematic when
compared to the other countries and this negativity negatively affected
the economic growth over decreasing real investments.
The factor motivating Forbes (2000) for a new research testing the
effect of income inequality on economic growth was the inconsistency
between the results reported in literature. Forbes has criticized the
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empirical tests, which report negative effect of income inequality on
economic growth, from various aspects. The main criticism is that there
are errors in calculation of data measuring the income inequality. The
second criticism is that the length of dataset used in these analyses was
insufficient for performing a panel data analysis. In order to overcome
these problems, Forbes has used the “high-quality Gini coefficient”
developed by Deininger and Squire’nin (1996). According to Forbes,
when compared to other datasets, this dataset is more reliable since it
collects data over the surveys conducted with households, the sample
size of surveys represents the population of entire country, and it
considers self-employment income, non-wage earnings, and nonfinancial revenues as the income criteria. Using the dataset prepared by
Deininger and Squire, Forbes has advocated that it has become possible
to work with reliable data and to carry out an analysis, which has high
scientific validity, by accessing sufficient information for a panel data
analysis. The analysis of Forbes included 45 countries and 180
observations for the period of 1965-1995. Regarding the analytic
method, he has taken the study of Perotti (1996) as reference and used
the Least Squares Method and Generalized Method of Moments
(GMM). In the study carried out by Forbes, it has been concluded that
the change in income inequality of a country in short and mid-term has
effect on the economic growth of that country and that the income
inequality positively affected the economic growth.
In order to test the results reported by Partridge (1997) and
Forbes’un (2000), Panizza (2002) investigated the effect of income
inequality on economic growth in the sample of 48 states in the USA
for the period of 1940-1980. In that study, Panizza used the dataset
similar to one used by Partridge and research methods similar to those
used by Forbes. In his study, Panizza analyzed the data using Least
Squares Method, Fixed Effects Estimation Method, and Generalized
Method of Moments. The results he achieved suggested that, on the
contrary with those reported by Partridge, no positive correlation
relationship could be found between Gini coefficient and economic
growth. Similarly, on the contrary with results reported by Forbes, the
results reported by Panizza suggested no positive correlation
relationship between the change in inequality coefficient and the change
in growth rate.
Topuz and Yıldırım (2017) have investigated the effect of income
inequality on economic growth using a sample of 154 developed and
developing countries for the period of 1980-2014. In their study carried
out using Basic Solow and Augmented Solow Models, in order to
achieve more accurate results from the analyses performed on
imbalanced panel dataset, the authors divided the sample into low and
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lower-middle-income group (Group I) and higher-middle and highincome countries (Group II) by using the classification of World Bank.
The income inequality coefficient used in their study was the net Gini
coefficient after the taxes and transfer payments and obtained from the
Standardized World Income Inequality Database (SWIID) belonging to
Frederick Solt and updated in July 2016. The generalized method of
moments was used as analysis method. According to the analysis
results, the income inequality affected the economic growth positively
in low and lower middle income countries (Group I) and negatively in
higher middle and high-income countries (Group II).
Although there are many studies in literature examining various
developed and developing country samples in terms of the effect of
income inequality on economic growth, the number of studies carrying
out the same research for Turkey is very limited. Analyzing the effect
of income inequality on economic growth in Turkish economy for the
period of 1977-2013, Peçe, Ceyhan, and Akpolat (2016) tested the
causality relationship between Gini coefficient and real gross domestic
product per capita by using the Toda – Yamamoto Method. After
determining the causality of Gini coefficient on real gross domestic
product per capita, Canonic Cointegrated Regression (CCR), Dynamic
Ordinary Least Squares (DOLS), and Modified Ordinary Least Squares
(FMOLS) methods were used for determining the direction of
relationship. The results of analyses showed that, as of the relevant
period, income inequality had negative effect on the real gross domestic
product in Turkish economy. According to this result, it can be stated
that the income inequality negatively affected the economic growth in
Turkish economy for the period of 1977-2013.
Although there are many studies examining the effect of income
inequality on economic growth over the validity of Kuznets' inverted U
curve in the sample of Turkish economy (Tokatlıoğlu and Atan, 2007;
Dişbudak and Süslü, 2009; Ak and Altıntaş, 2016; Akalin et al., 2018;
Takım et al., 2020), the number of studies examining the effect of
income inequality on economic growth is limited. Thanks to its subject,
the present study aiming to investigate the effect of income inequality
on economic growth in Turkish economy is supposed to bridge an
important gap in the literature. Moreover, the econometric method used
in the empirical analysis section of this study is supposed to contribute
to the literature.
Examining the results of studies in the literature examining the effect
of income inequality on economic growth, it can be seen that it is
difficult to reach an indisputable consensus on the results of those
studies. As reported in many studies, the different results may have
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arisen from the difficulty of creating a reliable data on the income
inequality or from the use of different periods, samples, and research
methods in those studies.
3. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, after introducing the dataset and econometric
method, the empirical results of present study will be discussed.
3.1 Dataset and Econometric Method
In order to examine the effect of income inequality on economic
growth, the annual data of Turkey for the period of 1980-2015 were
used. Within this scope, Real GDP calculated with prices fixed to year
2010 were used in representing the economic growth (LGDP), whereas
the household income inequality index (INEQ) was used in
representing the income inequality. Real GDP values were involved in
this study by taking their natural algorithm. Moreover, as the control
variables, the model includes the ratio of gross fixed capital formation
to GDP representing the physical capital (CAP), the school enrolment
rate (secondary) representing the human capital (SEC), and the ratio of
sum of export and import to GDP representing the trade openness
variable (TRADE). The household income inequality variable used in
this study is an index that has been developed by Galbraith and Kum
(2005) within the scope of University of Texas’ Inequality Project
(UTIP); it is a panel of estimated Gini coefficients based on a basic
model and has been obtained from the webpage of University of Texas.
The dataset has been obtained from the University of Texas because it
has been used in many studies and the longest series calculated for
Turkey has been calculated by this institution. All other variables were
obtained from the World Development Indicators database of the World
Bank.
The present study investigates the effect of income inequality on
economic growth in Turkey by using the functional relationship below:
𝐿𝐺𝐷𝑃 = 𝑓(𝐼𝑁𝐸𝑄, 𝐶𝐴𝑃, 𝑆𝐸𝐶, 𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐷𝐸)
Within the scope this functional relationship, the stationarity of
series has been examined first. For this purpose, the ADF (Augmented
Dickey-Fuller) and PP (Phillips-Perron) unit root tests were used. After
determining the stationarity levels of series, NARDL (Non-linear
Autoregressive Distributed Lag) model has been used for investigating
the asymmetrical relationships between the variables.
3.2. Unit Root Tests and Results
The results of unit root tests are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. ADF and PP Unit Root Test Results
ADF
Variables
LGDP

Fixed
0.094

PP

Fixed-Trend

Fixed

Fixed-Trend

-2.402

0.163

-2.401

a

-6.051

a

-6.143

a

-6.071a

-1.275

-0.255

-1.178

-0.741

INEQ

-4.006

a

-4.298

a

-4.070

a

-4.300a

SEC

-0.153

-2.491

-0.153

-2.593

SEC

-5.781

a

-5.689

a

-5.781

a

-5.689a

CAP

-1.620

-2.407

-1.618

-2.565

a

a

-5.636

a

-5.542a

-3.431c

-2.568

-3.202c

LGDP
INEQ

-6.121

CAP

-5.426

TRADE

-2.505

TRADE

-5.514

a

-5.344
-

-6.861

a

-

Not: a, b, and c letters refer to the statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%. 
refers to the difference operator.

According to the results of ADF and PP unit root tests, it was found
that all the variables other than TRADE had unit root but it has been
determined when taking the first differences that they were stationary,
in other words I(1). According to both tests, it was determined that
TRADE variable is stationary at the level values in constant model but
it received a stationary structure in the first difference in constant and
trend model.
3.3. NARDL Model and Estimation Results
It has been known for a long time that many macroeconomic
variables have non-linear characteristics because of the cyclical
fluctuations. Especially in the last decade, the number of studies
examining the stationarity and the nonlinearity within the frame of error
correction models has significantly increased. Shin et al. (2014) have
transformed the two-variable asymmetric cointegration test developed
by Schorderet (2001) into a more general and flexible ARDL structure.
Within this scope, a pragmatic bounds-testing procedure has been used
in determining the long-run relationship and an asymmetrical
cointegration ARDL model allowing the stationarity of variables as I(0)
or I(1) at different levels. They have followed the asymmetric long-run
regression below and introduced an alternative approach for modeling
the non-linear long-run relationship:
𝑦𝑡 = 𝛽 + 𝑥𝑡+ + 𝛽 − 𝑥𝑡− + 𝑢𝑡,

(1)

∆𝑥𝑡 = 𝜐𝑡 ,
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𝑦𝑡 and 𝑥𝑡 are cointegrated at first degree, I(1),scalar variables and
𝑥𝑡 can be decomposed into elements as follows:
𝑥𝑡 = 𝑥0 + 𝑥𝑡+ + 𝑥𝑡−

(2)

where, 𝑥𝑡+ and 𝑥𝑡− refer to the partial sums of positive and negative
changes in 𝑥𝑡 .
𝑥𝑡+ = ∑𝑡𝑗=1 ∆𝑥𝑗+ = ∑𝑡𝑗=1 max(∆𝑥𝑗 , 0),
𝑥𝑡− = ∑𝑡𝑗=1 ∆𝑥𝑗− = ∑𝑡𝑗=1 min(∆𝑥𝑗 , 0)

Assuming that data creation process is performed following the pth
degree stationary VAR model for 𝑧𝑡 = (𝑢𝑡 , 𝜐𝑡′ ), the following equation
can be achieved:
𝑝

𝑧𝑡 = ∑𝑖=1 𝛷𝑖 𝑧𝑡−𝑖 + 𝜀𝑡 , 𝑡 = 1,2, … , 𝑇

(3)

where 𝛷𝑖 is the (𝑘 + 1) × (𝑘 + 1) matrices of unknown
coefficients. 𝜀𝑡 is 𝑖𝑖𝑑(0, 𝛴) and 𝛴 is a positive defined (𝑘 + 1) × (𝑘 +
1) matrix. By transforming this equation, the following conditional
model for 𝑢𝑡 can be achieved:
𝑝

𝑢𝑡 = 𝜔𝜐𝑡 + ∑𝑖=1 𝜓𝑖 𝑧𝑡−𝑖 + 𝜀𝑡

(4)

where 𝜓𝑖 ≡ 𝛷1𝑖 − 𝜔𝛷1𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑝, the marginal VAR model
for 𝜐𝑡 can be written as follows:
𝑝

𝜐𝑡 = ∑𝑖=1 𝛷2𝑖 𝑧𝑡−𝑖 + 𝜀2𝑡

(5)

By defining 𝜓𝑖 = (𝜓1𝑖 , 𝜓2𝑖 ) and considering ∆𝑥𝑡 = 𝜐𝑡 , Equation 4
can be written as follows:
𝑝

𝑝

𝑢𝑡 = ∑𝑖=1 𝜓1𝑖 𝑢𝑡−𝑖 + 𝜔∆𝑥𝑡 + ∑𝑖=1 𝜓2𝑖 ∆𝑥𝑡−𝑗 + 𝜀𝑡
∆𝑢𝑡 = 𝜌𝑢𝑡−1 +

∑𝑝𝑖=1 𝜑𝑖 ∆𝑢𝑡−𝑖

+ 𝜔∆𝑥𝑡 +

∑𝑝𝑖=1 𝜓2𝑖 ∆𝑥𝑡−𝑗

(6)
+ 𝜀𝑡

(7)

𝑝
𝑝
In Equation (7), 𝜌 = (∑𝑖=1 𝜓1𝑖 ) − 1 and 𝜑𝑖 = − ∑𝑗=1 𝜓1𝑗 . Taking
the first degree difference of Equation (1) and combining with Equation
(7), the error correction model related with asymmetric cointegration
can be achieved:
𝑝

+
−
∆𝑦𝑡 = 𝜌𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜃 + 𝑥𝑡−1
+ 𝜃 − 𝑥𝑡−1
+ ∑𝑖=1 𝜑𝑖 ∆𝑦𝑡−𝑖 +
𝑝
+
+
−
−
∑𝑖=0(𝜋𝑖 ∆𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝜋𝑖 ∆𝑥𝑡−1 ) + 𝜀𝑡

(8)

Taking Equation (8), the asymmetric long-run coefficients can be
achieved. The asymmetric effects of variable x on variable y are 𝛽 + =
−𝜃 + /𝜌 and 𝛽 − = −𝜃 − /𝜌, respectively (Shin, Yu & GreenwoodNimmo 2014, 1-10).
Within the scope of empirical analysis, Equation (8) is estimated
first and then it is determined if there is any cointegration. For this
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purpose, Shin et al. (2014) recommended 2 methods. First of these
methods is the t test approach known as 𝑡𝐵𝐷𝑀 , and the second one is F
test approach known as 𝐹𝑃𝑆𝑆 . The hypotheses of tests are subjected to
Wald test:
𝑡𝐵𝐷𝑀 → 𝐻0 : 𝜌 = 0 and 𝐻1 : 𝜌 < 0
𝐹𝑃𝑆𝑆 → 𝐻0 : 𝜌 = 𝜃 + = 𝜃 − = 0
For determining whether there is a cointegration relationship
between the variables, the tables in study of Banerjee et al. (1998) were
used for t test approach and the tables of Pesaran et al. (2001) for F test
approach. If the absolute values of calculated statistical values of both
methods are higher than the table critical values, then it is accepted that
there is a cointegration relationship. After determining the presence of
cointegration relationship, the long and short run asymmetries are
determined with following hypotheses using Wald test:
For long-run asymmetry 𝐻0 : 𝜃 + = 𝜃 −
For short-run asymmetry 𝐻0 : 𝜋𝑖 + = 𝜋𝑖 − or 𝐻0 : ∑𝑝𝑖=0 𝜋𝑖 + = ∑𝑝𝑖=0 𝜋𝑖 −
After determining the long and short run asymmetry/symmetry, then
the negative and positive long-run parameters can be achieved. The null
hypotheses for the negative and positive long-run parameters are 𝛽 + =
−𝜃 + /𝜌 and 𝛽 − = −𝜃 − /𝜌, respectively (Mert & Çağlar, 2019 314315).
In Table 2, the results of Wald test conducted for examining the
symmetry/asymmetry between the variables are presented.
Table 2. Long-run and Short-run Symmetry/Asymmetry Results

SEC
CAP
TRADE
INEQ

Long-run
F statistics Probability
7.060
0.033
5.887
0.046
5.532
0.051
11.120
0.013

Short-run
F statistics Probability
3.743
0.094
0.219
0.654
1.815
0.220
8.904
0.020

According to the results presented in Table 2, the null hypothesis
expressing that there is a symmetric relationship between economic
growth and variables SEC, CAP, TRADE, and INEQ in the long-run
has been rejected. Accordingly, the presence of an asymmetric
relationship between economic growth and all the explanatory variables
has been proven. Thus, a positive or negative shock in variables SEC,
CAP, TRADE, and INEQ would have an asymmetric effect on the
economic growth. Examining the short-run results, it has been
determined that there are an asymmetric relationship between economic
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growth and variables SEC and INEQ and a symmetric relationship
between economic growth and variables CAP and TRADE. In sum, it
has been determined that there was an asymmetric relationship between
the income inequality, which is the main explanatory variable of this
study, and the economic growth in both short-run and long-run. For this
reason, these asymmetric relationships should be considered while
estimating coefficients.
Based on the presence of an asymmetric relationship between the
variables, the results of analysis performed using NARDL method are
presented in Table 3.
Table 3. NARDL Estimation Results
Panel A: Cointegration
-4.866
6.370
Panel B: Asymmetric Long-run Coefficients
Coefficient
F statistics
Probability
SEC+
0.002
1.284
0.294
SEC
0.016
7.527
0.029
CAP+
0.003
1.429
0.271
CAP-0.033
9.892
0.016
TRADE+
0.009
10.760
0.013
TRADE0.006
2.309
0.172
+
INEQ
0.045
64.450
0.000
INEQ0.039
3.084
0.123
Panel C: Asymmetric Short-run Coefficients
Coefficient
F statistics
Probability
SEC+
-0.001
-0.56
0.593
SEC
-0.002
-0.39
0.707
CAP+
0.010
3.50
0.010
CAP0.022
3.09
0.018
TRADE+
-0.001
-0.55
0.597
TRADE-0.002
-1.03
0.335
+
INEQ
0.026
2.42
0.046
INEQ-0.020
-1.75
0.124
26.685
4.87
0.002
Constant
Panel D: Diagnostic Tests
Statistics
Probability
Portmanteau
24.930
0.050
Autocorrelation
Breusch/Pagan
0.276
0.599
Heteroscedasticity
t_BDM
F_PSS
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Ramsey RESET
Function
Jarque-Bera Normality

2.342

0.215

0.912

0.634

Note: While the critical value for t_BDM statistics at the significance level of 5% is
4.18, the critical values for F_PSS at the significance level of 1% have been taken as
3.29-4.37 (Banerjee et al. 1996: 10; Pesaran et al. 2001: 301)

In Table 4 – Panel A, it is shown if there is a cointegration
relationship between the series. Accordingly, as absolute value, t_BDM
value (-4.866) is higher than the critical value for k=4 at significance
level of 5% and F_PSS value (6.370) is higher than critical value for
k=4 at significance level of 1%. In conclusion, the results of both t and
F statistics show that there is a cointegration relationship between the
series.
According to the long-run coefficient estimation results shown in
Panel B, 1 point increase or positive shock in income inequality index
(INEQ) would increase the economic growth linearly by 0.045% in the
long-term. Moreover, it has been observed that any negative shock to
occur in income inequality index (INEQ) would have no statistically
significant effect on the economic growth. Any increase SEC, which is
one of the control variable and representing the human capital, would
have no statistically significant effect on the economic growth but any
negative shock or a decrease would have positive effects on the
economic growth. Accordingly, a 1% decrease in human capital level
would increase the economic growth by 0.016%. It has been determined
that any increase in CAP variable representing the physical capital
would not significantly affect the economic growth but a decrease
would have significant and negative effect. From this aspect, 1%
decrease in the level of physical capital would linearly decrease the
economic growth by 0.033%. In conclusion, it has been found that any
increase or positive shock in TRADE representing the trade openness
would positively affect the economic growth but any decrease would
have no significant effect. Accordingly, 1% increase or positive shock
in trade openness would slightly increase the economic growth by
0.009% in linear direction.
According to the asymmetric short-run results shown in Panel C, it
has been determined that any increase or positive shock in the income
inequality index (INEQ) would have a positive and significant effect on
the economic growth, whereas a decrease would have no significant
effect. Accordingly, 1 point increase in INEQ variable in the short-run
would increase the economic growth by 0.026%. Considering the
control variables, there was no variable that has significant effect on the
economic growth, except for the physical capital having symmetric
effect. In Panel D, the diagnostic test results of the model are presented.
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Accordingly, it has been found that there was no autocorrelation and
heteroscedasticity problem at the significance level of 5% in the model.
Moreover, it has also been determined that the error term was normally
distributed and there was no model-building error.
CONCLUSION
In the present study investigating the effect of income inequality on
economic growth in Turkey, an empirical analysis has been made by
using annual data of the period 1980-2015. For this purpose, the
NARDL model developed by Shin et al. (2014) has been used. Wald
test has been used in determining the asymmetric relationship and then
cointegration between the variables, the short-run and long-run
asymmetric coefficients have been estimated. The results obtained have
showed that any positive shock in the income inequality in long-run had
a positive effect on the economic growth. Similarly, it has been
concluded that an increase or positive shock in the income inequality in
the short-run would have statistically significant and positive effect on
the economic growth but a decrease or negative shock would no
significant effect. Besides that, it has also been found that any negative
shock in physical capital and human capital involved in the model as
control variables and a positive shock in trade openness variable had
significant effects on the economic growth. Accordingly, it has been
determined that a decrease in human capital and an increase in trade
openness would positively affect the economic growth, whereas a
decrease in physical capital would have negative effect.
In conclusion, Turkish economy is currently far away from the
targets, which have been set, in terms of income level. It is a country
with savings gap for the economic growth objective in savingsinvestment identity. The reason for this result is that the propensity to
save is low in Turkish economy. In order to overcome this problem, the
habits of the society consuming before earning the income should be
changed in the way of saving. Achieving the economic growth rates
targeted in the short-term makes the country’s economy foreigndependent because of the undercapitalization. Considering the fact that
foreign borrowing would increase the vulnerability of economy, it is
necessary to draw the real investments to our country. Within the scope
of this objective, it is a must to establish an investable safe medium in
Turkish economy. In the long-term, however, the national economy can
get out of foreign independence and the economic growth can gain
continuity through the education and technology breakthrough to
contribute to development of human capital. In order to successfully
drive this process, rather than quantitative instruments, the regulations
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on the basics and structure of economy that are the qualitative
instruments of economic policy should be used.
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TRADE-OFF BETWEEN MILITARY AND HEALTH
EXPENDITURES: ADVANCED PANEL-TIME SERIES
APPROACH FOR THE BLACK-SEA ECONOMIC
COOPERATION COUNTRIES
Olcay Colak*& Sevilay Ece Gumus Ozuyar**
Introduction
States are political structures organized to meet the needs of citizens
under their administration. Therefore, with the simplest saying, they have
to make some expenses to satisfy the needs of the society under its
jurisdiction. The size of the public expenditures, their burdens on state
budgets and the degree of state control in the economy have been
investigated for quite a long time. To this end, Classical economists argue
the presence of minimal state in which state should only focus on
producing the goods and services which fulfil the collective needs of the
whole society. On the other hand, Keynesian approach suggests that public
spending is the key factor in the economy since the state's intervention in
the economy would help economic recovery. In this approach, the states
commenced to produce not only the goods and services that meet common
needs, but also some other types of goods and services which have
individual benefits.
As a result of the differentiation of the types of the goods and the
expansion of their scope over time, expenditures have diversified and
serious changes have occurred in their sizes. However, the budgets, which
reflect their national priorities and policy preferences and where these
needs are financed are limited. Hence, the size of public expenditures and
the management of the burden on the economy has also become matters of
attention, especially when resources are scarce. At this point, the decision
of what kind of goods and services be produced using the available
resources is determined according to the policies of the national
government.
There are some goods and services such that there is almost an agreed
theoretic and pragmatic consensus in the literature and practice on the
production and presentation of these goods by the state. These are the
goods and services that have been known to be served to the common
benefit of all society since Themistocles in Ancient Greece (Hume, 1896:
222), and according to Adam Smith (1776: 804) they must be produced
and delivered by the state since nobody in the private sector would prefer
*

(Assist. Prof. Dr., PhD); Usak University, Faculty of Economics and
Administrative Sciences, Department of Economics, Usak-TURKEY, e-mail:
olcay.colak@usak.edu.tr
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to do it as like national defense. Since these goods are offered to the
common benefit of the whole society and have unique characteristics such
as non-excludability and non-rivalry and since the marginal cost of an
additional user unit is zero, the private sector refrains from producing them
or it cannot produce them effectively (Samuelson, 1954: 397-389). In this
case, the public has to provide the national defense. The marginal cost of
each additional individual (this may also be a new born, or an immigrant)
will be close to zero in the context of national security (Stiglitz, 2000:128).
Today national defense and its essential component military are the
significant components of the public spending (Rosen and Gayer,
2008:11).
Therefore, budgetary impact of military spending has been subject to
both theoretical and empirical investigation by the researchers due to its
nature associated with the use of the scant resources. Allocation of the
scarce resources between defense sector and social welfare programs such
as health and education is a well-known issue of the opportunity cost. The
most inexplicable type of this opportunity cost is between health and
defense as it is related to human life. In this context, military expenditure
and health expenditure has crucial importance not only for growth
enhancing effect but also for budgetary implication on utilizing the scarce
resources and due to the opportunity cost between them.
Depending on the dimension of the opportunity cost, trade-off could be
either negative or positive. In particular, when growth retarding effect of
rising military expenditure emerges, it could be argued that negative tradeoff likely holds. It is observed that many of the researches conducted in the
literature already indicate an inverse relationship between healthcare
expenditures and military expenditures. However, as discussed by
Eickstein (1963), Taylor & Hudson (1972), Caputo (1975), Hayes (1975)
and Lin et al. (2015), it is also possible to regard military spending as a
public investment. In this case, it could be argued that rather than
crowding-out there is a complementarity or affirmative trade-off likely
emerge between military and other social welfare expenditures.
Nevertheless, as an option that all these studies neglect, there may not be
any trade-offs since there is no crowding out between health spending and
military spending.
In line with the above arguments concerning the either presence or
absence of trade-off between military and health spending, there has been
no consensus among the scholars depending on which differences in
methodology, time period and country or country group selection. Hence,
the intended aim of this very study is to investigate whether a trade-off
between military expenditure and health expenditure for the selected
Black-Sea Economic Cooperation (BEC) countries by employing the
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advanced panel-time series methods. In this context, the layout of the study
is organized as following. In the next section, we discuss the recent facts
and trends regarding the military expenditure and current health
expenditure. Third section presents the review of previous literature while
section 4 is devoted to model, data and econometric strategy. In section 5,
we discuss the empirical results and findings by the estimation of the
relevant models mentioned in section 4. Finally, we conclude the study
with concluding remarks and some policy recommendations.
I. Facts and Trends in Military and Health Expenditure
As an organization, the BEC was founded by the Istanbul Submit
Declaration and the Bosporus Statement of the partner governments in
1992 to develop dialogue and bilateral relationships on an array of fields 1.
Besides the geo-political importance and geographical coverage, the BEC
organization involves major rival and conflicting actors as well. Even those
countries constitute a kind of strategic partnership under the organization
of the BEC, budgetary allocation seriously matter in terms of military
expenditure. According to the Stockholm Peace and Research Institute
(SIPRI, 2019)2, with $ 61.4 billion Russian Federation became the sixth
largest military spender and second largest arm exporter with posing to 21
% of global share in 2018. On the other hand Armenia records the third
largest increase in military spending by 33 % and poses the largest share
relative to its GDP by 4.9 % in the Caucasus region. Russian Federation,
Azerbaijan, and Ukraine follow with the records by 3.9 %, 3.8 % and 3.8
% of share relative to their GDP. Greece has the largest share of military
spending relative to GDP with the record of 2.4 % whereas the other
member states of European Union (EU) in our sample Romania and
Bulgaria allocate 1.9 % and 1.7 % of their GDP to military spending.
Ongoing terrorism threat and instability in the Middle-East cause to
allocate resources more on national security for Turkey. Hence, Turkey
becomes one of the top fifteen military spenders in the global context by
allocating 2.5 % of its GDP in 2018.
Figure 1 shows the general trend of military expenditure for the selected
BEC countries. Strikingly, Georgia is the unique country that allocates
highest share of GDP to military spending in 2007 and 2008 due to tensions
with Russian Federation. On the contrary, Moldova has experienced a
relatively peaceful environment and hence allocates the lowest share of its
1

Currently the member states of the BEC organization as follows by alphabetical
order: Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Georgia, Greece, Moldova,
Romania, Russian Federation, Serbia, Turkey and Ukraine.
2
As an independent international institute which was established in 1966 it
compiles the data on arms trade and military spending of the countries in the global
context.
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GDP on military expenditure. This situation holds for Romania and
Bulgaria by the accession to EU and the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) afterwards of 2007. Macroeconomic stability is
another key factor that determines the budgetary allocation for military
spending which is quite apparent in case of Greece for our sample. Due to
experiencing severe sovereign debt crisis and implementation of bail-out
programs has led Greece to the extent allocating relatively less amount on
national security.
Unlike the widely viewed growth retarding effect of military
expenditure, it is vital for societies to allocate the scarce resources on
health services due to its nature for growth enhancing effect via
contribution on human capital accumulation. With a few exceptions, most
of the countries in BEC organization is regarded as “transition economies”
and relatively less capital abundant countries compared to most of the
wealthiest market economies. Therefore, all forms of capital accumulation
in particular human capital plays crucial role for those countries to achieve
sustainable development in the long-run within the scarcity of resources.
Figure 2 displays the trends in health expenditure for the sample countries
over the period of 2000 and 2017. It should be underlined that each country
in the sample allocates relatively more resources on health services
compared to military services. In a stunning fashion, Moldova has the
largest share of GDP for current health expenditure and reaches the peak
in 2012 with a record 9.13 %. Similar situation holds for Serbia which
mostly devotes more on national security due to conflict between Bosnia
and Kosovo almost two decades ago. Even though Armenia records one of
the highest rise in military expenditure, expenditure on health services tend
to increase in recent years. This rising tendency is valid less or more for
Bulgaria, Georgia and Ukraine which has ongoing tension over Crimea
against Russian Federation. As the top military spenders of our sample,
Russian Federation and Turkey relatively allocates less resources onto
health-care services. The tensions over Crimea region and warfare in Syria
are the key factors for Russian Federation whereas the battle against
separatist terrorism its South-Eastern region and uncertainty on the warfare
conditions in Syria are the main reasons for Turkey are major factors in
budgetary allocations. As previously mentioned, for Greece sovereign debt
crisis has resulted in serious cut-down in all forms of public expenditure,
thus current health-care expenditure as well.
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Figure 1. Trends in Military Expenditure
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Figure 2. Trends in Health Expenditures

II. Literature Review
Some of those who analyzed the relationship between economic growth
and national defense expenditures and some other researchers also
analyzed the relationship between national military expenditures and
welfare by taking the research problem a step further. Social welfare does
not have a single clear-cut definition or clearly defined limits (Punekar,
1959: 357). Yet, it also has a dynamic structure that requires many issues
to be handled together, since reaching the optimal point where social
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welfare is maximized will be the result of the aggregated individual utility.
With its simplest definition, it is to bring society to a better point than
before. The primary objectives of the states that adopt the understanding
of social welfare are to provide equal opportunity to citizens, to establish a
fair income distribution, to fight poverty and to set an effective education,
health and social security systems. So, it uses public spending as an
intermediary to achieve these goals. In this regards, while Benoit (1973),
Lindgren (1984) and Ram (1995) determined a positive bond regarding the
relationship between the mentioned expenses and social welfare;
Rimlinger (1973), Caputo (1975), Eichenberg (1984), Hess & Mullon
(1988), Frederiksen & Looney (1994), Fontanel (1995), Ram (1995),
Brumm (1997), Lin (2012) determined this bond as negative.
Intrinsically defense spending is less productive and efficient compared
to other public spending (Starr, 1984: 107, Deger & Sen, 1995: 279), but
its share in the budget is considerably larger and is further increased each
year due to the decrease in the share of the other public goods and services
(Clayton, 1972: 395; Schettz, 1992: 176-180). Although Eckstein (1963)
speaks about the existence of such a trade-off but fail to prove it
systematically, Russet (1969) is the first person to recognize the trade-off
between this defense expenditures and other public expenditures. Russet,
who started his research with the question of who financed the budget for
defense spending, figure out that the number of military personnel has
doubled compared to the previous century, and the resources channeled
into the military field are additional resources created as a result of the
reduction of other civilian characterized public expenditures, which will
have more significant consequences than military expenditures in the long
term (Russet, 1969: 414-416). Therefore, military spending is the
opportunity cost of social characterized public services such as education
and health, and this crowd out created by military spending signals that
there is a trade-off between social public goods and military spending
(Peroff, 1977: 379; Domke et al, 1983:33, Mok & Duval, 1992: 198).
Health is also a socially characterized civilian public service. Plus it is
possible that the share of the budget as a public service can be affected by
the increase in the share of military services as like in other public services.
Hence, military services can be evaluated as both an alternative cost
element and a competitor that reduces and excludes its share (Hartman,
1973: 389). As the national priorities of the countries, as Knorr (1977: 192)
put it, the extent to which military spending meets the demands and the
dissatisfaction caused by the opportunity cost, this trade off must be
determined at least in terms of directing public policies. So, Russett (1969),
Taylor & Hudson (1972), Caputo (1975), Dabelko & McCormick (177),
Peroff (1977), Peroff & Padolak-Warren (1979), Russett (1982), Domke et
al (1983), Verner (1983), Dixon & Moon (1986), Harris & Pranowo
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(1988), Mintz (1989), Apostolkis (1992), Scheetz (1992), Frederiksen &
Looney (1994), Adeola (1996), Ozsoy (2002), Yildirim & Sezgin (2002),
Ali (2011), Lin et al (2015), Kentor & Jorgenson (2017), Fan et al (2018)
have traced this mentioned trade off and these researchers have very
different views about whether this trade-off is positive or negative.
The first study of the negative view belongs to Russett (1969), the first
person who mentioned this crowding out issue. According his research, it
was found that increase in military spending sharply decreased health
expenditures (1969:423-425). Similarly Dabelko & McCormick (1977),
Peroff (1977) and Peroff & Padolak-Warren (1979) pointed out a negative
association between military and health expenditures. In the study of
Verner (1983: 86-89) defense spending has been found to reduce social
spending as claimed in negative tradeoff hypothesis, yet a valid
determination could not be made for the reasons since they could vary
from country to country. Likewise, in the Dixon & Moon (1986: 681),
Harris & Pranowo (1988), Mintz (1989), Apostolakis (1992), Scheetz
(1992), Adeola (1996), Ozsoy (2002), Yildirim & Sezgin (2002), Kentor
& Jorgenson (2017) and Fan et al (2018). They argue that an increase in
defense spending reduces the budget share that can be spent on individual
and community health, so that military spending crowds our health
spending and a trade-off between the mentioned service expenditures due
to this exclusion occurs.
Unlike the aforementioned negative tradeoff claimers, Eickstein (1963)
asserted the strong positive between military spending and health
spending. According to Eickstein (1963: 1012), who evaluates with a
theoretical point of view rather than an applied study, the main reason for
this relationship is the general demand increase created by the generosity
of governments for defense, as well as the demand for health caused by
military reasons. Other researchers investigating this trade-off follow
Eickstein (1963) footsteps and claim to have a positive relationship rather
than a crowding out. After Eickstein, the first study of this school belongs
to Taylor & Hudson (1972). It has been stated that, when these two types
of expenditure were evaluated and compared as a ratio of GNP, one was
not inversely proportional as the other was decreasing (Taylor & Hudson,
1972: 34). Similarly, Caputo (1975) posed the same question for four
developed western countries, Australia, Sweden, the UK and the USA for
the period of 1950-1970. It has been found that the strongest correlation of
military spending is with health spending, and this relation is positive. In
this regard, military expenditures have not caused any reduction in health
disbursement, on the contrary having a positive impact on it (1975:438).
However, in Caputo's aforementioned study, it is seen that defense
spending fluctuated within the specified period in all four countries, while
the trend of decreasing health expenditures was lower compared to defense
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spending. In addition, a practical explanation for this situation is that the
military needs experienced due to the internal and external dynamics (war,
internal turmoil or international crisis conjuncture) of the countries
participating in the research directly increase the health needs of these
soldiers or the society.
Hayes (1975), who investigated the exchange of expenditures within
the Brazilian government budget and the expenditures within this budget,
did not find a significant negative relationship between the expenditures
mentioned, and that there was a positive relationship between social
development and social investment expenditures (which one of these
expenditures is the health spending) and military expenditures. (Hayes,
1975: 33). Moreover, when Lin et al (2015) also investigated the
relationship between military spending with semi-public good spending;
education and health for 29 OECD countries for 1998-2005 period. The
relationship mentioned in the study was positively determined. As a reason
for this reverse exclusion, it was thought that social welfare factors such as
health were considered more important than military investments in OECD
countries and that no government would have been willing to cut from the
health expenditures.
It is very surprising that Russett (1982), on the other hand, did not find
a historical strong trade-off among the expenditures mentioned in the
period of 1941-1979, but added that the existence of a trade-off could be
mentioned in the case of the government of the period. Therewithal,
Domke et al. (1983), Frederiksen & Looney (1994), Ali (2011) could not
detect any kind of trade-off relation in military and health spending.
Indeed, when all the results and the conclusions mentioned in this section
are considered together, it is understood that the findings and discussions
about the relationship between health and military expenditures are not
very consistent. So what this essay attempts to do is to enlighten the
aforementioned trade-off in BEC countries. In line with this aim model,
data and methodology are defined in the next section.
III. Model, Data and Methodology
The main purpose of this study is to examine the presence of trade-off
between defense and health spending over the period of 2000-2017 for the
selected BEC countries which are namely as Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Bulgaria, Georgia, Greece, Moldova, Romania, Russian Federation,
Serbia, Turkey and Ukraine. It should be noted that selection of sample
period mainly dictated by the available data, especially for the health
expenditure. In order to investigate the presence of trade-off between
military expenditure and health expenditure, we utilize the following linear
specifications:
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MEit=HEit+LGDPCit+LPOPit+VIOit+εit

(1)

HEit=MEit+LGDPCit+LPOPit+VIOit+εit

(2)

where ME it denotes the ratio of military spending to GDP, HE it denotes the
ratio of current health spending to GDP. Remaining variables are included
as independent variables in each specification where LGDPC it denotes the
natural logarithm of GDP per capita, LPOP it denotes the natural logarithm
of population, VIOit denotes the index of political stability and absence of
violence/terrorism, and finally εit denotes the disturbance term with
conventional statistical properties. The data for military spending is
compiled from the Military Expenditure database of Stockholm
International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) whereas the data for current
health expenditure to GDP ratio is compiled from the Global Health
Observatory database of the World Health Organization (WHO). The data
sets regarding the GDP per capita and population are gathered from the
World Development Indicators database of the World Bank while the
index of political stability and absence of violence/terrorism which is
rescaled from 0 to 5 is collected from the Worldwide Governance
Indicators of the World Bank.
Our empirical analysis commences by detecting the characteristics of
the panel data. In this context, slope homogeneity and cross-sectional
dependence tests are performed. Pesaran & Yamagata (2008) developed ∆̃
and ∆̃adj tests to test the validity of the slope homogeneity imposed by the
null hypothesis which is H0: βi=β for all individual units against its
alternative, H1: βi≠βj where i≠j. In addition, the interaction between each
cross-section in panel data and error term within the context of above
mentioned baseline equation is checked by performing CD and CDLM tests
proposed by Pesaran (2004) respectively. The null hypothesis of no crosssectional dependency, i.e. H0: Cov (εitεjt) =0, for all t and i≠j is tested
against its alternative i.e. H0: Cov (εitεjt) ≠0 for at least one pair of i≠j.
The presence of cross-sectional dependency and heterogeneity requires
to perform second-generation panel unit root tests before identifying the
cointegration relationship among the variables. Accordingly, Pesaran’s
(2007) cross-sectional augmented Im, Pesaran & Shin (2003) (hereafter
CIPS) unit root test would be executed since this test performs efficiently
under the presence of cross-sectional dependence and heterogeneity. Based
on the average of each individual CADF, CIPS test statistics is defined as:
𝑡̅ = 𝑁 −1 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑡𝑖 (𝑁, 𝑇)

(3)

in which ti (N, T) is the CADF statistics of the ith cross-sectional unit.
In the next step, the long-run interaction among the variables is
investigated by employing the cointegration test that is proposed by
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Westerlund (2008). Intrinsically, this test deals with the cross-sectional
dependency by common factor approach. Another major trait of this test is
to consider the unit root in dependent variable while independent
variable(s) might contain unit root or not. Westerlund (2008) performs
Durbin-Hausman (DH) test in which lagged difference between OLS
estimator and instrumental variable (IV) estimator of ρ is instrumented by
the first lag of idiosyncratic error term on itself and obtain the following
panel test statistics and group mean test statistics respectively:
2
𝑇
𝐷𝐻𝑝 = 𝑆̂
̃𝑂𝐿𝑆 − 𝜌̃𝐼𝑉 )2 ∑𝑁
𝑁 (𝜌
𝑖=1 ∑𝑡=2 𝑒̂𝑖𝑡−1
2

2
̂ ̃𝑖,𝑂𝐿𝑆 − 𝜌̃𝑖,𝐼𝑉 ) ∑𝑇𝑡=2 𝑒̂𝑖𝑡−1
𝐷𝐻𝑔 = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 (𝜌

(4)
(5)

2
2
where𝑆𝑖 = 𝜔
̂𝑖2 /𝜎̂𝑖4 ,𝑆𝑁 = 𝜔
̂𝑁
/𝜎̂𝑁4 ,
𝜔
̂𝑁
= 𝑁 −1 ∑𝑁
̂𝑖2
and
𝜎̂𝑁2 =
𝑖=1 𝜔
2
𝑁 −1 ∑𝑁
̂𝑖2 𝜔
̂𝑖2 . Finally, 𝜔
̂𝑁
is the long-run variance of 𝜗𝑖𝑡 whereas short𝑖=1 𝜎
2
run variance of 𝜗𝑖𝑡 is𝜎̂𝑖 .

We conclude the empirical analysis is to identify the parameter
estimates within the existence of cointegration relationship. To this end,
augmented mean group (AMG) estimation techniques would be employed.
Eberhard & Bond (2009) developed a two-step estimator in which slope
heterogeneity and cross-sectional dependency is considered. Another main
advantage of this method is to perform efficiently under small sample
cases. The authors adopt the following data generating process for
i=1,…,N and t=1,…,T:
𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽𝑖′ 𝑥𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡 𝑢𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜆′𝑖 𝑓𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
′
𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑡 = 𝜋𝑚𝑖 + 𝛿𝑚𝑖
𝑔𝑚𝑡 + 𝜌1𝑚𝑖 𝑓1𝑚𝑡 + ⋯ + 𝜌𝑛𝑚𝑖 𝑓𝑛𝑚𝑡 + 𝜗𝑚𝑖𝑡

𝑓𝑡 = 𝜁 ′ 𝑓𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡 and 𝑔𝑡 = ϗ′ 𝑔𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡

(6)
(7)
(8)

where m=1,…,k and 𝑥𝑖𝑡 is the vector of observable covariates with k
regressors. Furthermore, with the inclusion of group-specific fixed effects
(𝛼𝑖 ) and a set of common factors (𝑓𝑡 ) which is modelled with countryspecific factor loadings (𝜆𝑖 ), the model would account for cross-sectional
dependency. For the above mentioned model, Eberhard & Bond (2009)
postulate an array of conditions regarding with the variables, parameters
and error terms. First, error terms𝜀𝑖𝑡 , 𝜗𝑚𝑖𝑡 and 𝜀𝑡 follow a standard normal
distribution. The parameters of 𝛽𝑖 and unknown factor loadings (λi) have
finite sample properties with constant means and finite variances. The
observable variables (𝑦𝑖𝑡 and𝑥𝑖𝑡 ) and the unobserved common factors (𝑓𝑡
and𝑔𝑡 ) are not necessarily to follow stationary process. To this end,
Eberhard & Bond (2009) developed the following two stage AMG
estimator in which cross-sectional dependency is considered by the
inclusion of common dynamic process (CDP) that is obtained by the
subtraction of the time dummy coefficients of first-differenced standard
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pooled regression and denotes the levels-equivalent mean evolvement of
unobserved common factors across each cross-section/country:
AMG (i) ∆𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝑏 ′ ∆𝑥𝑖𝑡 + ∑𝑇𝑡=2 𝑐𝑡 𝐷𝑡 + 𝑒𝑖𝑡 ⇒ 𝑐̂𝑡 ≡ 𝜇̂𝑡⦁
AMG (ii) 𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝑏𝑖′ 𝑥𝑖𝑡 + 𝑐𝑖 𝑡 + 𝑑𝑖 𝜇̂𝑡⦁ + 𝑒𝑖𝑡
−1 ∑𝑁 𝑏
̂
𝑏̂
𝐴𝑀𝐺 = 𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑖

(9)
(10)
(11)

The AMG (i) represents the first stage estimator of the standard firstdifferenced pooled regression with T-1 time dummies which is denoted
by𝜇̂𝑡⦁ . The second stage of the estimator is represented by AMG (ii) and
time dummy (𝜇̂𝑡⦁ ) is allowed to be included in each country regressions in
which linear trend term is also included so as to capture the effect of the
omitted idiosyncratic process that emerges linearly over time.
IV. Empirical Results
Through the explanations above, descriptive statistics are displayed in
Table I.
Table I. Descriptive Statistics
Variable Observations
Mean
SD
Minimum
ME
198
2.615
1.309
HE
198
6.827
1.769
LGDPC
198
8.585
0.779
LPOP
198
16.396
1.234
VIO
198
2.110
0.580
Note: SD denotes the standard deviation.
Source: Authors’ computations.

0.316
3.670
7.058
14.872
0.479

Maximum
9.159
11.395
10.310
18.803
3.375

Since we incorporate share of GDP for military and health expenditure
whereas the natural logarithm of GDP per capita and population, values of
mean and standard deviation (SD) are relatively lower. The highest value
for SD observed for current health expenditure to GDP ratio (HE) on which
dispersion between maximum and minimum statistics is lower than the
other variables. Maximum value for military expenditure to GDP ratio
(ME) is observed for Georgia by 9.159 in 2007 whereas the minimum
value is observed for Moldova by 0.316 in 2010. For the HE maximum and
minimum values are observed for Moldova and Azerbaijan in 2009 and in
2001 respectively.
We initiate the empirical analysis with the examination of the panel data
set used in this paper. Therefore, we conducted slope homogeneity and
cross-sectional dependency tests and the results are reported in Table II.
Above part of is devoted to the results of slope homogeneity tests suggested
by Pesaran & Yamagata (2008) for each specification. The results ensure
the rejection of the null hypothesis at 1 % significance level of slope
homogeneity, i.e. H0: βi=β for all individual units in each specification.
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Presence of the relationship between error term and each cross-sectional
unit arises another major issue which is known as cross-sectional
dependency. In this context, further estimation methods potentially yield
unbiased results and policies that are built on these findings might be
unreliable eventually. To this end, we addressed this issue by performing
CD tests proposed by Pesaran (2004). Hence, below part of the table
reports the CD test statistics by each specification and the results firmly in
favor of rejecting the null hypothesis of no cross-sectional dependence at
1 significance level. Thus, the error term in baseline specification is not
correlated with each cross-section units in the panel data. In overall, the
panel data structure displays the cross-sectional dependence and
heterogeneity among the countries in the sample.
Table II. CD and Slope Homogeneity Tests
Test
(1)
Homogeneity Tests

(2)

∆̃ Test

7.262 (0.000)*

6.812 (0.000)*

∆̃adj. Test

7.844 (0.000)*

7.358 (0.000)*

CDLM Test

22.569 (0.000)*

20.942 (0.000)*

CD Test

12.718 (0.000)*

12.485 (0.000)*

CD Tests

Notes: * denotes the significance levels at 1%.
Source: authors’ estimations.

The next step of the analysis is devoted to check for the stationary status
of the panel data used in the empirical analysis. Since most of the panel
time series data-especially macroeconomic series- potentially exhibits
trends, OLS based analysis might lead the spurious regression and thus
produce biased results. Since our panel data exhibits the presence of
heterogeneity and cross-sectional dependence, we therefore addressed this
issue by conducting the second generation panel unit root test, namely
CIPS test proposed by Pesaran (2007). Table III displays the results by
each case with which accounting for the presence of trend assumption. For
CIPS test, critical values for the case with constant computed as -2.47, 2.26 and -2.14, whereas for the case with trend computed as -3.01, -2.78
and -2.67 at 1 %, 5 % and 10 % significance levels respectively. According
to CIPS test, except for VIO, the rest of the variables have unit root at the
level in each case. Hence, the variables of ME, HE and LGDPC become
stationary at 1 % significance level, whereas LPOP become stationary at 5
% significance level after converting the series into the first difference.
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ME

Table III. CIPS Unit Root Test
CIPS Test b
-1.968
-1.943

ME

-3.507*

-3.956*

I(1)

HE

-1.573

-2.112

I(1)

HE

-3.989*

-4.225*

I(1)

LGDPC

-1.498

-1.356

I(1)

LGDPC

-3.699*

-3.535*

I(1)

LPOP

-0.274

-1.523

I(1)

LPOP

-2.450**

-2.877**

I(1)

VIO

-2.498*

-3.656*

I(0)

CIPS Testa

Decision

I(1)

VIO
-4.228*
-4.244*
I(0)
Notes: * and ** denote the significance levels at 1% and 5% respectively whereas
 denotes the first difference operator. Superscripts a and b denote the model
without trend and with trend respectively.
Source: authors’ estimations.

Within the presence of cross-sectional dependence and slope
heterogeneity, mixed integration order of independent variables under the
presence of unit root for dependent variable enables us to examine the
cointegration relationship by employing Westerlund (2008) test and the
corresponding results are displayed in Table IV.
Table IV. Westerlund (2008) Cointegration Test
Test Statistics
(1)
(2)
DH-groupa
-1.486(0.069)***
-2.783(0.001)*
DH-groupb
-1.636(0.051)***
-2.686(0.004)*
DH-panela
-1.811(0.035)**
-2.277(0.011)**
DH-panelb
-1.792(0.037)**
-2.076(0.019)**
Notes: *,** and *** denote the significance levels at 1 %, 5 % and 10 % whereas
superscripts a and b denote the model with constant and trend respectively.
Source: authors’ estimations.

Two types of DH tests are reported for each specification in Table IV.
Since group mean DH test accounts for cross-sectional dependency, it is
preferred over panel DH test. For each case, the results of group mean DH
test statistics are prone to reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration
since the corresponding test statistics are statistically significant at 10 %
for Model 1, whereas at 1 % significance level for Model 2 respectively.
Even though we account for the heterogeneity and cross-sectional
dependency, panel DH test statistics also ensure the presence of
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cointegration amidst the variables by rejecting the null hypothesis at 5 %
significance level for each specification.
After detecting the presence of the cointegration relationship amidst the
variables, the long-run parameter estimate is conducted by using AMG
estimator and the relevant results are shown in Table V.
Table V. CCE and AMG Estimation Results
CCE Estimates
AMG Estimates
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
0.514(0.161)*
0.564(0.285)**

ME
HE

0.147(0.137)

0.134(0.195)

LGDPC 0.528(0.075)* 0.510(0.070)*

0.347(0.109)* 0.398(0.091)*

LPOP

1.186(0.232)*

1.151(0.214)*

1.213(0.203)*

1.346(0.173)*

0.040(0.193)

0.157(0.264)

0.213(0.461)

0.222(0.418)

Constant 0.698(1.302)

0.690(1.318)

3.326(3.405)

5.354(7.832)

27.69[0.0000]*

27.04[0.0000]*

VIO
Wald 

9.25[0.0550]*** 11.16[0.0248]**

RMSE

0.1873

2

0.1929

0.5268

0.4522

Notes: *,** and *** denote the significance levels at 1 %, 5 % and 10 %. Standard
errors are given in parenthesis while p-values for Wald test given in brackets.
Source: authors’ estimations.

For the robustness of our estimations, we also display the results for
common correlated effects (CCE) estimator, pioneered by Pesaran (2006).
The results of both methods strikingly reveal that rising military spending
tend to increase the demand for health services to the extent that 1 % rise
in the former causes to increase the latter more than 0.50 %. However, this
one-way positive trade-off is not valid when health expenditure enters as
independent variable into each specification. The estimation results yield
that health expenditure is not significant at each specification, thus confirm
the presence of one-way positive trade-off running from military spending
to health spending accordingly. Through the expectations rising GDP per
capita and population stimulates and generate additional demand for both
goods. The coefficients of both variable positive and statistically
significant at each specification. According to CCE estimator, 1 % rise in
GDP per capita tends to increase military spending and health spending by
0.52 % and 0.51 %, whereas 1 % rise in GDP per capita generates
additional demand for both goods by 0.34 % and 0.39 % in AMG estimates
respectively. On the other hand 1 % rise in population results in 1.18 %
and 1.15 % increase in military spending and health spending in CCE
estimates, whereas 1 % rise in population boosts the demand for military
spending by 1.21 % and health spending by 1.34 % in AMG estimates. The
effect of governance on the demand for both types of goods, we proxy the
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political stability and absence of violence and/or terrorism (VIO) and the
results do not yield any significant effect of VIO on the demand for both
types of goods.
Concluding Remarks
Popular guns and butter issue has been the interest for empirical and
theoretical investigation by the researchers due to its nature associated with
the utilization of scarce resources. To this end, in this paper we aimed to
address this issue by incorporating the panel data over the period of 2000
and 2017 for the selected BEC countries which have never been a subject
to empirical investigation so far. In this context, we thoroughly employed
recent advanced panel-time series techniques within the presence of
heterogeneity and cross-section dependence amidst the units of panel data.
Accordingly, we performed Westerlund (2008) cointegration test and we
attest the presence of cointegration relationship among the variables. For
the parameter estimates, we employed the CCE and AMG estimators
respectively. The results yield the existence of positive trade-off running
from military expenditure to health expenditure. In other words, an
increase in military spending crowds-out the health expenditure for those
countries. Since there are ambiguous findings in the literature regarding
the interplay between military spending and other types of social spending,
our finding attests the findings revealed by the bulk of previous studies (i.
e. Eickstein, 1963; Taylor & Hudson, 1972, Benoit, 1973, Caputo, 1975,
Harris & Pranowo, 1988, Ram, 1995, Kollias & Paleologou, 2011, Lin et
al. 2015). As discussed by Lin et al. (2015) for the case of OECD countries,
a possible explanation could stem from the two reasons: First reason could
lie on willingness to support the health services at an expense of sacrificing
from the infrastructure programs. Another reason for the boosting effect of
military spending on health spending could lie on the human capital aspect
of health expenditure to the extent that necessity for armed personnel
require more health care and physical training. As a proxy for the market
size, the effect of population in each case is significantly positive which
means the market size or grows, the necessity or demand for those welfare
items increase as well. The size of the economy is captured by the GDP
per capita and it possess a positive significant effect on these two types of
welfare expenditures. This finding indicates that as the economies grow,
people demand more for both goods and economic resources are allocated
more on national security and health services.
Through the findings mentioned above, countries should devote more
their scarce resources onto human capital formation, in particular healthcare services in our context. Since most of the BEC countries are in
transition process into free-market economy, all forms of capital formation
is crucial. Besides utilizing the scarce resources in efficient manner,
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allocation of the budgetary sources more on health-care services likely
trigger the economic growth. As our findings indicate that rapid increase
in GDP would yield additional demand for social expenditures, in
particular health-care services. Since the main objective of the BEC
organization is to develop bilateral and multilateral relations and
cooperation among the agreeing parts, the armament race and thus military
spending would be cut down by improving the cooperation with the other
international institutions.
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TURKEY-EU RELATIONS IN TERMS OF FOREIGN TRADE
TAXES
Salih Kalayci*
1. Introduction
Increasing integration in goods and factor markets and technological
advances made in the last century led to the intensification of social
relations at the global level. This trend enables physical, social and cultural
barriers to be overcome substantially. On the one hand, overcoming these
obstacles provides new opportunities on a global scale, while on the other;
it causes the problems at the national-regional level to be globalized and
some problems to become apparent on a global scale. There are nowadays
numerous global problems that nation-states cannot handle by themselves;
environmental pollution, thinning of the ozone layer, biodiversity
reduction, epidemics, wars, global poverty, financial instability, etc., such
transboundary problems contain externalities that arise from the social
activities of countries more than one. Such externalities are often
cumulative long-term factors that have the capacity of affecting more than
one geographical region or generation. Increasing the mobility of
production factors as a result of globalization and technological
developments raises the aspiration to receive the capital from foreign
sources required to guarantee the economic development of countries, to
catch up with leading countries by closing the gap, and to improve the
quality of life in general. Countries compete with each other more intensely
to attract foreign capital in the process of globalization. This phenomenon
known as "foreign capital competition" is a development caused
completely by globalization.
As part of international relations, nations also conduct international
economic relations. Through the elimination of political barriers that
restrict international relations, the volume of international economic
relations has also begun to increase. That being said, there are still many
more obstacles that hinder the development of international economic
relations. One of these obstacles is the problems arising in financial
matters. Sales of goods and services of countries with each other and crossborder factor mobilities are at the helm of international economic relations.
However, merchandise movements seem more important than service
movements. Developments in technology, transportation, communication
areas and the reduction of customs tariffs via multilateral agreements
increase the volume trade. Recent studies demonstrate that after the Second
World War, trade at the international level increased at a higher rate
compared to world production in goods and services. In foreign trade
activities, countries might implement different negative policies to defend
their interests. As it is an activity of unilateral gain, some preventive
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practices can be encountered. While countries occasionally take direct
routes for trade restrictions, they sometimes opt for the indirect means of
blocking. In both methods, it has a general preventative effect on foreign
trade. However, it is stated that indirect routes have greater drawbacks than
direct ones. Because there is an uncertainty in indirect obstacles and it
cannot put to measurement in advance, as in; at what stage will it be
encountered an in what way. In order to for the world resources to be
efficiently used, in trade relations between countries, it is accepted that the
division of labor is a necessity to remove obstacles and to carry out trade
under free conditions. One of the important topics in such a wide range of
economic movements is considered to be taxes. Taxes levied on foreign
trade, which has an important share in the tax revenues of countries, tend
to decrease and lose their effectiveness especially with various
international agreements and economic integrations. In Turkey as well, it
is seen that various taxes and obligations on foreign trade have undergone
significant changes through economic integrations and bilateral, as well as
multilateral agreements.
Foreign trade taxes that had a significant share in the tax systems of
countries in the early stages of economic development are now changing
and losing their effectiveness due to the various international treaties that
have been signed by countries and the economic integration movements,
in which these treaties occur, due to the globalization process in the world.
As a matter of fact, the tax and obligations imposed on foreign trade
transactions today in Turkey are reduced or subjected to the liberalization
tendencies that emerge in foreign trade as a result of the above-mentioned
processes, especially with the European Union. In this work, how the
relations with the European Union affect the taxes on foreign trade, in
general terms, financial liabilities in Turkey will be attempted to shed light
upon. Lastly, global tax proposals brought up in this framework will be
discussed in the work.
2. Literature Related to Foreign Trade and EU Relations
Taxes levied on international trade and transactions within the central
government budget revenues in Turkey are comprised of value-added tax
on customs and imports, and other foreign trade revenues. Customs duty is
one of the oldest types of taxes, and it is a tax that is levied on goods
imported or exported. Customs duty is generally applied to imported
goods, but they are levied on value or physical quantity (Pehlivan, 2006:
406).
Inward Processing Regime (IPR), which is an economically effective
customs regime and depicted as one of the most important export
incentives, has been prepared with the goal of increasing exports by
supplying raw materials from world market prices, granting competitive
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advantage to export products in international markets, developing export
markets and diversifying export products. Manufacturers and exporters
were allowed to introduce, within the framework of this decision, raw
materials and intermediate goods utilized in the manufacture of export
goods into the country without paying customs duties and being subject to
trade policy measures. As of the date of coming into force, Turkey is
incentivizing exports most commonly used IPR exporters that directly
affect foreign trade of Turkey; as of 2017, it covers 41% of general exports
and approximately 12% of general imports. (Kopan and Yıldırır Keser,
2018).
Governments intervene in international trade for economic, social and
political purposes. The economic and legal arrangements made by
governments to restrict or encourage the trade of a country constitute the
foreign trade policy and the tools of this policy (Seyidoğlu, 2013: 145).
2.1. Direct Taxes in the European Union
There has not been much harmonization made between countries in the
field of direct taxation due to the economic differences shown by nations.
There are two reasons for this. First, the power of taxation is within the
sovereignty of a nation, and interference would not be right. The second
reason is the socioeconomic differences. Rates, discounts, exemptions and
exception limits, and practices of each country are different from each
other (Yazarkan and Mezararkali, 2015).
2.2. Income Tax
No attempts on harmonization in the field of income tax were made by
the European Union. The labor force structure and professional
opportunities of each country are different. Because of this, the income tax
tariff structures of countries differ among the EU countries, Portugal has
the highest rate of income tax with 56%, whereas Bulgaria has the lowest
with 10%. Turkey remains below the EU average with 35% (Yazarkan and
Mezararkali, 2015).
2.3. Corporate Tax
The taxation of legal entities is levied within the scope of this tax. The
EU member nations are trying to bring tax legislation closer to prevent
unfair tax competition between them. However, efforts in the
harmonization of direct taxes are progressing slowly owing to the
perception of member nations that this would negatively affect their
national sovereignty by restricting their tax authority and tax directives
have the right to veto by each country. For this reason, in spite of the fact
that they do not make significant progress in terms of indirect taxes in tax
harmonization, some common views were taken, in that the differences in
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indirect taxes in EU countries had been identified (Yazarkan and
Mezararkali, 2015).
2.4. Corporate Tax in Turkey
The corporate tax came into force for the first time in 1907 as the
"Temettü Nizamnamesi" (Dividend Regulation). It was implemented as
Profit Tax in the Republican period in 1926 and was adopted as the
Corporate Tax Law in 1949. This law stayed in force until 2006. It was
adopted on June 13th, 2006 with the Law no. 5520 and it was put into
practice as of January 1st, 2006 (Yazarkan and Mezararkali, 2015).
2.5. Corporate Tax in European Union Member Nations
Capital movements of member nations are different from each other.
Thus, corporate tax rates applied by countries differ from one another.
Changes took place in corporate tax rates of EU member nations between
2000-2014. Accordingly, the lowest rate applied in 2014 belongs to
Bulgaria with 10%, while the highest rate belongs to France with 38%. EU28 average of 2014 is 22.9%. The level, which was 32% in 2000, decreased
by 9.1%. This decrease did not prevent the implementation of different
rates of taxes within the EU (Yazarkan and Mezararkali, 2015).
2.6. Customs Union
Integration Theory

in

the

Framework

of

Economic

The customs union is both considered as a crucial policy tool by GATT,
and as an important stage of the EU's integration process. That being said,
the development of the customs union theory emerged after the 1950s.
Classical economists were of the perception that the customs union was an
ordinary free trade model until the year 1950. According to them, the
customs union is one of the steps of the process toward free trade. Classical
economists, who knew that it had benefits such as expanding the market
area, increasing commercial activities, providing international
specialization, ensuring the best free movement for production factors, did
not take issues such as the difference in development between nations,
uneven distribution of earnings, underemployment as a factor. While
economic integration was not a topic dealt with in theory before, Viner
became the pioneer of the customs union theory with his work "The Theory
of Customs Union" that he published in 1950 by Viner (1950). Economists,
who came after Viner, have also addressed this theory within the
framework of the orthodox foreign trade theory. Economists, who were
more interested in the customs union, worked on topics such as regional
integration, external tariffs, scale economies. A customs union must meet
certain conditions; customs tariffs between member nations must be lifted,
joint customs tariff must be implemented for imports from third-party
countries, and the collected custom duty revenues must be distributed
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among the member countries in a manner agreed upon. A production
model focusing on the welfare effects of changes in production has been
developed and has defined two effects, namely trade creation and trade
diversion occurring as a result of the customs union.
Foreign trade taxes expressed as Customs Duty, VAT, Resource
Utilization Support Fund, Stamp Tax, Special Consumption Tax and
appearing as financial obligations in import transactions have a crucial
share in the tax systems of all countries around the globe. It is determined
that the place of foreign trade taxes among total tax revenues is low,
especially in industrialized countries; it is 18% in middle-income
countries, whereas it is 36% in low-income countries. Upon consideration
of these rates, the reduction of the tax burden of foreign trade taxes,
especially for developing countries, invigorates the economic activities of
companies, hence reflecting positively on the development process. At this
point, Inward Processing Regime enables the exporting companies to
import the raw materials and bulk products used in production, in return
for export commitment, at a more affordable price and make away with the
tax burden. (Chacholiades, 1984: 118).
2.7. Changes in World Trade Organization Membership and
Foreign Trade Tax Integration
There are four main principles forming the basis of the taxation of
goods and services subject to international trade in the WTO agreement.
These principles can be ranked as multilateralism, non-discrimination,
predictability, or in other words, the promise of not increasing customs
duties (bindings), and transparency. According to the principle of the most
favored nation (MFN) defined in the GATT agreement, which is the root
of the WTO, nations cannot benefit and discriminate against one another.
The same favor is to be made to all WTO members in such an event that a
country is granted privileges, to reduce customs duties. According to the
principle of national treatment (NT) which is a sub-type of this principle,
countries cannot discriminate among imported and domestic production
goods. In line with the notion, rationale and goals of the tax measures taken
as a requirement of transparency, in the case of giving various subsidies to
export products, the costs of these incentives and the calculation of tax
expenditures should be elaborated. On the other hand, regional trade
agreements, customs union and free trade agreements that are the
exceptions to MFN and NT principles are regulations that make away with
the binding obligation of WTO membership in customs duties. Thus, it
overturns membership quality. These agreements agreed upon by parties
also make it difficult to determine how much of the customs duty loss that
emerges after WTO membership is related to the membership itself. The
principles of taxation of goods and services that were developed as a result
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of these general principles can be summarized as easing the weight of
custom duties within the tax system, being neutral in imported and
domestic products in foreign trade, and trivializing foreign trade taxation
as a policy tool. Customs duties known as tariffs are accepted as the biggest
obstacle to free foreign trade. In accordance with the WTO rules, domestic
goods and services taxes have the same economic effects as customs duties
from foreign trade and therefore should not act as a substitute for customs
duties. Member nations should promise to register a ceiling value on their
MFN (Most Favored Nation) customs duty rates. Moreover, the provision
of any kind of subsidies to export products and services are not deemed
appropriate, and these financial supports are considered as some kind of
negative customs duty (European Commission, 2020).
Apart from the UK, there is a single constitutional text in EU member
nations. Austria, Germany, and Belgium are federal states, the remaining
24 countries have a unitary state structure. The countries not including any
tax obligations or duties regarding the constitution of the European Union
are the Czech Republic, Estonia, and Latvia. In all of the remaining 24
countries, taxes have been adjudicated to one of the sections titled under
fiscal provisions, legislative power, fundamental rights, and duties. In half
of the 24 countries, taxes were accepted as a financial provision along with
the budget, 9 countries organized tax specifically to be within the scope of
the legislative authority, and only 3 countries have adopted taxes as rights
and duties such as Turkey. Tax legitimacy among EU nations has been
taken as a principle, and no provision has been made in the constitutions
that delegate the authority of the legislative body to the executive body
(Constitution, 2020).
Industrial sector imports increasing faster than exports in Turkey
showcases that the production and income of developed countries that
manufacture these goods cheaply in a unity increase, that the income
distribution is in favor of the developed countries, that the terms of trade
effect are against Turkey. Resetting tariffs among members and the
common tariff applied against third countries cause tax loss in member
nations. Before the Customs Union, two types of taxes were collected in
Turkey from imports: customs duty and mass housing fund. While both of
these were abolished with the Customs Union, a joint customs tariff was
started to be applied against third countries. When the share of foreign
trade taxes in GNP (%) is examined; this rate, which was 2.4% in 1995,
was seen to be 2.8% in 1997, 3.1% in 2001, 3.4% in 2002, and 4.4% in
2004 (See Table 1). It is very difficult to state based on these results that
the effect of the Customs Union decreasing foreign trade tax revenues was
observed. On the contrary, it can be said that tax revenues increased owing
to the increase in national production after the Customs Union.
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Table I: Share of Taxes on Foreign Trade in GNP (%)
1995
2.4

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
2.5
2.8
2.4
2.5
3.4
3.1
3.4
Source: TÜIK Turkish Statistical Institute (2020).

2003 2004
3.5
4.4

Because the Customs Union foresees the harmonization of the Turkish
trade and competition policies with the EU and the vast majority of the EU
competition policies cover Turkey, it is predicted that it may lead to the
formation of comprehensive institutional changes in the Turkish economy.
As a result of the improvement of Turkish legislation especially in the field
of protection of intellectual property rights and competition rules, a more
appropriate legislative framework for the future development of economic
activities may come about in Turkey (Istanbul, Economic Development
Foundation Publications, 2000).
The GNP having grown by 5.9% in 2003 has shown a real increase by
9.9%, as the growth also continued in 2004. In this period, per capita, GNP
increased by 23.3%. Exports increased by 33.6%, while imports increased
by 40.7% and foreign trade deficit rose to 55.8%. In 2004, the tax revenues
budget expenses coverage ratio increased to 63.9%, and the budget
revenues budget expenses coverage ratio increased to 78.5%. Structural
reforms implemented in 2005 and 2006 together with income-increasing
expenditure-reducing policies have had a positive impact on budget
figures. Improvement in budget performance strengthened the expectations
that an atmosphere of confidence will be formed, and stability will be
ensured permanently in order to decrease uncertainties in the economy
(Armağan, 2007).
Upon consideration of the understanding adopted by the EU countries,
it is seen that the implementation is quite flexible. In EU countries;
according to in which country the service provider resides, and in which
country the branch is situated in terms of branch activities, the service is
accepted to have been made and benefitted from the country in question.
Therefore, taxation must be done by the country in question. If it is
apparent that the service is made physically in another country, it is
assumed that it will be taxed by the country, where the service is provided,
in accordance with the principle of taxation at the destination, and is
exempt from VAT (Ceran & Çiçek, 2014).
2.8. VAT Refund Application in Foreign Trade Capital Companies
and Sectoral Foreign Trade Companies
With the export-based growth strategy, which was implemented in the
1980s, the purpose was economic growth and a number of export models
were formed to achieve this. In the 1980s, foreign trade capital company
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model was created with the Decision of Incentive for Foreign Trade
Companies of 1980 no. 8/1173, in order to perform services such as finding
markets, carrying out foreign trade transactions, promotion, and benefiting
from the advantages of large-scale companies. SMEs, which have great
importance in the national economy, were gathered under an organization
within the export industry in 1995, and this was put into practice under the
name of sectoral foreign trade companies. Foreign trade capital companies
and sectoral foreign trade capital companies are multi-partner companies
as dictated by their nature. These companies are only responsible for the
export of their making on their behalf and accounts, and the manufacturers
and suppliers are held accountable for the transactions they mediate their
exports based on the brokerage contract. The manufacturers or suppliers
are fully responsible for the manufacture, insurance, transportation, and
marketing of the goods that will be exported, as well as the quality of the
exported goods. Exports are prepared and finalized fully by the
manufacturer and supplier firm based on the warrant of attorney that is
issued by foreign trade capital companies or sectoral foreign trade capital
companies. Moreover, the manufacturer or suppliers are held responsible
for the integrity of the transactions conducted during the supply and
manufacture of the goods in the country, the transfer of the VAT amounts
charged by the treasury, and the integrity of the information and documents
used through every single process (Akyol, 2001).
Provided that foreign trade capital companies and sectoral foreign trade
capital companies provide collateral of 4%, they receive a VAT refund on
behalf of the companies they intermediate, and only distribute it to the
companies they intermediate in exchange for an amount of commission.
Aside from the application of reduced collateral in the Value Added Tax
legislation, another advantage afforded to foreign trade capital companies
and sectoral foreign trade capital companies is that there is no requirement
to confirm the customs declarations for the fulfillment of requests on cash
refund. Should the taxpayer declare that he/she will submit a certified
financial advisor for the cash return request, the return requests are not sent
for assessment until the report is issued, in case a collateral is provided.
Nevertheless, unless the report is submitted within 6 months from the date
of return, the collateral must be completed to 100%, otherwise, the
provided collateral will be converted to money. Regardless of this, foreign
trade capital companies are exempt from this practice. As can be inferred;
the facilities, which are provided for the export organization, do not yield
any production and added value, are granted during the VAT refund to
foreign trade capital companies and sectoral foreign trade capital
companies that have the appearance of a virtual safe, broker and
intermediary, are not recognized for manufacturing companies that have
hundreds or even thousands of workers, capital, machinery, equipment,
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and active structures, all creating real added value. Due to the facilities
provided to the mentioned companies in the return of VAT, the
manufacturers opt to export their products through these companies.
Manufacturer companies overcome their financial difficulties in such
transactions, by collecting the VAT of the invoices they issue within 1.5-2
months within the scope of the mediative export contract from the
aforementioned companies. With this practice, the VAT burden on
companies is at a minimum level in general (Akyol, 2001).
Table II: VAT rates for the EU countries and Turkey

Source OECD (2016), Consumption Tax Trends, OECD Publishing, Paris.

Value Added Tax is a general transaction tax levied on the sale of goods
and services at each production and distribution stage. In spite of the
treaties or directives put in place by the European Union for harmonization
of indirect taxes such as VAT, SCT; a complete consensus has not been
achieved due to administrative and political reasons. Each country has its
tax practices that are similar to EU directives, but specific to themselves.
The EU has taken the route of standardization in tax rates to prevent unfair
competition. It advocates the application of a standard rate for VAT and a
discount rate for certain commodity groups such as staple foods, books,
and medicines. Some goods (such as alcoholic beverages, tobacco,
gasoline and motor vehicles, games of chance and environmentally
polluting products) are subject to an additional tax plus VAT, this practice
is attempted to be restricted as much as possible so that it does not spread
to coffee, tea, salt, matches, soft drinks; a consumption tax aside from the
standard VAT rate is not preferred. However, the VAT rates applied in the
member nations of the European Union are different from each other.
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Although member nations are free in electing their standard rates, they
cannot fall below 15% as their standard rate. The standard rates applied by
member countries alternate between from 15% to 25%. VAT standard and
discount rates in EU nations and Turkey are shown in Table 2.
Table III: The Share of Customs and Import Tax in Total Tax Revenues
(%)
Countries
Turkey
Germany
France

2005
1.0
0.0
0.0

2010
1.2
0.0
0.1

2011
1.3
0.0
0.1

2012
1.4
0.0
0.1

2013
1.2
0.0
0.1

2014
1.3
0.0
0.1

2015
1.4
0.0
0.1

Source OECD (2016), Consumption Tax Trends, OECD Publishing, Paris.

When we look at Table 3, the reason for the highest share being in
Turkey is that Turkey was not a member of the EU, even though it became
a member of the Customs Union in 1995. Another conclusion derived from
this can be said that Turkey collects customs duties on imports outside the
union, e.g. it makes foreign trade. After the Customs Union, there has also
been a reduction in customs duty revenues in Turkey. The fact that this
share is less in other EU member nations is a testament to this.
Manisalı (2001) gives the following example about the negative effects
of the Customs Union on Turkey's relations with third countries: "The EU
signed a free trade agreement with some North African countries (such as
Tunisia) in 1998. However, Turkey does not automatically benefit from
this agreement. As Turkey is not in the EU, Turkey also must make
appropriate bilateral agreements with countries pursuant to the EU system.
Upon which, Turkey gets in contact with Tunisia, the agreement Turkey
made with the EU in 1995 is not binding to Tunisia. Worse than that,
France is putting pressure on Tunisia not to make this agreement. France
does not want the Turkish goods it competes with to enter Tunisia as dutyfree. The one-sidedness of the 1995 document works against Turkey at
every turn. Another example; Turkey wants to make a bilateral preferential
trade agreement with Macedonia in 1998. Brussels opposes this because it
has not yet had such an agreement with the country in question. The 1995
document only allows Turkey to make the duty-free import of EU
manufacturing industry products, whereas the foreign trade of Turkey goes
through an artificial deviation due to it being forced to apply the customs
that the EU put in place for non-EU countries based on the preferences of
EU. The same commodity is 10% cheaper in Japan, but since Turkey needs
to levy %20 tax on the same good, the EU commodity that is, in reality,
more expensive seems cheaper in comparison. Turkey is losing its
currency. Food industry products imported from the EU affected Turkish
agriculture very negatively. With the EU's joint agricultural policy, the EU
subsidizes 50 billion dollars a year to its agriculture within the union.
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3. Conclusion
Foreign trade taxes are one of the basic means that countries utilize in
carrying out their foreign trade policies. Foreign trade taxes that had an
important share in the tax systems of countries in the early stages of
economic development are now changing and losing their effectiveness
due to the various international treaties that have been signed by countries
and the economic integration movements, in which these treaties occur,
due to the globalization process in the world. As a matter of fact, the tax
and obligations imposed on foreign trade transactions today in Turkey are
reduced or subjected to the liberalization tendencies that emerge in foreign
trade as a result of the above-mentioned processes, especially with the
European Union. One of the fiscal policy tools that nations utilize for
directing their economies is taxes. Foreign trade taxes are also used in
directing foreign trade as one of the said policy tools. Foreign trade taxes
had a significant role in the income of countries before the process of
globalization and at the start of economic development. Economic
integrations, bilateral and multilateral agreements are being made between
countries with the effect of globalization, which causes the foreign trade
taxes to be trivialized.
There are numerous obstacles and problems in the implementation of
global tax suggestions. First of all, if the state in question is not a world
state, it is extremely difficult to create an organization that will implement
global tax suggestions to harmonize taxes and achieve cooperation at the
global level even if it were for noble reasons such as the distribution of
income equally on a global scale, lowering global poverty, enabling
consistency and security, and most important of all, protecting the habitat
of humanity, e.g. the world, for the mankind to continue surviving through
future generations. A globally effective, sanctioned, and legitimate
authority must be established or commissioned in order to implement many
of the tax proposals, and this authority must be rooted in an agreement via
consensus made possible on a global scale. These taxes being collected by
nation-states and transferred to global organizations would be a more
realistic proposition in today's world. Nonetheless, even in this were the
case, there exists a need for power or powers at the nation-state level that
will enable nation-states to participate in the system and this system to
function effectively. In both cases, the beginning of global taxation will
lead to the emergence of global power(s) and the transfer of the sovereignty
of nation-states to this organization. This possibility constitutes an
appropriate rationale for powerful countries to oppose global tax practices.
Initially, this problem can be made away with by levying some global taxes
with the potential of being applied at the nation-state level, then the
obtained revenues can be transferred to the production of global, public
goods and services; in the subsequent stage, it can be brought to full
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fruition through a transition process involving the transfer of some of the
income to the global authority. In addition, the mobilization of production
factors in the globalization process led to an increase in foreign capital
competition and tax competition. Countries are making arrangements in
their national legislation to incentivize foreign investments or protect them,
in order to attract foreign investments. The effects and results of the foreign
capital competition are assessed in various ways based on the perspectives
of the supporters and opponents of globalization. While supporters of
globalization see foreign capital competition as an opportunity especially
for developing countries, opposers regard foreign capital competition as a
threat for and danger to underdeveloped and developing countries. Instead
of adopting a unilateral take on the foreign capital competition as a game
through a positive-sum or one with a negative sum, it is necessary to benefit
from the analyzes, recommendations, and warnings made by both sides.
Global tax practice can lead to the growth of off-the-book economies
worldwide. Taxes of such nature should be applied throughout the world
in the same style and effectiveness. Tax harmonization should be effective
and the unbalanced distribution of tax burdens may create inequalities
between countries and regions. Countries, whose competitiveness is
negatively affected, may have to deal with additional economic and social
problems. The effective implementation of numerous global taxes is
dependent on the scope of the tax to be as encompassing as possible. For
this to happen, powerful countries are required to support global tax
practices. With that being said, many global taxes contradict the interests
of these countries. For example, in order to tax the arms trade, the top 10
strongest exporters in the world, the most powerful countries in exporting
arms, should be levied taxes. A similar situation exists in levying taxation
on countries with excess export of industrial goods. Even if this problem
is brought to a resolution, a tax to be released at the global level will have
an extremely complex structure, hence the possibility of economic growth
at the global level being adversely affected; the complexity of taxes will
restrict global participation, and off-the-book economies will grow at a
global scale.
Foreign trade taxes, liberalization tendencies in the economy, and
especially, the main goal of the European Union are to ensure the liberated
movement of people, goods, capital, labor, and services without
compromising the equality of the competition. In the tax harmonization
efforts carried out in the EU, great progress has been made especially in
terms of indirect taxes. Within the framework of the common market
target, the necessity for the complete abolishment of the transactions
regarding the indirect taxes at the customs gates of the member countries
has been brought to the fore; and customs, prohibitions, as well as
limitations, have been made away with to ensure free movement between
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the member countries. To prevent unjust competition, member nations are
required to act pursuant to the EU agreements and directives. The European
Union has been pushing for harmonization in the area of indirect taxes
since the 1960s, in line with its common market target. Consensus has been
achieved in Customs Union based on the studies carried out in this field.
In regards to VAT and SCT, member countries make and implement
different decisions for political and economic reasons.
The differences in tax rates in the countries lead to the disruption of
international competition, and tax frauds and customs smuggling arise due
to the rate differences. For this reason, equality in the competition can be
achieved through a wide harmonization effort undertaken to cover the
VAT and SCT rates among the member countries of the union.
Nonetheless, the national interests of the member states make it difficult to
bind tax rates to joint legislation. Finally, Turkey as a candidate for EU
membership was compared with member states France and Germany in
regards to Customs Duty and VAT. This comparison was made by looking
at the tax income figures of countries in between 2000-2015. If full
membership is desired from Turkey as an EU candidate, harmonization
arrangements should be made in a timely manner, the differences between
the tax systems need to be minimized, and especially, since the differences
in tax rates have a negative impact on competitiveness, harmonization
should be achieved in this field. Despite the regulations made within the
frame of Turkey's relations with the European Union, this still maintains
its place and importance in the Turkish tax system. Needless to say, the
tendency of governments opting increasingly more for indirect taxes as a
resolution for the public finance problem Turkey has been having for years
plays an important role. However, it may be misleading to think that this
will be sustained. All in all, the growth model based on imports leads to
continuous resource transfer away from Turkey.
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UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE AND ACCOUNTING
APPLICATIONS IN CALCULATION OF
PERSONNEL COSTS IN TURKEY
Seckin Arslan*
Introduction
Unemployment, which is one of the most fundamental issues of our
time, causes not only economic but also many socio-psychological
problems. Among the other social risks, unemployment is one of the main
risks that come to mind. The policies followed in the fight against
unemployment are categorized into two groups such as active and passive
employment policies. Unemployment insurance is at the forefront of
passive policies.
Unemployment insurance refers to compulsory insurance that covers a
certain period and extent of the loss of income of the insured employees
who lose their jobs without any intentions and deficiencies while they are
working in an enterprise, although they have the working desire, talent,
health and competence. In this context, the main purpose of unemployment
insurance is to settle the employees’ confidence about the future in case of
possible unemployment risk; in other words, it makes it possible for the
employee to be certain of his/her future livelihood.
Unemployment insurance is an application that has taken place in
Turkey in 1999 with the enactment of Law No. 4447. In Turkey,
unemployment insurance premiums, calculated on the basis of monthly
gross earnings of the insured consist of contributions of the insured, the
employer and the government at 1%, 2%, and 1% shares, respectively. The
contributions of the insured and the employer at 1% and 2% of shares are
obtained for those who pay the voluntary unemployment insurance
premium.
In this study, firstly, the basic concepts related to unemployment are
introduced, and cost factors in determining the personnel costs incurred in
Turkey are emphasized. Then, social security premiums are explained and
information about the unemployment insurance premium as one of these
premiums is presented. The extent to which employee and employer
premiums to be paid regarding the unemployment insurance which has
been applicable in Turkey since 2000 and is calculated and accounted for
is explained through examples.
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1. The Concept Of Unemployment
Unemployment is defined, in general, as a loss of manpower caused by
the inability of the labor force to participate in various forms of
employment (Ekin, 2003: 2). It is possible to come across many types and
definitions of unemployment according to the types of unemployment in
the literature. Unemployment can be expressed under various groups, such
as voluntary unemployment, involuntary unemployment, structural
unemployment, open unemployment, hidden unemployment, frictional
unemployment, cyclical unemployment and seasonal unemployment.
Voluntary unemployment, in other words, means that individuals are
not in fond of the work to be done, the workplace to work at, or the wages
to be earned in return for labor, but the person wishes to insure themselves
during their lifetime (Dinler, 2003: 451).
Involuntary unemployment, on the other hand, is the inability of the
person to participate in employment due to the obstacles encountered by
the individual, not caused by the individual. Although there are many
reasons why a person cannot find occupation outside of his/her own will,
each reason may also lead to different definitions of unemployment.
Structural unemployment is a type of unemployment that stems from
the structural characteristics of the country’s economies and changes in the
demand structure. It may arise for economic as well as non-economic
reasons. For instance, unemployment caused by the substitution of labor
with machinery or the shift in demand, such as economic and political
factors related to the economy, sudden increases in the labor force due to
non-economic reasons such as economic and economic factors may loom
large (Kanca, 2012: 3).
Open unemployment involves a person who does not have a job to earn
a living or money. In the case of open unemployment, individuals wish to
work at their own will for a normal wage according to the conditions of
that day, but they cannot find a job (Yıldırım et al., 2012: 362).
Hidden unemployment involves a situation in which the individual does
not clearly have an unemployed status, but does not actually contribute to
the production process. In other words, it refers to employees who do not
contribute to production for any reason or do not contribute sufficiently by
working with low efficiency, although those employees seem to be
working (Yavuz, 2012: 45).
Frictional unemployment is a type of unemployment that is encountered
in all countries, both economically developed and developing alike. It
involves temporary unemployment although it stems from the inability of
the labor market to function properly. Frictional unemployment is caused
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by individuals who are looking for a job but do not know where to find one
(Üstünel, 1990: 173-174).
Cyclical unemployment arises as a result of the economic life and
activities not always continuing at the same level and fluctuating due to the
contraction in total demand during periods of recession with economic
fluctuations. In the case of cyclical unemployment, the actual product is
below the potential product. Throughout the periods of recession and
stagnation, large masses may remain unemployed and unemployment may
continue for a long time (Yıldırım & Karaman, 2001: 313).
In the case of seasonal unemployment, the level of production and the
unemployment rate fluctuate seasonally in sectors such as tourism,
construction and agriculture. In such sectors, a significant portion of the
employees quit their jobs in the following period when the production
increases seasonally and they remain unemployed unless the production
level increases in the next periods (Ünsal, 1999: 54).
All of the above-mentioned types of unemployment are global issues so
that all world countries face similar problems. Therefore, the structure of
employment and the size of unemployment in many countries are
important indicators of countries’ levels of both economic and social
development. Both in the past and today, unemployment is one of Turkey’s
most important social and economic issues. Turkey, along with problems
in the economic and social structure within recent years, faced serious
problems that worsened the unemployment level. In Turkey, as in all
countries of the world, a wide variety of employment policies are also
being applied in the fight against unemployment. Regarding the
employment in Turkey, many studies aiming at reducing unemployment
through active and passive employment policies are carried out. Passive
employment policies consist of crucial policies that are mostly
implemented as countries develop. These policies are implemented by
governments in order to prevent economic and social problems that may
arise in case of unemployment. Unemployment insurance application, one
of the passive employment policies, is also among the methods used in this
framework.
2. Calculation Of Staff Costs In Turkey
One of the main cost items incurred by enterprises in the production of
goods or services is personnel cost. Personnel costs consist of salaries or
wages that enterprises pay for their employees. As of today, salary and
wage concepts are confused with each other by many people and they are
often used interchangeably as if they mean the same thing. Actually, both
of them mean the money earned in return for the employed labor unit, but
these words have different meanings functionally. The wage generally
refers to the monetary value of the labor units that are pay hired hourly,
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daily or manufactured goods or services (per piece). Generally, blue-collar
employees in enterprises are paid wages in return for their labor supply.
Salary, on the other hand, is the amount of money to be paid at regular
intervals as a return for the labor supply that employees offer. Salaries are
generally paid on a monthly basis and represent the same monetary
amount, regardless of employee productivity. Salaried employees earn a
salary by working during the working days and hours of the month.
Individuals who work as salaried employees are trained in the field, have
a working culture and are referred to as white-collar people in the literature.
Personnel costs, on the other hand, constitute the basic production costs
of a product or service by emerging as a price of the labor or time offered
by the employees (either waged or salaried) to the enterprises for which
they work. Each of the direct raw material and equipment costs, direct labor
costs, and general production costs, which constitute the production costs,
have their own distinguishing characteristics. Personnel costs are also
among the direct labor and indirect labor costs depending on whether or
not there is a direct relationship with production.
The costs incurred by the enterprise for its employees are also expressed
as workers’ wages and expenses. Workers’ wages and expenses, which are
the equivalent of physical and mental labor expended during the execution
of the activities in the enterprises and the production of the services;
include salaries and expenses related to direct and indirect workmanship
accrued on behalf of individuals working in the private sector. Because the
individuals working in the private sector are subject to the Labor Law
numbered 4857, the personnel costs related to these individuals are referred
to as workers’ wages and expenses. The fact that the personnel operating
in the public sector or producing services are subject to the Civil Servants
Law No. 657 indicates that they are civil servants, not workers.
Direct labor cost is a type of workmanship in which it is possible to
determine how much labor is spent, in other words, which can be directly
associated with the output in question during the production of goods or
services in enterprises. For example; the costs at which the labor force
spent on each product can be easily calculated are expressed as direct labor
costs. Indirect labor costs, on the other hand, are the type of workmanship
in which it is difficult or impossible to determine how much labor is spent
during the production of goods or services, in other words, which cannot
be directly associated with the output in question. For example; it is a type
of workmanship where the labor force spent on each product cannot be
determined and the labor cost is calculated by using various distribution
keys. For example, wages paid to security guards, gardeners, cleaning staff
or cooks in a commodity-producing enterprise are considered indirect labor
costs.
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Wages, expressed as personnel costs, are calculated in two different
ways such as base wage and vested wage. Base wages indicate the money
earned by the personnel working in the enterprise under normal conditions.
In other words, it is the fee in which social payments, compensations,
premiums or salary raises are not included in the calculations. Vested
wages include the fringe benefits made in addition to the wages earned by
the working personnel under normal conditions. Therefore, vested wages
are also known as gross wages. Net wages to be received by the employee
are the remaining money following various deductions are made from the
gross wages (such as social security premiums, taxes, union fees, and
private pensions).
Personnel costs include the insurance premium, which is not deducted
from the wages of the employee but paid to social security institutions in
terms of the employer’s contribution, and the unemployment insurance
premium. The total amounts calculated as vested wages are not paid to the
working personnel. Some portion of vested wages are paid to the state as
taxes, some portion to the Social Security Institution(SSI) as an insurance
premium if the union is a member, some portion to the associated union
and some portion to the private pension system, as the net amount of the
remaining fee is paid to the working personnel.
The personnel working in an enterprise can be classified as personnel
responsible for production; personnel responsible for research and
development; and marketing, sales, and distribution, or management
personnel, specific to the area in which the enterprise operates. Working
personnel constitute the costs of the departments or sectors, in which they
serve.
In this context, it is possible to divide the personnel costs into two main
groups: the costs related to production personnel (in production) and the
costs related to non-production personnel (non-production).
2.1. Costs Related to Personnel Responsible for Production
Costs of personnel responsible for production consist of direct and
indirect labor costs, as stated earlier. Costs related to direct labor regarding
the Uniform Chart of Accounts in Turkey are monitored and recognized in
the account of “720 Direct Labor Costs”, whereas costs related to indirect
labor are monitored and recognized in the account of “730 Overhead
Costs”. The wage calculations regarding the personnel responsible for
production are generally made according to the duration of the
employment in the enterprise. As a result of the data obtained from
automation systems, the base wage is calculated and the gross wage of the
employee is determined by adding it to the collateral performance.
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Employees in the enterprises may not always be able to work
specifically in the same department or in the production of the same
product. Because business executives want to utilize their employees at the
highest level and assign their employees to different departments in order
them to provide different services whenever their tasks are completed in
one department. One of the most important issues to be emphasized here
is to calculate the accurate and real personnel costs of that product or
service by determining how much time the employee spends while
conducting a specified task. To this end, enterprises should pay attention
to payroll accounting and analyze where, when and how long they employ
people through punch cards or payrolls. Otherwise, the enterprises will not
be able to make correct pricing by calculating the inaccurate production
costs. Inaccurate pricing policies will adversely influence the
competitiveness of enterprises in cases of today’s extremely competitive
business environment.
2.2. Costs Related to Personnel Not Responsible for Production
Costs related to non-production personnel are associated with the nonproduction functions in order to carry out operational activities and include
the expenses that can be directly recognized as an expense without
incurring the cost of the manufactured product or service. Non-production
expenses are divided into three categories such as research and
development; marketing; sales, distribution and general management
expenses. Within this framework, the expenses related to the personnel
employed by the enterprises stated below constitute non-production
personnel costs. Non-production personnel costs regarding the Uniform
Chart of Accounts in Turkey are monitored and recognized in the accounts
of “750 Research and Development Expenses”, “760 Marketing, Sales and
Distribution Expenses”, and “770 General and Administrative Expenses”.
i. Research and Development Expenses: Research and development
expenses include a variety of expenses that are incurred in order to ensure
that the products or services produced in the enterprises are produced more
efficiently and with higher quality, to improve the existing production
methods, to reduce waste, to make more economical production, and to
utilize newer and more useful technologies. Various expenses such as
materials, workmanship, outsourced benefits and services, tax,
depreciation and expenditures during the conduct of research and
development activities also constitute research and development expenses
(Deran et al, 2017:28).
ii. Marketing, Sales and Distribution Expenses: Marketing, sales and
distribution expenses consist of a variety of expenses that are incurred to
boost the sales of the products or services produced in the enterprises, to
promote the business or to ensure the satisfaction of the customers. In
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addition, the materials, employee wages, and expenses, civil servant wages
and expenses, external benefits and services, taxes, duties and charges,
depreciation and depletion shares and other miscellaneous expenses made
by the enterprises for the fulfillment of the marketing, sales and
distribution functions and distribution expenses also constitute the
marketing, sales and distribution expenses (Karakaya, 2007: 30).
iii. General Administrative Expenses: General administrative
expenses cover other expenses incurred by the enterprises to maintain their
general management function, required for their business activities, to
ensure their coordination, to determine their business policies and all
expenses incurred for general management activities such as office
services, public relations, personnel affairs, and financial affairs
(Özulucan, 2015: 196.)
2.3. Special Cases in Calculating Personnel Costs
Some of the featured regulations which they face in the process of
calculation of vested wages related to the workers employed by enterprises
in Turkey are listed below.
2.3.1. Overtime Wage
Working overtime stands for the work of over 45 hours per week in the
framework of labor law and under the conditions specified in Turkey.
According to Article 63 of the Labor Law No. 4857, the working time of
an employee working in an enterprise is determined as 45 hours per week
at most. Unless otherwise stated, this 45-hour working period is applied by
equally dividing the working days of the week. Nonetheless, separate
working hours can also be determined between the parties for each day.
Regardless of the working conditions, an employee’s working hours
exceeding 45 hours per week is expressed as overtime work (Sümer, 2018:
144). Overtime wages are generally monitored in the account of 730
General Production Costs. However, if employees working in the private
sector are working overtime, the amount of workmanship incurred can be
monitored in the account of 720 Direct Labor Costs.
According to Subsection 2 of Article 41 of the Labor Law No. 4857; in
cases where the working time has been set by contract at less than 45 hours
per week, each extra hour will be remunerated at 1.25 times the normal
hourly rate. In cases where the working time has been set by contract at 45
hours per week, each extra hour will be remunerated at 1.50 times the
normal hourly rate.
In terms of health rules, for the types of work where the daily working
time must be seven and a half hours maximum or less, working hours
exceeding this period are referred to as overtime (Mülayim & Kayık
Aydınalp, 2019: 412-451).
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In order to calculate the overtime wages, first of all, the normal working
wage of the personnel working in the enterprise must be calculated. Hourly
normal wage of the personnel is calculated as follows.
Hourly Normal Wage = Monthly gross wage of personnel / 30 days / 7.5 hours

For example, for the personnel whose monthly gross wage is 3,600 TL,
the daily wage of the personnel is calculated as 120 TL, and hourly normal
wage is calculated as 16 TL.
In enterprises with normal working hours less than 45 hours per week,
each extra hour remunerated at 1.25 times the normal hourly rate is
calculated as 16 TL x 1.25 = 20 TL,
In enterprises with normal working hours of 45 hours per week, each
extra hour remunerated at 1.50 times the normal hourly rate is calculated
as 16 TL x 1.50 = 24 TL.
2.3.2. Incentive Premiums
In the incentive premium system determined by the enterprises
regarding their employees, the obtained earnings are directly associated
with the output or the amount of production. This system includes all
payments and collateral performance that attribute the award to success.
Wages paid to personnel directly or indirectly refer to a remuneration based
on the individual productivity of the employees, the efficiency of the whole
enterprise or the profitability of the enterprise. An additional premium can
be paid for the value-added they provide to personnel who are more
productive or time-efficient (Isaac, 2013: 55-58).
For example; an employee working in the enterprise completes a task
with a standard duration of 3 hours and a standard hourly rate of 60 TL
within 2.5 hours. For the resulting 0.5 hour timesaving, the employee of
the enterprise is entitled to the incentive premium at one-third of the time
saved. In this case, the incentive premium is calculated as 60 TL x 0.5 hour
x 33.3% = 10 TL. Incentive premiums are considered as a direct part of
personnel costs and can be monitored in the account of 720 Direct Labor
Costs account.
2.3.3. Idle Time Costs
Wages pertaining to the unworked periods and sectors in the enterprise
constitute a certain part of the personnel costs; namely, idle time costs
(Özulucan, 2016: 467).
For example; Workmanship costs accrued for all activities of the
enterprise during non-working periods are expressed as idle time costs. If
this situation is within the limits that can be seen as normal, however, the
costs incurred due to idle time should be monitored in the loss account if
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the costs incurred in 730 General Production Costs stem from an unusual
situation such as fire, earthquake flood, or strike.
2.3.4. Bonuses
It refers to the additional payments made by the enterprises to their
personnel, other than their normal wages, at certain times of the year.
Bonus amounts are accepted as an indirect cost factor in production
enterprises and are monitored in the account of 730 General Production
Costs.
2.3.5. Wages Paid on Annual Leave, Weekends or Public Holidays
Employees of the enterprise are entitled to annual paid leaves from the
date they start working at the workplace when they have completed one
year of work including the grace period at the workplace. Employees are
entitled to annual leave by the completion of service each year, and they
use their annual paid leave in the consecutive service year for each
calculated service year. Annual paid leave entitlement to employees,
depending on the duration of service are as follows (Law No. 4857, Article
53);
- A minimum of 14 days for those who are employed for 1 to 5 years
(including the fifth year),
- A minimum of 20 days for those who are employed for more than 5
years and less than 15 years,
- A minimum of 26 days for those who are employed for 15 years or
more (including the 15th year).
Likewise, employees of the enterprise can receive their wages even if
they do not work on weekends and public holidays. In this context, wages
paid to the personnel who are on paid leave or who are not able to work on
holidays can be monitored in the account of 730 General Production Costs.
However, at least 100% surcharge must be paid to the personnel working
on weekends or public holidays, different from normal working days.
2.3.6. Severance Pay
Severance pay is compensation paid to the personnel who worked for a
certain period of time due to the termination of their employment contract,
as a result of the retirement, disability, military service, death or special
reasons specified in the labor law. Severance pay is a collective payment
that must be reserved for employees to be paid during their retirement. In
case of dismissal of personal for no reason, such compensation comes into
play and aims to compensate for the adverse situation encountered by the
personnel (Aslan, 2020: 15-24). However, it also functions as a type of
unemployment insurance. The duration taken into account in calculating
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the severance pay covers the period from at least 1-year employment of the
employee in the last workplace to the retirement date. The calculation of
severance pay is based on a 30-day gross salary (Ulubey, 2019: 1-4).
Regarding severance pay, a ceiling in accordance with Article 14 of the
Labor Law No. 1475 is determined each year. In calculating the severance
pay to be paid to the employees, it is not possible to exceed the ceiling. An
employee loses his/her entitlement to receive severance pay if he/she quits
his/her job at will. Severance pay is calculated over gross salary, exempted
from all taxes, except for stamp tax.
The amount calculated each year in association with severance pay is
accounted for by writing expenses according to the department of the
personnel working in the enterprise. Nevertheless, the Turkish Tax
Legislation takes into consideration the amount paid when the severance
pay is an accepted expense of the law. This amount, which is calculated
regarding the severance pay of the personnel working in production and
which should be included in monthly production costs, is monitored in the
account of 730 General Production Costs. The severance pays of
employees working in other departments that are not paid for the current
year, but likely to be paid in the consecutive years, are recognized by
debiting the relevant function account (such as 750 Research and
Development Expenses, 760 Marketing, Sales and Distribution Expenses
and 770 General Administrative Expenses), and by crediting the accounts
of 372 or 472-Provision for Severance Pay.
2.3.7. Termination Pay
Employment contracts are the contracts that establish personal
relationships between the employee and the employer that assume
reciprocal liabilities to the parties and establish a permanent business
relationship. The subject of the employment contract is to perform a regular
and continuous task in return for a certain fee and the term of the task is
generally considered to be indefinite. Fixed-term contracts are regulated as
an exceptional case, which may apply in the presence of objective
conditions according to Article 11 of the labor law. Since the date of
termination of the contract is not clear in contracts with indefinite terms,
in the absence of reasons for termination, the party wishing to terminate
the contract must make a notice to the other party in advance.
It is expressed as a right to the employer for the termination of the
employment contract to the other party for a certain period of time, to
perform a task that is permanent, and for the employee to find a new job,
as a right that is recognized by the social nature of the honesty rule and the
employment contract (Şişli & Dulay Yangın, 2014: 79). In this context, if
an employment contract has been concluded indefinitely, resignation or
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termination must be notified to the other party in advance. These periods
are as follows;
- For Employees with Employment Duration Less than 6 Months of
Service: 2 Weeks (14 days),
- For Employees with Employment Duration from 6 Months to 1.5
Years of Service: 4 Weeks (28 days),
- For Employees with Employment Duration from 1.5 Years to 3 Years
of Service: 6 Weeks (42 days),
- For Employees with Employment Duration More than 3 Years of
Service: 8 weeks (56 days).
The party which does not comply with the above-mentioned notice
periods is obliged to pay termination pay to the opposite party. For
example, for an employee with a monthly salary of 6,000 TL who has been
working for 6 years, termination pay is calculated as follows:
Daily Salary = 6,000 TL / 30 days = 200 TL
Weekly Salary = 200 TL x 7 days = 1,400 TL
Since this employee has been working for more than 3 years, a
termination pay of 8 weeks’ gross wages should be paid. 8 weeks x 1,400
TL = 11,200 TL gross termination pay. The net amount of termination pay
arises by deducting income and stamp taxes from the gross amount.
Termination pays paid to the personnel working in the production
department are recognized in the account of 730-General Production Costs,
whereas termination pays paid to the personnel working in other
departments are recognized in the related function account (such as 750Research and Development Expenses; 760-Marketing, Sales and
Distribution Expenses and 770-General Administrative Expenses).
2.3.8. Social Security Employer Shares
The social security system in Turkey has undergone a major change
process in 2007. Within this framework, three distinct social security
establishments, namely, Social Insurance Institution, Retirement Fund and
Bağ-Kur (social security organization for the self-employed have been
merged under the title of Social Security Institution (SSI) since 2007. Thus,
the social security system has been transformed into a system through
which different social security funds are united within a single institution
and managed from a single headquarter, and has become a more efficient
and faster-functioning establishment. The ratio of social insurance
coverage to Turkey’s population has reached 85.6% as of 2018, while the
ratio of social security coverage to Turkey’s population, including those
who perform the income test is 98.5% (Bolukçu, 2020: 21). As can be seen,
the Social Security Institution has been operating as an institution that
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would appeal to a large portion of the population in Turkey. Social security
premiums (calculated as a certain percentage of employees’ gross
earnings), which are among the main revenues of the Social Security
Institution, are paid by both the employer and the employee.
The calculations for personnel employed in the private sector are made
according to the rates specified in Table 1.
Table 1: Deductions from Employers and Employees
Deductions from the Employer
Social Security Premium
Employer's Share
Unemployment Insurance
Premium Employer's Share

Gross Wage x 20,5%
Gross Wage x 2%

Deductions from Employees
Social Security Premium
Workers' Share
Unemployment Insurance
Premium Workers' Share
Income Tax Base
Income Tax Amount
Stamp Tax Amount
Total Deductions

Net Wage

Gross Wage x 14%
Gross Wage x 1%
Gross Wage - (Social Security Premium
Workers' Share + Unemployment
Insurance Premium Workers' Share)
Income Tax Base x Income Tax Rate
Gross Wage x 0,759%
Social Security Premium Workers' Share
+ Unemployment Insurance Premium
Workers' Share + Income Tax Amount +
Stamp Tax Amount
Gross Wage – Total Deductions +
Minimum Subsistence Allowance

Nevertheless, pursuant to Article 32 of the Income Tax Law No. 193, a
minimum subsistence allowance (MSA) has been applied since 2008 in the
real taxation of wages. Minimum subsistence allowance is calculated in
accordance with the following percentages of the annual gross amount of
the minimum wage for workers over the age of 16, which is valid at the
beginning of the calendar year when the wage is obtained by considering
the personal and marital status of the wage earner:
- 50% for the taxpayer per se,
- 10% for the spouse who does not work and has no income,
- Separately for each child; 7.5% for the first two children, and 5% for
other children.
The minimum subsistence allowance per month is calculated by
dividing the value to be found as a result of the product multiplied by the
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ratio of 15% which corresponds to the first income percentile of the tax
tariff by 12 and deducted from income tax.
Minimum Subsistence Allowance (MSA) Monthly Amount =
[(Monthly Gross Amount of Minimum Wage x MSA Rate) x 15%]
Example: Married, unemployed and father of two children, Mr. “X”
has a gross salary of 2,943 TL. in January 2020. Mr. “X” worked fully in
January. The net salary of Mr. “X” in January is calculated and accounted
for as follows.
Social Security Premium Workers' Share = 2,943 TL x 14% = 412.02 TL
Unemployment Insurance Premium Workers' Share = 2,943 TL x 1%= 29.43 TL
Income Tax Base = (2,943 TL – (412.02 TL + 29.43 TL)) = 2,501.55 TL
Income Tax Amount2 = 2,501.55 TL x 15% = 375.23 TL
Stamp Tax Amount= 2,973 TL x 0.759% = 22.34 TL
Minimum Subsistence Allowance Rate = (50% + 10% +7.5% + 7.5%) = 75%
Minimum Subsistence Allowance Monthly Amount = [(2,943 TL x 75%) x 15%]
= 331.09 TL
Social Security Premium Employer's Share = 2,943 TL x 20.5%= 603.32 TL
Unemployment Insurance Premium Employer's Share = 2,943 TL x
2% = 58.86 TL
Net Wage of the Personnel = (Gross Wage – Total Deductions+ Minimum
Subsistence Allowance)
= Gross Wage – (Social Security Premium Workers' Share+ Unemployment
Insurance Premium Workers' Share + Income Tax Amount+ Stamp Tax Amount)
+ Minimum Subsistence Allowance
= 2,943 TL – (412.02 TL + 29.43 TL + 375.23 TL + 22.34 TL)+ 331.09 TL
= 2,435 TL

According to the Uniform Accounting System, the journal entry
indicating that the company paying a contribution on behalf of its
employees is as follows.
Table 2: Accounting Record
______________________ / ______________________
770 GENERAL ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES

3.605,18

770 01 Gross Wage
2.943,00
770 02 Social Security Premium Employer's Share 603,32
770 03 Unemployment Insurance
Premium Employer's Share
58,86

2

It is assumed that the working staff is in the 15% tax bracket.
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136 OTHER VARIOUS RECEIVABLES
136 01 Minimum Subsistence Allowance

331,09
331,09

360 TAXES AND FUNDS PAYABLE

397,57

360 01 Income Tax Amount
360 05 Stamp Tax Amount

375,23
22,34

361 SOCIAL SECURITY WITHHOLDINGS
PAYABLE

1.103,63

361 01 Social Security Premium Workers' Share
412,02
361 02 Social Security Premium Employer's Share 603,32
361 03 Unemployment Insurance Premium
Workers' Share
29,43
361 04 Unemployment Insurance Premium
Employer's Share
58,86

335 PAYABLES TO EMPLOYEES

2.435,07

Due to wage accrual

______________________ / ______________________

The tariff, which is based on the taxation of income subject to income
tax pursuant to Article 103/1 of the Income Tax Law, is as shown in Table
3 for the taxation of income in 2020.
Table 3: Income Tax Rates of 2020
INCOME TAX RATES OF 2020
Up to 22.000 TL
Of 49.000 TL
Of 120.000 TL
(Wage Income) Of
180.000 TL
Of 600.000 TL
(Wage Income) Of
600.000 TL
More than 600.000 TL
(Wage Income) More
than 600.000 TL

For 22.000 TL
For 49.000 TL

3.300 TL
3.300 TL

For More
For More

15%
20%
27%

For 49.000 TL

8.700 TL

For More

27%

For 120.000 TL

27.870 TL

For More

35%

For 180.000 TL

44.070 TL

For More

35%

For 600.000 TL

195.870 TL

For More

40%

For 600.000 TL

191.070 TL

For More

40%

Table 4 indicates in detail the shares of tax in costs incurred as well as
the net wage and the cost of an employee with an unemployed spouse and
two children who is subjected to a 15% tax rate to the employer in
accordance with the minimum wage determined for the year of 2020.
According to the calculations made, the net wage that these personnel can
earn amounts to 2,435.07 TL, whereas the cost of this person to the
enterprise is 3,605.18 TL. Taxes and social security premiums constitute
32.46% of the cost of the personnel to the enterprise.
Table 4: Cost of Minimum Wage of 2020 to the Employer and the
Share of Taxes in Cost
Gross Wage
Social Security Premium Workers' Share (14%)
Unemployment Insurance Premium Workers' Share (1%)
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2.943,00
412,02
29,43

Income Tax Withholding Base
Calculated Income Tax
Minimum Subsistence Allowance
Income Tax Payable
Stamp Tax Amount (0,759%)
Toplam Vergi Tutarı
Total Tax Amount (Workers' Share)
Net Wage
Social Security Premium Employer's Share (20,5%)
Unemployment Insurance Premium Employer's Share (2%)
Cost of the Minimum Wage to the Employer
Total Tax Amount
Total Premium Amount
Total Tax Amount + Total Premium Amount
Tax Share Of Employee In The Cost Of The Employer
Social Security Share Of The Employee Within The Cost Of
The Employer
Tax And Social Security Share Of The Employee Within The
Cost Of The Employer

2.501,55
375,23
331,09
44,14
22,34
66,48
441,45
2.435,07
603,32
58,86
3.605,18
66,48
1.103,63
1.170,11
1,84%
30,61%
32,46%

2.3.9. Other Personnel Costs
In addition to the basic personnel costs mentioned above, various
benefits such as financial responsibility compensation, service, shift raises
and child, birth, death, marriage, food, and clothing aids are among the
factors that constitute the personnel costs (Civelek & Özkan, 2016: 184).
3. Unemployment Insurance Applications In The World And
Turkey
Unemployment insurance had begun to be implemented in the late 19 th
and early 20th centuries in the world and was first applied compulsorily in
England as of 1911. It began to be implemented especially in other
European countries in order to cure the great unemployment and the
subsequent socio-economic issues that emerged after the First World War
and the Great Depression of 1929 (Taşcı & Yılmaz, 2009: 603).
In 1999, the Unemployment Insurance is an application that has first
taken place among the passive employment policies along with Law No.
4447 in Turkey. The first premium collection related to Unemployment
Insurance has been made in June 2000. The first Unemployment Insurance
payment has been made out of the Unemployment Fund in 2003. The main
purpose of unemployment insurance is to look at the future with confidence
against the possible unemployment risks that the individuals face; in other
words, due to the fact that it is not known what will happen tomorrow, it is
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already necessary to take various measures due to prudence (Görücü et al.,
2012: 127-128).
There are different definitions regarding unemployment insurance.
Unemployment insurance; “…involves an insurance branch that is directed
towards the purpose of meeting the income losses of the dependent
employees whose employment ends due to various reasons, against their
own will, partially or temporarily during this period” (Ekin, 1994: 22).
According to the Article 47 of the Unemployment Insurance Law No.
4447, unemployment insurance is defined as “compulsory insurance that
functions with an insurance technique that covers the income loss incurred
by the insured individuals who have lost their jobs without any intentions
and flaws, despite their desire to work, ability, health and adequacy, and to
a certain extent.”
In other words, government officials have two types of policies to fight
unemployment. The first involves preventing the causes of unemployment,
whereas the second involves mitigating the consequences of
unemployment. Policies aiming at prevention of the causes of
unemployment involve economic policies that increase employment
capacity, improve savings, investment and production technologies,
whereas unemployment insurance is among the most important policies
based on mitigating the results of unemployment (Görücü et al., 2012:
129).
Some of the risks included in the concept of social security in
Convention No. 102 on the “Minimum Security Norms of Social Security”
published by the International Labor Organization (ILO) in 1952 are
determined as health benefits, occupational accidents and occupational
diseases, diseases, unemployment, aging, maternity, injuries, deaths and
family burden. Among these risks, unemployment is defined as the
temporary suspension of the individual's earnings due to the inability to
obtain suitable employment although the individual is capable of, and
available for, work (ILO, C102 - Social Security (Minimum Standards)
Convention, 1952). Convention No. 102 was approved by the Grand
National Assembly of Turkey in 1971 and was adopted by Cabinet decision
in 1974. Unemployment insurance was accepted by the Unemployment
Insurance Law No. 4447 on July 25, 1999, and it was published in the
official newspaper dated September 8, 1999, and as of June 01, 2000,
unemployment insurance premium began to be deducted from employers
on behalf of the insured (Çolak, 2017: 1382). OECD member countries to
benefit from unemployment insurance in Turkey with some conditions and
duration are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Conditions, Durations and Unemployment Benefit Rates of
Some OECD Member Countries to Benefit from Unemployment Insurance
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Countries

Condition for
Benefiting from
Unemployment
Insurance

Duration of
Benefiting from
Unemployment
Insurance

Percentage of
Unemployment
Benefit to Actual
Salary (%)

The United
States of
America

140 days of
employment

23 months

53

9 months

50-80

24 months until the
age of 50
36 months over the
age of 50

57-75

182 days in 9 months

22 months

75 for the first 2
months,
70 following the
2nd month

12-month employment
and 365 days of
premium payments in
2 years,
125 days of
employment and
premium payments in
14 months or;
200 days of
employment and
premium payments in
24 months

12 months up to 50
years of age,
24 months over 50
years of age,

60

12 months

27.1

Japan

France

The
Netherlands

Germany

Greece

180 days of
employment in 12
months and a
minimum of 11 days
of premium payments
for each month
120 days during the
last 28 months for
individuals under 50
years of age,
610 hours of premium
payments during the
last 36 months for
individuals over 50
years of age.

Italy

365 days of premium
payments in 24
months,

Slovenia

270 days of premium
payments in 24
months,

10 months under 50
years of age,
12 months between
50-55 years of age,
16 months over 50
years of age,
Although subject to
change according to
age and duration of
unemployment;
A minimum of 2
months, and a
maximum of 25
months,
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60 during the first
5 months;
50 after the sixth
month

70 during the first
3 months;
60 after the third
month

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

360 days of premium
payments in 72
months,

Subject to change
according to the
number of days of
premium payments
A minimum of 4
months, and a
maximum of 24
months,

70 during the first
6 months;
60 after the sixth
month

15 months,

80 during the first
9 months,
70 after the ninth
month

18 months,

70

180 days of
employment and 360
days of premium
payments in 12
months
360 days of
employment and
premium payments in
24 months,

Austria

360 days of
employment and
premium payments in
24 months,

Turkey

A minimum of 600
days of
unemployment
insurance premium
payments in 36
months, and
continuous
employment with
premium payments
within the last 120
days

30 weeks, individuals
employed for 156
weeks within 5 years,
39 weeks, individuals
at and over 40 years of
age, and individuals
employed for 312
weeks within 10
years,
12 months,
individuals at and over
50 years of age, and
individuals employed
for 468 weeks within
15 years.
Within the last 3
years;
6 months for the
insured employees for
600 days,
8 months for the
insured employees for
900 days,
10 months for the
insured employees for
1080 days,

55

40

Source: The table is prepared by courtesy of Emek Araştırma Raporu-4 (2016), DISK-AR,
http://www.oecd.org/els/soc/benefits-and-wages-country-specific-information,
Unemployment Insurance Benefits 2010, OECD and https://www.iskur.gov.tr/isarayan/issizlik-sigortasi/issizlik-odenegi.

As seen in Table 5, OECD member countries' unemployment insurance
programs, conditions, duration and amounts differ from country to country.
In the mentioned countries; to benefit from unemployment benefits, it is
necessary to have paid a premium between 120 and 600 days. It is observed
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that individuals who benefit from unemployment insurance are entitled to
receive unemployment benefits between 2 months and 36 months, and the
number of unemployment benefits received varies between 27% and 80%
of their actual salaries.
Generally, in countries with a high level of development and welfare, it
is observed that the conditions for unemployment salaries are more
convenient, whereas unemployment salaries and the duration to benefit
from the salary are higher.
4. Conclusions
As stated in the first part of the study, some of the cost elements
associated with the personnel of an enterprise are mandatory but may differ
for each employee or each enterprise. For these reasons, in the study, the
explanations about the elements related to the main personnel costs are
made and the specific issues are expressed through the given examples and
accounting records. Then, the unemployment insurance application, which
constitutes a certain portion of the social security system, is emphasized
and conceptual and numerical basic information is presented.
Upon considering the countries in the world, unemployment is one of
the main socio-economic problems faced by both developed countries and
many developing countries. The fact that individuals are unemployed or
unable to find a job causes some problems. Countries pursue various
approaches and policies to protect the unemployed by preventing these
problems. The most widely used among these policies is unemployment
insurance. Unemployment insurance aims to eliminate the negative
consequences of unemployment. Nonetheless, the point to be emphasized
here is not an economic policy aiming to reduce unemployment, but a
social security policy that aims to eliminate the adverse impacts caused by
unemployment.
The main revenues of the unemployment insurance premiums for
unemployment insurance in Turkey include the earnings and revenues
obtained from the evaluation of these contributions, state contributions,
collected fines, late payment penalties, and interest.
In Turkey, the number of unemployed aged 15 and above has been
increased by 4 million 308 thousand people, increasing 327 thousand
people compared to the previous year, as of November 2019. The
unemployment rate went up to 13.3% (http://www.tuik.gov.tr/).
Payments made to beneficiaries of the unemployment allowance in
Turkey in 2016, 2017, and 2018 was 4.5 billion TL, 4.9 billion TL, and 5.9
billion TL, respectively. However, the funds transferred to employers from
the unemployment fund increased more rapidly during that period. While
the contributions made to employers were 7.4 billion TL in 2016, it
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increased by 10.8% in 2017 to 8.2 billion TL, and in 2018, it increased by
134% to 17.5 billion TL with the impact of the economic crisis . Within
the scope of unemployment insurance, the number of people benefiting
from unemployment benefits is limited and this fund will grow rapidly, and
the total fund size will reach 138.1 billion TL by 2020 (Karatepe, 2019: 1).
The main reason why the unemployment insurance fund increases and
grows year after year is that the conditions envisaged to benefit from
unemployment benefits are heavy, the period of benefiting from
unemployment benefit is short, and the unemployment pension
corresponds to only 40% of the salary in the normal period. In 2019, 1
million 961 thousand people applied to unemployment benefits, and 1
million 32 thousand people benefited from unemployment benefits.
Another point to be noted here is that unregistered people will not be able
to benefit from this allowance.
Another important issue is that this fund, which has reached high
amounts as a result of the participation of the state, employers and
employees, needs to be managed, evaluated and used in a fair, transparent
and professional manner, without being affected by political and political
concerns.
Although the unemployment benefit collected in the unemployment
insurance fund reaches high amounts, short-term and low rates of payment
to those benefiting from this benefit are considered to be important
problems. As a result of this situation, some people who deserve
unemployment insurance allowance and cannot get along with their
allowance choose the way of working informally. It is crucial to prevent
such abuses through an effective control system by increasing the
unemployment benefits at appropriate rates.
When the unemployment allowance corresponds to 40% of the normal
salary, the lower limit is calculated as 40 % of the minimum wage and the
upper limit as 80% of the minimum wage, the lowest unemployment
benefit in 2019 will be 1,177 TL and the highest will be 2,354 TL.
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ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE: A CASE STUDY OF
BLOOMBERG
Seray Toksöz
Introduction
The saying that the sole continuous thing within companies is the
continuous change itself is a commonly used and acknowledged idea
among scholars from management and organisation fields. The notion
organisational change has been vastly studied by academics and it has been
the subject of several course books as well (Elving, 2005).
Organisational change is defined as the movement from an established
status into a novel and better state in order to suit the surrounding
environment better. Hence, Nelson (2003) describes change as leaving a
model as well as an expected and standard reaction towards the situations
in the environment.
Although there is such a huge interest in the topic and a vast number of
studies concerning the subject of organisational change, attempts for
organisational change frequently fail. Noticeably, nearly more than 50
percent of organisational change attempts do not succeed in terms of
attaining the intended outcomes or arrive at a gridlock that prevents them
from getting the results (Bennebroek Gravenhorst et al., 2003). The reasons
for the failure of the organisational change attempts are explained by
Bennebroek Gravenhorst et al. (2003) and Elving (2005) as the factors of
corporate culture, inappropriate timing or the function of change-agents.
Research Aim and Objectives
The aim of this research is to explore the effectiveness of organisational
change in Bloomberg L.P. In the light of given aim, following objectives
are drawn:
 To identify the challenges Bloomberg faced in recent economic
downturn and its responses to these challenges.
 To explore the change process in Bloomberg
 To discover the attitudes and opinions of employees towards the
implemented change in Bloomberg.
 To identify the problems in implemented change process by
Bloomberg
Organisational Change
Change is described as the course of shifting to a novel condition of
affairs, which is dissimilar to the current conditions (Smith, 2005).
According to Pettigrew et al. (2001), change can be defined as the
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progression of separate as well as cooperative happenings and activities,
which relate to each other during the process of time in a frame that shape
the ways the organisations improve or modify. In the light of given
definition, the context of change can be illustrated.

Figure 1. The Context of Change
Source: Smith (2005)
Although several change models are brought forward by scholars,
Lewin’s (1947) perspective is regarded as the most comprehensive one.
According to Lewin, course of change occurs in three stages. The initial
stage is proposed as the unfreezing stage, which concerns with
investigating the company’s existing condition. If any requested condition
arises in this stage, then the balance should be diluted for the old approach
to be abandoned. This stage is followed by the movement, which deals with
the adjustment of the novel behaviour and brand-new attitudes to substitute
the old approaches. The last stage is the freezing stage during which the
actions are shaped into new patterns and a new balance is established
(Ford, 2009).
Burnes (1996) argues that the model of Lewin (1947) basically stands
for the courses involved during deliberate change. Deliberate change is
defined by Lippitt et al. (1958) as a calculated involvement of mediators
aiming at transforming corporate executions directed to more beneficial
results.
The deliberate change is an indication of the teleological change theory
that is developed by Van de Ven and Poole (1995), suggesting that
corporate change is stimulated by and progressed by the transforming
behaviour of the individuals depending on the determined goals of the
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organisation. On the other hand, the theory of Lewin is acknowledged and
supported by a great number of scholars and several change course
approaches involve resembling attributes (Elrod & Tippett, 2002; Ford,
2009).
Attitudes to Change
Attitudes are described as particular uniformities regarding a person’s
senses, considerations and tendencies to behave in a certain way when
confronted by a situation in his surroundings. Likewise, Arnold et al.
(1995) state that attitudes are the individuals’ inclination to contemplate,
feel and act in a particular way towards an item of the attitude, either in the
favour or in the opposite of the item. In the view of Elizur and Guttman
(1976), attitudes in the course of a change involve the individual’s
apprehension regarding change, emotional responses towards change and
inclinations of manner towards change.
Piderit (2000) states that there are different employee reactions towards
change. According to the author, these reactions can be in the form of
strong positive attitudes towards change, which connotes that the
employees believe that the change is necessary for the company’s future
achievements, as well as strong negative attitudes, which suggests that the
employees believe that the change in consideration can affect the company
significantly badly (Piderit, 2000). In this perspective, change can be
comprehended and accepted by the employees in a quite manner and be
supported or it can be perceived really in a rather negative way and be
opposed by the employees (Vakola et al., 2004). On the other hand,
receiving positive responses are verified by some researches to be critical
in the success of the corporate goals and objectives as well as
organisational change (Kotter, 1995; Eby et al., 2000).
On the contrary, when there is vagueness in the environment in relation
with the organisational or individual change, which is generally succeeded
by consolidation activities such as mergers and acquisitions, a number of
negative states including distress, degraded job satisfaction, reduced
dedication to the organisation and low confidence may arise (Vakola et al.,
2004).
It is suggested by scholars that feelings and reactions towards
organisational change may be in a considerably severe form; it is even
found similar by scholars to the personal reactions towards disturbing
changes in life such as loss of a relative or sorrow (Grant, 1996).
As an example for this, Perlman and Takacs (1990) find the sorrow and
distress that a person experiences in the case of a death rather resembling
to the feelings that a person go through in case of an organisational change.
Furthermore, it is argued that there are several sensational phases that an
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individual can go through in the course of change including states of
balance, rejection, bargaining, resentment, despair, confusion,
acknowledgement, sincerity, willingness and repetition (Vakola et al.,
2004).
Bovey and Hede (2001) argue that these reactions toward change,
which may in some cases bear objection to change, are totally natural
because the change connotes to a movement from a known state towards
an unknown. In this respect, resistance to change is recognised and vastly
studied by academics in terms of a critical factor of success of failure
(Trader-Leigh, 2002).
According to Vakola et al. (2004), if most of the employees do not
believe that the organisation does generate encouraging schemes to
change, including the dedication of the senior management, appropriate
distribution of the company resources, awarding systems, guidance,
contribution in the decision making and execution processes, the success
of the organisational change becomes debatable (Vakola et al., 2004).
Methodology
This study adopts mixed methodologies both survey and interview
methods were used. Daly et al. (2003) argue that when analysing
organisational change and the complicated relationships among all
influencing elements, qualitative research methods including interviews
should be preferred. In this study, interview technique is used to identify
the organisational factors that forced Bloomberg to change. In this process,
preliminary interviews with two middle managers were carried out. The
questions in the interviews were prepared in open-ended style. In order to
identify the employees’ attitudes toward organisational change,
questionnaires were used. In the development of the questions in the
questionnaire, the factors identified in the interviews were used as well as
existing literature regarding attitudes to change. Dunham et al. (1989)
argue that attitude in the presence of change usually involves an
individual’s comprehension regarding change as well as his/her sensational
responses and behavioural inclinations towards change. Likewise, Elizur
and Guttman (1976) categorise people’s attitude towards organisational
change into three classes. The initial one is cognitive reactions, including
the individual’s thought about the results of the change such as its benefits
or shortcomings etc. The second class is affective reactions, including the
senses of being related to or content with or worried about the change. And
the last class is instrumental reactions, including the proceedings that have
already been performed or will be performed in the coming times in the
favour or opposite of change (Vakola et al., 2004).
The population of this study includes all employees of Bloomberg.
Since it is impossible to perform the interviews and questionnaire on the
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entire population, sampling method was applied. Among non-probability
sampling techniques, convenience sampling was employed in the first
place when identifying the interviewees. In selecting the interviewees, the
participants were chosen according to their closeness to the researcher. In
selecting the employees to participate the questionnaire, snowball
sampling was used.
Qualitative research methods require utilisation of interpretive
techniques in the analysis of study based on phenomenological philosophy.
Therefore, in this study, data collected through interviews were described
and then interpreted. The quantitative data provided by the surveys were
analysed with the SPSS statistical analysis programme.
Data Analysis
Demographic Characteristics of the Participants
Demographic Characteristics
Male
Female
Age
18-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
Occupation
Sales Associate
Data Analyst
Account Manager
Customer Service
Working Length for
Up to 1 Year
Bloomberg
1-2 Years
2-4 Years
More than 4 Years
Gender
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%
66
34
37
34
17
12
66
11
9
14
17
49
20
14

Questionnaire Analysis
Questions
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Reducing the
Strongly Agree
Number of
Agree
Employees
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Effect of
Strongly Agree
Changes
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Performance
Strongly Agree
Recognition
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Improved
Strongly Agree
Flexibility in
Agree
Decision
Neutral
Making
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Reduced
Strongly Agree
Number of the Agree
Employees in
Neutral
Teams
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Transparent
Strongly Agree
Business
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Success of
Yes
Changes
No
Implemented
Adaption to
Recent
Turmoil

%
3
20
49
14
14
3
17
37
29
14
12
14
46
11
17
29
34
14
14
9
31
26
29
8
6
37
29
11
14
9
6
11
37
23
23

Questions
Communication Strongly Agree
between the
Agree
Management
Neutral
and the
Disagree
Employees
Strongly
Disagree
Tension
Strongly Agree
between the
Agree
Management
Neutral
and the
Disagree
Employees
Strongly
Disagree
Improved
Strongly Agree
Motivation
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Improved
Strongly Agree
Commitment
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Training
Strongly Agree
Opportunities
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Top
Strongly Agree
Management
Agree
Commitment to Neutral
Changes
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree
Effect of Future Strongly Agree
of Changes on
Agree
the Bloomberg
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly
Disagree

40
60
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%
14
20
29
20
17
11
9
60
17
3
43
23
6
17
11
17
26
31
15
11
11
14
20
26
29
14
23
9
31
23
3
6
60
26
5

Interview Analysis
Interview analysis aimed to identify reasons for change, resistance from
the employees and outcomes of change in Bloomberg. With this aim in
mind, two interviews were conducted. The first interview is conducted
with relationship and sales manager in Bloomberg and has been working
for the company for about 6 months. The second interview is conducted
with relationship and sales manager however has been working for the
company over 10 years.
From the interviews it was identified that the business has significantly
reduced as the financial markets that Bloomberg heavily depends on have
been performing very poorly therefore the market players who are
Bloomberg’s main clients have suffered a lot and lost a lot of money and
some even went bankrupt.
From the interviews it was also identified that first, company has
introduced an additional performance related bonus, which is aimed to
increase the incentive of the employees to work harder and to seek more
opportunities in establishing new businesses. Furthermore, management
has started in filtering the sales people, they have forced the poor
performers to leave the company and only kept the top performers, who
got generously rewarded by previously mentioned bonus for their hard
work. The last change was that the sales teams became smaller.
Instead of having 20 people in the team, now each team has started to
employ 10-12 people. In addition in order to get more clients to at least
replace the lost ones the company has started to seriously consider the
marketing and sales campaigns.
From the interviews it was identified that the core idea was staying
competitive in this business turmoil. Indeed, it was expected that smaller
teams would allow the team members to communicate and work closer
with their manager as well as it would be much easier for the manager to
assess the performance of each team member. The main idea was for
everyone in the company to work closer with the management and for the
transparency to increase where everyone can see everything that you are
doing. It is expected that this strategy will improve the performance of the
employees and thus overall performance of the organisation. Therefore
strategy/ management re-structure, team restructuring, performance related
bonus restructuring were considered as key to stay competitive for
Bloomberg.
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In addition, higher bonuses paid to top performers and more training
introduced to make the employees more productive and more
knowledgeable. However, employees are enforced to absorb these changes
since the management had no other alternatives than implementing the
changes as the company was get into rather difficult situation due to lost
clients.
From the interviews it was also identified that the commitment of
leaders was very high as during that period. In fact, minor resistance were
in the place from the employees especially when management started to
ask poor performers to leave company. However, when staying employees
are encouraged as they are the top performers, potential resistance are
eliminated significantly. Indeed, change had an impact on especially
morale and motivation of the sales force since their colleagues are asked to
leave as well as they started to work under the new conditions. However,
change was quite effective as it increased the productivity of the company:
especially recently implemented bonus scheme help company to gain more
businesses than the competitors as the employees are more end-result
focus. But it is hard to judge whether the changes will work in the long run.
Discussion
It is found in this study that indecisiveness was the major problem
among the Bloomberg employees. Indeed, found proportions suggest that
majority of the Bloomberg employees were indecisive in terms of whether
Bloomberg has adopted the recent business turmoil well or not; whether
Bloomberg maintained its competitive position or not; whether
Bloomberg’s operations become more transparent or not; whether
communication is improved in Bloomberg or not; whether tension between
the management and employees increased or not; and whether recently
implemented changes were necessary or not. This indecisiveness among
the employees shows a communication problem between the management
and employees since the employees were not informed about the
happenings. This clearly created uncertainty among the employees about
the future of the company and future of themselves in the company since
this situation may make them feel that they will be the next to be get rid of
by the management. This may cause a de-motivation among the employees
and thus resistant among the employees may be increase. At this point, it
should also be noted that, explaining the necessities that underlie the
implemented changes to the employees is crucial for the company.
Improving communication, making employees informed, letting them
know about the issues and challenges would also be helpful for decreasing
the tension between the management and employees.
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It has been also found that there is a belief exists among the employees
of Bloomberg that there is no commitment of top management towards
change. This shows that employees only feel these changes are related to
recent economic downturn and nothing more. Considering earlier findings,
it may be said that since the employees were not informed by the
management, they cannot understand the ultimate reason behind the
implemented change. Although most of the employees were find as not
happy for the Bloomberg’s cost cutting strategies; most of them also found
as happy since they believe that still being employed means they are the
good performers of the company and this is recognised by the
management. As well as this, there is belief among the employees that
reduced number of team members improved the flexibility in decision
making and their performance is more recognisable by the management
since number of employees in teams is decreased.
It has been found that recently implemented bonus scheme helped to
improved employee motivation as well as helped business to gain more
clients in this business turmoil. The implemented bonus scheme also
improved the commitment of the employees to Bloomberg. Interestingly,
although interviewees mentioned about the improved training
opportunities, according to majority of the Bloomberg employees, training
opportunities in the company did not improve. And finally, it has been
found that implemented changes are not successful according to majority
of the Bloomberg’s employees.
For the change attempts in an organisation to be successful, an impetus
and urgency feeling should be created. This means, it is important that the
requirement for change is shared by all employees (Lewin, 1951).
However, it has been found in this study that employees of Bloomberg do
not believe that implemented changes were necessary. Therefore, this
shows that urgency feeling couldn’t be created in Bloomberg. In fact,
according to Lewin (1951), this step is a critical aspect in achieving
organisational change therefore a sensible provocation should be
performed at the beginning of organisational change for overcoming
contentment and self-decency (Lewin, 1951). Although Lewin’s
suggestion is surpassed by further studies, it is still accepted that generating
such a provocation helps destabilising the current situation and stimulating
people toward change. Considering the results of this study, it can be said
that before the implemented changes, employees were not informed by the
management, changes mostly forced by the management. As a result of
this situation it can be said that it is difficult for Bloomberg to establish a
requirement for change since a significant degree of discontent regarding
the existing conditions is present.
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Considering force accepted by one the interviewees as well as the result
of the questionnaire, leadership and management style of the Bloomberg
managers should be discussed as the next issue. When recalling the
literature, Marcouse et al. (2003), stated that management style is the
manner which manager adopts to handle their staff and has three forms,
which are democratic, oppressive and paternalistic. In this perspective they
stated that, managers in oppressive approach usually regard employees as
people who can be stimulated by merely money and therefore, they take on
devising the way every assignment should be performed and providing the
employees with the necessary instruments. This is based on the approach
of Taylor’s Instrumentality Theory.
However, democratic management depends on Herzberg’s enticements
or Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, preferring the employee participation in
decision-making. Therefore, employee suggestions and their involvement
in debates are important in this style.
On the other hand, paternalistic management implies that the managers
act like fathers and aims the best options for the employees. The
suggestions of the employees are considered, while the decision is taken
by the manager. The chosen management style significantly influences the
employee enthusiasm and productivity. Considering the result of this study
it can be said that management style of the Bloomberg overlaps the
category of first approach, oppressive, since management implemented
higher bonus scheme while expecting employees to adapt to change
without informing the necessities and needs.
Similarly, employees found as lack of belief towards the commitment
of top management. Considering that the role of the leader is to encourage
people to move from a condition to another one as well as proving the
change is feasible while guiding the way for achieving change
successfully, it can be said that top managers of Bloomberg need to show
a sign of commitment in order to expect employees to adopt implemented
changes (Elrod & Tippett, 2002). Indeed, employees are the critical factors
in this process. The organisational environment, which is intended to
change, is constituted with the aspects of the employees such as
knowledge, competences and enthusiasm. Thus, their comprehensions
regarding the level of suppleness that the organisation has for change and
the level of their own participations are significant in achieving change
effectively (Elrod & Tippett, 2002). Therefore, creating a sense of
willingness instead of unease regarding change as well as establishing and
revealing a favourable mental picture of the prospective state is very
important. In this articulation, the requirement for transformation, the
attributes of the changes that are intended and the aptitude of the
organisation to manage this process should be communicated (Smith,
2005). However, the results of this study showed that significant
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communication problems exist in the company. This problem should be
overcome by the management. In fact, Smith (2005) stated that the
conveyed statements should be sincere, real and rational in order to be
accepted. Moreover, the articulation of such issues and approaches should
be carried out in the beginning stages of change; actually, a considerable
time should be allowed between the communication and the start of
change. This is because; the trust, involvement, and enthusiasm of the
employees to get involved in the transformation can be ensured by
articulating the intended changes in the early stages or preferably before
the change process (Smith, 2005).
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THE EFFECT OF LEADER MEMBER EXCHANGE ON
ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT, JOB SATISFACTION AND JOB
PERFORMANCE
Süleyman Cem Bozdoğan* & Gülbahar Elibol
1. INTRODUCTION
Today's enterprises operating in an environment where competition is
incrementing and technological changes are gaining momentum depend on
their competency to maintain competitive advantage (Aslan & İnce, 2019).
Being able to gain a competitive advantage and acclimate to changes
around them will be possible through employees disposed to transform
businesses. Collaboration between people is consequential for achieving
organizational goals and for the organization to be productive and prolific.
Since the development of civilization, there is a need for leaders to achieve
this cooperation and achieve a goal quickly. Leaderless organizations are
no different than a mass of people. Leader- member interaction is obvious
that the quality relationship between the leader and his / her followers will
lead to the development of positive effects for the followers and the
organization. Employees expect leaders to respect them, consider their
welfare and appreciate their efforts as a result of these commitments.
The reciprocity of leaders and employees is the desired result of organ
izational support within organizations. For this reason, organizational
support is becoming an important concept for organizations that want to
maintain their internal and external dynamics. One of the results of quality
leading member interaction is job satisfaction. The nature of the interaction
between leader and member in the formation of job satisfaction can have a
profound effect on employees' attitudes towards work, resulting in job
satisfaction or dissatisfaction (Rasouli & Haghtaali, 2009). The high
interaction between leader and follower suggests a mutual exchange of
labor, support and resources between both parties. In organizations where
leader- member interaction is high, leaders engage in practices such as
giving employees additional responsibilities and large rewards. Employees
who align with their leaders feel the support of their managers and increase
their business performance levels by taking on more challenging tasks
(Schyns, Paul, Mohr, & Blank, 2005). In other words, employees who
establish quality leader- member interaction are expected to perform highly
Öğr. Gör. Dr., Osmaniye Korkut Ata Üniversitesi, Bahçe Meslek Yüksekokulu,
cembozdogan@osmaniye.edu.tr
 (Yüksek Lisans Öğrencisi); Korkutata Üniversitesi
*
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under the influence of their authority and responsibility. Based on this
assumption, the purpose of this study is to demonstrate the impact of
interaction between leader and member on organizational support, job
satisfaction and job performance.
2. LITERATURE OVERVIEW
2.1. Leader-Member Interaction
The idea of leader-member interaction is rooted in the principle of
'reciprocity' by Gouldner (1960). Blau (1964) suggests that leader-member
interaction evolved from "social exchange". Liden, Sparrowe, and Wayne
(1997) define leader-member interaction as the quality of interaction
between subordinates and superiors. Due to its relevance for the mutual
relationship between leader and follower, leader-member interaction
theory holds a unique position among the theories of leadership. The theory
of interaction between leaders and followers focuses on the relationship
between leaders and followers, how they affect each other in an
organization and their interdependence (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995b).
The theory of leader- member interactions was originally presented as
the idea of a vertical binary relationship (Graen & Uhl-Bien, 1995b). His
current work on leader- member interaction is mainly based on social
communication theory (Dulebohn, Bommer, Liden, Brouer, & Ferris,
2012). Leader- member interaction occurs as a result of a series of
relationships between superiors and subordinates. Superiors and
subordinates have expectations about what they can get from each other
and what they should give in return. Meeting mutual expectations
effectively enables high-quality communication partnerships between the
two sides (Wang, Le Blanc, Demerouti, Lu, & Jiang, 2019). Followers are
seen as active players who see leaders as resources in this process and thus
give the leader authority to achieve goals that benefit the leader (Hollander,
1992). Bilateral relations proposed by leader member interaction differ in
quality and are defined as high-quality or low-quality relationships.
Subordinate members of these relationships are referred to as in-group or
out-group members in high or low-quality relationships, respectively
(Dansereau Jr, Graen, & Haga, 1975). High-quality bilateral relations are
characterized by regular exchange of valuable resources and participation
in activities beyond official requirements, whereas low-quality bilateral
relations are focused more on formal business relationships (Liden &
Maslyn, 1998). Leader- member interaction is also the key to effective
leadership, not the characteristics or behaviors of an individual leader, but
the effectiveness of relationships between the leader and his or her
followers (Haslam & Platow, 2001).
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2.2. Perceived Organizational Support
Perceived organizational support is a concept created to measure
employee commitment as well as the value of the organization's
contributions shows the well-being it cares about (Eisenberger,
Huntington, Hutchison, & Sowa, 1986). Organizational support theory
assumes that employees develop a perception of the extent to which the
organization values their contributions and cares about their benefits in
order to meet socio-emotional needs and determine the organization's
readiness to reward increased business efforts (Aslan, 2019b; Eisenberger,
Cummings, Armeli, & Lynch, 1997).
Rhoades, Eisenberger, and Armeli (2001) based their view of
organizational support on how much organizations with workers are
involved in them and how they fulfill the socio-emotional needs of
companies. They claimed that their beliefs and attitudes were formed in
accordance with those principles. According to this perception, employees
will react positively or negatively to the extent that they appreciate the
contributions of the organization (Eisenberger, Fasolo, & Davis-LaMastro,
1990). Employees who perceive organizational support will feel compelled
to respond with increased effort, loyalty and citizenship behaviors (Shore
& Wayne, 1993).
Researchers are increasingly interested in the role of change processes
in organizations (Rousseau, 1990; Rousseau & McLean Parks, 1993).
Underlying much of the research in this field is the fundamental theory of
social exchange. As described by Blau (1964), social changes require
ambiguous obligations; when a person does another good, there is an
expectation of a return in the future, although it is often uncertain exactly
when and in what form it will occur. Gouldner (1960) states that the basis
for employees with a perception of organizational support to show
appropriate workplace behavior is the principle of reciprocity. Over time,
employees take a long-term approach to social change relationships at
work, with the pattern of reciprocity determining the perceived balance in
exchanges (Rousseau, 1989). In recent years, two types of social change
have been studied. First, changes between employee and organization are
called perceived organizational support (Eisenberger et al., 1986). The
second is changes between leaders and followers, called leader-member
interaction. (Graen & Scandura, 1987).

2.3. Job Satisfaction
Job satisfaction can be defined as positive, negative or neutral feelings
arising from job valuation. Brief (1998) describes job satisfaction as an
internal condition that is evaluated emotionally or cognitively with a
positive or negative degree of work. Edwards, Bell, Arthur, and Decuir
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(2008) express job satisfaction as an assessment of the degree of
satisfaction that an employee obtained from employment and was
composed of emotional and cognitive components. Aamodt (2012)
describes job satisfaction as an employee's approach to work. While Weiss
(2002) characterizes job satisfaction as a positive or negative assessment
of a person's work or business status, McKenna (2000) declare that job
satisfaction is compatible with the results of personal goals at work can
contribute to the satisfaction of the work. Otherwise, job dissatisfaction
may arise if individuals feel that they work hard but do not receive a fair
reward. An employee who is extremely satisfied with the job will have job
satisfaction, while a frustrated employee will have job dissatisfaction. The
concept of job satisfaction is very broad because employees find very
different situations rewarding, complementary, satisfying or unsatisfactory
and frustrating (Churchill Jr, Ford, & Walker Jr, 1974; Snipes, Oswald,
LaTour, & Armenakis, 2005). Snipes, Thomson, and Oswald (2006) argue
that job satisfaction is made up of a number of different aspects, including
management, business, wages, progress opportunities, colleagues and
customers. Job satisfaction is an attitude a person has about his work. Job
satisfaction attitudes can be learned and change behavior (Khandelwal,
2003). Job satisfaction attitudes have three dimensions: cognitive,
emotional and behavioral. Cognitive attitudes include opinions and beliefs,
emotional attitudes include feelings and sensitivity, and behavioral
attitudes include behavior intention in a particular way (Robbins & Judge,
2007). Moreover, in a study by Kırpık and Akdemir (2018), it was stated
that increasing job satisfaction and job performance will increase the
success of organizations.
2.4. Business Performance
Business performance has always been an important issue for managers
in organizations (Kelidbari, Dizgah, & Yusefi, 2011). Wu and Lee (2011)
defined job performance as the overall performance of employees who
strive for the execution of planned results and tasks within the
organization's policies and time constraints. Likewise, Liao, Lu, Huang,
and Chiang (2012) show job performance as a benchmark for promotion,
dismissal, bonuses, fines, assessments, and pay changes. Business
performance is an important touchstone of an organization; therefore,
organizations must critically examine the underlying factors to achieve
high performance (Abbas & Yaqoob, 2009). Ahmad and Shahzad (2011)
also argue that the factors that influence workers 'performance are the
general belief in employees' actions and their commitment to the growth
of the company. Job performance consists of actions that are important to
the company's priorities in the employment of employees (Campbell,
McCloy, Oppler, & Sager, 1993). Muchinsky (1993) describes job
performance as a combination of employee attitudes, indicating that
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performance at employee level and associated with organizational
expectations can be evaluated. Therefore, the effectiveness of
organizations depends on business performance. In order to improve
business performance, employees need to be properly motivated and thus
productivity and corporate productivity to be increased (Ahmad &
Shahzad, 2011).
3. RELATIONS BETWEEN VARIABLES AND HYPOTHESES
3.1. Leader-Member Interaction and Organizational Support
In the leadership-member interaction, it strives to guide and reward its
leader- followers and reward their efforts, and these guidance and awards
contribute greatly to the organizational support that the follower perceives
in the institution (Wayne, Shore, & Liden, 1997). As a result of numerous
studies, it was found that the leader-member interaction positively affected
organizational support. (Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002; Rhoades et al.,
2001; Wayne et al., 1997). In light of these findings, the following
hypothesis has been established for the relationship between leadermember interaction and perceived organizational support.;
H1: Leader-member interaction significantly affects perceived
organizational support in a positive way.
3.2. Leader-Member Interaction and Job Satisfaction
Leader-member interaction literature shows that high-quality leadermember interaction can affect job satisfaction (Scandura & Graen, 1984;
Sparrowe, 1994). According to the findings of Stringer (2006) leader
member interaction has a positive impact not only on the job satisfaction
of followers but also on other outcomes of the organization. A metaanalysis by Gerstner and Day (1997) showed that leader- member
interaction relationships were significantly associated with higher levels of
job satisfaction. In the light of these findings, the following hypothesis has
been formed regarding the relationship between leader member interaction
and perceived organizational support;
H2: Leader- member interaction significantly affects job satisfaction in
a positive way.
3.3. Organizational Support and Work Performance
In the literature, there is a widespread consensus that business
performance is influenced by leader- member interaction in a variety of
ways. Many researchers see leader-member interaction as a precursor to
organizational performance (Bauer & Green, 1996; Dansereau Jr et al.,
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1975; Liden & Graen, 1980; Liden, Wayne, & Stilwell, 1993; Scandura &
Graen, 1984; Scandura, Graen, & Novak, 1986; Wayne & Ferris, 1990).
Some researchers also consider performance to be a result of leadermember interaction (Bauer, Erdogan, Liden, & Wayne, 2006; DelVecchio,
1998; Walumbwa, Mayer, et al., 2011; Z Zhang, Wang, & Shi, 2012). From
this perspective, a high-quality relationship gives the member more
opportunities to get support from the leader, turning to the member as using
job resources, better assignments, more feedback multiplication,
incentives, more rewards and career opportunities (Graen & Uhl-Bien,
1995a).
Leader-member interaction can facilitate voluntary learning behavior
and improve job performance by encouraging feedback behavior (Moss,
Sanchez, Brumbaugh, & Borkowski, 2009). In light of these findings, the
following hypothesis has been established for the relationship between
leader-member interaction and perceived organizational support.;
H3: Leader-member interaction significantly affects performance in a
positive way.
4. METHOD
This study, which is aimed at determining the perceived organizational
support, employee performance and job satisfaction of leader-member
interaction, primarily includes sample and scale information. Then,
analysis of the model was made based on the data obtained from the
sample. In this context, factor analyses were carried out and correlations
between variables were determined and structural equality model and
goodness of fit tests were conducted on the existing model. When
conducting goodness of fit tests, inter-variable regression analysis results
and hypothesis test results are also presented.
Within the scope of the research, the model shown in Figure 1 was
created in order to reveal inter-variable relationships.
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Figure 1. Model Of Research

4.1. Universe and Sample
Banks operating in Kahramanmaraş constitute the universe of this
research. Simple random sampling method was used to determine the
sample. A survey was planned for 200 people from 10 banks, employees
who were randomly selected due to time and cost constraints. Of the
surveys conducted, 32 polls were unanswered, while 8 polls were
incomplete. Therefore, the sample of the study was determined as 160. 62
of the participants in the study were women and 98 were men. 105 of the
participants are married and 55 are single. 51 of the participants were aged
18-30, 89 were aged 31-40 and 19 were aged 41-50 and 1 was aged 51 and
over. Of the participants, 15 are high school graduates, 17 are associate
graduates, 101 are bachelor's and 23 are master's and 4 are doctoral
graduates. 62 of the participants work in operations, 48 in SME’s and 50
in individual departments. Of the participants, 8 were senior managers, 50
were mid-level managers, 32 were lower-level managers and 70 were civil
servants. 10 of the participants have less than 1 year, 32 have 1-3 years, 46
have 4-6 years, 34 have 7-9 years and 38 have 10 years or more experience
working in the firm.
4.2. Scales
Leader-Member Interaction Scale: The scale was developed by
Liden and Maslyn (1998) and its Turkish validity was made by Baş,
Keskın, and Mert (2010). The scale consists of four dimensions: Impact (3
expressions), loyalty (3 expressions), contribution (3 expressions) and
professional respect (3 expressions) and a total of 12 expressions. In this
study, the cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient of the scale was
determined as 0.96.
Organizational Support Scale: Developed by Rhoades et al. (2001)
the short version of the scale consists of five propositions was used and
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Turkish validity was made by Çınar (2013). In this study, the cronbach
Alpha reliability coefficient of the scale was determined as 0.96.
Employee Performance Scale: Sigler and Pearson (2000) adapted the
scale from the work of Kirkman and Rosen (1999) consisting of one
dimension and four expressions. Turkish adaptation of the scale made by
Çöl (2008). In this study, the cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient of the
scale was determined as 0.96.
Job Satisfaction Scale: The scale used in this study was taken from
Chen, Ku, Shyr, Chen, and Chou (2009) study and its Turkish validity was
made by Çelik and Turunç (2010). The scale consists of one dimension
and 5 expressions. In this study, the cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient
of the scale was determined as 0.96.
Research data has been analyzed with SPSS and Amos package
programs. Confirmatory factor analyses are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Goodness of Fit Scales
Goodness of χ2
Fit Values

df

CMIN
/DF

SRM
R

IFI

CFI

TLI

RMSEA

1. LMX

88.77

46

1.930

.008

.961

.961

.944

.076

2. POS

8.88

3

2.961

.017

.988

.988

.960

.078

3. WP

1.920

1

1.920

.001

.999

.999

.998

.036

4. JS

4.278

3

1.426

.039

.996

.996

.986

.039

As a result of the DFA, it appears that the scales provide goodness of fit
values and adapt well (Gürbüz & Şahin, 2016; Yıldız & Aslan, 2019).
Averages, standard deviations and correlation values for variables are
given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics and correlation coefficients
Ort.

SE.

Skew

Kurtosis

1

2

3

1. LMX

3.79

.71

-.63

-.13

(.94)

2 POS

3.76

.89

-1.04

.90

.499**

(.95)

3. WP

4.07

.75

-1.10

1.88

.338**

.122**

(.92)

3. JS

3.76

.83

-.78

.37

.393**

.573**

.178**

4

(.92)

**p<.001, n= 160, the values given in parentheses are Cronbach alpha
values.
When descriptive statistics of research variables are evaluated, it is
observed that participants' LMX, perceived organizational support,
employee performance and job satisfaction levels were moderate. In
addition, when Table 2 is examined, positive and meaningful relationships
are observed between variables.
In the second stage, the structural model for the research model was
established and the values of goodness of fit was tested with the Amos
package program. Structural equality model are given in Figure 2,
goodness of fit values are given in Table 3 and regression weights are given
in Table 4.
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Figure 2. Structural Equality Model

Table 3. Structural Model of Goodness of Fit Values
Goodness of Fit
Values

Structural
Modal

χ2

df

522.614 286

CMIN/DF CFI
≤5
≥0,90

1.827

505

0.91

TLI
≥0,90

RMSEA
≤0,08

0.91

0.072

As can be seen in Table 3, the structural equality model established to
test the research hypotheses provides acceptable goodness of fit values,
and the modal’s goodness of fit values are satisfactory (Yıldız & Aslan,
2019).

Table 4. Structural Model Regression Weights
Tested Path

Estimate

Std.
Error

Critical
Ratio

P

LMX
--->

POS

0,570

0,147

4,773

***

LMX

--->

WP

0,376

0,128

3,650

***

LMX

--->

JS

0,510

0,166

3,911

***

5. RESULT AND RECOMMENDATION
In order to determine the role of leader-member interaction on
perceived organizational support, employee performance and job
satisfaction, data collected through the survey was analyzed in this research
conducted in the bank sector in Kahramanmaraş province.
As a result of the analysis, it was determined that the leader- member
interaction positively affected the perceived organizational support. This
finding was made to determine the effect of leader-member interaction on
perceived organizational support consistent with the following research
results (Rhoades & Eisenberger, 2002; Rhoades et al., 2001; Wayne et al.,
1997). This finding suggests that leader-member interaction increases
perceived organizational support
As a result of the analysis, it was determined that the leader- member
interaction had a positive effect on the work performance. This finding was
made to determine the effect of leader- member interaction on study
performance (Aslan, 2019a; Bauer et al., 2006; Bauer & Green, 1996;
Dansereau Jr et al., 1975; DelVecchio, 1998; Liden & Graen, 1980; Liden
et al., 1993; Scandura & Graen, 1984; Scandura et al., 1986; Walumbwa,
Mayer, et al., 2011; Wayne & Ferris, 1990; Z Zhang et al., 2012) consistent
with the other research results. This finding suggests that leader- member
interaction improves work performance.
As a result of the analysis, it was determined that leader- member
interaction had a positive effect on job satisfaction. This finding was made
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to determine the effect of leader - member interaction on job satisfaction
(Gerstner & Day, 1997; Scandura & Graen, 1984; Sparrowe, 1994;
Stringer, 2006) consistent with the other research results. This finding
suggests that leader- member interaction increases job satisfaction. In the
study by Kirpik (2020), it was stated that the leadership that affects the job
satisfaction of the employees is transformational leadership and only
"mental incentive" in the dimensions of transformational leadership.
Therefore, in future studies, the issues of transformational leadership's
member interaction and organizational gains can be examined in leadermember interaction However, all the findings should be evaluated within
the framework of the selected sample, preferred survey method, crosssectional research limitations.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF THE FACTORS THAT
DETERMINE INNOVATION*
Şenay Saraç**
Introduction
Innovation means creating economic benefits by introducing new
products and production processes or improving the existing ones. This
study, which was prepared based on the fact that countries have to turn new
ideas into technical and commercial success in order to increase and sustain
their economic growth and competitiveness, theoretically investigates
what the determinants of innovation are.
The prerequisite for designing effective policies to have a positive
impact on a country's technological innovation performance is to try to
understand what factors determine innovation. There are many arguments
and alternative literature derived from what these factors are. Under this
heading, these variables were tried to be placed in an appropriate
theoretical framework based on empirical studies and an overview of the
differentiation of the ways these factors affect innovation in developed and
developing countries was tried to be presented.
1. Factors Determining Innovation
Theoretical and empirical literature reveals that there is a variety of
factors that determine the speed and mechanisms of innovation. In this
context, in this part of the study, how the groups of countries with different
levels of development realize innovation production, and, in particular,
how they reveal the knowledge required for innovation was explored. In
this context, firstly, the human capital, which means the internal efforts of
the countries, and the theoretical background of these variables, based on
the fact that countries have revealed them as a result of R&D investments,
were examined. The theoretical origins of the stock of knowledge go back
to Arrow (1962). Therefore, in the study, firstly, the model based on
learning-by-doing by Arrow was introduced, then, human capital and R&D
models, which were developed by adding to this model were examined.
Secondly, along with factors such as learning by doing, human capital and
R&D, it was determined -for developed and developing countries- that
innovation production depends on factors such as the income level of the
country, foreign investments, openness, and intellectual property rights. In
this context, the theoretical background of these factors, which reveal the
importance of innovation and determine innovation, was established under
this heading.
*

This study was produced from the author's doctoral thesis titled “Determinants of
Innovation: An Empirical Analysis For Developed and Developing Countries” prepared at
Bülent Ecevit University, Institute of Social Sciences.
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1.1. Learning/Learning by Doing
The growth model based on learning-by-doing was developed by
Arrow (1962). Arrow (1962:155) argued that in some sectors, a decrease
in costs over time, an increase in quality, and the acceleration of production
depended on learning by doing. Because as the work is being done, people
learn better, their skills increase and they develop new techniques. The new
techniques that emerge as a result of the knowledge and skills gained while
doing the work are innovation. However, in the learning-by-doing model,
the information has the property of non-excludability, and it can be used
without paying any price.
Romer (1986) and Lucas (1988), who were influenced by the work of
Arrow (1962), which mentions the importance of learning by doing in the
skill-knowledge acquisition and specialization process, have an important
place in the literature. Romer (1986:1003) established the Endogenous
Technological Change model based on Arrow. By adding the stock of
knowledge to the production function as input, he assumed that the
information showed increased marginal productivity. In this context, he
suggested that the long-term growth rate will increase compared to the
models under the assumption of diminishing returns, and stated that
increasing returns in the economy may occur based on specialization. In
his study, Lucas (1988:27) emphasized that human capital accumulation
can also increase through learning by doing. In other words, along with
training, learning-by-doing is also important in specialized human capital
accumulation. In Lucas's (1988:28) model, for the sake of simplicity, it is
assumed that all human capital emerges through learning, and two different
consumer goods are produced:

Ci (t )  hi (t )u i (t ) N (t )

(1)

i  1,2,… hi , is human capital specialized to the production of good i,

ui

is the fraction of the (unskilled) workforce devoted to producing good
i, and N is other production factors. Thanks to learning by doing, unskilled
labor in

ui

will transform into specialized human capital

( hˆ )
stock of human capital i will increase.

hi (t )  hi (t ) i ui (t )

( hi )

, so total

(2)

 , is the coefficient that shows the rate of acquiring knowledge-skill as a
i

result of learning by doing. The higher the
is, the higher the human
capital accumulation rate will be. According to Lucas (1988: 28),
accumulation of human capital will increase faster as learning-by-doing in
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high-tech goods will be faster. The law of diminishing returns does not
apply in the production of consumer goods presented in the Equation (2.6).
Because each product starts a new learning-by-doing process and the skills
previously acquired are in a way used in this new production of goods.
Touching on the effects of learning-by-doing on human capital in the
process of innovation, the works of Arrow and Lucas also led the
discussion of innovation and technological skills. Technological skill
means the effective use of technological knowledge in the fields of
engineering and production in order to keep up with the pace of increasing
price and quality competition (Kim, 2000:12). Technological skill
acquisition differs for developed and developing countries. In developed
countries where fixed capital investments are high, the phenomenon of
learning-by-doing is more common than developing countries. However,
for developing countries that transfer technological knowledge from
developed countries, ensuring the transformation of the information
obtained into innovation depends on developing the concept of learningby-doing by increasing fixed capital investments in their countries.
Therefore, the phenomenon of learning-by-doing is more important for
developing countries in acquiring technological skills. Because, in
developed countries, technological skills depend on “learning-in-research”
by expanding the technological boundaries, rather than learning-by-doing.
In other words, such a technological-skill based on learning-by-doing,
which is more common in developing countries, gives them a chance to
adapt to and use changing technologies.
The information acquired through the learning-by-doing process
happens in two stages as copying and creativity, and the acquisition of
information differs in each stage. For example, information can be
obtained easily at the stage of copying the current technology, and its
transformation into innovation can be fast. Whereas the stage of creativity,
in other words, the creation of information and its use in the production of
competitive goods and services is quite difficult. The degree of difficulty
changes depending on the previous knowledge and the labor expended.
Therefore, the learning process is influenced by absorptive capacity, which
has two important elements such as the current knowledge base and the
intensity of efforts (Kim, 2000:13). As information affects the learning
process today and the nature of learning to improve the information that
will increase tomorrow, the existing knowledge base serves as a
fundamental building block in technological learning.
1.2. Human Capital
Lucas is the first economist who argues that the alternative source of
sustainable economic growth may also be the accumulation of human
capital (London et al., 2008: 2). Lucas used the studies of Schultz (1963)
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and Becker (1964) for the concept of human capital he used in his study in
1988. While trying to explain the economic growth process with human
capital, which is an endogenous variable, he developed a model that
emphasizes human capital accumulation through education as well as
learning-by-doing. The Lucas (1988:15) model emphasizes that economic
growth depends on the educational level of human capital and reveals the
importance of educated-qualified human capital in growth. He states that
human capital, which claims that the decisions made by individuals to
increase their knowledge increase productivity, explains the economic
growth process better.
In the aforementioned model, individuals use their time in two ways:
working and training. Therefore, in the model, it is assumed that if
individuals devote u of their time to work, they allocate the remaining
1  u time for training (Lucas, 1988: 17). Human capital accumulation
occurs because individuals prefer to get training rather than work. In this
case, the human capital increase rate is directly proportional to the time
spent on training, (1  u ) , and g is a parameter that shows the
effectiveness of the training period ( g  0) :

ht
 g (1  u t )
ht

(3)

In the Lucas model, the relationship between the time devoted to human
capital accumulation and the level of human capital exchange is linear,
which shows that as time devoted to education increases, human capital
accumulation also increases. Thus, human capital accumulation is not

u

subject to decreasing efficiencies. In the case that t =1 , employees will
not have free time to improve their skills and human capital accumulation
will be zero, because the entire time will be used only for work (Lucas,
1988:19).
As a result of the training, the qualities of the human capital increase,
and this enables a fixed return to emerge according to the increasing quality
of human capital. In other words, the change in the quality of human capital
is determined within the model and economic growth can increase
endogenously, depending on the development in the quality of human
capital. On the other hand, the ratio of human capital and physical capital
is equal to the marginal physical ratio of capital. However, according to
Lucas (1988), the marginal product of capital actually increases with the
increase in human capital. Therefore, the growth rate of developed
countries, which allocate more shares to education expenditures, will be
faster than developing countries; in this case, convergence between
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countries will not be possible (Kibritçioğlu, 1998:222). Therefore, human
capital can both develop itself through training and cause externalities.
Therefore, the government will be able to accelerate the innovative process
and ultimately growth by following policies that will enable individuals to
gain skills. Similar to Lucas (1988), Rebelo (1991) also made analyses by
comparing the ratio of physical capital to human capital in the economy.
Rebelo (1991) conducted studies that endogenize human capital,
emphasizing that when the human capital ratio increases, in other words,
when the physical capital to human capital ratio decreases, growth will
increase.
From a different perspective, the literature of the national innovation
system also achieves very similar results. Here, the education system is
seen as part of the set of organizations and institutions that make up the
national innovation system (Soete et al., 2009:17). Developed countries
and less developed countries differ greatly in terms of the average literacy
level of their populations. Underdeveloped countries are mainly
characterized by a low level of participation in higher education, and in
addition, the highly skilled individuals of these countries leave there to
have better personal opportunities.
In this day and age, when the human capital levels of developed and
developing countries are compared, there is no undeveloped country with
a high human capital or a developed country with a low human capital
(Üstün, 2002:243). In a sense, this situation shows that one of the factors
behind the successful growth performance of developed countries is the
human capital level. On the other hand, the demand for qualified human
capital is rapidly increasing in the new, knowledge-based economy era.
This is why many developed and developing countries have increased their
education/training expenditures in order to improve their human capital
and thereby catch up with the innovation process. As a result, as Lucas
(1988) stated, the importance of human capital investments in the
innovation process is evident through its private returns and the
externalities it causes.
1.3. Research and Development Activities
Romer's work in 1990 added a new dimension to growth theories by
addressing the importance of R&D in the economic growth process and
indirectly in the innovation process. Romer (1990: 72) established an
endogenous growth model in its model based on the endogenous
technological development created by R&D and human capital. The fact
that technology is endogenous is an indication that it has emerged as a
result of their efforts. Technological development is the result of
entrepreneurs using this new knowledge in the production of new goods.
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In this model, technological development encourages capital accumulation
and this increases the output per work-force.
According to Romer (1990:71), technology is neither a traditional or
public good, but a non-rival and partially excludable good. Thanks to the
power provided by the technologies they have developed, firms operate
under the conditions of perfect competition, transforming from the weak
price-taker position to the companies with partial technological-monopoly
in the monopolistic competitive market. The fact that technology is partly
a public good stem from the fact that the information produced reaches
other companies through externalities. As Romer (1990: 74) put it: Since
it is impossible to patent and store information perfectly, once the
information surface, this will create positive externalities on the production
possibilities of other companies. The fact that the information is a partially
excludable property means that the first person who reveals the
information is paid through the patent system since the cost only occurs
during the production of the information (Jones, 1998:75). The degree of
exclusion is determined by the price the user will pay. Therefore, the fact
that in the Romer model there is a factor that is not subject to competition
and is partially excludable, it shows that instead of traditional neoclassical
models that accept the validity of perfect competition market, monopolistic
competition market is valid. Because the company that incurred the first
cost determines its price above the marginal cost in order to get the return
on its investment. Otherwise, it will not be in an innovation effort. This is
called avoiding perfect competition.
In the model of Romer (1990), human capital is an "exogenous" factor
and is a subject of competition. In this sense, human capital is only under
the disposal of the firm that owns it and cannot be in many sectors at the
same time. At the same time, human capital is not an element that can be
accumulated unlimitedly, like knowledge. It disappears in case of the death
of the individual. According to Romer, new technology, which means new
information or new-design, is produced by human capital. Due to the
access to information even if limited, the growth potential becomes
unlimited, and thanks to the productivity of the information, instead of "the
law of constant returns", "the law of increasing returns" prevails. There are
four types of inputs in the Romer (1990:78-79) model: (i) physical capital
(K), (ii) human capital (H), (iii) unskilled workforce (L) and (iv) stock of
information or technology index (A). Another assumption is that the
economy consists of three sectors: R&D, the intermediate goods sector,
and the manufacturing sector. While the production function for the
manufacturing sector is;

Y  f ( H y , Ly , K y , A)

(4)

the production function for the R&D sector is;
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A  f ( H A , LA , K A , A)
(5)
H
,
L
While
,and K can be used in only one sector at a time, A input can
be used in both sectors at the same time. The R&D sector uses existing
information stock and human capital to produce new information. The
manufacturing sector produces final goods using labor, human capital, and
durable input from the intermediate sector. Romer (1990) argues that
positive externalities that lead to increased returns in the economy stem
from R&D activities. The growth model developed by Romer does not
accept the perfect competition and scale-based constant returns
assumptions of the neoclassical approach. Knowledge is the basic dynamic
behind long-term growth.
There are many empirical studies that have recently analyzed the
relationship between R&D and innovation. For example, Griffith,
Redding, & Reenen (2002) conducted a study involving 12 OECD
countries in the 1970-1992 period. The authors concluded that R&D affects
innovation directly and technology transfer indirectly, and that R&D plays
an important role in the convergence of the total factor productivity levels
of OECD countries. Zachariades (2003) examined the relationship between
R&D intensity, patents, and increased productivity, using data from 19631988 period. While R&D intensity affects patent rates positively, the patent
rate has a positive effect on technological development. Thus, there is a
one-to-one relationship between technological development and output
growth per employee. He also compared the effects of R&D in total and
manufacturing output and found that the impact of R&D is much greater
on the total economy compared to the manufacturing sector. R&D
spending is important not only to reveal new information but also in the
technological ability acquisition stage such as effective use, adaptation,
and development of existing or imported technology (Cohen & Levinthal,
1989: 581). Therefore, R&D expenditures are of great importance not only
for developed countries but also for developing countries.
In general, this framework reveals that the level of realized innovation
across the economy depends on the degree to which private R&D is fueled
by innovation-based domestic competition (Furman et al., 2002: 902). The
common innovation infrastructure includes a country’s overall science and
technology policy environment, the mechanisms in place for supporting
basic research and higher education, and the cumulative stock of
technological knowledge upon which new ideas are developed and
commercialized (Furman et al., 2002: 901). More importantly, while today,
developed countries are able to develop new technologies as a result of
their R&D investments, transform these technologies into processes and
product innovations, and reveal these as integrated sequential processes,
the developing countries have a weak integration of these processes.
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Developing countries should allocate resources to R&D to develop and
produce new technologies in order to be at the upper echelon of the
competition like developed countries. The likelihood of this depends on
the level of R&D activities and technological infrastructure, including
technological skills (Soyak,1995). However, in developing countries,
technological development is provided through information-technology
transfer due to insufficient technological infrastructure, lack of scientific
knowledge, lack of qualified workforce, etc. rather than basic scientific
research. Considering that technological knowledge is mostly embedded
in capital goods, developing countries can achieve technological gains by
importing and/or imitating these technologies from developed countries.
As a result, Romer's model has contributed to the literature in many
ways and has brought important innovations. From this point of view, the
efficiency ratio in R&D directly affects the innovation process and it is
generally accepted that R&D is the most important factor for innovation
production today. Therefore, the expenditures to be allocated for the R&D
sector, the incentives provided, and the human capital, as in Romer's
model, cause an increase in productivity in this sector and indirectly affect
the innovation process. This is also an indicator that R&D spending is an
important policy tool that determines innovation and should be regarded
by the government.
1.4. Level of Demand
What is meant by the level of demand is whether the resulting
innovative product can find buyers and whether the current demand in the
market can lead to innovative developments. However, up until now, the
role of demand factors has hardly been taken into account in the theoretical
analysis of innovation. Economic theory is more concerned with supply
variables that encourage innovation production. The main reason for this
is that the technology-driven innovation model, explained in the first
chapter and claims that the innovation process stems from an exogenous
advancement of scientific and technological knowledge, has an important
place in the literature. In the mentioned model, analyses are made without
taking market conditions into account, as if there is no relationship between
innovation and demand. Therefore, the market is perceived as if it can
easily absorb all emerging innovations. The market-driven innovation
models, which came on the agenda with the 1970s, underlined the
importance of market demand and marketing.
It is possible to find the theoretical foundations of the demand level in
foreign trade models. After the Second World War, economists developed
trade models as an alternative to the Heckscher-Ohlin model. According to
the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem, each country will export products based on
abundant and cheap production factors, while products based on scarce and
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expensive production factors will be imported. Some of the basic
assumptions of this theorem are that the level of technology is constant for
each product and country, and in every country, besides technology, tastes
and preferences are the same (Jones, 2006: 92). More modern models have
emerged due to some shortcomings in the theory's assumptions. In modern
models, the concept of competitiveness comes to the fore and is subject to
various definitions according to the research subject. For example, when
competitiveness is analyzed macroeconomically, foreign exchange parities
come to the forefront, while economic growth and development
approaches focus on innovation and technology (Ünlükaplan, 2009).
Based on a number of shortcomings of the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem,
the economist Staffan B. Linder developed the "preference similarity"
hypothesis in 1961 focusing on the trade of non-homogeneous industrial
products. This hypothesis is also called “income theory” or “overlapping
demands” in the literature (Atik, 2006:34).
Another assumption of Linder's theorem is that primitive commodity
trade between countries can be determined by the factor endowment, but
the same is not true for industrial goods production. Another economist
who touched on the importance of the industrial sector in the innovation
process is Nicholas Kaldor. Kaldor (1968:387) stated that positive
externalities emerged in the industrial sector and these positive
externalities accelerated economic growth by increasing productivity in
other sectors. He also stated that industrial production growth will only
increase with foreign demand, in other words, with exports, which has a
high growth rate. The industrial sector is in a position to supply and
demand intermediate input to and from other sectors of the economy, both
due to its connection with other sectors and its sub-sector range. In
addition, with the added value created in terms of the emergence of hightech products, it shows the feature of being the key sector of economic
growth (Arısoy, 2008:4).
Therefore, the findings obtained as a result of the technological
classification of the export structure of the industrial sector reflect the
technological depth of the relevant country's industry and its international
competitiveness and long-term growth profile (Soyak, 2005:67).
Consequently, the importance of the Linder theorem, which considers the
industrial goods sector as the leading sector, in the innovation-production
process stems from the emphasis on three points: (i) the emergence of
innovations is determined by the income level of domestic demand, (ii)
production of high-tech intensive goods that requires deep technical
knowledge and research is more likely to happen in highincome/relatively-rich countries, (iii) these goods with higher added value
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will increase the income level of the country by being subject to foreign
trade - increasing returns by scale.
In the world, especially in the structure of the manufacturing industries,
there is a change from raw material-based industries to high-tech sectors
and machinery industries (DPT, 2000:66). When we look at the economic
developments in the world, we see that countries that can produce
technology-intensive products create more added value, have higher
exports, and thus higher income levels (UN, 2005:36).
Another study presenting the relationship between the demand structure
and the direction and rate of technological change was carried out by
Schmookler (1966). According to this author, technological change does
not occur with scientific inventions, but with the need for a special
invention. However, scientific knowledge is still important, because the
concept Schmookler calls innovative potential defines which invention
market forces will actually choose (Schmookler, 1966:114). Therefore,
innovative activities stem from the expansion of a market demand that
really encourages innovation and is prone to react even if an unexpected
demand change occurs. Schmookler (1966:118) discussed the innovationdemand relationship both theoretically and experimentally and concluded
that innovations in any field tend to change over time with sales in the
product class of the said field. For this reason, he stated that there is a linear
relationship between innovation and demand and that innovations can be
explained by changes in sales.
Gerosky & Walters (1995), based on Schmookler's statements, made an
important contribution to this issue by demonstrating that innovation has a
periodic behavior and demand leads to innovation. According to the
authors, this issue has a two-way economic explanation (Gerosky &
Walters, 1995:922). First, markets have the ability to absorb new products
to a limited extent in a certain period, so that when a demand expansion
occurs, this capacity tends to grow in a way that makes innovation more
profitable. On the other hand, companies often have limited time to earn
profits from the promotion of an invention. This is why innovations tend
to emerge in periods characterized by an increasing trend of demand.
Therefore, it is possible to say that governments' approaches to
macroeconomic policies can have significant effects on technological
change and growth, as macroeconomic conditions can affect the expected
profitability of innovative investments. Therefore, when considering
policy options, it seems necessary to consider its effects on the pace of
innovation.
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1.5. Openness
In the economics literature, the concept of openness mostly means
removing barriers to foreign trade; It is defined as integration with
international markets and/or removal and/or reduction of price and quantity
restrictions in the markets (Edwards, 1997:3; Uygur, 1990:1). However,
the concept of openness is still controversial in the literature (Proudman et
al., 1997:17). In addition to the fact that there is no clear definition of the
concept of openness, the issue of measurement of openness is one of the
main topics discussed. In general, the share of exports, imports, or the sum
of both in GDP is considered as a measure of openness, while openness
indices created by international institutions can also be used in the studies.
Unlike many other areas of economic theory, the type of relationship
between openness and technology-innovation is mostly addressed in
international trade theories (Dosi & Soete, 1990: 401). Although Leontief
was the first to test the Heckscher–Ohlin Theorem with the "Leontief
Paradox" in 1953, it was Posner in 1961 who opened the way to the
development of an alternative paradigm (Freeman, 2004:542). According
to the "Technology Gap Theory" developed by Posner, the countries
producing technology will have an advantage in the export of the products
they produce with new technology until the new technology they produce
is used by other countries. However, After other countries succeed in
imitating, they will become importers due to their relatively high costs
(Posner, 1961:332). Therefore, openness will close the technological gap.
However, they will continue to retain their superiority if they manage to
produce new technologies over time until the technology is used by other
countries. In a sense, whether the openness will close the technological gap
will depend on whether the country can innovate over time.
In the technological gap theory, the monopolistic power of the country
that performs the innovation depends on the innovation in question or the
two types of delays in the spread of innovative technology to other
importing countries: (i) imitation lag: the time between the emergence of
innovation and the other countries imitating it, (ii) demand lag: the time
from the emergence of innovation to the demand of other countries to use
this good. Therefore, the longevity of the monopoly power of the country
that innovates depends on the first lag to be long and the second lag to be
short (Posner, 1961:339). Industrialized countries that bear the initial high
costs of innovation keep technological information as a trade secret in
order to prolong the imitation gap as much as possible. Because, the
developing countries that manage to imitate will produce the product in
question with much lower unit costs (Jones, 1998:77). It is incumbent upon
the government to encourage entrepreneurs, who refrain from investing in
R&D due to the uncertainty and risk factor that dominates the innovation
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process, through the laws that protect the patent, industrial, and intellectual
property rights described at the end of this chapter. Therefore, when the
patent period is long, the imitation lag will be just as long and the expected
return on R&D investments will be high.
Following Posner's (1961) technological gap model, Hufbauer
developed a new model by incorporating the concept of learning-by-doing
in 1966 (Freeman, 2004:542). According to the study by), as the
production of the country that performs innovation increases, learning will
increase and production costs will decrease. Therefore, the openness will
not close the technological gap as the export superiority of the country,
which performs innovation will continue even after other countries imitate
it. However, although Hufbauer (1966) examined the structure of the
German and US chemical industries in the early stages of the emergence
of the synthetic material industry, he did not conduct any research on what
other determinants there might be for the emergence of these innovations
(Freeman, 2004: 543).
Another study that relates openness to technological development
belongs to Paul Krugman. In his study, Krugman (1979:225) discussed the
relationship between foreign trade and technology in the context of the
North-South trade relationship. In his model, he used sharp assumptions
such as “the North constantly innovates” and “the South is unable to
innovate”. However, over time, innovations by the North will shift to the
South through technology transfer. Over time, thanks to openness,
technological differences between the two regions/countries will decrease
contrary to Hufbauer (1966), and this will perhaps result in a decrease in
the North's standard of living.While Busse & Groizard (2006) accepted that
openness positively affects the innovation process, they focused on the
type of trade rather than the measure of openness in their studies, using
data from 108 countries from 1965-1995. The authors emphasized that
total trade can't be seen as the source of the increase in productivity and
that the main factor is the import of R&D-intensive goods. This type of
technology imports reduces the per capita income differences among
countries by increasing the efficiency of the trade thanks to the
technological expansion in the long term. A big portion of the theoretical
literature analyzing the relationship between openness and innovation
agrees that openness will accelerate the innovation process and this could
be an advantage for countries like Turkey, whose technological
infrastructures have not reached sufficient maturity. As a matter of fact, in
their study discussing the effects of openness on economic growth and
competition process, Sachs & Warner (1995:104) revealed that there is a
positive linear relationship between foreign trade and economic growth
and concluded that the main reason for this is technology transfer. The
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results show that open economies will ultimately converge, but closed
economies will not be able to achieve this.
Theoretical discussions on openness, which is one of the effective
factors in innovation production, are more important for developing
countries that are technologically lagging and are in a hurry to catch up
with developed countries. Because imports from developed countries mean
the transfer of information included in the product into the country. This
means an opportunity for developing countries to catch up with others.
However, the existence of domestic innovation capacity of the developing
country in question is a prerequisite to assimilate the spillovers and lead to
successful innovations in developing countries. The imitation process of
technology taken from developed countries involves cost, and this cost is
increasing considering that information is becoming more and more
complex day by day. Therefore, a developing country will not be able to
benefit from the information technology it obtains through imports without
domestic innovation capacity (Singh, 2004:217).
1.6. Foreign Investments
The literature on developed countries has recently focused on the
production mechanisms of innovation. While developed countries can
produce their technologies by allocating large funds for R&D activities, it
is not the same case for developing countries. These countries, which do
not have sufficient physical and human capital stocks, have to transfer
tested technologies from foreign countries (Çeştepe & Tüylüoğlu, 2006:
46). Several studies including Coe & Helpman (1995), Crespo et al. (2002),
& Griffith et al. (2002) show that foreign sources of technology make
important contributions to innovation production.
The competition, which has accelerated and intensified with
globalization and technological developments, has also increased the needs
of industrial companies to expand their knowledge base. Developing
countries expand their knowledge base through technology transfer. The
expansion of countries' knowledge bases through technology transfer takes
place in four stages (Austin, 1990:236): (i) The first stage is the acquisition
of technology. At this stage, the process of obtaining, defining, and
learning the technology needed is working. The important thing is for the
countries to choose and obtain the technology that suits them. (ii) The
second stage is the adaptation of the obtained technology to the national
conditions so that it can be used in the production process. Integrating the
new technology into domestic conditions is important at this stage. (iii) The
third stage is the development stage. At this stage, R&D investments come
to the fore. Because the technology obtained and adapted must be
reproduced at a higher level and thus innovation must be created. In a
sense, the technological knowledge obtained must be continuously
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improved. (iv) The fourth and final stage is the extension of the produced
innovations, that is, the dissemination of information. What is important at
this stage is the dissemination of information in the country as much as
possible. Transferring technology from foreign companies located in
developed countries is an important new source of information for
developing countries (Coe et al. 1997:136; Mayer, 2001:6). One of the
most important formal methods of technology transfer is the foreign direct
investment (FDI) (Çeştepe & Tüylüoğlu, 2006:46). FDI means being a
stand-alone institution or being a partner in a foreign country and involves
“hiring foreign labor, starting a new business, meeting foreign regulations,
and developing new market plans” (Saggi, 2000:193). Another formal
mechanism is license agreements. The license agreement includes leasing
previously set up companies, rights, and sometimes equipment, to create
private equity ownerships.
Although there is a consensus among economists that FDI is an
important channel for technology transfer to developing countries and that
domestic firms can also produce innovation thanks to spillovers such as
imitation, learning-by-doing, local workforce training, and vertical
technology transfer done by MNCs; Many empirical studies, including
Narula (2005) show that the net benefits of FDI to the host country relies
on the industrial and policy environment (Blomström & Kokko, 1998), the
level of human capital stock (Borensztein et al., 1998; Noorbakhsh et al.,
2001), and the absorptive capacities of the domestic firms (Kinoshita,
2001).
As a result, MNC is one of the factors at the heart of globalization. Their
activities go beyond national borders as they carry out international capital,
information, and technology transfers. The globalization process is also a
strong driving force for innovation. International competition forces firms
to increase their productivity and develop new products. Globalization can
also change the industrial structure of economies by forcing economies to
adopt new industries and adapt to the institutional frameworks of these new
industries (OECD & Eurostat, 2005:43). It is emphasized that globalization
is now influencing the implementation of innovation-policies, moreover,
scientific information can be accessed easily as a result of globalization,
especially in developing countries, thus it is at least as important as basic
research based on the internal efforts of the country and whose economic
return is uncertain. This situation raises the need to add indirect innovation
mechanisms to the model as important variables.
1.7. Intellectual Property Rights
After theoretical information about what can be the direct and indirect
variables that determine innovation, in this chapter, intellectual property
rights (IPR), which encourages innovation activities according to some and
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hinders them according to others, are covered. By definition, IPR refers to
the rights that enable people to have ownership over their creativity and
innovation activities (OECD, 2006:4). IPR was put into practice with the
establishment of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and after the
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS) came into effect, as a result of the Uruguay Round, which was
started by GATT in Uruguay in 1986 and ended in 1994 in Marrakesh,
Morocco, after the signing of the Final Act (Soyak, 2002:117). This
agreement is of great importance for the global legal order established and
especially for its effect on national technology policies.
There are four main types of intellectual property rights: patent,
trademark, design, and copyrights. These rights, which are separated from
each other according to their subject matters, can be bought and sold just
like a property or used as a commercial product. Of the documents granting
intellectual property rights, the patent is one related to our subject. The
patent is an intellectual property right where entrepreneurs are granted the
right to benefit from their invention for a limited time (usually 20 years)
(OECD, 2006:9). Thanks to this right, the patent owners will be able to
prevent the use of their invention by others. Patent statistics are
increasingly used as output indicators of research activities. The number of
patents granted to a particular firm or country reflects the technological
dynamism of that firm or country while examining the development of
patent classes gives some indications about the direction of technological
change (OECD & Eurostat, 2005:26). Patents can include new products as
well as new methods for producing old or new products. In order for an
invention to be patented, that invention needs to be i) new, ii) over the
inventive step, and iii) be applicable to industry.The importance of
intellectual property rights stems from the fact that high-cost R&D
activities involve risk and uncertainty. Investing in R&D activities means
investing in the unknown for future monopoly earnings and advantages
(Dosi, 1988:1222).
There is extensive literature on the role of IPR in economic
development. The most important studies on IPR focus on whether strong
IPR protection can be beneficial in less innovative countries. These studies
mainly focus on North-South patterns of trade associated with different
IPR regimes and the associated welfare gains or losses (Ortega &
Lederman, 2008:2). In their theoretical study on developing countries,
Chin & Grossman (1991) made analyses in the framework of North-South.
They came to the conclusion that under strong and effective patent
protection, the benefits the South gained while imitating technologies
developed by the North will decrease. The most important IPR issue
related to our subject is whether a country with relatively little original
innovation activity can benefit from strong patent protection.
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Chu (2009) analyzed the effects of increased IPR protection on R&D
and economic growth. The first finding of this study is that different patent
policies have different effects on R&D and economic growth. Secondly,
the relationship between IPR protection and innovation is positive. The
third finding is that the optimal level of IPR protection should maintain the
balance between the social benefits of innovation, the social costs of
monopoly, and income inequality. Finally, the success of global protection
in the open economy depends on international coordination rather than
harmonization of IPR protection. In addition to Chu (2009), many studies
[Varsakelis (2001), Kanwar & Evenson (2003), Park (2005)] have
examined the effect of patent rights on R&D and found a positive
relationship. However, when developed and developing countries are
examined separately, the effect of patent rights in developing countries
remains uncertain. For example, while Chen & Puttitan (2005) found
significant and positive effects of IPR protection on innovation in
developing countries, Park (2005) found it had no significant impact on
R&D. Similarly, Falvey et al. (2006) concluded that IPR protection has a
positive and significant effect on the growth of high-income countries, but
not for middle-income countries.
Studies analyzing the effect of patents on imitation costs have
concluded that patents increase costs in developing countries but do not
protect patent holders perfectly from imitation (Arundel, 2001:618, Moser,
2005:1217). Although discussions on IPR are still ongoing, studies show
that IPR is an important determinant for both developed and developing
countries in the emergence mechanism of innovation, which directly
affects the innovation process. It is, therefore, possible to draw the
following conclusion from empirical literature research: Empirical results
support the positive relationship between IPR and innovation, but this
result is more strong and reliable for developed countries compared to
developing countries.
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A LOCATION SELECTION MODEL FOR INTERNATIONAL
LOGISTICS CENTRES: THE CASE OF ROMANIA FROM THE
PERSPECTIVE OF TURKISH FOREIGN TRADE.
Turgay Battal* & Sadık Özlen Başer**
Introduction
Logistics has a very important place in Turkey’s ‘Vision 2023’ which
sets ambitious targets for 2023 that include a GDP of $2 trillion, exports of
$500 billion, and a total trade volume of $1,2 trillion. The vision
emphasizes that these objectives cannot be achieved without logistics and
good supply chain management (SCM). Therefore, after the Turkish
Exporters Assembly (TIM) Logistics Council was established, it has begun
a logistics master plan study. The government plans to issue a Law for
Logistics administration based on this study.
Logistics centres are specific centres where various logistic based
activities are performed. These activities can include distribution, storage,
transportation, consolidation, handling, customs clearance, imports,
exports, transit processes, infrastructural services, insurance, and banking.
These centres are defined for all national and international logistic and
related operations (Erkayman et al. 2011, p.50). Logistics Centres, which
play a key role in SCM, sites where the essential process is carried out to
store and distribute variously finished and semi-finished products. The
most important function of the logistics centres is to fulfil value-added
works.
The location of the logistics centres is a key element in enhancing the
efficiency of freight transport systems and initializing relative supply chain
activities sufficiently. Thus, the location of a logistics centre should be
selected strategically. Otherwise, it may have irreversible consequences on
the overall logistics costs and may create bottlenecks that lead to rapid
increases in costs through providing the transportation solutions. All
factors that influence the determination of a location should be considered
and well planned. Hence, public authorities should consider the importance
of this topic in terms of strong economic, social, and environmental
implications before announcing an area as a logistics centre (Kayikci 2010,
p.6298).
Transportation is a well-known facet of logistics. Accordingly, the
name of freight village that facilitates intermodal transportation is often
*
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used instead of logistics centre. A logistics centre is primarily an intermodal terminal, which is the principal component of the inter- modal
transport chain that constitutes the node where the transhipment of goods
from one mode to the other takes place. Logistics centres must be settled
near pro- duction and commercial centres, highways, railways, air- ports
and, if possible, seaports (Erkayman et al. 2011, p.51). However, a logistics
centre is more than a freight village or intermodal terminal, as it provides
many other logistics-related services mentioned before (Önden et al. 2018,
p.323).
At the strategic level, one of the most important decisions in logistics
concerns the costs of the location selection. However, overall logistics
costs will not be reduced if every firm selects a convenient place to locate
themselves separately. In this case, firms need to have logistics centres to
consolidate all freight, warehousing, and material handling activities with
an aim to reduce the logistics costs in integrated manner (Önden et al. 2018,
p.323).
The aim of establishing an international logistics centre to serve Turkish
exporter-importers companies and their business partners in Romania,
along with all the manufacturing, wholesale and retail sales companies that
export from import to Turkey, is to shorten the lead times of companies
serving this region, provide quick responses to customer requests and
volumetric flexibility, customize end products, help add value by making
postponement in necessary positions, and increase trade between two
countries in line with Turkey’s ‘Vision 2023’. In addition, the Turkish and
Romanian companies serviced by this centre will benefit from in-house
logistics as an operation centre and/or they will be able to increase their
productivity by outsourcing certain processes within the supply chain viathird-party logistics (3PL) companies. It is anticipated that, because they
will be able to concentrate on their core business, they will increase their
competitiveness and productivity.
This study, it is aimed that to determine the most appropriate area
location to provide effective service and to optimize the supply chain for
minimizing the to minimize total transportation costs and time off for the
company which will serve to operate the logistics centre in Romania. The
location of the logistics centre was determined in three stages. First, the
foreign trade volume of Romania's economic development regions was
used as weight variable and to find Romania’s centre of gravity. In the
second phase, there were conflicting multi-criteria problems. Then, asking
experts opinion was to create the weight variable. Therefore, the problem
was solved with PROMETHEE (Preference Ranking Organization Method
for Enrichment Evaluations), GAIA (Graphical Analysis for Interactive
Assistance). Finally, the alternative regions established for a logistics
centre were sorted and the results were interpreted. At the end of the study,
found two different places, one of it theoretical and the others ideally. Then
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results calculated by Haversian algorithm. It may use correction as
coefficient for investors.
1. Methodology
We assume that the logistics centre to be established in Romania is a
single centre facility. The study aimed to determine the optimum location
by quantitative and qualitative methods. The logistics centre’s location
should be considered as a two-level, hierarchical problem. In the first step,
the centre of gravity (CoG) of Romania was determined, based on
Romanian foreign trade data according to the CoGM. The second stage
determined the most appropriate location using the PROMETHEE-GAIA
multicriteria decision-making method. Then, the correction coefficient was
determined by finding the distances between the two places calculated by
MCMD and CoG. The study’s model is shown in Figure 1.
Selecting a logistics centre is a strategic decision involving complex
processes related to the optimization of the supply chain. The location of
logistics centres directly affects the entire supply chain network of
enterprises. Romania is a relatively large geographical market known by
Turkish exporters. Given the diversity of the product demand and
multidimensional nature of trade, when determining the target community
of the logistics centre, which is the subject of location selection, companies
that trade in commodities, offer finished or semi-finished products,
wholesale, retail products were all accepted as potential customers for data
analysis.

Figure 1: The study’s methodology ‘Romania Logistics Centre Selection
Model’
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1.2 Centre of Gravity Method (CoGM) and Finding Romania’s
Gravity Centre
The CoGM is a quantitative method for selecting a centre of the
location. CoG, which is widely used to simplify physics and engineering
calculation, is defined as an imaginary point through all the weights of a
collaboration of masses of an object are concentrated so that there is no
momentum arm to make the object unbalanced. It is also considered as the
place where the object’s weight concentrates on one point, at which there
is no other force disrupting the object’s balance. The geographical location
of the centre of gravity is defined by weighted methods according to the
laws of gravitation in physics (Thai and Grewal, 2005; Ballou 2004;
Chopra and Meindl, 2016). Many researchers and practitioners prefer this
method because it is easy to use. The centre of gravity method has been
extensively referenced in the academic and trade literature as an
appropriate method for locating and fixed facility (Ballou, 1973, p.44).
Figure 2 helps to better understand the CoG model.

Figure 2: CoG Model
Source: Thai and Grewal 2005:9
In figure 2, CoG is an object that carries the weights W1, W2, …. Wn.
The relevant distance from these weights to the imaginary CoG are d1, d2,
….. dn. The forces affecting this object’s different points are calculated
according to Newton’s law of gravity calculation:
𝑭𝟏 = 𝑾𝟏 𝒙𝒅𝟏 , 𝑭𝟐 = 𝑾𝟐 𝒙𝒅𝟐 , … , 𝑭𝒏−𝟏 = 𝑾𝒏−𝟏 𝒙𝒅𝒏−𝟏 , 𝑭𝒏 = 𝑾𝒏 𝒙𝒅𝒏

1

To keep the object in balance, the following equation has to be calculated.
𝑭𝟏 + 𝑭𝟐 + ⋯ + 𝑭𝒏−𝟏 + 𝑭𝒏

and

∑𝒏𝒊=𝟏(𝑾𝒊 𝒙𝒅𝒊 ) = 𝟎

2

In equation 2, all the weights from a reciprocal relationship. Hence, if
the weight increases in one direction then the weight on the opposite side
must balance this increase to maintain equilibrium. The force applied to
each weight has an influence that is proportional to the distance from the
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CoG to the weight, and response, its distance gets closer or farther back to
equilibrium. In such a case, the centre of gravity will shift.
From Equation 2, it can be understood that “in order to have the balance
status quo the CoG will tend to locate in the area near major weights to
offset other lighter ones in further distances” (Thai and Grewal, 2005, 9).
In this part of the study, Romania’s CoG is found by using CoGM with
foreign trade volume variables. The distance of Romania’s CoG to each
demand zone is minimized according to the weight of the demand point
while the geographical coordinates of the CoG will be found. Various
variables have been used by previous studies as the CoG’s weight
component, with the most commonly used methods being the zone’s
consumption centres.
CoGM defines a facility’s location in a service region as centred on tons
(freight), miles (distance), ton-miles (Bowersox and Closs, 1996; 557)
investigated whether the optimal location is a port and how convenient it
is as a distribution centre, using freight volume as the weight variable.
Cetin and Cerit (2010) used CoGM to determine the location of a valueadded services centre and the potential logistics centre between the
supplier centre (China) and the point of consumption (Germany), with
freight volume as the weight variable. Zhang et al. (2012) and Zhang et al.
(2014) measure change in energy production and consumption behaviour
over a given period using CoGM, with consumption components at
demand points as the weight variables.
For the present study, it was difficult to use regional freight quantities
as the weight variables because data was unviable and coverage of more
than one sector. Therefore, regional freight volumes (Ton or TEU) weren’t
used as the weight variable.
As well as population, other factors influence CoG geographically. In
shaping the general geographical area for a logistics or distribution centre,
these additional factors reflect socio-economic conditions of GDP growth,
transport and communication infrastructure, unemployment rates, and
workforce quality. This approach is useful when several potential regions
have similar weights in terms of population density in the same general
geographical area (Thai and Grewal, 2005; 10).
Tartavuela et.al. (2011) used the consumption demand point and
population as weights to determine the location of a distribution centre.
However, they found that population density was one of the most important
factors determining a region’s CoG. A region’s population density also
affects the density of freight in that a region with high population density
also has a high weight. Kaytuk (2015) determined the optimal location for
a distribution centre in the Russian Federation using regional population
density is an important demand factor, as indicated by Thai and Grewal
(2005).
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CoGM, which is derived from analytical geometry, provides a model
based on the Cartesian coordinate system with an east-west x-axis and a
north-south y-axis, as shown in Figure 3 (Bowersox and Closs, 1996; 557).

Figure 3: Cartesian Coordinates
Source: Bowersox and Closs, 1996; 557.
All points given in the coordinate system are indicated by x and y
coordinates, with the distance between two points on the plane calculated
using Pythagorean theory. They use the same distance scale along the axes
allows all points in the coordinate system to be positioned relative to each
other. Using this basic system, it is possible to determine the geographical
location of the market in which a distribution centre will be located. All
markets are marked on the Cartesian plane. Similarly, each market and
distribution centre are marked in the Cartesian system relative to each
other, adhering to single x and y coordinate centre.
It is possible to determine the ideal distribution or production location
coordinates using the analytical method by solving the location selection
problem, using variables such as distance, weight, population, per capita
income, unemployment rate, qualified labour force, foreign trade, and/or a
combination of these. In this calculation, the distribution centre location is
the depended variable. Algebraic operation is performed according to
distribution centre coordinates.
The main goal of CoGM is to determine the optimal location to
minimize transport costs based on the key demand points. Because the
present study includes more than one sector, such as industrial products,
semi-finished goods, and wholesale and retail trade sectors, it is not
possible to calculate the demands of the consumption zones, and therefore
the freight quantities. Therefore, the selected regions’ foreign trade
volumes are used as the weight are drawn from the import and export data
of the Romanian Chamber of Industry and Commerce (Starea Mediului
Economic). In other words, where imports and exports are high, demand
will be high and the distance between the logistics centre and the point of
consumption will be decisive in the total transportation costs of these
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regions. This point, determined by CoGM, presents the optimal logistics
centre location.
Romania’s CoG was determined by taking into account the data of eight
economic development regions establish in 1998 (Figure IV), with the aim
of better coordination economic development immediately after
Romania’s entry into the European Union. These regions are North East
Region (RNE), South East Region (RSE), South (Muntenia) Region (RS),
South West (Oltenia) Region (RSW), Western Region (RW), North East
Region (RNE), Central Region (RC), and Ilfov Region (RI).

Figure 4: Romania’s Economic Regions
Source: www.nostalgiizboruliu.ro, 16.04.2019.
The following equation is used to determine the CoG.
𝑳𝒐𝒏𝒈𝒘 − 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒,
𝑳𝒂𝒕𝒘 − 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑡𝑒,
∑ 𝒙𝒍𝒐𝒏𝒈 − 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ′ 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠,
∑ 𝒚𝒍𝒂𝒕 − 𝑆𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 ′ 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠,
𝑳𝒐𝒏𝒈𝒘 = ∑ 𝒙𝒍𝒐𝒏𝒈 . 𝑭𝑻𝒓𝒊 ∕ ∑ 𝑭𝑻𝒓𝒊 ………………………………………………….………….3
𝑳𝒂𝒕𝒘 = ∑ 𝒚𝒍𝒂𝒕 . 𝑭𝑻𝒓𝒊 ∕ ∑ 𝑭𝑻𝒓𝒊 ………………………… ………………………………..4
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Figure 6: Geographical Coordinates of Romania’s CoG
Source: Google Map
Using equations (3) and (4), the CoG coordinates calculated in the
Excel table were 45.454555 North, 25.003422 East at 1,249 meters in a
mountainous area, located in the Southern Regions (RS). Nearby
settlements include Cămpulung to south and Mioveni further south, where
the Dacia-Renault production facilities are located. Further south of
Mioveni is Pitesti, with Artic, a white goods manufacturing facility, bought
by Arçelik in Gaeşti, which is close to this region. The CoG is also close
to settlements in Targoviste and Capina (see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Nearest settlements to Romania’s calculated CoG
Source: Google Map
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The most powerful benefit of using CoGM in this study is to reduce
travel time and transportation costs by an easy method in the supply chain
network. Optimization of transport costs is thus the key concept of CoGM
(Zeng, 2004; Cetin and Cerit, 2010; Țarțavulea et al., 2011).
The critical weakness in this method is that it only provides a static
model. Locating a logistics centre is a strategic decision with a return on
capital investment (ROI) over a long period of 3 to 5 years. The location
of the logistics centre is calculated according to available existing data. In
the case of unpredictable demand fluctuations, if a customer experiences a
significant decrease in demand after six mounts, the balances will change,
leading to higher transportation costs. Such concerns raise doubts about the
method. NG and Çetin (2012) therefore discussed whether CoGM can be
successful if transportation infrastructure is not suitable in developing
economies, despite being an effective method.
Another weakness is that it cannot meet the conditions suitable for the
geographical point logistics centre located by COGM. The point that will
come out as a result of the calculations -as in our study- can be any point
in the field. This point is highly likely to be a point that cannot meet
logistics centre conditions. Nevertheless, despite many criticisms, CoGM
is still widely used by scientists and practitioners.
1.3 Identifying the location of Romania’s Logistic Centre with
PROMETHEE-GAIA
For the present study, PROMETHEE, a multi-criteria decision-making
method, which takes the preference structure of the decision-maker (DM)
into consideration, was chosen to determine the location of Romania’s
logistics centre. The first step is to identify alternatives using alternative
places in CoGM. The second step establishes evaluation criteria. The
literature was searched using secondary data sources from the first stage.
The selection criteria used to determine the location of logistics centres in
similar previous studies were examined. From this literature, more then
200 criteria were identified, literature review was examined. It was found
that researchers determined the selection criteria for their purpose in each
study. Nevertheless, although some criteria are expressed differently, they
have a similar scope.
In addition to the secondary data, the primary data and the variables that
are important for establishing and overseas logistics centre in Romania
were identified. A total of 16 location selection criteria were identified.
Expert views were used to determine the weights of these criteria for the
PROMETHEE-GAIA method, and the weights of criteria. Expert opinions
were gathered by a questionnaire using a five-point Likert scale to rank the
importance of each variable. A total of 20 experts, including university
faculty members, senior managers of logistics service providers, the
Romanian Trade Consultant (former), and senior managers of companies
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operating in Romania, were selected for an expert opinion. The
questionnaires were sent to some by e-mail and some of them were
interviewed face to face. The responses to 14 completed questionnaires
were evaluated and normalized as the criteria in PROMETHEE-GAIA
MCDM.
No
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16

Criteria
Economic Development
Social dimension
Average labour cost
Population
Schooling rate
Safety
Eco-friendliness
Transportation infrastr.
Acc. to multiple transport
Courier services
Investment level
Foreign trade volume
Target markets sales
Target markets production
Distance
Proximity to port

Total
50
48
46
43
40
56
41
63
64
48
56
59
54
57
52
58

Nrlz. Weight
0.05988
0.05749
0.05509
0.05150
0.04790
0.06707
0.04910
0.07545
0.07665
0.05749
0.06707
0.07065
0.06467
0.06826
0.06227
0.06946
1

Table 1: Normalized weight table of criteria according to expert opinions.
The strongest criterion weights were C9 Access to multiple transport
modes (64 points) and C8 Transportation infrastructure (63 points). The
criteria scores are given in Table 1. Preference function, normalized
criterion weights, and the data matrix of the alternatives are shown in Table
2.
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Criter
ia

Objecti
ve

Prefere
nce Fn.

Weight

Alternative Places
RNEIASI

RSECONSTAN
TA

RSPLOEŞT
İ

RSWCRAIOVA

RWTIMISOA
RA

RNWCLUJ
NAPOCA

RCBRASOV

RIBUCHARE
ST

C1

Max

III

0,05988

€4.119

€5.142

€5.827

€5.181

€7.612

€5.864

€6.668

€14.336

C2

Max

III

0,05749

6.89%

6.66%

7.46%

8.31%

3.88%

4.14%

6.01%

1.76%

C3

Max

III

0,05509

€ 409

€ 429

€ 455

€ 447

€ 462

€ 416

€ 433

€ 700

C4

Max

III

0,05150

3.461,00

2.674,40

3.063,45

2.073,27

1.785,45

2.651,58

2.360,24

2.319,73

C5

Max

III

0,47900

0,73

0,64

0,44

0,30

1,16

1,08

1,02

2,32

C6

Max

III

0,06707

5,26

5,56

5,45

6,64

8,00

6,42

6,39

4,21

C7

Max

VI

0,04910

1,73%

21,01%

3,99%

13,31%

9,70%

7,66%

1,44%

0,00%

C8

Max

VI

0,07545

12,61

10,73

13,62

13,50

12,24

10,87

11,50

49,27

C9

Max

III

0,07665

3

5

3

4

3

3

2

3

C10

Max

III

0,05749

175

170

155

96

115

152

171

202

C11

Max

III

0,06707

€ 1.120

€ 3.532

€ 3.480

€ 1.804

€ 2.269

€ 2.214

€ 3.380

€ 4.821

C12

Max

III

0,07066

€ 3.655

€ 12.939

€ 20.228

€ 5.914

€ 19.686

€ 14.847

€ 17.198

€ 37.841

C13

Max

III

0,06467

5274

5800

5683

3414

4736

7326

6421

26084

C14

Max

III

0,06826

2883

2781

3167

1622

2552

3717

3343

7840

C15

Min

IV

0,06228

824

495

495

574

873

846

608

452

C16

Min

VI

0,06946

451

30

293

456

780

674

386

241

Table 2: PROMETHEE data matrix.
The criteria definitions and the PROMETHEE data matrix components
are follow:
C1. Economic Development (Euro): In this criterion, the average
national income per capita was calculated and the effect of the national
income per capita on the logistics centre location region was attempted to
be measured. This criterion is the maximization value. The effect of the
national income per capita on the decision-making function of the place is
desired to be maximum. According to the expert opinions, the weight was
0.05988. The decision-maker considers the average income level of 6844
euros to be sufficient but also wishes to consider places the average. For
this reason, the third type (V type) of criterion with a linear preference
function was preferred in terms of the evaluation factor.
C2. Social Dimension (%): This measured the effect of the average
regional unemployment on the logistic centre location selection in that a
relatively high unemployment rate is considered to make it economically
easier to take advantage of the unemployed workforce. According to the
expert opinions, the weight was 0.057485. The decision-maker sees 5.64
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percent unemployment as adequate but wants to consider unemployment
rates below the average. Therefore, the third type (V Type) of criterion
with a linear preference function was chosen in terms of the evaluation
factor.
C 3: Average labour costs (EUR) of active workers in each region was
the minimization criterion. That is, regions with lower labour costs in the
preference function are preferred over higher ones. It received a weighting
score of 0.05508 from expert evaluations. The decision maker sees the
average labour cost of 469 Euros as adequate but wants to include those
above the average. Therefore, the third type (V Type) of criterion with a
linear preference function was chosen.
C 4: The region’s total population (thousands) was considered as a
maximization criterion. It was estimated that consumption will be higher
in regions with greater population. This criterion received a weighting
score of 0.05149 from expert evaluations. The decision maker evaluates
regions with an average population of 2,548,680 people as adequate but
wants to include regions with lower populations. The third type (V Type)
of criterion with a linear preference function was therefore selected in the
calculations.
C 5: The region’s schooling rate (number) was a maximization criterion
since the number of universities per 100 thousand people supports the
logistic centre location selection. The weight of the criterion was 0.047904
according to expert opinion. The decision maker sees an average rate of
0.96 universities per 100,000 people as sufficient but wants to add a lower
rate to the evaluation. In this criterion, the third type (V Type) of criterion
with a linear preference function was used.
C 6: Security (score) is the calculated security score for each hundred
thousand people living in the region (calculated by including criminal
events, such as violence, fraud, and traffic accidents). This security score
was a maximization criterion. Security increases as the score increases and
vice versa. According to the experts’ evaluations, it received 0.06770
points. The decision maker wants to include evaluation areas with lower
security scores as Romania is generally a safe country, with an average
safety score of 5.99 seeming adequate. For this reason, the third type (V
Type) of criterion with a linear preference function was used for the safety
criterion.
C 7: Eco-friendliness (%) is the percentage of the green area in each
region. The effect of this ratio on the selection of the logistics centre
location is this criterion. The total protected natural area was the
maximization criterion. According to expert evaluations, the criterion
weight was 0.049101. The decision maker prefers to use the Gaussian
preference function because Romania has many green natural assets
throughout the country and high environmental awareness.
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C 8: Transport Infrastructure (km): In this criterion, every 100 km of
road and railway in the region is expressed in kilometres. This was a
maximization criterion, with 0.754491 as the criterion weight. C8 had the
highest criteria weight. As the transportation infrastructure of the regions
increases, so does the impact on location selection. For this reason, the fifth
(Linear) criterion was selected with an indifference and linear preference
function.

Km/100Km2

RNEIasi

RSEConstanta

RSPloesti

RSWCraiova

RWTimisoara

12,61

10,71

13,62

13,50

12,24

RNWClujNapoca.
10,87

RCBrasov

RIBucharest

11,50

49,27

Table 3: Transport infrastructure
C 9: Access to multiple transport modes (number), representing the
number of roads, railways, airports, marine, and inland waterway transport
modes. For the maximization criterion, a weight of 0.068493 was taken. In
this criterion, the first type (usual) of preference function was used.
C 10: Prevalence of courier services (number): The number of branches
of courier companies in the region was a maximization criterion, with a
weight of 0.057485. The decision maker used the third type of criterion
(Type V) with a linear preference function.
C 11: Investment level (million euros): Direct investment amounts of
public and private undertakings to the region were maximization criteria.
The decision-maker evaluated an average investment level of 28.274. 500
Euros as adequate but also wanted to consider regions that with belowaverage investment. The criterion had a weight of 0.06706 according to the
expert opinions. The decision maker used the third type (Type V) of
criterion with a linear preference function.
C 12: Foreign trade volume (million euros) is the sum of imports and
exports of firms operating in the region, which was a maximization
criterion. The decision maker evaluated 16,788.91 million euros as
adequate, which was the average foreign trade volume (import-export),
while also considering regions below the average. The weighting was
0.0706. The decision maker sued the third type (V Type) of criterion with
a linear preference function.
C 13: Target market, retail and wholesale sales (Number) is the number
of retail and wholesale selling companies active in the region. This was a
maximization criterion. The decision maker saw 8,092 units as a sufficient
number of enterprises but also wanted to include regions below the
average. A criterion weight of 0.06467 was determined by expert opinions.
The third type (V type) of criterion with a linear preference function was
used.
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C 14: Target market production (number): The number of production
companies in the regions was a maximization criterion, with 3,488, which
is the regional average, considered sufficient while also wanting to include
regions below the average in the evaluation. The coefficient weight was
0.06068. The third type (V type) of criterion with a linear preference
function was selected.
C 15: Distance (km.), measured how far transport had to go to cross the
border into Turkey. This was a minimization criterion. The coefficient of
0.06227 was determined as the criterion weight. The fourth type (level) of
preference function was selected because The Decision Maker has chosen
to have a preference within a range of values.
C 16: Proximity to the port (km.): The distance to the city’s nearest
seaport, which is the capital of the region. It was a minimization criterion
for minimization as the region closest to the port is preferred. A weight of
0.069461 was determined. The fifth (Linear) criterion was selected with an
indifference and linear preference function.

Km

RNEIasi
451

RSEConstanta
30

RSPloesti
293

RSWCraiova
456

RWTimisoara
780

RNW-ClujNapoca.
674

RCBrasov
386

RIBucharest
241

Table 4: Proximity to the Constanta Port
Table 2 shows the data matrix of the generated preference functions and
normalized criteria weights.
The software Visual PROMETHEE Academic Edition, Version 1.4.0.0,
developed by Bertrand Mareschal, was used to implement the
PROMETHEE-GAIA MCDM. After entering the data into the
programme, the data entry screen appeared as in Figure 8.

Figure 8: PROMETHEE-GAIA Data Entry Screen
Positive (φ ^ +) and negative (φ ^ -) superiority values, which are
necessary for partial sorting, were calculated by entering the data into the
calculations. These calculated values are given in Table 5.
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Rank action

Phi

Phi+

Phi-

1

RI- BUCHAREST

0,4275 0,5414 0,1139

2

RSE- CONSTANTA

0,1093

3

RS- PLOESTİ

0,0258 0,1658 0,1399

4

RC- BRAŞOV

-0,0502 0,1435 0,1937

5

RNW- CLUJ- NAPOCA

-0,0801 0,1173 0,1974

6

RW- TIMIŞOARA

-0,1256 0,1149 0,2405

7

RNE- IASİ

-0,1494 0,0967 0,2461

8

RSW- CRAIOVA

-0,1573 0,1263 0,2837

0,229

0,1197

Table 5: PROMETHEE Flow Chart Data Screen
Regarding the ranking the alternative regions, the first three were RI,
RSE, and RS are listed. The other regions were RC, RNW, RW, RNE, and
RSW. According to the calculation, the flow value of the RI was about four
times that of the RSE, as shown in the table 5. On the other hand, there was
little difference in flow value between the SE and the RS. Finally, the flow
value for the RC was negative.

Figure 9: PROMETHEE-GAIA Network Diagram
The network diagram (Figure 9) shows that RI, RSE, and RS were
superior to other alternative regions. While the RSE and RS were superior
to the RC, they were not compared with other regions. The RC was
superior to the RNW. The RNW was superior to the RNE, which was in
turn superior to the RNW. Finally, the RSW was superior to the RW.
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After obtaining these superiority flow values, PROMETHEE I and
PROMETHEE II results were calculated, showing the partial and complete
ordering of the alternatives.

Figure 10: PROMETHEE I Partial Sequence Chart
From the partial order in PROMETHEE I, The RI was first place, the
RSE was second, and the RS was third. The RSE and the RS were very
close to each other.

Figure 11: PROMETHEE II Full Order
The PROMETHEE II full order was clearer. As can be seen in Figure
11, the RI was first, the RSE was second, and the RS was third. The results
of the RSE and RS were again very close. In the PROMETHEE II exact
ranking calculation, certain data can be ignored. However, this is a
necessary calculation to determine the full order. The result was below the
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0.0 line because the Phi values of the RC were negative in the whole
sequence. This shows that the RC and the regions below the RNW, RNE,
RSW and RW are not suitable alternatives. Figure 12 shows the
PROMETHEE Diamond screen image.

Figure 12: PROMETHEE Diamond
PROMETHEE Diamond, PROMETHEE I Partial sorting, and
PROMETHEE II are new methods to show the full ordering in the same
plane. Positive and negative preferences are shown at an angle of 45° so
that positive currents (Phi +) are displayed above the vertical axis 0.0
whereas negative currents (Phi-) are displayed below it. Thus, the vertical
axis net current is Phi = (Phi +) - (Phi-).
A 45° cone was drawn for each action. The cone’s tip corresponds to
the preference values so that the top cone shows the most preferred
alternative. If a cone is overlaid with another cone, the PROMETHEE I
partial order is checked first for this action. When two cones overlap,
PROMETHEE I and PROMETHEE II do not need to go into full order.
Because of the mathematical properties of the preference streams, all the
fields are always on the left side of the vertical axis. The order of the
alternative regions is clearly visible in the PROMETHEE Diamond. The
PROMETHEE Diamond is useful because it is easy to see the locations of
different actions in the same axis.
Figure 13 shows the PROMETHEE Rainbow screen output, which
collectively shows the criteria for the advantages and weaknesses of the
regions.
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Figure 13: PROMETHEE Rainbow
As seen from the PROMETHEE Rainbow output, The RI was superior
to the RSE and RS for the following 10 criteria; Investment Infrastructure,
Foreign Trade Volume, Target Market- Production, Target Market-Retail,
Investment Level, Distance, Economic Development, Courier Services,
Ports Proximity, Schooling Rate. However, it was weak in six criteria:
Transportation Modes, Population, Environment, Labour Costs, Security
and Social Dimension. Transportation Modalities was weak because of the
lack of inland waterway transportation or a seaport.

Figure 14: Situation of the RI according to other alternative zones (Action
Profile window)
The programme’s Action Profile window can be used to perform
sensitivity analysis. Suitability comparison can also be done according to
alternative criteria. An alternative region was selected for this review. In
the obtained graph, the sections below the 0 line indicate that the
alternative was not suitable for the relevant criterion while the upper part
shows that it was appropriate. Thus, alternatives can be analysed between
each other. If the investigation starts in order from the RI, although the
transport infrastructure of the RI is the strongest, it is weak due to the lack
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of access to the sea and inland waterways. Although there is a plan to
extend one of the Danube’s tributaries, the Dramboviţa river, to Bucharest
as an inland waterway, it would be difficult to complete it soon. The other
weak criteria were Environment, Security, Population, Workmanship and
Social Dimension. However, on the other criteria, the region was clearly
ahead of the other regions. Ilfov Region is 241km from Constanta port.
With the support of EU funds, the railway line was renewed, and
electrification was completed while highways and connections were
completed, and a Danube road bridge was renewed.

Figure 15: Situation of the RSE According to Alternative Zones (Action
Profile window)
The RSE had the weakest transport infrastructure while having the best
transportation modes. Railway lines have been completed from the
Constanta port area to Bucharest along with new highway routes and a
canal to the Danube. With its proximity to motorway between Romania
and Turkey it is superior to other modes of road transport in terms of speed.
Time losses in customs transit in railway transport make this method
disadvantageous. Maritime transport direct lines were opened by various
Turkish maritime companies but were unsuccessful.

Figure 16: Situation of the RS According to Alternative Zones (Action
Profile window)
The weakest criterion for the South Region (RS) concerned the high
wage levels. While its Transportation Infrastructure was strong, its
Transportation Modes were weak due to the lack of an airport and its
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distance from the sea. However, Danube river ports at Giurgiu and Oltenita
provide access to Constanta and other Central European harbour. From the
distance from Ploiesti, the centre of the RS, to Otopeni Airport is 45 km by
road.
It is possible to evaluate alternatives with similar and conflicting criteria
to the GAIA plane (Brans and Mareschal, 1992), when partial and
complete ranking results of alternatives with PROMETHEE I and
PROMETHEE II are obtained. In this plane, criteria with similar
characteristics to the alternatives can be represented by vectors in the same
direction while contradictory criteria can be represented by vectors in the
opposite direction. In addition, alternatives with similar characteristics on
the same criterion are placed in the direction of this criterion vector while
alternatives that are not similar are located at distant points from each
other. This vector, called the PROMETHEE decision axis (Pi vector) and
located in the GAIA plane, guides the decision about the choice of the best
alternative and the number of contradictory criteria. While showing the
best alternative in the direction of the Pi vector, a short vector reflects a
decision problem where there is a contradictory criterion (Brans and
Mareschal, 1992).

Figure 17: GAIA Plane
The GAIA plane in which the criteria and alternatives are included is
given in Figure 17. This shows that the delta parameter (Δ) value, which
shows the accuracy of the selected function and the calculation values for
the decision problem, is 82.5%. Mareschal (2012) emphasizes the general
need for better analysis of smaller values to ensure that the analysis
performed is sufficiently accurate and reliable for figures that are 70
percent greater than Δ. The result shows that the analysis we conducted
was robust and accurate. Figure 17 includes both similar and conflicting
criteria. When we look at the axis of decision on the GAIA plane, the
presence of the alternative region of the RI in the direction of Pi vector
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indicates that the PROMETHEE I and PROMETHEE II sorting results are
compatible. The farthest solution was in the opposite direction of the RW.
2. Results
As a result of this study, we have two locations. The first one being 'The
gravity centre of Romania' calculated by the foreign trade data, and the
latter being 'The location of the overseas logistics centre in Romania'
determined by PROMETHEE-GAIA which is an MCDM method. The
establishment of the overseas logistics centre at the location calculated by
the PROMETHEE-GAIA method will undoubtedly increase operational
efficiency. If the investment is made to the region determined by the
MCDM method; There will be a deviation from the centre of gravity of
Romania, which we found by using foreign trade data as a variable. This
deviation will be reflected in the operational expenses of the logistics
centre to be established as cost. It is evaluated that this distance calculated
in our study can be used as a correction coefficient in calculating the costs
of distribution operations from the logistics centre.
Distance between two spherical points (the spherical distance) can be
calculated using the Haversian algorithm;
R= Earth radius (6.371 km)
∆𝒍𝒂𝒕 = 𝒍𝒂𝒕𝟐 − 𝒍𝒂𝒕𝟏 (𝑳𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒖𝒅𝒆 𝑫𝒊𝒇𝒇𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒆)
∆𝒍𝒐𝒏𝒈 = 𝒍𝒐𝒏𝒈𝟐 − 𝒍𝒐𝒏𝒈𝟏 (𝑳𝒐𝒏𝒈𝒊𝒕𝒖𝒅𝒆 𝑫𝒊𝒇𝒇𝒆𝒓𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒆)

𝒂 = 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐 (

∆𝒍𝒂𝒕
)+
𝟐

𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝒍𝒂𝒕𝟏) ∗ 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝒍𝒂𝒕𝟐) ∗ 𝒔𝒊𝒏𝟐 (

∆𝒍𝒐𝒏𝒈
)
𝟐

5

𝒄 = 𝟐 ∗ 𝒂𝒕𝒂𝒏𝟐 (√𝒂, √(𝟏 − 𝒂))

6

d=R*c

7

The calculation using equations 5, 6, and 7 is given in the Table 6. The
distance between Romania’s CoG and the location of PROMETHEEGAIA MCDM is given by this calculation, as shown in Table 6.
Economic Region
Name
RI
RSE
RS

Location

Latitude

Longitude

Ilfov-Bucharest
Constanta
Ploiesti

44.450000
44.233333
44.950000

26.166666
28.633333
26.083333

Distance
(km)
144.50
316.77
101.58

Table 6: The distance between two location

These results can be easily calculated by road or railway distances (if
any) between two points without using equations 5, 6, and 7. Our goal was
to enable these distances to be used as correction factors for the logistic
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centre administration in the settlement calculations of the place of the
future logistics centre.
Although it is generally assumed that there are straight lines between
the logistics centre facility and other network points of the supply chain,
this is rarely true because transportation relies on a defined road network,
a designated rail system, or a city street network. A proportional factor can
be included in the model to convert straight-line distances into highway
miles, railway miles, or other relevant units. For example, according to
Ballou (1999), the calculated straight-line mile needs to be increased by 21
percent to represent the highway direct mile, by 24 percent to obtain the
railway direct mile, and by 41 percent for urban streets. This mile
calculation can be converted into kilometres by multiplying by 1.61.
3. Conclusions
As outlined in the introduction, logistics has a very important place in
Turkey’s latest strategic plans. Because the plan’s GDP, export, and trade
volume targets cannot be achieved without good logistics and supply chain
management, Turkey has attached great importance to structuring logistics
centres with the establishment of logistics centres being discussed both
domestically and abroad.
Anyone -government, private or PPP (Public Private Partnerships)investing in a logistics centre in a new country has many advantages if they
know where the country’s CoG is before investing there. The export and
import figures from economic development regions provide the most
important data concerning the load of that zone. The region’s load traffic,
with a lot of exports and imports, will also be high. In this study conducted
with this assumption, the centre of gravity, which is determined by using
foreign trade data as the weight variable, is the optimum location suitable
for the purpose.
According to the calculations made with the PROMETHEE-GAIA
method, the RI is the most suitable place for an overseas logistics centre in
Romania from the perspective of Turkish foreign trade because it has the
greatest population and economic advantages among the alternative
regions. This study shows that this method provides an appropriate model
for overseas logistic centre location selection from the perspective of
foreign trade.
The distances calculated by the Haversian algorithm allow the decision
maker to be used as a correction factor. If the decision maker decides to
establish a logistics centre in the Ilfov Region (RI), it will require 144.50
km as a correction factor which will be reflected in operational cost
accounts. Our aim was to use the distances obtained with the help of
equations 5, 6, and 7 as a correction coefficient to enable the decision
maker use this as the decision correction factor in calculating the location
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of the future logistic centre. This is one of the most important results of
this study.
Regarding Romania’s logistics sector, 50 percent of industry and trade
is located around Bucharest-Ilfov while the other 50 percent is scattered
throughout the rest of the country. This means that Romania poses great
difficulties for enterprises because the concentration of the sector in one
region increases competition between firms and while creating inactivity
in the remaining regions of the country.
According to PROMETHEE-GAIA, the second most optimal region is
the RSE and Constanta port, which provides access to the Black Sea.
Because Romania is closely linked to Turkey by road, the companies
considered within this study, which are engaged in wholesale and retail
trade and export and import of finished and semi-finished products, prefer
road haulage to marine transport. Although regular maritime lines were
established between Istanbul and Constanta line, they closed as they were
unable to compete with road transportation.
This study indicates that a logistics centre in RI would increase TurkeyRomania trade volumes. Opening such a logistics centre would make an
important contribution to achieving the objectives in ‘Vision 2023’ plan
for exports and trade volume. It would increase the profitability of
investment and trade development benefits, which are also important for
job creation and improving the social dimension of the region’s economy.
Such an investment would further deepen the already good economic and
political relations between the two countries.
The system will be much more powerful if the new logistics centre in
the RI forms part of a network with other logistics centres in Romania,
Turkey, and EU countries. Nowadays, logistics centres are organized
within networks, so the stronger this network is, the stronger the
cooperation becomes across the network.
Romania should immediately complete structural reforms within the
framework of targets and plans approved by the Council of Europe to
develop its economy and become entry point and near-shore production
area for Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). These infrastructure issues are
supported in line with the plans from EU structural funds. In particular, it
is considered that the implementation of the issues that require knowledge
to increase intermodal transportation-which we have emphasized in our
study - will contribute greatly to attracting foreign investments to the
country
Although the model applied in the study was proposed for the selection
of a logistics centre location in Romania, it is considered that this model is
easily and reliably applicable for the selection of locations for logistics
centres to be opened in Turkey's target exports markets.
In order to determine whether the RI, which is selected as the logistics
centre and located in the south of the country, will cover the whole country,
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it is necessary to calculate the maximum coverage of the logistics centre.
This problem could be a subject for subsequent studies. In addition,
researchers could identify the additional facilities that can be installed to
expand the scope of the logistics centre using data accumulated it has
begun operating, by means of p-median studies.
In future studies, the problem can be addressed using the Fuzzy
PROMETHEE approach, which uses fuzzy logic to evaluate the problem
from different perspectives and express uncertain views more accurately.
Land factor selection criteria were not included as part of establishing
the logistics centre. However, it is assumed that the cost of land at the place
where the logistics centre will be established is similar to the cost of land
of similar size in all regions in Romania. Thus, the Romanian government
authorities should allocate land through trade diplomacy for the location
determined in this study by PROMETHEE-GAIA.
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DETERMINATION OF THE FACTORS THAT AFFECT THE
TOTAL EARLY-STAGE ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITIES IN
COUNTRIES
Tülay Demiralay, Özdemir Yavaş & İlkay Demiralay

INTRODUCTION
Regarded as the primary production factor in the science of
economy, and having lost none of its importance in years when
significant economic and political changes took place in the world and
even when borders of countries changed, entrepreneurship became even
more important especially in the new world order that followed World
War II.
By means of the multilateral agreements made between countries
and the international organizations founded after World War II, while
cooperation between countries increased, competition in economic terms
got fiercer. Particularly with the end of the cold war era, the number of
countries where companies operate increased and global markets were
divided between companies.
As a result of the increasing globalization with the development
of information and communication technologies, changes took place also
in the methods and sectors of entrepreneurship that is considered as an
important activity in economic growth. The relations the internet and the
digital revolution have with entrepreneurship directed the global
economy. Countries monitoring these developments have invested in
information technologies, computer hardware, communication and
internet companies. These changes that took place in entrepreneurship
methods and sectors made it a must to better understand the factors
affecting entrepreneurship in order to enable economic growth of
countries. This is because of the fact that there is a significant relation
between entrepreneurship and economic growth. An average economic
growth is observed in most of the countries with high entrepreneurship
activities. Within the scope of this relation between entrepreneurship and
economic growth, all countries have started show more interest in
developing and implementing strategies that support and maintain
entrepreneurial activities. Today, entrepreneurship is an important
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component of the social, political and economic agenda all around the
world.
However, the level of entrepreneurial activities varies between
countries. There are several factors effective in this, such as countries'
peculiar socio-cultural values, population profiles, economics, labor
markets, policies concerning starting up business, educational means and
technological infrastructure. Beside these factors that cause the
differences between the countries, there are also some individual factors
that affect entrepreneurship. While entrepreneurial activities change from
one country to the other, individual factors generally have the similar
characteristics in all countries. In fact, individual factors are also seen as
factors that result from countries' specific structures. Factors such as
gender inequality, fear of failure, respectability, individuals' abilities to
follow new opportunities, motivation and being incited are closely related
with individuals' entrepreneurial intentions. And the transformation of
entrepreneurial intentions into entrepreneurial activities is affected from
these factors.
The main purpose of this study is to estimate the changes in
countries' total early-stage entrepreneurial activity (TAE) rates,
considered to be an important entrepreneurial indicator, according to the
variables included in entrepreneurship literature as the individual factors
affecting entrepreneurship (perceived opportunities, perceived
capabilities, fear of failure, entrepreneurial intention) with the use of
quantitative research methods.
In this context, the first part of the study starts with literature
review, followed by information on the concept of entrepreneurship in the
second part, the method and findings of the study are presented in the
third part, and finally the fourth part presents conclusions.
1. LITERATURE REVIEW
It is seen that the initial works in the literature concerning the
concept of entrepreneurship are conceptual studies that address
entrepreneurship with all of its aspects (Kent, Sexton &Vesper, 1982;
Hisrich, 1990; Cunningham & Lischeron, 1991). In the following periods,
studies that discuss the relationship of entrepreneurship with various
different concepts can be seen.
It is observed that there is a high
concentration on the topics of entrepreneurship and economic growth
(King & Levine, 1993; Wennekers & Thunik, 1999; Acs, Desai &
Hessels, 2008; Carree & Thunik, 2010; Audretsch & Kelbach, 2010),
entrepreneurship education (Vesper & Gartner, 1997; Henry, Hill &
Leitch, 2005; Matlay, 2008; Oosterbeek, Praag & Ijsselstein, 2010),
social entrepreneurship (Harding, 2004; Haugh, 2005; Thompson, 2008;
Chell, Nicolopoulou & Karataş-Özkan, 2010), entrepreneurship and
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leadership (Vecchio, 2003; Harrison and Leitch, 2006; Lewis, 2015;
Felix, Aporicio & Urbano, 2019; Lee & Kelly, 2019) and
entrepreneurship and gender (Bruni, Gherardi & Poggio, 2004; Marlow
and Potton, 2005; Minniti, 2009; Diaz-Garcia & Jimenez-Moreno, 2010).
It is observed that studies concerning the factors that constitute
the basic variables of the present study gain weight in the 2010s.
In the study Edelman and Yli-Renko (2010) carried out on 116
new entrepreneurs in USA, it was determined that the entrepreneur
perception concerning market opportunity is largely related with the
entrepreneurs' efforts to create an entrepreneurship and that these efforts
are significantly dependent at the start of the entrepreneurship.
In the study where Yan (2010) examined the effects of personal
entrepreneurial characteristics (success motivation, control focus, risk
tendency and proactivity) on the new entrepreneurship opportunity
perception with a sample of 207 people, the author reported that control
focus, risk tendency and proactivity have important effects on the
perception of the new entrepreneurship opportunity in the expected way.
Yan concluded that proactivity had the strongest effect.
In the study Linan et. al. (2011) conducted on 33.731 data Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) collected from 13 countries in 2004 for
the purpose of forming a theoretical frame of entrepreneurial perceptions
and to test their effects on entrepreneurial intention, the authors defined
three types of perception in entrepreneurs as individual perceptions (role
model, self-competency, risk perception), perceptions concerning
entrepreneurial opportunities and socio-cultural perceptions (desired
choice of career, status and respect, public media). Among the individual
perceptions, self-competency was found out to be the strongest
perception that affects entrepreneurial intention. On the other hand,
having a role model and risk perception causing fear of failure were
respectively determined to be the second and third strongest factors
affecting entrepreneurial intention. It was further determined that also the
perception of entrepreneurial opportunities increases entrepreneurial
intention and accordingly enables the establishment of new companies.
Although socio-cultural factors were found out to have relatively smaller
effect in comparison with other factors, it was reported that the factor of
public media is more effectual than the other socio-cultural factors.
In the study conducted by Stuetzer et. al. (2013) on seven-year
data of East Germany (2002-2006, 2008-2009), as provided by GEM, in
order to analyze the relation between regional characteristics and
individual entrepreneurship, no direct relation is found between regional
information creation, the economic context and an entrepreneurial culture
on the one side and individual business start-up intentions and start-up
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activity on the other side. On the other hand, the findings the authors
found emphasize the importance of the indirect effects of regional
characteristics such as information creation, economic context and an
entrepreneurial culture on the individual perception of founding
opportunities, which in turn predicts entrepreneurial intentions and
activity.
Bandura (1991), states that individuals' beliefs that they have the
necessary skills to achieve a goal are effective in the realization of the
activity. Studies included in the literature emphasize the importance of
self-competency and accordingly perception of capabilities for
entrepreneurial intention (Boyd & Vozikis, 1994; Chen et. al., 1998;
Zhao et. al., 2005; Wilson et. al., 2007). In the study conducted by Chen
et. al. (1998) the individuals' confidence their own capabilities
concerning their entrepreneurial objectives is reflected positively.
Similarly, Zhao et. al. (2005) suggest that the entrepreneurial desire
depends on high levels of entrepreneur self-competency. Similar to the
case concerning self-competency (Bandura, 1993), there are also research
findings denoting that perceived capabilities do not only increase
entrepreneurial intention, but also entrepreneurial activities (Bohlman,
Rauch & Zacher, 2017).
In the study Demiral (2016) conducted on 11 EU countries by
using GEM's 2007-2013 data with panel data method, the author reports
that the effects of entrepreneurship conditions and education vary
according to individual attitude and perceptions. While perceived
capabilities are affected positively by commercial and professional
infrastructure, they are negatively related with taxes and bureaucracy,
domestic market openness and general level of secondary education.
Entrepreneurship education and training, both in school or after school
level, does not have any significant effect on perceived entrepreneurial
capabilities. In terms of perceived opportunities, entrepreneur financing,
cultural and social norms and general higher education have positive
effects. Availability of physical and service infrastructures have negative
effect, since they show the pressure of the competitive power that may
prevent individuals to establish businesses.
In entrepreneurship studies fear of failure is usually addressed as
a psychological problem that prevents entrepreneurial behavior
(Henderson and Robertson, 1999; Bosma et. al., 2007). Although there
are several studies confirming that fear of failure has a negative effect on
entrepreneurial activity (Arenius & Minniti, 2005; Minniti & Nardone,
2007; Wagner, 2007; Li, 2011, Hessels et. al., 2011; Wennberg et. al.,
2013, Morgan & Sisak, 2016), some empirical evidence point out that
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fear of failure may have both motivating and inhibiting effects on
entrepreneurial behavior (Ray, 1994; Mitchell and Shepherd, 2011).
Vaillant & Lafuente (2007), examined entrepreneurial behavior
and the social fear concerning failure in the study they conducted with the
use of 2013 Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) data on Spain. The
study concluded that the fear of being socially stigmatized due to a
business failure has a negative effect on entrepreneurial activity.
In the study Mitchell and Shepherd (2011) conducted on senior
managers of SMEs in the USA, it is reported that the fear of failure may
have different effects on entrepreneurial activity depending on the type of
the fear and the characteristics of the individual. It is explained that the
fear of failure may have motivating or inhibiting effects depending the
type of fear and characteristics of the individual.
Furthermore, in a study conducted by Kollman et. al. (2017) on
5218 people in Germany, it was determined that the barriers
entrepreneurs face in the start-up phase cause fear of failure, which in
turn has negative effects both on the evaluation of entrepreneurial
opportunities and taking such opportunities.
In several studies conducted in different times and geographies
(Edelman and Yli-Renko, 2010; Yan, 2010; Linan et. al., 2011; Mitchell
and Shepherd, 2011; Stuetzer et. al., 2013; Demiral, 2016; Kollman et.
al., 2017) it is reported that perceived opportunities affect entrepreneurial
intentions and activities positively, yet obstacles that are met cause fear
of failure and negatively affect the perception concerning one's
capabilities to follow, evaluate and turn perceived opportunities into
entrepreneurial activities. It is also reported that, beside the negative
effect of fear of failure, it may also cause positive effects on individual
characteristics. In these studies included in the literature, the effects of
perceived opportunities, perceived capabilities and fear of failure on
entrepreneurial intentions and activities are covered along with the factors
that affect these concepts. Also, in other studies supporting these and
addressing the concepts together it is concluded that perceived
opportunities, perceived capabilities and entrepreneurial intention affect
entrepreneurship interconnectedly (Pradhan and Nath, 2012; Noguera et.
al., 2013; Tsai et. al., 2016).
2. THE CONCEPT OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Due to the fact that the concept of entrepreneurship concerns
various disciplines such as economics, management, psychology and
sociology, throughout its history it has been defined in different ways
according to the economic, political and social developments in the
world.
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Entrepreneurship requires forecasting the future and the success
as well as innovation, decision making, application and independency.
Entrepreneurship can be regarded as a team sport. The most important
task any leading entrepreneur takes on is to define who should be
included in the team and then to create an environment in which the team
can develop (Bygrave and Zacharakis, 2011: 220).
According to Al-Askari (2011) there is an interaction between the
four main elements of entrepreneurship. These four elements are
1- the entrepreneur as the center of entrepreneurial activities,
2- the opportunity as the gap between what is real and what is
expected in the market,
3- the origination as the as the framework that incorporates the
harmony between activities, sources and individuals, and
4- the materials that include supplies and present capabilities
which can invested by an entrepreneur in his business.
According to Howard Stevenson, entrepreneurship is the search
for an opportunity beyond controlled sources.
The concept of
opportunity included in this definition corresponds to either one or
multiple of the options of pioneering a product that is truly innovative,
developing a new business model, creating a better or cheaper version of
an existing product and orienting an existing product for a new customer
group (as cited in Eisenmann, 2013).
According to another definition, entrepreneurship is an activity
that incorporates the discovery, evaluation and utilization of business
opportunities in order to introduce new products and services, new
organizational structures, markets, processes and materials with the
employment of sources that did not exist before (Carayannis, 2013:
1354).
According to Khuong & An (2016), entrepreneurship can be
defined as the process of creating new organization and new enterprise.
According to the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor, which is
known for the entrepreneurial data it provides, entrepreneurship is
defined as attempts made by an individual, a team of individuals, or an
established business to form new business or new venture creation, such
as self-employment, a new business organization, or the expansion of an
existing business (https://www.gemconsortium.org/wiki/1149, Date of
Access: 11.08.2019).
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Examining the definitions made for entrepreneurship shows that
entrepreneurship is a process. While the individuals, organizations and
entities that establish and manage this process are called the
entrepreneurs, the business model set forth is called the enterprise.
Entrepreneurship is considered to be an activity that is affected by various
factors. The extent at which each of these factors affect entrepreneurship
varies according to personal and environmental factors. In the following
part of the present study the factors affecting entrepreneurship are
discussed.
2.1. Factors Affecting Entrepreneurship
Examining the literature concerning entrepreneurship it can be
seen that in studies conducted with the purpose of determining the factors
affecting entrepreneurship these factors are gathered under two categories
as individual and environmental factors and that there is no study that
covers all of the factors included in these categories. While in general
studies take individual factors and environmental factors separately as
their topic, there are also some recent studies conducted on the effects of
environmental factors on personal factors (Linan et. al., 2011; Mitchel &
Shepherd, 2011; Stuetzer et. al., 2013; Demiral, 2016; Tsai et. al., 2016;
Kollman et. al., 2017).
In studies conducted for the determination of the individual
factors affecting entrepreneurship, individuals' demographical, personal
and psychological characteristics are focused on and the psychological
and sociological effects, as the source of entrepreneurship skills, are
emphasized upon. According to the common results of these studies,
entrepreneurs are people that tend to attain high success, have inner
control and take risks in psychological aspect (Durak, 2011).
Kaygın & Güven (2015) list the individual factors that affect
entrepreneurship as the need for success, control focus, creativity,
tolerance of ambiguity, tendency to take risks, independence and selfconfidence. As for the demographic factors within the individual factors
affecting entrepreneurship, these are family support, gender, education,
work experience, age, role model and personal values. Cacciotti et. al.
(2016), on the other hand, determined that fear of failure affects
entrepreneurship both as a motivating and inhibiting factor.
In the studies conducted for the purpose of determining the
environmental factors affecting entrepreneurship it is agreed that
economic, socio-cultural factors, political, country regimes and
psychological factors affect entrepreneurship, although the weight of each
may vary. The environment the entrepreneur is in creates structures such
as its development conditions, family structure, education, culture,
country regime and politic stability (Zengin & Çelik, 2016).
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Stambolous
(2015)
examines
the
factors
affecting
entrepreneurship under 6 categories as psychological factors, social
factors, environmental factors, demographic factors, cultural factors and
any factor other than these. In terms of entrepreneurial activity, the most
important demographic variables are determined as age, experience and
educational level.
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) associates individuals'
cognitive perceptions with their will to establish business and report these
as critical factors. Various demographic factors (gender, age,
geographical location), psychological factors (perceived capabilities,
perceived opportunities, fear of failure) and motivational factors (needbased, opportunity-based and improvement-oriented entrepreneurial
activities, etc.) are mentioned under the topic of individual characteristics
of critical factors.
In the GEM 2018/2019 (2019) global report, in which country
assessments are made by comparing perceived opportunities and the
skills required to take these opportunities, it is reported that very few
people among those who perceive an opportunity to embark upon an
enterprise actually take the necessary steps to do so. In this context, India,
Sweden, Poland, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates are reported to
have the same characteristics with low entrepreneurial activity rates in
comparison to the rates of perceived opportunities. Due to Swedish and
Polish people's thinking that they do not possess the capability to follow
and realize the opportunities they perceive, or in other words due to their
low level of self-competency perceptions, their capability to follow up the
opportunities they perceive is quite low. On the other hand, in India and
Saudi Arabia, it is observed that the perception on the capability of taking
the opportunities is higher than opportunity perceptions.
It is stated in the report that in many economies with high
opportunity perceptions there are relatively few people that believe they
can utilize the opportunities, due to the individuals having rather high
expectations concerning the requirements to manage a typical business in
their countries. It is also mentioned, as an opposite indicator, that in
some economies where the perception on opportunities is low, the rate of
people believing they have good entrepreneurial skills is high.
It is further reported that opportunity and capability perceptions
are balanced in East and South Asia, that there are more people who
believe they could start business in many economies than those who
perceive opportunities in Latin America and the Caribbean, and that both
indicators are at equal levels in some countries in the Middle East and
Africa.
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It is reported both by the Global Entrepreneurship Report and the
studies included in the literature that, within the frame of perceived
capabilities, socio-cultural factors such as gender, innovative behavior,
emotional intelligence, self-competency, fear of failure, entrepreneurial
intentions and role models are among the most important driving forces
of entrepreneurial behavior (Arenius & Minniti, 2005; Koellinger et. al.,
2005; Pradhan & Nath, 2012; Cacciotti & Hayton, 2015; Tsai et. al.,
2016).
In the present study, the importance of country differences, other
than their socio-cultural structures, was tried to be set forth by
manifesting the effects of perceived opportunities, perceived capabilities,
fear of failure and entrepreneurial intentions, concepts that are
emphasized upon in the literature in terms of behavioral theory, on either
low or high level early-stage entrepreneurial activities in countries. Due
to this reason, the factors of perceived opportunities, perceived
capabilities, fear of failure and entrepreneurial intention were taken as the
subject topics of the study.
Perceived Opportunities: Entrepreneurs do not undertake an enterprise
without any personal/institutional/social objective. The objectives
resulting in entrepreneurship take shape with entrepreneurs perceiving
opportunities that could not be seen before. According to Kirzner, the
essence of entrepreneurship is in the entrepreneurs' awareness on
entrepreneurial opportunities. Entrepreneurial opportunities are
essentially arbitrage opportunities that exist due to the undervaluation of
sources (raw materials, intermediate products, services) required to
produce a product in the market. The entrepreneur "sees" a way to
produce this product, so that its market value exceeds the market value of
the combination of its production inputs, and thereby makes profit. By
this means, entrepreneurship provides a systemic coordination function in
facilitating the distribution of sources over usage areas where their values
would be the highest (Cited by Lewin, 2015). Entrepreneurial
opportunities come in various forms such as new technologies,
information asymmetries and environmental changes, and are typically
sector-specific (Massis et. al., 2017). GEM defines the rate of perceived
opportunity as the percentage of population between the ages of 18 and
64 (excluding individuals that are involved in any stage of entrepreneurial
activity) who see opportunities to start a business where they live
(https://www.gemconsortium.org/wiki/1375,
Date
of
Access:
13.08.2019).
Perceived Capabilities: Comprehensive studies show that human capital
and capabilities affect entrepreneurship and performance in a positive
way. Human capacity consists of the important stimulus of
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entrepreneurship agility and opportunity recognition, namely education,
professional experience and entrepreneurial experience (Afzal et. al.,
2018). Entrepreneurial capabilities can be seen through several
complementary dimensions taking into consideration various endogenous
and exogenous factors such as entrepreneurial cognition, individual and
social biases concerning entrepreneurial and market initiatives
(Carayannis, 2013: 608). GEM defines the rate of perceived capabilities
as the percentage of population between the ages of 18 and 64 (excluding
individuals that are involved in any stage of entrepreneurial activity) who
are in the belief that they possess the skills and background to start a
business (https://www.gemconsortium.org/wiki/1375, Date of Access:
13.08.2019).
Fear of Failure Fear of failure occurs as a responsive reason of
avoidance that comes forth along with the obstacles in the process of
establishing a new enterprise and that has significant effects on the
individual's future entrepreneurial activities, opportunity evaluation and
utilization (Kollman et. al., 2017). It is related with the assessment of
threats to an individual's ability to accomplish personally meaningful
goals when one fails in performance (Noguera et. al., 2013). GEM
defines fear of failure rate as the percentage of population between the
ages of 18 and 64 (excluding individuals that are involved in any stage of
entrepreneurial activity) who state that fear of failure would prevent them
from starting a business (https://www.gemconsortium.org/wiki/1375,
Date of Access: 13.08.2019).
Entrepreneurial Intention: Intention is considered the basis of any
action or activity (Shamsudin et. al., 2018). Entrepreneurial behavior can
be characterized as an intentional behavior, or in other words, intention
can be considered as an indicator of planned entrepreneurial behavior
(Marangoz, et. al., 2014). Entrepreneurial intention represents the idea to
organize in order to use potential opportunities other than the career
choices that are attainable within the frame of concepts such as
independence, creativity, career and the eagerness to succeed (Yeşilay
and Yavaş, 2017). GEM defines entrepreneurial intention rate as the
percentage of population between the ages of 18 and 64, excluding
individuals that are involved in any stage of entrepreneurial activity, who
are described as latent entrepreneurs and who intends to start a business
within the period of three years.
2.2. Total Early-Stage Entrepreneurial Activities Rate
Total Early-Stage Entrepreneurial Activity Rate is a data
calculated in consequence of the research conducted by the Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor. It is calculated as the percentage of population
between the ages of 18 and 64 population who is either a newly emerged
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entrepreneur
or
who
owns
(https://www.gemconsortium.org/wiki/1375,
11.08.2019).

a

new
Date
of

enterprise
Access:

Global Entrepreneurial Monitor (GEM) was initially started as a
project jointly run by Babson College (USA) and London Business
School (UK), in order to determine why some countries are more
'enterprising' than others (https://www.gemconsortium.org/, Date of
Access: 11.08.2019). GEM is a reliable source on entrepreneurship that
provides special data sets, special reports and expert opinion to key
international organizations such as United Nations, World Economic
Forum, World Bank and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD). Beside special reports, GEM provides data on 27
different topics including individuals' entrepreneurial behaviors and
attitudes (15 separate topics) and countries' entrepreneurship environment
conditions (12 separate topics).
3. METHOD
Within the scope of the main purpose of the study, as to manifest
the significance of country differences other than their socio-cultural
structures by setting forth the effects of the concepts of perceived
opportunities, perceived capabilities, fear of failure and entrepreneurial
intentions on the level of entrepreneurial activities, logistic regression
analysis was used as the method of the study.
3.1. Model, Data and Method
The data used in the study are compiled from World Economic
Forum Global Competitive Index and Global Entrepreneurship Monitor
(GEM) data. Perceived opportunities, perceived capabilities, fear of
failure, entrepreneurial intention and total early-stage entrepreneurial
activity data of 69 countries between the years 2016 and 2018 as
published by Global Entrepreneurship Monitor were tested by means of
logistic regression analysis.
Within the frame of the study's purpose, accessible data of 69
countries was subjected to logistic regression analysis. In line with the
purpose of the study, while perceived opportunities, perceived
capabilities, fear of failure and entrepreneurial intention were included as
independent variables in the model, the classification of low (1) and high
(0) total early-stage entrepreneurial activity rates were taken as the
dependent variable.
3.2. Analysis and Findings
Logistics regression analysis was used in order to measure the
effects of perception of opportunities for entrepreneurship, perception of
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capabilities required to maintain the process concerning the opportunities,
entrepreneurial intention and fear of failure that is effective on this
intention put into action, on the total early-stage entrepreneurship (TEA)
level. The objective in using logistic regression analysis, as in other
model structuring techniques used in statistics, is to establish an
admissible model that can define the relation between dependent
(predicted) and independent (predictor) variables with the use of
minimum number of variables and in a way to have highest fitness
(Çokluk, 2010). Logistic regression analysis is a regression model that
facilitates classification and assignation and, as distinct from linear
regression analysis, the fact that it does not have the prerequisites of
normal distribution assumption and continuity assumption makes it easier
to use (Güzel et. al., 2013).
Before the implementation of logistic regression analysis, the
dependent variable TEA was converted into a binary discrete variable.
For this purpose, the median of the series was taken as basis by
determining the lowest and highest values in TEA rates. While those that
remained above the median value were assessed to be high TEA rates (0),
those below the median value were taken as low TEA rates (1). With this
arrangement, the dependent variable was made suitable for binary logistic
regression analysis that would give only 2 (two) results.
Qualities of logistic regression analysis such as the fewness of
distribution assumptions, as compared to other analysis techniques, the
fact that it allows the use of different types of variables and that its results
can be interpreted with ease make it a commonly preferred technique
(Alpar, 2013). In this context, with the purpose of evaluating the
assumptions concerning the distribution even to a limited extent, it is
necessary to scan the data, examine in terms of extreme and missing
values and carry out the required conversions. Since no extreme or
missing value was available in the study, data conversion was not carried
out. Also, it is necessary to examine whether there is any
multicollinearity problem between the predictor variables (Çokluk et. al.,
2012). In order to check whether any multicollinearity problem exists,
VIF (Variance Increase Factor) values were calculated and it was
determined that the VIF values of the variables are less than 10 for all
predictor variables. The mean VIF value, on the other hand, was
calculated to be 1,808. These values indicate that there is no
multicollinearity problem between the variables. Table 1 presents the VIF
values and the correlations between the variables.
Table 1. Correlation and VIF Values Between the Variables Included
in the Study
Variables

Average

SD

1
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2

3

4

VIF

1

Perception
Opportunity

45,50

15,82

1

1,486

2

Perception
Capability

50,44

14,52

0,564**

1

3

Fear of Failure

35,31

9,86

-0,206

0,488**

1

4

Entrepreneurial
Intention

23,85

16,50

0,405**

0,658**

0,409**

1

5

TEA

13,4909

7,84

0,484**

0,731**

0,412**

0,734**

2,433
1,351

** at 0,01 level of significance

Examining the results of correlation analysis shows that
perceiving entrepreneurship opportunities has medium strength positive
correlation with perception of capabilities (r=0,564, p<0,01),
entrepreneurial intention (r=0,405, p<0,01) and TEA (r=0,484, p<0,01).
As for the perception of the capabilities to develop entrepreneurial
process by using the perceived opportunities, it is determined to have
positive and high-strength relations with entrepreneurial intentions
(r=0,658, p<0,01) and TEA (r=0,731, p<0,01). Entrepreneurial intentions
also have a high-strength and positive effect on TEA (r=0,734, p<0,01).
On the other hand, while it is determined that fear of failure has no
correlation with perception of opportunities, it has medium-strength
negative correlations with perception of capabilities (r= -0,488, p<0,01),
entrepreneurial intentions (r= -0,409, p<0,01) and TEA (r= -0,412,
p<0,01).
From the characterization of the entrepreneurship process, by
perceiving and using opportunities the perception on whether one has the
capabilities to start the entrepreneurial process gains prominence, and at
this point fear of failure can have a negative effect on this to turn into an
entrepreneurial intention and early-stage entrepreneurship.
While TEA rates were included in the two-category logistic
regression analysis as a dependent variable with two categories as low
and high, perceived opportunities, perceived capabilities, fear of failure
and entrepreneurial intentions are the independent continuous variables.
The results obtained in consequence of the analysis give the estimated
slope coefficient (β), the standard error of the estimated slope coefficient
(SE), Wald statistics, estimated odds ratios (Exp(β)), 95% confidence
limits for the estimated odds ratios, -2log-likelihood value for the model,
likelihood-ratio test statistics that tests whether slope coefficient is equal
to zero (G) and P (significant) values. In addition, multipurpose test of
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model coefficients, Hosmer and Lemeshow test and classification charts
are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Logistic Regression Analysis Results
-

Analysis Results

Multipurpose
Test of
Model
Coefficients

χ2=35,976

Model
Summary

-2Log likelihood= 33,630

df= 4
p=0,000

Cox&Snell R Square= 0,406
Nagelkerke R Square= 0,640

Hosmer and
Lemeshow
Test

χ2=1,900
df= 8
p=0,984

Classification
Table

-

-

Expected

-

-

TEA

Observed
TEA

-

0,00

1,00

Correct Classification (%)

0,00

0

14

0

1,00

0

55

100

-

79,7

General
Percentage

-

Variables
Included in
the Model

β

S.E.

Wald
Stat.

Sig.

Exp (β)

95%
Confidence
Intervals

-2LL

G

Perception
Opportunity

0,017

0,043

0,151

0,697

1,017

0,935-1,105

35,718

8,24

Perception
Capability

-0,111

0,052

4,576

0,032

0,895

0,808-0,991

33,844

10,11

Failure

-0,037

0,053

0,499

0,480

0,963

0,868-1,069

33,635

10,32

Ent.
Intention

-0,096

0,039

6,118

0,013

0,908

0,841-0,980

33,630

10,31

Constant

11,090

3,943

7,911

0,005

65516,61

573

43,957

The likelihood-ratio test statistic (G) that tests the significance of
the coefficients belonging to the variables in the model is equal to the
difference of the -2log-likelihood value calculated when there is only a
constant term in the model and the -2log-likelihood value calculated
when there is the variable to be tested in the model. Obtained small
values indicate that the variables added into the model do not have any
significant contribution in the estimation of the model and that there is no
need to include these variables in the model. Wald and score tests, on the
other hand, are the other tests examining the significance of the variables
in the model (Alpar, 2013).
Evaluating the multipurpose test results of model coefficients
shows that with chi-square value and p value being at 0,05 significance
level, the final form of the model as (χ2=35,976, df= 4, p=0,000) is
statistically significant.
In logistic regression analysis, explanatory coefficients Cox &
Snell R and Nagelkerke R2 values that are similar to the R2 statistic in
regression analysis and that represent the ratio of the relation between the
dependent variable and the independent variables (Kalaycı, 2010) are
available. Examining the values presented in Table 2 in terms of the
correlation between the dependent variable and the independent variables
shows that Cox-Snell value is 0,406% and Nagelkerke R 2 value is
0,604%. Due to the fact that these statistics usually have small values, it
is suggested that they are used for evaluating the performance of different
models rather than for evaluating the fitness of the model (Alpar, 2013).
As it can be also seen from the results, both values are observed to be
rather small. In order to assess the fitness of the model predicted via
logistic regression analysis, the -2 logarithm (-2LL) of the likelihood
value is used. While perfect fitness is achieved when the -2LL value is
equal to zero, with the addition of predictor variables the changes that
take place in the model and the improvements observed in mode-data
fitness decrease the -2LL value (Çokluk, et. al., 2012). Due to the fact
that the -2LL value presented in Table 2 as 33,630 being significantly
bigger than zero, it can be stated that at least one coefficient other than
the constant coefficient is different than zero, and therefore model fitness
is achieved.
2

In order to determine model-data fitness in logistic regression
analysis, the significance value (p value) obtained in consequence of
Hosmer-Lemeshow test needs to be comparted with the previously
determined significance level of the test (0,05). Any significant result
from this test (p>0,05) indicates that model-data fitness is at sufficient
level (Çokluk, et. al., 2012). Due to the fact that Hosmer and Lemeshow
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Test resulted in p=0,984>0,05 as presented in Table 2, it is possible to
assert that the model has acceptable fitness.
Examining the classification chart in the initial chart where only
the constant is included, it can be seen that 79,7% of the total units in the
first stage were correctly categorized. While carrying out this assessment
in logistic regression analysis, the units belonging to only one group are
correctly categorized in the initial model (Kalaycı, 2010). Accordingly,
also in our study all of the participants are determined to be in low TEA
rate category.
Examining the standard error belonging to the constant term
forming the initial model, Wald statistic that tests the significance of the
variable, the level of significance of Wald statistic, its degree of freedom,
the Exp(β) (odds ratio) value that signifies the change that takes place
when the related variable increased by one unit, and odds ratio
confidence intervals shows that the variables of perceived opportunities
and fear of failure are not significant in the model.
According to Table 2, at 5% level of significance the (β) and
Exp(β) values of the perceived capabilities variable, which is among the
factors found to be significant in the model, are -0,111 and 0,895
respectively. Exp(β) is the change that is expected in the odds ratio as a
result of 1 unit of increase in the independent variable. By assessing the
negative value of the β coefficient, it can be interpreted that as the
perceived capability score increases, the value y will decrease, or in other
words, the likelihood of TEA rate being at high level will increase. One
unit of increase in perceived capabilities will enhance the increase of
TEA rates by 0,895 folds. It is observed that the values of Wald statistic,
as the indicator of whether the presence each independent variable
included in the model is significant, are larger than 2 for each variable
included in the model and smaller for other variables.
Similarly, the (β) and Exp(β) values of entrepreneurial intention,
which is among the factors found out to be significant in the model are
respectively -0,096 and 0,908. Exp(β) is the change that is expected in the
odds ratio, which is the criterion of the relation between the two
variables, when the independent variable increases by 1 unit. By
assessing the negative value of the β coefficient, it can be interpreted that
as the entrepreneurial intention score increases, the value y will decrease,
or in other words, the likelihood of TEA rate being at high level will
increase. One unit of increase in the entrepreneurial intentions will
enhance the increase of TEA rates by 0,908 folds.
The fact that confidence intervals for neither of the two variables
found out to be significant in the model include the value 1, shows that
the value p is significant (Alpar, 2013).
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4.CONCLUSIONS
Among the individual factors affecting entrepreneurship, the
determining effects of the psychologically based perceived opportunities,
perceived capabilities, fear of failure and entrepreneurial intention on the
total early-stage entrepreneurial activity (TEA) rates being high or low
were examined within the scope of the study. For this purpose, data
belonging to 69 countries compiled from the data provided by the Global
Entrepreneurship Monitor GEM and World Economic Forum, were tested
with the use of correlation and logistic regression analysis.
In consequence of the correlation analysis it was determined that
the independent variables perceived opportunities, perceived capabilities,
fear of failure and entrepreneurial intentions have significant relations
with TEA and that the relation between TEA and fear of failure is
negative oriented. According to the results of the correlation analysis,
also significant relations that are positive were determined to exist
between the independent variables. A significant relation could not be
found only between perceived opportunities and fear of failure. The
results obtained from correlation analysis are in line with the findings
reported in the literature. In their respective studies Pradhan & Nath
(2012), Noguera et. al. (2013) and Tsai et. al. (2016) report that perceived
opportunities, perceived capabilities and entrepreneurial intentions affect
entrepreneurship in an interconnected way. On the other hand, it is stated
in other studies that in cases where fear of failure is low, the desire to
form a business is generally higher (Ebrahim & Schøtt, 2011; Koellinger
et. al., 2011, Noguera et. al., 2013).
Also according to Ajzen's (1991) Theory of Planned Behavior,
positive attitude towards entrepreneurship is related with perceived
opportunities and perceived behavior control (perceived capabilities) is
related with the prevention of potential failure (Cited by Tsai et. al.,
2016).
While perceived opportunities, perceived capabilities, fear of
failure and entrepreneurial intentions were included in logistic regression
analysis as independent variables, TEA was included as dependent
variable. Tea rates were categorized for logistic regression and two
categories were set as low (1) and high (0) level.
It was observed that from the four independent variables included
in logistic regression analysis only two were significant and took place in
the model. It was seen that the Wald statistic values, as the indicators of
whether the presence of the independent variables in the model are
significant, for both of the two variables included in the model were
larger than 2. The general correct categorization rate of the model was
found out to be 79,7%.
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The two variables, the presences in the model of which were
significant, were perceived capabilities and entrepreneurial intentions. On
the other hand, the presences of perceived opportunities and fear of
failure in the model were determined to be insignificant. According to the
results of the analysis, as entrepreneurial intention was determined to
have the primary importance in the determination of countries' TEA
levels, perceived capabilities took the second place of importance in the
model. A one unit of increase in entrepreneurial intention and perceived
capabilities will affect countries' TEA rates to be respectively 0,908 and
0,895 folds higher. The conclusions of the study have similar findings
with those reported in the literature.
While Tsai et. al. (2016) reports that there is a significant relation
between perceived capabilities and entrepreneurship, Walker et. al.
(2013) emphasized that entrepreneurship-oriented intentions are in a
strong relation with entrepreneurial acting capabilities. Perceived
opportunities are carried onwards to entrepreneurial intention phase by
individuals who are aware that they possess the capability in following
and utilizing these opportunities and focusing on the objective, or in other
words, by those who know their capabilities. Thereby, perceived
opportunities are moved forward a step as perceived capabilities. In turn,
individuals that have the determination to start up a business from their
perceived capabilities experience lower fear of failure and therefore
realize their entrepreneurial intentions. In this context, it makes sense that
only perceived capabilities and entrepreneurial intentions are included in
the model.
While it is asserted in the literature that the relation between
perceived capabilities and entrepreneurial intention may differ according
to gender, it is essential that country facts and differences between
countries should also be taken into consideration along with individual
characteristics (Tsai et. al., 2016). Accordingly, in the study conducted by
Lakovleva et. al. (2011) on whether entrepreneurial intentions and its
predecessors show any difference between developing and developed
countries, it is concluded that stronger entrepreneurial intentions exist in
developing countries and that the entrepreneurial predecessors' attitudes
and perceived behavioral controls (perceived opportunities, perceived
capabilities, etc.) have higher points in developing countries in
comparison with those in developed countries.
While the findings obtained in the study correspond with the
findings reported in the literature, it would be accurate to state that further
contribution to the literature can be made by future studies with the
inclusion of other factors such country-specific differences, gender
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inequality or economic status to the model either as dependent or
independent variables.
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DOES FORMALIZATION RUIN PUBLIC SERVICE
MOTIVATION? EXPLORING THE MEDIATING EFFECT OF
WORK ALIENATION *
Utku Güğerçin**
Introduction
Through many years, a great amount of research has been conducted
regarding the differences between public and private organizations.
Scholars have made comparisons and criticized the public-private
distinction on the basis of specific issues such as organizational structures
and processes (e.g. Russell et al., 2007), human resources and management
practices (e.g. Bordia & Blau, 1998; Faiz, 2013), leadership styles (e.g.
Bourantas & Papalexandris, 1993), and values (e.g. Carrim & Basson,
2013). It is quite obvious that all these variables have reflections on
employees, particularly in terms of their work-related needs and reward
choices (Crewson, 1997; Perry & Porter, 1982; Rainey, 1982; Wittmer,
1991). From this point forth, it has been argued that employees’
motivational processes differ in public and private organizations (Brewer
& Selden, 1998; Buelens & Van den Broeck, 2007; Houston, 2000).
Accordingly, conceptual and empirical arguments focusing on the
motivation processes of public employees are under the spotlight. In time,
the concept of public service motivation (PSM), which separates the
drivers of public sector employees, has been widely accepted by scholars
(Perry & Hondeghem, 2008).
In the last decade of the 20th century, Perry and Wise (1990: 368)
formulated the concept of PSM as “an individual’s predisposition to
respond to motives grounded primarily or uniquely in public institutions
and organizations.” This paradigm that separates the nature and drivers of
public sector employees’ motivation from others has received the attention
of many scholars. Initially, the concept started to be evaluated in terms of
its influence on job performance and organizational effectiveness (Leisink
& Steijn, 2009; Naff & Crum, 1999; Perry & Wise, 1990; Rainey, 1982;
Romzek, 1990; Vandenabeele, 2009). Additionally, PSM was associated
with organizational structure, organizational processes, and personal
issues, such as religion, parental relations in childhood, and political
ideology (e.g. Harari et al., 2017, Moynihan & Pandey, 2007; Pandey &
Rainey, 2006; Perry, 1997). In time, particularly after the development of
a measurement tool to assess PSM, psychological, organizational, and
demographic characteristics have been analyzed as the antecedents of PSM
This study is the extended version of the proceeding presented at the “25th National
Management and Organization Congress” held in Ankara on 25-27 May 2017.
*
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in numerous studies. However, the evidence is often mixed and no
consensus has yet been reached regarding the antecedents of PSM. In this
study, the perceived level of formalization in organizations is considered
as a potential predictor of PSM. Additionally, work alienation is evaluated
as a mediator variable between formalization and PSM. The purpose of the
study is to determine the direct effect of formalization on PSM and also the
indirect effect through work alienation.
PSM was asserted to encompass various meanings in different cultures
(Kim et al., 2013). In this study, PSM, which takes its roots from the West,
will be evaluated in the context of the culture of an emerging country,
namely Turkey. Considering the limited number of studies as regards to
PSM in Turkey, most of which are generally conceptual discussions or
literature reviews (e.g. Akıllı & Cingöz, 2015; Arslan, 2018, 2019; Arslan
& Karacaoğlu, 2019; Aydın et al., 2017; Coşkun, 2015; Kavas et al., 2017;
Ökmen & Demir, 2010), this study is hoped to be helpful in exploring PSM
in Turkey. Understanding the correlates of PSM is thought to be beneficial
for practitioners in the public sector to advance management practices.
As one of the earliest studies to empirically examine PSM in Turkey,
the originality of the paper lies in the fact that it sheds light on PSM, which
associates the effort for public good and administrative practices.
Additionally, the paper analyzes the formalization–PSM relationship,
which previously produced contradictory findings. Since the study is an
attempt to fill this gap, the results of the study are hoped to contribute to
the literature.
1. Conceptual Framework
1.1. Public Service Motivation
In comparison with the services in private sector, public service is
evaluated as a distinct, specific area. It is explained as “a sense of public
morality” (Staats, 1988) or “a reflective of an intrinsic desire to perform
work that is deemed worthwhile for society” (Scott & Pandey, 2005: 160).
In this context, scholars discussed the roots of the motivational controversy
between public and private sector employees in terms of money or merit
pay and concluded that in contrast with private sector, the role of these
incentives on motivation was relatively low in public sector employees
(Perry, 1986). Indeed, for instance, it is not always possible to run the
mostly used ‘higher pay for higher performance’ method in the public
sector. Additionally, the absence of salary increases for good performers
leaves no room for salary negotiations in the public sector (Perry & Porter,
1982). Many public organizations are less competitive in terms of pay
because they are non-profit (Akinyele, 2007). Drawing upon this point of
view, conceptual and empirical arguments about the differences between
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public–private organizations pointed out that employees in public
organizations had a unique motivational process (Rainey, 1982; Rawls et
al., 1975), as an extension of the public service ethic (Perry, 1997).
Public sector employees, in comparison with private ones, are
motivated by intrinsic motivating factors, meaning that motivation comes
from within (Buelens & Van den Broeck, 2007). The source for good
performers in the public sector is intrinsic rewards rather than external ones
(Rawls et al., 1975). In line with this paradigm, PSM refers to a tendency
toward working with a commitment to public service, striving for public
welfare, and the betterment of the society (Scott & Pandey, 2005: 156). In
the framework of PSM, public service employees are presumed to be ready
for self-sacrifice, and work with civic duty and compassion (Vandenabeele
et al., 2014: 781). Not surprisingly, it is noted that individuals with high
levels of PSM are willing to work in the public sector and their level of
performance is higher (Perry & Wise, 1990; Scott & Pandey, 2005).
According to Perry and Wise (1990), PSM arises from three categories
of motives. One is rational motive involves the desire to influence public
policy and the attraction of public policymaking. Public employees are
expected to be fostered in terms of conducting meaningful work. The
second motive to engage in PSM is norm-based motive, which is about
following the accepted and the shared norms such as the commitment to
the public interest, being loyal to the government, and social justice. The
third motive for PSM is affective motive, which is about the emotions of
the employees. Affective motive is considered as the main motive for
employees to engage in PSM and takes its roots from ‘patriotism of
benevolence’ (Frederickson & Hart, 1985: 548-549).
Although PSM is a term that specifically focuses on the motives of
employees in public service employees, it is worth noting that PSM is
different from public sector motivation (Scott & Pandey, 2005: 161). PSM
is associated with altruism and public welfare (Liu & Perry, 2016). Hence,
rather than a positive concept that is expected from employees in the public
sector, PSM is claimed to be evaluated as a characteristic of the public
service ethos (Frederickson & Hart, 1985). Additionally, PSM is in
contradiction with the assumptions of rationality, which assumes that
decision-makers strive for the maximum output since PSM encompasses
elements such as altruism, self-sacrifice, and intrinsic motivation
(Camilleri, 2007; Vandenabeele & Ban, 2009: 358). Consequently, within
the framework of PSM, an employee is not considered as an actor who
strives for self-maximization, as opposed to the assumption of rationality
(Perry & Wise, 1990).
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1.2. Formalization and Work Alienation as the Predictors of PSM
Formalization briefly refers to the degree to which rules, procedures,
instructions, and communications are written (Pugh et al., 1968).
Nevertheless, labeling formalization as rules is an output of a narrow
perspective (Walsh & Dewar, 1987: 217). More broadly, formalization is
defined as the degree to which rules and procedures in an organization are
clearly written, formally established, and followed in carrying out different
activities (Rai, 1983; Rainey, 2009: 209). These activities may be related
to decision-making, decision-sharing, instructions, or information
dissemination (Pugh et al., 1963: 303-304). Clearance of roles, strict
authority, encouragement of written communication, a high degree of
norms, sanctions, and procedures are basic reflections of a high level of
formalization in any organization (Hall et al., 1967: 906-907).
The linkage between PSM and formalization lies in the organizational
structure of public organizations. These organizations tend to have a high
level of hierarchy and the number of bureaucratic levels is expected to be
high in these organizations. Additionally, public organizations are
expected to have less flexibility in rules and procedures (Lan & Rainey,
1992). Hence, the existing nature of the structure of the public
organizations legitimizes the existence of formal rules and procedures
(Giauque et al., 2013).
Although formalization is a neutral concept for the sake of the
organizations, it is held responsible for unintended consequences (Chen &
Rainey, 2014). In this line, in contrast to the limited number of exceptional
studies, a great many studies in the field revealed that the increase in the
perceived level of formalization had an inverse effect on PSM (Aiken &
Hage, 1966; Michaels et al., 1996; Moynihan & Pandey, 2007). In other
words, organizational characteristics such as high levels of centralization,
formalization, and standardization, which are known as the structural
characteristics of public organizations, lead to lower intrinsic motivation
(Manolopoulos, 2008; Sherman & Smith, 1984). However, this negative
relationship is clearer when rules substitute for goals. In this situation,
employees strive to comply with the requirements of formalization rather
than seeking out ways to accomplish the goals of the organization (Scott &
Pandey, 2005: 157). Additionally, the type of problems encountered plays
a role in benefiting from formalization. In this line, Merton (1940) noted
that formalization could be dysfunctional, particularly when the
organization tried to rely on formalization while solving unstructured
problems.
To the author’s knowledge, no study has focused on the relationship
between the degree of formalization and PSM. Yet, an inverse relationship
is expected. The potential negative effects of formalization on PSM could
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be explained with reference to the perception of burdensome rules. Even
though rules, regulations, and procedures offer guidelines and minimize
ambiguity for public employees (Jakobsen & Mortensen, 2016), if the level
of formalization is perceived as high, it has the potential to reduce PSM
(Jacobsen & Jakobsen, 2018: 25). Therefore, more formalization is
expected to cause less PSM. In a similar vein, the belief among the
members of the organization about the detrimental effect of rules is stated
as an obstacle to organizational performance (Jacobsen & Jakobsen, 2018:
24). In this line, studies focusing on PSM and red tape, which occurs when
rules lead to inefficiencies by creating boundaries (Cooke, et al., 2019:
767), concluded that the direction of the relationship between these
variables was negative. Moynihan & Pandey (2007: 47) found that if
employees perceived formalization as detrimental, employees might be
discouraged. Hence, the first hypothesis is formulated as “H1:
Formalization is negatively associated with PSM.”
Along with a decrease in PSM, another unintended effect of
formalization may be work alienation (Agarwal, 1993). Alienation has
been discussed in the field of management and organization since the
second half of the 20th century (Seeman, 1983: 171). In time, it is asserted
that alienation is not limited to blue-collar employees who exert their
physical power while at work. White-collar employees may also feel
alienated due to work (Gerth & Mills, 1946: 50). In the following years,
work alienation, which refers to “a feeling of disappointment with career
and professional development, as well as disappointment over the inability
to fulfill professional norms,” has been widely analyzed both theoretically
and empirically (Aiken & Hage, 1966: 497).
Studies in the literature on the association between formalization and
alienation generally indicate an inverse relationship. Empirical and
theoretical studies showed that formalization was linked with triggered
alienation (Aiken & Hage, 1966; Chen & Rainey, 2014; Hall, 1968;
Michaels et al., 1996; Sarros et al., 2002; Zeffane 1994). Formalization,
namely strict written rules and bureaucratic controls, may block the use of
autonomy of employees, and make them feel detached, powerless, and
meaningless. However, alienation will particularly increase when
employees perceive formalization as burdensome and dysfunctional
(Aiken & Hage, 1966; DeHart-Davis & Pandey, 2005: 133; Smith, 1971).
Overall, a pre-determined work routine and the lack of decisional activities
may aggravate feelings of alienation (Agarwal, 1993). However, an
interesting point is that there is a disparity in the findings of studies about
the formalization–alienation relationship. Formalization was considered as
a tool to mitigate alienation by providing guidance and clarifying job
responsibilities (Adler & Borys, 1996; Michaels et al. 1988; Organ &
Greene, 1981; Podsakoffet al., 1986). In this study, in line with the widely
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accepted paradigm in the literature, formalization is considered as a key
trigger for work alienation. Hence, the second hypothesis of the study is
formulated as “H2: Formalization is positively associated with work
alienation.”
While increasing work alienation, formalization is expected to lessen
PSM (Matei & Cornea, 2011). Although there is a limited number of
studies directly focusing on the relationship between alienation and PSM,
the inverse relationship between alienation and motivation has been
studied before (Ankony & Kelley, 1999). Theoretically, alienation is
expected to prevent the employee from being motivated because alienation
comes with a sense of meaningless (Tummers, 2009). When the employee
cannot find meaning in conducting the job, the desire to conduct
meaningful public service will decrease. In this context, alienation may
play a mediating role between formalization and PSM. The constraints that
arise from formalization may cause alienation, and it may lead to lower
PSM. Hence, the third and fourth hypotheses are formulated as “H 3: Work
alienation is negatively associated with PSM,” and “H4: Work alienation
has a mediating role between formalization and PSM.”
2. Methodology
2.1. Research Model and Data Analysis
The research model of the study is illustrated in Figure 1. In order to
examine the relationships among the variables, data were gathered using
the survey method in the context of a cross-sectional design. Structural
equation modeling was applied to test the research model. As the initial
analysis, data screening was carried out. In this process, data were found
to be far from matching the multivariate normal distribution assumption.
Accordingly, partial least squares-structural equation modeling (PLSSEM), which is a variance-based structural equation modeling, was
decided to be used because it has more tolerance in comparison with
covariance-based structural equation modeling when the data are
nonnormal (Hair et al., 2014: 108). Yet, it is worth noting that when the
skewness of the data is high, PLS-SEM may lead to problematic statistical
results. Therefore, skewness of the data was analyzed and the related
values were found to be in the range of ±2, which is considered as the
acceptable limit (Gravetter & Wallnau, 2014). Another reason for the use
of PLS-SEM was the iterative approach of the algorithm that maximizes
the explained variance of the endogenous latent construct (Chin, 2010;
Jöreskog & Wold, 1982), which is PSM in this study. Considering the fact
that predicting PSM within the context of uncovered relationships is of the
essence in this study, PLS-SEM was considered to be an appropriate
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approach due to its focus on explaining endogenous latent constructs. The
PLS-SEM algorithm was followed by the use of SMART PLS software.

Figure 1. Research Model
1.2. Sample and Instrument
Data were gathered from white-collar employees working in
municipalities in Adana, Turkey. Municipalities face various constraints
while striving to achieve their desired goals despite their administrative
and financial autonomy. The constraints mainly arise from the pressure of
elections, which can be evaluated as a reflection of satisfaction with the
provided service, and the limitations due to legislation. In this context, the
PSM of municipality employees was considered to be an interesting issue,
and the sample was thought to be well-suited for examining PSM. The
target population was all municipalities in Adana, but due to the inability
to reach all of them, employees in three district municipalities were taken
as the sample.
From among 500 survey forms, a total of 400 were returned. The results
of the data screening process indicated that 321 forms were suitable for
analysis. Following Marcoulides and Saunders (2006) to calculate the
required sample size, it was found that 147 responses were adequate for a
PLS-SEM test. Therefore, the analyses were conducted with the data from
the 321 responses.
The survey form consisted of three scales and demographic variables:
the work alienation scale (Pandey & Kingsley, 2000), formalization scale
(Andrews & Kacmar, 2001), and short form of public service motivation
scale (Liu & Perry, 2016) were involved in the survey form in a 5-point
Likert format. All measurement tools were originally developed in English.
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Hence, translation into Turkish for each questionnaire was executed via the
back-translation method.

3. Results
3.1. Demographics
Respondents were asked to answer demographic questions, which were
gender, age, marital status, education level, position in the organization,
and work experience. All demographic variables are given in Table 1. The
average values of these variables are given in the table below because age
and work experience demographics were in a ratio scale.
Table 1. Demographic Variables
Demographics

n

%

Gender

Demographics

n

%

Marital Status

Female

136

42.4

Married

227

70.7

Male

178

55.5

Single

82

25.5

7

2.2

No Response

12

3.7

No Response
Position

Education Level

Managerial

42

13.1

High school graduate

87

27.1

Non-managerial

370

84.1

Two-year degree

53

16.5

9

2.8

Bachelor's degree

143

44.5

Postgraduate

31

9.7

No Response

7

2.2

No Response

* Average age was 36.73 (missing values: 33)
** Average work experience was 12.8 years (missing values: 14)

3.2. The Measurement Model
In order to assess the measurement model (a.k.a. outer model), which
shows how the indicators are associated with their latent variables,
reliability, validity, and collinearity statistics were evaluated. Since all
scales were in reflective measurement format, outer loadings, and
composite reliability (CR) values were checked to assess indicator
reliability and internal consistency reliability (Wong, 2013). All outer
loadings, with one exception, were found to satisfy the requirement for
indicator reliability with loadings at the .70 level or higher on their
respective constructs (Hair et al., 2014: 103). The exceptional indicator
was PSM6, of which loading was below .70. PSM6 was removed because
the exclusion of this indicator increases the composite reliability.
Secondly, for internal consistency reliability, CR values were checked and
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all values were found to be well above the threshold level of .70 (Bagozzi
and Yi, 1988). All related values are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Outer Loadings and Composite Reliability
Outer
Loadings
.74

Latent Variable
Work Alienation

Composite
Reliability
.87

.76
.80
.73
.77
Formalization

.75

.85

.91
.75
Public Service Motivation

.71

.86

.78
.78
.74
.72

In order to test convergent validity, the average variance extracted
(AVE) value of each latent variable was evaluated. Convergent validity
was established because all AVE values exceeded the threshold of .50
(Fornell & Larcker, 1981). For discriminant validity, along with Fornell–
Larcker criterion, the heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT) ratio of correlations
was assessed due to its superior performance in comparison to the Fornell–
Larcker criterion. HTMT values were found to be below the expected level
of .90, confirming discriminant validity (Gold et al., 2001; Teo et al.,
2008). Additionally, discriminant validity was established because the
AVE value for each construct was higher than its squared correlation with
the remaining constructs (Fornell & Larcker, 1981), as depicted in Table
3. In order to assess the existence of collinearity, VIF values were
evaluated. The highest VIF value was 2.0, which is below the threshold of
10 (Hair et al., 2006), revealing that no significant effect of collinearity
existed in the model.
Table 3. AVE Values and Square of Intercorrelations*
Formalization
PSM
Work Alienation

Formalization
.65
.33
.06
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PSM

Work Alienation

.56
.41

.58

* Values on the diagonal (shown in bold) are AVE for each latent variable (LV). Offdiagonal elements are square of correlations between LVs.

3.3. The Structural Model
Because the data met the criteria of reliability and validity, the structural
(the inner) model was analyzed and the results of the hypothesis tests were
demonstrated. The significance of the structural model was tested using a
bootstrapping procedure, which allows a large number of subsamples to be
taken from the original sample with replacement. Using a one-tailed test
with .05 significance level, the results of the bootstrapping procedure
revealed that all paths, except formalization–PSM, were statistically
significant. The path coefficients are depicted in Table 4.
Table 4. Path Coefficients

Model Pathway
Formalization-PSM
Formalization-Work
Alienation
Work Alienation-PSM
* p < .001

Percentile Bootstrap
95% CI
Lower
Upper
-.05
.10

Path
Coefficient
.03

Standard
Deviation
.05

tValue
.64

-.25*

.05

5.13

-.03

-.17

-.64*

.04

17.80

-.07

-.58

The first hypothesis H1, examining the association between
formalization and PSM, was rejected because the effect was insignificant
(β=.03, t=.644, p=.26). H2, which posits that formalization is positively
associated with work alienation, was also rejected due to the direction of
the relationship. Although the effect was significant, the association was
found to be negative (β= -.25, t=5.125, p< .001). H3, which posits that work
alienation is negatively associated with PSM, was supported (β=-.64,
t=17.80, p< .001). The t-values of the path coefficients are illustrated in
Figure
2.

Figure 2. Test Results of the Research Model
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The last hypothesis H4, which asserts that work alienation has a
mediation role between formalization and PSM, was supported. Following
the procedure developed by Nitzl et al. (2016) to test mediation effects on
PLS-SEM, it was revealed that work alineation mediated the relationship
between formalization and PSM. In the absence of work alienation as a
mediating variable, formalization had a positive and significant direct
effect on PSM (β=.21, t=4.743, p<.001). When work alienation was
included in the research model, the indirect effect of formalization was
significant (β=.16, t=4.663, p<.001) as seen in Table 5, but the direct effect
was not significant (β=.03, t=.644, p=.26). Therefore, work alienation was
found to be a full mediator, with a variance accounted for (VAF) value of
.84.
Table 5. Indirect Effect of Formalization on PSM
Model Pathway
Formalization-Work
Alienation-PSM

Coefficient
.16*

Percentile Bootstrap 95% CI
Lower
Upper
.11
.22

* p<.001

The results indicated that with the mediating effect of work alienation,
formalization explained .41 of the variance in PSM. As the last analysis,
for the predictive relevance of the PLS path model, Stone-Geisser’s Q2
values were evaluated by blindfolding (Hair et al., 2011: 147). The Q2
values were calculated as .03 for work alienation and .22 for PSM. The
PLS model was considered to have predictive relevance because these
values were larger than zero for the endogenous latent variables in the
model.
Discussion and Conclusion
Authorities in the public sector have strived to increase employees’
motivation by following a great number of motivation techniques used in
the private sector. Nevertheless, characteristics of public employees,
particularly in terms of their values, needs, and reward choices that are
related to work, were found to be different from private sector employees
(Crewson, 1997; Perry & Porter, 1982; Rainey, 1982; Wittmer, 1991).
Accordingly, the concept of public service motivation (PSM), which refers
to “an individual’s predisposition to respond to motives grounded
primarily or uniquely in public institutions and organizations” (Perry &
Wise, 1990: 368) and separates the drivers of public sector employees, has
received the attention of many scholars (Perry & Hondeghem, 2008). This
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paper is an attempt to clarify the ambiguous relationship between
formalization-PSM by analyzing work alienation as a mediating variable.
The results of the analysis showed that in the absence of work alienation
as a mediating variable, formalization had a positive and significant effect
on PSM (β=.21, t=4.743, p<.001). Therefore, as opposed to the first
hypothesis, it is understood that formalization is not considered as a
detrimental factor by employees. In the literature, positive, negative, and
null findings have been reported about the link between organizational
characteristics and PSM. However, it seems that formalization, namely the
existence of explicitly written rules and less flexibility in procedures (Lan
& Rainey, 1992), are legitimized -or even sanctified- issues in
municipalities (Giauque et al., 2013).
The finding about the positive association between formalization and
PSM is in line with the value activation theory, which sets an appropriate
stage to assess motivation because values are closely related to motivation
(Schwartz & Bilsky, 1990). Value activation entails that values need to be
activated in order to influence behaviors or judgments (Verplanken &
Holland, 2002). In the context of this study, formalization may work as an
activator for values that are related to the public good, resulting in an
increase in PSM. Findings lend support to previous studies that have shown
that rules, regulations, and procedures minimize ambiguity (Jakobsen &
Mortensen, 2016) and allow employees to accomplish the goals of the
organization. Therefore, rather than formalization itself, the belief of the
organization members about the detrimental effect of rules may be an
obstacle to PSM (Jacobsen & Jakobsen, 2018: 24; Moynihan & Pandey,
2007: 47). Accordingly, it is noteworthy that how an organization uses
formalization has the potential to determine its impact on PSM. As DeHartDavis and Pandey (2005: 133) noted, if the type of bureaucracy was
enabling, it would help employees to master tasks and be more committed
to the organization, which in turn increases PSM. As Kaufman (1977)
stated, employees might differ totally in perceiving formalization. Indeed,
some may benefit from formalization as a guideline, whereas the rest may
perceive formalization as red tape. It is understood that the sample of this
study perceived formalization as a guideline, which led to a high degree of
PSM.
An inverse impact was revealed regarding the relationship between
perceived level of formalization and work alienation. Interestingly, the
generally accepted view in the literature is that formalization, as an element
of organizational structure, is responsible for unintended consequences
(Merton, 1940) and associated with higher work alienation (Agarwal 1993;
Aiken & Hage 1966; Bonjean & Grimes, 1970). Nevertheless, this linkage
is only acceptable when formalization results in compliance (DeHart596

Davis & Pandey, 2005: 133). In other words, when employees evaluate the
organizational structures and processes irrelevant and detrimental,
alienation will be triggered. Otherwise, namely when formalization is
interpreted as a requirement, formalization was found to extinguish
alienation (Aiken & Hage, 1966; DeHart-Davis & Pandey, 2005; Smith,
1971). In this study, formalization, as an instrument that sets the standards
within the organization and minimizes ambiguity in terms of expected
behaviors, was found to reduce work alienation. This result supported the
findings of Aiken and Hage (1966), Smith (1971), Walsh and Dewar
(1987), and DeHart-Davis and Pandey (2005).
As expected, the effect of work alienation on PSM was found to be
negative. In the literature, there is a limited number of studies directly
focusing on the relationship between work alienation and PSM. Instead of
work alienation-PSM relationship, the inverse relationship between
alienation and motivation was studied before (Ankony & Kelley, 1999).
Theoretically, alienation is expected to prevent the employee from being
motivated because alienation comes with a sense of meaningless
(Tummers, 2009). The results of this study supported that when employees
could not find meaning in dealing with any task, the desire to work for the
public, namely public service motivation, lessened.
The last assertation of the study was the mediation effect of work
alienation on formalization and PSM. As expected, work alienation was
found to be a full mediator in this relationship. Overall, it is claimed that
formalization itself is not a direct threat to employees. On the contrary,
formalization may lead to desired conditions in the organization, such as
high PSM and low work alienation. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that
findings in the related literature revealed that how employees perceived
formalization was crucial at this point. In this respect, because
municipalities are public organizations, which are generally close to the
mechanistic organization type, the motivation of employees might be
positively influenced by formalization. Consequently, formalization was
found to diminish work alienation, and then work alienation was found to
lessen PSM.
As one of the earliest studies to empirically examine PSM in Turkey,
the originality of this paper lies in the fact that it sheds light on PSM and
hopes to contribute to the PSM literature in Turkey, which is still in its
infancy. Additionally, the paper analyzes the formalization–PSM
relationship, which previously produced contradictory findings. The
results of the study are hoped to contribute to the literature because the
study is an attempt to fill this gap.
PSM in Turkey is important because the ratio of public employees is on
the rise. According to the periodic Labour Force Statistics report published
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by the Turkish Statistical Institute (2020), public employment has a share
of 18% with 4.7 million employees. The ratio was 7.9% in 1990 (Özdemir,
2007), and starting from the 2000s, the rate of public employment was
approximately 10% (Akbulut, 2015). The current ratio of 18% shows that
public employment has risen over time and today almost one in six
employed persons (including self-employed ones) in Turkey works in the
public sector. In this respect, the findings are hoped to be beneficial for
the managers of public organizations, of which employee numbers are
increasing. As a practical implication/avenue, it is revealed that
formalization itself may not be a direct threat to PSM. Nevertheless, work
alineation possesses the potential to lessen PSM. Understanding the
correlates of PSM is thought to be beneficial for practitioners in the public
sector to advance management practices. Therefore, managers are
expected to cope with work alienation by creating room for participation
in decision-making.
In further studies, along with formalization, other elements of
organizational structure such as degree of centralization or work
specialization are suggested to be considered as exogenous variables to
explain PSM. Moreover, contemporary applications such as job rotation or
remote working are also suggested to be considered as possible exogenous
variables. Additionally, cultural characteristics or administrative
traditions, which differ from one country to another, may have an impact
on PSM (Harari et al., 2017). Therefore, the cultural characteristics are
strongly suggested to be involved in the research models of further studies.
Analyzing how formalization and PSM are related in the context of a
curvilinear relationship may contribute to the literature because it
establishes whether the relation is U-shaped. Lastly, researchers may focus
on an investigation regarding the possible bi-directional relationship
between formalization and PSM by applying longitudinal methodology.
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IMPACTS OF THE EU´S ANTI-DUMPING AND SAFEGUARD
MEASURES ON TURKISH EXPORTS
Volkan Sezgin
JEL codes: F10, F12, F13
1.Introduction
During the last two decades, particularly after Turkey´s accession
negotiations with the EU started in 2004, Turkey and the EU accelerated
their partnerships in various fields, especially in trade. EU has been the
top export destination for Turkish exporters for many years. Similarly,
Turkey is considered as a crucial market for the EU products. According
to TUIK data, EU countries accounted for 48.5 percent of Turkey’s
trade in 2019 while this rate was 50.0 percent in 2018. Germany topped
the list of Turkey´s major export markets in 2019 with 15.4 billion USD,
followed by the UK and Italy with 10.8 billion USD and 9.3 billion
USD, respectively. There was a fall in exports to some important EU
trading partners in 2019 compared to 2018, but they were not
significant: Germany (-4.3 percent), Belgium (-17.7 percent), and UK
(-2.1 percent).
Although EU and Turkey have close commercial ties, both partners
have not abstained from applying various trade policy actions against
each other as we see an increasing trend in the numbers of trade policy
investigations initiated (or measures taken) by both sides recently. 1
This might be related with EU and Turkey being among the frequent
users of the trade remedies along with the U.S.A., India, China,
Indonesia, Egypt, Canada etc.
In this respect, the EU and Turkey prefer using different types of
remedies which have direct negative impacts on various sectors against
one another. To illustrate it, the EU initiated an antidumping
investigation on imports of ferro chromium from Turkey in 2017 and
decided to impose a definitive AD measure on imports of Turkey origin
pipe fittings in 2013. On the other side, Turkey implemented trade
policy actions against imports from EU which include the following:
Antidumping duties on imports of polyvinyl chloride and laminated
floorings from Germany in 2015, and an antidumping measure on
imports of uncolored float glass from Romania in 2013.
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In short, our analysis focuses on trade distorting impacts of EU´s
trade policy actions on Turkish exports and Turkey´s major non-EU
trade partners between 2001 and 2015.
The paper first illustrates the literature review on the empirical
analysis of the impacts of the AD and SG actions on international trade
flows. Section 2 presents the empirical model and a discussion of
variable construction and data. The empirical investigation is based on
Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) proposed by Arellano and
Bond (1991), and the model is originated from the methodology
presented by Bown and Crowley (2007). In the last section, we discuss
our empirical results, and a conclusion is drawn.
2.Literature Review
Several seminal studies have been carried out in the past with the
purpose of identifying distorting impacts of the AD duties by
investigating different countries. A high percentage of research
conducted in past decades has focused on the problem of usual trade
diversion/deflection analysis. In that sense, among the theoretical
seminal works, the impact of AD measures by USA concerning
Mexican and Japanese of portland cement imports was examined by
Cohen‐Meidan (2013), and she revealed heterogeneous market effects
occurred in the U.S. market. Cohen-Meidan found out that AD duties
cause significant price and production effects, but these effects are
highly localized and had little impact on more distant U.S. markets.
Some other models focused on the firm and plant level impacts of
the trade remedies. For instance, Chandra and Long (2013) focused on
firm level data from China to check the impacts of AD duties of the U.S.
Some scholars studied effects of trade remedies empirically using a
variety of methods for revealing different features of these actions. It
was Baylis and Perloff (2010), who investigated the suspension
agreement that came out as a result of the AD measures by the U.S. on
fresh tomatoes from Mexico by specifying how AD duties can cause
unexpected incentives to product shift. As a result of their study, they
concluded that both trade diversion (Canada to export more tomatoes
to the U.S.) and trade deflection (Mexico to export more tomatoes to
Canada) effects occurred following AD. Besides, they revealed that
80% of the direct effect was offset by the indirect trade effects.
Apart from these, Bown and Crowley (2007) empirically examined
whether a country’s use of an import restricting trade policy distorts a
foreign country’s exports to third markets. They tested the model that
they developed by investigating the eﬀect of the United States’ use of
such import restrictions on Japanese exports of roughly 4800 products
into 37 countries between 1992 and 2001. As a result, they realized that
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U.S. restrictions both deﬂect and depress Japanese export ﬂows to third
countries. 2 AD measures against Japan leads to a 5‐7 percentage
increase in Japanese exports of the same product to the average third
country market (trade deflection). They also found that the imposition
of a U.S. antidumping measure against a third country depresses
Japanese trade, as the average U.S. duty imposed on a third country
leads to a 5‐19% decrease in Japanese exports of that same product to
the average third country's market. (Bown and Crowley (2007).
As far as we know, there are not many major studies on the myriad
effects of trade barriers of the EU on Turkish trade. One of the
interesting analysis was made by Togan (2015), where he exposes in his
research the difficulties that Turkey still faces in eliminating technical
barriers to trade with the EU, which persist in areas such as
pharmaceuticals, chemicals, food and textiles, all of which lead to the
continued use of SG, AD and CV duties. The author lists some of the
reasons for the non-elimination of TBTs between Turkey and the EU:
the framework of Turkish laws and associated legislation has not been
sufficiently harmonized with that of the EU, the enormous adjustment
costs arising from the elimination of TBT for the Turkish public sector,
and finally the tendency to eliminate TBT only in those sectors where
there are comparative advantages. We think that our paper is one of the
first papers aiming to empirically examine the impacts of the EU´s AD
and SG measures on Turkish exports.
3.An Overview of EU´s AD and SG applications against Turkey,
2001 - 2015
When an anti-dumping measure is imposed against Turkish products
by the EU and no tariffs rise against others, we expect to view a rise in
the exports of the other countries into EU market instead of Turkish
products and a “trade deflection” effect to occur since Turkish exports
will be directed into other countries/markets but not into the EU market.
Under these circumstances, Turkish products can be expected to be
replaced by some products coming from other exporting countries into
the EU market. Besides, if EU decides to implement a trade action
against imports from other countries but not Turkey; this time Turkish
exports to these other countries will also fall since these countries would
not be able to export to the EU; thus, the supplies will be sold
domestically causing Turkish exports to fall to the 3rd countries. 3 We
should also keep in mind that if EU imposes trade remedies against
imports from other countries, but not to Turkey, Turkish exports to the
EU might be expected to rise to the EU since the others might
2
3

See Bown and Crowley (2007) for thorough analysis.
This is an example of a trade diversion.
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experience falls in their shares in the EU market. In addition to this, if
EU implements a SG action against the imports from all of the
exporting countries, we can anticipate an increase in Turkish exports to
the other trade partners countries and in other countries` exports to
Turkey, since EU markets will be closed for imports in case of a
safeguard.
Table 1 shows the details about EU´s three antidumping duties
against Turkey origin products within the period of investigation.
Table 1. EU´s AD Measures Against Turkey Origin Products,
2001-2015
Year

Country

Harmonize
d Schedule
(HS) Code

Initiatio
n Date

Date of
Final
Duty

Amount of
AD Duty

Type of
Duty

2001

Russia,
Turkey

731210

05 May
2000

4 Aug.
2001

Russia:
50,7%;
Turkey: 31%

Ad val.
duty

2002

Turkey,
Ukraine

730630

29 June
2001

27 Sep.
2002

Turkey: 6%;
Ukraine:
44,1 %

Ad val.
duty

2013

Russia,
Turkey

730793,
730799

1 Nov.
2011

29 Jan.
2013

Russia:
23,8%,
Turkey:
16,7%

Ad val.
duty

In addition to AD measures, it is possible to claim that EU´s SG
actions also restricted Turkish exports to flow into the EU as SG duties
are temporary trade measures aiming to relieve the domestic producers
from negative impacts of the sudden, recent and sharp import surges.
EU imposed 93 antidumping actions and 3 safeguard actions in
2001-2015. Table 2 illustrates the safeguard duties that EU
implemented in this period which has also impressions on Turkish
trade.
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Table 2. SG Duties Applied by the EU,
2001-2015
Year

HS Code

Initiatio
n Date

Date of
Expi.

Type of SG
Measure

Name of the
Product

2002

720810, 720825,
720826, 720827,
720836, 720837,
720838, 720839

28 Mar.
2002

28 Jan.
2003

Tariff
Quotas

Hot Colled
Roils

2004

030212, 030311,
030319, 030322,
030410, 030420

06 Mar.
2004

23 Apr.
2005

Tariff
Quotas and
Additional
Duties

Salmon

081110

06 Jul.
2005

4 Apr.
2006

Tariff
Quotas and
Additional
Duties

Strawberries

2005

4.Variable Construction and Data
We empirically calculate the impacts of EU´s AD and SG actions on
Turkish trade flows using a GMM approach.
In order to do this, we firstly compiled information concerning EU´s
AD and SG actions for 2001-2015 using European Commission´s (DG
Trade) website and Eur-Lex database. Our estimates use data on the
country-speciﬁc, trade-weighted average of the antidumping duty in the
year in which the antidumping measure was imposed. Eur-Lex provided
us the details about the trade remedies including the date of the
initiation of the investigations and definitive measures taken, HS codes
of the products subject to measures, countries/firms under investigation,
types of the measures etc.
Our endogenous variable for the empirical analysis is the EU’s
imports from Turkey. Apart from that, we used various variables like
trade openness, 4 real bilateral Turkish Lira currency rates, annual GDP
growth rates, and industry level variables such as annual growth of
average wage of manufacturing industry of Turkey. We construct real
bilateral Turkish Lira rate using data supplied by the Central Bank of
Turkey. Data on real GDP, real aggregate imports, and real aggregate
exports come OECD and TUIK.
Openness is deﬁned as the sum of real aggregate imports and exports divided by real GDP.
For some countries, real aggregate import and export series were not available. We expect
a positive sign on its coeﬃcient.
4
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For the antidumping policies, we interact a variable indicating that
the policy was imposed in year t with the level of the antidumping duty
that is imposed, to help control for the heterogeneity in duties imposed
across exporters and across investigations. 5
Annual data on the nominal value of imports into the EU for roughly
2100 6-digit HS products are compiled from Turkish Statistical
Institute´s (TUIK) database. We collected data about Turkish exports
from Turkish Statistical Institute’s Data Bank. We excluded all the
partner countries, which constitute less than 1% of Turkish exports by
the end of 2014, from our analysis and we focused on remaining 17
countries. We finally decided to use 11 selected countries for our
empirical analysis, where we considered 28 EU countries as a single
market. The details about trade shares are given in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Turkey´s Top 17 Export Partners, 2014

5

Rank

Code

Country

% in Total
Exports of
Turkey in
2014

1

100

EU

37.3

2

612

Iraq

6.9

3

400

USA

4.0

4

75

Russia

3.8

5

647

UAE

3.0

6

616

Iran

2.5

7

220

Egypt

2.1

8

39

Switzerland

2.0

9

632

Saudi Arabia

1.9

10

624

Israel

1.9

11

78

Azerbaijan

1.8

12

720

China

1.8

13

80

Turkmenistan

1.4

14

208

Algeria

1.3

15

216

Libya

1.3

Following a similar argument raised by Bown and Crowley (2007).

612

16
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Syria

1.1

17
72
Ukraine
1.1
Among this list, we selected 5 major export partners of Turkey
whose exports had been subject to EU´s AD duties between 2001 and
2015 for our empirical analysis: Egypt, Saudi Arabia, USA, Russia and
Ukraine. The complete list of trade remedies imposed by the EU against
imports of these countries in 2001-2015 period is demonstrated at Table
4.
Table 4. EU´s Trade Policy Actions Against Selected Countries,
2001-2015
HS Code

Initiati
on Date

Date of
Final
Duty

AD Duty

Type of
Duty

4 Aug.
2001

Russia:
50,7%;
Turkey:
31%

Ad val.
Duty

43,3%

Ad val.
Duty

Year

Country

2001

Russia,
Turkey

731210

05 May
2000

2002

Russia

730793,
730799

1 June
2001

24 Aug.
2002

2002

Ukraine

310210

21 Oct.
2000

19 Jan.
2002

2002

Turkey,
Ukraine

730630

29 June
2001

27 Sept.
2002

2003

Russia

280469

12 Oct.
2002

24 Dec.
2003

2005

USA,
Russia

722511,
722611

28 May
2004

27 Aug.
2005

2005

Saudi
Arabia

550320

2005

Russia

390461

2005

USA

19 Dec.
2003
9 Sep.
2004
10 July
2004

13 Aug.
2005
8 Dec.
2005
7 Oct.
2005

2006

Russia,
Ukraine

31 Mar.
2005

29 June
2006

293369,
380840
730411,
730419,
730423,
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16,84
Euro/Ton
nes
Turkey:
6%;
Ukraine:
44,1 %
23,6%
USA:
37,8%;
Russia:
11,5%
20,9%
36,6%
25,0%
Russia:
35,8%;

Specific
duty
Ad val.
Duty
Ad val.
Duty
Ad val.
Duty
Ad val.
Duty
Ad val.
Duty
Ad val.
Duty
Ad val.
Duty

730429,
730431,
730439,
730451,
730459
392490,
442190,
732393,
732399,
851679,
851690
283340,
284290

Ukraine:
25,7%

4 Feb.
2006

26 April
2007

13 July
2006

11 Oct.
2007

Ukraine

2007

USA

2008

Egypt,
Russia

720221,
720229

30 Nov.
2006

28 Feb.
2008

2008

Russia

730630

26 Sep.
2007

19 Dec.
2008

2009

USA

151620,
151800,
271019,
382490

13 June
2008

10 July
2009

EUR per
tonne net:
172,2

Specific
duty

2013

Russia,
Turkey

730793,
730799

1 Nov.
2011

29 Jan.
2013

Russia:
23,8%,
Turkey:
16,7%

Ad val.
Duty

2013

USA

220710,
220720,
220890,
271012,
381400,
382000,
382490

25 Nov.
2011

22 Feb.
2013

EUR 62,3
per tonne
net

Specific
Duty

2015

Russia,
USA

722511,
722611

14 Aug.
2014

30 Oct.
2015

Russia:
21,6%;
USA:
22%

Ad val.
Duty

2015

Russia

760711

8 Oct.
2014

18 Dec.
2015

12,2%

Ad val.
Duty

614

9,9%

Ad val.
Duty

2007

39%
Egypt:
18%;
Russia:
22,7%
Russia:
20,5%;
Ukraine:
44,1%

Ad val.
Duty
Ad val.
Duty

Ad val.
Duty

In addition to this, we specified 5 countries whose exports were not
subject to any EU trade policy actions during specified period ( the list
given at Table 3). These countries are Iran, Switzerland, Israel, Algeria,
Syria. 6
We tested our model by investigating the effect of the EU’s use of
such import restrictions on Turkish exports into 11 countries (including
the EU as one country) between 2001 and 2015, and we also analyzed
whether the trade remedies by the EU on different countries depress and
deflect Turkish exports in particular.
5.Methodology, Empirical Model and Estimation
GMM is used in order to estimate the following empirical model:
∆ln (𝑣𝑚𝑖ℎ𝑡 ) = 𝛽1´ ∆ln (𝑌𝑡 )+
𝛽2´ ∆ln (𝑌𝑖𝑡 )+ 𝛽3´ ∆ln (𝑒𝑖𝑡 )+ 𝛽4´ ∆(𝜏ℎ𝑡 )+ 𝛽5´ ∆(𝜏𝑧ℎ𝑡 )+ 𝛽6´ ∆ln (𝑐𝑘𝑡 )+ 𝛽7´ ∆ln
(𝑣𝑚𝑖ℎ𝑡−1 )+ ∆ 𝜀𝑖ℎ𝑡
We base our study on Turkish exports to the EU. In the equation, 𝑣𝑚
shows the value of imports, z depicts other countries, i denotes the EU,
h denotes a 6-digit HS product subject to trade remedies, and t shows
the years.
To clarify, 𝑣𝑚𝑖ℎ𝑡 denotes the value of imports from Turkey of h into
Europe at time t while 𝑌𝑡 denotes Turkey’s national income, 𝑌𝑖𝑡 denotes
EU’s national income (an import-demand shifter) and 𝑒𝑖𝑡 is the
exchange rate between the Turkish Lira and the Euro. The variable 𝜏ℎ𝑡
designates EU´s trade policy against Turkey and 𝜏𝑧ℎ𝑡 captures EU trade
policy against another importing country z.
Turkey’s industry k cost variables are denoted by 𝑐𝑘𝑡 . β’s are the
parameters to be estimated and 𝜀𝑖ℎ𝑡 is the error term. The index k
denotes an industry aggregate at the 3-digit ISIC level.
Every trading good is denoted by a 6-digit HS code, which
constitutes the cross-sectional dimension of our panel, while years
constitute the time-series dimension of our panel. However, our dataset
contained one more dimension – countries which didn’t fit into standard
two-dimensional panel. To solve this issue, we opted for the pairwise
regressions – we took two countries at a time (EU and one of the third
countries from Table 3) and analyzed how antidumping and safeguard
measures affected the trade of all the involved goods.

We focused on selected countries for our study. For instance, we decided to exclude China
for the goods of interest, thus no exports to China from Turkey have been taken into
consideration. This creates a limitation on our results and approach, so a further
investigation is required for better results.
6
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Furthermore, we use prefixes “ad” with country codes to denote EU
antidumping duties against countries and “exp” with country codes to
denote Turkish exports to countries. Therefore, our main variable of
interest – EU imports from Turkey – is depicted as “exp100”. 7
Moreover, we gave Turkey the code 900, and our main exogeneous
variable – EU duties against Turkey – is denoted by “ad900”. Lastly,
we took the logarithmic forms for the sake of our analysis. 8
We use two measures of productivity changes for Turkish
manufacturing industries: the growth of the average wage and the
growth of value-added per worker. We expect the sign on both
productivity measures to be positive. Turkish manufacturing industry
figures at the 3-digit ISIC (Rev. 2) level are retrieved from TUIK.
Among top 17 export partners of Turkey given, EU didn´t apply any
antidumping duties on UAE, Syria, Libya, Algeria, Turkmenistan,
Azerbaijan, Israel, Switzerland and Iraq for the time period of interest.
On the other hand, EU imposed AD measures from the products
originating from Ukraine, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and the U.S. In
line with Bown et al. (2007), we performed Arellano-Bond regressions
of logarithms of EU imports from Turkey (“exp100”) and 3rd country
imports from Turkey (“expXXX”) on anti-dumping and safeguarding
duties, and macroeconomic control variables such as GDP, trade
openness and real bilateral exchange rates. We performed pairwise
analyses for the remaining countries.
Table 5. Arellano-Bond Regression on EU Imports from Turkey
lnexp10
0

Ukraine
(72)

Saudi
Arabia
(632)

Egypt (220) Russia (75) USA (400)

L1.

0.0760588* 0.0941694* 0.1022464* 0.0905509* 0.0832284*
(0.0071666 (0.0068437 (0.0065053 (0.0071624 (0.0061854
)
)
)
)
)

lneugdp

4.575223* 3.844632* 3.27037*
4.11426* 3.959773*
(0.3292987 (0.2794839 (0.3230623 (0.3568158 (0.2765815
)
)
)
)
)

Lntrgdp -1.096148* -0.808415*
-0.89249*
(0.1483587 (0.112442) 0.5787556* 0.8405415* (0.1224997
)
(0.1189308 (0.1352831
)
)
)
7
8

Since EU´s imports from TR are equal TR´s exports to the EU.
Summary of the data and the Stata codes are available upon request.
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lntropen 0.2571913 0.1083094 0.162063 -0.0323678 0.1844363
(0.1463571 (0.1221437 (0.127235) (0.127265) (0.1221458
)
)
)
ad900

-0.7458* -1.068605* -2.134624* -0.884247*
0.8522216* (0.4999917 (0.7391467 (2.477133) (0.5177864
(0.5806662
)
)
)
)

adXXX -3.173574* 0.1992302* -1.534902* -2.402917* 0.2864839*
(0.5095115 (0.2180275 (0.5276881 (0.2889399 (0.1621284
)
)
)
)
)
Sg

0.4255098* 0.3027101* 0.1345539* 0.1965336* 0.3727196*
(0.1968955
(0.1841878 (0.1753415 (0.1950889
)
(0.2012732
)
)
)
)

_cons

-95.6047
-81.151
-70.39945 -87.88988 -82.48292
(6.296647) (5.909164) (6.715134) (7.410938) (5.577725)

Table 5 shows the trade depression – increase in EU’s antidumping
duties against Turkey and/or safeguards against all countries causes
decline in Turkish exports to the EU. We found out that to be the case
for all the relevant major trading partners as well. Concerning the
antidumping duties against other countries, we see that this effects
Turkish exports to the EU in various ways, depending on country.
We performed a similar analysis for some other trading partners of
Turkey, which are Syria, Algeria, Israel, Iran, Switzerland and
considered the effects on trade with those countries. Table 6 shows the
continuation of the same regression and it confirms our findings at
Table 5 – an application of AD and/or SG actions by the EU against
Turkey origin products, decreases trade to EU.
Table 6. Arellano-Bond Regression on EU Imports from Turkey (ctd)
Variable
L1.

Syria
(608)

Algeria
(208)

Israel
(624)

Switzerlan
d (39)

Iran
(616)

0.057214 0.0931708 0.0639509 0.0953773 0.0830152
42
7
9
4
7

617

Se

0.0061674 0.0069497 0.0069110 0.0059377
0.007704
8
5
2
5
4
3.7148911 3.7166453 3.6683155 3.7703084 3.6978874

Lneugdp
Se

Lntrgdp
Se

Lntropen
Se

ad900

0.317922 0.3128121 0.3239289 0.2800461 0.3945751
81
8
4
2
1
0.740432 0.7922677 0.7522939 0.8158818 0.7263426
68
3
6
5
8
0.134971 0.1285403 0.1363840 0.1231853 0.1540760
8
6
6
2
3
0.136171 0.1667833 0.1715217 0.1592444 0.0981539
82
2
9
2
7
0.141271 0.1256225 0.1347127 0.1274903 0.1309238
4
9
7
4
1.422723 0.9325863 0.9984833 0.8611373
2
1
9
5

-1.162368

Se

0.763940 0.5754429 0.5360152 0.5325418 0.7922823
4
4
2
6
2

Sg

0.375606 0.4011990 0.3639708 0.4101081 0.2207766
36
1
2
6
5

Se

0.183930 0.1918501 0.1883571 0.1937900 0.1789486
53
9
5
2

_cons

-77.927581 -77.137561 -78.900135 -78.738503
78.64941
9

Se

6.375336 6.3229296
9

6.452079

5.5156104 7.9419095

Table 7 shows the findings of the regression analysis on the exports
to 3rd countries. Table 6 demonstrates that trade deflection existence.
When EU applied antidumping duties against Turkey origin goods,
Turkish exports to its relevant trading partners, which are not targeted
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by the EU through trade remedies, increase. All our findings are
statistically significant at 10%. 9
Table 7. Arellano Bond Regression on Turkish Exports to 3rdCountries
expXXX
L1.

Syria
(608)

Algeria
(208)

Israel
(624)

Switzerland Iran (616)
(39)

0.116245 0.081639 0.136459
0.107729
0.093959
(0.006189) (0.011574) (0.0041) (0.0073443) (0.018539)

lneugdp

4.81119
-5.04459 -2.56558
-5.43562
(0.612270) (0.553173) (0.414055) (0.308784)

lntrgdp

-0.72706
3.36213
1.45537
3.00450
-2.10781
(0.253925) (0.257377) (0.154132) (0.110899) (0.503001)

lnrexch

2.83417
2.46611 -0.060762
2.0074
0.886860
(0.150316) (0.271055) (0.103704) (0.141424) (0.349349)

lntropen

-4.38776 -3.43897 -0.587516 -0.664642
2.29018
(0.094370) (0.187356) (0.103741) (0.099825) (0.263995)

ad900

0.034447* 1.77058* 0.854899*
(0.876265) (1.654555) (0.317701)

8.70990
(1.25348)

17.0049*
(2.23527)

1.4483*
(0.310891)

sg

-

-

-1.46419
(0.199420)

-0.159019
(0.1261)

-

_cons

-112.024
(11.42)

72.8070
(10.00)

50.8360
(8.748)

85.3386
(6.6797)

-208.439
(24.16)

6.Conclusion
In contrast to the strong economic ties, EU - Turkey trade relations
continue to be tested by various trade disputes including applications of
the trade remedies in the last decades. This paper empirically examines
whether a country’s use of a trade remedy distorts a foreign country’s
exports. To answer this question, we match data on EU´s use of AD and
SG actions over the 2001-2015 period to Turkish product-level exports
to the third countries. We ﬁnd evidence that EU trade remedies both
deﬂect and depress Turkish exports.
Our findings suggest that there is a statistically significant evidence
that both trade frictions occur for Turkish exports following EU´s trade
In table 6, coefficients for trade openness are statistically insignificant, this is the reason
behind their negative sign, but this is not our focus. Other coefficients are all significant.
9
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policy actions. One thing to point out is that, obviously, trade deflection
doesn’t occur for all of the trading partners, because there are some
other factors which we didn’t consider in this model – like geographical
closeness, other countries’ all relevant macroeconomic indicators, and
deflection among the 3rd countries. However, we still found statistical
significance for some of the major trade partners.
Our results on the “deﬂection” and “depression” of Turkish exports
vary substantially across importing countries. There are some
limitations of our approach and results as well. First, we focused on the
export response of only `one EU trading partner` but we didn´t consider
country level data from different members of the EU. Furthermore, we
are less conﬁdent in our results regarding the impact of safeguard
policies, as there are relatively few safeguard observations in our
dataset like Bown and Crowley (2007). We focused on selected
countries for our study which might create a limitation on our results
and approach, so a further investigation is required for better results.
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FOOD SECTOR IN TURKEY DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Yılmaz Toktaş
Introduction
Through pandemic outbreaks in recent years such as SARS, Ebola,
MERS and finally Covid-19, we have come to understand that pandemics
are among the most important threats to the world. The immensity of the
new threat is due to its rapid spreading. Upon its first identification in
China on January 3rd, the virus has affected more than 210 countries in
less than 3 months’ time and continues to spread. When deaths began to
occur due to the novel coronavirus, the world has initiated researches in
order to develop a vaccine and medication to cure the pandemic. Among
several essential measures taken against the virus, social distancing and
isolation at home are considered the most important. Although they are
enforced at various levels of strictness in the major part of the world,
lockdowns are affecting human behaviours on a global scale. These
lockdowns are causing changes in the household consumption in terms of
amount and form. The fact that during the lockdown people stay at home
and are allowed to leave their homes only for essential food shopping has
directly affected the form and volume of the consumption. It is interesting
to take into consideration these changes in human behaviour in the long
term. On the other hand, lockdowns have caused an increase in energy and
material usage (Criteo, 2020; WHO, 2020).
The spread of diseases such as SARS-CoV-2 and Covid-19 has had an
unprecedented impact on all food markets including fruit and vegetable
markets. Producers were accustomed to work in accordance with Just in
Time (JIT) principle and provide the demanded amount of goods at the
demanded time. Empty shelves in supermarkets are due to the fact that
supermarkets do not store additional food products in their facilities. Food
products are delivered when requested and are stored in storages far from
supermarkets. When products are purchased in higher amounts than usual,
supermarkets do not fill up the shelves until the next delivery. However,
retailers have grasped the importance of having the capability of stocking
goods in terms of both supply and demand (Price, 2020; Richards and
Rickard, 2020: 1-2). We have observed that Covid-19 has significantly
changed the household expenditure. In general, food expenses have
significantly increased due to the attempt of stocking essential goods and
the expectation that retailers cannot be preserved. In many countries, a
distinctive demand shock has urged panic-buying or hoarding behaviours
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in consumers. Even at the earlier stages of the Covid-19 pandemic,
supermarkets’ shelves ran out of key food and non-food products including
pasta, rice, canned products, flour, frozen foods, bottled water, and hand
sanitizers. Food expenses increased by 4% per capita in the US, in
comparison with February 2019. Furthermore, as the household became
indebted to stock goods, credit card spending has seen a surge and began
to radically alter their typical spending across a number of major categories
(Baker, Farrokhnia, Meyer, Pagel, & Yannelis, 2020: 1). A negative supply
shock may trigger a lack of demand, which can cause a recession in
production and employment greater than the shock itself. Temporary
negative supply shocks such as the one caused by this type of pandemic
can reduce production and employment (Guerrieri, Lorenzoni, Straub, &
Werning, 2020: 1-2). While food supply chains rapidly adapts to the
demand shocks due to panic-buying, it is feared that a supply-related
problem caused by the interruption of transportation and supply chains as
well as lack of potential labour force could turn into a serious issue in case
the effects of the pandemic last (Hobbs, 2020: 2). Provided that central
banks continue with their monetary incentive policies aimed at supporting
the demand, eventually the demand will surpass the potential output
(Dietrich, Keuster, Müller, & Schoenle, 2020: 26; FRED, 2020).
Although 2019-2020 coronavirus disease (Covid-19) is a public health
problem, the socio-economic effects of the measures taken against it cause
certain problems and consequences as well. In a study carried out on the
consumers in Tunisia which measured the consumers’ behaviours
regarding food consumption and food waste, it is found that, along with
their grocery shopping behaviours, their food waste behaviours have
dramatically changed. The study’s other findings suggest that the
consumers are careful about waste, and that the main factors affecting food
waste are cooking in excessive amounts, unsuitable storing, and excessive
buying (Jribi, Ismail, Doggui, & Debbabi, 2020: 3939, 3952). Nielsen
Company, in a study carried out on 10 African and Middle Eastern
countries, has found that consumers have preferred online shopping more
than they did before Covid-19. 40% of consumers in the United Arab
Emirates and Saudi Arabia, and 30% of consumers in Qatar, Bahrain,
Nigeria and Kenya have stated that during this period they do more online
shopping than before (Nielsen, 2020b).
Shopping in food markets is expected to decrease due to the fear of
contracting the disease caused by its fast spread and the ways it is
transmitted. As evidenced in China, changes are occurring in food-buying
and consumption habits. Consumers moved their grocery shopping to
online retailers (Chen, Qian and Wen, 2020: 14). As restaurant-based food
traffic has decreased, online food orders and deliveries have increased, and
more people have begun eating at home. This situation indicates that, as a
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result of lockdowns imposed in several parts of the world and the way the
disease is spreading, the household members have preferred homeproduction (FAO, 2020). On a survey carried out on Twitter regarding
online food orders with the participation of 10,346 individuals, more than
half of the participants (53%) have responded that they will not order food
online, 13% have responded that they may order food online, and the
remaining 34% have responded that they will continue ordering food
online (Jain, 2020).
Nielsen Company’s study has identified six thresholds for consumer
behaviours related to concerns directly about the Covid-19 pandemic. As
the scope of the virus grows wider, governments impose stricter
regulations earlier, thus causing consumers’ to surpass these thresholds
more quickly and even to skip them. These thresholds are given in
respective order below (Nielsen, 2020a).
1. Proactive Health-Health Minded Buying: The consumer’s
interest is focused on products helping maintain overall health
and wellness
2. Reactive Health Management: The consumer gives priority to
products essential to virus containment, health and public
safety. e.g. face masks, hand sanitizers.
3. Pantry preparation: The consumer turns to stockpiling shelfstable foods and broader assortment of health and safety
products; store visits increase; basket sizes grow.
4. Quarantined Living Preparation: Online shopping increases,
while store visits are reduced; running out-of-stocks, strains
on the supply chain.
5. Restricted Living: Shopping trips are extremely restricted,
online fulfilment is limited, price concerns rise as limited stock
impacts pricing in some cases.
6. Living A New Normal: People return to daily routines but
operate with a renewed cautiousness about health. Permanent
shifts in supply chain, the use of e-commerce and hygiene
practices.
In the macroeconomic context, there are various views and perspectives
on the effect of Covid-19. According to views assuming that supply is
internal as supply and demand are intertwined, when workers lose their
income due to the shock, they cut down on their expenses and cause a
decline in demand. Yet, one of the questions arising from this thought is
whether this decline is strong enough to cause a general decline in demand
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(Guerrieri et al., 2020: 2). At this point the following questions come up:
What are the sectoral differences in the decline of demand? What will be
the reaction of food demand which is an essential need indicated in
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs? In previous financial recessions, a decline
in spending and thus in demand was observed due to the decreasing
incomes, and, as a result, sales and production decreased. The earlier stages
of the Covid-19 pandemic saw a substantial increase in food demand.
Generally, food demand does not have a flexible structure. Therefore, the
pandemic’s effect on food consumption is expected to be limited. Food
demand in poor countries is more related to income and in these countries
the loss of income-earning opportunities may affect consumption (FAO,
2020).
Covid-19’s impact on employment will be varying from sector to
sector; some sectors will encounter a surge in demand, others a surge in
supply. While sectors related to healthcare and social services have seen
an increased demand in employment, airline pilots and hotel staff have
faced low supply shocks and strong demand shocks. Manual workers such
as stonemasons and roofers, for whom it is impossible to work from home,
are threatened by a strong supply shock. Professions such as cooks,
waiters, and dishwashers are threatened not only by unfavourable demand
shocks as the demand for restaurants go down, but also by a supply shock
as they cannot work from home (del Rio-Chanona, Mealy, Pichler, Lafond,
& Farmer, 2020: 15). Moreover, measures restricting people’s free
movement which affect the likes of seasonal workers may have an impact
on food production and hence may affect market prices globally (FAO
2020).
Measures taken against Covid-19 may have an impact on trade. For
instance, in many countries, transportation operations are threatened.
Perishable goods such as fresh fruits and vegetables, fish and fish products
are facing the risk of getting spoilt due to the strict measures imposed on
transportation operations. Factories producing food products may slow
down their production process due to the effort they put in keeping up with
the health standards (FAO 2020).
1. An Outlook on Covid-19 in Turkey
According to the John Hopkins University database, the first case in
Turkey was confirmed on March 11. From then on, the number of Covid19 cases in Turkey is shown in the chart below.
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Chart 1. Number of Covid-19 Cases in Turkey
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Covid-19 cases in Turkey increased starting from March 11. As of
March 27, a high increase trend in cases started as of March 27 and reached
a total of 110130 cases on April 26 which is the last date included on the
table.
Table 1. Number of Covid-19 Cases in Turkish Provinces
Number of
Number of
Cases per
Province
Cases
Population Capita
Adana
241
2,237,940
0.00011
Adiyaman
32
626,465
0.00005
Afyonkarahisar 18
729,483
0.00002
Agri
31
536,199
0.00006
Aksaray
5
416,367
0.00001
Amasya
38
337,800
0.00011
Ankara
860
5,639,076
0.00015
Antalya
102
2,511,700
0.00004
Ardahan
5
97,319
0.00005
Artvin
20
170,875
0.00012
Aydin
20
1,110,972
0.00002
Balikesir
106
1,228,620
0.00009
Bartin
9
198,249
0.00005
Batman
9
608,659
0.00001
Bayburt
23
84,843
0.00027
Bilecik
16
219,427
0.00007
Bingol
10
279,812
0.00004
Bitlis
22
348,115
0.00006
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Bolu
Burdur
Bursa
Çanakkale
Çankırı
Corum
Denizli
Diyarbakır
Düzce
Edirne
Elazığ
Erzincan
Erzurum
Eskişehir
Gaziantep
Giresun
Gümüşhane
Hakkari
Hatay
Iğdır
Isparta
İstanbul
İzmir
Kahramanmaraş
Karabük
Karaman
Kars
Kastamonu
Kayseri
Kırıkkale
Kırklareli
Kırşehir
Kilis
Kocaeli
Konya
Kütahya
Malatya

19
3
259
30
25
35
86
46
32
91
12
15
78
118
49
73
12
2
32
26
289
12231
1105
28
20
14
18
26
130
23
49
7
17
500
601
5
66

316,126
270,796
3,056,120
542,157
195,789
530,864
1,037,208
1,756,353
392,166
413,903
591,098
234,747
762,062
887,475
2,069,364
448,400
164,521
280,991
1,628,894
199,442
444,914
15,519,267
4,367,251
1,154,102
248,458
253,279
285,410
379,405
1,407,409
283,017
361,836
242,938
142,490
1,953,035
2,232,374
579,257
800,165
628

0.00006
0.00001
0.00008
0.00006
0.00013
0.00007
0.00008
0.00003
0.00008
0.00022
0.00002
0.00006
0.00010
0.00013
0.00002
0.00016
0.00007
0.00001
0.00002
0.00013
0.00065
0.00079
0.00025
0.00002
0.00008
0.00006
0.00006
0.00007
0.00009
0.00008
0.00014
0.00003
0.00012
0.00026
0.00027
0.00001
0.00008

Manisa
Mardin
Mersin
Muğla
Muş
Nevşehir
Niğde
Ordu
Osmaniye
Rize
Sakarya
Samsun
Siirt
Sinop
Sivas
Şanlıurfa
Şırnak
Tekirdağ
Tokat
Trabzon
Tunceli
Uşak
Van
Yalova
Yozgat
Zonguldak

100
1,440,611
0.00007
51
838,778
0.00006
17
1,840,425
0.00001
46
983,142
0.00005
14
408,809
0.00003
27
303,010
0.00009
12
362,861
0.00003
88
754,198
0.00012
47
538,759
0.00009
101
343,212
0.00029
337
1,029,650
0.00033
167
1,348,542
0.00012
44
330,280
0.00013
35
218,243
0.00016
80
638,956
0.00013
18
2,073,614
0.00001
9
529,615
0.00002
121
1,055,412
0.00011
90
612,747
0.00015
87
808,974
0.00011
6
84,660
0.00007
40
370,509
0.00011
24
1,136,757
0.00002
64
270,976
0.00024
15
421,200
0.00004
197
596,053
0.00033
Source: Anadolu Agency (2020)

An analysis of Table 1 shows that the provinces with the highest
number of cases are İstanbul, İzmir, Ankara, Konya, and Kocaeli. İstanbul
remains at the top when the number of cases is compared to the total
population.
2. Turkish Economy and Food Sector during Covid-19
Although several economic relief packages are initiated by all world
economies in order to tackle the negative effects of both the pandemic and
the measures taken against it on economy, it is considered unlikely to
prevent the economic recession. General economic data and expectations
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regarding the same months’ comparison with the previous year are given
below in Table 2.
Table 2. General Economic Situation and Expectation
Change
Ratio of
Change Ratio
Change Ratio
General
of Household
of Consumer
Economic
Income
Change Ratio of
Confidence
Situation
Expectation
Household Income
Index
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

2020

12December
01-January
02February
03-March
04-April

1.21

-2.08

2.92

-1.74

2.33

-1.47

4.78

-3.39

-0.85

0.95
15.34

0.001
0.01
-0.01
-0.02
-0.14

2.31
4.56
-7.76
-1.84
Source: TURKSTAT (2020a)

In April, a substantial decline in household income expectation
occurred, which gives the impression that household consumption
behaviour in the future will not demonstrate a positive tendency.
Chart 2. Retail Food Sales Share of Markets in Turkey
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According to the data from the TPF (Turkish Federation of Retailers),
an analysis of the market shares of retail food sales in pre-pandemic period
shows that markets described as discount markets were in the lead. In the
light of the data given in the chart above, local markets hold an important
place in total food sales share in Turkey.
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Ranking
1
2
3
4
5

Table 3. National and Discount Markets in Turkey
Number of
Online
Market Name
Branches
Shopping
9.125
A101 (National-Discount)
Available
7.652
BİM (National-Discount)
Not Available
7.271
ŞOK (National-Discount)
Available
2.127
MİGROS (National)
Available
1.972
EKOMİNİ (National-Discount)
Not Available
Source: Ortakalan (2020)

According to number of branches, A101 ranked at the top with 9.125.
A101 followed by BİM with 7.652. The top 5 market chains in Turkey are
given in Table 3 above. As of 2019, sanalmarket.com owned by Migros
ranked at the top with 83.8 million USD in online sales. Sanalmarket was
followed by carrefoursa.com with 27 million USD (Ortakalan, 2020).
During the pandemic, some discount markets started online shopping and
home delivery services. ŞOK markets started operations for home delivery
of online orders from the nearest branch. In many provinces, Migros
provides home delivery for online orders by means of its own personnel. It
can be said that chain markets are in a leading position in retail shopping
in Turkey.
Chart 3. Mobility in Turkey during Covid-19
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When Chart 3 is examined, it is observed that grocery and pharmacy
mobility shows a high fluctuation. The main reason behind this fluctuation
is the temporary lockdowns imposed on 31 provinces. During these
lockdowns, the highest degree of change occurred in grocery and pharmacy
mobility, which peaked on April 22, 2020.
Table 4. Consumer Price Index based on Food
0103January 02-February March
04-April
2019
6.89
0.95
2.6
1.46
2020
4.94
2.47
1.97
2.54
Source: TURKSTAT (2020a)
When consumer price index is analysed on the basis of food, a decline
is observed in January and March, while an increase is observed in
February and April.
Table 5. Food Prices (TL/KG)
Chic Sug Eg Ric Wheat
Pas Tomato
Date
ken ar
g e
Flour
ta Paste
2019
4.5 0. 8.4
3.6
January 10.84 6
64 3
3.51
6
11.07
2019
4.5 0. 8.7
3.6
February 10.95 5
63 7
3.5
6
11.09
2019
5.4 0. 8.8
3.7
March 11.13 1
57 1
3.56
4
11.06
2019
4.6 0. 8.9
3.8
April
12.49 7
54 3
3.61
2
11.1
2020
5.3 0. 9.6
4.8
January 11.59 4
54 6
3.95
1
10.54
2020
5.3 0.
4.8
February 11.49 2
55 9.7 4.14
5
10.47
2020
5.3 0. 9.8
4.9
March 12.2 4
49 6
4.19
2
10.53
2020
5.4 0. 10.
4.9
April
12.51 1
56 23 4.32
8
10.67
Source: TGDF (2020)

Bee
f
40.
57
40.
48
41.
49
45.
32
46.
7
47.
88
50.
23
52.
91

Bre
ad
5
5.0
6
5.0
7
5.1
1
6.0
4
6.0
8
6.1
6.1
9

During the pandemic, people preferred easily-preserved food products
and tended to stock them at the earlier stages of the pandemic. Pasta and
wheat flour rank at the top of these foods. When Table 5 is analysed, no
excessive price increase is observed in the prices of essential food products.
Since the price increases are at a reasonable level, it can be concluded that
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there was no supply problem for these products despite the increased
demand at this period.
Chart 4. Potential Loaning for the Purpose of Consumption Financing –
Seasonal Effects Omitted – Monthly Change Rate (%)
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In order to finance consumption during the Covid-19 pandemic,
economic relief packages are announced with the aim of reducing
household income loss. Within the scope of Economic Stability Shield
Package and as part of the Pandemic Social Support Program, a financial
aid of 1000 TL was put into effect by the Ministry of Family, Labour and
Social Services (2020). Furthermore, through İŞKUR (Institute of
Providing Jobs and Employees), terms and conditions for several
applications such as short-term employment allowances have been revised
(İŞKUR, 2020). Consumers’ tendency towards loaning as a means of
financing their consumption decreased in March, but increased
substantially in April. It can be said that housing loans saw a very slim
increase in April compared to that of March or even that they partially
remained stable. It is observed that there was a decrease in car loans in
April compared to that of March. Loans categorised as other loans are the
ones that saw the most striking change with an increase of 2%. In the light
of the data, it can be stated that probability of loaning in order to finance
consumption is more directed towards general consumption rather than
purchasing houses and cars (TURKSTAT, 2020b).
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Chart 5. Total Consumer Loans (TL+YP)(Thousand TL)
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An increase in consumer loans occurred during the period that began
with the confirmation of the first Covid-19 case in Turkey. When the
results of the survey on bank loans tendency were analysed, the net
percentage change over the past three months’ period was found to be 36
in housing loans, 30 in car loans, and 20 in other loans. The net percentage
change expected in the next three months is 35 in housing loans, 23 in car
loans, and 20 in other loans.
Covid-19 is transmitted from person to person when an infected person
releases droplets by coughing, sneezing, or talking. These droplets can
remain on objects and surfaces such as tables, door handles, and railings.
By first touching these surfaces and then touching their eyes, noses or
mouths, people can become infected (WHO, 2020). Following the WHO
statement that the virus can be transmitted by contact, credit card use as a
payment method has increased. The data regarding credit card use in
Turkey in the first quarter of 2020 is given below in Table 6.
Table 6. Change in Credit Card Use in 2020 (compared to the same
period in the previous year)
Total Amount (Million TL)
Period
Number of Transactions
Shoppi
Cash
Tot Shoppi
Cash
Tot
ng
Withdrawal
al
ng
Withdrawal
al
14
21
January
14%
6%
%
22%
14%
%
16
25
February 16%
8%
%
25%
21%
%
March
1%
-5%
1%
7%
12%
7%
1st
10
17
Quarter
10%
3%
%
17%
16%
%
Source: BKM (2020)
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According to the credit card use data from the Interbank Card Center
(BKM), credit card use for shopping and cash withdrawal has increased
compared to the same period in the previous year. Many people have
preferred contactless payment method while shopping with credit card, and
in this period banks have increased the usage limit for contactless payment.

Period

Table 7. Online Credit Card Payments in 2020
Total Amount
Percentage
Number of Transactions
(Million TL)
of Change
Num
Domestic Use of
ber Tota
Domestic Use of Local and
Local and
of
l
International Credit Cards International Credit Tran Amo
Cards
sacti unt
ons
Inter
Intern
Local natio
Local
ational
Credi nal
Tota Tota
Credit
Total
Total
Credit
t
Credi
l
l
Card
Card
Card
t
Card

January

5692971 131597 5824569
9
6
5

16177 1824

18002 29%

34%

February

5639032 125500 5764533
4
9
3

15190 1765

16956 33%

37%

March

5732433
5810809
783759
4
3

15514 838

16353 21%

10%
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1st Quarter

1706443 335474 1739991
77
4
21

46883 4428

51311 28%

26%

Source: BKM (2020)
During the pandemic, online credit card payments have seen a
considerable increase. Measures against the Covid-19 such as social
distancing, lockdowns, and self-isolation can be said to have increased
online shopping.
Table 8. Monthly Use of Local Credit Cards in Food Sector in 2020
Total
Amount
Number of
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According to the data from BKM (the Interbank Card Center), a
substantial increase is observed in food shopping via credit card in Turkey
during the pandemic compared to the previous year. It must also be noted
that many groceries and e-commerce websites have begun offering
services in food products delivery through mobile applications and thus
have had an impact on the increase mentioned above. In this light, we can
say that food demand has been met during the pandemic in Turkey in 4
ways:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Online shops and mobile applications
Websites of chain markets and their mobile applications
Social Media (Instagram, Facebook and so on)
WhatsApp lines of local markets

Credit card use and cash payment vary among these 4 alternatives. Both
payment methods are available in some. However, for food purchases
directly from the producer on social media and food orders through local
markets’ WhatsApp lines, the only option is generally cash payment.
Conclusion
This study has investigated the effect of the Covid-19 pandemic on the
food sector in Turkey through currently available data. Unlike other
countries, consumers did not encounter with empty supermarket shelves in
Turkey during the pandemic, which shows that Turkey did not have an
issue in terms of food supply chain. The fact that increases in the prices of
essential food products remained within the reasonable range goes on to
support that Turkey’s food supply chain did not have an issue.
There was an increase in consumers’ credit card use for food shopping.
There can be two main reasons for this increase. The first main reason is
considered to be the raising of contactless credit card payment limit since
the Covid-19 is transmitted through contact. The second main reason is
online shopping.
The loss of employment and the resulting income loss during the Covid19 pandemic have caused a negative demand shock on consumption. The
impact of this shock on demand is sought to be reduced by the government
through several economic support and relief packages. In the early days of
the pandemic, demand for storable food products increased. Home
production increased, food products formerly provided from markets and
bakeries, such as bread, began to be made at home.
It is considered that after the Covid-19 the concept of normal life will
be reshaped, and that in this new period new lifestyles will emerge. The
normalisation period will take a long time and food consumption at places
such as cafes, restaurants, and shopping centres will not reach the former
levels for a while due to the social distance rule. In open and covered
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markets, which have an important place in food shopping in Turkey, new
regulations in food sales may come into effect due to new practices such
as the product being picked by the seller.
Turkey did not experience any issues during the pandemic in terms of
supply and procurement. However, due to the uncertainty of how the
process will proceed and the possibility of a second and a third wave,
policies regarding production should be given importance in terms of food
safety.
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THE IMPACT OF ICT ON STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT:
IN THE CONTEXT OF EVENTS IN TOURISM
ORGANIZATIONS
Gaye Onan*
Introduction
Events are of great importance for both the tourism industry and
companies. They are a significant component of the tourism industry
because they generate strong social and economic benefits, while they
serve as an additional competitive advantage to attract visitors to a
destination, they can help urban renewal, foster national identities, and
community development. They also provide benefits for the organization
include a positive image, inward investment, and income generation
(Burgan and Mules, 2001). Therefore, planned events that are managed
effectively are a common tool used in achieving strategic goals for the
private, public, and not for profit organizations. Across all these sectors, it
should be stated that events play a comprehensive role to deliver strategic
objectives. As stated by Getz (2008:422), “Events have increasingly been
produced, bid on and fostered for strategic reasons …”.
With the emergence of information and communication technologies
(ICT), having easy access to information for everyone everywhere has
been one of the most important changes in the global tourism industry in
recent years. Companies are increasingly addicted to ICT to manage
tourism and events and turn them into affirmative consumer experiences
(Gössling, 2017:1024).
Moving from this point, this chapter examines the impact of ICT on the
management of events strategically. In order to understand this effect, the
concepts of strategy and strategic management must be clearly understood.
Therefore, the scope of these two concepts will be explained in detail.
Then, the most important and vital stages of the strategic management
process, internal and external environment analysis, analysis elements, and
the role of ICT at this stage will be discussed. Next, the steps of
formulating, selecting, evaluating, and controlling the strategy that will
lead the company to success will be explained with the role ICT plays in
these stages.
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1. Background
The term “event” has been used “to describe specific rituals,
presentations, performances or celebrations that are consciously planned
and created to mark special occasions and/or to achieve particular social,
cultural or corporate goals and objectives" (Bowdin, 2006).
Event management, on the other hand, is “the applied field of study and
area of professional practice devoted to the design, production, and
management of planned events, encompassing festivals and other
celebrations, entertainment, recreation, political and state, scientific, sport
and arts events, those in the domain of business and corporate affairs
(including meetings, conventions, fairs, and exhibitions), and those in the
private domain (including rites of passage such as weddings and parties,
and social events for affinity groups)” (Getz,2008:404).
After the internet emerged in the 1990s, and widespread use since then
(Buhalis,1998), information and communication technologies (ICT),
which can be recognized as a series of tools, such as especially in handheld smartphone applications, the internet, wireless, digital cameras, GPS,
and user-developed content (Web 2,0), has gained strategic importance in
the tourism industry. ICT has become an important strategic weapon that
provides competitive advantage especially for tourism companies and
event organizations thanks to the important role information they play in
defining, promoting, distributing, organizing, and presenting products and
services (Poon, 1993; Sheldon 1997). With this feature, ICT, as a strategic
weapon, which has a great impact on the strategic management of tourism
and event companies, has the capacity to make radical changes in the
functioning and structure of organizations, and thus provides great benefits
in efficiency, differentiation, cost reduction and processing time (Buhalis,
2000: 54). To provide these benefits, tourism and event companies must
have effective strategic management skills.
1.1. What Is Strategy?
One of the most important concepts of management studies is
“strategy”. According to some sources, the word strategy is derived from
the Greek “ strategos” meaning a set of carried out maneuvers to overcome
an enemy (Eden and Ackermann,2013:4), which emerged from the
combination of “stratos (army) and“ agein (administration) (Çiftçi, 2011:
10). But Andrews (1971) stated that that "strategos" was a former Greek
general, and the word was used to tribute his knowledge and art. However,
in some sources, it is stated that it is derived from the Latin word "stratos"
which means road, line, or river bed (Tosun, 1974:220).
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Although there is no consensus on its origin, the word strategy, which
has been accepted as a military concept for centuries, was first used in the
business world in the 1950s (Ansoff et al., 2018:17) and has been made
many definitions since then;
‘the determination of the basic, long-term goals and objectives of an
enterprise, and the adoption of courses of action and the allocation of
resources necessary for those goals’ (Chandler, 1962: 13)
“is a major organizational plan for action to reach a major
organizational objective” (Higgins and Vincze, 1989:166)
“ is a plan, or something equivalent—a direction, a guide or course of
action into the future, a path to get from here to there, etc. Strategy is also
a pattern, that is, consistency in behavior over time”. (Mintzberg, 1994: 2)
“a pattern of purposes, policies, programs, actions, decisions, or
resource allocations that define what an organization is, what it does, and
why it does it” (Bryson,1995)
“is understanding an industry structure and dynamics, determining the
organization's relative 'position in that industry and taking action to either
change the industry's structure or the organization's position to improve
organizational results” (Oliver,2001: 7)
Although it has different definitions as seen, these definitions have
similar characteristics. The common point of all definitions tells us that
strategies are dynamic and looking into the future concept that is
compatible with the organization, and its environment. Mintzberg et al.
(2002), also proposed a theory of “five P’s” of strategy. He suggested that
the term can be used in several ways; a plan, a ploy, a pattern, a position,
and a perspective.
Strategy as a plan; It refers to the desired process to take place from
beginning to a predetermined finish. It is a designed course of action or a
guide to dealing with a situation.
Strategy as a ploy; It is regarded as tactical actions that will be taken to
outwit a competitor or opponent. It is generally short-term actions, has
limited objectives, and changes in a very short time.
Strategy as a pattern; Strategy occurs as a result of consistent behavior
that can be purposeful or spontaneous. Unlike plans and ploys, it is not
considered before and “just happens”
Strategy as a position; If the most important issue for the organization
is perceived as its relations or positioning to its competitors, its market and
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its customers, strategy as a position is appropriate to achieve or maintain a
certain position.
Strategy as a perspective; An organization that wants its employees to
think in a certain way can use the strategy to create a collective mind,
thereby making them achieve success. That is, the strategy can be used to
create the personality of the organization.
As events are becoming an increasingly remarkable component for
tourism businesses, Bowdin et al. (2006), although say that organizations
consider events as key elements in their marketing strategies, but they play
a much more comprehensive role in achieving strategic goals
(Crowther,2010:228). It has become imperative to establish a clearer link
between organizational strategy and events. In order to consistently
provide higher standards of event production and to attract more
demanding customers, a strategic approach is necessary. The way to do
this is through understanding the importance of ICT.
ICT is the driving force of the tourism sector with its advantages. These
are; cost (low labor costs and due to increased productivity), market
(customer satisfaction, quick response to demand, flexibility in working
time, multiple integrated products), and competition (flexibility, business
network management, information, strategic tool) (Buhalis, 1998). Thus,
ICT has a critical importance for the competitiveness and strategic
management of tourism companies.
2. Strategic Management
Strategic management is the process of planning, organizing, directing,
coordinating, and controlling the assets and resources of the organization
to maintain it has a sustainable competitive advantage, thus ensuring the
long-term existence and achieving its goals. In this process, which is
managed by the top managers, the ultimate goal is to increase the
performance of the firm in the external environment by deciding,
implementing, and evaluating the inter-functions that will help the
company achieve its goals. Strategic management is a 5 step process. The
process starts with, in which an institution develops its strategies,
determination of the vision and mission that are embodied as firm-wide
goals and objectives. After determining the direction of the company, it
continues with the analysis of internal and external factors, planning,
implementation of plans, and evaluation of the latest results.
2.1. Developing Mision and Vision
Mission- what an organization does; reveals the cause of the existence
and activities of an institution, for what purpose it was established, to
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whom it aims to serve, and its privileged aspects from others. It draws an
outline to “who we are, what we do, and where we are going”.
Vision- is the whole set of paths and goals the organization must follow
in order to be successful in the future. It is the combination of an
organization’s mission, objectives, and values. The first task of the
manager is to formulate an event vision to determine the direction of the
company.

Developing
mission and
vision

Setting
Objectives

Internal and
External
analysis

Formation and
Implementing
the strategy

Evaluating
performance
and
corrective
adjustments

Figure 1: Five Tasks of Strategic Management
Chaneta,2011:18

Managers responsible for developing a strategy should set general
goals that need to address several different issues.
2.2. Setting Objectives
Objectives serve as a benchmark for tracking an organization's
performance and progress. The purpose of setting goals for an
organization is to turn the mission statement into specific performance
goals. The most important of all objectives is survival as an ongoing
concern. Others depend on the type of organization and the nature of its
environment.
The objectives are essential to the success of the business because
(Evans,2015:32; Khemesh,2017:13);






provide a sense of direction,
provide a standard of measurement and help to make valuations,
create synergy,
set priorities,
project an image of the organization’s style.

To determine the objective of an event, first, it is necessary to
clearly assign the type and nature of the event to organize before
planning and conducting it. For example, the objective of the event
could be to promote culture or art or to increase the sales of the
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company. According to Watt (1998) objective of an event must be
SMART; “Specific to the event, Measurable in static terms, Agreed (or
achievable) by those involved, Realistic (or relevant) by the resources
available, Timed around the event schedule.” Also, it should be noted
that every decision taken during the planning and production process
should promote the event objectives.
Basically, the most important objective of a company is to survive
as an ongoing concern. Other objectives vary depending on the type,
scope of an organization, and its environment (Evans,2015:32). The
objectives set should include a short and long term horizon. Short-term
objectives reveal the results that the management wants to reach
immediately. The sum of the objectives set for each unit and for which
the unit managers are responsible should reach the actual objective that
the company wants to achieve.
Objectives can be mentioned as corporate, business, or operational.
Corporate goals are medium to long-term goals that are determined by
senior management, relating to the whole organization. These translate
the vision and mission into specific measurable long-term goals.
Generally, they are related to economic and social concerns and concern
growth and a competitive advantage such as profitability, activity,
resource use, market leadership, contribution to employees,
technological leadership.
Business objectives, on the other hand, relate to the objectives of
the important parts of the overall company (strategic business unitsSBU), while operational objectives will, in general, regard to smaller
units or teams within each SBU.
After determining the mission, vision, and objectives of the event,
the evaluation phase of the resources should be carried out.
2.3. Analysis of Environmental Factors
Environmental analysis, which has a direct impact on the
formulation of strategies, is an important stage of the strategic
management process. Top management should analyze internal and
external factors affecting the business before formulating the strategy.
Internal environment analysis
Internal environment analysis, also called business or
microenvironment analysis, is the determination and evaluation of
strengths and weaknesses by examining the current situation of the
company. This situation arises from the factors that the organization can
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control in the internal environment. Strengths are positive aspects that
the business can utilize to achieve its goals. Weaknesses are
deficiencies that can hinder the success of the business, that is, negative
issues that must be overcome.
Internal analysis is based on the resources of an organization that
can be combined and developed into competitive capabilities. The
resources of a firm can be tangible and intangible.
Although the distinction between tangible and intangible resources
is not as clear as it might seem at first glance these definitions can give
an idea about them. With a simple definition, a tangible resource can be
stated as a resource that can be seen, touched, or felt. Intangible
resources reflect the private identity of an organization. It occurs as a
result of interactions within individuals outside the company. This
interaction reflects and strengthens the network of shared beliefs,
values, and commitments between both sides. Figure 2 shows an
example of tangible and intangible resources.
These resources can be combined in a variety of different ways,
each constituting a different competitive capability. These capabilities
are;
• more efficient distribution channels and retail outlets
• to take attention of the consumer through marketing efforts and,
• long-term brand loyalty with customer relationship management
These capabilities, which are the result of a combination of
tangible, and intangible resources, are difficult to imitate, and these
skills become the core competencies of the firm. The resources,
capabilities, and core competencies of an organization and the
combination of them are the sources of competitive advantage, and
creating value for the consumers.
The outcomes of the analysis of resources, capabilities and core
competencies are; the organization determines the need for existing
core competencies their quality and resources, decide whether to build
new core competencies, identifies potential core competence resources
and ensures that they are customer- oriented (Evans, 2015: 90), identify
and resolve weak areas to establish future strategies and ensure their
successful implementation, to evaluate financial performance and
performance of products.
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Pyhsical
Technological
or Intellectual

Reputation
Creativitiy
Honesty

Financial
Organizational
Human

Trust
Organizational
Capacity
Brands

Figure 2: List of Resources
White,2004:239

As a result, internal environment analysis is the process of determining
the current state of the firm and, resources and capabilities. It will be
revealed by analyzing the resources and capabilities of the company
according to the resources and capabilities of the competitors.
External environment analysis
It means analyzing opportunities, threats, or constraints existing in the
industry and external environment of the organization. It also can be
expressed as a methodology for dealing with external problems that may
be difficult to observe or diagnose but are so important that they cannot be
ignored. Elements of external environment (sometimes called the broad,
general or macroenvironment) analysis consist of variables such as
political, economic, social, technological, as well as legal, ecological,
demographic, ethical, which are beyond the control of an organization but
require analysis to reorganize their corporate and marketing strategy to
changing business environments.
External analysis can be handled on two levels: “macro environment”
and “close environment”. The macro environment includes several factors
that affect not only the organization itself but also all other actors in the
industry. These factors, which are mostly expressed by the STEP (or
PEST) approach, have been expanded as STEEP from a tourism
perspective.
This analysis helps to get a comprehensive view of an organization's
current environment so that it can respond to potential threats that are likely
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to face current or future and thanks to this analysis an organization can
identify the deficiencies so that it can be better positioned than its
competitors. The most widely used technique to analyze the external
environment.
The most widely used technique to analyze the external environment is
STEEP analysis, and the S-T-E-E-P alphabets (‘P’ interchangeable with
‘L’') refer to the categories of external impact factors described below.
Socio-demographic factors – Social, cultural, and demographics (age,
gender, education), consumer attitudes and opinions, buying patterns.
Technological factors – Innovation level of an organization such as
products, communication, Internet, ICT.
Economic Factors – Incomes, taxation regulations, national and
international economies and trends, job growth, fiscal and monetary
policy.
Ecological and environmental factors - waste management, energy
saving, climate change, and pollution
Political (and Legal) Factors - Laws and regulations, trading policies,
employment law
Analysis of socio-demographic factors examines the potential impacts
of changes in society on company, industry, or the market. Socio-cultural
(values, attitudes, and beliefs), demographic, and social structure of the
society are included in the analysis.
Analysis of the technological environment aims to reveal the effects of
changes and advances in technology on all activities of an organization.
Especially thanks to the developments in information and communication
technology (ICT), business activities are now better coordinated. Works
such as the processing and reporting of the data, which are the result of the
operational activities of a company, and performed by mid-level managers,
are now performed more effectively using ICT solutions. ICT can lead to
faster and more effective results, but it also has consequences such as
reducing the number of employees and hence costs. In summary, it is vital
for a company to be flexible enough to closely follow the technological
advances and changes in the industry in which they operate, to innovate
and to adopt new technologies. Because of the adoption and use of
technology is an important determinant of competitive advantage
(Evans,2015:249).
Analysis of the economic environment focuses on changes in the
macro-economy and their impact on business and consumers. The
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regulation of a national economy is carried out by two key policy
instruments: fiscal policy and monetary policy. These policy tools
determine the economic climate in the country where a company competes,
as well as the effects of international markets (Evans at al.,2003:161).
The environmental impacts represent the impact of changes and
concerns on the physical environment, including both the natural and the
built environment, on organizations. Today, most consumers agree on the
effects of environmental pollution, climate change, the risk of the
nonexistence of natural resources on human life, and therefore the
necessity for the protection of natural life.
The political environment, under the direct control or influence of the
government, is a part of the macro-environment. Governments have a
direct impact on economic policy, international policy, government-owned
enterprises, and legislation and regulations. In addition, it creates policy on
unemployment, inflation, the balance of payments, and economic growth.
Political and legal regulations of the government can change frequently at
both national and international levels.
The second level of the external environment, the "close or micro"
environment, is a sphere where the organization interacts most often
(usually daily). The layers of this sphere can be identified as the main
components, are customers, competitors, and suppliers (Evans,2015:153).
ICT approaches can help reduce the negative impact of the
microenvironment on the company by providing real-time communication
with stakeholders and customers (Gibson and Wong, 2011). In addition,
ICT provides many opportunities to establish new networks among event
organizers, event agencies, and other stakeholders (Milne et al., 2004).
Any changes in the close environment can affect the organization very
quickly. This environment includes impacts of the competitive
environment, industry, and markets. The competitive environment consists
of the competitors of a company. The number and size of the competitors,
the products/services of the competitors, features of products/services, and
the competitive advantages of the competitors determine the competitive
environment in which the company operates. Industry analysis aims to
reveal the nature of competition in the industry and the competitive
position of the business. The market analysis includes factors such as local
or international markets, the direction of consumer demands, the market
share of the company, barriers to entry to the market, and intensity of
competition.
It is important for the organization to adapt to its environment and
technology. There is a tight connection between the business environment
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and the strategy. ICT creates new industries, restructures existing
industries, and reshapes the competitive environment in most economic
activities. It changes the conditions of competition for almost all
businesses. Using ICT, a company can achieve various strategic benefits
such as creating new entry barriers, easing supply and decreasing supply
costs, increasing cost efficiency, product/service differentiation, using the
information as a product, competitive pricing, organizational
differentiation, access or restriction to distribution channels and building
closer relationships with suppliers and customers (Buhalis,1998:410).
SWOT Analysis
In terms of strategic management, the relationship between the
company and its environment focuses on two different factors, external
environmental conditions and the capability and resources of the
organization. In order to achieve its goals, a harmony between two factors
is required for a company. SWOT analysis is used to examine the current
situation of the company, identify its strengths and weaknesses, and
harmonize them with external environmental conditions. This analysis can
be briefly defined as simultaneously examining the internal and external
environmental factors of the organization. It would be wrong to call this
method a simple situation analysis. With the SWOT analysis, management
focuses on causal actions that provide a more dynamic response to several
challenges and opportunities that are likely to encounter (Carlsen and
Andersson, 2011:85).
Rapid changes in the external environment make the organization to get
an opportunity (O) or to face a threat (T). In addition, every organization
has strengths (S) and weaknesses (W), which depend on its resources and
capabilities. Opportunity can be defined as any situation that the
environment offers to the company and can help to achieve its goals. Threat
means a new situation that makes it difficult or impossible for the business
to achieve its objectives. Strength is that the company is more effective and
efficient in any subject than its competitors. Weakness means that the
company is less effective and efficient, ie worse than its competitors. An
example of implementing a SWOT is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Sample Swot Analysis Factors
INTERNAL
Strengths

Weaknesses
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Market dominance

Few core strengths and low on key
skills
Core strengths

Old equipment with higher costs
Economies of scale
than the competition
Low-cost position
Weak finances and poor cash flow
Leadership and management skills 

Management skills and leadership
Financial and cash resources
lacking
Operational ability and age of

Poor organizational structure
equipment

Low quality and reputation

Innovation processes and results

Products not differentiated

Organizational structure

Low market share

Reputation

Service quality
EXTERNAL
Opportunities
Threats

New markets and segments

New market entrants

Diversification opportunities

Increased competition

Market growth

Increased pressure from customers
and suppliers

Competitor weaknesses

Low market growth

Demographic and social change

Economic downturn

Change in the political and
economic environment

Technological threat

New take-over or partnership

Change in the political or
opportunities
economic environment

Economic upturn

Demographic change

International growth

New international barriers to trade

Environmental impacts of
activities

New destinations
Evans et al.,2003:199

First of all, the aim of a company should be to develop strategies to
evaluate opportunities and respond to threats by turning weaknesses into
strengths. A strong organization that learns to exploit all suitable
opportunities will have the skills and resources to detect and take action
against threats that have arisen over time. However, the process of
exploitation of opportunities can create strengths. Likewise, every threat
can be considered as an opportunity that can cause another strength.
Therefore, the final strategic steps in SWOT analysis should be as follows;
developing and implementing strategies to convert weaknesses into
strengths, evaluate opportunities, and respond to threats.
Developments in ICT create both opportunities and threats for tourism
companies, it is important to keep up with these developments by
following the trends in technology. In this way, companies can take
advantage of technology-oriented opportunities occurring in the external
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environment, or they can overcome threats by creating technology-based
strategies, such as using technology as a strong core competency.
2.4. Strategy Formulation
The stage of formulating and selecting strategies can be seen as the most
important stage of the strategic management process. All the process
mentioned so far is based on strategies, foremost internal and external
environmental analysis because choosing the right strategies that are
suitable for the scope, size, resources, goals, etc. of the company and the
correct implementation of these will lead the business to success.
While determining the strategies, with the mentioned analysis phase,
the reason for the entity (mission) and the point that the company wants to
reach as a result of its activities (vision) must be taken into consideration
together. Because the business starts to steer its strategies according to the
situation it aims and with the results, it wants to achieve. That is the mission
and vision statement direct strategies and make them clear and feasible.
However, another issue that needs to be taken into consideration while
formulating the strategies is to create them in accordance with the
objectives of the company (Göral,2014:205).
Strategy formation and execution is essential for companies to survive,
create value, and achieve long-term success. However, today, companies
are not sure what the strategy would be and how to formulate a successful
strategy in such a dynamic environment. The process of strategy
formulation, which is the tool that a company chooses to achieve long-term
organizational goals and objectives, consists of three steps (Zafar et
al.,2013:17, Evans et al.,2003:201):
(a) Formulating various options
(b) Evaluating available options
(c) Selecting a suitable strategy
Formulating various options
The next step after analyzing the environmental factors is to formulate
various options that help the company achieve its goals and objectives.
This stage requires creativity.
Evaluating available options
After formulating the options, the evaluation phase of these options is
carried out. Factors such as possible success, cost effects, risk, and time
are analyzed and then the strategist can decide on the most preferred
option.
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Selecting a suitable strategy
After all options are evaluated, the most preferred and suitable option
should be selected. Strategies should be chosen among some alternatives
that will be compatible with the mission and vision, in line with the goals
and objectives, in the light of the data obtained as a result of internal and
external environmental analysis.
The scale of the operations, scopes, and the way of management of all
companies are different from each other. There are various companies
consisting of many different departments or units, serving in different
geographic regions or operating internationally. This complex nature of
organizations reveals several levels of strategic choice. There are three
levels of corporate strategy (Evans,2015:319):




corporate level
business level
operational level

Figure 4. shows the hierarchy of the three levels of strategy:

Operational Level

Business Level

Corporate Level

Figure 4. The levels of strategy
Evans,2015:20

Corporate level strategy (also called firm strategies) is related to an
organization's overall purpose and scope. Clearly, this strategic choice area
is involved in the mission and vision of the organization. This strategy
explains the general attitude and direction of the business towards growth.
It can be used in three main categories: stability strategy, growth strategy,
and retrenchment strategy (Miller and Dess,1993). Strategies at this level
are often determined by the organization's senior executives (i.e.CEO).
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Business level strategy (also called competitive strategies) usually
takes place at the business unit or product level and emphasizes the
improvement of the competitiveness and positions of products and services
in a particular area or market segment served by the company or business
unit. (Dess and Miller 1993). In short, the business level strategy is about
how to successfully compete in certain markets. As in the corporate level
strategy, it focuses on not only the organization but also the business units.
This level of the strategy includes topics such as which products and
services to be developed to gain a competitive advantage against
competitors, which markets they will be sold in, and how to gain an
advantage over competitors. Along with senior management, unit
managers are also involved in strategic decisions (Evans,2015:320).
This level of strategies (also called tactics) relates to implementation
subjects adopted by a functional area in order to successfully practice the
proposed corporate and business unit level strategies. The important point
to be emphasized here is that the changes caused by the adoption of
corporate and business level strategies and implementation of top
management decisions are managed in a way that does not affect the
resource efficiency.
Given the competitive advantage of the business, the technology must
be connected and adapted to all levels of strategies. ICT has become one
of the key elements at all operational, structural, and strategic levels to
enable global interaction among suppliers, intermediaries, and consumers
for event and tourism companies as in all other sectors (Buhalis and Law,
2008). It can offer significant strategic advantages in every level of a
company; corporate level (e.g. decision support systems), business level
(e.g. property management systems), and operational (tactical) level (e.g.
financial modeling, yield management) (Buhalis and Main, 1998). As in
seen it is used in almost every unit and process in a company, and its correct
and effective implementation and integration within the corporate strategy
provides positive feedback on cost, productivity, efficiency, and service
quality.
Strategy and ICT
WTO (1988) declares that “the key to success lies in the quick
identification of consumer needs and in reaching potential clients with
comprehensive, personalized and up-to-date information”.
ICT would be the most suitable method for companies seeking new
methods to meet the increasing sophistication of consumers, their demands
to high-quality products and information, and the need to interact with both
suppliers and other consumers. In this way, while consumers can access
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accurate and reliable information quickly, companies can also save time
and decrease costs and prevent consumer discomfort caused by delays.
ICT has critical importance in the competitiveness of the tourism or
event organization with its effects on; information flows and management,
shapes on consumer behavior, new product development, labor security,
training and skills, disintermediation and planning, and participation.
Hence, the impacts of ICT for both consumers and event or tourism
companies can be expressed as follows (Buhalis,1998; Buhalis and Zoge,
2007) ;
 Increasing the quality of service thanks to rapid information
transfer and comfort
 Creating customer satisfaction through the fact that customers
have more information and options about the event, destination and
facilities and the accuracy and scope of the information provided
 Reducing bureaucracy and paperwork to spend more time on
customer service
 Reducing communication and transaction costs
 More time spent on customer service as a result of reduced
bureaucracy and paperwork
 Create one-to-one marketing thanks to the personalization of the
product and loyalty programs
 Facilitating operational tasks, ensuring that the activation process
is carried out faster and without problems
 New and personalized services
 To influence consumer decision-making processes
 Changing consumer perceptions
 Providing quality service through better integration of business
departments and units
 Workers become active participants in decision making
 Creates new forms of public participation
 Changing traditional tourism distribution channels
 Changing the role of intermediaries
 Networking between industry elements
ICT is considered as one of the most important factors in achieving the
goals and objectives of a company and plays an important role in the
mobilization of an organization's strategy. ICT, which can be used as a
strategy or a strategic tool, can be applied in at least four different ways:
gaining competitive advantage; improving productivity and performance;
facilitating new ways of management and organization, and developing
new jobs.
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ICT that has a strong impact on competition are required to be regulated
in accordance with the strategy chosen by the company. However, while
changes in technology push the strategies to change, a change in the
strategy may lead the technology used to change. As a result, the more a
company can make ICT compatible and integrated with the corporate
strategy, the highest level of value and speed will gain. In other words, as
a strategy, ICT will provide the necessary agility for an organization to
achieve its strategic goals in the most appropriate time.
2.5. Implementation, Evaluation, and Control of Strategies
Implementation
It is the stage where the words are turned into action, that is, the
formulated strategies are applied. This is one of the most important stages
in the strategic management process because, no matter how well the
strategies are designed, their implementation may fail. For this reason, it is
very important to determine strategies in which implementation processes
are clearly determined and appropriate to the needs of the organization.
The key question at this stage is how to turn ideas into reality and make
changes. Given the resistance of people to change, activities such as
identifying the basic resources and capabilities necessary for the
implementation of the strategy, adapting the organizational structure of the
organization to change, and taking measures to get over the change process
without resistance are important. It is necessary to plan the distribution of
resources and capabilities to implement the strategy, to establish a system
of indicators and to manage the strategic change process to monitor the
plan properly (Planellas, 2013:10).
In order to achieve the objectives of a strategy and to be successfully
implemented, it is necessary to focus on five Cs as the basic conditions for
separate units in business to work together (White, 2004: 619).
Coordination: Coordination between different stakeholders, between
different organizational levels and between different internal units within
the business must be ensured at every step of the process of creating and
implementing a strategy.
Communication: Like coordination, communication is a two-way
process and involves repeated interaction. The important point here is that
if information transfer affects the strategy, it is necessary to suppress and
encourage the flow of information, and there should be incentives for the
transfer of correct and appropriate information.
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Command: Command is passed downward to reflect the authority
hierarchy that characterizes each organization. Often the command is
related to attempts to ensure coordination. It should be given rarely and
only when absolutely necessary to resolve a crisis or a particular conflict.
Control: Control is often indirectly and confidentially implemented
through incentive structures and the internalization of the corporate
culture. Each decision-maker has its own area or control area, all of them
are well understood and avoid interfering with other areas unless invited or
a crisis occurs.
Conflict/Consensus: It is inevitable to face conflict in any organization.
Any proposal for change almost always invites a kind of hostility conflict
in those who are against a new way of thinking or change. Conflict can get
out of control and result in widespread hostility that hinders effective
coordination or communication. Conflict should be kept within reasonable
limits and not allowed to get out of control.
Successful implementation of the strategies requires that the
organizational structure, culture, system, management style, human
resources, and talents are brought together harmoniously. However, as
soon as the implementation activities are underway, strategic success
factors should be constantly monitored and controlled. Because, with the
application, it is possible to encounter undesirable situations in the business
environment. For this reason, the internal and external environment must
be constantly examined. Thus, it will be possible to identify factors that
will render strategic practices insufficient and take corrective measures.
Evaluation and control
After the implementation of the strategies, the final and necessary step
of the strategic management process is to decide whether the outcome is
good or not is; “evaluation and control”. At this stage, it is evaluated
whether the determined strategies are implemented properly in order to
achieve the objectives of the company and to ensure compliance with the
environment. To make this assessment, evaluation criteria are prepared and
it is checked whether the strategies implemented are still valid. This
process includes comparing the actual performance results after the
implementation of the strategies with the desired performance. In this way,
managers can understand that strategies are working properly or
dysfunctional, and before they become critical, they can take action against
potential negative situations.
The performance of the company may not remain constant, changing
conditions in the environment affect the long-term expectations and goals
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of the company. Objectives adapted to these changes also require a renewal
of the strategy. Evaluating performance, reviewing, and adjusting necessity
changes are essential parts of the strategic management process. For this
reason, a company's mission goals and strategy can never remain stable
(Chaneta, 2011:21).
This step is also a control step created to monitor that the strategic
management process is working properly. The main goal here is to help
management achieve organizational goals by monitoring and evaluating
strategic practices. Strategic evaluation and control make it possible to
identify possible disruptions in advance and creates the feedback necessary
to determine whether the planned steps of the strategic management
process are working properly, consistently, and accurately. Also, it
provides a balance between short-term and long-term profitability, directs
business activities to objectives, and provides methods for measuring
activities. In addition, it also helps the integration of a complex and diverse
organizational structure.
Briefly, strategic control creates the feedback necessary to determine
that the planned steps of the strategic management process are working
properly, consistently, and accurately. In this way, it gives the chance to
control whether the strategic management process is working properly.
Solutions and Recommendations
Communication and information technologies, which have a strategic
importance today, have become an important factor in terms of the survival
and development of a company. The things that companies that want to
survive in today's competitive and rapidly changing world should do can
be expressed as follows;
 They should develop competitive strategies, make them flexible,
and adapt quickly to organization and market conditions.
 It is important to set explicit and clear strategic goals, and adhere
to them, as well as to develop an appropriate technology-based strategy.
 In order to apply appropriate technological solutions, an innovative
management approach must be followed.
 New and existing ICT tools should be used to redesign and
restructure the inter and intra-organizational business processes.
 Technological innovations in the industry must be constantly
monitored and reviewed.
 Also, technological solutions such as websites need to be
improved.
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Because of all the above, companies have to rethink and evaluate
information and the role of ICT in the management process and corporate
functioning. It is an inevitable fact that ICT is effective in restructuring
management strategies and will be even more in the future.
Conclusion
The developments in information technologies and the transition to the
information age have rendered the traditional management approach
inadequate. Technology is now considered as one of the most important
elements to provide a sustainable competitive advantage for companies
operating in a constantly changing and complex environment. However, in
addition to its constant competitive power, companies must be able to use
and implement technologies and strategies together to work efficiently,
innovate and be open to new markets, and it is essential for companies to
have strategic management skills to achieve all these advantages of
technology and to achieve high performance.
ICT has a major impact on the strategic management of tourism
companies: ICT have the capacity to make radical changes in the
functioning and structure of organizations and It is the driving force for
tourism businesses with the advantages it provides in the following areas;
cost (due to increased efficiency, low distribution, communication, labor
costs, and flexible pricing), market (satisfaction of upper segment customer
demand; flexibility in working time; supporting relationship marketing
strategies; quick response to demand; multiple integrated products; profit
management) and competition (business network management; valueadded training; flexibility; obtaining information; strategic tool) thereby
providing huge benefits in efficiency, differentiation, reducing costs and
process time (Buhalis 1998, 2000). With these features, ICT plays a critical
role in the competitiveness of tourism and event organizations and is an
important determinant of organizational competitiveness. In short, ICT is
critical to the strategic management of organizations, as entering the new
market, empowering employees, lowering costs, and increasing
distribution.
As a result, tourism companies need to strategically understand,
combine, and use ICT to serve their target markets, increase their
efficiency, maximize profitability, improve services, and maintain longterm profitability.
Future Research
As a strategy and strategic tool, ICT plays a key role in the relationship
between firms and consumers. Due to this importance and all the
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advantages mentioned, it requires a more in-depth examination and
evaluation for tourism and event organizations. Companies need to grasp
the importance of strategic event management as well as the outputs of the
ICT effect on the event on a firm and consumer basis. Examining the
benefits of tourism and event businesses with ICT will provide important
results. The effect of constantly renewed technological tools on event
organizations can be analyzed on a tool basis or in a collective. Not only
benefits but also disadvantages should be carefully examined. In addition,
solutions should be developed by taking the opinions of both internal and
external stakeholders regarding these advantages and disadvantages.
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EFFECTS OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND TYPES ON
INNOVATION CULTURE CREATION ACTIVITIES
Bülent Demir*
Introduction
In today's world where competition is intense, the need for innovation
increases day by day. When the innovative culture is evaluated in terms of
sustainability, profitability and growth for the organizations of the modern
economy, it is seen that it has become a vital phenomenon. In this context,
environmental changes create opportunities for innovation. As a result,
businesses need to enter new markets, creating opportunities to survive.
New technologies that accelerate environmental change, shorten product
lifetimes by changing customer needs, and with this rapid change,
competition between companies increases with the elimination of borders.
For the realization of innovations, it is necessary to focus on organizational
culture, creating an innovative environment and how to create a cultural
structure and which type of organizational culture is more suitable for
innovation.
1. Organizational Culture
Defining the organizational culture in an organization is difficult for
both managers and other researchers. Despite the fact that almost every
manager sees the organizational cultures unique and special, when they try
to define the concept, they state that they use expressions like “we are
customer-oriented”, “we see employees as our most valuable asset” and
not very different from other businesses (Alvesson & Sveningsson, 2007).
The reason for this is that the concept of organizational culture has a
complex structure that is difficult to define and measure, has a lot of
relationships with many other concepts (Alvesson & Sveningsson, 2007;
Schein, 2004). However, considering the common characteristics of
different definitions of organizational culture or corporate culture
structure, they defined organizational culture as a concept that is holistic,
based on an accumulation of history, which is related to other concepts
related to human and society, and difficult to change and understand
(Hofstede et al., 1990). Accordingly, culture is a mental event that enables
individuals within a certain group to think and evaluate the facts differently
than other groups, rather than social structures and behaviors (Alvesson &
*
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Sveningsson, 2007). It defined organizational culture as a social unit as a
pattern of shared basic assumptions that will be taught as a method of
perception, thinking and feeling about the problems, which is considered
valid by a group of members who have solved an external harmony and
internal integration problem (Schein, 1992).
2. Organizational Culture Elements
Studies of examining the organizational culture generally showed two
different approaches. The first is the studies that categorically examine the
organizational culture (Desphande et al., 1993). Studies that show a
categorical approach have tried to determine the unique characteristics of
each class by subjecting the cultures of the organizations to various
classifications. The second approach is interpretive approaches. Studies
that deal with organizational culture with an interpretive approach have
tried to explain the culture as seen in figure 1 through symbols, rituals and
myths that dominate the organization (Schein 1992).

Figure 1: Organizational Culture Model
Source: Schein, (1992)

Artificats: It is the visible aspect of culture and includes the seen and
heard behavioral patterns of groups such as physical environments,
technology and products, artistic creations, styles and behaviors of
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individuals, emotional indicators, values, stories and legends about the
organization, observable rituals and ceremonies. The purpose of cultural
analysis at this stage is to understand the organizational process and the
visible behaviors of groups within the routine behavior. Understanding
these behavioral patterns that are seen and heard requires long-term living
within the group and a degree analysis (Schein, 1992). Artifacts, creations,
reflect the apparent and symbolic aspect of culture. This visible part of the
culture can be classified into three ways: physical, behavioral and verbal.
Examples of physical creations are symbols such as symbols, logos,
clothing, layout, organizational chart, and procedures. Behavioral cultural
creations consist of ceremonies, ceramonies and meetings. Verbal
creations can be given as examples of language, slogans, stories and heroes
spoken within the organization.
Expoused Values: “It is the criteria adopted by members of the
organization in evaluating and judging the events, situations and
behaviors” (Şişman, 2002). Values have an important place in
organizational life as well as in human life and social life (Schein, 1992).
If the values accepted within the organization match the basic assumptions,
then it will be useful to express these values in the management
philosophy, bringing the group together, creating a sense of belonging and
attachment (Can, Aşan & Aydın, 2006). Values, in other words, reflect the
general agreement created by the members of the organization about what
the organization intends to do by summarizing the situation of the
employees (Christensen, 1999). Various opinions have been proposed
about what might be the source of organizational values. According to
Schein (1984), the sources of these are the members of the organization,
the beliefs that arise and accepted as a result of the interaction of the two.
These beliefs and values also affect the attitudes and behaviors of people
towards other people, objects, events and facts. The lack of common
values, the dominance of different values in the organization causes
organizational conflicts. Norms are formed depending on a certain system
of values within the social system. Norms are social rules and standards
that guide members of the social system in explaining and interpreting
events, facts and situations. Culture is also defined as a normative system
(Schein, 1984). In short, norms, approved behaviors, expected behavior
standards are defined as the unwritten rules of the game or behavior.
Underlying Assumptions: “It is the basic beliefs that organization
members share in relation to environmental relations, real human actions
and the nature of human relations” (Türk, 2007; Şişman, 2002). The basic
assumptions are predictions, thoughts, feelings, and subconscious beliefs.
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So it is very difficult to change. The human mind needs conceptual
invariance. Thus, shared basic assumptions to support the culture of a
group can be considered as psychological conceptual defense mechanisms
that allow the group to complete its function, both individually and at the
group stage (Schein, 1992).
3. Organizational Culture Types
We see that in the literature by different social scientists classified as
a variety of organizational culture. In terms of organizations, Harrison
(1972) and Handy (1985) used culture in exchange for the character of the
organization and mentioned four types of cultures or organizations. These
are called power culture, role culture, task culture and individual culture.
Power Culture: Culture type where power and control are central. It
is based on sovereignty and interest, and those who hold power in the
organization establish a sovereignty over others. Its main feature is
constant power and conflicts of interest and it is characterized as a type of
culture mostly observed in organizations managed by traditional
management approach.
Role Culture: It is a type of culture where bureaucratic features and
principles are at the forefront, and in this culture, issues such as rationality,
rules, hierarchy, role, status, authority and responsibility are given
importance. The source of power is the authority. Emphasis is placed on
choosing a man by job.
Task Culture: Organizational goals are at the forefront rather than
individual goals. Therefore, almost everything in the organization is
evaluated in the rate of serving the purposes. Therefore, it is essential to
organize and change organizational structure, roles and processes towards
achieving organizational goals. The source of power is expertise. Decision
powers are given to the teams.
Individual Culture: This culture is defined as a dominant culture in
organizations created based on the understanding that organizations are for
individuals. In this culture, contrary to the task culture, priorities are given
to individual goals and interests. In task-centered organizations,
individuals are seen as a tool for organization and organizational purposes,
while in individual-centered organizations, organizations are seen as a tool
for achieving individuals and individual goals.
Handy and Harrison's classification in a similar manner based on the
power of culture, role culture has mentioned the four types of
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organizational culture, including culture-based tasks. Pheysey's
classification was also based on the classifications of Harrison and Handy,
and was organized into four groups as organizational cultures, role culture,
success culture, power culture and support culture, similar to the above.
Quinn and McGrath have classified organizational cultures as rational,
developmental, compromising and hierarchical cultures differently from
the above (Şişman, 2002).
The most generally accepted classification in terms of organizational
culture types are four culture types that are under two dimensions. The first
dimension shows the orientation of the business towards flexibility and
judgment, and stationary and control. This size of enterprise is between
flexibility and rigidity. The second dimension shows whether the business
is oriented inward or outward. He examined organizational culture in four
groups: Clan, Adocracy, Hierarchy and Sunday culture (Cameron & Quinn
(1999). These types of culture can be found in various rates in each
organization. The distinction is which is the dominant culture (Desphande
et al., 1993).
Shared values, harmony, participation, individuality and “us” identity
are important for clan (collaboration) culture type businesses. Businesses
of this type operate like a large family rather than an economic unit. Rules
and procedures from the hierarchy have been replaced by teamwork,
employee engagement programs, and corporate loyalty.
The main purpose of the adhocracy (creativity) culture type enterprises
is to promote compatibility, flexibility and creativity in an uncertain,
complex and overloaded environment. The main thing for organizations of
this type is to offer innovative products and services and adapt them
quickly to new opportunities. There is a scattered flow of power between
individuals and teams rather than a central power or authority relationship.
In the hierarchy (control) culture type, control of the external
environment is essential. Rules and procedures guide the behavior of
people. Especially in large organizations and bureaucratic structures, the
clarity of decision making authorities of this type, standardized rules and
procedures, control and accountability mechanisms are required for
success.
Market (competition) culture type control drives market mechanisms,
competition dynamics and money exchange. The aims of businesses in this
culture are to be profitable, to be strong in market segments and to create
a reliable customer base (Cameron & Quinn, 2006).
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It has been stated by various researchers that organizational culture
influences innovation (Pfister, 2009; Uzkurt & Şen 2012) and even
organizational culture is at the center of innovation (Tushmann & O’Reilly,
1997). In addition, organizational culture not only has an enormous impact
on an organization's ability to innovate, but also determines how it will
innovate, what kind of innovation it will focus on, and the skills it will use
to deal with potential threats (Kelley, 2010).
Organizational culture supports innovation in several ways. The first
one is that it enables the members of the organization to see innovation as
an appropriate strategy for solving problems related to competition. It also
creates an empowering network of values and beliefs, giving formality to
the activities carried out for innovation. Organizational culture motivates
its members by waiting for them to act in an innovative manner and by
accepting these behaviors and ensures that those who engage in innovative
activities are rewarded. Finally, it allows to support innovative changes
among the members of the organization (Russell, 1989).
According to the organizational culture model, organizational
culture can be divided into four groups: cooperation, innovation,
determination / consistency, effectiveness as shown in Figure 2 (Chang &
Lin,
2007).

Cooperativeness Culture: In the two-dimensional model of
organizational culture, it is located in the upper left corner. It is internal
and resilient and focuses primarily on collaboration, information sharing,
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trust, empowerment and teamwork. This collaborative culture is typical of
a friendly atmosphere. Organization members share information in team
work. Thanks to the authorization in the organization, each individual has
a certain division of labor and has an internal flexibility in performing this
task. Relations are based on trust, and members of the organization treat
each other just like members of a family.
Innovativeness Culture: It is located in the upper right corner of
the two-dimensional model of organizational culture. Innovation culture,
which is external and flexible oriented within the organizational culture
model, has the characteristics of creativity, entrepreneurship, adaptation
and dynamism. The company, which has an innovation, supports creativity
by being in a completely dynamic environment.
Stability / Consistency Culture: it is located in the lower left
section of the organizational culture model and is also internal and control
oriented. It focuses on order, rules and regulations, uniformity and
efficiency. This organizational culture, with determination and
consistency, is typically a structured and organized organization.
Effectiveness Culture: It is located in the lower right part of the
two dimensional organizational culture model. This exogenous and
control-oriented culture model focuses on competitiveness, target
achievement, production, efficiency and profit-oriented measures. The
company with an event culture is primarily a result-oriented and profitoriented company.
It is observed that there is no consensus on what the company will
do more innovative organizational culture is analyzed studies cited above.
However, according to Mortimer (1995), they stressed that in order to have
a creative and innovative organizational culture, actions that would
encourage innovations and motivate members should be taken and the
following conditions should be fulfilled (Mortimer, 1995):
Organizations;
1. Must have predictive leaders,
2. Must have managers who can lead new programs and achieve
goals,
3. Encourage and reward entrepreneurial actions,
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4. Must be able to create the necessary funds to develop and
evaluate new and original ideas,
5. To be able to produce appropriate values by forecasting
customers' future needs and wishes,
6. Ensure mutual convergence and communication between
employees and marketing staff at all levels,
7. Be able to understand the value of errors,
8. Pay attention to informal communication as well as formal
communications,
9. Must value and motivate employess,
10. Besides those who are satisfied with the activities of the
organization, they should be able to recognize and control those
who are not satisfied.
In another study, the cultural environment that supports and motivates
innovation should be summarized as follows (Zangwill, 1993):
1. Top management adopts innovation,
2. Building trust and honesty instead of behaviors where
individual interests are at the forefront,
3. To emphasize the support and tolerance instead of punishment
and reproach,
4. Encouraging creative discussions,
5. Creating a communication in which innovative ideas are
listened and valued by bosses,
6. To establish and develop creative collaborations between
individuals and groups,
7. Valuing consumer demands,
8. To learn employees' thoughts on innovative organizational
culture.
Based on the above studies, it can be said that strong management
support, effective internal and external communication, paying attention to
customer needs and forgiving mistakes and rewarding successes for an
innovative organizational culture.
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4. Innovation and Innovation Culture
Before making a definition about innovation, it will be more accurate
to mention its relation and types with similar concepts. The first of these
concepts is creativity. Creativity, defined as the production of new and
useful ideas in any field, is part of the innovation process, but innovation
is the implementation of an idea developed with creativity. Accordingly, it
can be said that creativity constitutes the first step of the innovation process
(Amabile et al., 1996).
Invention is one of the concepts that are similar to innovation.
However, in order for an innovation to occur, there is no need for
inventions, invention can take place after innovation and multiple
inventions can contribute to a single innovation (Samsonowa, 2012). In
addition, in order to qualify as innovation, it must be commercialized. In
this respect, innovation is an economic rather than a technological concept
(Rothwell & Wissema, 1986; Drucker, 2001). Innovation is a word used
instead of innovation. However, it is possible to say that innovation is much
more than yen, since not every innovation has a commercial value (it has
no value in the eyes of the customer).
In the literature, product and process innovation (Schumpeter, 1934;
Utterback, 1996; North & Smallbone, 2000; Damanpo is & Goplpkrishan,
2001, Boer & During 2001, Francis & Bessant, 2005), organizational
innovation (Boer & During, 2001) marketing innovation (Schumpeter,
1934; North & Smallbone, 2000; Francis & Bessant, 2005), destructive and
sustainable innovation (Christensen & Raynor, 2003), discontinuous
innovation (Robertson, 1967), paradigm innovation (Francis & Bessant,
2005), innovation types such as finding a new source of raw materials or
semi-finished products and repositioning the business in the sector
(Schumpeter, 1934). What is meant by innovation is product innovations,
the direct effect of which is most easily observed.
As a result of examining the types and their differences with other
concepts, it is possible to define innovation as follows. Innovation is
innovations or significant improvements in products, production
processes, marketing methods or managerial activities that have
commercial value. Innovation is one of the most important resources that
businesses will use to increase their competitiveness (Drucker, 2001;
Bessant, 2002; Afuah, 2009; Betz, 2011). Therefore, it is necessary to get
help from any kind of instrument that will support innovation.
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Organizational culture affects innovation processes as well as it affects
many processes in the organization.
Therefore, creating an organizational culture (innovation culture)
focused on innovation activities is a must for any business that wants to
innovate. There is no guarantee that an innovation culture will result in
innovation, but an innovation culture is definitely a prerequisite (Angel,
2006).
Gandotra (2010) defined the culture of innovation as a culture
associated with organizational structures and processes that make
innovation a daily business. The culture of innovation determines how
creativity, risk taking, entrepreneurship and sharing of information and
ideas are encouraged (Gandotra, 2010). The culture of innovation enables
the formation of norms that help members of the organization develop
behaviors that do not hinder their innovation activities but support them.
These norms are listed below.
- Supporting the creative activities of the members of the organization,
- Seeing innovation as a suitable solution method for strategic
organizational problems,
- To ensure free and open exchange of information within the
organization,
- Maintaining close contact with groups outside the business that have
knowledge of potential innovations,
- To be open-minded for new ideas,
- To provide psychological and financial support to those who produce
new ideas,
- To encourage a reasonable risk taking for new ventures,
- Listed to support an effective change practice (Russell, 1989).
Innovation is divided into different types according to researchers. It
is possible to divide them into general topics such as product innovation,
process innovation, strategy innovation, market innovation (Henard &
Szymanski, 2001). Although innovations are related to each other, it is seen
that each innovation offers separate benefits to the business. Product
innovation enables to achieve a higher market share, strategy innovation to
achieve sustainable competitive advantage, Market innovation enables
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reaching new customers, and process innovation enables internal functions
to work more efficiently. From this point of view, it will be useful to
determine what kind of innovation culture affects on which type of
innovation. In addition, it is aimed to explain the role of staff empowerment
in this relationship.
The culture that supports innovation has the characteristics of
creativity, risk taking, independence, teamwork, solution orientation,
communication, high confidence and respect and decision making speed.
He also stated that innovation culture has four general dimensions. The
first is the intention to be innovative, the second is the infrastructure that
provides support for advancing innovation activities, the third is the
information and orientations that will support employees' ideas and
activities required for innovation, and finally environmental dimensions to
support implementation (Dobni, 2008).
Conclusion
Undoubtedly, the concept of innovation is becoming more and more
involved in our lives with the increasing influence of today's world. It
would not be wrong to say that the competitive conditions and customer
expectations in the market have changed rapidly. For this reason,
innovation, which used to be the business of only large-scale enterprises,
has become an imperative for every business or even every organization.
Since it is such an important concept, the culture of the organization and
its relation with each other, which is considered to be one of the factors
that can help enterprises to innovate, should also be examined closely.
As in many other activities, the organizational culture has a two-way
impact on innovation activity. In other words, it can both facilitate the
realization of the activities and prevent this activity. When considered in
terms of innovation activity, it is clear that not all features of organizational
culture will have an impact on innovation. At this point, a subculture
consisting of the sum of the characteristics associated with the
organizational culture of the innovation activity emerges, which is the
innovation culture. Innovation culture features are always handled within
the framework of the literature. It is not known exactly what these features
are and what is known is not supported by empirical studies.
According to the information obtained from the studies studied, the
first feature of the innovation culture is that it has a structure similar to the
adhocracy organizational culture type features. This is an expected result
due to the characteristics of the adhocracy culture type (supporting
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innovation and creativity). Apart from that, organizational learning should
be ecouraged again as it will provide the necessary information flow for
innovation. In order to take advantage of different ideas and empower
employees, a participatory way must be followed in decision making. The
fact that managers are open-minded against external ideas will both
provide flexibility and support the flow of information. It is important that
business objectives, goals, mission and vision are innovation-oriented and
shared by employees. Encouraging risk-taking is imperative for innovation
activities that always include a risk factor. Failures should be seen as events
that require lessons. While group and team works are supported to benefit
from the synergy effect, the independence of individuals should not be
ignored and internal competition should be encouraged. Trust and open
communication within the organization will enable the sharing of
information, which is the most important input of innovation. Giving
individual support and rewards to employees is important for the continuity
of innovation activities.
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TURKISH ACADEMY AT THE DAWN OF THE LIVING DEAD:
A RESEARCH ABOUT WORK SPIRITUALITY
Umut Can Öztürk

INTRODUCTION
Strategic human resources management adopted today aims to
consolidate the strategic management of the company by integrating
human capital with all the functions of the company and by making human
resources functions a business strategy (Acuner and Genç, 2008). In fact,
it is desired to strengthen the employees in the organizations, thus enabling
enterprises to move away from the traditional hierarchical structure,
motivate employees to do business by adopting their jobs, encourage
participation in decisions and increase the satisfaction of employees by
providing an environment in which they can improve themselves
(Pekdemir et al., 2006). In other words, it is the integration of human and
organization desired by the administrators of the organization. However,
even some managers within the working life reduce the organization to the
size of financial values and physical structures. However, even when we
look at the definition of the oldest and basic organization, we see that ‘’the
material and spiritual elements come together in harmony in accordance
with a certain purpose’’ (Öztürk, 2015). In that sense, the organization
consists of both the physical elements that can be touched and the abstract
and beyond spiritual elements that cannot be touched, because the human
being that created it is literally this way (Anderson, 2000 cited by Baloğlu
and Karadağ, 2009: 174; Korkut, 2012: 80).
In Korkut's (2012: 80) study, the human definition of Zohar in Jewish
mysticism is Human is not primarily an economic entity, it is essentially a
creature of meaning; one that has conveyed meaning and value to one’s
life and has the ability to reveal its’ own ‘story’ which makes its’ life
meaningful. At this precise point, the concept of spirituality emerges,
which is defined as feelings, thoughts and behaviors that appear in pursuit
of the sacred in the literature of religion psychology (Sheep, 2006: 358).
However, the subject of the study is the workplace spirituality developed
from this relationship between man and organization. Although the
workplace spirituality is perceived from the religious and secular point of
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view, different perceptual dynamics are generally extended from the
secular point of view in terms of inner satisfaction and motivation by
removing the perception of inner spirituality and spirituality as much as
possible from the perception of classical religion (Korkut, 2012). The
subject, which is still at the level of preliminary studies in our country, is
therefore intriguing and intriguing.
The main purpose of this study is to examine the levels of workplace
spirituality of young academics. The spirituality values of the workplace
were examined in three dimensions comparatively in the frame of the
socio-demographic variables of the academicians. The study has reached
to 102 young academics from both state and private colleges in Turkey
through convenience sampling method. The title also refers to a zombie
film ‘’Dawn of the Dead’’. The reason for that title reference is ‘’In a
metaphoric sense, is academy dynamic or a walking dead in terms of
workplace spirituality?’’ The answer to this question is sought.
WORKPLACE
STRUCTURE

SPIRITUALITY

&

FUNDAMENTAL

As a matter of fact, there is no clear consensus about the
conceptualization of the concept of spirituality, which is the main title of
the subject, especially in the field of management science; ruhsallık
(spirituality) (Karadağ, 2009), tinsellik (spirituality) (Yılmaz et al., 2015),
maneviyat (spirituality, morale) (Örgey and Günalan, 2011) were
developed. At the base of the studies in organizational and cultural
theories, there are various assumptions about the ontological status of
social reality (objective – subjective dilemma) and human nature
(determinist – voluntarist dilemma) (İlhan, 2006). It is not different for
workplace spirituality; One of the most important reasons for this is the
approach to the subject from different perspectives on ideological aspects
and the similar distinction in the foreign literature. A branch nurtured from
the religion psychology by describing the spirituality as ‘’feelings,
thoughts and actions that arise in the search for the sacred’’ (Sheep, 2006:
358), the secular branch, without entering into Religiosity, defined
spirituality as a basic feeling that one is connected to one's own integrity,
the others and the whole universe (Mitroff and Denton, 1999: 83) by
emphasizing the search for meaning and satisfaction to each person
(Krishnakumar and Neck, 2002). Since the phenomenon of religion is
almost a person-to-person phenomenon when approached from a holistic
perspective, it may be more appropriate to use a more secular context in
order to benefit from this concept in the managerial area on the basis of the
organization.
In parallel with the concept of spirituality, the concept of workplace
spirituality emerged by adapting the spirituality to the working life.
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Nowadays, spirituality has long ceased to be the only subject of personal
concern. Since spirituality positively affects employees' motivation and
performance, employers incorporate their ‘’spirituality at work’’ approach
into strategic HRM concepts (Açıkel and Sunar; 2013 cited by Seyyar and
Evkaya, 2015). In the basic context, it is possible to define workplace
spirituality as ‘’to find the person's purpose in life, to establish strong ties
with the people in the workplace and in relation to the work, and to
reconcile the human's own values with the goals of the organization’’
(Mitroff and Denton, 1999).
The theories of organizational behavior in the modernist current
generally focuses on organization, although it is generally felt as
individual-oriented from the upper window, it is not given much space to
the inner world of the person. With the effect of generation Y and cultural
equations, issues such as organizational spirituality began to be discussed.
Employees always had internal worlds of ideas about the organization, but
Robbins et al. (2009) summarized the possible causes of the search for
meaning and purpose in the work;


As a counterweight to the pressure and stress of a turbulent
lifestyle; Contemporary lifestyles, single-parent families,
geographical mobility, temporary nature of jobs, new technologies
that create distance between people,



The perception of formatted religion has lost its importance for
many people and strives to fill the feeling of growing emptiness
created by the lack of faith,



Labor demands, workplace being dominant in the lives of many
people, resulting people to question the ‘essence of business’,



The desire to integrate personal life values into the professional
life of the individual,



An increasing number of people are finding that the pursuit of
more material acquisitions leaves them unfulfilled.

Based on the assumptions of Robins et al. (2009), modernist
perceptions of today's organizations are expected to be insufficient to
understand the Y generation and its’ successors, and to begin to fail to fully
integrate the valuable human resources into its intellectual capital. While
positive concepts such as leadership/commitment on the same sample at
the most basic dimension are high, they are high in values such as desire
to leave the organization/remain silent/psychological burnout at the same
time. This provides us with clues to the existence of variables that are not
clearly seen in the organizational level. In this understanding, the concept
of organizational spirituality can be meaningful for the researchers of
organizational behavior. The main objective of the workplace spirituality
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is to create an internal motivation by meeting the needs of employees such
as belief, sacrifice and belonging in the business environment and thus to
increase the level of organizational or business performance (Karadağ,
2009). As the subject is discussed by the researchers in the context of
literature, the size and content will change and different definitions will
emerge, which already have different definitions. But focusing on the
concept rather than focusing on the definition difference would be useful
to understand the issue. In this context, when we look at the basic
dimensions of workplace spirituality, the following table appears in the
light of the predecessor models.
Chart 1: Dimensions of Workplace Spirituality in the Light of Preliminary
Modeling
Milliman et al.
(2003)

Ashmos and
Duchon

Sheep
(2006)

(2000)
A meaningful business

A meaningful
business

Significance of
business done

Sense of
Unity(Community)

Sense of
Community

Self-transcendence

Alignment with
organizational values

-

Integration between
Person and Workplace

-

Inner Life

Progress

In the light of the pioneering studies, it is observed that the main
dimensions are almost in agreement. In all three models, ‘Meaningful
Business’ and ‘Sense of Unity/Community’ takes place in common, and is
focused on organizational integration. When the study of Milliman et al.
(2003) is examined on the scale used in the study, the content of these
dimensions is as follows;
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Chart 2: Dimensions and Interactions of Workplace Spirituality
BASIC
DIMENSIO
NS

CONTENT

DEFINITION



Rejoice in
business



Energized by
work



Finding
purpose &
meaning
from work

‘’What is my purpose in doing this
business?’’, ‘’Where does this job
lead me?’’, ‘’What will I leave behind
after this job I am doing?’’.
Employees asks these questions to
themselves (Örgev and Günalan,
2011).
Workplace
spirituality
emphasizes the assumption that each
individual has their own ‘’internal
motivation, truths and willingness to
participate in activities’’, which gives
a greater meaning to their lives and the
lives of others (Ashmos and Duchon,
2000). A meaningful job is not just an
interesting and enjoyable job, it seeks
a deeper meaning and purpose, wants
to live its dream, contribute to others
and want to satisfy its inner feelings.
(Milliman et al, 2003)



Creating a
spirit of unity
with
colleagues



Supporting
each other



Uniting
around a
common
purpose

Meaningful

GROUP LEVEL

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL

Business

Sense of
Community
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This dimension of workplace
spirituality occurs at the group level in
human behavior and focuses on the
interaction between the worker and
other colleagues (Milliman et al.,
2003). In the case of this feeling, the
employees connect and support each
other as a family. In order to achieve
this situation, trust, support, quality
communication and sincerity are
required in the relationship of
individuals (Brown, 2003).

ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL

Alignment
with
organization
al values



Commitment
to
organizationa
l purposes



Clarity of the
aims and
values of the
organization



The
organization
valuing the
employee

At this level, the organizational goals
are perceived as superior to the
employees' own internal needs: The
person should be able to contribute to
others and to society. This adaptation
also means that employees believe
that managers/executives have the
right values, they are aware of the job
and they are really interested in the
health of their employees (Ashmos
and Duchon, 2000). Compliance with
organizational values includes the
notion that employees desire to work
not only in good corporate citizenship,
but also seeking ethical or honesty
feelings and seeking to contribute in
an organization more than a typical
company for the welfare of
employees, customers and society
(Milliman et al., 2003).

METHODOLOGY
Data Acquision Process & Sampling
The sampling of the study includes 102 young academics under the age
of 35, reached through convenience sampling method from private and
state universities in Turkey. The scales were delivered to the participants
by hand and e-mail addresses and it was stated that the participation was
on a volunteer basis. Four socio-demographic questions were asked to
participants (Gender, Science Fields, Titles and where they saw themselves
in a conservative and secular dimension). When the answers to the
questions are examined; 53.9% of the participants were women. 48% of
the participants are in human sciences, 25,5% in natural sciences, 6,9% in
fine arts, 14,7 in health sciences and 4,9% in sports sciences.
In terms of title, majority of the participants by 57.8% were research
assistants, 20.6% were lecturers and 21.6% were Assist. Assoc. Dr. .
According to the answers to the questions asked by the 5-point Likert scale
on the conservative and secular scale, 49% of the respondents found
themselves to be in between, while the ratio of those who considered
themselves to be quite conservative was 6,9% and those who considers
themselves as conservative was 25,5%. There is no one who positions
themselves as quite secular, however, there are 18.6% participants who
mark the secular option.
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Scale
In order to measure spirituality at work, the scale Milliman et al. (2003)
derived from Ashmos and Duchon’s (2000) work is organized by
reviewing both studies. The scale with 21 statements consists of three
dimensions; meaningful business (9), sense of community (6) and
alignment with organizational values (6). Answers in the likert scale
consists of five steps from ‘Absolutely Disagreed (1)’ to ‘Absolutely
Agreed (5)’. Statements in the scale has been translated into Turkish by the
author. Subsequently, in order to control the English-Turkish meaning
integrity, statements were reviewed by a group of people who were fluent
in English and Turkish and necessary corrections were made. Then, the
scale was tested on 12 people with a preliminary study, and the applied
reliability analysis gave a high alpha value (α = 0.95) for the scale of
spirituality in the workplace.
Reliability and Validity
The variables used in the research were tested by factor analysis (EFA)
in IBM SPSS 24 program. The Cronbach's alpha values of the scales for
overall scale and three sub-dimensions (meaningful business, sense of
community, alignment with organizational values) are; α=.94, α=.91,
α=.78 ve α=.95, respectively. These results indicate that the scale is
sufficiently reliable (Hair et al. 2010).
RESULTS
Before proceeding to comparative tables, a descriptive study of the
values of the workplace spirituality of the participants will be useful to
relate the situation.
Chart 3: Descriptive Analysis of Participants
N

Minimum Maximum

Average

Meaningful Business

102

1,33

3,67

2,5338

Sense of Community

102

1,00

3,50

2,3121

Alignment with
Organizational Values

102

1,50

3,17

2,0523

Although Chart 3 does not give us a clear, illustrative result, the analysis
of the study will help to make sense. When the institutions are evaluated
from the perspective of young academicians, we can say that the values on
the basis of general averages are below the 3 limit, which is quite low.
Among the three dimensions, the spirituality values are the highest in the
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section related to the work itself, while the lowest is the compliance with
the organizational values. When the minimum values are examined, at least
one person have marked ‘’1’’ in all variables of ‘sense of community’
dimension. In complementary statistics, the relationship between
demographic variables and factors was tested with t-test and Anova. In this
respect, the relationship between factors and gender variable was
interpreted according to t-test results.
Chart 4: T-Test Results According to Gender Variable
Dimensions

Gender

n

Avg.

ss

sd

t

p

Meaningful
Business

Female

55

2,5495

,65155

,08785

,287

,77

Male

47

2,5154

,55042

,08029

Sense of
Community

Female

55

2,3030

,72086

,09720

,149

,88

Male

47

2,3227

,59528

,08683

Female

55

2,0758

,48625

,06557

,609

,54

Male

47

2,0248

,35607

,05194

Alignment with
Organizational
Values

Looking at Chart 4, when we analyze factors from demographic
variables to gender, there is no significant difference between males and
females as it could be seen by the average values. (p>, 05).
Chart 5: Anova Results According to ‘Title’ Variable
Dimensions

Title

n

Avg.

ss

sd

Leven
e

p

p
Meaningful
Business

Sense of
Community

Researc
h
Assistan
t

5
9

2,438
8

,6775
7

,0882
1

Lecturer

2
1

2,396
8

,3644
2

,0795
2

Assist.
Assoc.
Dr.

2
2

2,919
2

,4030
8

,0859
4

Researc
h
Assistan
t

5
9

2,262
7

,7126
4

,0927
8

687

,000

,00
3

,011

,04
0

Alignment
with
Organizationa
l Values

Lecturer

2
1

2,134
9

,6115
1

,1334
4

Assist.
Assoc.
Dr.

2
2

2,613
6

,4696
8

,1001
4

Researc
h
Assistan
t

5
9

1,923
7

,2703
8

,0352
0

Lecturer

2
1

1,785
7

,1759
3

,0383
9

Assist.
Assoc.
Dr.

2
2

2,651
5

,4047
0

,0862
8

,000

,00
0

According to Anoya results could be interpreted. There are significant
differences between three factors and title. In ‘Meaningful Business’
dimension, Assist. Assoc. Dr.’s have a higher value with 0.480 mean
difference compared to the research assistants; and with a mean difference
of 0,522 compared to the lecturers (p=0,01;p=0,000). In other words, they
find their work more valuable. When we look at ‘Sense of Community’
dimension, Assist. Assoc. Dr.’s results are higher than research assistants
by 0,350 mean difference and higher than lecturers by 0,478 mean
difference (p=0,038;p=0,020). In ‘Alignment with Organizational Values’
dimension, according to the Tukey test results, Assist. Assoc. Dr.’s have a
higher value of 0.727 mean difference compared to research assistants, and
0,865 mean difference compared to the lecturers. (p=0,000).
Chart 6: Anova Results According to Variable Fields of Science.
Factors

Field of
Science

n

Avg.

ss

sd

Leven
e

p

p
Meaningful
Business

Humaniti
es

4
9

2,412
7

,5020
5

,0717
2

Natural
Science

2
6

2,431
6

,5214
7

,1022
7

Fine Arts

7

3,523
8

,1056
9

,0399
5

688

,000

,00
0

Sense of
Community

Alignment
with
Organizatio
nal Values

Health
Science

1
5

2,325
9

,5886
4

,1519
9

Science
of Sports

5

3,488
9

,0608
6

,0272
2

Humaniti
es

4
9

2,197
3

,6316
1

,0902
3

Natural
Science

2
6

2,262
8

,6185
5

,1213
1

Fine Arts

7

3,095
2

,1311
3

,0495
6

Health
Science

1
5

2,144
4

,6982
6

,1802
9

Science
of Sports

5

3,100
0

,2236
1

,1000
0

Humaniti
es

4
9

1,979
6

,4244
2

,0606
3

Natural
Science

2
6

2,032
1

,4472
6

,0877
2

Fine Arts

7

2,404
8

,0890
9

,0336
7

Health
Science

1
5

2,088
9

,5034
3

,1299
8

Science
of Sports

5

2,266
7

,0912
9

,0408
2

,013

,00
0

,064

,10
8

According to Anoya results in terms of ‘Field of Science’, Tamhane test
is examined since the variances at 0.05 significance level are not
homogeneously distributed for the ‘Meaningful Business’ and ‘Sense of
Community’ dimensions. As for the ‘Alignment with Organizational
Values’ dimension, Tukey test results are examined hence the assumption
of homogeneity of variences are provided. In ‘Meaningful Business’
dimension, the results show that Fine Arts, have a higher value with a mean
difference of 1.111 compared to Humanities; 1.092 mean difference to
Natural Science; 1.197 mean difference to Health Science, expressively.
(p=0.000). Again in ‘Meaningful Business’ dimension, Science of Sports,
have a higher value with a mean difference of 1.076 compared to
Humanities; 1.057 mean difference to Natural Science; 1.162 mean
difference to Health Science, expressively. (p=0.000). Looking at the
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results of ‘Sense of Community’ dimension, Fine Arts, , have a higher
value with a mean difference of 0.897 compared to Humanities; 0.832
mean difference to Natural Science; 0.950 mean difference to Health
Science, expressively (p=0,000;p=0,001). Science of Sports, have a higher
value with a mean difference of 0.902 compared to Humanities; 0.837
mean difference to Natural Science; 0.955 mean difference to Health
Science, expressively. (p=0.000). There was no significant difference
between the results of the ‘Alignment with Organizational Values’
dimension.
Chart 7 : Descriptive evaluation according to the perception of
conservatism

Alignment with
Organizational
Values

Sense of
Community

Meaningful
Business

Factors

Field of Science

n

Avg.

Min.

Max.

Very
Conservative

7

2,8889

2,22

3,33

Conservative

26 2,3846

1,33

3,33

In Between

50 2,5111

1,56

3,67

Secular

19 2,6667

1,67

3,56

Very
Conservative

7

2,5714

2,00

3,00

Conservative

26 2,1026

1,00

3,00

In Between

50 2,3433

1,00

3,50

Secular

19 2,4211

1,00

3,00

Very
Conservative

7

2,5238

1,57

3,17

Conservative

26 2,0064

1,50

3,00

In Between

50 1,9833

1,50

2,50

Secular

19 2,1228

1,50

3,17

When examining feedbacks from participants about ‘how conservative
they are’ and Anova results about sub-headings of organizational
spiritualism perceptions, no significant difference in the statistical
dimension was found. But when the results of the given answers are
examined descriptively, although it may be wrong to present a result in a
positivist context, participants who express themselves as Highly
Conservative have higher values in all dimensions than other participants.
The major surprising result is that, considering the average values,
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immediately after the ‘Very Conservative’ ones, the following is the
academics who feels themselves within the “secular” dimension, in which
is the opposite pole. Although it is necessary to examine the reasons for
this through qualitative studies, it would not be wrong to state that
‘minority influence’ brings people closer to each other and that they are
connected to work.
CONCLUSION
In conjunction with Generation Y in almost all the work management
paradigms are changing. This generation, which is less devoted, freespirited and independent, remains dissatisfied under the classical and rigid
bureaucratic structure. The workplace attracts spirituality to the personal
sphere from a postmodern point of view of organizational behavior. When
the workplace spirituality, which is described as “Spirit“ in the
metaphorical context, is examined on young academicians, the result is
below average values in all dimensions It can be said that young academics
can only find meaning in the work they do, even though it is relatively low.
It is possible to say that the institutions they work for are far from the sense
of community and they are in conflict with the organizational values of
their institutions. However, it is seen that academicians in the field of
Sports Science and Fine Arts have a relatively high value especially in a
‘Meaningful Business’ dimension. It may be possible to connect this matter
from an interpretive perspective, depending on the fact that their work is
based on individual successes in talent-based and human desire to
complete oneself compared to other fields. In another dimension, Asst.
Assoc. Dr.’s value among the academician staff is higher than those in the
other group. It may not be wrong to attribute this to the expansion of the
area of relaxation, authority and power in the hierarchical position.
However, larger studies are needed to make these comments. The biggest
limitation of the study is the limited sample size. Therefore, it is not
possible to make a generalization about the thoughts of all young
academics. However, it is thought that this study will create a beginning
and awareness for larger studies.
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